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Part I.

SALES, ESSENTIALS AND DISTINCTIONS.

Cunningham v. Ashbkook bt al.^

(20 Missouri, 553.—1865.)

Action to recover the price of a drove of hogs.

Defendants, slaughterers and packers, agreed with McAllis-

ter and with Whitaker, also packers, that each should have

one-third of all hogs slaughtered. Defendants were to do the

buying and slaughtering. An agent employed to buy, some-

^ Sale dbfinbd.—" Sale, or exchange. Is a transmutation of property from

one man to another in consideration of some price or recompense in value:

for there is no sale without a recompense: there must be quid pro quo.

If it be a commutation of goods for goods, it is more properly an exchange

;

but if it be a transferring of goods for money, it is called a sale."—-2 Black-

stone's Com. 446.

" A sale is a contract for the transfer of property from one person to

another, for a valuable consideration."—2 Kent's Com. 468.

" A sale is a transfer of the absolute title to property for a certain agreed

price. It is a contract between two parties, one of whom acquires thereby

a property in the thing sold, and the other parts with it for a valuable

consideration. If the property in any commodity be voluntarily trans-

ferred without a valuable consideration, it is a gift; if one article be ex-

changed for another, it is a barter; but a sale takes place only when there

is a transfer of the title to property for a price."—Story on Sales, § 1.

"By the common law a sale of personal property is usually termed a

' bargain and sale of goods.' It may be defined to be a transfer of the ab-

solute or general property in a thing for a price in money."—Benjamin on

Sales, § 1.

" Sale is a word of precise legal import both at law and in equity. It

means at all times, a contract between parties, to give and to pass rights

of property for money,—which the buyer pays or promises to pay to the

seller for the thing bought and sold."

—

Williamson v. Berry, 8 How. 495,

544.

In order to include executory as well as- executed!, sales, and to exclude

other transactions of seemingly similar character, a sale may be defined to

be a contract for the transfer of the absolute property in personalty for a

price in money, or in money's worth.

1 (1)



2 CASES ON SALES OF PBKSONAL PKOJeEKTY.

times bought for McAllister, sometimes for Whitaker, but prin-

cipally for defendants. The agent, not saying for whom he

was buying, engaged 148 hogs of the plaintiff, at |4.15 per cwt.,

net weight, to be delivered at defendants' slaughter-house, to

be killed and weighed by the buyer. The hogs were taken

there and killed, and defendants told plaintiff to call next day

at McAllister's packing house, see the hogs weighed, and get

his money. That night the slaughter-house with the hogs was

destroyed by fire. Plaintiff was nonsuited, and sued out a writ

of error.

Leonard, J. The only things essential to a valid sale of

personal property at common law were, a proper subject, a price,

and the consent of the contracting parties, and when these con-

curred, the sale was complete, and the title passed without any-

thing more. (2 Black Com. 447 ; Bloxom v. Sanders, 4 Barn.

& Ores. 941.) The term sale, however, in its largest sense,

may include every agreement for the transferring of ownership,

whether immediate or to be completed afterwards, and goods,

in reference to the disposition of them by sale, may be consid-

ered as existing separately and ready for immediate delivery,

or as a part of a larger mass from which they must be separated

by counting, weighing or measuring, or as goods to be hereafter

procured and supplied to the buyer, or to be manufactured for

his use. Goods of the first sort are the only proper subjects of

a common law sale, which is strictly a transaction operating as

a present transfer of ownership, and does not include executory

contracts for the future sale and delivery of personal property,

although there are some apparently anomalous cases in our

books in which transactions in reference to goods to be sepa-

rated from a mass seem to have been treated, where there had

been a constructive delivery, as valid sales, producing a present

change of property.

The general rule, however, is otherwise, and aU the different

sorts of goods to which we have referred, except the first, are,

under our law, the proper subjects only of executory agree-

ments—contracts for the future sale and delivery of them.

The Roman law, however, it is said, dealt differently with
this subject. In that system of jurisprudence (Bell on Con-
tract of Sale, 9,) " a sale was not an immediate transmutation
of property, but a contract of mutual and personal engagements
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for the transference of the thing on the one hand and the pay-

ment of the price on the other, without regard to the time of

performance on either part, that being left to be regulated by
the agreement of the parties, the seller being bound to deliver

the thing in property to the buyer at the time agreed on, and
tlie buyer to pay the price in the manner settled between them.

The distinction was carefuUy observed between the direct right

of property (Jus in re) conferred by delivery, and the indirect

right Q'uD ad rem) to demand of the seller delivery of the thing

sold. There thus arose out of the contract the double relation

of debtor and creditor, as to the thing sold and the price to be

paid for it. Corresponding with these relations, two actions

were given, both personal and direct; one for the thing sold,

the other for the price due. The claim for the price being

_ absolute on delivery or tender of the thing and the demand for

the thing conditional, provided it had not in tlie meantime per-

ished without fault of the seller." Thus it is seen, a Roman
sale was applicable to all the possible circumstances in which

goods to be transferred could be found, and th^ respective

engagements of buyer and seller (under such a transaction,)

were specifically enforced by the appropriate actions.

Although at common law consent alone was sufficient to

constitute a valid sale, the statute of frauds has now intervened

and other formalities are prescribed, which must be observed,

or what was before a valid transfer of property is now of no

validity. The statute, beginning where the common law

stopped, requires some one of these solemnities to be added to

the transaction before it shall be considered as complete, so as

to affect a change of ownership; and the matter here relied

upon, as the statute evidence of the completion of the contract,

was the change of possession. This provision of the statute

implies, it is said, a delivery of the thing sold on the part of

the debtor, and an acceptance of it by the buyer, with an inten-

tion on the one side to part with, and on the other to accept

the ownership of it; and it is not enough that the mere natural,

actual, corporeal possession should be changed, but there must

be a change of the civil possession, which is a holding of the

thing with the design of keeping it as owner ; and this brings

us to an examination of the instruction complained of, and

which resulted in nonsuiting the plaintiff.

The proof given shows (or, at least, conduces to show, which,
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for the present purpose, is the same thing,) that the thing sold

had been delivered in point of fact to the buyer, and the true

question in the cause, (indeed the only one that could be

raised,) was, whether this-change of actual possession wais also

a change of the civil possession; or, in other words, whether

tlie hogs were delivered and received by the parties respec-

tively, with the intention of changing the ownership. If the

facts were so, the sale was perfect, the title passed, and the loss

fell upon the new owner.

It is to be remarked that this is the sale of a specific com-

moditj', the whole drove, and not of a part, to be ascertained

by counting out the required number, and therefore, the title

passed as soon as the bargain was completed by the delivery.

It was not a transaction in relation to the sale of part of a mass,

which could not take effect as a present sale, immediately chang-

ing the property, until the separation was actually made ; and

it is possible some confusion may have arisen here by not

clearly distinguishing between the sale of a specific commodity,

clearly separated and distinguished from all others, as a specific

drove of stock, and of an indefinite commodity, as a hundred

barrels of corn out of the party's crib, or a hundred mules out

of his drove, when the seller is bound to separate and identify

the particular part sold, before it can pass in property to the

purchaser.

Nor is their any objection to the validity of this transaction

as a present sale, growing out of the supposed uncertainty as

to the price. Although there is no sale until the price is

settled between the parties, yet it is settled, within the meaning
of this rule, when the terms of it are so fixed that the sum to

be paid can be ascertained without further reference to the par-

ties themselves ; and, indeed, by the common law, the price

is fixed withiir this rule, even when it appears that the par-

ties have agreed that it shall be the reasonable worth of the

thing sold, leaving it to the tribunals to ascertain the amount,
if they cannot agree upon it themselves. (Bell on Sales, 18-20

;

yiaebol v. Levi/, 10 Bing. 382.)

This, then, was a present agreement between these parties for

the sale of a specific commodity for a price settled between them,
so as to be capable of future ascertainment, without further refer-

ence to themselves, and, we repeat, immediately passed the title

to the buyer, if the ceremony of delivery required by the stat-
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nte of frauds was complied witB, and there having been a deliv-

ery in fact, the whole question was, as before remarked, with

what intention that delivery was made, whether merely that

the hogs might be weighed, neither party being bound in the

meantime by what had passed between them, or as the formal

completion of the bargain to bind the parties and vest the own-
ership in the purchaser.

We come now to an examination of the instruction com-

plained of, the substance of which is, that if the liogs were sold

by net weight, to be ascertained by weighing after they were

slaughtered and cleaned, then the presumption that the sale was

completed by the delivery is met and repelled, and the loss falls

on the plaintiff, as owner, unless he shows that the parties in-

tended the sale to be complete upon the delivery. The jury

would, no doubt, have so understood the direction, when they

came to apply it to the case, and such, too, we suppose, was the

meaning of the court ; but we do not concur in this view of the law.

Certainly, this circumstance was proper for the jury upon the

question of the intention of the parties in changing the actual

possession, and might have afforded a very proper topic of com-

ment to counsel, in arguing the question of fact before them

;

but we do not think any well considered case has gone tlie length

of declaring that it changed the strong natural presumption to

be derived from the actual delivery of the property, and imposed

upon the other party the necessity of showing that " the parties

intended the sale to be absolute and complete before the weigh-

ing," and we feel well assured that there is no principle upon

which this position can be maintained. We find it frequently

repeated in the books, that when anything remains to be done

by the seller, such as counting, weighing or measuring, the title

does not pass ; and this is certainly correct, when this operation

is necessaiy in order to separate the goods from a larger mass,

of which they are part ; but that is not this case, and we think

that by keeping the distinction between a specific and an indefi-

nite commodity in view, most of the cases upon this subject can

be explained, and their apparent conflict reconciled. It is also

certainly true that, in determining the question as to the pur-

pose of the parties in changing the actual possession, the fact

that the price is to be subsequently ascertained by reference to

the net weight, and then paid, is proper to go to the jury ; but

possession is so much of the essence of property, as it is that
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alone which enables us to enjoy a thing as property, and the

natural connection between property and possession, especially

in movables, is so strong, that the presumption arising from a

change of actual possession, that it was intended also as a change

of the property, is not, in our view, overcome, as a matter of

law, by the fact here relied upon, that the thing bargained for

was to be paid for by weight, to be ascertained after the delivery.

We shall content ourselves by a reference to a few cases

which we consider directly in point, in support of the position

we have taken. Scott v. Wilh, 6 Watts & Serg. 368, was the

case of the sale of a raft of lumber at twelve dollars per thou-

sand feet, to be ascertained by measurement. There had been

a delivery, and the raft being lost by a freshet, the question

was, whether the property passed so as to cast tlie loss upon

the buyer. The court below instructed the jury that " parties

may make a sale of goods so as to pass the property bJ^the

actual delivery thereof, without first fixiag the quantity upon

which the price is to be computed," and the Supreme Court

approved of the direction, Judge Gibson remarking, " that a

sale is imperfect only when it is left open for the addition of

terms necessary to complete it, or where it is defective in some

indispensable ingredient, which cannot be supplied from ex-

trinsic sources. But when possession is delivered pursuant to

a contract which contains no provision for additional terms, the

parties evince, in a way not to be mistaken, that they suppose

the bargain to be consummated."

Macomher v. Parker, 13 Pick. Rep. 182, was a sale of a quan-

tity of brick in a kiln at a certain rate per thousand, to be as-

certamed by counting, and the court, in delivering its opinion

says : "It is true the bricks were to be counted, but that was
to be done to enable the parties to come to a settlement of their

accounts, and not for the purpose of completing the sale. Tak-

ing the whole of Hunting's testimony together, this we think

is the reasonable inference to be drawn from it. If the bricks

had been actually delivered, there could have been no ques-

tion that the sale would have been complete, notwithstanding

the bricks were to be afterwards counted. The general princi-

ple is, that when an operation of weight, measurement, counting
or the like, remains to be performed in order to ascertain the
price, the quantity or the particular commodity to be delivered,

and to put it in a deliverable state, the contract is incomplete,
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until such operation is performed. (Brown on Sales, 44.) But
where the goods or commodities are actually delivered, that

shows the intent of the parties to complete the sale by the

delivery, and the weighing, or measuring or counting after-

wards would not be considered as any part of the contract of

sale, but would be taken to refer to the adjustment of the final

settlement as to the price. The sale would be as complete as

a sale upon credit before the actual payment oi the price. Noth-

ing can be found in any of the numerous cases on this point,

which militates against this position."

The remarks of the same court in Riddle v, Varnum, 20 Pick.

283-4, to which we have been referred by the counsel for the

respondents are not intended to conflict with what had been

previously determined, but expressly affirm that decision.

It is true the court say that "the party affirming the sale

must satisfy the jury that it was intended to be an absolute

transfer, and all that remained to be done was merely for the

purpose of ascertaining the price of the articles sold at the

sale agreed upon." And of this there can be no doubt, but yet

that is a matter for the jury, and it is not intimated in this case

that when there is an actual delivery, the jury cannot be allowed

to infer such intention without some additional evidence.

These questions generally arise when the thing sold has per-

ished, and the contest is upon whom the loss shall fall, and it

may not be improper here to remark that, notwithstanding the

marked difference between a Roman and a common law sale, in

other particulars, when a loss occurs, it falls upon the same

person under either system. Under our law, the maxim is that

the owner bears the loss, a rule, it would seem, of universal

application, res peril domino. Under the Roman law, the debtor

of a specific thing was not answerable for its loss, when it per-

ished in his hands without fault, and when there had been a

purchase of a specific commodity, although the property was

not changed until delivery, the seller, by the bargain, became

debtor to the buyer of the particular thing bought, and so not

liable if it perished without fault.

We repeat what we have before said, it is a question for the

jury. If the delivery were for the purpose of passing the prop-

erty, it had that effect, although the price was to be afterwards

ascertained and paid according to the net weight, and there is

no rule of law that, under such circumstances, the presumption
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arising froi-n the delivery is met and repelled, and that other-

evidence becomes necessary in order to make out a prima fade

case of a present sale. The seller has a right, notwithstanding

the bargain, to retain his property till he is paid, unless he agrees

to allow the purchaser a credit (the bargain for an immediate

transfer of property implying a present payment of the price),

and hence, when there is no understanding as to the time of

payment other than what is implied in the postponement of it

until the quantity of the thing sold is ascertained in the manner

indicated in the contract, this circumstance is certainly entitled

to consideration with the jury, in determining the character of

the delivery, which, if intended to pass the thing in property,

deprives the seller of his security upon it for the price, at the

same time that it throws upon the buyer the future risk. The

judgment is reversed, and the cause remanded.

Dextee v. Norton bt al.^

(47 New York, 62.—1871.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Su-

preme Court, affirming ruling of lower court, dismissing the

complaint.

On October 6, 1865, defendants agreed to sell and deliver

607 bales of cotton to plaintiff. Prices were determined, and

payment was to be made on delivery. Four hundred and sixty

bales were delivered ; 161 bales were destroyed by fire, without

1 Pothier, Contrat de Vente, No. 4, says :
" There must be a thing

sold, which forms the subject of the contract, If tlien, ignorant of the

death of my horse, I sell it, there is no sale for want of a thing sold.

For the same reason, if when we are together in Paris, I sell you my house
at Orleans, both being ignorant that it has been wholly, or in great part,

burnt down, the contract is null because the house, which was the subject

of it, did not exist; the site and what is left of the house are not the sub-

ject of our bargain, but only the remainder of it."

In case of an attempted executed contract of sale, if the thing to be
sold has ceased to exist at the time of the contract, no valid contract of

sale results ; in case of an executory contract of sale, if the thing to be
sold has ceased to exist before the execution of the contract, the con-

tract is discharged.
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fault of defendants. Cotton subsequently rose in value. Plain-

tiff sues to recover damages for failure to deliver 161 bales.

Church, Ch. J. The contract was for the sale and delivery

of specific articles of personal property. Each bale sold was
designated by a particular mark, and there is nothing in the

case, to show that these marks were used merely to distinguish

the general kind or quality of the article, but they seem to have

been used to describe the particular bales of cotton then in pos-

session of the defendant. Nor does it appear that there were

other bales of cotton in the market of the same kind, and marked

in the same way. The plaintiff would not have been obliged

to accept any other cotton than the bales specified in the bought

note.

The contract was executory, and various things remained to

be done to the 161 bales in question by the sellers before de-

liver}'. The title, therefore, did not pass to the vendee, but

remained in the vendor. (Joice v. Adams, 8 N. Y. 291.)

This action was brought by the purchaser against the vendor

tq recover damages for the non-delivery of the cotton, and the

important and only question in the case is, whether upon an

agreement for the sale and delivery of specific articles of per-

sonal property, under circumstances where the title to the prop-

erty does not vest in the vendee, and the property is destroyed

by an accidental fire before delivery without the fault of the

seller, the latter is liable upon the contract for damages sus-

tained by the purchaser.

The general rule on this subject is well established, that where

the performance of a duty or charge created by law is prevented

by inevitable accident without the fault of the party he will be

excused, but where a person absolutely contracts to do a cer-

tain thing not impossible or unlawful at the time, he will not be

excused from the obligations of the contract unless the per-

formance is made unlawful, or is prevented by the other party.

Neither inevitable accident, nor even those events denomi-

nated acts of God will excuse him, and the reason given is that

he might have provided against them by his contract. (^Para-

dine V. Tone, Aleyn, 27 ; Harmony v. Bingham, 12 N. Y. 99

;

Tompkins v. Dudley, 25 N. Y. 272.)

But there are a variety of cases where the courts have implied

a condition in the contract itself, the effect of which was to
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relieve the partj'' when the performance had, without his fault,

become impossible ; and the apparent confusion in the authori-

ties, has grown out of the difficulty in determining in a given

case whether the implication of a condition should be applied

or not, and also in some cases in placing the decision upon a

wrong basis. The relief affoi'ded to the party in the eases

referred to, is not based upon exceptions to the general rule,

but upon the construction of the contract.

For instance, in the case of an absolute promise to marry,

the death of either party discharges the contract, because it is

inferred or presumed that the contract was made upon the con-

dition that both parties should live.

So of a contract made by a painter to paint a picture, or an

author to compose a work, or an apprentice to serve his master

a specified number of years, or in any contract for personal

services dependent upon the life of the individual making it,

the contract is discharged upon the death of the party, in accord-

ance with the condition of continued existence, raised by impli-

cation. (2 Smith's Leading Cases, 50.)

The same rule has been laid down as to property :
" As if A.

agrees to sell and deliver his horse Eclipse to B. on a fixed

future day, and the horse die in the interval, the obligation is

at an end." (Benjamin on Sales, 424.) In replevin for a horse,

and judgment of retorno habendo, the death of the horse was

held a good plea in an action upon the bond. (12 Wend. 589.)

In Taylor v. Caldwell, 113 E. C. R. 824, A. agreed with B. to

give him the use of a music hall on specified days, for the purpose

of holding concerts, and before the time arrived the building

was accidentally burned; held, that both parties were discharged

from the contract. Blackburn, J., at the close of his opinion,

lays down the rule as follows :
" The principle seems to us to

be, that in contracts in which the performance depends on the

continued existence of a given person or thing, a condition is

implied that the impossibility of performance, arising from the

perishing of the person or thing, shall excuse the performance."

And the reason given for, the rule is, " because from the nature
of the contract, it is apparent that the parties contracted on the

basis of the continued existence of the particular person or

thing."

In School District No. 1 v. Dauchy, 25 Conn. 530, the defend-

ant had agreed to build a schoolhouse by the first of May, and
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had it nearly completed on the twenty-seventh of April, when
it was struck by lightning and burned; and it was held, that

he was liable in damages for the non-performance of the con-

tract. But the court, while enforcing that general rule in a

case of evident hardship, recognizes the rule of an implied con-

dition in case of the destruction of the specific subject-matter

of the contract : and this is the rule of the civil law. (Pothier

on Contracts and Sale, art. 4, § 1, p. 31.) We were referred to

no authority against this rule. But the learned counsel for the

appellant, in his very able and forcible argument, insisted that

the general rule should be applied in this case. While it is

difficult to trace a clear distinction between this case and those

where no condition has been implied, the tendency of the

authorities, so far as they go, recognize such a distinction, and

it is based upon the presumption that the parties contemplated

the continued existence of the subject-matter of the contract.

The circumstances of this case are favorable to the plaintiff.

The property was merchandise sold in the market. The defend-

ant could, and from the usual course of business we may infer,

did protect himself by insurance ; but in establishing rules of

liability in commercial transactions, it is far more important

tKat they should be uniform and certain than it is to work out

equity in a given case. There is no hardship in placing the

parties (especially the buyer) in the position they were in

before the contract was made. The buyer can only lose the

profits of the purchase ; the seller may lose the whole contract

price, and if his liability for non-delivery should be established,

the enhanced value of the property. After considerable reflec-

tion, I am of the opinion that the rule here indicated of an

implied condition in case of the destruction of the property,

bargained, without fault of the party wiU operate to carry out

the intention of the parties under most circumstances, and wiU

be more just than the contrary rule. The buyer can of course

always protect himself against the effect of the implied condi-

tion, by a provision in the contract that the property shall be at

the risk of the seller.

Upon the grounds upon which this rule is based of an im-

plied condition, it can make no difference whethet the property

was destroyed by an inevitable accident, or by an act of God,

the condition being that the property shall continue to exist.

If we were creating an exception to the general rule of liability,
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there would be force in the considerations urged upon the argu-

ment, to limit the exception, to cases where the property was

destroyed by the act of God, upon grounds of public policy,

but they are not material in adopting a rule for the construc-

tion of the contract so as to imply a condition that the property

was to continue in existence. It can make no difference how

it was destroyed, so long as the party was not in any degree in

fault. The minds of the parties are presumed to have contem-

plated the possible destruction of the property, and not the

manner of its destruction ; and the supposed temptation and

facility of the seller to destroy tlie property liimself, cannot

legitimately operate to affect the principle involved.

The judgment must be affirmed.

Allen, Geovbr, and Rapallo, J J., concur ; Peokham and

FOLGEE, JJ., dissent.

Judgment, affirmed.

HXILL V. HULL.I

(48 Connecticut, 250.—1880.)

LooMis, J. The controvei'sy in this case has reference to

1 As to the sale of things having a potential existence, Mr. Benjamin,

Sales, § 78, says: " Things not yeb existing which may be sold, are those

which are said to have & potential existence, tliat is, things which are the

natural product or expected increase of something already belonging to

the vendor. A man may sell the cro]5 of hay to be grown on his field, the

wool to be clipped from his sheep at a future time, the milk that his cows

will yield in the coming month, and the sale is valid." This accords with

the decision in Gh-antham v. Rawley, Hobart, 1.S2, and prevails generally

tlii'oughout the United States, although some jurisdictions exlilblt a ten-

dency to limit its application. In The Rochester Distilling Company v.

BitKcy, 142 N. T. 570, 575, Gray, J., says: " Grantham v. Haviley (Hobart,

13:^) is the general source of authority for- the proposition that one may
grant what he has only potentially, and there is no good reason for doubt-

ing that that which has a potential, or possible existence, like the spon-

taneous product of the earth, or the increase of that which is in existence,

may properly be the subject of sale, or of mortgage. The right to it, when
it comes into existence, is regarded as a present vested right. That which

is, however, the annual product of labor and of the cultivation of the

earth cannot be said to have either an actual, or a potential existence

before a planting." Such limitation, however, seems to apply only when
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bhe ownership of six colts, the progeny of two brood mares,

which the plaintiff, some ten years prior to this suit, purchased

in Boston of the Rev. William H. H. Murray. The contract

of sale provided that the plaintiff might take the mares to Mur-
ray's farm in this state, of which she was and had been for

several years the superintendent, and there keep them as breed-

ing mares ; and all the colts thereafter foaled from them, though

sired by Murray's stallions, were to be the exclusive property

of the plaintiff.

No attempt has been made by Murray's creditors or his trus-

tee to deprive the plaintiff of the mares so purchased, and they

are now in her undisturbed possession ; but the colts, while on

Murray's farm on the first of August, 18T9, were attached by
one of his creditors, who subsequently released the property to

the defendant as trustee in insolvency, who had the property

in his possession at the time the plaintiff brought her writ of

replevin.

The sole ground upon which the defendant claims to hold

these colts is, that there was such a retention of possession by

Miirray after the sale as to render the transaction constructively

fraudulent as against creditors.

The court below overruled this claim, and in so doing we
think committed no error.

The doctrine as to retention of possession after a sale has no

application to the facts of this case. A vendor cannot retain

after a sale what does not then exist nor that which is already

in the possession of the vendee. This proposition would seem

to be self-sustaining. If, however, it needs confirmation, the

authorities in this state and elsewhere abundantly supply it.

Lucas V. Birdsey, 41 Conn. 357 ; Capron v. Porter, 43 id. 389

;

Spring v. Ohipman, 6 Verm. 662. In Bellows v. Wells, 36 Verm.

599, it was held that a lessee might convey to his lessor aU the

crops which might be grown on the leased Lind during the term,

and no delivery of the crops after they were harvested was nec-

essary even as against attaching creditors, and that the doctrine

the rights of third persons have intervened, as in cases of an attaching or

an execution creditor. But it would seem that there may be valid agree-

ments to sell, or executory contracts of sale, where the subject thereof is

something to be subsequently acquired by the vendor, although such ven-

dor have not even a potential right at the time in the thing contracted to

be sold.
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as to retention of possession after the sale did not apply to prop-

erty which at the time of the sale was not subject to attachment

and had no real existence as property at all.

The case at bar is within the principle of the above author-

ities, for it is very clear that the title to the property in ques-

tion when it first came into existence was in the plaintiff.

In reaching this conclusion it is not necessary to hold that

the mares became the absolute property of the plaintiff under

Massachusetts law without a more substantial and visible change

of possession, or that under our law, the title to the mares being

in the plaintiff clearly as between the parties, the rule imported

from the civil law, partus sequitur ventrem, applies.

We waive the consideration of these questions. It will suf-

fice that, by the express terms of the contract, the plaintiff was

to have as her own all the colts that might be born from these

mares. That the law will sanction such a contract is very clear.

It is true, as remarked in Perkins on Conveyances (tit. Grant,

§ 66,) that "it is a common learning in the law that a man can-

not grant or charge that which he has not ;
" yet it is equally

well settled that a future possibility arising out of, or depend-

ent upon, some present right, property or interest, may be the

subject of a valid present sale.

The distinction is illustrated in Hobart, 132, as follows:
'' The grant of all the tithe wool of a certain year is good in its

creation, though it may happen that there be no tithe wool in

that year ; but the grant of the wool which shall grow upon such

sheep as the grantor may afterwards purchase, is void."

It is well settled that a valid sale may be made of the wine a

viiaeyard is expected to produce, the grain that a field is expected

to grow, the milk that a cow may yield, or the future young
born of an animal. 1 Parsons on Contracts (5th ed.), page 523,

note /r, and cases there cited ; Hilliard on Sales, § 18 ; Story on
Sales, § 186. In Fonvilh v. Oasey, 1 Murphy (N. C), 389, it

was held that an agreement for a valuable consideration to de-

liver to the plaintiff the first female colt which a certain mare
owned by the defendant might produce, vests a property in

the colt in the plaintiff, upon the principle that there may be

a valid sale where the title is not actually in the grantor, if

it is in him potentially, as being a thing accessory to something
which he actually has. And in Mc Qarty v. Blevins, 5 Yerg. 195,

it was held that where A. agrees with B. that the foal of A.'s
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mare shall belong to 0., a good title Tests in tlie latter when
parturition from the mother takes place, though A. immediately

after the colt was born sold and delivered it to D.********
There was no error in the judgment complained of and a new

trial is not advised.

In this opinion the other judges concurred.

McCarty v. Blevins.

(5 Yerger, 195.—1833.)

Teover. Rogers allowed his horse to go to Buler's mare,

with the understanding that if a colt should result, it should

belong to one Pleasant Blevins, an infant. A colt wa^ born,

and defendant below, purchased it and the mare from Buler.

Blevins, by his next friend, brought this action against MoCarty

to recover the colt. Verdict for Blevins. Defendant moved

for a new trial, which was overruled.

By the court. Cateon, C.J. It is insisted, that no title vested

by the contract between Rogers and Buler, no colt then being

in existence ; that no right can be communicated to property of

w]iich the bargainor has no title in possession, actually or poten-

tially. This, as a general proposition, is true ; yet, during the

time of gestation, surely, the owner of a female domestic animal

has a potential right to contract for the sale of the increase, to

vest in possession of the bargainee, when parturition from the

mother takes place. The growing fleece of the sheep, and the

crop of fruit or grain of the soil, are the subjects of sale ; and

why the issues and profits in colts or lambs should not be, it

is difficult to apprehend. In horse-growing districts, mares of

distinguished reputation and pedigree are constantly let in effect

to breed them, the owner of the mare agreeing to take so much

for the chance of the colt for one season, he retaining in his

possession the mare, because too valuable to be trusted with

another. That the foal in such cases, when dropped, is the

property of the hirer of the mare, has never been the subject of

doubt. Had Blevins taken the mare into possession, paying so
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much per annum for her use generally, then he would have been

authorized to use her as a brood mare, and to retain the foal.

The feeding and attention by the owner could make no differ-

ence ; it was generally a hiring.

On this foot the plaintiff is entitled to recover. Rogers hired

the mare for Blevins for that season of gestation, for her use

in breeding ; he was to use her in this particular way ; still

Blevins isentitled to the increase as if she had been hired for

the year generally, with the use unrestricted.

It is next insisted, no consideration passed from Blevins to

Buler for the foal. Rogers agreed to give what Buler agreed

to take. The consideration was valuable, and for anything

appearing, satisfactory to the parties at the time the contract

was made, and the defendant below cannot be heard to call in

question its adequacy in this action for title. Let the judg-

ment be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Low BT AL. V. Pew bt al.

(108 Massachusetts, 347.—1871.)

Replevin by A. Low & Co. to recover a quantity of halibut

from the assignees in bankruptcy of J. Low & Co.

In April, 1869, the plaintiffs entered into the following agree-

ment with J. Low & Co.

:

" We, John Low & Son, hereby sell, assign and set over unto

Alfred Low & Company all the halibut that may be caught by

the master and crew of the schooner Florence Reed, on the voy-

age upon which she is about to proceed from the port of Glou-

cester to the Grand Banks, at the rate of five cents and a quarter

per pound foi' flitched halibut, to be delivered to Alfred Low &
Company as soon as said schooner arrives at said port of Glou-

cester at their wharf. And we, the said John Low & Son,

hereby acknowledge the receipt of 11,500 in part payment for

the halibut that may be caught by the master and crew of said

schooner on said voyage."

MoBTON, J. By the decree adjudging John Low & Son
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bankrupts, all their property, except such as is exempted by the

bankrupt law, was brought within the custody of the law, and

by the subsequent assignment passed to tlieir assignees. Wil-

liams Y. Merritt, 103 Mass. 184. The firm could not b}"^ a sub-

sequent sale and delivery transfer any of such property to the

plaintiffs. The schooner which contained the halibut in suit

arrived in Gloucester, August 14, 1869, which was after the

decree of bankruptcy. If there had been then a sale and deliv-

ery to the plaintiffs of the property replevied, it would have

been invalid. The plaintiffs therefore show no title to the hal-

ibut replevied, unless the effect of the contract of i\pril 17, 1869,

was to vest in thera the property in the halibut before the bank-

ruptcy. It seems to us clear, as claimed by both parties, that

this was a contract of sale, and not a mere executory agreement

to sell at some future day. The plaintiffs cannot maintain tlieir

suit upon any other construction, because, if it is an executory

agreement to sell, the property in the halibut remained in the

bankrupts, and, there being no delivery before the bankruptcy,

passed to the assignees. The question in the case therefore is,

whether a sale of halibut afterwards to be caught is valid, so as

to pass to the purchaser the property in them when caught.

It is an elementary principle of the law of sales, that a man

cannot grant pereonal property in which he has no interest or

title. . To be able to sell property, he must have a vested right

in it at the time of the sale. Thus it has been held that a mort-

gage of goods which the mortgagor does not own at the time

the mortgage is made, though he afterward acquires them, is

void. Jones v. .Richardson, 10 Met. 481. The same principle is

applicable to all sales of personal property. RUr v. Stone, 1

Allen, 566, and cases cited; ffead v. Goodwin, 37 Maine, 181.

It is equally well settled that it is sufficient if the seller has

a potential interest in the thing sold. But a mere possibility or

expectancy of acquiring property, not coupled with any inter-

est, does not constitute a potential interest in it, within the

meaning of this rule. The seller must have a present interest

in the property, of which the thing sold is the product, growth

or increase. Having such interest, the right to the thing sold,

when it shall come into existence, is a present vested right,

and the sale of it is valid. Thus a man may sell the wool to

grow upon his own sheep, but not upon the sheep of another ; or

the crops to grow upon his land, but not upon land in which he

2
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has no interest. 2 Kent Com. (10th ed.) 468, (641) note a ;

Jones V. Richardson, 10 Met. 481 ; Bellows v. Wells, 36 Verm.

599 ; Van Roozer v. Core^, 34 Barb. 9 ; Grantham v. TIawley,

Hob. 132.

The same principles have been applied by this court to the

assignment of future wages or earnings. In Mulhall v. Quinn,

1 Gray, 105, an assignment of future wages, there being no

contract of service, was held invalid. In Hartley v. Tapley, 2

Gray, 565, it was held that, if a person is under a contract of

service, he may assign his future earnings growing out of such

contract. The distinction between the cases is, that in the

former the future earnings are a mere possibility, coupled with

no interest, while in the latter the possibility of future earnings

is coupled with an interest, and the right to them, though con-

tingent and liable to be defeated, is a vested right.

In the case at bar, the sellers, at the time of the sale, had no

interest in the thing sold. There was a possibility that they

might catch halibut ; but it was a mere possibility and expec-

tancy, coupled with no interest. We are of opinion that they

had no actual or potential possession of, or interest in, the fish ;

and that the sale to the plaintiffs was void.

The plaintiffs rely upon Gardner v. Jloeg, 18 Pick. 168, and

Tripp V. Brownell, 12 Gush. 376. In both of these cases it was

held that the lay or share in the profits, which a seaman in a

whaling voyage agreed to receive in lieu of wages, was assign-

able. The assignment in each case was, not of any part of the

oil to be made, but of the debt which under the shipping arti-

cles would become due to the seaman from the owners at the

end of the voyage. The court treated them as cases of assign-

ments of choses in action. The question upon which the case

at bar turns did not arise, and was not considered.

Judgmentfor the defendants.
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McCONNELL V. HUGHES.I

(29 Wisoonsln, 637.—1872.)

Plaintiff alleges that on Februaiy 7, 1870, he sold 865|f
bushels of wheat to defendants at ten cents per bushel less

than the Milwaukee price on any day thereafter which plaintiff

should name, and that he delivered and defendants received

the same a few days thereafter; that plaintiff subsequently

named March 24, 1870, as the day for fixing the price, and that

the price so fixed was seventy-three cents per bushel : that he

so notified defendants, and demanded payment, of which only

seventy-five dollars on account has been paid. Defendants

answer that they agreed to buy when plaintiff should elect to

sell, and that on March 11, 1870, before plaintiff so elected,

their mill and plaintiff's wheat therein were destroyed by fire

without fault on their part.

Judgment for plaintiff ; defendants appeal.

1 The price in money, or in money's worth, paid or promised to be paid,

is the consideration supporting a contract of sale. Tlie price may be ex-

pressly determined by the contract, or left to be determined in a manner

according to the terms of the contract, e. g., "ten cents per bushel less

than the Milwaukee pricu on a future day to be named by the vendor," or

it may be left to be determined by a later agreement of the parties. In

the absence of an agreement for its determination, the goods having been

delivered to the vendee, the law will imply an agreement to pay the rea^

sonable value of the goods. As a general rule, the reasonable value is the

market price at the time and place of delivery. It may be that the mar-

ket price is "highly unreasonable from accidental circumstances," and

then it becomes a question of fact, to be determined in view of all the

circumstances of the case. It seems to be the rule that executory, as well

as executed, contracts of sale, are binding, though the price has not been

determined by agreement, on the theory that the law will imply an agree-

ment to pay a reasonable price.

The Personal Property Law of New York, Laws of 1897, ch. 417, §22,

provides that, " An agreement for the purchase, sale, transfer or delivery

of a certificate or other evidence of debt, issued by the United States or

bv- any state, or a municipal or other corporation, or of any share or inter-

est in the stock of any bank corporation or joint stock association, incor-

porated or organized under the laws of the United States or of any state,

is not void or voidable, for want of consideration, or becatise of the non-

payment of consideration, or because the vendor, at the time of making

such contract, is not the owner or possessor of the certificate or oertifi-

oates or other evidence of debt, share or interest."
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Lyon, J. The bill of exceptions does not purport to contain

all of the evidence.

"We cannot, therefoi-e, review the evidence, but must presume

that it sustains the findings of fact by the circuit court. That

court having found that the material allegations of the com-

plaint were proved, it follows that if the complaint states a

valid cause of action, the plaintiff was entitled to judgment.

We think that the complaint does state a valid cause of

action. It avers that an executory contract for the sale and

purchase of wheat was made by the parties, and that, in pursu-

ance thereof, the plaintiff delivered to the defendants, and the

defendants accepted and received the wheat. It must be true

that by such delivery and acceptance the title to the wheat be-

came vested in the defendants, and the right to have the price

therefor, when the same should be determined as provided in

the contract, in like manner became vested in the plaintiff.

But it is urged on behalf of the defendants that the transac-

tion was invalid as a sale, because the contract did not limit the

plaintiff to the selection of any particular day, or of a day within

a specified time, on which the luarket price of wheat in Milwau-

kee should control the price of the wheat in question, but left

him the option to select any day in the future for the purpose

of fixing the price.

The contract furnishes a criterion for ascertaining the price

of wheat ; leaving nothing in relation thereto for further nego-

tiation between the parties. This is all that the law requires.

Story on Sales, § 220. No case has been cited, and we are

unable to find one, which holds that it is essential to the valid-

ity of a sale in such cases that the criterion agreed upon should,

by the terms of the contract of sale, be applied, and the price

thereby determined, on any specified day or within a specified

time. Judge Story, in the section of his treatise above cited,

evidently does not intend to lay down any such rule. It may
be that, if the plaintiff had delayed unreasonably to make such

selection after being requested to make the same, he might be

compelled to do so. But we do not decide this point.

It is further argued that, after a valid sale and before pay-

ment of the price, there must be a debt owing by the vendee to

the vendor, while in this case, until the price of the wheat was
ascertained, there was no indebtedness. The latter part of this

proposition is erroneous. As soon as the wheat was delivered,
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the defendants owed the plaintiff therefor. There was there-

fore a debt, but the amount thereof was not ascertained. It

remained unliquidated until the price of the wheat was deter-

mined.

The objections that the assessor could not list the claim for

the price of the wheat for taxation, and that the same could

not be reached by garnishee process at the suit of a creditor of

the plaintiff, while such price remained undetermined, present

no practical difficulties. The assessor would fix the value of

the demand according to his best judgment, as in other cases of

the valuation of property and credits ; and the creditor in the

garnishee proceeding would probably be subrogated to the

rights of the plaintiff in respect to determining the' contract

price for the wheat.

By the Court. The judgment of the circuit court is affirmed.

Mitchell v. Gile.

(12 New Hampshire, 390.—1841.)

Assumpsit to recover for ten and one-half cords of wood

sold and delivered.

At the trial it appeared that the plaintiff had oii his land a

quantity of seasoned wood, of which the defendant wished to

borrow a portion, in order to complete a boat load which he was

about to send to market, and the plaintiff gave him permission

to take what he wished for that purpose ; and as the defendant

proposed to cut some wood in the spring from his own land, it

was agreed that the plaintiff should have as much of that wood

as the defendant should take of the plaintiff's wood.

In pursuance of such agreement, the defendant took ten and

one-half cords of the plaintiff's wood, and the plaintiff after-

wards demanded of the defendant a like quantity, but he neg-

lected to deliver it.

GiliCHBlST, J. There is a class of cases where it is unneces-

sary to declare upon the special contract which the parties may

have made. Where one party agrees to do a certain thing, and

the other party agrees to pay a sum of money, and the thing or
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duty is performed, but the other party refuses to pay the money,

an action lies for the money, because a debt has accrued, and

nothing remains to be done but to pay it. There seems to be

no reason in such a case why a general count should not be suf-

ficient for the recovery of the money due. The plaintiff's claim

does not then sound in damages, but is for a definite sum. Such

is the principle recognized in Bank of Columbia v. Patterson's

Ezrs., 7 Cranch, 303 ; Williams v. Shannon, 12 Wend. 109

;

Jewell V. Schroeppel, 4 Cowen, 664; Felton v. Dickinson, 10

Mass. 287 ; Sheldon v. Cox, 3 B. & C. 420, and in the cases gen-

erally, whenever the point is adverted to.

There is another class of cases, where the only remedy for

the plaintiff is by an action on the special agreement, because

it still remains open and unrescinded. In general, where goods

are sold to be paid for wholly or in part by other goods, or by

the defendant's labor, or otherwise than in money, the action

must be on the agreement, and for a breach of it, and not for

goods sold and delivered. And this is especially the case unless

there be a sum of money due the plaintiff on the contract, and

that part of it which is for something else than money has been

[ erformed by the defendant, so that there is nothing to be done

which can be the subject of future litigation. In such case

perhaps the plaintiff may declare that the defendant was in-

debted to him in a sum of money for goods sold and delivered

to him in exchange. But in a case tried before Mr. Justice

Buller, where the declaration was for goods sold and delivered,

and the contract proved was, that the goods should be paid for

partly in money and partly in buttons, the plaintiff was non-

suited, for not declaring on the special agreement. Harris v.

Fowls, cited in the case of Barhe v. Parker, 1 H. Bl. 287.

There is also an old case on this point in Pnhner's Reports, 364,

Briggs' Case, where one in possession of land promised to make
a lease of it, and took a fine for the lease, after which, and
before the lease was made, he was evicted from the land. It

was held that debt did not lie to recover the money paid for the

fine ; and the principle of the decision seems to have been, that

the contract to make the lease being still subsisting, the plain-

tiff should have sued upon that contract. And the authorities

are nearly uniform, that where goods are delivered on a special

agreement, a mere failure to perform, by the defendant, does
not rescind the agreement; but it is still executory and subsist-
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ing, ajid the remedy is by an action upon it. Raymond v. Bear-

nard, 12 Johns. 274 ; Jennings v. Camp, 13 Johns. 94 ; QlarJc v.

Smith, 14 Johns. 326; Robertson v. Lynch, 18 Johns. 451;
Dubois V. DeZ. ^ Hudson Canal Co., 4 Wend. 289; TalverY. West,

Holt, 178. And in T^estow v. Downes, Dougl. 23, the court

expressly held, that if a contract be rescinded, an action for

money had and received will lie for money paid under it; but

if the contract be broken, this action will not lie, but an action

for a breach of the contract must be brought. This principle

is fully recognized in Towers v. Barrett, 1 T. R. 133, and in

Davis V. Street, 1 C. & P. 18. Opposed to the general current,

both of the English and American authorities on this point, are

the intimations and the reasoning of Mr. Justice Cowen, in the

case of Olark v. Fairfield, 22 Wend. 522. He expresses the

opinion that the cases will justify the position, that though

the compensation for the goods, or other thing advanced, is to

be rendered in services, or some other specific thing, if the party

promising to render be in default, indebitatus assumpsit will lie

for the price of the thing advanced. He admits that this posi-

tion goes beyond any direct adjudication in England, although

he thinks it may be maintained by the principle of many cases

there, and that it is just that in such a case a general count

should be maintained. He cites, with approbation, the case of

Way V. Wakefield, 7 Vermont R. 223, 228, where Mr. Justice

Collamer says, that " whenever there are goods sold, work done,

or money passed, whatever stipulations may have been made

about the price, or mode, or time of payment, if the terms have

transpired so that money has become due, the general count

may be maintained." The action was for harness sold, to be

paid for in lumber at a specified time. There being a default

in payment, the court allowed the general count for harness

sold. Mr. Justice Cowen admits that " the learned judge cer-

tainly did not cite any direct authority for thus applying the

rule," and we are not aware that any authority exists for such

an application of it. To the rule, as above stated, there may,

perhaps, be no objection. The question in cases of such a char-

acter always is, whether the money has become due ; and if no

more be meant than that a general count will lie, where a con-

tract has been performed, and has resulted in an obligation to

pay money, then we assent to the correctness of the position.

Of the propriety of the application of the rule to the facts in
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the case of Way v. Wakefield, we may be permitted, respectfully,

to express a doubt. It is true that a general count may some-

times be maintained, where the goods were to be paid for by.

other goods. Of this character is the case of Forsyth v. Jervis,

1 Starkie's Reports, 437. The plaintiff sold the defendant a

gun for forty-five guineas, and agreed to take of the defendant

a gun, in part payment, at the price of thirty guineas. Lord

Ellenborough held that as here was a sale of goods, to be paid

for in part by other goods at a stipulated price, upon the refusal

of the purchaser to pay for them in that mode, a contract re-

sulted to pay for them in money, and that the forty-five guineas

might be recovered under a count for goods sold. This ease

has every characteristic of a sale. The plaintiff sold the gun

for a specified price ; the defendant agreed to give, in part pay-

ment, another gun for a stipulated price, and was bound either

to deliver the gun or pay its price. As he refused to deliver

the gun, a decision that he was indebted to the plaintiff for its

price accords with the general tone of the authorities. In rela-

tion to the case of Otar/r v. Fairchill, it is also to be remarked,

that in the subsequent case of Lmhie v. Seymour, 24 Wend. 62,

Mr. Justice Bronson says, that where there is a subsisting spe-

cial contract between tlie parties in relation to the thing done,

all the cases agree that the contract must control, and that the

remedy is, in general, upon that, and not upon the common
counts in assumpsit.

But apart from authority, and from technical reasoning de-

pending upon authority for much of its force, it is proper that

the form of the remedy should be adapted to the actual state

of facts. In no other mode of declaring can the proper rule of

damages be applied, where there has been a breach of a special

contract. If goods are sold and delivered, the price, or value,

at the time of the transaction, is the measure of damages, unless

there be something showing a different intention by the parties.

The plaintiff is entitled to the value of the goods he has parted

with, at the time, and to nothing more ; now can the defendant

be compelled to pay more than the value at the time he received

them. Both parties act with reference to the value at the time
of the transaction. But where a party agrees, but neglects to

deliver goods at a specified time, the damages for the non-

fulfilment of such an agreement are to be calculated according

to their value at the time they should have been delivered. If
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the articles have fallen in price, the defendant will be entitled

to the benefit of such a change in the market ; if they have

risen, the increase in value will belong to the plaintiff. There

is, therefore, a substantial reason why the rights of both parties

can be better secured, by declaring specially upon a breach for

the non-fulfilment of a contract to deliver goods, than by declar-

ing upon the general count ; and this reason probably has had

its effect in causing the forms of the remedy to be kept distinct.

Leigh v. Patterson, 8 Taunt. 540 ; Gainsford v. Carroll, 2 B. &
C. Q24:;S/iaw v. JSfudd, 8 Pick. 9.

If, where goods are sold to be paid for otherwise than in

money, and the vendee neglects to perform, an action must be

brought on the special agreement, there is a still stronger reason

for adopting the same form of the remedy where the goods are

not sold, but exchanged. In the former case, the goods are at

least sold ; and so far the evidence supports the declaration.

But the latter case has no feature in common with a contract,

necessary to support a count for goods sold and delivered. Now
the transaction between these parties was, properly speaking,

an agreement for an exchange of goods, and not for a sale.

Blackstone, 2 Com. 446, says :
" if it be a commutation of

goods for goods, it is more properly an exchange ; if it be a

transferring of goods for money, it is called a sale." Here the

defendant agreed to deliver to the plaintiff as much wood as

he received of him. This agreement the defendant failed to

perform. There is, then, a breach of the special agreement,

and there is nothing else. The injury sustained by the plaintiff

is to be compensated by a recovery of damages for the breach.

There is nothing in the case that shows a sale of the wood by

either party to the other ; nor can the transaction be considered

a sale, without a disregard of all the authorities which distin-

guish actions sounding in damages for a breach of contracts,

from actions to recover a definite sum as the purchase money

for goods sold.

Nor is the case altered by the fact that no suit could be

maintained without a demand. The wood was to be delivered

to the plaintiff at such time as he should desire it. The

plaintiff would have a right to the performance of the agree-

ment whenever he should notify the defendant that he desired

the wood. There could be no breach of the agreement by the

defendant until after this notice ; and a refusal to deliver was
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a breach, for which an action is maintainable. That a demand,

in a given case, is necessary before a suit can be maintained on

a special contract, by no means proves that the demand alters

the form of the remedy to which the plaintiff is entitled. It

might as well be said, that because an action on a special con-

tract could not be maintained until a given period had elapsed,

therefore the lapse of time altered the form of the remedy.

Undoubtedly, a demand and refusal may, in some cases, have

tliis effect, but the result does not necessarily follow because the

demand must be made.

The opinion of the court is, that the plaintiff has miscon-

ceived his remedy, and that this action cannot be maintained.

Plaintiff nonsuit.

Gbovee v. Grover.

(24 Pickering, 261.—1837.)

Assumpsit upon a promissory note, made by the defendant

to the order of Hiram S. Grover, the plaintiff's intestate.

At the trial it appeared that, in March, 1832, Grover V.

Blanchard called to see the intestate. Upon an inquiry being

made, whether the intestate had put on record a deed of mort-

gage given to secure the payment of the note in question, the

intestate produced the deed, which had not then been recorded,

and the note, and said to Blanchard, "I will make a picscut of

these to you, if you will accept them." Blanchard took them

and put them in his pocket, saying that he would accept them

as a token of love, or affection, or respect. Before they parted,

Blanchard handed them back to the intestate, saying " You m&j
keep the papers until I call for them, or collect them for me."

No assignment was made on the note or mortgage. Afterwards

the intestate put the mortgage on record. The plaintiff, after the

death of the intestate, in October, 1832, took the deed from the

register's office, and, having received payment of the amount
secured thereby, discharged the mortgage. Upon the death of

the intestate, the note was found in his chest, among other

papere; and Blanchard took it, refused to deliver it to the

plaintiff, and caused this action to be brought.
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Wilde, J., delivered the opinion of the court

:

The jury have found, that the deceased intended to give the

property in the note, and in the mortgage made to secure it,

absolutely, to Blanchard ; and the question is, whether by the

rules of law this intention can be carried into effect.

It is objected, that no valid gift of a chose in action can be

made inter vivos, without writing, and this objection would be

well maintained, if a legal transfer of a chose in action were

essential to give effect to a gift. But as a good and effectual

equitable assignment of a chose in action may be made by parol,

and as courts of law take notice of and give effect to such

assignments, there seems to be no good foundation for this

objection. It is true that the cases, which are numerous, in

which such equitable assignments have been supported, are

founded on assignments for a valuable consideration; but there

is little, if any, distinction in this respect, between contracts

and gifts inter vivos ; the latter indeed, when made perfect by

delivery of the things given, are executed contracts. 2 Kent's

Com. (3d ed.) 438. By delivery and acceptance the title

passes, the gift becomes perfect, and is irrevocable. There is,

therefore, no good reason why property thus acquired should

not be protected as fully and effectually as property acquired

by purchase. And so we think that a gift of a chose in action,

provided no claims of creditors interfere to affect its validity,

ought to stand on the same footing as a sale.

The cases favorable to the defense do not depend on tlie

question, whether an assignment must be in writing, but on the

question, whether a legal transfer is not necessary to give valid-

ity to a donation of a chose in action. The donation of a note

of hand payable to bearer, or of bank notes, lottery tickets and

the like, where the legal title passes by delivery, is good ; for

by the form of the contract no written assignment is necessary ;

but as to all other choses in action, negotiable securities excepted,

it has been held in several cases, that they are not subjects of

donation mortis causa, on the ground undoubtedly, for I can

imagine no other, that a legal assignment is necessary to give

effect to such donations ; and the same reason would apply to

donations inter vivos. The leading case on this point is that of

Miller V. Miller, 3 P. Wms. 356, in which it was held, that the

gift of a note, being a mere chose in action, could not take effect

as a donation mortis causa, because no property therein could
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pass by delivery, and an action thereon must be sued in the

name of the executor. But in Snellgrave v. Bailey, 3 Atk. 214,

Lord Ilardwioke decided, that the gift and delivery over of a

bond was good as a donation mortis oausa, on the ground that an

equitable assignment of the bond was sufficient. It seems to

be very difficult to reconcile these two cases. The distinction

suggested by Lord Hardwicke in the case of Ward v. Turner,

2 Ves. Sen. 431, in which he adheres to the decision in Snell-

grave V. Bailey, is technical, and, to my mind, unsatisfactory

;

and certainly has no application to our laws, which place bonds

and other securities on the same footing. We cannot, there-

fore, adopt both decisions without manifest inconsistency ; and

we think, for the reasons already stated, that the decision in

Snellgrave v. Bailey is supported by the better reasons, and is

more conformable to general principles, and the modem deci-

sions in respect to equitable assignments. We are, therefore, of

opinion that the gift of the note of hand in question is valid

;

and in coming to this conclusion, we concur with the decision

in the case of Wright v. Wright, 1 Cowen, 598 [overruled by

Harris v. Clark, 3 N. Y. 93], wherein it was held, that the

gift and delivery over of a promissory note, mortis causa, is

valid in law, although the legal title did not pass by the assign-

ment.

.jf. ^ sjL *Jt djt ^ Jit A

Another objection is, that if the gift was valid and complete,

by the delivery of the note, it was annulled by the redelivery to

the donor. We think this objection also is unfounded. In the

case of Bunn v. Markham, 7 Taunt. 230, Gibbs, C. J., lays, it

down as a well settled principle, that if after a donation mortis

causa, the donor resumes possession, he thereby revokes and

annuls the donation. This is the law no doubt. Whether
there may not be an exception to this rule, when the donor

takes back the thing given at the request of the donee, for a

particular purpose, and agrees to act as his agent under circum-

stances negativing every presumption that he intended to revoke

his gift, is a question which it is not necessary now to consider

;

for the principle has no relation to a donation inter vivos. When
such a donation is completed by delivery, the property vests

immediately and irrevocably in the donee ; and the donor has

no more right over it than any other person. But a donation

mortis causa does not pass a title immediately, but is only to
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take effect on the death of the donor, who in the meantime has

the power of revocation, and may at any time resume possession

and annul the gift.

Judgment for plaintifffor the use uf Blanchard.

Noble v. Smith et al.

(2 Jobnson, 62.—1806.)

This was an action of trespass, for breaking and entering the

close of the plaintiff, cutting down, taking and carrying away,

the wheat in. the straw, which was there standing, and converfc-

ing the same to his own use.

The plaintiff proved, that he was put into possession of the

locus in quo in March, 1805, by virtue of a writ of hahere facias

possessionem, issued on a judgment in ejectment against one

Hallett, and that he continued in possession to the time of the

trespass. It was also proved that the defendants, in July, 1805,

broke and entered the close, and cut down and carried away

about 200 bushels of wheat in the straw.

Hallett had lived on the farm as tenant to John Hill, the

principal of the plaintiff, above two years before the plaintiff

was put into possession. After Hallett was dispossessed, he

was sued, and taken on execution for rent due to Hill. The

witness, who thus testified, applied to the plaintiff, to let Mrs.

Hallett have some of the wheat then growing on the premises,

for seed ; and the plaintiff told the witness, that " lie would give

the wheat growing, to the defendants, the Smiths, for the sup-

port of themselves and Mrs. Hallett, and would procure a writ-

ten suiTender to be drawn up for Hallett to execute." The

Smiths, afterwards, requested the plaintiff to give them a writ-

ing for the wheat, which the plaintiff refused to do, saying,

" that he would reserve it for them, if he should demise the prem-

ises to any other person." Another witness said that the plain-

tiff, in October, 1805, had told him that he had given the wheat

to the Smiths, but that he had revoked the gift, because they

had offended him.
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The judge charged the jury, that there was sufficient evidence

of a valid gift, and that it was irrevocable.

The plaintiff was nonsuited.

Kent, Oh. J., delivered the opinion of the court:

This case presents the following questions. 1. Can property

in corn, growing, be transferred, by gift ? 2. Is there here the

requisite evidence of sucli a gift ?

After a consideration of this case, I am satisfied, that the

opinion which I gave at the circuit, upon the trial of this cause,

was incorrect.

Lord Coke is reported to have said, in Wortes v. Clifton, 1

Rol. Rep. 61, that by the civil law, a gift of goods was not valid,

without delivery, but that it was otherwise, by our law. This

is a very inaccurate dictum, and the difference between the two

systems is directly the reverse. By the civil law, a gift, inter

vivos, was valid and binding, without delivery (Inst. lib. 2,

tit. 7, § 2; Code, lib. 8, tit. 54, 1. 3, 1. 35, § 5) ; but at common

law, it is very clear, from the general current of authorities,

that delivery is essential to give effect to a gift. (Bracton, de

acq. rerum dam. lib. 2, fo. 15, b. 16, a ; Noy, 67 ; Str. 955 ; Jenkins,

109; 2 Black. Com. 441.) In the analogous case, also, of gifts,

causa mortis, it was held, by Lord Hardwicke, in the case of

Ward V. Turner, 2 Vesey, 431, where the subject underwent a

very full discussion, that a delivei-y was necessary to make the

gift valid ; and, accordingly, that a delivery of receipts, for south

sea annuities, was not a sufficient delivery to pass these annui-

ties by that species of gift.

Delivery, in both kinds of gift, is equally requisite, on grounds

of public policy and convenience, and to prevent mistake and

imposition.

If delivery be requisite, there was none in the present case.

The land, at the time of the alleged gift, was in possession of

one Rallett, and not of any of the defendants, to whom the gift

is said to have been made ; and before the wheat was ripe, the

plaintiff recovered the possession of the land, by due course of

law. Here was not even an attempt at a symbolical delivery,

and giving the testimony the strongest possible construction,

in favor of the defendants, it amounted to nothing more than

saying, I give, without any act to enforce it. A mere symboli-

cal delivery, would not, I apprehend, have been sufficient. The
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cases in which the delivery of a symbol has been held sufficient

to perfect the gift, were those in which it waa considered as

equivalent to actual delivery, as the delivery of a key of a trunk,

of a room or warehouse, which was the true and effectual way

of obtaining the use and command of the subject. (2 Vesey, 442,

,443 ; 4 Brown, 286 ; Toller's Law of Exc. 181, 182.) I do not

know, that corn, growing, is susceptible of delivery, in any

other way, than by putting the donee into possession of the

soil ; but it is not necessary to give any opinion, at present, to

that extent ; nor do the court mean to do so. It is sufficient

to say, that there was no evidence of delivery, in the present

case, and that, to presume one, we must go the whole length

of the example, given in the Roman law, where the buyer is sup-

posed to take possession of a large, immovable column, by his

eyes and his affections, ooulis et effectu. (Dig. 41, 2. 1. 21.)

The courts of equity seem to have adopted the true rule in

their decisions, on the donatio causa mortis, in which they hold,

that the delivery must be actual and real, or, by some act,

clearly equivalent.

The opinion of the court, therefore, is, that the nonsuit be set

aside, and a new trial awarded, with costs, to abide the event

of the suit.

N^ew trial granted.

Getmbs v. Hone.

(43 New York, IT.—1872.)

Action to recover 20 shares of stock, or their value, claimed

by the plaintiff as a gift mortis causa from the defendant's tes-

tator. Judgment was entered in favor of the plaintiff upon the

report of a referee, directing the defendant, as executor, to per-

mit the transfer of said shares of stock on the books of the bank,

to surrender the certificate therefor, and to account for divi-

dends received since the testator's death, and in case the stock

was sold to pay its equivalent out of the estate. The General

Terra of the Supreme Court affirmed the judgment.

Peckham, J. On the 19th of August, 1867, the alleged
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donor being the owner of 120 shares of stock, included in one

certificate, in the Bank of Commerce of New York City, made

an absolute assignment in writing, transferable on the books of

the bank on the surrender of the certificate, under seal and wit-

nessed, of twenty shares thereof to this plaintiff, his favorite

granddaughter, for value received, as the assignment purports,

and appointed her his attorney irrevocable to sell and transfer

the same to her use. After this paper had been signed, " he

kept it by him for awhile " (how long, nowhere appears), and

afterward handed it to his wife to put with the will and other

papers in a tin box she had. When he gave to his wife the

paper so drawn, he said :
" I intend this for Nelly. If I die,

don't give this to the executors ; it isn't for them, but for Nelly

;

give it to her, herself." She asked, " why not give it to her

now?" "Well," he said, "better keep it for the present; I

don't know how much longer I may last or what may happen,

or whether we may not need it." This is the statement, as

given by the widow of donor. It was admitted that, at the time

of executing said instruuient, the donor was from seventy-eight

to eighty years of age, was in failing health, and so continued

till his death, Januarj- 23, 1868. Upon these facts was there

a valid gift mortis causa ?

Upon the question as to what constitutes such a gift, the au-

thorities are infinite, not always consistent. But at this time

it is generally agreed that, to constitute such a gift, it must be

made with a view to the donor's death from present illness or

from external and apprehended peril. It is not necessary that

the donor sliould be in extremis, but he should die of that ail-

ment. If he recover from the illness or survive the peril, the

gift thereby becomes void ; and until death it is subject to his

personal revocation. (2 Kent, 444, and cases cited ; 2 Redfield,

Wills, 299, et seq. ; 1 Story's Eq., § 606, etc., notes'and author-

ities.)

In the next place there must be a delivery of it to the donee

or to some person for him, and the gift becomes perfected by the

death of the donor.

Three things are necessary. 1. It must be made with a view

to donor's death. 2. The donor must die of tliat ailment or

peril. 3. Tliere must be a delivery. The appellant insists that

the gift in this case fulfills neither requisition.

Was this gift made with a view to the donor's death ? It is
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SO found by the referee as a question of fact. "What the witness

intended to convey by the term " failing health " is not clear;

but intendments are against the appellant where the fact is left

uncertain. There is nothing in the case inconsistent with the

idea that the testator, when he signed this assignment, was con-

fined to his bed and so continued till his death ; thoiigh I do

not wish to be understood as saying that such confinement was

necessary to validate the gift. It seems that he died, as the ref-

eree finds, from this failing health, in five months thereafter; so

that the terms, as used, indicated a very serious. ailment.

True, he did not, and of course could not, know when death

would occur when he executed this assignment, but he was in

apprehension of it. His age and his " failing " told him death

was near, but when it might occur he had no clear conviction.

An ailment at such an age is extremely admonitory.

From these facts, can this court say, as matter of law, that

this testator was not so seriously ill wlien he executed this as-

signment as to be apprehensive of death ; that he was not le-

gally acting "in view" of de^th; that he was not so ill as to be

permitted to make this sort of gift ? True, the donor died five

months thereafter ; but we are referred to no case or principle

that limits the time within which the donoi' must die to make

such a gift valid. The only rule is that he must not recover

from that illness. If he do, the gift is avoided. The authori-

ties cited by the appellant's counsel, of Weston v. Sight, 5 Shep.

Me. 287, and Staniland v. Willotf, 3 McN. & Gor. Ch. R. 664,

are both instances of recovery, and the gifts, on that ground,

declared void. In the latter the donor and his committee recov-

ered back the stocks given, because of his recovery. The first

case is improperly quoted in 2 Red. 300, note 11, as not orig-

inally authorizing the gift.

The declaration of the donor, that his wife should keep the

assignment and not hand it over until after his death, as he did

not know what might happen, nor but that they might need it,

was simply a statement of the law, as to such a gift, whether

the declaration was or was not made. Clearly he could not tell

whether he should die or recover from that ailment. If he did

recover, the law holds the gift void.

The transaction as to such a gift is, the donor says, I am ill,

and fear I shall die of this illness ; wherefore I wish you to take

these things and hand them to my granddaughter after my

8
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death; but do not hand them to her now, as I may recover and

need them. A good donatio mortis causa always implies all

this. If delivered absolutely to the donee in person, the law

holds it void in case the donor recovers, and he may then re-

claim it. QStaniland v. Willott, supra.')

To make a valid gift mortis causa, it is not necessary that

there should be any express qualification in the transfer or the

delivery. It may be found to be such a gift from the attend-

ing circumstances, though the written transfer and the delivery

may be absolute. See the last case.

I think this donor made this gift " with a view to his death,"

within the meaning of the rule on that subject.

2. This also settles the second requisite, as it is admitted

that he did not recover, but died of this " failing health," as it

is expressed.

3. Was there a delivery? The assignment was deKvered

to his wife for the donee. She thus became the agent of the

donor. So far as the mere delivery is concerned this is suffi-

cient. (See the elementary writers before cited ; also Drury v.

Smith, 1 P. W. 404 ; Sessions v. Moseley, 4 Gush. 87 ; Coutant

V. Schuyler, 1 Paige, 316 ; Borneman v. Sidlinger, 8 Shep. Me.

185 ; Wells V. Tucker, 3 Binn. 366 ; Hunter v. Hunter, 19 Barb.

631.) Such a delivery to be given to the grantee after the

grantor's death, is good as to a deed of real estate. (^Hathaway

V. Payne, 34 N. Y. 92.)

It is urged that this gift was not completed; that the stock

was not transferred on the books of the bank, and could not

be until the certificate held by the donor was surrendered,

and that equity will not aid volunteers to perfrut an imperfect

gift.

Within the modern authorities this gift was valid, notwith-

standing these objections. The donor, by this assignment and

power, parted with all his interest in the stock assigned as

between him and the donee, and the donee became the equita-

ble owner thereof as against every person but a bona fide pur-

chaser without notice. Delivery of the stock certificate without

a transfer on the bank's books would hav« made no more than

.an equitable title as against the bank (iV. T. and N. H. R.. Co.

V. Schuyler, 84 N. Y. 80, and cases cited), though it would give

a legal title as against the assignor. (M:M'.il v. Tenlh Wit.

Bank, 46 N. Y. 326, just decided, and according to the case
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of Duffield y. Elwes, 1 Bligh. N. S. 497, 530, decided in the

house of lords.) The representatives of the donor were trus-

tees for the donee by operation of law to make the gift effectual.

(See also to the same effect Ex parte Pye, 18 Ves. 140 ; Keke-

wich V. Manning, 1 DeG., M. & G. 176 ; Richardson v. Bicli-

ardson, 3 Eq. Cas. 686.) This trust, like the gift, is revocable

during the donor's life, and is perfected and irrevocable by his

death.

This extended the law as laid down by Lord Hardwicke, in

Ward V. Turner, 2 Ves. Sr. 431, 442, upon this subject, and

our courts have gone in the same direction with Dvffield v.

Elwes. Where notes payable to the donor's order and not in-

dorsed, and other things of similar character, have been given

mortis causa, courts compel the representatives of the donor to

allow the donee to sue in their name, though the legal title has

not passed. (See last case ; Grover v. Graver, 24 Pick. 261

;

Chase V. Redling, 13 Gray, 418; Bates v. Kempton, 7 id. 382;

and see also Westerlo v. Be Witt, 36 N. Y. 340 ; Walsh v. Sex-

ton, 55 Barb. 251.)

The equitable title to this stock is thus passed by the assign-

ment, and it was not necessary to hand over the certificate. A
court of equity will compel the donor's representatives to pro-

duce the certificate that the legal title to the stock may be per-

fected.

As there is great danger of fraud in this sort of gift, courts

cannot be too cautious in requiring clear proof of the transac-

tion. This has been the rule from the early days of the civil

law (which required five witnesses to such a gift) down to tlie

present time. In this case the proof of the assignment, etc., is

entirely clear, the question being as to its effect. The judg-

ment should be affirmed, with costs to be paid out of the estate.

All concur ; Allen, J., not voting.

Judgment affirmed.
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Malloby v. Willis.

(4 New rork, 76.—1850.)

Replevin for 75 barrels of flour. At the trial the following

agreement between the parties was read in evidence :
-

" The said Mallorjr & Legg agree to deliver, or cause to be

delivered, at the Hopeton Mills, during the time of navigation,

a quantity of good merchantable wheat, be the same more or

less, to be manufactured into flour, which the said Willis agrees

to do as follows : For every four bushels and fifteen pounds of

wheat, said Willis is to deliver to said Mallory & Legg, or their

order, one hundred and ninety-six pounds of superfine flour,

packed in barrels well fitted for the purpose ; barrels to be fur-

nished by said Mallory & Legg. Said Willis to guaranty the

inspection of said flour—if scratched—to pay all losses sustained

thereby. Said Mallory & Legg to have all the offals, or feed,

&c. ; said Willis to store the same until sold. And further, by

said Willis performing on his part as above stated, said Mallorj'

& Legg agree to pay him sixteen cents per barrel.

" If said Mallory & Legg make one shilling net profit on each

and every barrel of flour made at said mills, they are to pay

said Willis two cents per barrel extra."'

In pursuance of said agreement, plaintiffs delivered at the

mills 32,686 bushels and 4 pounds of wheat, which Willis

manufactured into superfine flour; and the evidence tended to

show that the 75 barrels of flour in question, was the surplus

left after delivering to plaintiffs 7,667 barrels and 156 pounds

of flour, equal to 196 pounds for every 4 bushels and 15 pounds

of wheat. The defendants insisted that the title to the wheat

passed to Willis by force of the contract, and the delivery there-

under ; and, therefore, that the plaintiffs could not recover the

flour manufactured from the same wheat. The court held that

the contract was one of bailment and not of sale ; that the title

to the wheat did not pass ; and that the plaintiffs were entitled

to recover, unless the defendants proved that the 75 barrels

was the surplus flour after delivering to the plaintiffs 196

pounds for every 4 bushels and 15 pounds of wheat delivered

under the contract.
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Htjblbut, J. If the contract was one of bailment, and if

by a proper construction of it the defendants were entitled to

the surplus flour, I think the burthen would have rested on

them of showing that the article in question was such surplus,

after the plaintiffs had established that it was the produce of

their wheat ; so that taking the most favorable view for the

defendants, there was no error in point of law in this branch of

the decision at the circuit, which would entitle them to except,

and the only question for our decision is, whether the contract

and the delivery under it, amounted to a sale or a bailment of

the wheat.

The defendants refer us" to that part of the contract which

binds them to deliver a barrel of superfine flour and to guar-

anty its inspection, for every 4^ bushels of wheat, which it

is alleged, if the plaintiffs' construction is to prevail, is not

only an unreasonable and hard contract for the defendants,

but is altogether inconsistent with the notion of a bailment

;

for it is asked, if it were not a sale, why should the defend-

ants guaranty that the flour should bear inspection, or why
should they agree for a certain quantity of wheat to deliver

a barrel of flour? It may be remarked in answer to this, that

the defendants being experienced millers must be deemed to

have contracted with a knowledge of the quantity of wheat

required to yield a barrel of flour ; and as the plaintiffs were

obliged by the contract to deliver good merchantable wheat, it

seems but reasonable that the defendants should have been

required so to manufacture it, as that the flour would bear

inspection ; that these provisions must be viewed in the con-

nection in which they stand, and receive a construction which

shall make them harmonize with the whole expression of the

contract between the parties ; and that taking the whole agree-

ment into view, they seem to have been inserted at the sugges-

tion of the plaintiffs, for the purpose, in part, at least, of causing

a skilful and prudent manufacture of the wheat into flour; and

even if they were employed to define the quantity of flour to

be returned, they would not overbear the other provisions of

the agreement, which import very clearly an understanding

between the parties that the identical wheat which was deliv-

ered by the plaintiffs, should be manufactured into flour for their

benefit ; that they were to pay for the work a stipulated price

in money, and to receive the manufactured article, together
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with the offals or feed, which should come from the wheat. The

language of the agreement will hardly bear a different construc-

tion. The plaintiffs by its terms were to deliver wheat to he man-

ufactured into flour, which Willis agreed to do, i. e., he agreed

to manufacture the wheat so to he delivered into flour. But

this provision would be entirely out of place in an exchange of

wheat for flour. The plaintiffs were to furnish the barrels in

which it was to be packed ; thus providing every material for

the completion of the work, and leaving nothing for Willis to

do but to perform the proper labor of a manufacturer. The

plaintiffs were moreover to have all the offals or feed, etc. ; not

such a quantity of offals as would proceed from a like quantity

of other wheat, hut the offals or feed, i. e., such as should come

of grinding the very wheat delivered to the miller, who was

also to store the feed until the plaintiffs could sell it. And in

case Willis performed on his part, /. c, in case he manufactured

the wheat so delivered into flour, with the requisite skill and

prudence, the plaintiffs were to pay him at the rate of 16 cents,

or in a certain contingency 18 cents per barrel, as a compensa-

tion for the labor of manufacture. Proper effect cannot be

given to these provisions of the agreement, without treating it

as a contract by the defendants to manufacture the plaintiffs'

wheat into flour, to deliver to them the specific proceeds, at

least to the extent mentioned in the contract, and to receive

in satisfaction for the work the stipulated price per barrel.

Contracts of this sort which have received a different construc-

tion will be found to have differed very materially from the

present in their terms, as will be seen by a brief reference to

the leading cases.

In Buffnm v. Merry, 3 Masmrs Rrp. 478, the plaintiff

owned 2,900 pounds of cotton yarn, and agreed to let one Hutch-

inson take it at the price of 65 cents per pound, and he was to

pay the plaintiff the amount in plaids, at 15 cents per yard.

H. was to use the plaintiff's yarn in making the warp of the

plaids, and to use for filling, other yarn of as good a quality.

Under this contract the yarn was delivered to H., who failed

without having manufactured it into plaids, and assigned it with

other property for the benefit of his creditors. The question

was whether the property in the yarn passed to H. by the de-

livery ; and Story, J., said that it did, holding that it was not

a contract whereby the specific yarn was to be manufactured
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into cloth, wholly for the plaintiff's account and at his expense,

and nothing but his yarn was to be used for the purpose. That

in such a case the property might not have changed ; but here

the cloth was to be made of other yarn as well as the plaintiff's.

The whole cloth when made was not to be delivered to him,

but so much only as at 15 cents per yard would pay for the

plaintiff's yarn at 65 cents per pound. That this was a sale of

the yarn at a specified price to be paid for in plaids at a speci-

fied price. (See also Story on Bailments, sec. 283 ; Jones on

Bailments, p. 102.)

In Ewing v. French, 1 Blackford's (Ind.) Rep. 353, the

plaintiff delivered a quantity of wheat to the defendants at their

mill to be exchanged for flour. The wheat was thrown, by the

defendants into their common stock, and the mill was subse-

quently destroyed by fire. The court held this to be a contract

of exchange, or a sale of the wheat to be paid for in flour ; that

from the moment the defendants received the wheat they be-

came liable for the flour ; that the wheat itself was not to be

returned, nor the identical flour manufactured from it. And
this was very well, for the contract was by its express terms, one

of exchange.

In Smith v. Clark, 21 Wend. 83, one Hubbard owned a

flouring mill, and the plaintiffs agreed with him to deliver wheat

at his mill, and he agreed that for every four bushels and 55

pounds of wheat which should be received, he would deliver

the plaintiffs one barrel of superfine flour, warranted to bear

inspection. Here was nothing which imported a delivery of

wheat for the purpose of being manufactured, nor any agree-

ment to make it into flour and to receive a compensation for so

doing, at a certain price per barrel ; and it is obvious that Hub-

bard might have delivered any flour of the quality stipulated

for, in satisfaction of the contract. Hence it was held that the

delivery of the wheat under this agreement amounted to an ex-

change of the wheat for flour, and that Hubbard on receiving

the wheat became indebted to the plaintiffs.

In Norton v. Woodruff, 2 Gomst. 153, the defendant agreed

to ^'talce" wheat and to '"give" them one barrel of superfine

flour for every four bushels and thirty-six pounds of wheat ; but

here also there was the absence of a delivery for the purpose of

being manufactured, no compensation was agreed to be given

to the miller for his work, there was nothing about offals, and
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nothing about the wheat owner's furnishing barrels in which to

pack the flour. On the contrary, the miller in this case was to

furnish the barrels. This court gave proper effect to the lan-

guage of this contract by holding, that the miller by agreeing

to take wheat and give flour in return, had bargained for an

exchange of wheat for flour ; that any flour of the qualit^y de-

scribed in the contract would have answered its requirements,

and that the -property of the wheat passed upon its delivery.

But in the case under review, Willis contracted to manufac-

ture the wheat delivered, and to receive compensation for his

labor. The flour, by which was intended the produce of the

manufacture, was to be delivered to the plaintiffs in their own
barrels, and the offals were to be kept in store as their property.

These features give a character to this contract so materially

different from that which is borne by the agreements which

have received a judicial construction in the cases referred to,

that with the fullest concurrence in the justice of those deci-

sions, it may be held that the defendants were bailees and not

purchasers of the plaintiff's wheat, and bound to restore its pro-

ceeds to them. I am, therefore, of opinion that the judgment

of the supreme court ought to be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

[Concurring opinion by Jbwett, J., and dissenting opinions

by Beonson, Ch. J., and Haeeis, J., omitted.]

FOSTEE V. PBTTIB01>rE.

(7 New rork, 433.—1852.)

This was an action of trespass brought to recover of the de-

fendant, who was sheriff of Cayuga county, one hundred and
ninety-three barrels of flour taken by him by virtue of a writ of

replevin in favor of John G. Brown, from David S. Baker.

Judgment was entered in favor of plaintiff upon the report of

a referee, and this judgment was affirmed by the General Term
of the Supreme Court.

The material facts were as follows : On the 25th of October,

1844, a contract was entered into between the plaintiff and
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John G. Brown in the following form :
" John G. Brown agrees

to deliver to William C. Foster, at Rochester, thirty thousand

bushels of wheat to be ground in season to be shipped east dur-

ing navigation "this fall, and fifteen thousand to be ground dur-

ing the winter : said Brown is to be subject to no charge on

account of storage ; said Foster is to deliver to said Brown one

barrel of superfine flour for each five bushels of wheat so deliv-

ered to be ground. The wheat to be received from Gelston &
Evans, and the flour to be delivered to them."

The flour in question was a part of the flour manufactured

from wheat delivered to the plaintiff under the contract and

necessary to complete the amount to be returned in pursuance

of it. After it was manufactured it was shipped by the plaintiff

eastward upon the Erie canal, and the boat having been frozen

in at Montezuma, the carrier had stored it with Baker, from

whom the defendant took it upon a writ of replevin. It was

shown that it required 4^ bushels of wheat to make, a barrel of

flour.

Rtjggles, Ch. J. This controversy arises upon a contract

in relation to wheat between a merchant and miller ; and it is

one of the many cases concerning the same subject-matter in

which it is somewhat difficult to determine whether the parties

intended to make a contract of sale or of bailment.

The distinction between a bailment and a sale is correctly laid

down by Bronson, chief judge, in Mallory v. Willis, 4 Comst.

85, in these words :
" When the identical thing delivered, al-

though in an altered form, is to be restored, the contract is one

of bailment and the title to the property is not changed ; but

when there is no obKgation to restore the specific article, and

the receiver is at liberty to restore another thing of equal value,

he becomes a debtor to make the return, and the title to the

property is changed : it is a sale."

The judges in that case differed with respect to the effect of

the distinction upon the case before them, but not in regard to

the distinction itself.

We will examine the contract in detail. In October, 1844,

Brown agreed to deliver to Foster at Rochester, 30,000 bushels

of wheat to he ground. These words, unless qualified and con-

trolled by some subsequent grant of the agreement, show a

bailment for manufacture and not a sale. Tliey show what
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was to be done with the wheat. If the contract operated as a

sale, Foster might lawfully sell it again and immediately. But

it was to be ground and not sold ; and the words used by the

parties control the power of Foster over the wheat and prevent

him from selling it as his own property.

The contract proceeds: "Fifteen thousand bushels to be

ground in season to be shipped east during the navigation this

fall." What was to be sl)ipped east ? The only answer to be

given to this question consistent with the language of the par-

ties is, that it was the flour to be made of this 15,000 bushels

of wheat. And if this part of the contract is obligatory on

Foster, he was bound to return that identical flour for the pur-

pose specified.

Why was the time fixed within which it was to be manufac-

tured? If the transaction was a sale the time was immaterial,

because Foster might have delivered otlier flour without having

ground the wheat within the time, but if it was a bailment the

time was material, and the parties deemed it material or they

would not have fixed it by a stipulation in the contract. They

contemplated a bailment therefore and not a sale.

The contract goes on thus: "And fifteen thousand to be

ground during the winter." The same observations apply to

this clause. Both these provisions are obligatory upon Foster;

they bind him to grind tlie wlieat within the specified times ;

and this was to be done for the benefit of Brown. But Brown
could derive no benefit from the manufacture within the time,

except to enable Foster to return him the flour to be made from

the wheat; and if that was what the parties meant should be

done, they intended a bailment and not a sale.

The next provision in the contract is this: "Said Brown to

be subject to no chai'ge on account of storage." If the parties

had intended a sale, this clause was useless and senseless ; be-

cause Foster could have no pretense for charging for the stor-

age of his own wheat. But if they intended a bailment this

provision was useful, effective and sensible. It secured Brown
against a charge which Foster would otherwise have had a right

to make. It is a legal maxim that any part of an instrument

shall if possible be construed as having some effect. If we
apply this maxim to the contract in question, we must regard

the transaction as a bailment and not a sale.

There was this further provision in the contract: "The wheat
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to be received from Gelstoii & Evans, and the flour to be re-

turned to them." The import of this sentence is that the wheat
received from Gelston & Evans should go back to them again

in flour. The delivery to them of the flour of the same wheat
would be a return of the same thing in a different form. The
delivery of flour of other wheat would not be a return to Gels-

ton & Evans, because it had never been in any form in their

hands.

Every sentence in the contract has now been noticed except-

ing one, and every sentence thus noticed contains evidence that

the parties intended a bailment and not a sale.

The part not yet noticed stands in the contract immediately

after the clause in relation to storage ; it is in these words

:

" Said Foster is to deliver to said Brown one barrel of superfine

flour for each five bushels of wheat so delivered to be ground."

It is contended that Foster is not bound by this stipulation

to return Brown or his agents the flour of the same wheat, but

may perform his contract by the delivery of any other superfine

flour, and therefore the transaction was a sale and not a bail-

ment.

If the particular clause under consideration were to be con-

sidered and construed by itself and without reference to any

other part of the contract, we should assent to the plaintiff's

proposition ; and according to the rule by which a sale is dis-

tinguished from a bailment, we should regard it as a sale, be-

cause Foster is not expressly and in terms bound in this clause

to return flour of the same wheat. There are, however, even in

this clause, words which make it doubtful whether the parties

did not look to a return of that flour. The purpose for which

the wheat was delivered, namely, " to be ground," is distinctly

expressed in it ; and if we are to understand it was to be ground

for Brown (and that seems to be a natural and necessary inter-

pretation), the parties must have regarded it as Brown's flour

in Foster's hands as bailee. But it is a settled rule in the con-

struction of contracts that the interpretation must be upon the

entire instrument and not merely on disjointed or particular

parts of it. The whole context is to be considered in collecting

the intention of the parties, although the immediate object of

inquiry be the meaning of an isolated clause. (Chitty on Gontr.

83, and authorities cited). Here is a contract every sentence -

.of which, excepting one, shows an intention to create a bailment
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and not to make a sale. Even that one standing alone is am-

biguous. It shows expressly that the wheat was delivered to

be ground, and by implication that it was to be ground for

Brown. It authorizes performance by a return of the flour

made from the wheat received. It is not directly repugnant to

the other parts of the contract, because it does not require per-

formance by the delivery of flour made from other wheat. It

must therefore be construed in subserviency to the intention to

create a bailment which is so plainly manifested in all the other

parts of the instrument, and the flour which Foster was bound

to return was (although not expressly specified in the particu-

lar clause in question) the flour to be manufactured from the

wheat received under the contract.

The judgment of the supreme court should be reversed and

a new trial ordered.

Gardner, Jbwbtt, Johnson, Watson and Welles, JJ.,

concurred. MoRSB, J., dissented.

Judgment reversed and new trial ordered.

Norton bt al. v. Woodrtjep.

(2 New York, 153.—I»t9.)

The plaintifEs claimed to recover on the following contract:

"I agree to take all the wheat that Norton, Baker and Hall

have at the storehouse of S. H. Cook, in Camillus, and also all

the wheat they have at the storehouse of E. Shead, in Bellisle,

and give them one barrel of first-rate superfine flour at my mill

in Salina, for every 4^^ bushels of wheat. I am to take the

wheat at the storehouses, and pack the flour in firsl^rate barrels,

and warrant the flour to pass inspection in Albany or New York

market for good superflne flour, one-half of the flour to be

delivered on Friday of next week, and the balance on Friday

of the week after, and as much sooner as I can make it. The
wheat is to be of good merchantable qualjty.

"J. C. Woodruff.
" Salina, Oct. 2, 1845. Norton, Baker and Hall."
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It was proved that the quantities of wheat mentioned in the

above contract amounted to 3,848 bushels, all of which was

received into the defendant's mill, in pursuance of the contract,

on the 6th and 8th days of October, 1845; that the defendant

had on hand at the time about 4,000 bushels of other wheat of

about the same quality as that received from the plaintiffs, and

that on receiving the wheat in question the whole was mixed

together. Tt also appeared that the wheat would make about

one barrel of superfine flour to 4|-|- bushels of wheat ; that the

defendant's mill wo aid grind about 100 barrels of flour per day

besides ordinary custom work ; that the defendant was in the

habit of taking in wheat almost daily, none of which was kept

separate ; and that he supplied persons with whom he dealt

with flour made from the common mass of wheat, including

that received from the plaintiffs. On the 10th day of October,

1845, the defendant delivered to the plaintiffs 420 barrels of

flour upon the aforesaid contract, and no more was ever de-

livered.

On the part of the defendant it was proved that on the night

of the 12th of October, 1845, the mill accidentally took fire and

was consumed, with all its contents, without any fault or negli-

gence of the defendant. There was then in the mill about

4,000 bushels of wheat, including nearly 2,000 bushels of the

wheat received from the plaintiffs, and about 150 barrels of

flour packed.

The defendant insisted that the contract was one of bail-

ment, and not of sale, and therefore that by the destruction of

his mill and its contents without fault on his part, he was

excused from delivering the residue of the flour. The circuit

judge so held, and on that ground nonsuited the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs excepted, and moved in the supreme court for a

new trial, which was granted. The defendant appealed to this

court.

Gaednee, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

The only question necessary to be considered is, whether the

terms of the contract taken in reference to the subject-matter

and the situation of the parties, fairly import a sale or a bail-

ment.

Neither the declarations nor the conduct of the defendant

subsequent to the agreement, were admissible with a view to its
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constraction. Evidence of this character may be resorted to

for the purpose of proving a contract, or the sense in which

particular terms were used by the parties, and sometimes with

a view to show a conversion of tlie property where a bailment

has been previously established. Here, however, the contract

is in writing. There is no such ambiguity in the terms as re-

quires the aid of extrinsic testimony to explain them, and the

rights of the parties must consequently be determined by its

language.

It appears, then, by the contract, that the defendant agreed

to take all the wheat of the plaintiffs at, etc., and (jive them one

barrel of first rate superfine flour for every four bushels and

fifty-six pounds of wheat of a good merchantable quality ; the

flour to be packed in first rate barrels and warranted to pass

inspection in Albany and New York for good superfine flour.

If the word " take " as it seems in this contract is equally appli-

cable to a bailment as to a sale or exchange, and therefore

equivocal, the term " give " requires some act of the defendant

which should pass the property in the flour to the plaintiffs.

As a word of contract, it demands something more than the

redelivery of the plaintiff's wheat in the form of flour. It

implies that the property in the thing to be given is in the

donor until changed by delivery. The word does not impart a

mere gratuity, since the defendant was to " give " superfine

flour " for," that is, in consideration of, or as an equivalent for,

the wheat taken by him from the plaintiff's.

There is nothing in the contract that expressly or by implica-

tion obliged the defendant to deliver to the plaintiffs flour

manufactured from this wheat, or wheat of a similar quality, to

the exclusion of any other in their possession, or which they

might subsequently obtain. The agreement upon his part was

satisfied by the delivery of a barrel of first rate superfine flour

for every four bushels and fifty-six pounds of wheat received

by him, whether manufactured at his mill or elsewhere, obtained

by purchase or otherwise. This is a controlling circumstance

to show that the parties intended a sale or exchange and not a

bailment. The distinction between an obligation to restore the

specific thing received, or of returning others of equal value, is

the distinction between a bailment and a debt, so recognized by

the decisions in England and this state, with the exception of

Seymour v. Brown, 10 John. Rep. 44; Jones on Bailment, 102,
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64 ; 7 Oowen, Rep. 756 ; Smith v. Olarke, 21 Wend. 84 ; D'l/kers

V. Allen, 7 Hill, 498 ; 2 Kent, Cora. 590. The decision in Sey-

mour V. Brown has been overruled in the same court in which

it was pronounced, and cannot, we think, be sustained either

upon principle or authority. A new trial must be granted.

Rtjtheatji'J? v. Hag-bnbuoh.

(68 PennBylvania St., 103.—1868.)

Assumpsit to recover the price of a quantity of tobacco, which
plaintiff alleged he had sold to defendant.

Read, J. The plaintiff raised a crop of tobacco on the land

of the defendant in 1863, on the shares. It was gathered,

stripped and stored in sheds on the farm of the defendant, and
remained in the joint ownership of the plaintiff and defendant

until the 18th of March, 1864, when they e^ntered into the fol-

lowing agreement under seal

:

" Agreement entered into March 18th, 1864, between Daniel S.

Ruthrauff and Peter Hagenbuch, both of Union County, Penn-

sylvania, as follows, to wit : The said Ruthrauff hereby agrees

to sell and doth sell unto the said Hagenbuch, in Turbut town-

ship, being the undivided half of all the tobacco said Ruthrauff

raised on the said farm at fourteen cents per pound. The said

tobacco being herein and hereby now delivered by said Ruth-

rauff to said Hagenbuch—and the said Hagenbuch hereby

agrees to sell the said tobacco for the best price he can obtain

for it—and whatever said Hagenbuch may obtain for said

tobacco after paying all expenses for preparing the same for

market and selling over and above the said sum of fourteen

cents per pound he shall account for and pay to said Ruthrauff."

Upon this agreement are indorsed receipts for payments on

the 4th of December, 1863, January, 1864, and March 18, 1864,

amounting to 1110.08.

The tobacco remained on the land and in the possession of

the defendant until the 17th of March, 1865, when it was swept

away by a flood, and the real question in this cause was what
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is the true construction of tliis agreement, which of course was

for the decision of the court.

The natural reading of tliis instrument would make the trans-

action a sale and delivery of the plaintiff's share of the tobacco

to the defendant for a fixed price, to be increased but not to be

diminished by the net proceeds of sale above that piice, which

could be fixed or made certain without difficulty. If this were

a sale, then the defendant is liable to the plaintiff for the lost

tobacco, and at the price of fourteen cents per pound, the flood

having rendered impossible the performance of the latter part

of the agreement, which therefore becomes simply a sale for

a fixed price.

This is strongly corroborated by the receipts for money

indorsed on the agreement, the last on the very day of its execu-

tion. The counsel for the defendant, it is true, states that the

defendant was the creditor of the plaintiff ; if so, it makes the

sale more evident, because, if it were not so, the plaintiff would

lose the tobacco and still remain liable to the defendant, sup-

posing the defendant to have been his creditor to the full value

of the tobacco, and if it is a bailment or trust, then the plaintiff

is still liable for that amount, having lost the very tobacco

which would be said, according to the defendant's theory, to

be simply a trust or agency on the part of the defendant.

The court therefore erred in holding it not to be a sale, but

a transfer in the nature of a trust, and that the defendant was

a mere trustee, holding the tobacco for the benefit of the plain-

tiff.

We think it was a sale, and the court should have so in-

structed the jury.

Judgment reversed, and a venire de novo awarded.
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Hunt v. Wyman. ^

(100 MaBsachusettB, 198.—1868.)

Action to recover the price of a horse.

On August 12, 1867, defendant looked at plaintiff's horse,

and asked the price of the animal. Plaintiff named $260 as

the price. Defendant said, " Let me take the horse and try it

;

if I do not like it, I will return it to-night in as good condition

as I get it." Plaintiff assented, and defendant sent his servant

for the horse, but, before it reached defendant's place, it escaped

from his servant, ran away and was so severely injured that it

could not be used or prudently removed. It did not appear

that defendant's servant was at all at fault.

Wells, J. Upon the facts stated in this case, there was a

bailment and not a sale of the horse. The only contract, aside

from the obligations implied by law, must be derived from the

statement of the defendant, that, if the plaintiff " would let him
take the horse and try it, if he did not like it he would return

it in as good condition as he got it." This contract, it is true,

is silent as to what was to take place if he should like it, or if

he should not return it. It may perhaps be fairly inferred that

the intent was that if he did like the horse he was to become

the purchaser at the price named. But, even if that were ex-

pressed, the sale would not take effect until the defendant should

determine the question of his liking. An option to purchase if

he liked is essentially different from an option to return a pur-

chase if he should not like. In one case the title will not pass

1 Bailment with Pbittlbgb of Pukchase.—If a thing is transferred

for the purpose of trial or inspection, upon the understanding that, if it

prove satisfactory, the transferee will keep it and pay a certain price there-

for, the transaction is a bailment until the transferee exercises his option,

when it becomes a sale. Such a transaction should be distinguished from

what is commonly called a " sale and return," where the agreement is for

a present transfer of the absolute property in a thing for a price in money,

or in money's worth, with the privilege of returning the same, if it prove

unsatisfactory. In the former, the sale becomes complete and title passes

upon the exercise of the option; in the latter, the title passes at the time

of the contract, but the sale is subsequently rescinded upon the exercise of

the option.

4
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until tlie option is determined ; in the other the propeity passes

at once, subject to the right to rescind and return.

A mere failure to return the horse within the time agreed

may be a breach of contract, upon which the plaintiff is entitled

to an appropriate remedy ; but has no such legal effect as to

convert the bailment into a sale. It might be evidence of a

determination, by the defendant, of his option to purchase. But

it would be only evidence. In this case, the accident to the

horse, before an opportunity was had for trial, in order to deter-

mine the option, deprives it of all force, even as evidence.

This action, being founded solely upon an alleged sale of the

horse for an agreed price, cannot be maintained upon the evi-

dence reported.

Uxoeptions overruled.

Whitehead v. Vandebbilt.

(10 Daly, 214.—1881.)

J. F. Daly, J. The referee found as fact : That at the city

of New York, in or about the month of May, 1878, the plaintiff

loaned to the defendant, at the defendant's request, a bay mare,

on the condition and agreement on the part of the defendant

that he would return the said bay mare to the plaintiff in good

condition in the fall of that year, unless he should then desire

to purchase her— in which case, or in the event of his failure to

return her in good condition, by reason of accident or otherwise,

he should pay the plaintiff #2,500, her agreed value, and her

market value in fact. That the mare thereafter, and in the

month of July or August, 1878, sickened and died at Croton,

New York, while still in the possession and control of the

defendant, which rendered it impossible to return her as agreed.

That the defendant has never paid the plaintiff any sum what-

ever for said mare. And the referee found as conclusions of

law : That there is due from the defendant to the plaintiff f2,500,

with interest thereon from the first day of January, 1879, and

he should have judgment therefor and also for the costs of this

action.

On the facts found the judgment should have been for de-
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fendant. The defendant was bailee of the mare, with the priv-

ilege of purchasing her at the price of 12,500, and with the

obligation to return her in good condition, in default of which

he was also to pay 12,500 to plaintiff. He was not to be excused

from returning her in good condition by reason of accident or

otherwise. In the agreement thus made between the parties

there was no provision for the contingency which actually oc-

curred—the death of the mare before the time at which she was

to he returned to her owner. The defendant had the whole

period up to the fall to comply with his agreement to return

her in good condition ; he was prevented from doing so by her

death in July or August ; there is no finding and no presump-

tion that her death was owing to his act or neglect ; the per-

formance of his contract became impossible by the act of God.

Under such circumstances he is discharged from liability either

as bailee or upon his special contract. (^Carpenter v. Stevens, 12

Wend. 589 ; Eyland v. Paul, 33 Barb. 241 ; Worth v. Edmonds,

52 Barb. 40 ; Wolfe v. Howes, 20 N. Y. 197.) The contract to

return the mare, or upon failure to return her in good condition

to pay $2,500, does not make the defendant liable, as on special

contract, in case of her death. In McEvers v. Steamboat Sanga-

mon, 22 Mo. 187, which was an action to recover the value of a

barge which plaintiff hired to defendant at $8.00 per day, the

defendant agreeing to return her at any time and deliver her in

good condition, the usual wear and tear excepted, and defend-

ant answered that the barge had been destroyed by ice in the

Mississippi river without any fault on defendant's part, the Su-

preme Court of Missouri reversed a judgment in favor of plain-

tiff, and Judge Larned, in his opinion, said :
" If there had been

no obligation on the boat for the return of the barge other than

what the law implied upon the bailment, from the transaction

itself, this defense, it is admitted, would have been sufficient.

But it is insisted that here the party imposed the duty upon

himself and therefore took the risk of such casualties ; the dis-

tinction being between a duty imposed by law and one imposed

by the parties themselves. . . . The question here, then, is,

was this risk within the engagement of the defendant, so that

no matter how the loss occurred, the party is bound ; and we

think it was not. Here is a general undertaking to return the

property in good order, and it has perished without any fault

on the part of the defendant, by a natural force that could not
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be resisted, and we are of opinion that an undertaking to assume

such a risk ought to be special and express, and so clear as not

to admit of any other construction."

In Keas v. Yewell, 2 Dana, 249, where the action was on a

bond to have two slaves forthcoming to answer any decree in a

foreclosure of a mortgage upon them, it was set up in defense

that one of the slaves had run away. Plaintiff had judgment,

but it was reversed, the court saying :
" The casualty by which

the slave was lost is a peril incident to the very nature of such

property, and therefore in contracts and covenants concerning

such property that peril should never be presumed to have been

intended to be guarded against unless so expressly stipulated."

In this case the death of the animal is a peril incident to such

property, and if defendant is to be held to the onerous responsi-

bility of that risk, his obligation to do so must be express, it

cannot be implied. His agreement here was to return the mare

in good condition or to pay $2,500. As his obligation goes to

the condition of the animal at the time fixed for its return, the

parties plainly contemplated her being in existence at that time,

and they abstained from making provision in case of her death.

It was also plain that the continued existence of the subject was

essential to the performance of the contract, and if at the time

fixed performance became impossible by the destruction of the

thing without the fault of the party sought to be charged, he is

not liable. (Anson on Contracts, 315-316 ; 12 Central Law Jour-

nal, 9.) The defendant was not an insurer of the mare. In

Field v. Brackett, 56 Me. 121, it was held that a naked verbal

promise to return in good order and at a specified time does not

import a contract on the part of the hirer of a chattel to insure

it against loss occurring without his default.

Judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered, costs to

abide event.

Charles P. Daly, Ch. J., and Van Hoesbn, J., concurred.
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Meldbum et al. v. Snow.

(9 Pickering, 441.—1890.)

Replevin by the plaintiffs, who are brewers in Boston, to

recover of the defendant, a deputy of the sheriff of Suffolk,

eighteen beer barrels, each containing about thirty gallons of

beer, with their contents, being in the cellar recently occupied

by one Klein, in Market street ; which the plaintiffs aver to be

their property, and that the defendant took and unlawfully

detained the same on the 1st day of August, 1828.

The defendant pleaded as to the beer, that it was the prop-

erty of Klein, and that he, the defendant, had attached it as

such at the suit of Klein's creditors ; to which the plaintiffs

replied property in themselves, traversing Klein's ownership,

and issue was joined thereon.

At the trial the plaintiffs proved that the beer was sent to

Klein in the spring, he being a retailer of beer, and carrying on

his business in the cellar where the beer-was when it was at-

tached by the defendant.

The plaintiffs also proved, that according to the usage of

trade here, and in other places, the following are the terms

upon which retailers are supplied by the brewers. In the spring,

the brewer sends to the retailer such quantity as the retailer

expects to vend, and at a stipulated price, and in barrels be-

longing to the brewer, which are returned to him when emptied.

The retailer pays for all that he vends in the course of the sea-

son, at the price at which it was originally furnished. If the beer

becomes sour or stale, or is lost by the bursting of the casks, or

bj'^ fire or other casualty, the loss falls on the brewer. If any

beer remains unsold at the end of the season, the retailer has a

right to return it to the brewer, but the brewer has no right to

take it without his consent. Payment is never made by the

retailer ia advance, but usually in annual or semi-annual settle-

ments, when what has been sold is paid for and the. residue is

returned or remains a subject for future adjustment. The

profits of retailing belong exclusively to the retailer, and all

losses by bad debts fall upon him. The brewer's price of beer

never varies. Beer cannot be drawn off nor removed in warm

weather without injury and great danger of destroying it.
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The plaintiffs also produced an instrument made and deliv-

ered to them by Klein on the first day of August, previously

to the service of the writ, as follows :
" Whereas I have always

holden the beer, now in the cellar recently occupied by me, in

the casks furnished by Meldrum & Co., as being of their prop-

erty unless paid for, and the same being now attached by my
creditors, ought of right, according to our contract, to be deliv-

ered up to them ; therefore and for good and valuable consid-

erations me thereto moving, I do hereby assign and transfer all

my right, title and property therein, unto the said Meldrum &
Co., they crediting me in account for what they thus receive."

Hortou, the attesting witness to the assignment, testified that

ne went with the plaintiffs' clerk to the defendant, and that the

clerk produced this instrument and demanded the beer and

barrels, but the defendant refused to give them up.

The jury found a verdict for the defendant.

The plaintiffs moved for a new trial, because the judge in-

structed the jury, that the delivery of the beer, upon the terms

of the custom proved, constituted a conditional sale to Klein,

and vested in him the property in the beer, subject to attach-

ment for his debts ; whereas the plaintiffs contended, that such

delivery vested only a special property in Klein for certain pur-

poses ; and that the general property remained in the plaintiffs
;

so that the beer could not be attached as the property of Klein ;

and that by virtue of the assignment to them of his special

property, they became entitled to the immediate possession, and

acquired the whole title, so that the detention by the defendant

after demand made, was unlawful.

Pee, Curiam. The principal question in the case regards

the ownership of the beer. Evidence was given at the trial, of

a custom among brewer's to supply retailers with beer in the

manner stated in the report of the judge. It is argued that this

mode of dealing is necessary, and it should seem to be so ; for

in general the retailer would not be able to purchase a large

quantity of beer at once, and it appears that beer must be sup-

plied to him in cold weather, as it cannot be removed in warm
weather without injury. The question is, whether the beer is

liable to attachment as the property of the retailer. The con-

tract is very similar to that of sale or return in England ; and
in the case of some kinds of manufactures such a contract is
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required, owing to particular circumstances which take them
out of the rules of ordinary sales. It is on this ground that

contracts of sale or return are held valid, and it is uniformly-

considered that in such contracts the pj-operty continues in the

original owner ; except in cases under the statute of James, of

bankruptcy, which is not in force in this commonwealth.

It is objected, that in the contract of sale or return, the arti-

cle is to be returned, unless sold, but that by the custom under

consideration, it may or may not be returned, at the election of

the retailer. We are not clear that there is any such distinc-

tion ; nor is there good reason for it. It is consistent with the

English law, that the beer shall remain the property of the

brewer until the election of the retailer shall be made.

We place this contract on the same ground as that of sale or

return in England, and we are glad to find authorities which

sustain us ; but without authorities we should deem it proper

to uphold such a contract. Retailers who take beer to sell are

often persons of very small property, and the custom appears to

be so general and well known, that the retailer would not be

supposed to be the owner of the beer ; no injury therefore can

arise to creditors of the retailer. And it being beneficial to the

community to introduce the use of beer, public policy would

justify us in favoring the custom.

It is asked, how shall the beer be attached ; whether as the

property of tlie brewer, or of the retailer. It is not necessary

ror us to answer this question. There are many cases where

chattels cannot be attached as the property either of the general

or of the special owner.

An objection is raised in regard to the possession of the plain-

tiffs in replevin, the possession and the right of possession being

here in the retailer. It is sufficient to remark, that when the

sale of beer is stopped by the acts of the retailer, his right to

retain ceases ; and further, in the case before us, the general

property being in the brewer, and the retailer having assigned

all his rights in the beer to him, the action may well lie.

New trial granted.
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DbAKBOBN V. TUBNEB.

(16 Maine, 17.—1839.)

Trover for a cow and calf.

The plaintiff, being then the owner of the cow, on the 22d

of April, 1836, delivered her to one Nason under the following

agreement: "Monmouth, April 22, 1836; Rec'd of F. W.
Dearborn, one four year old cow, and a calf by her side, which I

promise to return to him in Augusta in one year from this date,

with a calf by her side, or pay twenty-two dollars and fifty

cents. Wm. H. Nason."

Within the year Nason, without the knowledge of the plain-

tiff, sold the cow to the defendant, who paid him therefor.

The plaintiff, not being paid for the cow, and having found the

cow, with a calf by her side, in the possession of the defendant,

demanded the same, but the defendant refused to deliver them.

Weston, C. J. The plaintiff delivered to Nason a cow and

calf, for which he took his written promise, to return the same

cow within a year, with a calf by her side, or pay $22.50.

We are very clear, that the security of the plaintiff vested in

contract ; and that Nason, having tlie alternative to return or

pay, the property passed to him, and he was at liberty to sell

the cow. Tibbets v. Towle, 3 Fairf. 341, was a very different

ease. There the plaintiff expressly reserved to himself the title

to the oxen, until paid for. The case of Hurd v. West, 7

Cowen, 752, decides expressly, that where an alternative ex-

iatfi, the title to the property, in a case like this, is transferred

upon the delivery.

Plaintiff nonsuit.
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Wbstoott v. Thompson bt al.

(18 New York, 363.—1858v

AoTiON to recover sixty-seven ale barrels alleged to be wrong-

fully detained by defendants, who claimed to be owners, having

purchased said barrels of one Ham or of persons who had made
such purchase of him.

Stkong, J. The referee before whom this action was tried

found, as matter of fact, that on the sale of the ale by the plain-

tiff to Ham it was agreed between them that Ham might retain

the barrels until the ale was drawn and then the barrels should

be returned to the plaintiff ; but if any was not returned

Ham should pay $2.00 each for them. The only question in

the case upon the merits is, whether, under the agreement,

Ham was authorized to sell the barrels. The counsel for the

respondents claim, as the substance of the agreement, that

the barrels were to be returned within a reasonable time after

the ale was drawn out, or paid for at the rate mentioned. If

this is a fair interpretation, the legal effect of the contract was,

doubtless, as is insisted by him, to vest the title to the barrels

in the purchaser of the ale. It was a sale of the barrels in

connection with the ale, with the option in the purchaser of

returning the barrels or keeping and paying for them. The
plaintiff could not thereafter reclaim the barrels ; all his domin-

ion over them and right to them was gone, unless and until they

should be returned in pursuance of the right of election in the

purchaser. But there is a difficulty in adopting this construc-

tion, arising from the express provision in the contract, " that

said barrels should be returned to the plaintiff," immediately

preceding the clause fixing the amount to be paid for each bar-

rel if they should not be returned. No force whatever is given

by such a construction to that provision ; and it is a sensible

and established rule in the exposition of a contract, that effect

must be given to every part, if reasonably practicable. We
must therefore look for some other meaning—one having re-

gard to each provision agreed on—and it is easy to find a

plain one of that character. The barrels were to be returned,

and if not returned f2.00 each to be paid for them ; that
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is, 12.00 should be paid for each barrel not returned; not

surely $2.00 each for the whole number, if all should not be re-

turned. Viewing the contract alone, the pirties manifestly

intended that the plaintiff should have the barrels again after

the ale was drawn ; but they contemplated the possibility that

some of them might be lost or destroyed, and thereby the pur-

chaser of the ale be unable to return all of them ; and, in refer-

ence to that, further intended to iix a price to be paid as the

value of each barrel which should not for that reason be rede-

livered to the plaintiff. This interpretation is still more appar-

ent, if the evidence of the business of the parties to the contract

be considered in connection with the terms of the contract, as

may properly be done for the purpose of explanation, assuming

the terms to be at all ambiguous as to their meaning. The

plaintiff was largely engaged in the manufacture and sale of

ale, which necessarily required a great many barrels, and it may
reasonably be supposed that it was for his interest, after the ale

sold by him from time to time should be consumed, that the

barrels should be returned to him that he might refill and fur-

ther use them in his business. They would be still more im-

portant on account of his having upon the barrels a brand or

trade-mark by which his ale might be distinguished from that

of other manufacturers. The other parly to the contract pur-

chased ale of the plaintiff extensively for sale, and sold it to

others, receiving back from his customers the barrels when

empty ; and it is highly probable that it was for liis interest to

return the barrels to the plaintiff, rather than to purchase them.

In view of the business and interests of the parties as aforesaid,

it was quite natural that in the dealings between them they

should provide for the redelivery to the plaintiff of the barrels,

so far as could be done, and for the payment of a fixed sum, so

far as they could not be returned by reason of losses or destruc-

tion, which could hardly fail sometimes to occur. The evidence

of usage in similar cases, in the absence of an express contract

—if it may be regarded in interpreting the agreement in ques-

tion—also leads to a similar conclusion as to the true meaning
of the agreement. But neither evidence of the business of the

parties nor of usage could be received to contradict the agree-

ment or control its legal operation. ( Wadsworth v. Alcott, 2

Seld. 64 ; Hinton v. Locke, 5 Hill, 437.)

I lay out of view of the finding of the referee, as a fact, that
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the parties understood it as above interpreted. The understand-

ing of parties to a contract is to be learned from the terms of

the contract, if plain and unambiguous ; and when not so, from
those terms with such explanatory facts as the law allows to be

proved; and the question of what was their understanding,

whether to be determined upon the face of the agreement alone,

or upon extrinsic facts in connection with it, is always a ques-

tion of law.

The judgment of the court below must be reversed and a

new trial ordered.

All the judges concurring.

Judgment reversed and new trial ordered.

Hbevey et al. v. Rhode Island Locomotivb Wobkb.i

(93 United States, 661.—187&)

On the 21st day of August, 1871, the Rhode Island Locomo-

1 Sale OB Lease.—Personal property is some times transferred upon
what is called the " instalment plan." The parties enter into a written

agreement, in the form of a lease, whereby the transferee agrees to pay
certain sums at stated times as " rent," and further agrees that the title

shall remain in the owner until the last instalment has been paid, when
title shall pass and the thing transferred become the property of the trans-

feree. It seems to be the prevailing opinion to regard such transactions

as conditional sales, and not leases, with retention of title in the vendor

merely as security for the price.

The Lien Law in New York, Laws of 1897, ch. 418, art. IX., provides

as follows in regard to contracts for the conditional sale of goods and
chattels

:

§ 110. Definitions.—The term "conditional vendor," when used in this

article, means the person contracting to sell goods and chattels upon
condition that the ownership thereof is to remain in such person, until

such goods and chattels are fully paid for or until the occurrence of any'

future event or contingency; the term " conditional vendee," when so used,

means the person to whom such goods and chattels are so sold.

§ 111. Conditional sale of railroad equipment and rolling stock.—^When-

ever any railroad equipment and rolling stock is sold, leased or loaned

under a contract which provides that the title to such property, notwith-

standing the use and possession thereof by the vendee, lessee or bailee,

shall remain in the vendor, lessor or bailor, until the terms of the contract

as to the payment of instalments, amounts or rentals payable, or the per-

formance of other obligations thereunder, are fully complied with and that
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tiye Works as party of the first part, entered into tlie following

contract with J. Edwin Conant & Co., as party of the second

part

:

title to such property shall pass to the vendee, lessee or other bailee on

full payment therefor, such contract shall be invalid as to any subsequent

judgment creditor of or purchaser from such vendee, lessee or bailee for a

valuable consideration, without notice, unless

1. Such contract is in writing, duly acknowledged and recorded in the

book in which real estate mortgages are recorded in the office of the county

clerk or register of the county in which is located the principal office or

place of business of such vendee, lessee or bailee; and unless

2. Each locomotive or car so sold, leased or loaned, has the name of the

vendor, lessor or bailor, or of the assignee of such vendor, lessor or bailor,

plainly marked upon both sides thereof, followed by the word owner, lessor,

bailor or assignee, as the case may be.

§ 112. Conditions and reservations in contracts for sale of goods and

chattels.—Except as otherwise provided in this article, all conditions and

reservations in a contract for the conditional sale of goods and chattels,

accompanied by immediate delivery and continued possession of the thing

contracted to be sold, to the effect that the ownership of such goods and

chattels is to remain in the conditional vendor or in a person other than

the conditional vendee, until they are paid for, or until the occurrence of

a future event or contingency shall be void as against subsequent pur-

chasers, pledgees or mortgagees in good faith, and as to them the sale

shall be deemed absolute, unless such contract of sale, containing such

conditions and reservations, or a true copy thereof be filed as directed in this

article.

§ 113. Where contract to be filed.—Such contracts shall be filed in the

city or town where the conditional vendee resides. If he resides within the

state at the time of the execution thereof; and if not, in the city or town
where such property is at such time. Such contract shall be filed, in the

city of New York, in the office of the register of the city and county of

New York; in the city of Brooklyn, in the office of the register of the

county of Kings; in every other city or town of the state, in the office of

the town clerk, unless there be a county clerk's office in the city or town,

when it shall be filed in such office.

§114. Indorsement, entry, refiling and discharge of conditional con-

tracts.—The provisions of the preceding article relating to chattel mort-

gages apply to the indorsement, entry, refiling and discharge of contracts

for the conditional sale of goods and chattels. The officers with whom
such contracts are filed shall enter the future contingency or event required

to occur before the ownership of such goods and chattels shall pass from
the vendor to the vendee, and the amount due upon such contract and the

time when due. The name of the conditional vendor shall be entered in

the column of " mortgagees " and the name of the conditional vendee in

the column of " mortgagors." The officers performing services under this

article are entitled to receive the same fees as for like services relating to

chattel mortgages.

§ 115. Preceding sections not to apply to certain articles.—The preceding
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" That whereas the said party of the first part is the owner
of one locomotive-engine and tender complete, named Alfred N.

Smyser, No. 3 ; and whereas the said party of the second pait

is desirous of using and eventually purchasing the same : now.
therefore, in consideration of the sum of one dollar to the said

party of the first part by the said party of the second part in hand
paid, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, and in consid-

eration of the covenants and agreements hereinafter contained,

the said party of the first part agrees to let and lease, and hereby

does let and lease, to the said party of the second part, and the

said party of the second part agrees to have and take from the

said party of the first part, the said one locomotive-engine and
tender, with the right to place the same upon its railroad, and to

use the same in the usual mariner in transacting the business of

the said railroad ; and in consideration thereof the said party

of the second part agrees to pay to the said party of the first

part for the use and rent of the same the sum of 112,093.96 in

notes, as follows

:

10^ cash 11,150.00

One note due Feb. 24, 1872 . . . 3,580.16

One " " May 24, 1872 .... 3,647.90

One " " Aug. 24, 1872 . . . 3,715.90

#12,093.96

" And the said party of the second part hereby further cove-

nants and agrees, during the time hereby demised, to keep and
maintain the said one locomotive-engine and tender in as good
condition as it now is, reasonable and ordinary wear and tear

excepted ; but it is understood and agreed, that any injury by

collision, by running off the track, or by fire, or by destruction

from any cause, is not to be considered reasonable and ordinary

wear and tear.

"And the said party of the first part, in consideration of the

sections of this article do not apply to the conditional sale of household

goods, pianos, organs, scales, butchers' and meat market tools and fix-

tures, wood cutting machinery, engines, dynamos, boilers, portable fur-

naces, boilers for heating purposes, threshing machines, horse powers,

mowing machines, reapers, harvesters, grain drills and attachments, dairy

sizes of centrifugal cream separators, coaches, hearses, carriages, buggies,

phaetons and other vehicles, bicycles, tricycles and other devices for loco-

motion by human power, if the contract for the sale thereof is executed in

duplicate, and one duplicate delivered to the purchaser.
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foregoing, further covenants and agrees, that in case said party

of the second part shall pay the said notes promptly, as herein-

before set forth, upon payment of the last-mentioned note, viz.,

f3,716.90, and all renewals of same, it will grant, sell, assign,

transfer, and convey to the said party of the second part the

said one locomotive-engine a):d tender in the condition it tlien

is, to have and to hold the same to the said party of the second

part, its legal representatives, successors, and assigns forever.

And the said party of the second part further covenants and

agrees, that if it shall fail to make any of the said payments

when due, then the said party of the first part shall be at liberty,

and it shall be lawful for it, to enter upon and take possession

of the said one locomotive-engine and tender, and to that end

to enter upon the road and other property of said party of the

second part.

" And the said party of the second part further covenants

and agrees, that, in case of any default on its part in any of the

payments, as hereinbefore provided, it will, within thirty days

thereafter, deliver the said one locomotive-engine and tender to

the said party of the first part.

" And the said party of the first part shall thereafter, upon

thirty days' written notice to the said party of the second part

of the times and place of sale, proceed to sell the said one

locomotive-engine and tender, and shall apply the proceeds of

such sales, first, to the payment of the expenses of the sale

;

second, to the payment of any balance then due, or thereafter

to become due, for or on account of the rent, as hereinbefore

provided ; and, if after these payments there shall remain any

balance of the proceeds of the sale, the same shall be paid to

the said party of the second part.

" And the said party of the second part further covenants

and agrees, that they will not in any way exercise or claim the

right to release, incumber, or in any way dispose of said one

locomotive-engine and tender, or employ them during the term

of this lease in any other way than in the service of J. Edwin
Couant & Co., contractors for the Chicago & Illinois Southern

Railroad Company, or in any way or manner interfere with the

said party of the first part in repossessing and retaking said one

locomotive-engine and tender, should default be made in any of

the hereinbefore provided for payments, but the full legal right

and title of said one locomotive-engine and tender shaH and does
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remain in the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, as fully, to all

intents and purposes, as though the lease had not heen made.
" And the said party of the first part hereby covenants and

agrees, that if the said party of the second part shall and do

well and truly make each of the payments aforesaid at the times

hereinbefore specified, without any let or hindrance or delay

whatever as to any or either of said payments, that upon the

last-mentioned payment, viz., f3,715.90, and all renewals being

made, as well as each and all of the other said payments, the

said party of the first part will and shall convey the said one

locomotive-engine and tender to the said party of the second

part, and give them a full acquittance for the same, and that

the. title thereto shall ipso facto, by the completion of such pay-

ment, vest in the said J. Edwin Conant & Co., contractors for

the Chicago & Illinois Southern Railroad Company."

The above instrument was duly executed, and was recorded

in the office of the clerk of Cumberland county, state of Illinois,

on January 28, 1873, to which state said locomotive-engine and

tender had been taken by Conant & Co., who, however, had

paid no part of the principal, except the amount admitted on

the face of the instrument.

The said engine and tender were seized under a writ of

attachment, on or about October 28, 1871, against Conant & Co.,

and sold by the sheriff to Hervey, the plaintiff in error. On
January 29, 1873, said engine and tender were seized under a

writ of replevin sued out by the Rhode Island Locomotive Works

against Hervey et al.

The circuit court rendered judgment for the plaintiff.

Mk. Justice Davis, delivered the opinion of the court.

It was decided by this court, in Green v. Van Bushirk, 6

Wall. 307j 7 id. 139, that the liability of property to be sold

under legal process, issuing from the courts of the state where

it is situated, must be determined by the law there, rather than

that of the jurisdiction where the owner lives. These decisions

rest on the ground that every state has the right to regulate

the transfer of property within its limits, and that whoever

sends property to it impliedly submits to the regulations con-

cerning its transfer in force there, although a different rule of

transfer prevails in the jurisdiction where he resides. He has

no absolute right to have the transfer of property, lawful in
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that jurisdiction, respected in the courts of the state where it is

found, and it is only on a principle of comity that it is ever

allowed. But this principle yields when the laws and policy of

the latter state conflict with those of the former.

The policy of the law in Illinois will not permit the owner of

personal property to sell it, either absolutely or conditionally,

and still continue in possession of it. Possession is one of the

strongest evidences of title to this class of property, and cannot

be rightfully separated from the title, except in the manner

pointed out by statute. The courts of Illinois say that to suffer

without notice to the world the real ownership to be in one per-

son, and the ostensible ownership in another, gives a false credit

to the latter, and in this way works an injury to third persons.

Accordingly, the actual owner of personal property creating an

interest in another, to whom it is delivered, if desirous of pre-

serving a lien on it, must comply with the provisions of the

chattel mortgage act. R. S. 111. 1874, 711, 712. It requires

that the instrument of conveyance, if it have the effect to pre-

serve a mortgage or lien on the property, must be recorded,

whether the party to it be a resident or non-resident of the

state. If this be not done, the instrument, so far as third per-

sons are concerned, has no validity.

Secret liens which treat the vendor of personal property,

who has delivered possession of it to the purchaser, as the owner

until the payment of the purchase-money, cannot be maintained

in Illinois. They are held to be constructively fraudulent as to

creditors, and the property, so far as their rights are concerned,

is considered as belonging to the purchaser holding the posses-

sion. McCormick v. Hadden, 37 111. 370; Ketohum v. Watson,

24 id. 591. Nor is the transaction changed by the agreement

assuming the form of a lease. In determining the real charac-

ter of a contract, courts will always look to its purpose, rather

than to the name given to it by the parties. If that purpose be

to give the vendor a lien on the property until payment in full

of the purchase-money, it is liable to be defeated by creditors

of the purchaser who is in possession of it. This was held in

Muroh V. Wrii/ht, 46 id. 488. In that case the purchaser took

from the seller a piano at the price of 1700. He paid $50.00

down, which was called rent for the first month, and agreed to

pay, as rent, $50.00 each month, until the whole amount should

be paid, when he was to own the piano. The court held, " That
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it was a mere subterfuge to call this transaction a lease," and

that it was a conditional sale, with the right of rescission on

the part of the vendor, in case the purchaser should fail in pay-

ment of his instalments,— a contract legal and valid as between

the parties,- but subjecting the vendor to lose his lien in case

the property, while in possession of the purchaser, should be

levied upon by his creditors. That case and the one at bar are

alike in all essential particulars.

The engine Srayser, the only subject of controversy in this

suit, was sold on condition that each and all of the instalments

should be regvdarly paid, with a right of rescission on the part

of the vendor, in case of default in any of the specified pay-

ments.

It is true the instrument of conveyance purports to be a lease,

and the sums stipulated to be paid are for rent ; but this form

was used to cover the real transaction, as much so as was the

rent of the piano in March v. Wright, supra. There the price

of the piano was to be paid in thirteen months, and here, that of

the engine, $12,093.96, in one year. It was evidently not the

intention that this large sum should be paid as rent for the

mere use of the engine for one year. If so, why agree to sell

and convey the full title on the payment of the last instal-

ment? In both cases, the stipulated price of the property

was to be paid in short instalments, and no words employed by

the parties can have the effect of changing the true nature of the

contracts. In the case at bar the agreement contemplated that

the engine should be removed to the state of Illinois, and used

by Conant & Co., in the prosecution of their business as con-

structors of a railroad. It was accordingly taken there and put

to the use fdr which it was purchased ; but while in the posses-

sion of Conant & Co., who exercised complete ownership over

it, it was seized and sold, in the local courts of Illinois, as their

property. These proceedings were valid in the jurisdiction

where they took place, and must be respected by the Federal

tribunals.

The Rhode Island Locomotive Works took the risk of losing

its lien in case the property, while in the possession of Conant

& Co., should be levied on by their creditors, and it cannot com-

plain, as the laws of Illinois pointed out a way to preserve and

perfect its lien.

6
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By stipulation tlie judgment of the court below is affirmed as

to the locomotive Olney, No. 1.

As to the locomotive and tender called Alfred N. Smyser,

No. 3,

Judgment reversed.

Singer Mantjpacttjring Co. v. Cole.

(4 Lea, 439.—1880.)

Freeman, J. This suit is brought on the following con-

tract :

" Rent note. No salesman allowed to make any contract

other than is printed or written on this note. Fifteen months

after date, for value received, I promise to pay to the order of

the Singer Manufacturing Company ninety-five dollars, for the

rent of their sewing machine, with interest at ten per cent after

maturity, and payable at Picketsville, Tennessee.

" It is agreed and understood between the makers, indorsers

and payee of this note, that the Singer sewing machine number

(giving it), for the use of which to the maturity of this note is

given, is, and shall remain, the property of the Singer Manu-

facturing Company, and in default of payment, the said machine

shall be returned to them or their agent in good order, and they

or their agent are authorized to take possession of the same,

without process of law. On payment of this and all other notes

(given for the use of this machine) a bill of sale will be given,

and title to same passed to lessee ; but until then, the title to

the machine shall remain in the Singer Sewing Machine Com-
pany.

" L. A. Sentbr.

"M. A. Senter."

The facts shown in the record are that L. A. Senter, an un-

married lady, purchased or bargained for the machine, which

was delivered to her at the time of the execution of this instru-

ment. She has since intermarried with defendant, W. P. Cole.

The Circuit judge charged the jury, following, we assume, a

case from Minnesota, Domestic Sewiihj Muclune Company v.
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Anderson, 23 Minn. 57, that in case of a sale and delivery of

personal property, an agreement by the purchaser to pay the

vendor for the future use of the same, or to deliver it up to him

on demand, is repugnant to the contract of sale, and is void.

The receipt of the property .by the purchaser furnishes no valid

consideration for such an agreement. The idea that underlies

his honor's view of the case is, that there was first a purchase,

and then a renting of the machine purchased, and such seems

to be the view of the Minnesota court.

This is not the fair construction of the contract, when we
place ourselves in the situation of the parties, and take in all

the circumstances of the case, as we may do to ascertain the

meaning of the writing. It is true it is called a renting of the

machine, but this is not the fact, nor true construction of the

transaction. It was a sale of the machine, with a reservation

of the title to the company, as security for payment of the price.

The fact that it is called a renting does not make it so. In order

to make it a renting of a purchased machine, we must say it

was sold for nothing, and then rented to the purchaser by the

vendor for fifteen months for $95.00, this being the only sum
ever agreed to be paid. This would be absurd. However repre-

hensible and calculated to excite suspicion of unfairness this

contract may appear, with its verbiage expressing literally a

different meaning from what was intended, or was the truth of

the case, we do not think proper to follow the technical view of

the opinion referred to, and hold the contract void. The party

has undertaken to pay $96.00, in terms for rent, but in fact for

the purchase of the machine, and is bound, as we can see from

this record, to meet the obligation contracted.

Without further diseussion, let the judgment be reversed, and

the case he remanded for a new trial.
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LooMis V. Bbagkj.

(50 Connecticut, 228.—1882.)

Park, C. J. This suit grows out of the following contract

between the parties

:

"Agreement between C. M. Loomis of New Haven, Conn.,

and James D. Bragg of Bridgeport, Conn. Said Loomis agrees

to rent, and said Bragg agrees to hire, one Albert W. Ladd &
Co. piano, No. 1807, price *140 (cash |5, balance #135), for the

term of twenty-seven months from the iifth day of January,

1881, at the rent of $5 per month, payable on the fifth day of

each month, in advance. And it is agreed that if the rent and

interest shall be paid punctually according to agreement, said

instrument shall be the property of said Bragg at the end of

said term. And further, if said Bragg shall neglect to pay 'the

rent and interest falling due at any time, said Loomis shall be

at liberty to enter the dwelling house or premises where said

uistrument may be, and take said instrument into his posses-

sion, and the money already paid shall belong to said Loomis.

And said Bragg is held responsible for all damages, except the

usual wear and tear, and to pay all taxes and insurance on said

instrument. The same is not to be removed from the place of

delivery Avithout permission from said Loomis. Dated at Bridge-

port, Jan. 5, 1881."

The instrument was delivered by the plaintiff, and monthly

installments were paid by the defendant under the contract up

to the month of May of the same year, when the defendant

made default of payment, and continued to do so till the month

of October following, when he absolutely refused to go further

under the contract, and notified the plaintiff to remove the

piano, which was done. During the time that default of pay-

ment was being made, the defendant orally renewed his original

promise whenever a payment became due, and in consequence

of this the plaintiff suffered the piano to remain in his posses-

sion notwithstanding the default.

These facts are set forth in the plaintiff's complaint, to which

the defendant demurred ; and the question is, do they sustain

the claim for damages made in the first count of the complaint?
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Or do they support the second count, which claims a reasonable

sum as compensation for the use of the piano during the time,

not covered by his payments, that the defendant had the use of

it ? Or do they sustain the plaintiff's claim that the defendant

shall pay the unpaid installments provided for in the contract

as set forth in the third and last count ?

The contract upon which the complaint is based purports to

be a renting of the piano for the term of twenty-seven months

at the rate of f5.00 per month, but in fact it is an agreement

to sell the piano at the end of twenty-seven months, when the

sum of .fl35 shall have been paid in monthly installments of

$5.00 each, together with certain interest, upon condition that

if at any time the defendant shall make default of payment

when any installment or the interest upon the unpaid balance

shall become due, the plaintiff shall have the right to rescijid

the contract, and take the piano back into his possession, and

that whatever sums shall have been paid shall become the prop-

erty of the plaintiff. The contract is similar in all essential

respects to that in the case of Hine v. Roberts, 48 Conn. 267

;

*S'. C. 40 Am. Rep. 170 ; the only difference being that in that

case a melodeon, valued at the sum of $50.00, and a note for

f140, payable at a future day, were given for what the contract

termed rent. The court held the contract to be an agreement

for the sale of the organ when the contract price for it should

have been paid. So here, the terras of this contract are incon-

sistent with those of a lease, but are consistent with those of a

conditional sale. The sum to be paid is the entire present

value of the piano, that is 1140. That sum, with the interest,

is to be paid in a little more than two years, when the instru-

ment would be nearly as valuable as it was at the outset. It

is incredible that the defendant would be willing to pay as

rent the entire value of the instrument in so short a time, or that

the plaintiff would be rapacious enough to demand it. Indeed

the fact that the piano was by the contract to be the defend-

ant's when, the amount should be paid, shows decisively that

the monthly sums were to be paid, not as rent, but as the pur-

chase price. Furthermore, it was thought important by the

plaintiff that it should be provided that if the defendant should

at any time fail to pay the stipulated sums when due, he should

lose the piano, and that all that had been paid should belong to
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the plaintiff. There was no necessity for this if the contract

was a lease of the property.

We think it clear that the parties stipulated for a conditional

sale of the piano, leaving the sale to be consummated in the

future when the purchase price should be paid. The plaintiff

had the instrument to sell. The defendant desired to purchase

it, but was unable to pay the entire price on the delivery of the

property. The plaintiff was unwilling to give credit. So the

arrangement under consideration was made, by which the plain-

tiff was enabled to accomplish his object by a conditional sale

and be safe, and the defendant to have the use of the piano, and

pay for it in small sums, at stated times, according to his ability.

Such was the contract ; and we are now to consider the rights

of the parties under it. The defendant failed to perform it.

He made default of payment after having paid a number of

installments. The contract provides for this contingency, by

a forfeiture of all the defendant's rights under the contract, and

of the sums of money that had been paid. This was considered

sufficient protection by the plaintiff when he entered into the

agreement, for he provided nothing further. The installments

were to be paid monthly. They exceeded in value the use of

the piano for the same time. Surely the plaintiff was thor-

oughly protected. Had he exercised his rights when the

defendant made his first default in the month of May, this con-

troversy would never have arisen. He would have had no

cause to complain. But it is said that he indulged the defend-

ant on his promises to pay the installments in arrear, till the

month of October, although he continued to make default dur-

ing the time ; and it is claimed that this gives him the right to

recover damages for a breach of the contract ; or the fair value

of the use of the piano during that period ; or the installments

remaining unpaid.

It is not pretended that the defendant was guilty of fi'iiud in

making the promises. It must be taken that they were made
in good faith, for the contrary is not alleged. Do they alter the

case ? They were merely the repetition of what the contract

stated. The defendant in it promised to pay all the installments

as they should become due. Can a repetition make the promise

stronger? The original promise is sufficient to make the de-

fendant pay if he can be made to pay at all. Besides this, there

is no consideration alleged for the new promises. Had the com-
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plaint set forth that when each default was made the plaintiff

was about to exercise his rights under the contract by claiming

a forfeiture, when the defendant proposed that if the plaintiff

would forego his rights he would pay the overdue installment,

and the plaintiff so agreed and granted the indulgence, and in

consideration thereof the defendant made the promise, a differ-

ent case would have been presented. There would have been

something more than a repetition of the original promise. But

nothing appears in the complaint beyond the fact that the de-

fendant made the promises, and the plaintiff, relying upon them,

left the piano in his possession. For aught that appears noth-

ing was said by the plaintiff to the defendant to induce him to

mate the promises. It does not appear that he made any disclo-

sure of what he intended to do. Consequently the promises are

left wholly without consideration.

We think therefore that the demurrer was well taken to the

first count of the plaintiff's complaint, for the reason that the

plaintiff's remedy is set forth in the contract. He should have

reclaimed his piano on the first default. Indeed the defendant

had the option by the contract at any time to surrfender the

piano and lose the installments he had paid. There could be

therefore no claim for damages other than the installments, which

the plaintiff already had.

We think also that the demurrer was well taken to the sec-

ond count, for the reason that the defendant held the piano

under a special contract, which continued in force until it was

surrendered in the month of October, and therefore there could

be no implied agreement. And for the same reasons we think

the demurrer was well taken to the third count.

There is no error in the judgment appealed from.

Judgment affirmed.

In this opinion the other judges concurred.
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Chattel Mortgages.

At common law a mortgage of personal property is regarded

as a conditional sale, made to secure the payment of a debt,

title passing to the mortgagee, subject to the condition that

the sale shall be void and the title shall revert to the mortgagor

on paj'ment of the debt. It differs from the ordinary condi-

tional sale in that, after condition broken, the mortgagor has the

right or equity of redemption, i. c, the right to recover the

property mortgaged on payment of the full amount of the debt

within a reasonable time after default.

The provisions of the Lien Law of New York, Laws of 1897,

ch. 418, art. VIIL, applicable to chattel mortgages, are as fol-

lows :

Section 90. Chattel mortgage to be filed.—Every mortgage

or conveyance intended to operate as a mortgage of goods and

chattels, or of any canal boat, steam tug, scow or other craft,

or the appurtenances thereto, navigating the canals of the state,

which is not accompanied by an immediate delivery, and fol-

lowed by an actual and continued change of possession of the

things mortgaged, is absolutely void as against the creditors of

the mortgagor, and as against subsequent purchasers and mortr

gagees in good faith, unless the mortgage, or a true copy

thereof, is filed as directed in this article.

§ 91. Corporate mortgages against real and personal prop-

erty.—Mortgages creating a lien upon real and personal prop-

erty, executed by a corporation as security for the payment of

bonds issued by such corporation, or by any telegraph, tele-

phone or electric light corporation, and recorded as a mortgage

of real property in each county where such property is located

or through which the line of such telegraph, telephone or elec-

tric light corporation runs, need not be filed or refiled as chat-

tel mortgages.

§ 92. Where filed.—An instrument, or a true copy thereof,

if intended to operate as a mortgage of a canal boat, steam tug,

scow or other craft, or of the appurtenances thereto, navigating

the canals of this state, must be filed in the office of the comp-

troller, and need not be filed elsewhere. Every other chattel

mortgage, or an instrument intended to operate as such, or a
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true copy thereof, must be filed in tlie town or city wliere the

mortgagor, if a resident of the state, resides at the. time of the

execution thereof, and if not a resident, in the city or town

where the property mortgaged is, at the time of the execution

of the mortgage. If there is more than one mortgagor, the

mortgage, or a certified copy thereof, must be filed in each city

or town within the state where each mortgagor resides at the

time of the execution thereof. In the city of New York, such

instrument must be filed in the office of the register of the city

and county of New York ; in the city of Brooklyn, in the office

of the register of the county of Kings, and in every other city

or town of the state, in the office of the city or town clerk,

unless there is a county clerk's office in such city or town, in

which case it must be filed therein.

§ 93. Filing and entry.—Such officers shall file every such

instrument presented to them for that purpose, and indorse

thereon its number and the time of its receipt. They shall

enter in a book, provided for that purpose, in separate columns,

the names of all the parties to each mortgage so filed, arranged

in alphabetical order, under the head of " mortgagors " and
" mortgagees," the number of such mortgage or copy, its date,

the amount secured thereby, when due, the date of the filing

thereof ; and, if the mortgage be upon a craft navigating tlie

canals, and filed in the office of the comptroller, the name of

the craft shall also be inserted.

§94. Fees.—The several clerks and registers are entitled to

receive for services hereunder, the following fees : For filing

each instrument, or copy, six cents ; for entering the same as

aforesaid, six cents ; for .searching for each paper, six cents

;

and the like fees for certified copies of such instruments or

copies as are allowed by law to clerks of counties for copies and

certificates of records kept by them. The comptroller is entitled

to receive the following fees for services performed under this

article, for the use of the state : For filing each instrument or

copy and entering the same, twenty-five cents ; for searching

for each paper, twenty-five cents ; and the like fees for certified

copies of such instruments or copies, as are allowed by law to

be charged by the comptroller for copies and certificates of rec-

ords kept in his office. No officer is required to file or enter

any such paper or furnish a copy thereof, until his lawful fees

are paid.
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§ 95. Mortgage invalid after one year, unless statement is

filed.—A chattel mortgage, except as otherwise provided in this

article, shall be invalid as against creditors of the mortgagor, and

against subsequent purchasers or mortgagees in good faith, after

the expiration of the first or any succeeding term of one year,

reckoning from the time of the first filing, unless,

1. Within thirty days next preceding the expiration of each

such term, a statement containing a description of such mort-

gage, the names of the parties, the time when and place where

filed, the interest of the mortgagee or of any person who has

succeeded to his interest in the property claimed by virtiie

thereof, or

2. A copy of such moi'tgage and its endorsements, together

with a statement attached thereto or endorsed thereon, showing

the interest of the mortgagee or of any person who has suc-

ceeded to his interest in the mortgage, is filed in the proper

office in the city or town where the mortgagor then resides, if

he is then a resident of the town or city where the mortgage or

a copy thereof or such statement was last filed ; if not such res-

ident, but a resident of the state, a true copy of such mortgage,

together with such statement, shall be filed in the proper office

of the town or city where he then resides ; and if not a resident

of the state, then in the proper office of the city or town where

the property so mortgaged was at the time of the execution of

the mortgage.

§96. Duration of lien of mortgage on canal craft.—Every

mortgage upon a canal boat or other craft navigating the canals

of this state, filed as provided in this article, shall be valid as

against the creditors of the mortgagor and against subsequent

purchasers or mortgagees in good faith, as long as the debt

which the mortgage secures, is enforcible. From the time of

filing, every such mortgage shall have preference and priority

over all other claims and liens, not existing at the time of such

filing.

§ 97. Copies to be evidence of certain facts.—A copy of any
such original instrument, or of a copy thereof, including any

statement relating thereto, certified by the officer with whom
the same is filed, may be received in evidence, but only of the

fact that such instrument, or copy, or statement was received

and filed according to the endorsement thereon ; and the origi-
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nal endorsement upon such instrument or copy may be received

in evidence only of the facts stated in such endorsement.

§ 98. Mortgage, how discharged of record.—Upon the pay-

ment or satisfaction of a chattel mortgage, the mortgagee, his

assignee or legal representative, upon the request of the mort-

gagor or of any person interested in the mortgaged property,

must sign and acknowledge a certificate setting forth such pay-

ment or satisfaction. The officer with whom the mortgage, or

a copy thereof is filed, must, on receipt of such certificate, file

the same in his office, and write the word " discharged " in the

book where the mortgage is entered, opposite the entry thereof,

and the mortgage is thereby discharged.



Pakt II.

SALES UNDER THE STATUTE OF FRAUDS.

The Statute of Frauds.

Oral or written contracts for the sale of personal property,

to any amount, were recognized and enforceable at common law.

All that was required was proof of an agreement to transfer the

absolute property from the vendor to the vendee for a price in

money. The statute of 29 Chas. II., c. 3, commonly called the Stat-

ute of Frauds, introduced an important modification of the com-

mon law in this regard, by providing that, " No contract for the

sale of any goods, wares, and merchandises for the price of £ 10

sterling, or upwards, shall be allowed to be good, except the

buyer shall accept part of the goods so sold, and actually re-

ceive the same, or give something in earnest to bind the bar-

gain, or in part-payment, or that some note or memorandum in

writing of the said bargain, be made and signed by the parties

to be charged by such contract, or their agents thereunto law-

fully authorized." Bro\vne on the Statute of Frauds (3d. ed.),

504.

After the passage of this act, some English decisions held

that the seventeenth section of the statute included contracts of

" bargain and sale," but excluded executory agreements to sell

;

others, that such executory agreements were also within the

statute.

In 1828, the statute of 9 Geo. IV., c. 14, commonly called Lord
Tenterden's Act, aimed to settle the controversy by enacting

that the provisions of the seventeenth section of the Statute of

Frauds " shall extend to all contracts for the sale of goods of

the value of ten pounds sterling and upwards, notwithstanding

the goods may be intended to be delivered at some future time,

or may not at the time of such contract be actually made, pro-

cured, or provided, or fit or ready for delivery, or some act may
be requisite for the making or completing thereof, or rendering

(76)
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the same fit for delivery." Browne on the Statute of Frauds

(3d. ed.), 505.

The provisions of the English statute have been substantially-

re-enacted, with slight changes, in almost all of the states of the

United States.

The provisions of the New York Statute (R. S., Part II.,

ch. 7, tit. II., repealed, however, by the Personal Property Law
of 1897) were as follows

:

" Every contract for the sale of any goods, chattels, or things

in action, for the price of fifty dollars or more, shall be void,

unless,

"1. A note or memorandum of such contract, be made in

writing, and be subscribed by the parties to be charged there-

by: ' or,

^ Under 1 E. S. *136, §3, the note or memorandum whs required to be

"subscribed by the parties to be charged thereby." In Justice v. Lang, 42

N. Y. 493, 500, Lott, J., says: " It is claimed by the defendants, and it was

so held by the General Term, that the omission of the plaintiff to subscribe

tlie contract rendered it void, even as to the defendants, by whom it was sub-

scribed, and consequently tiaat it was wholly inoperative and iueifectual

for any purpose or to any extent whatever. Is this the proper construc-

tion of the statutory provision ?

" In deciding this question it is important to consider the object of the

statute. That is declared in the act of 26th Febi'uary, 1787. It is entitled

'An act for the prevention of frauds;' and after making several enact-

ments, it enacts (as stated in the beginning of section 9) 'for the preven-

tion of many fraudulent practices vyhich are commonly endeavored to be

upheld by perjury and subornation of perjury,' several provisions, and,

among others, the fifteenth section [that the note or memorandum must

be ^signed by the parties to be charged by such contract'] above cited.

" The present statute on the subject is confessedly for the same purpose.

The enactment that every contract for the sale of any goods for the price

of fifty dollars or more, where the buyer neither accepts or receives a part

of them, nor at the time pays some part of the purchase-money, shall be

void ' unless a note or memorandum of such contract be made in writing,

and be subscribed by the parties to be charged thereby,' does not make
such a contract unlawful, but its object is to declare that it shall be of no

binding force to charge any party who lias not subscribed a note or mem-
orandum thereof in vyriting, with any liability thereon. It evidently con-

templates legal proceedings against one of the parties to it, and its design

is to prevent perjury and subornation of perjury, by refusing the aid of tlie

law in the enforcement of any rights claimed under it against him, -witli-

out such written evidence.

" The end and object of the statute are attained by written proof of the

obligation of the defendant; he is the party to be charged with a liability,

dependent on, and resulting from, the evidence, and he is intended to be
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" 2. Unless the buyer shall accept and receive part of such

goods, or the evidences, or some of them, of such things in

action : or,

" 3. Unless the buyer shall, at the time, pay some part of the

purchase money."

The same statute also provided that, " whenever goods shall

be sold at public auction, and the auctioneer shall, at the time

of sale, enter in a sale book, a memorandum specifying the

nature and price of the property sold, the terras of the sale, the

name of the purchaser, and the name of the person on whose

account the sale is made, such memorandum shall be deemed a

note of the contract of sale, within the meaning of the last sec-

tion," and that, " every instrument required by any of the provi-

sions of this title, to be subscribed by any party, may be sub-

scribed by the lawful agent of such party."

protected against the dangers of false oral testimony. To say that the

plaintiff or the party seeking to enforce a contract is liimself a party to be

charged therewith is a perversion of language.

" The term ' parties ' in the section quoted is used in connection with

the words ' to be charged thereby,' and does not necessarily include, nor can

it be construed to include, all the parties to the contract. It is, on the con-

trary, limited and restricted, by the qualifying words, to such only of those

parties as are to be bound or held chargeable and legally responsible on

the contract, or on account of a liability created by or resulting from it.

"If it had been Intended to extend to, and include, all of the parties,

those words ' to be charged thereby ' would have been unnecessary and
superfluous. The appropriate language to express such intention would
have been, that the note or memorandum should be subscribed ' by all

the parties thereto,' or some general terms, without any limitation or

restriction to any particular class or designation of parties.

" The action of the legislature, moreover, when considered in connection

with the recommendation of the revisers, is in harmony with and strongly

confirmatory of this construction. Tliat recommendation was, that the

note or memorandum should be subscribed by all the parties thereto; and
if it had been adopted there would have been no room for doubting as to

the intent of the requirement. So, on the other hand, the omission to

make the change recommended, and the enactment of the provision by the

continuance of the phraseology and terms, 'the parties to be charged

thereby,' clearly indicate that the construction that had been given thereto

in numerous oases, declaring that it was enough that the note or memo-
randum of the contract be signed or subscribed by the party to be charged,

was expressive of the true meaning of those terms."

In the present Personal Property Law (N. T. Laws of 1897, ch. 417, § 21),

"party" has been substituted for "parties," making it now even more
clear that it is not the intention of the legislature to require the note or

memorandum to be subscribed by all the parties to the contract, but only
" by the party to be charged therewith."
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The Personal Property Law, Laws of 1897, chapter 417,

which went into effect on the first day of October, 1897, pro-

vides that, " Every agreement, promise or undertaking is void,

unless it or some note or memorandum thereof be in writing, and

subscribed by the party to be charged therewith, or by his law-

ful agent, if such agreement, promise or undertaking ; . • .

" Is a contract for the sale of any goods, chattels or things

in action for the price of fifty dollars or more, and the buyer

does not accept and receive part of such goods, or the evidences,

or some of them, of such things in action ; nor at the time, pay

any part of the purchase money.

"If goods be sold at public auction, and the auctioneer at

the time of the sale, enters in a sale book, a memorandum speci-

fying the nature and price of the property sold, the terms of

the sale, the name of the purchaser, and the name of the per-

son on whose account the sale was made, such memorandum is

equivalent in effect to a note of the contract or sale, subscribed

by the partj' to be charged therewith."

Lbb v. Griffin.

(1 Best & Smith, 272.—1861.)

Declaration against the defendant, as the executor of one

Frances P., for goods bargained and sold, goods sold and deUv-

ered, and for work and labor done and materials provided by

the plaintiff as a surgeon-dentist for the said Frances P.

Plea, that the said Frances P. never was indebted as alleged.

The action was brought to recover the sum of £21 for two

sets of artificial teeth ordered by the deceased.

At the trial, . . . , it was proved by the plaintiff that he had,

in pursuance of an order from the deceased, prepared a model

of her mouth and made two sets of artificial teeth ; as soon as

they were ready he wrote a letter to the deceased, requesting

her to appoint a day when he could see her for the purpose of

fitting them. To this communication the deceased replied as

follows

:

" My dear Sir,—I regret, after your kind effort to oblige me.
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my health will prevent my taking advantage of the early day.

I fear I may not be able for some days.

"Yours, &c.,

" Frances P."

Shortly after writing the above letter, Frances P. died. On
these facts the defendant's counsel contended that the plaintiff

ought to be nonsuited, on theground that there was no evidence

of a delivery and acceptance of the goods by the deceased, nor

any meinorandum in wiiting of a contract within the meaning

of the 17th section of tlie Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3, and

the learned judge was of that opinion. The plaintiff's counsel

then contended that, on the authority of Clay v. Yates, 1 H. &
N. 73, the plaintiff could recover in the action on the count for

work and labor done, and materials provided. The learned

judge declined to nonsuit, and directed a verdict for the amount

claimed to be entered for tlic plaintiff, with leave to the defend-

ant to move to enter a nonsuit or verdict.

Crompton, .]. I think that this rule ought to be made abso-

lute. On the second point I am of the same opinion as I was

at the trial. There is not any sufBcient memorandum in writ-

ing of a contract to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. The case

decided in the House of Lords, to which reference has been

made during the argument, is clearly distinguishable. That

case only decided that if a document, which is silent as to the

particulars of a contract, refers to another document which con-

tains such particulars, parol evidence is admissible for the pur-

pose of showing what document is referred to. Assuming, in

this case, that the two documents were sufficiently connected,

still there would not be any sufficient evidence of the contract.

The contract in question was to deliver some particular teeth to

be made in a particular way, but these letters do not refer to

any particular bargain, nor in any manner disclose its terms.

The main question which arose at the trial was, whether the

contract in the second count could be treated as one for work
and labor, or whether it was a contract for goods sold and deliv-

ered. The distinction between these two causes of action is

sometimes very fine ; but where the contract is for a chattel to

be made and delivered, it clearly is a contract for the sale of

goods. There are some cases in which the supply of the ma-

terials is ancillary to the contract, as in the case of a printer
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supplying the paper on which a book is printed. In such a

case an action might perhaps be brought for work and labor

done and materials provided, as it could hardly be said that the

subject-matter of the contract was the sale of a chattel : perhaps

it is more in the nature of a contract merely to exercise skill

and labor. Clay v. Yates, 1 H. & N. 73, turned on its own
peculiar circumstances. I entertained some doubt as to the

correctness of that decision ; but I certainly do not agree to the

proposition that the value of the skill and labor, as compared to

that of the material supplied, is a criterion by which to decide

whether the contract be for work and labor or for the sale of

the chattel. Here, however, the subject-matter of the contract

was the supply of goods. The case bears a strong resemblance

to that of a tailor supplying a coat, the measurement of the

mouth and fitting of the teeth being analogous to the measure-

ment and fitting of the garment.

Hill, J. I am of the same opinion. I think that the deci-

sion in Clay v. Yates, 1 H. & N. 73, is perfectly right. That was

not a case in which a party ordered a chattel of another which

was afterwards to be made and delivered, but a case in which

the subject-matter of the contract was the exercise of skill and

labor. Wherever a contract is entered into for the manufacture

of a chattel, there the subject-matter of the contract is the sale

and delivery of the chattel, and the party supplying it cannot

recover for work and labor. Atkinson v. Bell, 8 B. & C. 277, is,

in my opinion, good law, with the exception of the dictum

of Bayley, J., which is repudiated by Maule, J., in Grrafton v.

Armitage, 2 G. B. 339, where he says: "In order to sustain a

count for work and labor, it is not necessary that the work and

labor should be performed upon materials that are the property

of the plaintiff [^defendant']." And Tindal, C. J., in his judg-

ment in the same case, page 340, points out that in the applica-

tion of the observations of Bayley, J., regard must be had to

the particular facts of the case. In every other respect, there-

fore, the case of Atkinson v. Bell is law. I think that these

authorities are a complete answer to the point taken at the trial

on behalf of the plaintiff.

When, however, the facts of this case are looked at, I cannot

see how, wholly irrespective of the question arising under the

Statute of Frauds, this action can be maintained. The contract

6
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entered into by the plaintiff with the deceased was to supply

two sets of teeth, which were to be made for her and fitted to

her mouth, and then to be paid for. Through no default on her

part, she having died, they never were fitted ; no action can

therefore be brought by the plaintiff.

Blackbtirn, J. On the second point, I am of opinion that

the letter is not a sufficient memorandum in writing to take the

case out of the Statute of Frauds.

On the other point, the question is whether the contract was

one for the sale of goods or for work and labor. I think that

in all oases, in order to ascertain whether the action ought to

be brought for goods sold and delivered, or for work and labor

done and materials provided, we must look at the particular

contract entered into between the parties. If the contract be

such that, when carried out, it would result in the sale of a

chattel, the party cannot sue for work and labor; but, if the re-

sult of the contract is that the party has done work and labor

which ends in nothing that can become the subject of a sale,

the' party cannot sue for goods sold and delivered. . . In At-

kinson V. Bell, 8 B. & C. 277, the contract, if carried out, would

have resulted in the sale of a chattel. In Grafton y. Anitifai/e^

2 C. B. 340, Tindal, C. J., laj's down this very principle. He
draws a distinction between the cases of Af/cinson- v. Bell and

that before him. The reason he gives is that, in the former

case, "the substance of the contract was goods to be sold and

delivered by the one party to the other
;

" in the latter " there

never was any intention to make anything that could pi'operly

become the subject of an action for goods sold and delivered."

I think that distinction reconciles those two cases, and the de-

cision of Olai/ V. Yatex, 1 H. & N. 73, is not inconsistent with

them. In the present case the contract was to deliver a thing

which, when completed, would have resulted in the sale of a

chattel ; in other words, the substance of the contract was for

goods sold and delivered. I do not think that the test to apply

to these cases is whether the value of the work exceeds that of

the materials used in its execution ; for, if a sculptor were em-

ployed to execute a work of art, greatly as his skill and labor,

supposing it to be of the highest description, might exceed the

value of the marble on which he worked, the contract would,

in my opinion, nevertheless be a contract for the sale of a chattel.

Mule absolute.
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Parsons et al. v. Louoks bt al.

(48 New York, 17.—1871.)

Action to recover damages for a breach of contract for the

manufacture and delivery of 20,000 pounds of paper. Judg-

ment was entered in favor of plaintiffs and was affirmed by the

General Term of the Superior Court of the city of New York.

On October 30, 1862, defendants agreed to manufacture

and deliver to plaintiffs 20,000 pounds of paper, for which plain-

tiffs agreed to pay 13 cents per pound, less 5 per cent discount.

In January, 1863, defendants refused to perform their part of

the agreement.

Hunt, C. The paper to be delivered was not in existence

at the time of the making of the contract in October, 1862. It

was yet to be brought into existence by the labor and the science

of the defendants. Of the 20,000 pounds to be- delivered, not

an ounce had then been manufactured. It was all of it to be

created by the defendants and at their mill. In such a case it

is well settled that the statute of frauds does not apply to the

contract. The distinction is between the sale of goods in ex-

istence, at the time of making the contract, and an agreement

to manufacture goods. The former is within the prohibition of

the statute, and void unless it is in writing, or there has been

a delivery of a portion of the goods sold or a payment of the

purchase-price. The latter is not. The statute reads, " every

contract for the sale of any goods, chattels or things in action,

for the price of fifty dollars or more, shall be void unless," etc.

(2 R. S. 186, § 3.) The statute alludes to a mU of goods, as-

suming that the articles are already in existence. This distinc-

tion was settled in this state in 1820, by the case of Orookshank

V. Burrell, 18 John. R. 58, and has been followed and recog-

nized in many others. (^Sewell v. Fitch, 8 Oowen, 215; Robert-

son V. Vaughan, 5 Sand. S. C. R. 1 ; Bronson v. Wimcm, 10

Barb. 406 ; Donovan v. Willson, 26 id. 138 ; Parker t. Sehenoh,

28 id. 38 ; Mead v. Oase, 33 id. 202 ; Smith v. N. T. Central

R. B., 4 Keyes, 194.)

The present is not one of the border cases, in which an em-
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barrassing or doubtful question is presented, as where wheat is

sold, but the labor of threshing remains to be done (^Downs v.

Rons, 23 Wend. 270), or a sale of flour which has yet to be

ground from the wheat (^Garbutt v. Watson, 5 B. & Aid. 613),

or the sale of wood or timber which requires to be cut and corded

QSmith V. N. Y. Central R. R., supra'), nor where the defend-

ants might procure other parties to manufacture the paper.

(3 Pars, on Contracts, 52.) It was a simple naked agreement

to manufacture at their own mills, and deliver at a specified

price, 20,000 pounds of paper of specified sizes, no part of which

was in existence at the time of making the contract. Indeed,

there is no evidence that the rags and other materials from

which it was to be manufactured were owned hy the defend-

ants, or were in existence, except so far as it may be argued

that matter is indestructible, and tliat in some form they must

necessarily have then existed. As to cases of tliis character,

the course of decisions in this state lias been uniform. If we

desired to do otherwise, we have no choice ; we must follow

them.

The judgment must be affirmed with costs.

All concur for affirmance, except Geay, C, dissenting.

Judgment affirmed with costs.

(Dissenting opinion omitted.)

GODDAED y. BlNNEY.

'115 Massachusetts, 450.—1874.)

In Apeil, 1872, plaintiff agreed to build a buggy for defend-

ant for $676. The buggy was completed September 15th, and

on October 14th plaintiff sent defendant the following bill

:

" Boston, October 14, 1872.

" Mr. H. P. Binney. Bo't of Thos. Goddard one new cane

seat buggy, 1675.

"Rec'dpay't.

" (Buggy was finished Sept. 15.)
"

When the bill was presented, defendant said he would see
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plaintiff soon, and promised to pay the bill. In November fol-

lowing, plaintiff's premises, with the buggy, were destroyed by

fire, and he now seeks to recover the contract price.

Ames, J. Whether an agreement like that described in this

report should be considered as a contract for the sale of goods,

within the meaning of the statute of frauds, or a contract for

labor, services and materials, and therefore not within that

statute, is a question upon which there is a conflict of authority.

According to a long course of decisions in New York, and iii

some other states of the Union, an agreement for the sale of

any commodity not in existence at the time, but which the ven-

dor is to manufacture or put in a condition to be delivered,

(such as flour from wheat not yet ground, or nails to be made
from iron in the vendor's hands), is not a contract of sale within

the meaning of the statute. CrooksJianh v. Burrell, 18 Johns.

58 ; Seivall v. Fitch, 8 Cow. 215 ; Robertson v. Vaughn, 5 Sandf.

1; Doivns v. Ross, 23. Wend. 270; Mchelherger v. M' Can-

ley, 5 Har. & J. 213. In England, on the other hand, the

tendency of the recent decisions is to treat all contracts of such

a kind intended to result in a sale, as substantially contracts

for the sale of chattels ; and the decision in Lee v. Griffin, 1 B. &
S. 272, goes so far as to hold that a contract to make and fit a

set of artificial teeth for a patient is essentially a contract for

the sale of goods, and therefore is subject to the provisions of

the statute. See Maberley v. Sheppard, 10 Bing. 99 ; Howe v.

Palmer, 3 B. & Aid. 321 ; Baldey v. Parker, 2 B. & C. 37 ; At-

kinson V. Bell, 8 B. & C. 277.

In this commonwealth, a rule avoiding both of thes^ extremes

was established in Mixer v. Mowarth, 21 Pick. 205, and has been

recognized and affirmed in repeated decisions of more recent

date. The effect of these decisions we understand to be this,

namely, that a contract for the sale of articles then existing, or

such as the vendor in the ordinary course of his business manu-

factures or procures for the general market, whether on hand

at the time or not, is a contract for the sale of goods, to which

the statute applies. But on the other hand, if the goods are

to be manufactured especially for the purchaser, and upon his

special order, and not for the general market, the case is not

within the statute. Spencer v. Gone, 1 Met. 283. "The dis-

tinction," says Chief Justice Shaw, in Lamb v. Crafts, 12 Met.
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353, "we believe is now well understood. When a person

stipulates for the future sale of articles, which he is habitually

making, and which, at the time, are not made or finished, it is

essentially a contract of sale, and not a contract for labor

;

otherwise, when the article is made pursuant to the agreement."

In Gardner v. Joy, 9 Met. 177, a contract to buy a certain

number of boxes of candles at a fixed rate per pound, which

the vendor said he would manufacture and deliver in about

three months, was held to be a contract of sale and within the

statute. To the same general effect are Waterman v. Mei<jH, 4

Cush. 497, and Olark v. Nichols, 107 Mass. 547. It is true that

in " the infinitely various shades of different contracts," there

is some practical diiSoulty in disposing of the questions that

arise under that section of the statute. Gen. Stats, c. 105, § 5.

But we see no ground for holding that there is any uncertainty

in the rule itself. On the contrary, its correctness and justice

are clearly implied or expressly affirmed in all of our decisions

upon the subject-matter. It is proper to say also that the pres-

ent case is a much stronger one than Mixer v. Hoivarth. In

this case, the carriage was not only built for the defendant, but

in conformity in some respects with his directions, and at his

request was marked with his initials. It was neither intended

nor adapted for the general market. As we are by no means

prepared to overrule the decision in that case, we must there-

fore hold that the statute of frauds does not apply to the con-

tract which the plaintiff is seeking to enforce in this action.

Independently of that statute, and in cases to which it does

not apply, it is well settled that as between the immediate

parties, property in personal chattels may pass hj bargain and

sale without actual delivery. If the parties have agreed upon

the specific thing that is sold and the price that the buyer is to

pay for it, and nothing remains to be done but that the buyer

should pay the price and take the same thing, the property

passes to the buyer, and with it the risk of loss hj fire or any

other accident. The appropriation of the chattel to the buyer

is equivalent, for that purpose, to delivery by the seller. The
assent of the buyer to take the specific chattel is equivalent for

the same purpose to his acceptance of possession: Dixon v.

Yates, 5 B. & Ad. 313, 340. The property may well be in the

buyer, though the right of possession, or lien for the price, is

in the seller. There could in fact be no such lien without a
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change of ownership. No man can be said to have a lien, in

the proper sense of the term, upon his own property, and the

seller's lien can only be npon the buyer's property. It has often

been decided that assumpsit for the price of goods bargained

and sold can be maintained where the goods have been selected

by the buyer, and set apart for him by the seller, though not

actually delivered to him, and where nothing remains to be

done except that the buyer should pay the agreed price. In

such a state of things the property vests in him, and with it the

risk of any accident that may happen to the goods in the mean-

time. Noy's Maxims, 89 ; 2 Kent, Com. (12th ed.) 492 ; Bloxam

V. Sanders, 4 B. & C. 941; Tarling v. Baxter, 6 B. & C. 360;

Hinde v. Whitehouse, 7 East, 571 ; Mammbery. FarJeer, 13 Pick.

175, 183 ; Morse v. Sherman, 106 Mass. 430.

In the present case, nothing remained to be done on the part

of the plaintiff. The price had been agreed upon ; the specific

chattel had been finished according to order, set apart and

appropriated for the defendant, and marked with his initials.

The plaintiff had not undertaken to deliver it elsewhere than

on his own premises. He gave notice that it was finished, and

presented his bill to the defendant, who promised to pay it soon.

He had previously requested that the carriage should not be

sold, a request which substantially is equivalent to asking the

plaintiff to keep it for him when finished. Without contending

that these circumstances amount to a delivery and acceptance

within the statute of frauds, the plaintiff may well claim that

enough has been done, in a case not within that statute, to vest

the general ownership in the defendant, and to cast upon him

the risk of loss by fire, while the chattel remained in the plain-

tiff's possession.

According to the terms of the reservation, the verdict must

be set aside, and

Judgment entered for the plaintiff.
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Cooke v. Millard.

(65 New York, 362.—1875.)

DWIGHT, C. ... The question is thus reduced to the fol-

lowing proposition: Is a contract which is, in form, one of

sale of lumber then in existence for a fixed price, where the

seller agrees to put it into a state of fitness to fill the order of

the purchaser, his work being included in the price, in fact a

contract for work and labor and not one of sale, and, accord-

ingly, not within the statute of frauds?

The New York statute is made applicable to the " sale of any

goods, chattels, or things in action," for the price of 150.00 or

more. The words " goods and chattels " are, literally taken,

probably more comprehensive than the expressions in the Eng-

lish statute, "goods, wares and merchandise." It will be

assumed, however, in this discussion, that they are equivalent.

There are, at least, three distinct views as to the meaning of

the words in the statute. These may be called, for the sake of

convenience, the English, the Massachusetts and the New York

rules, as representing the decisions in the respective courts.

The English rule lays special stress upon the point, whether

the articles bargained for, can be regarded as goods capable of

sale by the professed seller at the time of delivery, without any

reference to the inquiry whether they were in existence at the

tune of the contract or not. If a manufacturer is to produce

an article which at the time of the delivery could be the subject

of sale by him, the case is within the statute of frauds. The

rule excludes all cases where work is done upon the goods of

another, or even materials supplied or added to the goods of

another. Thus, if a carriage-maker should repair my carriage,

both furnishing labor and supplying materials, it would be a

contract for work and labor, as the whole result of his efforts

would not produce a chattel which could be the subject of sale

hy him. If, on the other haud, by the contract he lays out

work or materials, or both, so as to produce a chattel which he

could sell to me, the contract is within the statute. This con-

clusion has been reached only after great discussion and much
fluctuation of opinion, but must now be regarded as settled.
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The leading case upon this point is Lee v. Qriffin, 1 Best &
Smith, 272. . .

The Massachusetts rule, as applicable to goods manufactured

or modified after the bargain for them is made, mainly regards

the point whether the products can, at the time stipulated for

delivery, be regarded as ^'^ goods, wares and merchandise," in the

sense of being generally marketable commodities, made by the

manufacturer. In that respect, it agrees with the English

rule. The test is not the non-existence of the commodity at the

time of the bargain. It is, rather, whether the manufacturer

produces the article in the general course of his business or as

the result of a special order. (^Q-oddard v. Binney, 115 Mass.

450.) ...
The New York rule is still different. It is held here by a

long course of decisions, that an agreement for the sale of any

commodity not in existence at the time, but which the vendor

is to manufacture or put in a condition to be delivered, such as

flour from wheat not yet ground, or nails to be made from iron

belonging to the manufacturer, is not a contract of sale. The
New York rule lays stress on the word sale. There must be a

sale at the time the contract is made. The latest and most au-

thoritative expression of the rule is found in a recent case in

this court. (^Parsons' v. Loucks, 48 N. Y. 17, 19.) The con-

tract between Parsons v. Loucks, in this state, on the one hand,

and Lee v. Griffin, supra, in England, on the other is, that in

the former case, the word sale refers to the time of entering into

the contract, while in the latter, reference is had to the time of

delivery, as contemplated by the parties. If at that time it is

a chattel it is enough, according to the English rule. Other

cases in this state agreeing with Parsons v. Loucks, are Crook-

shank V. Burrell, 18 J. R. 58 ; Sewall v. Fitch, 8 Cow. 215

;

Robertson v. Vaughn, 5 Sandf. S. C. 1 ; Parker v. Schench, 2§

Barb. 38. These cases are based on certain old decisions, in

'England, such as Towers v. Osborne, 1 Strange, 506, and Clay-

ton V. Andrews, 4 Burrow, 2101, which have been wholly dis-

carded in that country.

The case at bar does not fall within the rule in Parsons v.

Loucks. The facts of that case were, that a manufacturer agreed

to make for the other party to the contract two tons of book

paper. The paper was not in existence, and, so far as appears,

not even the rags, " except so far as such existence may be
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argued from the fact that matter is indestructible." So in

Sewall V. Fitch, supra, the nails which were the subject of the

contract were not then wrought out, but were to be made and

delivered at a future day.

Nothing of this kind is found in the present case. The lum-

l)er, with the possible exception of the clapboards, was all in

existence when the contract was made. It only needed to be

prepared for the purchaser—dressed and put in a condition to

fill his order. The court, accordingly, is not hampered in the

disposition of this cause by authority, but may proceed upon

principle.

Were this subject now open to full discussion upon principle,

no more convenient and easily understood rule could be adopted

than that enunciated in Lee v. Griffin. It is at once so philo-

sophical, and so readily comprehensible, that it is a matter of
'

surprise that it should have been first announced at so late a

stage in the discussion of the statute. It is too late to adopt it

in full in this state. So far as authoritative decisions have

gone, they must be respected, even at the expense of sound

principle. The court, however, in view of the present state of

the law, should plant itself, so far as it is not precluded from

doing so by authority, upon some clearly intelligible ground,

and introduce no more nice and perplexing distinctions. I think

that the true rule to be applied in this state is, that when the

chattel is in existence, so as not to be governed by Parsons v.

Loucks, supra, the contract should be deemed to be one of sale,

even though it may have been ordered from a seller who is to

do some work upon it to adapt it to the uses of the purchaser.

Such a rule makes but a single distinction, and that is between

existing and non-existing chattels. There will still be border

cases where it will be diiScult to draw the line, and to discover

whether the chattels are in existence or not. The mass of the

cases will, however, readily be classified. If, on further dis-

cussion, the rule in Lei' v. Q-riffin should be found most desir-

able as applicable to both kinds of transactions, a proper case

will be presented for the consideration of the legislature.

The view that this case is one of sale is sustained by Smith

V. The Central Railroad Company, 4 Keyes, 180, and by Downs

^ Skillinger v. Ross, 23 Wend. 270.

In the first of these cases, there was a contract for the sale

and delivery of a quantity of wood, to be cut from trees stand-
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ing on the plaintiff's land. The court held that it could not be

treated as an agreement for work and labor in manufacturing

fire-wood out of standing trees. The oases already cited were

distinguished in the fact that no change in the thing sold and
to be delivered was contemplated, and that the transaction

could be regarded as a sale in perfect consistency with the

cases which hold that where the substance of the contract con-

sists in the act of converting materials into a new and wholly

different article, it is an agreement for work and labor. It was

further considered that the case of Towers v. Osborne, 1 Strange,

506, where an agreement for the manufacture of a chariot was

a contract for work and labor, was extreme in its nature, and

was not to be carried any further, (p. 200.) The cases of Grar-

butt V. Watson, 5 B. & A. 613 and Smith v. Surman, 9 B. & C.

661, were cited with approval. In Garhutt v. Watson, a sale of

flour by a miller was held within the statute, although not

ground when the bargain was made.

In Downs, etc., v. Ross, there was a contract for the sale of

750 bushels of wheat, 250 of the quantity being in a granary,

and the residue unthreshed, but which the vender agreed to get

ready and deliver. The court held the contract to be within

the statute of frauds, notwithstanding that the act of threshing

was to be done by the vender. The rule that governed the

court was, that if the thing sold exist at the time in solido, the

mere' fact that something remains to be done to put it in a

marketable condition will not take the contract out of the oper-

ation of the statute, (p. 272.) This proposition is in marked

contrast to the view expressed by Cowen, J., in a dissenting

opinion. His theory was, that where the article which forms

the subject of sale is understood by the parties to be defective

in any particular which demands the finishing labor of the ven-.

der in order to satisfy the bargain, it is a contract for work and

labor, and not of sale. The two theories (where the goods exist

at the time of sale), have nowhere been more, tersely and dis-

tinctly stated than in the conflicting opinions of Bronson and

Cowen, JJ., in this case. (See, also, Courtright v. Stewart, 19

Barb. 455.)

The fallacy in the proposition of Cowen, J., is in assuming

that there is any " work and labor " done for the vendee.
,
All

the work and labor is done on the vendor's property to put it

in a condition to enable him to sell it. His compensation for it
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is found in the price of the goods sold. It is a juggle of words

to call this "a mixed contract of sale and work and labor."

When the goods leave the vendor's hands and pass over to the

vendee,' they pass as chattels under an executed contract of sale.

While anything remained to be done the contract was execu-

tory. There is abundance of authority for maintaining that a

contract executory in its origin may, by the performance of acts

under its terms, by one of the parties, become, in the end, ex-

ecuted. (^Rohde V. Thwaites, 3 B. & C. 388 ; Benjamin on Sales,

chap. 5, and cases cited.)

The cases of Donovan v. Wilson, 26 Barb. 138, and Parker

V. Sohenck, 28 id. 38, are to be upheld as falling within the

principle of Parsons v. Loucks, supra. Both of these cases con-

cerned articles not in existence, but to be produced by the

manufacturer ; in the one case beer was to be manufactured,

and in the other a brass pump. So in Passaic Manufacturing

Company, 3 Daly, 495, the contract was for the manufacture

and deliver}' of fifty warps. None of these were in existence

when the order was received. While the case appears to fall

within the rule of Parsons v. Loucks, the eminent judge who

wi'ote an elaborate opinion expressing the views of the court

would seem to rely upon the Massachusetts rule rather than

our own. Whatever view might be entertained of the sound-

ness of that distinction it is now too late to adopt it here, and

the case cannot be sustained on that ground.

The only case in our reports appearing to stand in the way
of the conclusion arrived at in this cause is Mead v. Cane, 33

Barb. 202. The court in that case recognized the distinction

herein upheld. The only doubt about the case is, whether the

court correctly applied the rule to the facts. These were that

several pieces of marble put together in the form of a monu-
ment were standing in the yard of a marble cutter. That pereon

agreed with the buyer to polish, letter and finish the article as

a monument, and to dispose of it for an entire price—$200.

The court held that there was no mo7iumeiif in existence at the

time of the bargain. There were pieces of stone in the simili-

tude of a monument, and that was all.

It is unnecessary to quarrel with this case. If unsound, it is

only a case of a misapplication of an established rule. If sound,

it is a so-called " border case," showing the refinements which
are likely to arise in applying to various transactions the rule
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adopted in Sewall v. Fitch, and kindred cases. It is proper,

however, to say that the notion that such an arrangement of

marble placed in a cemetery over a grave cannot be regarded as

a monument, in the absence of an inscription, seems highly

strained. Then there could not be a memorial church without

an inscription. Then it could not have been said of Sir Chris-

topher Wren, in his relation to one of his great architectural

productions, " Si quarts monumentum, cireumspice." It would

seem to be enough if the monument reminds the passer-by of

him whom it is intended to commemorate, and this might be by

tradition, inscriptions on adjoining or neighboring objects, or

otherwise.

In the view of these principles, the defendants had the right

to set up the statute of frauds. I think that this was so even

as to the clapboards. Although not strictly in existence as

clapboards, they fall within the rule in Smith v. Central Rail-

road Company. They were no more new products than was

the wood in that case. There was simply to be gone through

with a process of dividing and adapting existing materials to

the plaintiffs' use. It would be difficult to distinguish between

splitting planks into clapboards, and trees into wood. No espe-

cial skill is required, as all the work is done by machineiy in

general use, and readily managed by any producers of ordinary

intelligence. The case bears no resemblance to that of Parsons

V. Loueks, where the product was to be created from materials

in no respect existing in the form of paper. The cases woxild

have been more analogous had the contract in that case been to

divide large sheets of paper into small ones, or to make packages

of envelopes from existing paper. In Gilman v. Hall, 36 N. H.

311, it was held that, the contract for sheep pelts to be taken

from sheep was a contract for things in existence and a sale.
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Geben V. Armstrong.

(1 Denio, 6B0.—1845.)

By the Court. Beabdsley, J. A verbal contract was made

between these parties, by which the defendant agreed to sell

certain trees then standing and growing on his land, to the

plaintiff, with liberty to cut and remove the same at any time

within twenty years from the making of the contract. A part

of the trees were cut and removed under this agreement, but

the defendant then refused to permit any more to be taken, and

for this the plaintiff brought his action in the justice's court,

where a judgment was rendered in his favor. On the trial of

the cause the defendant objected to proof of such parol con-

tract, but the objection was overruled. The judgment was re-

moved by certiorari to the court of common pleas of Oneida

county, and was reversed by tliat court, on the ground, as the

record states, that the contract, not being in writing, was void

by the statute of frauds.

As the declaration stated that the contract was by parol, and

not in writing, and the defendant pleaded instead of demur-

ring, it is now urged on behalf of the plaintiff in error, that

the defendant was precluded from objecting, on the trial of the

cause before the justice, or in the court of common pleas, to

proof of a parol contract, or that such contract was void. It is

insisted the defendant should have demurred, if a verbal con-

tract like this was invalid, and that by pleading to the declara-

tion, its sufficiency, and consequently the validity of the contract

as stated, were admitted: and if, in truth, the contract was for

this reason void, the defendant, having failed to make the ob-

jection at the proper time and in an appropriate manner, is now
remediless.

If the action had been pending in this court, or in a court of

common pleas, the principles stated would, to a certain extent,

have been applicable ; for the objection that the contract was by

parol and not in writing, could not have been made on the trial

of the issue joined. But a verdict on the issue would not have

concluded the defendant, for he might still move in arrest of

judgment, and thus raise the question as to the validity of the

contract declared on. A motion in arrest, however, cannot be
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made in the justice's court, and where issue has been joined, as

in this case, if the defendant cannot, on the trial or on certiorari,

object that the contract is void, he is without any redress what-

ever. But pleading to a declaration, when the party might

have demurred, cannot be allowed to have any such conclusive

effect upon the rights of the party : it cannot make a void con-

tract valid, or at all change the real rights of the litigant par-

ties. The orderly and formal mode of making the objection

would be by demurrer or motion in arrest; but this is only a

matter of form. And as it was too late to demur, and a motion

in arrest could not be made, I have no dif5&culty in saying the

objection was properly made on the trial, and in the common
pleas, and it must now be determined by this court.

The revised statutes declare that no " interest in lands " shall

be created, unless by deed or conveyance in writing ; and that

every contract for the sale of " any interest in lands " shall be

void unless in writing. (2 R. S.134, §§ 6, 8.) Certain excep-

tions and qualifications to these enactments are contained in

the sections referred to, but none which touch the question now
before the court : and so far as respects this question the former

statute of New York, and the English statute of 29 Char. 2,

cli. 3, contain similar provisions. (1 R. L. of 1813, p. 78 ; Chit,

on Cont. 299.)

The precise question in this case is, whether an agreement

for the sale of growing trees, with a right to enter on the land

at a future time and remove them, is a contract for the sale of

an hiterest in land. If it is, it must follow that the one declared

on in this case, not being in writing, was invalid, and the judg-

ment of the common pleas reversing that of the justice, was cor-

rect and must be affirmed.

And in the outset I must observe, that this question has not,

to my knowledge, been decided in this state. It has, however,

arisen in the English courts, and in some of those of our sister

states ; but their decisions are contradictory, and the views of

individual judges wholly irreconcilable with each other. (Green-

leaf's Ev. 2d ed. § 271, and notes ; Chit, on Cont. 299 to 802

,

4 Kent's Com. 5th ed. 450-1.) We are, therefore, as it seems to

me, at full liberty to adopt a broad principle, if one can be found,

which will determine this precise question in a manner which

our judgments shall ap^jrove, and especially if it be equally

applicable to other and analogous cases.
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By the statute, a contract for the sale of " any interest in

lands " is void unless in writing. The word land is comprehen-

sive in its import, and includes many things besides the earth

we tread on, as waters, grass, stones, buildings, fences,trees and

the like ; for all these may be conveyed by the general designa-

tion of land. (1 Shep. Touch, by Preston, 91 ; 1 Inst. 4 ; 1

Preston on Estates, 8 ; 2 Black. Com. 17, 18 ; 1 R. S. 387, § 2

;

2 id. 137, § 6.) Standing trees are therefore part and parcel of

the land in which they are rooted, and as such are real property.

They pass to the heir by descent as part of the inheritance, and

not, as personal chattels do, to the executor or administrator.

(Toller's Law of Executors, 193-5 ; 2 Black. Com. by Chitty,

122 note ; Rob. on Frauds, 366-6 ; Richard Liford's Case, 11

Rep. 46 ; Com. Dig. Biens, [H.].) And being strictly real prop-

erty, they cannot be sold on an execution against chattels only.

(^Scorell V. Boxall, 1 Younge & Jer. 396 ; Evans v. Roberts, 5

Bam. & Cress. 829.)

It is otherwise with growing crops, as wheat and corn, the

annual produce of labor and cultivation of the earth ; for these

are personal chattels, and pass to those entitled to the personal

estate, and not to the heir. (Toller, 150, 194 ; 2 Black. Com.

404.) They ui'aj also be sold on execution like other personal

chattels. (^Whipple v. Foot, 2 John. 418; Jones v. Flint, 10

Adol. & Ellis, 753 ; Peacock v. Purvis, 2 Brod. & Bing. 862

;

Hartwell V. Bissell, 17 John. 128.)

These principles suggest the proper distinction. An interest

in personal chattels may be created without a deed or convey-

ance in writing, and a contract for their sale may be valid al-

though by parol. But an interest in that which is land, can

only be created by deed or written conveyance : and no contract

for the sale of such an interest is valid unless in writing. It is

not material and does not affect the principle, that the subject

of the sale will be personal property when transferred to the

purchaser. If, when sold, it is, in the hands of the seller, a

part of the land itself, the contract is within the statute. These

trees were part of the defendant's land and not his personal

chattels. The contract for their sale and transfer, being by

parol, was therefore void.

The opinion of the court in the case of Dunne v. Ferguson, 1

Hayes (Irish), R. 542, contains one of the best illustrations of

this question. That case is thus stated in Stephens' N. P.
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(1971). "The facts of the case were, that in October, 1830,

the defendants sold to the plaintiff a crop of turnips, which he

had sown a short time previously, for a sum less than .£10. In

February, 1831, and previously, while the turnips were still in

the ground, the defendants severed and carried away considerable

quantities of them, which he converted to his own use. No
note in writing was made of the bargain. It was contended for

the defendant, that the action of trover did not lie for things

annexed to the freehold, and that the contract was of no valid-

ity for want of a note or memorandum in writing pursuant to

the statute of frauds. Upon the foregoing facts Chief Baron

Joy observed, (Barons Smith, Pennefeather and Foster, concur-

ring), " The general question for our decision is, whether there

has been a contract for an interest concerning lands, within the

second section of the statute of frauds ? or whether it merely

concerned goods and chattels ? And that question resolves it-

self into a"nother, whether or not a growing crop is goods and

chattels ? In one case it has been held, that a contract for pota-

toes did not require a note in writing, because the potatoes were

ripe : and in another case, the distinction turned upon the hand

that was to dig them, so that if dug by A. B. they were pota-

toes, and if by C. D. they were an interest in lands. Such a

course always involves the judge in perplexity, and the case in

obscurity. Another criterion nmst, therefore, be had recoui-se

to ; and, fortunately, the later cases have rested the matter on a

more rational and solid foundation. At common law, growing

crops were uniformly held to be goods ; and they were subject

to all. the leading consequences of being goods, as seizure in

execution, &c. The statute of frauds takes things as it finds

them, and provides for lands and goods according as they were

so esteemed before its enactment. In tliis way the question

may be satisfactorily decided. If, before the statute, a growing

crop has been held to be an interest in lands, it would come

within the second section of the act, but if it were only goods

and chattels, then it came within the thirteenth section. On

this, the only rational ground, the cases of Evans v. Roberts, 5

Barn. & Cress. 829 ; Smith v. Surman, 9 id. 561 ; and Seore.ll v.

Boxall, 1 Younge & Jer. 396, have been decided. And as we

think that growing crops have all the consequences of chattels,

and are like them, liable to be taken in execution, we must rule

the points saved for the plaintiff."

7
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Various other decisions have proceeded on the same principle,

although it has nowhere been stated and illustrated with the

same clearness and force as in the opinion of Chief Baron Joy.

The following cases may be cited to show that growing crops

of grains and vegetables, fruotus industriales, being goods and

chattels, and not real estate, may be conveyed by a verbal con-

tract, as they may also be sold on execution as personal chat-

tels. (^Qarrington v. Roots, 2 Mees. & Wels. 248 ; Sainsburi/ v.

Matthews, 4 id. 343 ; Randall v. Ramer, 2 John. 421, note

;

Mumford v. Whitney, 15 Wend. 387; Austin v. Sawyer, 9

Cowen, 39 ; Jones v. Flint, 10 Adol. & Ellis, 753 ; Warwick v.

Bruce, 2 Maule & Selw. 205; Q-raves v. Weld, 5 Barn. &
Adol. 105.)

But where the subject-matter of a contract of sale, is grow-

ing trees, fruit or grass, the natural produce of the earth, and

not annual productions raised by manurance and the industry

of man, as they are parcel of the land itself, and not chattels,

the contract, in order to be valid, must be in writing. {TmI

V. Auty, 2 Brod. & Bing. 99 ; Putney v. Day, 6 N. Hamp. R.

430 ; Olmstead v. Mies, 7 id. 522 ; Crosby v. Wadsworth, 6

East, 602; Rodwell v. Phillips, 9 Mees. & Wels. 501 ; Jones

V. Flint, 10 Adol. & Ellis, 753.)

The contract in this case was within the statute, and being

by parol was void. The judgment of the common pleas must

be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.^

KiLLMOEB V. HOWLETT.

(48 New Tort, 599.—1872.)

Action to recover damages for breach of contract.

The defendant, owner of a certain tract of land, orally agreed

with the plaintiff to cut the trees, then growing on said tract,

into cord-wood, and to deliver the same at plaintiff's wood yard

;

and the plaintiff agreed to pay the defendant $5.00 per cord

1 See article on Sales ojf .Standing Trees by Edmund H. Bennett in Har-

vard Law Review, VIII., 367.
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therefor. The defendant cut and delivered sixty cords, and the

plaintijRE paid the agreed price. The price of wood subsequently

advanced, and the defendant refused to deliver any more at the

price agreed upon.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Geay, C. If the standing trees upon the lot, which by the

contract were to have been cut by the defendant and made into

cord-wood, and delivered by him to the plaintiff at Syracuse,

had, instead of the wood to be made therefrom, been sold in

their standing condition, " rooted in the soil," the right of the

plaintiff to enter and fell them, and make them into wood,

would have been a sale of an interest in the land, and without

being evidenced by writing would have been void. (_Grreen v.

Armstrong, 1 Denio, 550, 553, et seq.) This was not a sale of

the trees in their standing condition, but rather a contract by

the defendant to bestow work and labor upon his own material,

and deliver it in its improved condition to the plaintiff. In a

similar case, Littledale, J., in Smith v. Surnam, 9 B. & C. 561,

666, held it not to be the intention to give the vendee any

property in tlie trees until they were severed from the freehold.

Apply the rule contended for by the defendant [that the agree-

ment ivasfor thesale of an interest in land and being hy parol

was void^, and a writing would be indispensable to the validity

of a contract by the owner of a peat bed or a sandbank to de-

liver a load from it. Such contracts are never regarded as car-

rying an interest in the real estate from whicli the thing sold

was to be taken by the owner. The judgment should be

affirmed.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.
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TiSDALB V. HaKEIS.

(20 Pickering, 9.—1838.)

Assumpsit by the plaintiff of New York against the defend-

ant of Boston, on a uuntraot alleged to have been made in Oc-

tober, 1835, by which the defendant agreed to sell to tlie plaintiff

200 shares, with all the earnings thereon, of the capital stock of

the Collins Manufacturing Oompany, a corp(nution established

in Connecticut, at 1lil0.80, the par value being 110.00 per sliare.

The object of the suit was to recover #300, being the amount

of a dividend of 15 per cent on the 200 shares, declared on the

7th of October, 1836, and payable on the 15th.

Shaw, C. J., delivered the opinion of the court.

Several points reserved at tlie trial of this cause, are now

waived, and the motion made hy the defendant for a new trial,

is placed on two grounds.

First, that under the circumstances, parol evidence was not

admissible, because the contract of the parties was reduced to

writing, and that such writing was tlie best evidence. Hut the

Court are of opinion, that the objection is not sustained by the

fact. No contract in writing was made by tlie defendant with

the plaintiff, to sell those shares After tlic negotiation had re-

sulted in an agreement, the agent of the plaintiff, in the name

of his firm, giive the defendant a memorandum in writing, un-

dertaking to pajr the money, on the performance of the defend-

ant's agreement to transfer the shares. But it was not signed

by the defendant, nor by any person for him, nor did it purport

to express his agreement. The Court are therefore of opinion,

that the defendant's agreement not being reduced to writing,

the parol evidence was rightly admitted.

But by far the most important question in the case, arises on

the objection, that the case is within the statute of frauds.

This statute, which is copied precisely from the English statute,

is as follows : " No contract for the sale of goods, wares or mer-

chandise, for the price of ten pounds (138.33) or more, shall be

allowed to be good, except the purchaser shall accept part of

the goods so sold, and actually receive the same or give some-

thing in earnest to bind the bargain, or in part payment, or that
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some note or memorandum in writing of the said bargain, be

made and signed by the parties to be charged by such contract,

or their agent, thereunto lawfully authorized."

This being a contract for the sale of shares in an incorporated

company in a neighboring State, for the price of more than

£10, and no part having be§n delivered, and no purchase-

money or earnest paid, the question is, whether it can be allowed

to be good, without a note or memorandum in writing, signed

by the party to be charged with it. This depends upon the

question, whether such shares are goods, wares or merchandise

within the true meaning of the statute.

It is somewhat remarkable that this question, arising on the

St. 29, Car. 2, in the same terms, which ours has copied, has not

been definitively settled in England. In the case of Piakeririg v.

Afplehy, Com. Rep. 354, the case was directly and fully argued,

before the twelve judges, who were equally divided upon it.

But in several other cases afterwards determined in Chancery,

the better opinion seemed to be, that shares in incorporated com-

panies, were within the statute, as goods or merchandise. iliMS-

sell V. Cooke, Finch, Prec. in Ch. 633 ; Orull v. Dodson, Sel.

Cas. in Ch. 41.

We are inclined to the opinion, that the weight of authorities,

in modern times, is, that contracts for the sale of stocks and

shares in incorporated companies, for more than £10, are not

valid, unless there has been a note or memorandum in writing,

or earnest or part payment. 4 Wheaton 89, note ; 3 Starlde

on Evid. 4th Amer. ed. 608.

Supposing this a new question now for the first time calling

for a construction of the statute, the Court are of opinion, that

as well by its terms, as its general policy, stocks are fairly

within its operation. The words "goods " and "merchandise,"

are both of very large signification. Bona, as used in the civil

law, is almost as extensive as personal property itself, and in

many respects it has nearly as large a signification in the com-

mon law. The word " merchandise " also, including, in gen-

eral, objects of traffic and commerce, is broad enough to include

stocks or shares in incorporated companies.

There are many cases indeed in which it has been held in

England, that buying and selling stocks did not subject a per-

son to the operation of the bankrupt laws, and thence it has

been argued that they cannot be considered as merchandise.
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because bankruptcj' extends to persons using the trade of mer-

chandise. But it must be recollected that the bankrupt acts

were deemed to be highly penal, and coercive, and tended to

deprive a man in trade of all his property. But most joint stock

companies were founded on the hypothesis at least, that most

of the shareholders took shares /is an investment and not as an

object of traffic ; and the construction in question only decided,

that by taking and holding such shares merely as an investment,

a man should not be deemed a merchant so as to subject him-

self to the highly coercive process of the bankrupt laws. These

cases, therefore, do not bear much on the general question.

The main argument relied upon, by those who contend that

shares are not within the statute, is this : That statute provides

that such contract shall not be good, etc., among other things,

except the purcliaser shall accept part of the goods. From this

it is argued, that by necessary implication, the statute applies

only to goods, of which part may be delivered. This seems

however to be rather a narrow and forced construction. The

provision is general, that no contract for the sale of goods, etc.,

shall be allowed to be good. The exception is, when part are

delivered ; but if part cannot be delivered, then the exception

cannot exist to take the case out of the general prohibition.

The provision extended to a great variety of objects, and the

exception may well be construed to apj^y only to such of those

objects to which it is applicable, witboijt affecting others, to

which from their nature it cannot apply)

There is nothing in the nature of sioc'ks, or shares in com-

panies, which in reason or sound policy'should exempt contracts

in respect to them from those reasonable restrictions, designed

by the statute to prevent frauds in the sale of other commodi-

ties. On the contrary, these companies have become so numer-

ous, so large an amount of the property of the community is

now invested in them, and as the ordinary indicia of property,

arising from delivery and possession, cannot take place, there

seems to be peculiar reason for extending the provisions of this

statute to them. As they may properly he included under the

term goods, as they are within the reason and policy of the act,

the court are of opinion, that a contract for the sale of shares,

in the absence of the other requisites, must be proved by some

note or memorandum in writing ; and as there was no such

memorandum in writing, in the present case, the plaintiff is not
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entitled to maintain this action. As to the argument, that

here was a part performance, by a payment of the money on one

side, and the delivery of the certificate on the other, these acts

took place after this action was brought, and cannot therefore

be relied upon to show a cause of action when the action was

commenced.

Verdict set aside, and plaintiff nonsuit.

Baldwin v. Willlams.

(3 MetoaU, 365.—ISU.)

This was an action of assumpsit, and the declaration set forth

an agreement of the plaintiff, that he would bargain, sell, assign,

transfer and set over to the defendant, and indorse without

recourse to him, the plaintiff, in any event, two notes of hand

by him held, signed by S. J. Gardner ; one dated April 24,

1835, for the payment of |1,500 ; the other dated May 5, 1836,

for the payment of $500 ; and both payable to the plaintiff, or

order, on the 3d of April, 1839, with interest from their dates.

The declaration set forth an agreement by the defendant, in

consideration of the plaintiff's agreement aforesaid, and in pay-

ment for said Gardner's said notes, to pay the plaintiff 11,000

in cash, and to give the plaintiff a post note for $1,000 made by

the Lafayette Bank, and also a note signed by J. B. Russell

& Co. and indorsed by D. W. Williams, for $1,000.

The plaintiff, at the trial, proved an oral agreement with the

defendant, as set forth in the declaration, and an offer by the

plaintiff to comply with his part of said agreement, and a tender

of said Gardner's said notes, indorsed by the plaintiff, without

recourse to him in any event, and a demand upon the defend-

ant to fulfill his part of said agreement, and the refusal of the

defendant to do so. But the plaintiff introduced no evidence

tending to show that anything passed between the parties at

the time of making the said agreement, or was given in earnest

to bind the bargain.

The judge advised a nonsuit upon this evidence, because the

contract was not in writing or proved by any note or memo-
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randum in writing signed by the defendant or his agent, and'

nothing was received by the purchaser, or given in earnest to

bind the bargain. A nonsuit was accordingly entered, which

is to stand, if in the opinion of the whole court the agreement,

set forth in the declaration, falls within the statute of frauds

—

Rev. Stats, c. 74, § 4. Otherwise, the nonsuit to be taken off,

and a new trial granted.

Wtlde, J. This action is founded on an oral contract, and

the question is, whether it is a contract of sale within the stat-

ute of frauds.

The plaintiff's counsel contends, in the first place, that the

contract is not a contract for the sale of the notes mentioned in

the declaration, but a mere agreement for the exchange of

them ; and, in the second place, that if the agreement is to be

considered as a contract of sale, yet it is not a contract within

that statute.

As to the fii-st point, the defendant's counsel contends, that

an agreement to exchange notes is a mutual contract of sale.

But it is not necessary to decide this question, for the agree-

ment of the defendant as alleged in the declaration, was, to

pay for the plaintiff's two notes $2,000 in cash, in addition to

two other notes ; and that this' was a contract of sale is, we

think, very clear.

The other question is more doubtful. But the better opinion

seems to us to be, that this is a contract within the true mean-

ing of the statute of fi'auds. It is certainly within the mis-

chief thereby intended to be prevented ; and the words of the

statute, " goods " and " jnerchandize," are sufficiently compre-

hensive to include promissory notes of hand. The v^^ord '' goods
"

is a word of large signification ; and so is the word " merchan-

dize." " Merx est quioquid ve7idi potest."

In Tisdale v. Harris, 20 Pick. 9, it was decided that a con-

tract for the sale of shares in a manufacturing corporation is a

contract for the sale of goods or merchandise within the stat-

ate ; and the reasons on which that decision was founded seem

fully to authorize a similar decision as to promissory notes of

hand. A different decision has recently been made in England,

In Rumble v. Mitchell, 3 Perry & Davison, 141 ; S. 0. 11 Adolph.

& Ellis, 207. In that case it was decided that a contract for

the sale of shares in a joint stock banking company was not
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within the statute of frauds. But it seems to us that the rea-

soning, in the case of Tudale v Harris, is very cogent and sat-

isfactory ; and it is supported by several other cases. In Milln

V. Gore, 20 Pick. 28, it was decided that a bill in equity might

be maintained to compel the redelivery of a deed and a prom-

issory note of hand, on the provision in the Rev. Sts. c. 81, § 8,

which gives the court jurisdiction in all suits to compel the

redelivery of any goods or chattels whatsoever, taken and de-

tained from the owner thereof, and secreted or withheld, so that

the same cannot be replevied. And the same point was decided

in Clapp V. Shephard, 23 Pick. 228. In a former statute (St.

1823, c. 140), there was a similar provision which extended

expressly to " any goods or chattels, deed, bond, note, bill, spe-

cialty, writing, or other personal property." And the learned

commissioners, in a note on the Rev. Sts. c. 81, § 8, say, that

the words " ' goods or chattels ' are supposed to comprehend

the several particulars immediately following them in St. 1823,

c. 140, as well as many others that are not mentioned."

The word " chattels " is not contained in the provision of the

statute of frauds ; but personal chattels are movable goods,

and, so far as these words may relate to the question under

consideration, they seem to have the same meaning. But how-

ever this may be, we think the present case cannot be distin-

guished in principle from Tisdale v. Harris ; and upon the

authority of that case, taking into consideration again the rea-

sons and principles on which it was decided, we are of opinion

that the contract in question is within the statute of frauds,

and consequently that the motion to set aside the nonsuit

must be overruled.

Baldby bt Ali. V. Paekbr.

(2 Bamewall & Oreaswell, 37.—1823.)

Assumpsit for goods sold and delivered. Plea, general issue.

At the trial . . . the following appeared to he the facts of

the case. The plaintiffs are linen-drapers, and the defendant

came to their shop and bargained for various articles. A sej'-
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arate price was agreed upon for each, and no one article was of

the value of £ 10. Some were measured in his prasence, some

he marked with a pencil, others he assisted in cutting from a

larger bulk. He then desired an account of the whole to be

sent to his house, and went away. A. bill of parcels was accord-

ingly made out and sent by a shopman. The amount of the

goods were £ 70. . . . The goods were afterwards sent to the

defendant's house, and he refused to accept them. The lord

chief justice thought that this was a contract for goods of more

tlian the value of £ 10 within the meaning of the 17th section

of the Statute of Frauds, and not within any of the exceptions

there mentioned, and directed a nonsuit ; but gave the plain-

tiffs leave to move to enter a verdict in their favor for £ 70.

Abbott, C. J. We liave given our opinion upon more than

one occasion, that the 29 Car. 2, c. 3 is a highly beneficial and

remedial statute. We are tlifrefore bound so to construe it as

to further the oliject and intention of the legislature, which was

the prevention of fraud. It appeared from the facts of this

case, that the defendant went into the plaintiffs' shop and bar-

gained for various articles. Some were severed from a larger

bulk, and some he marked in order to satisfy himself that the

same were afterwards sent home to him. The first question is,

whether this was one entire contract for the sale of all the goods.

By holding that it was not, we should entirety defeat the object

of the statute. For then persons intending to buy many arti-

cles at one time, amounting in the whole to a large price, might

withdraw the case from the operation of the statute by making

a separate bargain for each article. Looking at the whole trans-

action, T am of opinion that tlie parties must be considered to

have made one entire contract for the whole of the articles. The
plaintiffs cannot maintain this action unless they can sliow that

the case is within the exception of the 29 Car. 2, c. 3, s. 17.

Now the words of that exception are peculiar, " except the

buyer shall accept part of the goods so sold, and actually receive

tlie same." It would be difficult to find words more distinctly

denoting an actual transfer of the article from the seller, and
an actual taking possession of it by the buyer. If we held that

such a transfei- and acceptance were complete in this case, it

would seem to follow as a necessary consequence that the ven-

dee might maintain trover witliout paying for the goods, and
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leave the vendor to this action for the price. Such a doctrine

would be highly injurious to trade, and it is satisfactory to find

that the law warrants us in saying that this transaction had no
such effect.

Rule disaharged.^

Butler v. Thomson et al.

(92 United States, 412.—1876.)

Me. Justice Hunt delivered the opinion of the court.

The plaintiff alleged that on the eleventh day of July, 1867,

he bargained and sold to the defendants a quantity of iron

thereafter to arrive, at prices named, and that the defendants

agreed to accept the same, and pay the purchase-money there-

for ; that the iron arrived in due time, and was tendered to the

defendants, who refused to receive and pay for the same ; and

that the plaintiff afterwards sold the same at a loss of $6,581,

which sum he requires the defendants to make good to him.

The defendants interposed a general denial.

Upon the trial, the case came down to this : The plaintiff

employed certain brokers of the city of New York to make sale

for him of the expected iron. The brokers made sale of the

same to the defendants at 12| cents per pound in gold, cash.

The following memorandum of sale was made by the brokers,

viz

:

"New York, July 10, 1867.

" Sold for Messrs. Butler & Co., Boston, to Messrs. A. A.

Thomson & Co., New York, seven hundred and five (705)

packs first-quality Russia sheet-iron, to arrive at New York, at

twelve and three-quarters (12|^) cents per pound, gold, cash

actual tare.

" Iron due about Sept. 1, '67.

" White & Hazzaed, Brokers."

The defendants contend, that, under the Statute of Frauds

of the State of New York, this contract is not obligatory upon

them. The judge before whom the cause was tried at the cir-

i Concurring opinions by Holboyd, Batley and Best, JJ., omitted.
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cuit concurred in this view, and ordered judgment for the defend-

ants. It is from this judgment that the present review is taken.

The provision x>i the statute of New York upon which the

question arises (2 R. S. 136, sec. 3) is in these words

:

" Every contract for the sale of any goods, chattels, or things

in action, for the price of fifty dollars or more, shaU be void,

unless (1) a note or memorandum of such contract be made in

writing, and be subscribed by the parties to be charged thereby

;

or (2) unless the buyer shall accept and receive part of such

goods, or the evidences, or some of them, of such things in

action ; or (3) unless the buyer shall at the time pay some part

of the purchase-money."

The eighth section of the same title provides that " every

instrument required by any of the provisions of this title to be

subscribed by any party may be subscribed by the lawful agent

of such party."

There is no pretense that any of the goods were accepted and

received, or that any part of the purchase-money was paid. The

question arises upon the first branch of the statute, that a mem-

orandum of the contract shall be made in writing, and be sub-

scribed by the parties to be charged thereby.

The defendants do not contend that there is not a sufficient

subscription to the contract. White & Hazzard, who signed

the instrument, are proved to have heoi the authorized agents

of the plaintiil to sell, and of tlie defendants to buy ; and their

signature, it is conceded, is the signature both of the defendants

and of the plaintiff.

The objection is to the sufficiency of the contract itself. The

written memorandum recites that Butler & Co. had sold the

iron to the defendants at a price named ; but it is said there is

no recital that the defendants had bought the iron. There is a

contract of sale, it is argued, but not a contract of purchase.

As we understand the argument, it is an attack upon the

contract, not only that it is not in compliance with the Statute

of Frauds, but that it is void upon common-law principles. The

evidence required by the statute to avoid frauds and perjuries

—to wit, a written agreement—is present. Such as it is, the

contract is sufficiently esjtablished, and possesses the evidence

of its existence required by the Statute of Frauds.

The contention would be the same if the articles sold liad not

been of the price named in the shitute ; to wit, the sum of $50.00.
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Let US examirte the argument. Blackstone's definition of a

sale is " a transmutation of property from one man to another

in consideration of some price." 2 Bl. 446. Kent's is, " a con-

tract for the transfer of property from one person to another."

2 Kent, 615. Bigelow, C. J., defines it in these words :
" Com-

petent parties to enter into a contract, an agreement to sell, the

mutual assent of the parties to the subject-matter of the sale,

and the price to be paid therefor." Gardner v. Lane^ 12 Allen,

39, 43. A learned author says, " If any one of the ingredients

be wanting, there is no sale." Atkinson on Sales, 5. Benjamin

on Sales, p. 1, note, and p. 2, says, " To constitute a valid sale,

there must be (1) parties competent to contract; (2) mutual

assent ; (3) a thing, the absolute or general property in which

is transferred from the seller to the buyer ; (4) a price in money,

paid or promised."

How, then, can there be a sale of seven hundred and five

packs of iron, unless there be a purchase of it ? How can there

be a seller, unless there be likewise a purchaser ? These author-

ities require the existence of both. The essential idea of a

sale is that of an agreement or meeting of minds by which a

title passes from one, and vests in another. A man cannot sell

his chattel by a perfected sale, and still remain its owner.

There may be an ofTer to' sell, subject to acceptance, which

would bind the party offering, and not the other party until

acceptance. The same may be said of an optional purchase

upon a sufiB.cient consideration. There is also a class of cases

under the Statute of Frauds where it is held that the party who
has signed the contract may be held chargeable upon it, and

the other party, who has not furnished that evidence against

himself, will not be thus chargeable. Unilateral contracts have

been the subject of much discussion, which we do not propose

here to repeat. In Thornton v. Kempster, 5 Taunt. 788, it is

said:

"Contracts may exist, which by reason of the Statute of

Frauds, could be enforced by one party, although they could

not be enforced by the other party. The Statute of Frauds in

that, respect throws a difficulty in the way of the evidence.

The objection does not interfere with the substance of the con-

tract, and it is the negligence of the other party that he did not

take care to obtain and preserve admissible evidence to enable

himself also to enforce it."
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The statute of 29 Car. II., c. 3, on which this decision is

based, that " no contract for the sale of goods, wares, and mer-

chandise, for the price of £10 sterling or upwards, shall be

allowed to be good except the buyer," etc., is in legal effect the

same as that of the statute of New York already cited. See

Justice V. Lang, 42 N. Y. 203, that such is the effect of the

statute of New York.

The case before us does not fall within this class. There the

contract is signed by one party only ; here both have signed

the paper; and, if a contract is created, it is a mutual one.

Both are liable, or neither.

Under these authorities, it seems clear that there can be no

sale, unless there is a purchase, as there can be no purchase

unless there be a sale. When, therefore, the parties mutually

certify and declare in writing that Butler & Co. have sold a

certain amount of iron to Thomson & Co. at a price named,

there is included therein a certificate and declaration that

Thomson & Co. have bought the iron at that price.

In Radford v. Newell, L. R. 3 C. P. 52, the memorandum was

in these words :
" Mr. H., 32 sacks culasses at 39s., 280 lbs., to

wait orders ; " signed, " John Williams." It was objected that

it was impossible to tell from this memorandum which party

was the buyer, and which was the "seller. Parol proof of the

situation of the parties was received, and that Williams was the

defendant's agent, and made the entry in the plaintiff's books.

In answer to the objection the court say, " The plaintiff was a

baker who would require the flour, and the defendant a person

who was in the habit of selling it; " and the plaintiff recovered.

It may be noticed, also, that the memorandum in that case was

so formal as to contain no words either of purchase or sale

( " Mr. H., 32 sacks culasses at 39s., 280 lbs., to wait orders "
) ;

but it was held to create a good contract upon the parol evi-

dence mentioned.

The subject of bought and sold notes was elaborately dis-

cussed in the case of Slevenright v. Archibald, 6 Eng. L. & Eq.

286; S. C. 17 Q. B. 103; Benj. on Sales, p. 224, sec. 290.

There was a discrepancy in that case between the bought and

sold notes. The sold note was for a sale to the defendant of

" 500 tons Messrs. Dunlop, Winslow & Co.'s pig-iron." The
bought note was for " 500 tons of Scotch pig-iron." The diver-

sity between the bought and sold notes was held to avoid the
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contract. It was held that the STibject of the contract vraa not

agreed upon between the parties. It appeared there, and the

circumstance is commented on by Mr. Justice Patteson, that

the practice is to deliver the bought note to the buyer, and the

sold note to the seller. He says, " Each of them, in the lan-

guage used, purports to be a representation by the broker to the

person to whom it is delivered, of what he, the broker, has done

as agent for that person. Surely the bought note delivered to

the buyer cannot be said to be the memorandum of the contract

signed by the buyer's agent, in order that he might be bound

thereby ; for then it would have been delivered to the seller,

not to the buyer, and vice versa as to the sold note."

The argument on which the decision below, of the case we
are considering, was based, is that the contract of sale is distinct

from the contract of purchase ; that, to charge the purchaser,

the suit should be brought upon the bought note ; and that the

purchaser can only be held where his agent has signed and de-

livered to the other party a bought note,—that is, an instrument

expressing that he has bought and will pay for the articles spe-

cified. Mr. Justice Patteson answers this by the statement

that the bought note is always delivered to the buyer, and the

sold note to the seller. The plaintiff here has the signature of

both parties, and the counterpart delivered to him, and on which

he brings his suit, is, according to Mr. Justice Patteson, the

proper one "for that purpose,—that is, the sold note.

We do not discover in Justice v. Lang, reported in 42 N. Y.

493, and again in 52 N. Y. 323, anything that conflicts with

the views we have expressed, or that gives material aid in de-

ciding the points we have discussed.

The memorandum in question, expressing that the iron had

been sold, imported necessarily that it had been bought. The

contract was signed by the agent of both parties, the buyer and

the seller, and in our opinion was a perfect contract, obligatory

upon both the parties thereto.

Judgment reversed, and cause remandedfor a new trial.
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Doughty bt al. v. The Manhattan Bbass Co.

(101 New York, (3«.—1886.)

Memorandum of opinion

:

" The contract upon which the plaintiffs rely is contained in

letters written by one or the other party, and the only question

upon this- appeal is whether their true construction discloses an

agreement valid under the statute of frauds. (2 R. S. tit. 2,

p. 2, chap. 7, § 3, subd. I.) The appellant's contention is that

' the contract relied upon is lujt contained in any note or memo-

randum subscribed by the defendant,' and as I understand the

argument, it rests mainly upon the assumption that the only

I'cference to price is contained in a postscript to the defendant's

letter of September 12, 1879, and that this postscript is not sub-

scribed.

'' The defendant was a maker of brass hoops, and the plain-

tiffs, as manufacturers of cedar ware, required that article.

Business relations had existed between them for several years,

and on the 12th of September, 1879, the defendant wrote con-

cerning certain orders already received, giving some general

information relating to the present and probable future price of

brass, and duly subscribed the same. Below the signature were

these words :
' P. S. Will make price for November and Decem-

ber 17 0. lb.' It is plain that the signature was intended to

authenticate the paper, and in such case it is immaterial upon

what part it is placed, whether at the beginning or the end, or

^n the middle. The postscript was an afterthought, but it was

verified as effectually for the purposes of correspondence as if

written in the body of the letter to wliich it wiis added, and

into which by reference it may be deemed incorporated. In

response to this letter, the plaintiffs, under date of September 15,

1879, gave a written order signed by them for ' two tons of

eleven-sixteenths hoop brass November 1, two tons December 1,'

and under date of September seventeenth the defendant wrote :

' Your order for November and December to hand and booked.'

" In another written communication dated October 6, 1879,

and sent to and received by the plaintiffs, the defendant said

:

' We will not fail to ship one thousand pounds per week or more

until your order is filled,' These writings were subscribed by
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the defendant. If the letter of September twelfth stood alone

as containing the contract, it would be necessary to hold that

it was not subscribed within the intent of the statute (James v.

Patten, 6 N. Y. 9) : but all the letters above referred to are so

connected by their contents as together to constitute a note or

memorandum for the sale of four tons of hoop brass at seven-

teen cents per pound, to be delivered one-half November first,

and the other half December first. The proposal and final ac-

ceptance import a consent of both parties, and create an obli-

gation on the part of the plaintiffs to take and pay for the same,

as delivered. It is said, however, by the learned counsel for the

appellant, that the order of September fifteenth was indefinite,

because it did not specify the required thickness of the hoop,

nor a stipulated time of payment. It is apparent, however, that

earlier orders had been given and in part filled, and the one in

question called for the same article but at a different price. If

otherwise, however, there was neither ambiguity in the contract,

nor any difficulty in performing it according to its terms. No
term of credit was bargained for, and although the complaint

alleges that by the agreement payment was to be made on the

first of the month after the goods were received, that allegation

was not proved, and the question presented was simply one of

variance between the complaint and proof which the trial court

might properly disregard. We think the note or memorandum

sufficient to express a contract. The verdict of the jury, upon

evidence sufficient for their consideration, established the breach

of that contract by the defendant and damages incurred by the

plaintiffs in consequence of it.

'' We find no error, therefore, in the judgment appealed from

and think it should be affirmed."

8
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CoE V. Tough.

(116 New yorlc, 273.—1889.)

Replevin to recover possession of property to which plain

tiff claims title under tlie following memoranda of purchase

:

" Hudson, N. Y., Feb. 18th, 1885.

"Mr. E. Frank Coe bought of WiJliiim Tough.

22 Thomas horse rakes, |21 . . . . 1462.00

2 Thomas hay tedders, |40 . . . . 80.00

12 Tiger horse rakes, |21 252.00

1 Rowell leather-top phaeton . . . 75.00

1 Babcock leather-top pluieton . . . 120.00

1 2-seat standing top Eng. spruig wagon . 90.00

2 Columbus leather-top, side-bar buggies,

$117.50 235.00

1 Brockway, end-spring, lealbui-top buggy . 49.00

1 Waterloo end-spring, rubber-top buggy . 72.00

11,520.00

10 tons E. Frank Coe's phosphate, *28 . . 280.00

.1il,800.00

" The aboTe goods are in my ware-rooms No. 22 Columbia

street, Varick street, at store-room of Hudson Agricultural

Society, and are well insured."

"Hudson, N. Y., Feb. 18, 1885.

" E. Feanic Cob :

"Dear Sir:—In order to liquidate and secure you in the

payment of your account as now due, I will propose to do as

follows

:

Bill of sale of goods inclosed .... 11,520.00

10 tons E. Frank Coe's phosphate . . 280.00

Cash or customer's note in a few days . . 500.00

Customers' notes or cash .... 220.00

12,500.00

Balance your account to date .... 1,975.00

"Yours truly,

" Wm. Tough."
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Defendant owed the plaintiff |2,000. The agent of the

plaintiff called at defendant's place of business to collect the

debt, when the defendant offered to sell and the agent to buy

the aforesaid goods on account of the debt, and the above

memoranda were written and handed over by the defendant

;

at the same time the defendant paid the agent $25.00 to be ap-

plied on said debt. A few days later the agent returned and

requested a delivery of the property ; defendant assented and

promised to give him a roona in which the property could be

placed and gave him a key to the room, saying, " if you will

come here on the 24th, the goods will then be separated and

received by you." The agent returned on the 25th, but the

defendant refused to make a delivery of the property.

The defendant had judgment in the court below.

Bkadlby, J. The fii'st question presented is whether there

was a valid contract made for the sale of the property by the

defendant to plaintiff, and if so, the further question will arise,

whether it was an executed one, so as to pass the title to the

plaintiff, or was executory merely. As no part of the property

was delivered to or received by the plaintiff, and none of tlie

purchase-money paid, as required by the statute of frauds, the

sale was void unless a note or memorandum of the contract was

made in writing and subscribed by the defendant. (2 R. S. 136,

§ 3.) The form of the memorandum, as drawn, was " E. Frank

Coe bought of William Tough," followed by a list -of the arti-

cles of property in question with prices added. This paper was

not, at the end of it, subscribed by the defendant, so that stand-

ing alone, whatever view may be taken of its terms, it was not

effectual as a contract of sale. (James v. Patten, 6 N. Y. 9.)

But it is contended that the note or letter written on the same

occasion by the defendant, subscribed by him, and addressed to

the plaintiff, may be taken in connection with the first-mentioned

memorandum, and the signature to the one treated as subscribed

to both, each constituting part of the same instrument. To

permit this to be done, so as to relieve it from the operation of

the statute, the two papers must have been so physically united,

or such reference made by one of them to the other, that they

may be construed together as one instrument without the aid of

oral evidence. (Baptist Church v. Bigelow, 16 Wend. 28;

Wright v. Weeks, 25 N. Y. 153 ; Drake v. Seaman, 97 id. 230
;
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27 Hun, 63 ; Stone v. Browning, 68 N. Y. 598.) The two papers

by their date purport to have been made at the same time, they

are in the handwriting of the defendant, relate to the same

subject, and the reference to the paper designated as a bill of

sale in the one, embraces in figures certain amounts correspond-

ing with those in the other. They sufficiently referred to tlie

same transaction to permit them to be construed together, and

to be given such effect as they were entitled to. QTallman v.

FranJcUn, 14 N. Y. 584; Penhody v. Spei/erx, 56 id. 230; Peck

V. VandemarJc, 99 id. 29.) The more difficult question arises

upon the consideration of the construction and effect, which

may be given to those papers. It has been held tliat a memo-

randum in the form of that here designated as a bill of sale, with

payment receipted, did not constitute a contract of sale so as to

exclude parol evidence of warranty, but was a mere receipt.

(Filkim V. Whi/land, 24 N. Y. 338.)

While, presumptively, at least, a receipted bill in that form

will not have the character of a contract of sale, the effect when

no receipt is added may be otherwise. Then it may be such a

contract, or the written evidence of it, within the intention of

the parties, and entitled to such effect. (^Terry v. Wheeler, 25

N. Y. 520 ; Bonesteel v. Flack, 41 Barb. 435.)

That paper, standing alone, not being subscribed by the de-

fendant, had no validity, and in connection with the other it

must be treated as referred to for the purpose indicated by the

terms of the latter, by which the defendant says that "In order

to liquidate and secure you (plaintiff) in the payment of your

account as now due, I will propose to do as follows : Bill of

sale inclosed f1,520." And then adds another item of property

with two items of cash or notes to make up the amount of

$2,520. And after stating the balance of the plaintiff's account

at #1,975, subscribes his name. In aid of the construction of

the instrument, reference may be had to the extrinsic circum-

stances attending the transaction between the defendant and

the plaintiff's agent. The latter called upon the defendant to

obtain payment, or security for its payment, of the debt due his

principal from the defendant. The interview resulted in an

offer of the defendant to sell, and of the agent to purchase,

some personal property on account of the debt ; and for the pur-

pose of doing so the bill of sale, so-called, was drawn by the

defendant, and handed to the agent unsigned.
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The note or letter addressed to the pkintijpf was written upon

the siiggestion of the agent that the defendant put on paper a

statement, to be taken to the plaintiff, of what had transpired

between them. The amount of the prices designated for the

articles of property, with that of the proposed cash or notes,

was purposely made to exceed the debt, with a view to enable

the plaintiff to realize from it the full amount of his account

against the defendant. It is not important whether the pur-

pose of the contemplated sale was to pay or secure the payment

of the debt. The apparent design, as indicated by the oral evi-

dence, of the transaction, was a sale and purchase, and that the

so-called bill of sale was drawn, delivered and received for that

purpose. That was not accomplished by it. It is, however,

contended that the paper afterwards written, addressed to the

plaintiff, and signed by the defendant, was effectual to give to

the former the effect of a bill of sale subscribed by the defend-

ant; and that it was. not embraced within the executory char-

acter of the proposition expressed in the other, but that only

the payment or delivery of the cash or notes there mentioned

was dependent upon the future action of the defendant. The

intention of parties to a written instrument must be derived

from it, although its construction may be aided by the light of

extrinsic circumstances. When this alleged bill of sale was

handed to the plaintiff's agent, it was ineffectual for any pur-

pose, whatever may have been the design of the parties. It

does not appear that the other paper was then in contemplation,

and its effect must be ascertained from its terms as they may be

construed. In its relation to the former it may be assumed

that reference was made to the articles of property there men-

tioned. But it is difficult to distinguish the application of the

offer or proposition of the defendant to any one, from any other,

portion of the means mentioned for the payment or security of

the debt. It was to "liquidate and secure " it as stated. The

defendant proposed to do what he had not already done in that

respect. He had neither transferred any of the personal prop-

erty or notes, and had made no contract to that effect. They

altogether came within the purpose expressed, and his proposi-

tion or promise to accomplish it was in form executory. If the

paper called a bill of sale had been independently valid, a dif-

ferent view may have been taken upon construction of the

writings. It would, therefore, seem that the support of the
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plaintiff's claim of title, requires the conclusion that the offer

or promise of the defendant to sell to him the property, was or

became effectual for that pui-pose. It is a rule, as relates to

personal property, that when by a valid agreement one party

unconditionally agrees to sell to another who agrees to purchase,

and nothing remains to be done to complete the sale, the con-

tract will be treated as an executed one, and title will pass

although no delivery or payment is made. ( Olyphant v. Baker,

5 Denio, 379 ; Terry v. Wheeler, 25 N. Y. 520.) In the present

case the proposition or promise of the defendant to sell the

property was, by its terms and import, made with a view to the

subsequent acceptance by the plaintiff. There cannot, there-

fore, be said to have been any concurrent undertaking on the

part of the latter to purchase.

This proposition, when made, seems to have had no consider-

ation for its support. It was a mere offer of a debtor to sell

goods to his creditor in payment or security of the debt due the

latter, founded upon no new consideration, but resting solely in

the purpose, so manifested of the debtor, to pay the debt or

secure its payment in that manner.

The conclusion would seem, for that reason, to follow, that

a subsequent acceptance would not be effectual to create a valid

contract of sale between the parties. (^Cooke v. Oxley, 3 Durn.

6 E. 653 ; Burnet v. Biseo, 4 Johns. 235 ; Utica ^ Schenectady

R. R. Co. V. Brinokerhoff, 21 Wend. 139; Chicago ^ G. E. R.

Co.Y. Dane, 43 N. Y. 240 ; Mneclon ^ B. P. R. Co. v. SnediJter,

18 Barb. 317.) In that respect this case differs from those

determined in Burrell v. Root, 40 N. Y. 496 ; Justice v. Lang,

42 id. 493 ; 52 id. 323 ; Mason v. Becker, 72 id. 595. In those

cases the offers and promises of the defendants had the support

of consideration, arising out of mutuality of agreement or pro-

duced in some other manner.

If these views are correct, there was no valid contract made

by the defendant for the sale of the property in question to

the plaintiff, to support his claim of title.

The judgment should be affirmed.

All concur, except Parkbk, J., not sitting.

Judgment affirmed.^

iln Wright Y. Weeks, 25 N. Y. 153, 160-1, Allen, J., says: "The parties

cannot unite two papers, so as to make them unitedly constitute a valid
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James v. Patten et al.

(6 New York, 9.—1851.)

Action of assumpsit on a special contract for the sale and

delivery of a quantity of corn. The memorandum of the con-

tract, in the handwriting of S. Patten, one of the defendants,

was as follows

:

" Albany, March 12th, 1847.

" Mr. Thomas James bought of M. & S. Patten,

" For the relief committee, 3,000 bushels yellow corn (fifty-

six pounds per bushel) to be delivered at the opening of the

Hudson river navigation at our store in Albany, at 81 cents per

bushel, $2,430."

The plaintiff proved the price of the com and the tender of

the same, and the demand and refusal to deliver the corn, and

rested his case. The defendants moved for a nonsuit on the

ground that the contract was not subscribed by the defendants,

and on the ground that it was a contract between the relief

committee and the defendants. The judge overruled the motion,

and rendered judgment for the plaintiff.

Paige, J. The principal question to be decided in this case

is, whether the memorandum of the contract entered intobetween

the parties was a valid note or memorandum of such contract

within the statute of frauds. The objection made to it is, that it

was not subscribed by the defendants, tlie parties to be charged

thereby. The section of the chapter of frauds contained in the

revised statutes relative to contracts for the sale of goods and

chattels, declares, that every contract for the sale of goods, etc.,

for the price of 150.00 or more, shall be void; unless, (1) a

note or memorandum of such contract be made in writing and

be subscribed by the parties to be charged thereby ; or (2) unless

contract, unless they are physically joined, or the intention to unite them
appears on the face of the papers. If the connection hetween two papers

depends upon verbal testimony, or if the reference in the written memo-
randum is to something verbal, the whole evil intended to be remedied by

statute will he experienced."
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the buyer shall accept and receive part of such goods, etc. : or

(3) unless the buyer shall at the time pay some part of the

purchase-money. (2 R. S. 136, sec. 3.) The old statute of

frauds, passed February 26, 1787, as well as the British statute

of 29 Charles 2, ch. 3, were substantially in the same words, with

the exception of the word -'subscribed." (1 Rev. L. of 1813,

p. 79, sec. 15 ; 1 Chit, on Con. 385.) Those statutes requii'ed

the note or memorandum of the contract to be signed by the

parties instead of being subscribed by them. Under the judicial

construction of our old statute and of the British statute, it was

not necessary to the validity of the contract or of the note or

memorandum thereof, that it should be signed underneath or

at the end. It was held to be a compliance with the statute, if

the name of the party to be charged appeared in any part of the

instrument, either at the top, in the middle, or at the bottom,

provided it was placed there by the partj' himself or by his

authority, and was applicable to the whole substance of the

writing. (Clason v. Bailey, 14 John. 486 ; 12 John. 106, 107.)

Thus the law stood at the time of the revision. The revisera,

in their notes to the 8th section of the 1st title of the chapter

of frauds as reported by them, say it had been held, under tlie

former statute of frauds, " that the literal act of signing is not

necessary, although the statute speaks of ' signing.' After set-

ting out with this principle, the courts found themselves per-

fectly at large as to what should be considered a signing. To
prevent difficulties of this sort hereafter, the revisers propose

to require that these agreements shall be subscribed." The

revisers, at the end of the 3d section of the 2d title, which

relates to contracts for the sale of goods, and in which they

also substituted the word "subscribed" for the word "signed,"

refer to their notes to the preceding sections. The note to the

8th section of the 1st title, is a plain expression of their under-

standing of the meaning of the word " subscribed
"

; and a clear

manifestation of their intention in recommending its substitu-

tion for the word "signed." It is perfectly clear from the note

of the revisers, that they intended by the word " subscribed" to

require the manual signing of the agreement at the end thereof,

by the party to be charged. When the members of the legisla-

ture passed upon the sections of the chapter of frauds as reported

by the revisers, they had their notes before them, defining the

meaning of the word subscribed, and in substance declaring that
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the adoption of that word would require an actual manual sub-

scription at the end of the note or memorandum of the contract.

The legislature under these circumstances retaining the word
" subscribed," as proposed by the revisers, must be understood

to have done so, for the purpose of requiring an actual signing

in writing of the agreement or memorandum thereof, under-

neath the same. We cannot now so construe these sections of

the chapter of frauds, as to dispense with the necessity of an

actual subscription, without disregarding the plainly declared

will of the legislature. It is the office of the courts to admin-

ister the law as the legislature has declared it ; not to alter the

law by means of construction, in order to remedy an evil or

inconvenience resulting from a fair interpretation of the law.

The etymology and definition of the word, subscribe, as given

by lexicographers, show that its meaning when applied to the

signature to an instrument in writing, as understood by men of

letters, is the signature or writing of one's name beneath or at

the end of the instrument. This is also its popular signification.

I am aware that the popular meaning of the word "signed,"

when applied to a contract or other instrument, is generally

writing one's name at the bottom ; and that this is sometimes

its literal meaning. But this is not so emphatically and uni-

versally its meaning, as it is the meaning of the word "sub-

scribed." The derivation of that word from the Jjatin word

suhscri.bo, shows that literally and according to its derivation

its meaning is " to write under," or " underneath." But this is

not the primary or derivative meaning of the verb "to sign."

Such meaning is, to write one's name on paper or to show or

declare assent or attestation by some sign or mark.

I concede we are not always in the construction of a statute

to be controlled by the literary signification of words, or their

primary or derivative sense ; and that where they have not by

long habitual construction received a peculiar or technical

meaning, they are to receive their natural and ordinary signifi-

cation. ( Wain V. Warlturs, 5 East, 10.)

In all cases, the intention of the lawmaker in using the words

is to be sought after, and when that is ascertained, it must be

followed with reason and discretion in the construction of the

statute. Whenever any words are obscure or doubtful, the

intention of the legislature must be resorted to, in order to find

their meaning. (Bac. Ab. Stat. 1, 5.) In the revision of iShe
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statute of frauds, no motive can be assigned for rejecting a

word, the legal meaning of which had been established by a

long line of adjudications, and substituting another, which had

never received a judicial interpretation, but which had a known

Hmited meaning ; unless it was to change the law or the con-

struction of the statute, so as to require an actual signing of

the name of the party at the end of the contract or of the

memorandum thereof, although in common parlance the word
" signed " in reference to a contract or other instrument in

writing is generally understood as a writing of the name at the

bottom ; yet now, neither in its ordinary or legal use is it con-

fined to that office; but -the word "subscribed," in its habitual

use, and according to both its popular and literary signification,

is limited to a signature at the end of a printed or written in-

strument. It has a secondary meaning, but that is purely meta-

phorical, denoting assent, without reference to any mode of

expressing it by actual writing. It seems to me therefore that

the legislature, by the substitution of the word " subscribed
"

for the word "signed," intended a change in substance of the

statute of frauds, and to attain a greater degree of certainty in

contracts, by requiring an authentication, by an actual subscrip-

tion of the contract or of the memorandum thereof, by the

party to be charged or his lawful agent. This alteration is

more than a verbal one, or a mere change of phraseology. It

is an alteration in substance : the rejection of a word, which

by means of judicial interpretation, had an extensive legal sig-

nification ; and the adoption of another in its place which had

in its popular and literary use, and according to the general

popular understanding, a known limited meaning. According

to the familiar rules of construction, this substituted word must

receive its natural and ordinary signification. 5 East, 10; Bac.

Ab. Stat. 1. 2. And if that is accorded to it, the contract or

memorandum must now be authenticated by a manual signa-

ture at the end. In neither a popular, literary nor legal sense,

are the words "signed" and "subscribed" synonymous, or of

equivalent meaning. In the case of Merritt v. Clason, 12

Johns. 102, it was conceded by the eminent counsel, who argued

that case, that there was a plain distinction between signing

and subscribing.

Mr. Wells says " signing does not ex vi termini mean that

the name of the party should be subscribed." Mr. D. B. Ogden
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replies, " I do not say that the agreement must he suhscribed,

but that it must be signed in some part of the contract."

I do not think that all the foregoing arguments can be over-

thrown by the mere circumstance that the legislature in the

chapter in relation to wills, from abundant and unnecessary cau-

tion, added to the provision requiring the will to be subscribed

by the testator, the words, " at the end of the will." The chap-

ter in relation to wills was acted upon previous to the enactment

of the chapter in relation to fraudulent conveyances and con-

tracts. When the latter chapter was examined and passed, the

legislature had the notes of the revisers before them which ex-

plained the distinction between the words signed and suhscribed ;

and, I think, we must presume that the word " suhsorihed " was

adopted in reference to its meaning as defined by the revisers.

This question was expressly determined by the court of errors

in Dav!K v. Shields, 26 Wend. 341, and is therefore no longer

open for debate. In that case it was elaborately and learnedly

discussed by the late chancellor and by Senator Verplanck, and

both of them came to the conclusion that the word "subscribed"

as used in the statute of frauds, requires an actual signing in

writing of the name of the party who is to make a sale of an

interest in lands or to be charged by a contract for the sale of

goods, at the end of the contract or of the memorandum thereof.

The ground on which the binding force of this decision is

sought to be evaded or overthrown is, in my judgment, unsound.

The argument is, that inasmuch as Chancellor Walworth and

Senator Verplanck examined two questions in that cause

;

(1) Whether as the memorandum of the broker, varied from

the contract made by tlie parties, there was a contract binding

on either party ; and (2) Whether the word " suhscribed " re-

quired an actual signing of the name of the party to be charged

at the end of the contract or memorandum ; and as all the other

members of the court with one exception voted silently with

them to reverse the judgment of the supreme court, that it is

impossible to discover on which of the two questions a majority

of the court voted for such reversal ; although Chancellor Wal-

worth and Senator Verplanck agreed that both of the questions

were erroneously decided by the supreme court.

If this argument is to prevail, it will unsettle a gi-eat portion

of our law, which, by universal consent, has been regarded as defi-

nitely established. If in a case like that of Davis v. Shields, it
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is held that no point of law was decided, then no case is author-

ity for any purpose which is decided by a court consisting of

more than one judge, where one member of the court only de-

livers a written opinion, disposing of several questions distinctly

arising in the cause, the decision of each of which is fatal to the

recovery or defense, and the other members of the court concur

without respectively declaring their individual views in regard

to any of the questions discussed in such opinion. Such a doc-

trine is opposed to the general understanding of the bar, and to

the uniform practice of the courts in recognizing such cases as

binding authority as to all the questions which legitimately

arose in the cause, and were passed upon by the judge who de-

livered the written opinion. Where a court consists of several

judges, two or more of whom deliver opinions, and all arrive at

the same general result in the cause, but for different reasons,

and the residue of the judges give a silent vote of concurrence

with them, in a decision for the one party or the other ; there,

as it does not appear that a majority of the court agreed as to

any one question in particular as the ground of the decision,

the case cannot be considered as authority on any of the ques-

tions which arose in the cause. But where several questions

arise in the cause, and the opinions delivered agree in regard to

all of them, and the other members of the court give a silent

vote of concurrence, there all the questions will be deemed to

have been determined by a majority of the court, and the case

will be regarded and respected as an authoritative adjudication

of aU such questions.

It lias been held by several of the courts of this state, that

the case of Davis v. Shields, 26 Wend. 341, expressly deter-

mined that the word "subscribed," in the chapter of the revised

statutes in relation to fraudulent conveyances and contracts,

called for an actual subscription of the name of the party at the

end of the contract. Chancellor Walworth so held in Cole v.

Bowne, 10 Paige, 537, and in Ohamplin v. Parish, 11 Paige,

410, 411 ; and a like decision was made by the supreme court

for the fourth district, in Vielie v. Osgooil, 8 Barb. S. C. R. 134.

As a member of the senate, I took a part in the decision of the

case of Davis Y. Shields; and at the time that cause was de-

cided, I had no doubt, nor have I any now, that a majority of

the court, in voting for a reversal of the judgment of the supreme

court, concurred with Chancellor Walworth and Senator Ver-
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planck as to both of the questions discussed in their opinions.

I dissented from the opinion of the majority of the court, on the

ground that the legislature, by substituting the word "sub-

scribed " for the word " signed," used in the former statute of

frauds, did not intend to change the law. From my present

examination of this question, I am satisfied that I was mistaken

in the opinion I then expressed.

I am of opinion that the judgment of the supreme coui-t

should be reversed, and a new trial granted.

Judgment reversed.

(Concurring opinion of Gardinee, J., omitted.)

Vincent v. Gekmond et al.

(11 Jolinson, 283.—1814.)

This was an action of assumpsit for cattle, etc., sold and

delivered, and was tried at the Dutchess circuit. New York, in

November, 1813.

It was proved at the trial that in J%me, 1812, B. Grermond,-

one of the defendants, came to the plaintiff and asked him if

he had any cattle to sell, and the plaintiff replying in the aflSrm-

ative they went together into the field to look at them. £.

Grermond offered $280 for the cattle, four in number, which,

after some hesitation, the plaintiff agreed to accept, if they were

at B. G.'s risk, observing that he had had one or two cattle

injured by the clover in the field where the cattle were feeding.

B. Q-ermond replied, that he took them at his own risk, and the

cattle must remain where they were ; that he would call and

take them away as soon as he had completed his drove. After

the bargain was concluded, the cattle so purchased continued

in the same field, with other cattle of the plaintiff ; in a few

days one of them died, being injured by the clover. On the

4th of July following, James Grermond, the other defendant,

came alone to the field and took away the three remaining cat-

tle, without saying anything to the plaintiff.

The defendants gave some evidence of a tender to the plain-
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tiff, in June, 1813, of the price of the three cattle left. It was

agreed, that |231 was a sufficient compensation for the three

cattle.

A verdict was taken for the plaintiff for 1311.03, being the

price of the/owr cattle, with interest.

Pee Ctjel4M. No earnest money having been paid, nor any

writing made between the parties relative to the contract, the

question is, whether there was such a delivery of the cattle as

to take the case out of the statute of frauds. It was not made
a question whether the defendants were partners, so as to be

bound by the acts of each other. It may be questioned whether

what took place between B. Germoiul and the plaintiff, if stand-

ing alone, would amount to a delivery ; but the subsequent

conduct of the other defendant, in taking away the three oxen,

without any new contract, affords sufficient ground to infer a

delivery. This was the exercise of an act of ownership over

the property, in confirmation of the bargain. The defendants dealt

with the oxen as their own, and as if in their actual possession,

without asking any permission from the plaintiff for so doing.

This must have been done in virtue of the right acquired by
the original contract and transfer of the property. Such exer-

cise of ownership, by selling part of the property, was, in the

case of Chaplin v. Rogers,, 1 East, 192, held a sufficient delivery

to take the case out of the statute. And the case of Elmore v.

Stone, 1 Taunt. Rep. 457, is much stronger on this point. It

was there held that an agreement between the parties, that the

vendor should keep the horses sold, for the vendee, at livery,

was sufficient to vest the property in the buyer, witliout any

written contract or earnest paid. The opinion of the court,

upon this point, renders it unnecessary to notice the other ques-

tion made in the case. The plaintiff must, accordingly, have

judgment upon the verdict for three hundred and eleven dol-

lars and three cents.

Judgment for the plaintiff.^

1 See TJniversity Law Review, I., 12, on the question of delivery and
acceptance under the Statute of Frauds.
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Bill v. Bamunt.

(9 Meeson & Welsby, 36.—1841.)

Assumpsit for goods sold and delivered, and on an account

stated. Plea, non assumpsit. At the trial . . . the following

facts appeared:

The defendant ordered of one Harvey, who was an agent of

the plaintiff under a del credere commission, a quantity of goods,

including twenty dozen hair-brushes and twelve dozen clothes-

brushes, to be paid for on deUvery at a stipulated price ; but no

memorandum in writing of the bargain was made at the time.

On receiving notice from Harvey that the brushes had arrived

at his warehouse, the defendant, on the 22d of March last, went

there, and directed a boy, whom he saw there, to alter the mark
" No. 1," upon one of the packages, to " No. 12," and to send

the whole of the goods to the St. Catharine's Docks. The next

day, an invoice was delivered to the defendant, charging the

brushes respectively at the rate of 8 s. and 12 s. euch. The
defendant objected to this price, alleging that by the contract,

as he had understood it, the above were to be the prices of the

brushes per dozen; and refused to pay for them. On the 24th

of March, the plaintiff commenced the present action for the

price. On the 27th, the defendant, at Harvey's request, wrote

in Hai'vey's ledger, at the bottom of the page which contained

the statement of the articles ordered by the defendant, and

which page was headed " Bill & Co.," the following words :

" Received the above, John Bament." The rest of the goods

were sent to and received by the defendant. It was objected

for the defendant, that there was no evidence of any contract

in writing, or of any acceptance of the brushes, sufficient to

satisfy the 17th section of the Statute of Frauds. The Lord

Chief Baron reserved the point, leave being reserved to the

defendant to move to enter a nonsuit.

LoKD Abhstgee, C. B. If the question at the trial had

turned altogether upon the acceptance, I should then have

formed the same opinion as I do now. In order to make it

such an acceptance as to satisfy the statute, it should appear

that there was a ddivery. Here Harvey was the plaintiff's
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agent, and sold for ready money; and he was not bound to

deliver the goods until payment of the price. Now all that

takes place is a direction by the defendant to alter the mark on

the goods, and to send them to the docks ; but the question is,

whether this was done under such circumstances, and Harvey

stood in such a situatiou, as that he was hound to send them to

the docks. The acceptance, to be effectual under the statute,

should be such as to divest the property in the goods out of

the seller. Here the defendant probably meant to accept them,

and to make Harvey his agent for shipping them. But can it

be said that he was his agent to dcHvcr at all events ? I tliink

clearly not. He was at liberty to say that he would not deliver

to or ship for the defendant until the goods were paid for.

There is nothing to show that he contracted to hold them as

the defendant's agent, or by implication to make him his agent.

Therefore, for want of a delivery, there was no sufficient accept-

ance of these goods. The rule will be absolute, but not for a

nonsuit, as it appears that some goods were received by the

defendant, but for a new trial on payment of costs by the

plaintiff.

Paekb, B. I concur in thinking that there was no evidence

to go to the jury to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. With regard

to the point which has been made by Mr. Martin, that a mem-
orandum in writing after action brought is sufficient, it is cer-

tainly quite a new point, but I am clearly of opinion that it is

untenable. There must, in order to sustain the action, be a

good contract in existence at the time of action brought ; and to

make it a good contract under the statute, there must be one of

the three requisites therein mentioned. I think, therefore, that

a virritten memorandum, or part payment, after action brought,

is not sufficient to satisfy the statute. Then, to take the case

out of the 17 th section, there must be both delivery and accept-

ance ,,• and the question is, whether they have been proved in

the present case. I think they have not. I agree there was

evidence for the jury of acceptance, or rather of intended ac-

ceptance. The direction to mark the goods was evidence to go

to the jury quo animo the defendant took possession of them

;

so also, the receipt was some evidence of an acceptance. But
there must also be a delivery ; and to constitute that, the pos-

session must have been parted with by the owner, so as to de-
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prive him of the right of lien. Harvey might have agreed to

hold the goods as the warehouseman of the defendant, so as to

deprive himself of the right to refuse to deliver them without

payment of the price ; but of that there was no proof. There

was no evidence of actual marking of the goods, or that the

9rder to mark was assented to by Harvey. I am of opinion,

therefore, that there was no sufficient proof of acceptance to

satisfy the statute, and that the case falls within the 17th sec-

tion.

GuRNBY, B., and Rolfb, B., concurred.

Rule absolute accordingly.

Cross et al. v. O'Donnbll bt al.

(44 New Toi-k, 661.—1871.)

Plaintiffs, doing business in Baltimore, agreed to sell to

the defendants, doing business in New York, 24,000 barrel hoops

at $11.50 per 1,000, and to deliver them at the steamer Gurlew

for New York. A member of defendants' firm saw the hoops

in plaintiffs' yard, and after looking at them said he would buy

them.

Plaintiffs then delivered the 24,000 hoops to said ' steamer,

took a bill of lading therefor, and consigned the hoops to the

defendants at New York. On the way, the steamer was sunk

in Chesapeake bay, and the cargo was lost.

In an action to recover the purchase price, verdict was entered

in favor of the plaintiffs, and judgment entered thereon was af-

firmed at the General Term of the New York Common Pleas.

Earl, C. On the trial, after proving that the statute of

frauds in force in Maryland was substantially like our own, the

defendants moved that the plaintiff be nonsuited, on the ground

that the contract of sale was void by that statute, and the court

denied the motion ; and this ruling raises the only question for

our consideration in this case.

There was no note or memorandum of the contract, and no

part of the purchase-money was paid by the buyei-s ; and, hence,

unless the buyers accepted and received the hoops, within the

9
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meaning of the statute, the contract was void. A purchaser

may accept witliout receiving, and he may receive without ac-

cepting ; and, in order to comply with the statute of frauds, he

must both accept and receive. Here the defendants accepted

the hoops. One of them saw tViem in plaintiffs' yard ; and the

contract had reference to this particular lot of hoops which the

plaintiffs finally delivered, 'i'here is nothing in the statute

which requires that the accepting and receiving shall be at the

same time. Either may precede the other ; and, after both have

concurred, the statute has been complied with and the contract

becomes operative and valid. (^McKnight. v. Dunlop, 5 N. Y.

537.) The defendants agreed to take these identical hoops, and,

after receiving them and thus fully complying with the statute,

they could not reject them upon any objection to their quality.

The only question, then, is, did they receive them, within the

meaning of the statute ? And this involves the inquiry, whether,

in a case where the purchaser has accepted the goods, a delivery

to a carrier designated by himself will answer the requirement

of the statute as to receiving the goods by the purchaser. I am

of opinion that it will. It has finally been settled, both in this

country and in England, that a delivery to a general carrier, not

designated by the purchaser, is not a sufficient compliance with

the statute (^Rodgers v. Phillips^ 40 N. Y. 519) ; and for the

best of reasons. In such a case the purchaser has done nothing

beyond making the void contract. But, m this case, the pur-

chasers designated the agents of the Curlew to receive and trans-

port the hoops to them. They were the agents of the defend-

ants for the pui-pose of receiving the hoops from the plaintiffs.

It is not necessary to determine in this case that a mere car-

rier, designated by the buyer, can both accept and receive

for him, so as to make a compliance with the statutes ; but I

can find no reason founded upon principle, or authority, to

doubt that, after the buyer has accepted the article purchased,

a carrier, designated by him to take and transport it, can bind

hiin as his agent by receiving it. While there is not upon this

question entire harmony in the views of judges, and while the

authorities cannot all be reconciled, the general drift of them

is toward the conclusion I have reached. (2 Parsons on Con.

826 ; Outwater v. Dodge, 6 Wend. 397 ; The People v. Haynes,

14 Wend. 546 ; Glen v. Whitaker, 51 Barb. 451 ; Spencer v.

Bali, 80 Vermont, 814; Maxwell v. Brown, 39 Maine, 98; Han-
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som V. Armitage, 5 Barn. & Aid. 557 ; Aoehal v. Levi, 25 Eng,

C. L. 170; Coats v. Chaplin, 43 Eug. C. L. 831 ; Mortori v. Tih-

hett, 69 Eng. C. L. 427.)

It is said by some writers, that to create such an appropria-

tion of the goods by the buyer as will answer the meaning at-

tached to the words " accept and receive " in the statute, there

must be such an actual delivery by the seller as will destroy all

lien for the purchase-price, or right of stoppage in transitu.

This, to the full extent, is not true. The seller has a lien for

the purchase-price of the goods while they remain in liis pos-

session. And this lien he loses when he voluntarily parts with

the possession, except when he delivers them to a carrier. In

the latter case, his lien is extended and lasts, although the title

has passed to the buyer, until the carrier has delivered the

goods to the actual possession of the buyer. " This lien is an

arbitrary one, created by law. As observed by Lord Kenyon,

in Hodgson v. Lay, 7 T. R. 436, it is "a kind of equitable

lien adopted by the law for the purpose of substantial justice."

When the seller retakes the property in the exercise of this

right of stoppage, he is not reinvested with the title, but sim-

ply placed in the actual possession of the goods, holding them

as security for the purchase-price.

The stoppage must be while the goods are la transitu, and

that is usually when they are not in the actual possession of

either party ; and yet they may be in the actual possession of

the buyer under such circumstances as not to take away the

right of stoppage. This right exists, although the goods are

shipped upon the buyer's own vessel, consigned to him at his

place of residence. (^StiMs v. Lund, 7 Mass. 453 ; llsley v.

Stubbs, 9 Mass. 65; Story on Sales, §836.) The fact that the

right of stoppage exists is no evidence that both the title and

possession have not passed to the buyers. The contract of sale

may be in writing, part of the purchase-money may have been

paid, and there may have been a part delivery, and yet, if the

seller consigns the goods by a carrier to the buyer, to be deliv-

ered to him at the place of their destination, the right of stop-

page exists. And this may be so, even if the buyer is also

master of the vessel, and he in person takes the goods and

loads them upon his own vessel, provided, as in this case, the

seller consigns the goods to the buyer to be carried by him to

their place of destination. (Pars, on Mer. Law, 335, etc.)
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Hence I hold that a carrier designated by the buyer may re-

ceive the goods purchased, so as to make a compliance with

the statute of frauds; and tliis leads to an affirmance of the

judgment.

All concur.

Judgment affirme'^ with costs.

Catjlions bt al. v. Hbllman.

(47 New York, 449.—1872.)

Action to recover the contract price of certain cases of wine,

sold under an (jral agreement, and alleged to have been delivered

by plaintiffs to defendants.

Rapallo, J. The instructions to the jury as to the legal

effect of the delivery of the wine at Blood's Station in con-

formity with the terms of the verbal contract of sale, were

clearly erroneous. No act of the vendor alone, in perfoi'mance

of a oonlract of sale void by the statute of frauds, can give

validity to such a contract.

Wiiere a valid contract of sale is made in writing, a delivery

pursuant to such contract at the place agreed upon for delivery,

or a shipment of the goods in conformity with the terms of the

contract, will pass the title to the vendee without any receipt

or acceptance of tlie goods by liini. But if the contract is oral,

and no part of the price is paid by the vendee, there must be

not only a delivery of the goods by the vendor, but a receipt

and acceptance of them by the vendee to pass tlie title or make

the vendee liable for the price ; and this acceptance must be

voluntary and unconditional. Even the receipt of tlie goods,

without an acceptance, is not sufficient. Some act or conduct

on the part of the vendee, or his authorized agent, manifesting

an intention to accept the goods as a performance of the con-

tract, and to appropriate them, is required to supply the place

of a written contract. This distinction seems to have been

overlooked in the charge. The learned judge instructed the

jury, as a matter of law, that if they were satisfied tliat the wine

or any portion of it was actually delivered in pursuance of the
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verbal contract, that circumstance was sufficient to take the

contract out of the statute of frauds, and the contract was a

valid one, and might be enforced, notwithstanding it was not

in writing. The attention of the jury was directed to the in-

quiry whether the plaintiffs had faithfully performed their part

of the contract, rather than to the action of the defendant, and

the judge proceeded to state that if the wine was delivered to

the express company at Blood's Station, in good order, in

merchantable condition, and corresponded in quality and all sub-

stantial and material respects with the samples, then he in-

structed the jury, as a matter of law, that if they found the

contract as Gordon testified, with respect to the place of de-

livery, that was a complete deliver;f under the contract, and

passed the title from the plaintiffs to the defendant, and the

plaintiffs were entitled to recover the contract price of the

Avines.

The plaintiffs' counsel suggests, in the statement of facts

appended to his points, that Gordon was the agent of the defend-

ant, to accept the goods at Blood's Station. But this statement

is not borne out by the evidence ; Gordon was the agent of the

plaintiffs, for the sale of the goods ; it was incumbent upon

them to make the shipment. All that Gordon testifies to is,

that the defendant requested him to make the best bargain

he could for the freight. He does not claim that he had any

authority to accept the goods for the defendant.

According to the defendant's testimony, Gordon clearly had

no such authority, nor did the defendant designate any convey-

ance, and the judge submitted no question to the jury as to the

authority either of Gordon or the express company to accept

the goods. On the contrary, he repeated that if, when the wine

was delivered at Blood's Station, it was in good order and cor-

responded with the samples, the plaintiffs would be entitled to

a verdict for the contract price, upon the ground that the par-

ties, by the contract, (assuming it to be as claimed by the plain-

tiffs) fixed upon that station as the place of delivery ; " that it

was true that the defendant was not there to receive it, and had

no agent at Blood's Station to receive it, and had no opportu-

nity to inspect it there ; but that that-was a contingency he had

not seen, and which he might have guarded against in the con-

tract."

It is evident that the learned judge applied to this case the
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rule, as to delivery, which would be applicable to a valid, writ-

ten contract of sale, but which is inapplicable when the contract

is void by the statute of frauds.

The effect of the delivery of goods at a railway station, to be

forwarded to the vendee in pursuance of the terms of a verbal

contract of sale, was very fully discussed in the case of Norman

V. Phillips, 14 Meeson & Welsby, 277, and a verdict for the

plaintiff, founded upon such a delivery, and upon the additional

fact, that the vendor sent an invoice to the vendee, which he

retained for several weeks, was set aside. The English author-

ities on the subject are reviewed in that case, and the American

and English authorities bearing upon the same question are

also referred to in the late cases of Rodgers v. Phillips, 40

N. Y. 519, and 6Vo.s.s v. ffDonndl, 44 id. 661. The latter

case is cited by the counsel for the plaintiffs as an authority for

the proposition tliat a delivery to a designated carrier is suffi-

cient to take the case out of the statute ; but it does not so

decide. It holds only that the receipt and acceptance need not

be simultaneous, but that they may take place at different times,

and that, after the purchaser liad himself inspected and accepted

the goods purchased, the delivery of. them by his direction to a

designated carrier was a good delivery, and the carrier was the

agent of the purchaser to receive them. No question, howe\'er,

arises in the present case as to a delivery to a designated car-

rier, as the evidence in respect to the agreed mode of delivery

is conflicting, and no question of acceptance by the carrier as

agent for the defendant, was submitted to the jury.

The judge submitted to the jury two questions, to which he

required specific answers :

1st. Was the wine delivered at the railroad station at the time

agreed upon by the parties, and was it then in all respects in

good order, and like the samples exliibited by the plaintiiTs to

the defendant? and,

2d. Was tlie wine accepted by the defendant after it reached

his place of business in New York?

The jury answered both of these questions in the affirmative,

and it is now claimed that the answer to the second question

renders immaterial any error the judge may have committed in

respect to the effect of the delivery at the station.

It is difficult to find any evidence justifying the submission

to the jury of the second question ; but no exception was taken
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to such submission. The motion for a nonsuit would have

raised that point, were it not for the fact that there was evi-

dence to go to the jury on the claim of fifty-two dollars for barrels,

and this precluded a nonsuit. We think, however, that the error

in the charge may have misled the jury in passing upon the

second question ; at all events, it is not impossible that it should

have done so. Having been instructed that upon the fact as

they found it in respect to the agreeement for a delivery at

Blood's Station^ the title to the goods had passed to the defend-

ant before the receipt of them at New York, and that their ver-

dict must be for the plaintiffs, they may have examined the

question of his acceptance of them at New York with less scru-

tiny than they would have exercised had they been informed

that the result of the case depended upon their finding on that

question. And the construction of the defendant's acts and

language may, in some degree, have been influenced by the con-

sideration that when the wine arrived in New York the title

had, according to the theory on which the case was submitted to

them, passed to the defendant, and he had no right to reject the

wines. Furthermore, we think the judge erred in excluding the

evidence of the contents of the telegram which the defendant

attempted to send to the plaintiffs immediately upon the receipt

of the wine. If, as was offered to be shown, it stated that he

declined to accept the wine, it was material as part of the res

gestcB. A bona fide attempt, immediately on the receipt and

examination of the wine, to communicate such a message, was

an act on his part explaining and qualifying his conduct in

receiving the wine into his store and allowing it to remain

there. And even though the message never reached the plain-

tiffs, it bore upon the question of acceptance by the defendant.

The objection to the evidence of the contents of the telegram

was not placed on the ground of omission to produce the oiigi-

nal, and the judge in his charge instructed the jury that the

attempt to send this telegram did not affect the plaintiffs' rights,

for the reason that it was not shown to have been received by

them, and this was excepted to. In Norman v. PMlHpg, 14

Meeson & Welsby, 277, the defendant was allowed to prove

that, on being informed by the railway clerk that the goods

were lying for him at the station, he said he would not take

them, and stress was laid upon the fact. Yet this statement

to the clerk was not communicated to the plaintiff. Evidence
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of an attempt to send a message to them to the same effect, though

unsuccessful, would have been no more objectionable than the

declaration to the clerk. The acts of the defendant at the time

of the receipt of the goods, and bis bona fide attempt to commu-

nicate to the plaintiffs his rejection of them, were, I think, ma-

terial and competent to rebut any presumption of an acceptance

arising from their retention by him.

The judge was requested to instruct the jury that the true

meaning of the defendant's letter of March thirty-first was a

refusal to accept the wine under the contract. A careful exam-

ination of that letter satisfies us that the defendant was entitled

to have the jury thus instructed. The letter clearly shows that

the defendant did not accept or appropriate the wines. After

complaining in strong language of their quality and condition,

and of the time and manner of their shipment, he saj^s to the

plaintiffs, " what can be done now with the wine after it suffered

so much, and shows itself of such a poor quality ? I don't know,

mj'self, and am awaiting your advice and opinion." He con-

cludes by expressing his regret that their first direct transaction

should have turned out so unsatisfactory, and by stating that

he cannot be the sufferer by it, and he awaits their disposition.

This language clearly indicates an intention to throw upon

the plaintiffs the responsibility of directing what should be

done with the wine, and is inconsistent with any acceptance or

appropriation of it by the writer.

For these reasons the judgment should be reversed, and a new
trial granted with costs to abide the event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.
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Huhhard, 1 Hill, 336 ; Slmar v. Oanaday, 53 N. Y. 298 ; Deland

V. Richardson, 4 Den. 95.)

Even if this were a severable contract so far as relates to the

performance of the same, within the meaning of the statute of

frauds it is an entire contract. The reasons for holding it to

be such are clearly set forth in Baldey v. Parker, 2 B. & C.

41 and Story on Sales, § 241 . This, within the meaning of the

statute of frauds, is a contract for the sale of goods for the price

of fifty dollars or more, and as thei'e was no note or memorandum

or pa^yraent, the question to be determined is, whether the goods

were accepted and received by the buyers so as to satisfy the

statute. By the terms of tlie contract, the goods were to be

delivered to the Merchants' Union Express to be carried to the

defendants, and they were so delivered. It is well settled that

when there is a valid contract of sale, a delivery to a carrier,

according to the terms of the contract, vests the title to the

property in the bu3'er. It was decided, in Roger?, v. Phillips,

40 N. Y. 519, that a delivery, according to the contract, to a

general carrier, not designated or selected by the buyer, does

not constitute such a delivery and acceptance as to answer the

statute of frauds. But it has been held that when the goods

have been accepted by the buyer, so iis to answer that portion

of the statute which requires aeecptmice, a delivery to a carrier

selected by the buyer will answer that portion of the statute

which requires the buyer to receive, (tto.sx v. O'Doimell, 44

N. Y. 661.) So far as I can discover, it has never yet been de-

cided in any case that is entitled to respect as authority, that a

mere carrier designated by the buyer can both accept and receive

the goods so as to answer the statute. (Benj. on Sales, 124.)

Tlie cases upon this subject arc cited and commented upon,

and the principles applicable to the question are so fully set

fm(b in the two recent cases above referred to that no further

citation of authorities or extended discussion is, at this time,

important. It will be found, l)y an examination of the authori-

ties, that, in most cases, where a delivery to a carrier lias been

held to satisfy the statute of frauds there had beeji a prior ac-

ceptance of the goods by the buyer or his agent. A buyer may
accept and receive through an agent expressly or impliedly ap-

pointed for that purpose. There is every reason for holding

that a designated carrier may receive for the buj'-er, because he

is expressly authorized to receive, and the act of receiving is a
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mere formal act, requiring the exercise of no discretion. But
there is no reason for holding that the buyer, in such case, in-

tended to clothe the carrier, of whose agents he may know
nothing, with authority to accept the goods, so as to conclude

him as to their quality, and bind him to take them as a compli-

ance with a contract of which such agents can know nothing.

This case furnishes as good an illustration as any. The goods

were boxed ; the carrier could know nothing about them ; and

its agents had no right to unpack and handle them. Its sole

duty, and authority was to receive and transport them. In such

a case, it would be quite absurd to hold that the carrier had an

implied authority from the buyer to accept the goods for him.

If the buyer does not accept in person, he must do it through

an authorized agent. Here it is not claimed that there was ex

press authority conferred upon the carrier to accept, and the

circumstances are not such that such authority can be implied.

Upon this last ground, therefore, the nonsuit was proper, and

the judgment must be affirmed, with costs.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.

Sai-eoed ET Al. V. McDoNOUGH.

(120 Massacbusetts, 290.—1876.)

Morton, J. This is an action of contract to recover the price

of a quantity of leather, exceeding fifty dollars in value, alleged

to have been sold by the plaintiffs to the defendant. There

was no memorandum in writing of the contract, and the pur-

chaser did not give anything in earnest to bind the bargain or

in part payment.

It appeared on the trial that the defendant on May 17, 1872,

went to the plaintiffs' store and agreed to purchase the leather

at the price named, to be paid for by a satisfactory note.

On the thirty-first day of the same month, he again went to

the plaintiffs' store, examined the leather, had it weighed,

marked with the initials of his name, and piled up by itself, to

be taken away by him upon giving a satisfactory note for the

price, or the payment of the price in money, but not otherwise.
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He never complied with the terms of the agreement. The

plaintiffs refused to allow him to take the leather from their

store without such compliance, claiming a lien upon it for the

price due. It remained in their store till November 9, 1872,

when it was burnt with the store. Upon this evidence the pre-

siding justice of the Superior Court ruled that the leather had not

been so accepted and received by the defendant as to take the

contract out of the statute of frauds, and the plaintiff excepted

to such ruling.

It should be kept in mind that the question is not whether,

if a valid contract of sale upon the terms above-named had been

proved, the title in the property would have passed to the de-

fendant' so that it would be at his risk. In such a case, the

title would pass to the purchaser unless tliere was some agree-

ment to the contrary, but the vendor would liave a lien for the

price, and could retain possession until its payment. HasMns

V. Warren, 116 Mass. 614; Morne v. Sherman, 106 Mass. 430;

Townsend v. Hargraves, 118 Mass. 325. But the question is

whether the defendant had accepted and received the goods, so

as to take the case out of the statute of frauds, and thus com-

plete and make valid the oral contract relied on. Unless there

was such acceptance and receipt, there was no valid contract

by virtue of which the title to the goods would pass to the de-

fendant. To constitute this, there must be a delivery by the

seller, and some unequivocal acts of ownership or control of

the goods on the .part of the purchaser. Knight v. Mann, 118

Mass. 143, and cases cited.

In the case at bar, there was no actual acceptance and receipt

of the goods by the defendant. They were never in his posses-

sion or control, but remained in the possession and control of

the plaintiffs, who refused to allow him to take them, claiming

a lien for the price. If they had and asserted a lien as vendors,

this is inconsistent with the delivery of possession and control,

necessary to constitute an acceptance and receipt by the ven-

dee. In Baldey v. Parker, 2 B. & C. 37, 44, Holroyd, J., says :

" Upon a sale of specific goods for a specific price, by parting

with the possession the seller parts with his lien. The statute

contemplates such a parting with the possession, and therefore,

as long as the seller preserves his control over the goods, so as

to retain his lien, he prevents the vendee from accepting and

receiving them as liis own within the meaning of the statute."
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Benjamin on Sales (Am. ed.), 161, and cases cited. Brown on

St. of Frauds, § 317.

It is true there may be cases in which the goods remain in

the possession of the vendor, and yet may have been accepted

and received by the vendee. But in such cases the vendor

liolds possession of the goods, not by virtue of his lien as

vendor, but under some new contract by which the relations

of the parties are changed. Cusaek v. Robinson, 1 B. & S. 299,

308 : Oastle. v. Sworder, 6 H. & N. 828 ; Doddey v. Varley, 12

A. «Ss E. 632.

In the case at bar, the vendors refused to permit the vendee

to take possession or control of the goods but claimed and as-

serted their lien as vendoi-s for the price. We are therefore of

opinion that the ruling of the Superior Court was correct.

Exceptions overruled.

Howe v. Haywakd.

(108 MassacliuEetts, 64.—1871.)

Chapman, C. J. It appears by the report, that the parties

made an oral contract for the sale of property by the plaintiff to

the defendant, and that each of them deposited the sum of $200

in the hands of one Taft. The plaintiff contended that the

money deposited by the defendant was given in earnest to bind

the bargain, or in part payment. The defendant contended that

it was under an agreement that the sum should be forfeited in

case he refused without just cause to perform the contract. The

jury found that it was not deposited in earnest or in part pay-

ment, but was deposited " as a forfeitui-e, to be paid over to the

party who was ready to perform the contract, if the other party

neglected to do so
;
" and under the instruction of the court

found for the defendant. The plaintiff contends that the find-

ing should have been for the plaintiff, because, if the money was

deposited as a forfeiture, as stated, it amounted to " earnest,"

within the meaning of the statute of frauds. This depends upon

the proper definition of that term as used in the statute.

The idea of "earnest," in connection with contracts, was

taken from the civil law. Guterbock on Bracton (Am. transl.).
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145. It is not necessary to consider its precise effect under

that law. As used in the statute of frauds, " earnest " is re-

garded as a part payment of the price. 2 Bl. Com. 447 ; Pord-

w/e V. Cole, 1 Saund. 319 ?>; Langfort v. Tiler, 1 Salk. 113;

Morton V. Tihbett, 15 C^. B. 428 ; Walker v. Nussey, 16 M. &
W. 302 ; 1 Dane, Ab. 235. The case of Blenldnsop v. Clayton,

7 Taunt. 597, cited by the plaintiff, turned on the question of

delivery.

The deposit with Taft was not therefore equivalent to an

earnest to bind the bargain, or part payment, and there was not

a valid sale within the statute of frauds. The ruling was cor-

rect.

Judgment on the verdict.

Htxnteb v. Wbtsbll et al.

(67 New York, 375.—1874.)

Earl, C. This action was brought to recover the price of

hops which plaintiff claims to have sold to the defendants. It

is claimed, on tlie part of the defendants, that the contract was

void under the statute of frauds, and whether it was or not is

the only question I propose to consider.

The only compliance with the statute claimed is part pay-

ment of the purchase-price. The facts are as follows : The

contract was made September 27, 1867, and no portion of the

purcliase-price was then paid. Subsequently, the defendants

paid the plaintiff #300 upon the purchase-price, #200 in No-

vember and #100 in December. There is no proof of what was

said about the hops or the contract when these payments were

made. The evidence does not even show that the contract was

mentioned or referred to. It is simply, that the payments were

made toward the hops.

The English statute of frauds, enacted in the reign of

Charles the Second, did not require the payment, to render a

contract for the sale of goods valid, to be made at the time of

making the contract, neither did the statute of this State, in

force prior to the Revised Statutes. (1 R. L. 80, § 15.) The
revisers, in their report to the legislature, provided that the
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memorandum, the delivery and the payment should be made at

the time the contract was made. But the legislature modified

the provision as reported, and adopted it as we now find it in

the statutes. The revisers deemed it important that the con-

ditions prescribed to render the contract of sale valid, should

be complied with at the time of making the contract. This

was an alteration of the law as it had before, for more than a

century, existed in this State and in England, and the attention

of the legislature was thus distinctly called to it. It omitted

the requirement as to time, so far as related to the memoran-

dum and part delivery, but retained it as to the part payment.

Effect must be given to this language. A contract for the sale

of personal property for the price of fifty dollars or more is de-

clared void unless one of three things be done, the last of which

is payment by the buyer, at the time, of part of the purchase-

money. Payment afterward will not do. The payment must

be made when the contract is made. Such is the plain language

of the statute. Here there was but one contract made, which

was in September. There was no attempt to make any other.

There was no talk about any, and so far as appears no renewal,

reaffirmation or restatement in any form of that one. All that

took place afterward was a payment of f300 toward the hops.

If this could be called a payment at the time of making the

contract, within the meaning of the statute, then this provision

of the statute serves no purpose, as every payment subse-

quently made, to apply upon the contract, would render it bind-

ing within the statute, and the provision requiring payment at

the time would be nullified. A payment not made at the time

can never, under any circumstances, satisfy the requirement of

the statute. But when a contract for the sale of personal prop-

erty, valid at common law, is made, and the buyer afterward

pays expressly to bind the contract, or when payment is made

the parties then reaffirm or restate the terms of the contract,

and their minds then meet so as to make a contract, the statute

is undoubtedly satisfied. Such a payment is made at the time

of the contract and not afterward.

Tliis particular provision of the statute has not received much

attention in the courts. It seems first to have been under con-

sideration in Massachusetts, in Thompson v. Alger, 12 Metcalf,

428, a case growing out of the sale of railroad stock, made in

this State. In that case, Dewey, J., expresses the opinion that
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a payment made subsequently to the time of making the cou-

tract, with the concurrence of both parties, will answer the

requirement of the statute and that the contract becomes valid

from the time of such payment ; but the decision of the case

was put upon the ground, that what took place when the pay-

ment was made was sufficient to show that the minds of the

parties then met and an agreement was then made. In Sprayue

V. Blake, 20 Wend. 61, it was held that a subsequent delivery

and acceptance of property, sold under a contract otherwise void

under the statute of frauds, rendered the contract valid. Judge

Cowen writing the opinion says :
" The statute does not require

that the part acceptance should be at the time of the oral con-

tract, though it seems to be otherwise of, earnest-monej' which

is to bind the bargain." In McKnlyld v. Dunlop, 5 N. Y. 537,

the same provision of the statute was under consideration,

and a similar decision as to the effect of subsequent delivery and

acceptance was made. Judge Paige writing the opinion, refers

to the case -of Thompson v. Ahjer, and citing the doctrine of

Dewey, J., as to the effect of subsequent payment says :
" If the

contract is not, in law, deemed to be made until the. part pay-

ment of the purchase-money, and the previous invalid oral

agreement is merely referred to, to ascertain the terms of the

subsequent valid contract, the decision of the Supreme Judicial

Court of Massachusetts may be regarded as sound." In Bissell

V. Balvoni, 39 N. Y. 274, some of the language used by Judge

Woodruff goes far to sustain the claim of the plaintiff in this

case. That was an action to recover the price of certain cattle

sold by defendant to the plaintiff. At the time of the sale, the

cattle were left in the possession of the plaintiff, and nothing

was done to make the contract binding within the statute of

frauds. On the next day, the plaintiff called upon the defend-

ants for part payment to bind the bargain, and the defendant

paid hina three dollars for that purpose. It was held that the pay-

ment was sufficient for the statute. The parties came together

speaking of and referring to the contract which they recognized

as incomplete and invalid, and for the express purpose of a com-

pliance with the statute the purchaser, at the request of the seller,

made the payment. The contract was, intentionally, then

made, and, hence, it could with propriety be held that the pay-

ment was made at the time of making the contract. In Allis v.

Mead, 45 N, X, X42, the plaintiff agreed verbally with the de-
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fendants for the purchase of a quantity of cloths, no portion of

the purchase-money being then paid or goods delivered ; but,

subsequently, when, by the first arrangiuent a payment became

due, the parties again met and, upon further negotiations and

agreements varying somewhat the original void contract, the

plaintiff delivered to the defendants one T.'s promissory note,

which was to be collected and applied by them on the purchase-

price of the cloths ; and he also conveyed to them certain other

merchandise, which they were to sell and also apply the avails,

after deducting their commissions, to the purchase-price of the

cloths ; and it was held that the minds of the parties must be

deemed to have then met upon all the terms and conditions of

the agreement for the sale of the cloths, and that it then be-

came, by the plaintiff's transfer of the note and consignment of

merchandise, a valid and binding contract under the statute.

Church, Ch. J., writing the opinion of the court says :
" It is

unnecessary to determine that every void contract may be made

valid by a payment, subsequent to the time of making it, but,

I do not hesitate to say that after a void contract has been made,

the parties may make a valid contract by adopting the terms of

the void contract, provided, it appears that such terms are under-

stood and assented to and a payment is made and received upon

the contract. It is a valid contract from that time, and the

statute is fully satisfied as if the contract had been made valid

originally, by a payment at that time ;
" and, he says that he

sees no objection to adopting the views of Judge Dewey in

Thompson v. Alger, as to the effect of a subsequent payment,

with the qualification that it should appear that the parties

understood and assented to the terms of the contract, at the

time of the payment. Some of the views .expressed by Judge

Potter in Webster v. Zielly, 52 Barb. 482, tend to sustain the

claim of the plaintiff in this case, but they were unnecessary to

the decision of that case as there was a sufficient note or mem-

orandum of the agreement to satisfy the statute. The reasoning

of the learned judge upon the question now under consideration

is not satisfactory.

I have thus called attention to all the cases which have come

to my notice, wherein the question now before us has been con-

sidered, and it will be seen that it has not been authoritatively

decided. The following points may, however, be regarded as

established : (1) Where a contract of sale has been made good

10
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at common law, but void under the statute of frauds, and the

parties subsequently meet, and for tlie express purpose of then

complying with the statute and making the contract valid, a

payment is made by the purchaser upon the contract, at the re-

quest of the seller, such payment is made at the time of making

the contract, within the meaning of the statute. It cannot be

claimed that there was such a payment in this case. (2) Where,

in case of such a void contract, the parties subsequently come

together, and substantially restate, reaffirm or renew its terms,

so as then and there, by the meeting of their minds, to make a

contract, and then payment is made upon the contract, the stat-

ute is complied with. Such was not this case. Here, when tlie

payment was made, it does not even appear that the contract

was mentioned. The money was paid toward the hops. The

purchaser was not then bound and may not have intended to

bhid himself. lie may have intended to leave the contract

where the law actually does leave it, not enforceable against

him. If such a payment answers the requirement of the stat-

ute, then it is impossible for any purchaser to make a subse-

quent payment toward goods purchased or upon a prior con-

tract of purchase, which shall not be a compliance with the

statute ; and, thus, the words " at the time," in this clause of

the statute can have no meaning or effect.

I am, therefore, of opinion, that the plaintiff should have been

nonsuited, and the judgment must be reversed and a new trial

granted, costs to abide event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.

HUNTBK BT AL. V. WbTSELL ET AL.

{84 Now Tork, 549. —1881.)

Pinch, J. We are to assume as facts in this case, from the

verdict of the jury, that an absolute contract for the sale of

the hops, after they were weighed and baled, was entered into

verbally by the parties, by the terms of which the hops were to

be delivered where the defendants determined and requested,

and were to be paid for within a few weeks upon such delivery,
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at iioB rate of fifty cents per pound with 110.00 additional on

the whole lot. Since the quantity of the hops, as baled and

weighed, carried the price beyond f50.00, we held upon a pre-

vious appeal that the contract was void within the statute of

frauds, because no memorandum in writing was made, no part

of the property delivered, and no portion of the purchase-money

paid at the time of the transaction. The after payments of

$300 we decided to be insufficient to validate the contract, be-

cause when made there was no restatement or recognition of

the essential terms of the contract. (57 N. Y. 375.) In the

case as now presented the difficulty, fatal before, is claimed to

have been obviated. There is proof of a restatement of the

essential terms of the contract at the time of the delivery of

the check for §200. There is proof also contradicting such

alleged fact. The question was left to the jury, under a charge

from the court which does not seem to be the subject of com-

plaint, and they, in rendering a verdict for the plaintiffs, neces-

sarily found the fact of such restatement. That finding is

conclusive upon us.

But it is now objected that, conceding the fact of such re-

statement, there was no paj'ment of any part of the purchase-

money at that time. It is admitted that the check was then

given, and it cannot be successfully denied that it was both

delivered and received as a payment upon the contract price of

the hopSj but it is claimed that the check was not, in and of

itself, payment, and having been drawn upon a bank, could

not have been in fact paid until afterward, and so there was no

payment " at the time " to satisfy the requirements of the stat-

ute. It is quite true that a check, in and of itself, is not pay-

ment, but it may become so when accepted as such and in due

course eictually paid. While not money, it is a thing of value,

and is money's worth when drawn against an existing deposit

which remains until the check is presented. We must assume

that the check of the vendee, in this case, was good when

drawn and was duly paid upon presentation in the usual and

regular way, for it appears in the possession of the drawers, and

they practically assert the fact of its payment by their counter-

claim in the action, by which. they seek to recover back the

money so paid. There was, therefore, an actual and real pay-

ment made by the vendees to the vendor, upon the purchase-

price of the hops. It is said, however, that the actual payment
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of the money, as distinguished from the delivery of the check,

was not "at the time " of the contract, but at some later period.

We do not know accurately when the check was paid. It may
have been the same day. It may have been within a very few

moments. It may not have been till the next day. We are not to

presume, for the purpose of making the contract invalid, that it

was heldbeyond the natural and ordinary time. In such event it is

a very narrow construction to say that the payment was not made

at the time of the contract. The purpose and objectof the statute

should not be forgotten. Its aim is to substitute some act for

mere words, to compel the verbal contract to be accompanied by

some fact not likely to be mistaken, and so avoid the dangers of

treacherous memory or downright perjury. The delivery of

the' clieck was such an act. Indeed, it would be an entirely

reasonable and just construction to say that the delivery of the

clieck and its presentment and payment constituted one con-

tinuous transaction, and should be taken as such witliout ref-

erence to the ordinary delay attendant upon turning the check

into money. The statute does not mean rigorously, eo instanti

It does contemplate that the contract and the payment shall

be at the same time, in the sense that they constitute parts of

one and the same continuous transaction. We think, there-

fore, there was a payment "at the time," within the meaning of

the statute, and that the contract of sale was valid. (^Artcher

v. Zeh, 5 Hill, 200 ; Haidey v. Keeler, 63 N. Y. 114 ; Bissell

V. Balcom, 39 id. 275.)

Jackson et al. v. Tupper et al.

(101 New York, 515.—1886.)

Action to recover damages for an alleged breach of warranty

in a contract of sale.

On February 28, 1880, defen(Jants orally sold about 800 tons

of ice to plaintiffs, at the agreed price of 80 cents per ton.

Defendants agreed to place the ice in a substantial house, war-

ranted to stand for a year. The ice was subsequently received
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and accepted by plaintiffs in said house. On May 1, 1880,

plaintiffs gave defendants 1615 in full for said ice, and such

amount was credited on an account which Wight had against

Tupper, hut no mention was made of the contract of sale.

About May 10, 1880, the ice-house fell in ruins. Defects

therein were latent, aiid could not have been discovered by a

previous inspection of the building.

Andrews, J. It is conceded that the oral contract of Feb-

ruary 28, 1880, for the sale and storage of the ice was when
made, void under the statute of frauds. It must also be con-

ceded under the decisions in this State, that it was not validated

by the payment made in May, 1880. By our statute, payment

operates to take an oral contract for the sale of goods for the

price of $50.00 or more out of the statute, only when it is made

at the time of the contract. (2 R. S. 136, § 3.) The decisions

have construed this provision of the statute with great strict-

ness. {Hunter v. We.tsell, 57 N. Y. 375; S. C. 84 id. 549;

Allis V. Mead, 45 id. 142.) It is in substance held that pay-

ment subsequently made, although conforming to the oral agree-

ment, is insufficient of itself to make the prior oral agreement

valid. Tliere must be enough in addition to the act of payment

to show, that the terms of the prior oral contract were then in

the minds of the parties, and were reaffirmed by tliem, and this

being shown, a cause of action arises, not on the prior oral con-

tract but on the new contract made at the time of tlie payment.

The plaintiffs did not bring their case within this principle.

There was no restatement of the terms of the prior oral agree-

ment when the payment of May 1, 1880, was made, and no

express recognition thereof, nor was the payment made for the

avowed purpose of binding the prior bargain. It is expressly

found that nothing was said at the time by either party about

the contract of February 28, 1880, or its terms. But a prior

void contract may be validated by a subsequent receipt and

acceptance by the buyer, pursuant thereto, of the goods, or part

of them, which are the subject of the contract. (2 R. S. 136,

§ 3 ; McKnigU v. Dunlop, 5 N. Y. 537.) "Where this has been

done the cause of action arises on the original agreement au-

thenticated by the act of acceptance. The^e is no statute diffi-

culty, as in the case of a subsequent payment, because the

statute does not, as in that case, require that the acceptance
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must be at the time of the making of the oral agreement. It

was found in this case that after the oral agreement of Febru-

ary 28, 1880, was made, " the said ice was received and accepted

by the plaintiffs." It is impossible to construe the finding,

except as referring to the ice which was the subject of the oral

agreement of that date, and as referring to an acceptance there-

under. This relieved the contract from the ban of the statute.

No question is presented as to the right of the plaintiffs to the

judgment recovered, assuming that the contract of February 28,

1880, was validated.

The judgment should be affirmed.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.



Part III.

THE TRANSFER OF TITLE.

Hatch v. Oil Company.^

(100 United States, 124.—1879.)

Me. Justice Clifpoed delivered the opinion of the court.

Contracts for the purchase and sale of chattels, if complete

and unconditional and not within the Statute of Frauds, are suf-

ficient, as between the parties, to vest the property in the pur-

lExBcuTOBT AND ExBCUTBD CoNTBACTS OF SALE.—"The distinction

between the two contracts consists in this, that, in a bargain and sale,

the thing which is the subject of the contract becomes the property of the

buyer the moment the contract is concluded, and without regard to the

fact whether the goods be delivered to the buyer or remain in possession

of the vendor; whereas, in the executory agreement, the goods remain the

property of the vendor till the contract is executed. . . .

" Both these contracts being equally legal and valid, it is obvious that,

whenever a dispute arises as to the true character of an agreement, the

question is one ratlier of fact than of law. The agreement is just what
the parties intended to make it. If that intention is clearly and unequiv-

ocally manifested, cadit qucestio. But parties very frequently fail to express

their intentions, or they manifest them so imperfectly as to leave it doubt-

ful what they really mean, and when this is the case the courts have
applied certain rules of construction which in most instances furnish con-

clusive tests for determining the controversy.

" When there has been no manifestation of intention, the presumption

of law is that the contract is an actual sale, if the specific thing is agreed

on, and it is ready for immediate delivery; but that the contract is only

executory when the goods have not been specified, or if, when specified,

something remains to be done to them by the vendor, either to put them
into a deliverable shape, or to ascertain the price. ... Of course these

presumptions yield to proof of a contrary intent, and it must be repeated

that nothing prevents the parties from agreeing that the pi'operty in a

specific thing sold and ready for delivery is not to pass till certain condi-

tions are accomplished, or that the property shall pass in a thing which

remains in the vendor's possession and is not ready for delivery, as an un-

finished ship; or whicli has not yet been weighed or measured, as a cargo

of corn in bulk, sold at a certain price per pound or per bushel." Benja-

min on Sales, §§308-311.

(151)
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chaser, even without delivery; the rule being that such a

contract constitutes a sale of the thing, and that its effect is, if

not prejudicial to creditors, to transfer the property to the pur-

chaser against every person not holding the same under a lona

fide title for a valuable consideration without notice. The

Sarah Ann, 2 Sumn. 211 ; aihson v. Steven.% 8 How. 384, 399

;

2 Kent, Com. (12th. ed.) 493 ; Leonard v. Davis, 1 Black, 476

-483.

Nine hundred and forty-four thousand white-oak barrel-

staves, of the value of $17,500, were attached by the defend-

ant [Alonzo S. Hatch] as sheriff of the county, under certain

processes mesne and final, which he held for service against the

manufacturers of the staves, to secure certain debts whicli they

owed to their creditors. No irregularity in the proceedings is

suggested, hut the plaintiffs claimed to be the owners of the

staves by purchase from the manufacturers, and they brouglit

replevin to recover the property. Service was made, and the

defendant appeared and demanded a trial of the matter set forth

in the declaration. Issue having been joined between the par-

ties, they went to trial, and the verdict and judgment were in

favor of the plaintiffs. Exceptions were filed by the defendant,

and he sued out the present writ of error.

Errors assigned in the court are as follows : 1. That the

court erred in instructing the jurj^ that as soon as the staves

were piled and counted, as provided in the second agreement,

the title to the same vested in the plaintiff company as vendee,

and in refusing to instruct the jury tliat the only interest the

plaintiffs acquired in the staves before they were delivered was

as security for advances in the nature of a mortgage interest.

2. That the court erred in refusing to instruct the jury that if

there was no actual delivery of the property and change of pos-

session the agreement of sale was void as against the creditors

of the manufacturers, because not recorded as required by stat-

ute. 3. That tlie court erred in refusing to instruct the jury

that if the evidence did not show that the fifty thousand staves

not piled on the leased land were not counted, the title to that

parcel did not pass to the plaintiffs for any purpose, and that

the defendant, as to that parcel, was entitled to their verdict.

4. That the court erred in refusing to instruct the jury that

under the agreement no title to any of the staves passed to the

plaintiffs until they were actually placed upon the leased land
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and were counted by the designated person, and in instructing

the jury that the title to the staves piled near the leased land

passed to the plaintiffs. 6. That the court erred in refusing to

instruct the jury that no title to any staves passed to the plain-

tiffs other than those contracted to be sold by the first agree-

ment, and that if the jury find that there was any portion of

the staves replevied not of that description, that as to such

portion the plaintiffs are not entitled to recover. 6. That the

court erred in excluding the testimony offered by the defend-

ant, as set forth in the record.

Sufficient appears to show that the manufacturers of the

staves, on the day alleged, contracted with the plaintiffs to sell

them one million of white-oak barrel-staves of certain described

dimensions, to be delivered as therein provided, for the price of

$30.00 per thousand, subject to count and inspection by the plain-

tiffs, who agreed to receive and pay for the same as fast as in-

spected. But before the staves had been furnished, to wit, on

the 28th of August in the same year, the parties entered into a

new agreement in regard to the staves, in which they refer to

the prior one, and stipulate that it is to continue in operation,

subject to modifications made in the new contract, of which the

following are very material to the present investigation : 1. That

the manufacturers shall make and deliver the staves properly

piled in some convenient place, to be agreed between the par-

ties, on land in Deerfield, to be controlled by the plaintiffs, and

that the delivery shall be made as fast as the staves are sawed.

2. That the plaintiff shall furnish a man to count the staves

from week to week as the same shall be piled. 3. That when

the staves shall be so piled and counted, the person counting

the same shall give the manufacturers a certificate of the

amount, which, when presented to the plaintiffs, shall entitle

the party to a payment of f17.00 per thousand as part of the pur-

chase price. 4. That upon the piling and counting of the staves

as provided, " the delivery of the same shall be deemed com-

plete, and that said staves shall then become and thenceforth

be the property of the plaintiffs absolutely and uncondition-

ally."

Other material modifications of the first agreement were made

by the second, some of which it is not deemed necessary to con-

sider in disposing of the case.

Early measures were adopted to perfect the arrangement, as
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appears from the fact that the manufacturers, October 4 in the

same year, leased to the plaintiffs a small tract of land to be

used for piling and storing the staves ; and the case shows that

all the staves except fifty thousand were piled on that site, the

fifty thousand staves being piled on land owned by the manu-

facturers, about one hundred or one hundred and fifty feet dis-

tant from the pile on the leased tract, on which were certain

buildings owned and occupied by the lessors, the mill where

the staves were manufactured being situated on the same sec-

tion a little distant from the other buildings. None of the

staves were manufactured when the contracts were made.

It was admitted by the plaintiffs that the lease was never

filed in the clerk's office and that it was never recorded in the

ofiice of the county register of deeds. Certain admissions were

also made by the defendant, as follows : That the parties to the

contracts acted in good faith in making the same, and that the

contracts and lease were duly executed; that all the staves

seized were manufactured by the said contractors, and that all

except fifty thousand of the same were piled on the leased tract.

Nothing was required at common law to give validity to a

sale of personal property except the mutual assent of the par-

ties to the contract. As soon as it was shown by competent

evidence that it was agreed by mutual assent that the one

should transfer the absolute property in the thing to the other

for a money price, the contract was considered as completely

proven and binding on both parties. If the property by the

terms of the agreement passed immediately to the buyer; the

contract was deemed a bargain and sale ; but if the property

in the thing sold was to remain for a time in the seller, and

only to pass to the buyer at a future time or on certain condi-

tions inconsistent with its immediate transfer, the contract was

deemed an executory agreement. Contracts of the kind are

made in both forms, and both are equally legal and valid ; but

the rights which the parties acquire under the one are very dif-

ferent from those secured under the other. Ambiguity or in-

completeness of language in the one or the other frequently

leads to litigation ; but it is ordinarily correct' to say, that when-

ever a controversy arises in such a case as to the true character

of the agreement, the question is rather one of intention than

of strict law, the general rule being that the agfreement is just

what the parties intended to make it, if the intent can be col-
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lected from the language employed, the subject-matter, and the

attendant circumstances.

Where the specific goods to which the contract is to attach

are not specified, the ordinary conclusion is that the parties only

contemplated an executory agreement. Reported cases illus-

trate and confirm that proposition, and many show that where

the goods to be trans Ferred are clearly specified and the terms

of sale, including tho price, are explicitly given, -the property,

as between the parties, passes to the buyer even without actual

payment or delivery. 2 Kent, Com. (12th ed.) 492 ; Tome v.

Dubois, 6 Wall. 548, 554 ; Oarfenter v. Hale, 8 Gray (Mass.),

157 ; Martineau v. KiteUng, Law Rep. 7 Q. B. 436, 449 ; Story,

Sales (4th ed.), sec. 300.

Standard authorities also show that where there is no mani-

festation of intention, except what arises from the terms of sale,

the presumption is, if the thing to be sold is specified and it is

ready for the immediate delivery, that the contract is an actual

sale, unless there is something in the subject-matter or attend-

ant circumstances to indicate a different intention. Well-

founded doubt upon that subject cannot be entertained if the

terms of bargain and sale, including the price, are explicit ; but

when the thing to be sold is not specified, or if when specified

something remains to be done to the same by the vendor, either

to put it into a deliverable state or to ascertain the price, the

contract is only executory. In the former case there is no rea-

son for imputing to the parties any intention to suspend the

transfer, inasmuch as the thing to be sold and the price have

been specified and agreed by mutual consent, and nothing re-

mains to be done. Quite unlike that, something material re-

mains to be done by the seller in the latter case before delivery,

from which it may be presumed that the parties intended to

make the transfer dependent upon the performance of the things

yet to be done.

Suppose that is so, still every presumption of the kind must

yield to proof of a contrary intent, and it may safely be affirmed

that the parties may effectually agree that the property in the

specific thing sold, if ready for delivery, shall pass to the buyer

before such requirements are fulfilled, even though the thing

remains in the possession of the seller.

Where a bargain is made for the purchase of goods, and noth-

ing is said about payment or delivery, Bailey, J., said the prop-
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erty passes immediately, so as to cast upon the purchaser all

future risk, if nothing remains to be done to the goods, although

he cannot take them away without paying the price. Simmons

V. Swift, 5 B. & C. 857.

Sales of goods not specified stand upon a different footing,

the general rule being that no property in such goods passes

until delivery, because until then the very goods sold are not

ascertained. But where by the contract itself the vendor ap-

propriates to the vendee a specific chattel, and the latter thereby

agrees to take the same and to pay the stipulated price, the

parties, says Parke, J., are thus in the same situation as they

would be after a delivery of goods under a general contract, for

the reason that the very appropriation of the chattel is equiva-

lent to delivery by the vendor, and the assent of the vendee to

take the specific chattel and to pay the price is equivalent to his

accepting possession. Dixon v. Yates, 5 Barn. & Adol. 313,

340 ; Shep. Touch. 224.

When the agreement of sale is of a thing not specified, or for

an article not manufactured, or of a certain quantity of goods

in general without any identification of them or an appropria-

tion of the same to the contract, or when something remains

to be done to put the goods into a deliverable state, or to ascer-

tain the price to be paid by the buyer, the contract is merely an

executory agreement, unless it contains words warranting a

different construction, or there be something in the subject-

matter or the circumstances to indicate a different intention.

Benjamin, Sales (2d ed.), 257 ; Blackburn, Sales, 151 ; Young

V. Matthews, Law Rep. 2 C. P. 127-129 ; Logan v. LeMesurier,

6 Moore, P C. C. 116; Ogg v. SJmtrr, Law. Rep. 10 C. P.

159-162 ; Langton v. Higgins, 4 H. & N. 400 ; Turley v. Bates,

2 H. & C. 200-208.

Exactly the same views are expressed by the Supreme Court

of the State as those juaintained in tlie preceding cases. Speak-

ing to the same point, Cooley, G. J., says, when, under a con-

tract for the purchase of personal property, something remains

to lie done to identify the property or to put it in a condition

for delivery, or to determine the sum that shall be paid for it,

the presumption is always very strong, tljat by the understand-

ing of the parties the title is not to pass until such act has been

fully accomplished. Such a presumption, however, is by no

means conclusive ; for if one bargains with anotlier for tl\e pur-
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chase of such property, and the parties agree that what they do

in respect to its transfer shall have the effect to vest the title

in the buyer, he will become the owner, as the question is merely

one of mutual assent, the rule being, that if the minds of the

parties have met, and they have agreed that the title shall pass,

nothing further, as between themselves, is required, unless the

case is one within the Statute of Frauds. Consequently, it was

held by the same court that if one purchases gold bullion by

weight, and receives delivery before it becomes convenient to

weigh it, and on the understanding that the weighing shall be

done afterwards, the bullion would become the property of the

buyer and be at his risk, unless there were some qualifying cir-

cumstances in the case. Wilkinson v. Holiday, 33 Mich. 386-

888 ; Lingham v. Eygleston, 27 id. 824, 328 ; Ortman v. Green,

26 id. 209, 212.

Decisions of other states are to the same effect, of which the

following are examples : Pacific Iron Works v. Long Island

Railroad Co., 62 N. Y. 272, 274; Groffe v. BelcJie, 62 Mo.

400-402 ; Morse v. Sherman, 106 Mass. 480, 483 ; Riddle v.

Varnum, 20 Pick. (Mass.) 280, 283 ; Chapman v. Shepard, 39

Conn. 413-419 ; Fuller v. Bean, 34 N. H. 290-800.

Modern decisions of the most. recent date support the propo-

sition that a contract for the sale of specifio ascertained goods

vests the property immediately in the buyer, and that it gives

to the seller a right to the price, unless it is shown that such

was not the intention of the parties. Grilmore v. Supple, 11

Moore, P. C. C. 551 ; Benjamin, Sales (2d ed.), 280 ; Dunlop v.

Lambert, 6 CI. & Fin. 600 ; Calcutta Co. v. Be Mattos, 32 Law
J. Rep. N. S. qf. B. 322-338.

"There is no rule of law," says Blackburn, J., in the case

last cited, " to prevent the parties in such cases from making

whatever bargain they please. If they use words in the con-

tract showing that they intend that the goods shall be shipped

by the person who is to supply the same, on the terms that

when shipped thej' shall be the consignee's property and at his

risk, so that the vendor shall be paid for them whether deliv-

ered at the port of destination or not, this intention is effec-

tual." S. 0. 33 id. 214; 11 W. R. 1024, 1027.

Support in some of the cases cited is found to the theory that

the terms of the bargain and sale in this case, inasmuch as they

indicate that the intention of the sellers was to appropriate the
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staves when manufactured to the contract, are sufficient to vest

the property in the buyer when the agreed sum to be advanced

was paid even without any delivery ; but it is quite unneces-

sary to decide that question in view of the evidence and what

follows in the second contract between the parties.

Provision was made that a convenient place should be desig-

nated by the parties where the staves should be piled as fast as

they should be sawed. Such a place was provided to the ac-

ceptance of both parties, and the plaintiffs furnished a man as

agreed to count the same from week to week as the staves were

piled. Enough appears to show that all the staves, except as

aforesaid, were piled and delivered at that agreed place.

In a contract of sale, if no place of delivery is specified in

the contract, the articles sold must, in general, be delivered at

the place where they are at the time of the sale, unless some

other place is required by the nature of the article or by the

usage of the trade or the previous course of dealing between

the parties, or is to be inferred from the circumstances of the

case. Decided cases to that effect are numerous ; but the rule

is universal, that if a place of delivery is prescribed as a part of

the contract the vendee is not bound to accept a tender of the

goods made in any other place, nor is the vendor obliged to

make a tender elsewhere. Story, Sales (4th ed.), sec. 308.

Where by the terms of the contract, the article is to be deliv-

ered at a particular place, the seller, before he can recover his

pay, is bound to prove the delivery at that place. Savaf/e

Manuf. Co. v. Armstronjj., 19 Me. 147.

So when the intention of the parties as to the place of delivery

can be collected from the contract, and the circumstances proved

in relation to it, the delivery should be made at such place, even

though some alterations have been made in the place designated.

Howard v. Miner, 20 id. 325-330.

Much discussion is certainly unnecessary to show that, where

the terms of bargain and sale are in the usual form, an absolute

delivery of the article sold vests the title in the purchaser, as

the authorities upon the subject to that effect are numerous,

unanimous and decisive. Ri/de v. Lathrop, 3 Keyes (N. Y.),

597 ; Maeomber v. ParUr, 13 Pick. (Mass.) 175, 183.

In an action for goods sold and delivered, if the plaintiff

proves delivery at the place agreed and that there remained
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nothing further for him to do, he need not show an acceptance

by the defendant. Nichols v. Morse, 100 Mass. 523.

Even when a place of delivery is specified, it does not neces-

sarily follow that the title does not pass before they reach the

designated place, as that may depend upon the intention of the

parties ; and whether they did or did not intend that the title

should vest before that is a question for the jury, to be deter-

mined by the words, acts, and conduct of the parties and all the

circumstances. Dyer v. Lihhey, 61 Me. 45.

Where it appears that there has been a complete delivery of

the property in accordance with the terms of a sale, the title

passes, although there remains something to be done in order

to ascertain the total value of the goods at the rates specified

in the contract. Burrows v. WMtaker, 71 N. Y. 291-296 ; Graft

V. Fitch, 58 111. 373 ; Russell v. Oarririgton, 42 N. Y. 118, 125

;

Terry v. Wheeler, 25 id. 520, 525.

Beyond controversy, such must be the rule in this case, because

the contract provides that upon the piling and counting the

staves as required by the instrument the delivery of the same

shall be deemed complete, and that the staves shall then become

and henceforth be the property of the plaintiffs absolutely and

unconditionally.

Except the fifty thousand before named, all the staves were so

piled and counted ; and the case shows that the person designated

to count the same approved fourteen certificates specifying the

respective amounts of the several parcels delivered, and that

the plaintiffs paid on each the $17.00 per thousand advance as

agreed, amounting in all to f15,148.

Personal property may be purchased in an unfinished con-

dition, and the buyer may acquire the title to the same though

the possession be retained by the vendor in order that he may
fit it for delivery, if the intention of the parties to that effect is

fully proved. Hlgee Cotton Cases, 22 Wall. 180.

After an executory contract has been made, it may be con-

verted into a complete bargain and sale by specifying the goods

to which the contract is to attach, or, in legal phrase, by the

appropriation of specific goods to the contract, as the sole ele-

ment deficiejit in a perfect sale is thus supplied. Benjamin,

Sales (^d. ed.), 263 ; Rohde v. Thwaites, 6 B. & C. 388.

Examples of the kind are numerous in cases where the goods

are not specified, and the decided cases show that if the seller
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subsequently selects the goods and the buyer adopts his acts,

the contract which before was a mere agreement is converted

into an actual sale and the property passes to the buyer. One
hundred quarters of barley out of a bulk in a granary were

agreed to be purchased by the plaintiff, he having agreed to

send his own sacks, in which the same might be conveyed to an

agreed place. He sent sacks enough to contain a certain part

of the barley, which the seller filled, but, being on the eve of

bankruptcy, he refused to deliver any part of the quantity sold,

and emptied the barley in the sacks back into the bulk in the

granary. Held, in an action brought to recover the whole

amount, that the quantity placed in the sacks passed to the pur-

chaser, as that part was appropriated by the bankrupt to the

plaintiff. AlJridge v. Johnson, 7 E. & B. 885 ; Browne v. Hare,

3 H. & N. 484 ; »S'. 0. 4 id. 821 ; Trend's v. Sewell, 7 id. 673.

Stipulations in respect to the forwarding and shipping the

staves are also contained in the second agreement ; but it is not

necessary to enter into any discussion of that topic, as it ap-

pears that the manufacturers, if they did anything in that

regard, were to act as the agents of the plaintiffs, and if they

failed to transport the same to the place of shipment season-

ably, the plaintiffs were authorized to do it at their expense.

Nor is it necessarj' to discuss the stipulations as to insurance,

as it is clear that they contain nothing inconsistent with the

theory that the property vested in the plaintiffs as soon as the

staves were piled and delivered at the agreed place of delivery.

Proof of a satisfactory character was exhibited that much
the greater portion of the staves were piled upon the leased

site, and that the residue were piled on land adjoining, and

within a hundred or a hundred and fifty feet from the larger

pile. Witnesses examined the staves piled there sevei'al times,

and one of them testified that he was there July 10, 1875, with

one of the sellers, and made a thorough count of the staves,

the number counted being 780,000, and he states that he counted

the staves in both piles, and that there were no other white-oak

staves on the premises.

Taken as a whole, the evidence shows that the parties treated

both piles of the staves as delivered under the contract, the one

as much as the other, and that they regarded both as properly

included in the adjustment of the amounts to be advanced.

When the agent of the plaintiffs went there, as before ex-
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plained, with one of the sellers, it is certain that they counted

both piles, and it is clear that in view of the evidence and the

circumstances the jury were warranted in finding that the prop-

erty in all the white-oak staves piled there passed to the plain-

tiffs when they were piled and delivered at that place, neither

party having objected to the place where the smaller parcel was

piled.

Actual delivery of the staves having been proved, it is not

necessary to make any reply to the defense set up under the

State statute in respect to the sale of goods unaccompanied by

a change of possession. Objection is also made that the lease

of the premises designated as the place of delivery was not

recorded, which is so obviously without merit that it requires

no consideration.

Viewed in the light of these suggestions, it is obvious that

the first five assignments of error must be overruled.

Exception was also taken to the ruling of the court below in

excluding certain testimony offered by the defendant to show

that the staves were not cut and made at the time some of the

certificates were given to secure the advance, and to show that

the staves included in the small pile were never in fact counted,

and that no certificate specially applicable to them was ever

given. Responsive to the objection of the defendant, the court

below remarked, that, if the staves were subsequently piled

there to the satisfaction of the plaintiffs, the title passed, it

appearing that the certificates were given and the advance paid,

which is all that need be said upon the subject, as it is plain

that the ruling is without just exception.

Judgment affirmed.

Tabling v. Baxtbb.

(6 Bamewall & Gresswell, 360.-1827.)

Assumpsit to recover back & 145 paid by the plaintiff to

the defendant's use. The declaration contained counts for

money had and received, and the other common counts. Plea,

general issue, with a notice of set-off for goods sold and deliv-

ered and bargained and sold. At the trial before Abbott, C. J.,

11
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a verdict was found for the plaintiff for & 145, subject to the

opinion of this court on the following case :

On January 4, 1825, plaintiff bought of defendant a stack of

hay belonging to the latter, and then standing in a field belong-

ing to defendant's brother. The note signed by defendant, and

delivered to plaintiff, was in these words :
" I have tliis day

agreed to sell James Tarling a stack of hay, standing in Canon-

bury Field, Islington, at the sum of one hundred and forty-five

pounds, the same to be paid on the 4tli day of February next,

and to be allowed to stand on the premises until the first day

of May next." Plaintiff then signed and delivered the follow-

ing note to the defendant :
" I have this day agreed to buy of

Mr. John Baxter, a stack of hay, standing in Canonbury Field,

Islington, at the sum of £> 145, tlie same to be paid on the 4th

day of February next, and to be allowed to stand on the prem-

ises until the first day of May next, the same hay not to be cut

until paid for. January 4, 1825." On the same occasion, de-

fendant said to plaintiff, " You will particularly oblige me by

giving me a bill for tlie amount of the hay." The plaintiff

rather objected.

On January 8, 1825, defendant's brother took a bill of ex-

change for & 145 to plaintiff, drawn upon him by defendant,

dated January 4, 1825, payable one month after date, which

plaintiff accepted. Defendant afterwards indorsed it to George

Baxter, and plaintiff paid it to one Taylor, the holder, when it

became due. The stack of hay remained^ on the same field

entire until January 20, 1825, when it was consumed by fire,

without fault or neglect of either party.

A few days after the fire, plaintiff applied to defendant to

know what he meant to do when the bill became due; de-

fendant said, " I have paid it away, and you must take it up,

to be sure : I have nothing to do with it : why did you

not remove the hay?" Plaintiff said, "he could not because

there was a memorandum ' that it should not be removed until

the bill was paid
;

' would you have suffered it to be removed ?
"

and defendant said, " certainly not." Defendant's set-off was

for the price of the hay agreed to be sold as aforesaid. The
question for the opinion of the court was, whether the plaintiff,

under the circumstances, was entitled to recover the sum of

,£145 or any part thereof.
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Bayley, J. It is quite clear, that the loss must fall upoTi

him in whom the property was vested at the time when it was

destroyed by fire. And the question is, in whom the property

in this hay was vested at that time ? By the note of the con-

tract delivered to the plaintiff, the defendant agreed to sell the

plaintiff a stack of hay standing in Canonbury Field, at the sum
of £ 145, the same to be paid for on the 4th of February next,

and to be allowed to stand on the premises until the first day

of May next. Now this was a contract for an immediate, not a

prospective sale. Then the question is, in whom did the prop-

erty vest by virtue of this contract ? The right of property and

the right of possession are distinct from each other ; the right

of possession may be in one person, the right of property in an-

other. A vendor may have a qualified right to retain the goods

unless payment is duly made, and yet the property in these

goods may be in the vendee. The fact in this ease, that the

hay was not to be paid for until a future period, and that it was

not to be cut until it was paid for, makes no difference, pro-

vided it was the intention of the parties that the vendee should,

by the contract, immediately acquire a right of property in the

goods, and the vendor a right of property in the price. The
rule of law is, that where there is an immediate sale, and noth-

ing remains to be done by the vendor as between him and the

vendee, the property in the thing sold vests in the vendee, and

then all the consequences resulting from the vesting of the prop-

erty follow, one of which is, that if it be destroyed, the loss falls

upon the' vendee. The note of the buyer imports also an imme-

diate, perfect, absolute agreement of sale. It seems to me that

the true oonstruction of the contract is, that the parties intended

an immediate sale, and if that be so, the property vested in the

vendee, and the loss must fall upon him. The rule for entering

a nonsuit must therefore be made absolute.

Bule absolute.

(Opinions by Holeoyd and Littlbdale, JJ., omitted.)
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Tbkry V. Wheeler.

(25 New York, 620.—1862.)

Action by the assignee of one Lewis Elmore to recover the

price paid for a quantity of lumber. The defendant sold the

lumber to said Elmore at his yard in Troy, received payment

therefoi', and delivered to him the following bill of sale

:

" Troy, N. Y., August 24, 1854.

" Mr. Lewis Elmore,
" Bought of E. B. Wheeler.

(Terms—Three months from date of sale.)

4,160 feet clear pine, 134.00 .... 1141.44

4,779 " 4 " 24.00 .... 114.69

7,319 " box " 20.00 .... 146.38

^ inspection, .
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evidence in regard to the agreement to deliver the lumber was

admissible, but if it were necessary to decide that question, I

should regard it as admissible, on the ground that what is called

the bill of sale was in substance a mere receipt for the purchase

money, and did not purport to be a contract. (^Dunn v. Hew-
itt, 2 Denio, 637 ; Blood v. Harrington, 8 Pick. 552 ; Filkins

V. Wliyland, 24 N. Y. 338.) If the lumber had not been paid

for, and the instrument, omitting the receipt, had been signed

by the defendant and delivered, as a note or memorandum of

the sale, it would then have been the evidence of a contract,

executory on one part at least, and not open to explanation by

parol. But looking at the whole instrument, I think it is to be

regarded as a receipt, and not a contract, within the cases above

cited. Of course, in this view, the memorandum at the foot of

the bill is not regarded as a part of it ; if it were, its character

would be changed from a receipt to an executory contract, con-

clusive upon the parties, except so far as it was still a receipt.

(^Eggleston v. Kniclcerhocker, 6 Barb. 458.)

The point which is made upon the contradictory character of

the evidence in relation to the contract to deliver the lumber on

the cars, and its sufficiency to establish such contract, presents

only a question of fact which this court cannot review. Where
the finding of a court or referee upon a question of fact is

ambiguous, the evidence may be referred to for the purpose of

removing the ambiguity, but not to reverse or modify a distinct

finding, or to establish an independent fact not found. (19

N. Y. 210; 21 id. 550; 22 id. 324; 23 id. 344.) We can no

more review the decision of the court, that the testimony was

not conflicting, than we can the conclusion that it was sufficient

;

and we can do neither without making a precedent which would

open to review here the details of the evidence in all cases.

But in the view which I take of the remaining question, it

becomes immaterial whether there was a contract to deliver at

the cars or not. The lumber had not been actually delivered,

but remained in the possession of the vendor. In the absence

of any express coiitract to deliver, there was an implied one to

deliver at the yard of the vendor, when called for. In either

case the lumber did not remain at the risk of the vendor, if the

title did not remain in him. The risk attends upon the title,

not upon the possession, where there is no special agreement

upon the subject. (Tarling v. Baxter, 6 B. & G. 360 ; Willis v.
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Willis, 6 Dana, 49 ; Tlitide v. Whitehousf, 7 East, 558 ; Joyce v.

Adams, 4 Seld. 296 ; 2 Kent's Com. 492, 496 ; Noy's Maxims,

88.) I entertain no doubt that upon the facts found in this

case, the title was in the vendee. The lumber was selected by

both parties and designated as the lumber sold to Elmore,

except the 600 pieces, which were selected by the parties, and

the precise pieces sold designated with as much precision as if

the purchaser had marked every piece with his name ; that

which was sold -by measurement was inspected and measured,

and the quantity ascertained; the price for the whole was agreed

upon and paid, and a bill of parcels receipted and delivered to

the purchaser. These facts, I think, vested the title in the

purchaser, notwithstanding the agreement of the seller to de-

liver the lumber free of charge, at the cars. "The sale of a

specific chattel passes the property therein to the vendee, with-

out delivery." (Ghitty on Contr. 8 Am. ed. p. 332.) " It is

a general rule of the common law that a mere contract for the

sale of goods, where nothing remains to be done by the seller

before maldng delivery, transfers the right of property, although

the price has not been paid, nor the thing sold delivered to the

purchaser." ( Olyphant v. Baker, 5 Denio, 382.) The author-

ities are numerous, where the expression is used that if anything

remams to be done by the seller, the title does not pass ; but

the cases which are referred to to sustain that position, only go

the length of showing that where something is to be done by the

seller to ascertain the identity, quantity or quality of the article

sold, or to put it in the condition which the terms of the con-

tract require, the title does not pass. (2 Kent's Com. 496 \

Hanson v. Myer, 6 East, 614 ; Simmons v. Swift, 5 B. & C. 857 ;

Joyce V. Adams, 4 Seld. 291 ; Field v. Moore, Lalor's Sup. -

418.) The list of cases to this effect might be indefinitely

increased; but no case has been referred to by counsel, nor have

I discovered any, in which, where the article sold was perfectly

identified and paid for, it was held that a stipulation of the seller

to deliver at a particular place prevented the title from passing.

If the payment was to be made on or after delivery, at a partic-

ular place, it might fairly be inferred that the contract was

executory, until such delivery ; but where the sale appears to

be absolute, the identity of the thing fixed, and the price for it

paid, I see no room for an inference that the properly remains

. the seller's, merely because he has engaged to transport it to a
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given point. I think in such case the property passes at the

time of the contract, and that in carrying it, the seller acts as

bailee and not as owner. The questions which arise in such

cases, as to sales, are questions of intention, such as arise in all

other cases of the interpretation of contracts ; and when the

facts are ascertained, either by the written agreement of the par-

ties or by the findings of a court, as they are here, they are

questions of law. That the parties to the contract in this case

intended to pass the title to the lumber immediately, appears

very clear ; nor do I suppose that any one would question it,

were it not for the apparent hardship of the case to the pur-

chaser. If the property, instead of being lumber, had been

sheep or cows, capable of increase, (which follows the owner-

ship,) and there had been a sudden and large increase to the

flock, or drove, before they could be delivered at the point

agreed upon, I think no one would have said that the defend-

ant could have discharged his obligation to deliver, and yet

retained the increase. Such, however, must be the conclusion,

if the plaintiff's position is maintained. The judgment should

be reversed and a new trial granted.

All the judges concurring,

Judgment reversed, and new trial ordered.

Cbofoot v. Beitnbtt.

(2 New York, 258.—1849.)

On September 2, 1846, Horace Crofoot, a brother of the plain-

tiflE in this action, in consideration of a previous indebtedness

to and a new advance by the defendant, transferred to him by

writing all the brick in two kilns previously burnt in Crofoot's

yard, supposed to be 45,000, and 43,000 to be taken out of a

new kiln which he was then putting up. It was stated in the

writing that the defendant had paid for the brick, and that they

were to be good merchantable brick. On the next day the de-

fendant went to the yard for the purpose of having all the brick

delivered to him, and on that occasion the brick already burnt,

as well as those unburnt, were pointed out to the defendants by

Horace Crofoot, and the defendant took possession of the prem-
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ises where the brick were and gave directions about them ; hut

none of those in the unburnt Iciln were counted out or marked, or

set apartfrom the residue. Horace Crofoot agreed with the de-

fendant to burn the unfinished kiln, which he accordingly did.

On tlie 6th of October following Horace Crofoot executed to

the plaintiff a bill of sale of all the bricks in such new kibi. On
the 8th of the same month the defendant opened the kiln and

took therefrom and carried away the quantity which had been

purchased by him out of that kiln, and for that taking the plain-

tiff brought this action.

Strong, J. It is said in the opinion of the supreme court,

that the title to the unburnt brick passed to the defendant on

the 3d of September, before they had been separated from the

mass in the new kiln, or burnt. In this I think they were wrong.

Chancellor Kent says that when the goods sold are mingled

with others, they must be ascertained, designated and separated

from the mass, before the property can pass. It is a fundamental

principle pervading everywhere the doctrine of sales of chattels,

that if goods be sold while mingled with others, by number,

weight or measure, the sale is incomplete, and the title continues

with the seller, until the bargained property be separated and

identified. (2 Kent's Com. 496.) These rules are fully sup-

ported by the authorities cited by the chancellor. The reason

is, that the sale cannot apply to any article until it is clearly

designated, and its identitj'^ thus ascertained. In the case under

consideration, it could not be said with certainty that any par-

ticular brick belonged to the defendant until they had been sep-

arated from the mass. If some of those in an unfinished state

had been spoiled in the burning, or had been stolen, they could

not have been considered as the property of the defendant, and

the loss would not have fallen upon him. But if the goods sold

are clearly identified, then, although it may be necessary to

number, weigh or measure them, in order to ascertain what

would be the price of the whole at a rate agreed upon between

the parties, the title will pass. If a flock of sheep is sold at so

much the head, and it is agreed that they shall be counted after

the sale in order to determine the entire price of the whole, the

sale is valid and complete. But if a given number out of the

whole are sold, no title is acquired by the purchaser until they

are separated, and tlieir identity thus ascertained and deter-
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mined. The distinction in all these cases does not depend so

much upon what is to be done, as upon the object which is to

be effected by it. If that is specification, the property is not

changed ; if it is merely to ascertain the total value at desig-

nated rates, the change of title is effected. Tn this case, the

judge who tried the cause did not decide directly that the de-

fendant had acquired a title to the bricks which he took before

they had been separated. The question was, however, dis-

tinctly raised by the plaintiff's counsel, and was in effect decided

against him. Although the judge erred in that, the judgment

will not therefore be reversed if in legal intendment the error

could not in any manner have prejudiced the plaintiff. It could

not have had that effect if the plaintiff must still have failed in

the suit had the point been decided in his favor.

If the counsel for the plaintiff had insisted that the question

of delivery of the brick should have been submitted to the jury

as one of fact, there was enough in the evidence to have called

upon the judge to adopt that course ; but this position was not

taken by the counsel : on the contrary, he called upon the judge

to decide it as a question of law, upon facts which were not

controverted, and, assuming those facts to be true, the judge

decided tliat point correctly. The delivery was not simply of

the speciiic bricks eventually taken by the plaintiff, but of tlie

whole with the privilege of selection. The formal delivery of

the yard must have been designed by the parties to carry with

it the possession of the bricks, or it would have been a mere idle

ceremony. The defendant then took possession of the whole,

and gave directions about burning those which were yet in an

unfinished state. It made no difference that such directions

were given to one who had an interest in a portion of them, and

had previously owned the whole. If one sells an article, and

delivers it, the delivery would be none the less effectual because

the vendor happened to be employed to perform some additional

work upon it, even at his own expense. And surely, goods may
be delivered by one to another having an interest in them, al-

though the prior possessor may not part with aU his title to the

whole. Under these circumstances, trespass would not lie at

the suit of the vendor, or his subsequent vendee. The goods

being in the possession of another, the vendee took his title with

an implied, if not a positive, notice of tlie rights of the possessor,

to which the interest acquired by liim was subordinate. In
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order to maintain trespass, it is necessary that the plaintiff should

have the actual possession of the property, or, an absolute title

to it, which gives the right of possession. In this case, while

the actual possession was in the defendant, it does not appear

that any possession whatever had been delivered to the plain-

tiff; neither had he the absolute property in any of the brick

until the defendant had exercised his right of selection. The

defendant had, therefore, made out a full defense to the plain-

tiff's action, as was correctly decided by the judge ; and although

he may have placed the decision on different, and possibly in-

sufficient grounds, j'et, as tlie judgment was right, it should not

be disturbed.

JbwbtT, C. J., and Beonson, J., dissented.

Judgment affirmed.

Kbibbrly et al. v. Patchin.

(19 New York, 330.—1869.)

CoinrERSiON to recover the value of 6,000 bushels of wheat.

Judgment for plaintiffs ; defendant appeals.

COMSTOOK, J. Both parties trace their title to the wheat in

controversy to D. O. Dickinson, who was the former owner, and

held it in store at Littlefort, Wisconsin. The defendant claims

through a sale made by Dickinson to one Shuttleworth on the

18th of Februaiy, 1848. If that sale was effectual to pixss the

title, it is not now pretended that there is any ground on which

the plaintiffs can recover in this suit. The sale to the pereon

under whom they claim, was about two and a half months junior

in point of time.

The sale to Shuttleworth was by a wilting in the form of a

present transfer of six thousand busliels of wheat, at seventy

cents per bushel. No manual delivery was then made, but in-

stead thereof the vendor executed and delivered to the vendee

another instrument, declaring tliat he had received in store the

six thousand bushels subject to the vi'ndeo's order ; of the price

12,600 was paid down, and the residue $1,600 which was to be
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paid at a future day, the purchaser afterwards offered to pay,

according to the agreement. So far the contract had all the

requisites of a perfect sale. The sum to be paid by the pur-

chaser was ascertained, because the number of bushels and the

price per bushel were specified in the contract. Although the

article was not delivered into the actual possession of the pur-

chaser, yet the seller, by the plain terms of his agreement, con-

stituted himself the bailee, and henceforth stood in that relation

to the purchaser and to the property. That was equal in its

results to the most .formal delivery, and no argument is required

to show that the title was completely divested, unless a diffi-

culty exists yet to be considered.

The quantity of wheat in store to which the contract related,

was estimated by the parties at about six thousand bushels.

But subsequently, after Dickinson made another sale of the

same Afrheat to the party under whom the plaintiffs claim, it

appeared on measurement that the number of bushels was six

thousand two hundred and forty-nine, being an excess of two

hundred and forty-nine bushels. When Shuttleworth bought

the six thousand bushels, that quantity was mixed in the store-

house with the excess, and no measurement or separation was

made. The sale was not in bulk, but precisely of the six thou-

sand bushels. On this ground it is claimed, on the part of the

plaintiffs, that in legal effect the contract was executory, in

other words a mere agreement to sell and deliver the specified

quantity, so that no title passed by the transaction. It is not

denied, however, nor does it admit of denial, that the parties

intended a transfer of the title. The argument is, and it is the

only one which is even plausible, that the law overrules that

intention, although expressed in plain written language, entirely

appropriate to the purpose.

It is a rule asserted in many legal authorities, but which may
be quite as fitly called a rule of reason and logic as of law, that

in order to an executed sale, so as to transfer a title from one

party to another, the thing sold must be ascertained. This is

a self-evident truth, when applied to those subjects of property

which are distinguishable by their physical attributes from all

other things, and, therefore, are capable of exact identification.

No person can be said to own a horse or a picture, unless he is

able to identify the chattel or specify what horse or what picture

it is that belongs to him. It is not only legally, but logically.
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impossible to hold property in such things, unless they are

ascertained and distinguished from all other things ; and this I

apprehend is the foundation of the rule that, on a sale of chattels,

in order to pass the title, the articles must, if not delivered, be

designated, so that possession can be taken by the purchaser

without any further act on the part of the seller.

But property can be acquired and held in many things which

are incapable of such an identification. Articles of this nature

are sold, not by a description which refers to and distinguishes

the particular thing, but in quantities, which are ascertained by

weight, measure or count; the constituent parts which make
up the mass being undistinguishable from each other by any

physical difference in size, shape, texture or quality. Of this

nature are wine, oil, wheat and the other cereal grains, and the

flour manufactured from them. These can be identified only

in masses or quantities, and in that mode, therefore, they are

viewed in the contracts and dealings of men. In respect to

such things, the rule above mentioned must be applied accord-

ing to the nature of the subject. In an executed and perfect

sale the things sold, it is true, must be ascertained. But as it is

not possible in reason and philosophy to identify each constitu-

ent particle composing a quantity, so the law does not require

such an identification. Wliere the quantity and the general

mass from which it is to be taken are specified, the subject of

the contract is thus ascertained, and it becomes a possible re-

sult for the title to pass, if the sale is complete in all its other

circumstances. An actual deliveiy indeed cannot be made

unless the whole is transferred to the possession of the pur-

chaser, or unless the particular quantity sold is separated from

the residue. But actual delivery is not indispensable in any

case in order to pass a title, if the tiling to be delivered is ascer-

tained, if the price is paid or a credit given, and if nothing

further remains to be done in regard to it.

It appears to me that a very simple and elementary inquiry

lies at the foundation of the present case. A quantity of wheat

being in store, is it possible in reason and in law for one man

to own a given portion of it and for another man to own the

residue without a separation of the parts ? To bring the in-

quiry to the facts of the case : in the storehouse of Dickinson

there was a quantity not precisely known. In any conceivable

circumstances could Shuttleworth become owner of six thou-
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sand bushels, and Dickinson of the residue, which turned out

to be two hundred and forty-nme bushels, without the portion

of either being divided from the other ? The answer to this

inquiry is plain. Suppose a third person, being the prior owner

of the whole, had given to S. a bill of sale of six thousand

bushels, and then one to D. for the residue more or less, intend-

ing to pass to each the title, and expressing that intention in

plain words, what would have been the result? The former

owner most certainly would have parted with all his title. If,

then, the two purchasers did not acquire it no one could own
the wheat, and the title would be lost. This would be an ab-

surdity. But if the parties thus purchasing could and would

be the owners, how would they hold it? Plainly according to

their contracts. One would be entitled to six thousand bush-

els, and the other to what remained after that quantity was

subtracted.

Again suppose, Dickinson having in store and owning two

hundred and forty-nine bushels, Shuttleworth had deposited

with him six thousand bushels for storage merely, both parties

agreeing that the quantities might be mixed. This would be

a case of confusion of property, where neither would lose his

title. In the law of bailments it is entirely settled that S.,

being the bailor of the six thousand bushels, would lose noth-

ing by the mixture, and, it being done by consent, it is also

clear that the bailee would lose nothing. (Story on Bailments,

§40; 2 Bl. Com. 405.)

These and other illustrations which might be suggested,

demonstrate the possibility of a divided ownership in the six

thousand two hundred and forty-nine bushels of wheat. If,

then, the law admits that the property, while in mass, could

exist under that condition, it was plainly competent for the

parties to the sale in question, so to deal with each other as to

effectuate that result. One of them being the owner of the

whole, he could stipulate and agree, that the other should

thenceforth own six thousand bushels without a separation from

the residue. And this, I think, is precisely what was done. The

six thousand bushels might have been measured and delivered

to the purchasei", and then the same wheat might have been

redelivered to the seller under a contract of bailment. In that

case the seller would have given his storehouse receipt in the

very terms of the one which he actually gave ; and he might,
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moreover, have mixed the wheat thus redelivered with his own,

thereby reducing the quantity sold and the quantity unsold

again to one common mass. Now the contract of sale and of

bailment, both made at the same time, produced this very result.

The formalities of measurement and delivery pursuant to the

sale, and of redelivery according to the bailment— resulting in

the same mixture as before— most assuredly were not neces-

sary in order to pass the title, because these formalities would

leave the property in the very same condition under which it

was in fact left; that is to say, in the actual custody of the

vendor, and blended together in a common mass. Those formal

and ceremonial acts were dispensed with by the contract of the

parties. They went directly to the result without the perform-

ance of any useless ceremonies, and it would be strange, indeed,

if the law denied their power to do so.

There are in the books a considerable number of cases having

a real or some apparent bearing upon the question under con-

sideration. Some of them very unequivocally support the de

fendant's title under the sale to Shuttleworth. A few only of

these cases will be cited. In Whitehouse v. Frost, 12 East,

614, the vendors owned forty tons of oil secured in one cistern,

and they sold ten tons out of the forty, but the quantity sold

was not measured or delivered. The purchaser sold the same

ten tons to another person, and gave a written order on the

original vendors, which, on being presented, they accepted, by

writing the word " accepted " on the face of the order, and sign-

ing their names. It was held by the English Common Pleas

that the title passed; considerable stress being laid on the

acceptance of the order, which, it was said, placed the vendors

in the relation of bailees to the quantity sold. This was in

1810. In the following year the case of Jackson v. Anderson.,

4 Taunt. 24, was decided in the King's Bench. That was an

action of trover for one thousand nine hundred and sixty pieces

of coin called Spanish dollars. Mr. Fielding, at Buenos Ayres

remitted to Laycock & Co., at London, $4,700, and advised the

plaintiffs that one thousand nine hundred and sixty of the num-

ber were designed for them in payment for goods bought of

them. Laycock & Co. received the four thousand seven hun-

dred pieces and pledged the whole of them to the defendant,

who sold them to the Bank of England. It was held: 1. That

the letter of advice was a sufficient appropriation of $1,960 to
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the plaintififs. 2. That the plaintiffs and defendant did not

become joint-tenants or tenants in common of the dollars.

3. That although no specific dollars were separated from the

residue for the plaintiffs, yet as the defendant had converted

the whole, trover would lie for the plaintiff's share. Of course

the action in its nature directly involved the plaintiff's title,

and it was held that the sale or appropriation of a part without

any separation was a perfect sale. In Pleasants v. Pendleton,

6 Rand. 473, the sale (omitting immaterial circumstances) was

of one hundred and nineteen out of one hundred and twenty-

three barrels of flour, situated in a warehouse, all of the same

brand and quality. It was held by the Virginia Court of Ap-

peals, upon very elaborate consideration, and after a review of

all the cases, that the title was transferred by the sale. See

also Damon v. Osborn, 1 Pick. 477 ; Qrofoot v. Bennett, 2 Comst.

258. In the last mentioned, which was decided in this court,

the sale was of forty-three thousand bricks in an unfinished

kiln containing a larger quantity. A formal possession of the

whole brick-yard was taken by the purchaser. It was held that

he acquired title to the forty-three thousand, although no sep-

aration was made. In the opinion of Judge Strong, the case

was made to turn mainly on a supposed delivery of the whole

quantity. But, with deference, that circumstance does not

appear to me to have been the material one, inasmuch as all

the bricks confessedly were not sold. The delivery, therefore,

did not make the sale, and if part could not be sold without

being separated I do not see how a formal delivery of the whole

brick-yard could cure the difficulty. The learned judge speaks

of the transaction as a delivery of the whole quantity "with- the

privilege of selection." But assuming, as be did, that the want

of selection or separation was the precise diificulty to be over-

come, it is not easy to see how a privilege to select could change

the title before the selection was actually made. The case,

therefore, it seems to me, can only stand on the ground that

the sale was, in its nature, complete ; the formal delivery of

the whole being doubtless a circumstance entitled to weight in

arriving at the intention of the parties. The case is, in short,

a strong authority to prove that, in sales by weight, measure or

count, a separation of the part sold from the mass is not in all

cases a fundamental requisite.

Referring now to cases where it has been held that sales of
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this general nature were incomplete, it will be found that they

are not essentially and necessarily opposed to the conclusion

that, in the instance before us, the title was changed. In White,

Assignee, etc., v. Wilks, 5 Taunt. 176, a merchant sold twenty

tons of oil out of a stock consisting of different large quantities

in* different cisterns, and at various warehouses. The note of

sale did not express the quality or kind of oil sold, or the cistern

or warehouse from which it was to be taken, and the purchaser

did not even know where the particular oil lay which was to

satisfy the contract. Veiy clearly the title could not pass upon

such a sale ; and so it was held, although the seller was entitled

by the contract to charge " 1 s. per ton per week rent," for

keeping the oil. A very different question would have been

presented if the cistern from which the twenty tons were to be

taken had been specified. The mass and quality would then

have been ascertained. As it was, the subject of the contract

was not identified in any manner. The remarks of the judge,

evidently not made with much deliberation, must be construed

with reference to the particular facts of the case.

In Austen v. Craven, 4 Taunt. 644, there was a contract to

sell two Imndred hogsheads of sugar, to be of four different

lands and qualities which were specified. It did not appear

that the seller, at the time of the contract, had the sugar on

hand, or any part of it, and the fact was assumed to be other-

wise. The sale was, moreover, at so much per cwt., requiring

that the sugar should be weighed in order to ascertain the price.

In these circumstances the case was considered plainly dis-

tinguishable from Whitehouse v. Frost, supra, and it was held

that the title did not pass. I do not see the slightest ground

for questioning the decision, although, perhaps, one or two

remarks of Chief Justice Mansfi.eld are capable of a wider appli-

cation than the facts of the case would justify.

The two cases last mentioned have been not unfrequently

cited in various later English and American authorities, which

need not be particularly referred to. Some of these authorities

may suggest a doubt whether the title passes on a mere sale

note by measure or weight out of a larger quantity of the same

kind and quality, there being no separation and no other cir-

cumstances clearly evincing an intention to vest the title in the

purchaser. It is unnecessary now to solve that doubt, because

none of the decisions announce the extreme doctrine, that where.
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in such cases, the parties expressly declare an intention to change

the title, there is any legal impossibility in the way of that

design. Upon a simple bill of sale of gallons of oil or bushels

of wheat, mixed with an ascertained and defined larger quantity,

it may or may not be considered that the parties intend that

the portion sold shall be measured before the purchaser becomes

invested with the title. That may be regarded as an act remain-

ing to be done, in which both parties have a right to participate.

But it is surely competent for the vendor to say in terms, that

he waives that right, and that the purchaser shall become at once

the legal owner of the number of gallons or bushels embraced

in the sale. If he cannot say this effectually, then the reason

must be that two men cannot be owners of separate quantities

or proportions of an undistinguishable mass. That conclusion

would be a naked absurdity, and I have shown that such is not

the law. In the case before us the vendor not only executed

his bill of sale professing to transfer six thousand bushels of

wheat, but waiving all further acts to be done, in order to com-

plete the transaction, he acknowledged himself, by another

instrument, to hold the same wheat in store as the bailee thereof

for the purchaser. If his obligations from that time were not

simply and precisely those of a bailee, it is because the law

would not suffer him to stand in that relation to the property

for the reason that it was mixed with his own. But no one

will contend for such a doctrine.

I repeat it is unnecessary to refer to all the cases, or to de-

termine between such as may appear to be in conflict with each

other. None of them go to the extent of holding that a man

cannot, if he wishes and intends so to do, make a perfect sale of

part of a quantity without actual separation, where the mass is

ascertained by the contract and all parts are of the same value

and undistinguishable from each other.

One of the cases, however, not yet cited, deserves a brief con-

sideration, because it was determined in this court, and has

been much relied on by the plaintiffs' counsel. I refer to Gar-

diner V. Suydam, 3 Seld. 367. The owner of flour delivered it

in various parcels to a warehouseman, and from time to time

took receipts from him. One of these receipts was held by the

defendants and others by the plaintiff, both parties having

accepted and paid drafts on the faith thereof. The defendant's

receipt was the first in point of time, and was for five hun-

12
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dred and tliirfcy-six barrels, being given at; a time when in fact

there were but two hundred and one barrels in the warehouse,

so that it covered tliree hundred and thirty-five more than were

then on Viand. But other quantities were subsequently de-

livered at the warehouse, all of the same kind and quality, and

the defendants, in fact, received by shipment to them, five hun-

dred barrels. For the conversion of this quantity they were sued

by the plaintiffs who had failed to receive the flour which their

receipts called for. It cannot fail to be seen from this state-

ment that tlie defendants, having the first receipt and receiving

no more flour than it specified were entitled to judgment by

reason of the priority of their title ; and this ground of deci-

sion is very clearly stated in the opinion of the Chief Judge.

He thought if tlie transfer of the receipts could pass the title

to the flour, notwithstanding the mixture of all the quantities

together, that the one held by the defendants entitled them not

only to the two hundred and one barrels in store when it was

given, but also to so many barrels delivered in store afterwards

as were necessary to make up their number. This view, which

appears to me correct, was fatal to the plaintiffs' case. , But in

another aspect of the controversy, the learned chief judge was

of opinion that the transfer to the plaintiffs of the receipts held

by them passed no title, on the ground that the quantities

which they respectively covered were all mixed together in the

storehouse. Assuming tlie correctness of that view—which I

am constrained to question—the case is still unlike the present

one. The transfer of a warehouseman's receipt, given to the

owner, was certainly no more than a simple sale note of the

specified number of barrels ; and where, in such cases, that is

the whole transaction between vendor and vendee I have al-

ready admitted a doubt, suggested by conflicting cases, whether

tlie title passes. If the owner of the flour had held it in his

own warehouse, and had not only given a bill of sale of a por-

tion of it, but had himself executed to the purchaser another

instrument declaring that he held the quantity sold as bailee

and subject to order, then the case would have resembled the

one now to be determined.

We are of opinion, therefore, both upon authority and clearly

upon the principle and reason of the thing, that the defendant,

under the sale to Shuttleworth, acquired a perfect title to the

six thousand bushels of wheat. Of that quantity he took pos-
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session at Buffalo, by a writ of replevin against the master of

the vessel in which the whole had been transpoi'ted to that

place. For that taking the suit was brought, and it results

that the plaintiff 'cannot recover. It is unnecessary to decide

whether the parties to the original sale became tenants in com-

mon. If a tenancy in connnon arises in such cases, it must be

with some peculiar incidents not usually belonging to that spe-

cies of ownership. I think each party would have the right of

severing the tenancy by his own act : that is, the right of tak-

ing the portion of the mass which belonged to him, being ac-

countable only if he invaded the quantity which belonged to

the other. But assuming that the case is one of strict tenancy

in common, the defendant became the owner of six thousand

and the plaintiffs of two hundred and forty-nine "parts of the

whole. As neither could maintain an action against the other,

for taking possession merely of the whole, more clearly he can-

not if the other takes only the quantity which belongs to him.

The judgment must be reversed and a new trial granted.

Gray and G-rovbr, JJ., dissented ; Strotstg, J., expressed

himself as inclined to concur, if necessary to a decisioij, but it

being unnecessary, he reserved his judgment.

Judgment reversed and new trial ordered.

RUSSBL ET AL. V. CARRINGTOJS ET AL.

(42 New York, 118.—1870.)

LoTT, J. The following are the material facts in this case,

as found by the judge who tried the issues therein without a

jury. The plaintiffs on the eleventh day of August, 1858, bar-

gained with the defendants for the purchase from them of 400

bushels of com, parcel of a cargo of corn from the schooner

St. Helena, which was then stored in a warehouse in Oswego,

known as the Empire elevator, at a price agreed upon, whicli

was paid to the defendants, and they gave a bill of sale receipted

therefor. The defendant Carrington owned two thirds of tlie

elevator, and the other third was owned by one Smith, and was

in charge of Philander Rathbun. The corn was stored there
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for account of Luther Wright, and Rathbun was authorized to

deliver it only upon the orders of Wright. The defendants,

immediately after giving the receipt, drew an order upon Wright
(calling him superintendent), and delivered it to him for the

delivery to the plaintiffs of " four hundred bushels of corn from

cargo, schooner St. Helena, account of same," (but of wliich

order the plaintiffs had no knowledge till the trial of the action),

and upon such delivery thereof, Wright gave the defendants an

order in the following terms :

" General Superintendent's Office, )

" Oswego, Aug. 11, 1858.
|

" To .Empire Elevator

:

" Deliver to R. & McCarthy four hundred bushels of com,

from cargo of St. Helena, taking a receipt for the same.

"400 bushels.

" L. Wright,
" Superintendent."

This order was delivered by the defendants to the plaintiffs,

who left it with their agents, with instructions to deliver it to

the master of the schooner Northerner on her arrival at Oswego.

When the said bargain was made, the plaintiffs informed the

defendants that they wanted the corn to make out a cargo of

2,000 bushels, and that thej^ wished it to ship by the said

schooner, which would arrive at < ).swego in about two days from

that time, but she did, in fact, arr)\e on the next day at between

ten and twelve o'clock in tlie aftenioon.

On the following morning, and before the presentation of the

order given b}' Wright, the elevator was coiisnined by fire, and

its cdntents, incluiHng the corn in question, were destroyed or

greatly damaged, without fault or ni'gligence of the defendants.

The 400 bushels of corn wei-e in no way separated from the rest

of the cargo of the St. Helena, and remainiul in the elevator,

until its destruction by fire as above stated.

Tlie master of the Northerner subsequently presented the

order of Wright to the defendants, and demanded tlie 400

bushels of corn on behalf of the plaintiffs, but the defendants

refused to deliver that corn, or any otlier corn to the plaintiffs,

by telling them the}^ " must call on the association ; that the

defendants had nothing to do with the corn, and that the com
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had been damaged and destroyed ;
" but they " did not in any

way refuse to deliver the com."

The judge upon these facts found as conclusions of law, that

the sale of the corn was not consummated ; that the contract

for the sale remained executory ; and the defendants having

failed to deliver the corn, the plaintiffs were entitled to recover

the price paid therefor, with interest from the time of such pay-

ment, and ordered judgment therefor.

At the close of the testimony the defendants requested the

judge to find that the sale of the corn in question was complete

and perfect upon the receipt by the plaintiffs of "Wright's order

and the bill of sale and the payment of the purchase money, and

also that the giving of the said order' by the defendants oii

Wright and the acceptance from them by the plaintiffs of his

order on the elevator, was, in law, a delivery of the said corn

to the plaintiffs. Each of those- requests was refused, and

proper exceptions to such refusal, and also to the several con-

clusions of law by the judge, were properly taken.

The material question arising thereon is whether the title to

the corn in question had passed to and become vested in the

plaintiffs at the time of the fire.

It must, in our opinion, be deemed to have been established

by the decision in Kimberly v. Patohin, 19 N. Y. Rep. p. 330,

as well expressed in the headnote thereto, that " upon a sale of

a specified quantity of grain, its separation from a mass, undis-

tinguishable in quality or value, in which it is included, is not

necessary to pass the title when the intention to do so is other-

wise clearly manifested."

In that ease, the owner of wheat lying in his warehouse sold

6,000 bushels thereof for a specified price, and gave to the pui--

chaser a receipt that he had received it in store for him, subject

to his order, but it was never separated from the residue thereof,

and was never, in fact, delivered to him. The vendor afterward

sold the whole to the plaintiffs in the action, and they claimed

title under their purchase, and the question involved was which

purchaser-had the superior title. Comstock, J., in giving the

opinion of the court, says that the first sale was not in bulk, but

precisely of the 6,000 bushels, and on that ground it was claimed

by the plaintiffs that, although the parties intended a transfer

of the title to the purchaser, the law overruled that intention,

although expressed in plain written language entirely appropri-
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ate to that purpose. He then, after an elaborate examination

of the question on principle and conflicting authorities, comes

to the conclusion that, in relation to grain and property of that

nature, " when the quantity and general mass from which it is

to be taken are specified, the subject of the contract is thus as-

certained, and it becomes a possible result for the title to pass

if the sale is complete in all its other circumstaiices
;

" and that

none of the cases go to the extent of holding that a man can-

not, if he wishes and intends so to do, make a perfect sale of a

quantity, without an actual separation, where the mass is ascer-

tained by the contract, and all parts of the same value and un-

distinguishable from each other ; and it was held that the intent

to vest the title to the whole in the first purchaser was evinced

by the seller's receipt declaring that the property was held sub-

ject to his order, and that he acquired a perfect title thereto.

Upon the application of the principle established in that case

to the facts in this, there appears to be no valid ground for ques-

tioning the plaintiffs' title to the corn in question. It is true

that there was no express declaration given by the defendants

that they held it subject to the plaintiffs' order, but the intention

to vest them with the title appears to be clear and unquestion-

able. It is shown that the plaintiffs informed the defendants,

at the time of making the bargain for the purchase, that they

wanted the corn to make up a cargo of 2,000 bushels, to be

shipped by the schooner Northerner, which was expected to

arrive in about two days from that time, and what was done

was sufficient to enable them to obtain its delivery without any

further application to the defendants. The order of Wright

was effectual for that purpose. None other would have been

available. The corn was stored for his account, and it is ex-

pressly found that Rathbun, who had charge of the elevator,

was aiithorized to deliver it only on the order of Wright.

When, therefore, that was obtained by the defendants, on their

written request to him to make such delivery, they, on giving

it to the plaintiffs, lost all control over the corn, and he, from

that time, may be considered their bailee ; but if he did not

hold that relation to them, they were entitled, on the presenta-

tion of his order, to the possession of the property, and could

have enforced its delivery after a demand and a refusal. These

views are entirely consistent with the rule laid down by Mr.

Parsons (in 1 Parsons on Contracts, 3d ed. page 441), cited by
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the defendants' counsel, where he says :
" The sale is not com-

pleted until the happening of any event expressly provided for,

or so long as anything remains to be done to the thing sold to

put it in a condition for sale, or to identify it or discriminate it

from other things, or determine, its quantity if the price depends

on this, unless this is to be done by the buyer alone ;
" and the

court below, in the prevailing opinion, says :
' The general rule

on the subject is sufficiently expressed in the proposition that,

when anything is to be done by the vendor in order to ascertain

the value, quality or quantity of the goods sold, the delivery is

not complete and the property does not pass to the vendee. So

long as anything remains to be done to put the article or com-

modity sold in a condition for sale, or to discriminate it from

other things with which it is intermixed, or to determine the

price when that is dependent upon the quantity, the sale is not

completed."

The rule referred to, both by Mr. Parsons and the court

below, is not applicable where the vendor is not to do the thing

required, and it is said in note (/"), to the rule laid down by

Mr. Parsons :
" It is held that, if the parties intended that the

sale should be complete before the article is weighed or meas-

ured, the property will pass before this is done." The bill and

receipt are evidence of such an intent. A receipt admits that

a sale has been had, and it is an acknowledgment of a past sale.

This principle was asserted by Wright, J., in Filkins v. 'Why-

land, 24 N. Y. Rep. 341 ; and in the absence of a finding that

anything further was to be done by the defendant, the presump-

tion is, that it was a perfect and complete sale.

The above considerations lead us to the conclusion that the

sale of the corn was consummated, and that the transaction was

not merely an executory contract.

Assuming that to be the true construction of the dealings

between the parties, it follows tliat the title to the corn had

passed to and become the property of the plaintiffs. The fact

that there had not been an actual delivery of it is not material.

That, Judge Comstock says, in the opinion referred to, at

pp. 333, 334 :
" is not indispensable in any ease to pass a title,

if the thing to be delivered is ascertained, if the price is paid

or a credit given, and if nothing further remains to be done in

regard to it
;
" and in Terry v. Wheeler, 25 N. Y. Rep. 520, it

was expressly held that a delivery was not necessary.
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In that case, the vendor of a pile of ]uml)er, which was se-

lected and paid for, agreed to deliver it free of cartage at a rail-

road station, but before its delivery it was accidentally destroyed

by fire, and the assignee of the purchaser sued to recover the

purchase-mone3^ It was held. Judge Selden giving the opinion,

that the title was in the vendee, citing in support of the deci-

sion, Chitty on Contracts, 8th Am. ed. p. 332, and Olyphniit

V. Baker, 5 Denio, 382, and said: "Where the sale appears to

be absolute, the identity of the thing fixed, and the price for it

paid, I see no room for an inference that the property remains

the seller's merely because he agreed to transport it to a given

place. I think in such case the property passes at the time of

the contract, and that in carrying it, the seller acts as bailee,

and not as owner."

It follows, from the views above expressed, that the decision

of the judge on the trial was erroneous, and that the judgment

entered thereon, and of the General Term in afQrraance thereof,

should both be reversed and a new trial ordered, costs to abide

the event.

Smith, Foster, Ingalls and Sutherland, J J., concur

with LoTT for reversal.

Geovbb, J., was also for reversal, on the authority of Kim-
berly v. Patchin, solely.

Hunt, J., and Earl, Ch. J., for affirmance.

Judgment reverfK'd and new trial granted.

Commerclal National Bank v. Gillette.

(90 Indiana, 268.-1883.)

Elliott, J. The Elkhart Car Company, by a written con-

tract, sold to the appellant 510 car wheels, constituting a part

of 1,100 wheels ; at the time of the sale the wheels were in one

common mass, and there was no separation nor any designation

of the wheels sold to the appellant; after the execution of the

contract the entire lot of wheels was seized upon executions
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issued at the suit of appellee, and this action vraM brought for

the possession of those sold.

The contention of appellee is that appellant acquired no title,

because the articles sold were not designated or separated from

the common lot of which they formed a part, and this conten-

tion prevailed in the court below.

There is much strife in the American cases upon this ques-

tion, but none in the English. The weight of the former is,

perhaps, with the theory of appellant, but the text-writers are,

so far as we have examined, all with the English decisions.

Our own cases are in harmony with the long established rule

of the common law. In the case of Brioker v. Hughes, 4 Ind.

146, the English rule was approved and enforced. In Mif,rphy

V. State, 1 Ind. 366, the court said :
" To render a sale of goods

valid, the specific, individual goods must be agreed on by the

parties. It is not enough . . . that they are to be taken from

some specified larger stock, because there still remains some-

thing to be done to designate the portion sold, which portion,

before the sale can be completed, must be separated from the

mass." This doctrine found approval in Scntt v. King, 12 Ind.

203, and there are other eases recognizing it as the correct one,

among them Moffatt v. Green, 9 Ind. 198; Indianapolis, etc.,

R. W. Oo. V. Maguire, 62 Ind. 140; Bertelson v. Bower, 81

Ind. 512 ; Lester v. East, 49 Ind. 588, vide opinion, p. 594.

The rule which our court has adopted is upheld by the Amer-

ican cases of Hutolmtson v. Hunter, 7 Pa. St. 140 ; Hahleman v.

Duncan, 51 Pa. St. 66 ; Fuller v. Bean, 34 N. H. 290 ; Ocking-

ton V. Bichey, 41 N. H. 275; Morrison v. Woodley, 84 111. 192;

Woods V. McQ-ee, 7 Ohio, 467; McLaughlin v. Piatti, 27 Gal.

463 ; Oourtright v. Leonard, 11 Iowa, 32 ; Ropes v. Lane, 9

Allen, 502 ; Ferguson v. Northern Bank, 14 Bush, 555, (29

Am. R. 418). In Michigan, the rule seems not to be definitely

settled, but in a late case it was said :
" To the elaborate argu-

ment made for the defence to show that there can be neither a

sale nor a pledge of property without in some manner specially

distinguishing it, we fully assent, and we have no purpose to

qualify or weaken the authority of Anderson v. Brenneman, 4A

Mich. 198." Merchants', etc.. Bank v. Hilhard, 48 Mich. 118
•;

S. C. 42 Am. R. 465.

The civil law rule is the same ag" that of the common law,
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and our great lawyers have given it unhesitating approval. 2

Kent, Com. 639 ; Story, Sales, sec. 296.

-The American Ciises which have departed from the long set-

tled rule, are built on the cases of Kimberly v. Patr.hin, 19 N. Y.

330, and Pleasants v. Pendleton, 6 Rand. 473, and tliese cases

proceed upon the theory that commercial interests are best

promoted by a rigid adherence to the rule which the sages of

the law have so long and so strongly approved. The rule secures

real transactions and actual sales, and thus cliecks the wild spirit

of speculation. It prevents, in no small measure, the making

of mere wagering contracts ; it puts business on a stable basis,

and makes it essential that there should be real, and not sham,

transfers of property ; it makes titles secure, protects creditors

and purchasers and represses fraud. If it were granted that

the rule does somewhat interfere with the freedom of business

transfei's, still the good it produces far outweighs this incon-

venience. But we do not believe it does interfere with actual

business transfers, for common experience informs us that real

sales are seldom, if ever, made without a specific designation of

the thing bought. The rule may interfere with dealers in " mar-

gins," mafers of " corners," and framers of " options," and to

affirm that it does do this is to give it no faint praise. In prin-

ciple the rule is sound, and in practical operation salutary.

The efforts made by the courts that have departed from it to

make exceptions, to manufacture distinctions and point out dif-

ferences in order to escape disastrous consequences, affords

strong evidence of the wisdom of the rule. The line of deci-

sions in some of the States, where a departure has been taken, is

a devious and tortuous one, and this is to be expected when
once ^ound principle is turned from and new rule sought and

adopted which have no support in fundamental principles.

We have no disposition to depart from the rule which has so

long prevailed in this state and elsewhere.

Judgment affirmed.
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Groat bt al. v. Gilb.

(51 New fork, 431.—1873.)

In May, 1864, defendants sold two flocks of sheep to the

plaintiffs. At the time of the sale, the sheep were in two fields,

and were examined by plaintiffs who bought the whole, except-

ing two bucks and a lame ewe, at 14.00 a head. Plaintiffs paid

#25.00 on account, and agreed to take them away a few months

later. Before thej' were taken away, the defendants sheared

the sheep and converted the wool.

Verdict Cor plaintiffs was set aside by the General Term of

the Supreme Court.

LoTT, Ch. G. As the verdict at the circuit in favor of the

plaintiffs was ordered by the judge who tried the action on the

version given by the defendant of the contract or agreement

between the parties, it becomes necessary to refer to it with par-

ticularity for the purpose of ascertaining whether his conclu-

sion of law based thereon was correct.

The defendant, on his direct examination, after stating that

the plaintiffs called on him about the 20th of May, 1864, and

that he and the plaintiff Groat had some conversation about the

purchase of his sheep and lambs, in which he said that he

wanted to sell the old sheep with the lambs, and that he would

ask four dollars apiece for them, testified as follows : " They

concluded to go and see the sheep ; I told them where they

were ; OJie flock was near a mile from the house ; they went off

together ; went to the further lot first ; when they came back

from this lot I told them where the others were ; I told them I

did not believe thfey would like that lot; they did not look as

well as the others, as some of them had lost their wool ; then

they went off to see the other lot and came back; they asked

me how many sheep and lambs there were ; I told them I could

not tell how many there were ; I did not know myself ; I

think I said in the neighborhood of so many sheep and so

many lambs; then they inquired about taking the sheep;

it was agreed that they should take the lambs the middle of

September and the old sheep the first of November, and pay

me four dollars apiece for sheep and lambs ; this was the con-
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tract ; think I told them I would give them a good chance

;

something was said about cutting the lambs' tails off ; I told

them I thought it was not prudent ; I tried to dissuade them

from having it done ; that they had got too large and might

die ; something was said in answer to it, but I don't know just

what ; they asked me if the sheep were sound after they had

been to see them ; I told them I did not consider them entirely

sound ; then they asked that I should doctor the sheep if they

needed it ; I told them I would ; after the talk they handed

me over twenty-five dollars to bijid the bargain, as they said

;

then they went away." On his cross-examination, he said

:

" When Groat and Jacobia were there in May, I had sheep in

two lots : the sheep I sold them were in the lots mentioned ; I

sold them all that were in these lots ; did not know how many
sheep I had ; had not counted them for some time ; sometimes

they die ; told them I did not know how many I had ; that

there would be in the neighborhood of ninety old sheep ; they

were to take all the sheep in the two lots, except two bucks and a

lame ewe ; they got all the sheep in the two lots except two bucks

and a lame ewe ; they agreed to give four dollars per head ; in

the bargain they were to have all the sheep except two bucks and

a lame sheep ; I agreed to sell the sheep at that price ; nothing

was said about the wool ; they got ninety-two old sheep and

seventy-one lambs." And on further redirect examination he

said :
" When they made the contract for these sheep, there was

nothing said about the wool." And also :
" Some of the lambs

came in March, and so along, and some were only a few days

old ; some time in August is the usual and proper time for tak-

ing lambs from sheep ; they had not been separated from the

sheep on the nineteenth of May ; the lambs were in no condi-

tion to be separated from the sheep, at that time, without ruin-

ing the lambs." '

The preceding statement of the defendant's evidence con-

tains all that relates to the negotiation and making of the agree-

ment, and fully justifies the construction given to it by the

learned judge at the circuit. It is clear that tlie plaintiffs

intended to buy of the defendant, and that it was his intention

to sell to tliem all of tlie sheep and lambs that were running in

the two lots of land referred to by him (except two bucks and

a lame ewe, as to the identity of which there was no question),

at four dollars per head, and that no further or other designa-
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tion or selection was contemplated. All the parties understood

what particular sheep and lambs were intended to be sold, and

there is no doubt that these were sufficiently identified. Indeed,

that fact does not appear to have been disputed on the trial.

Under such circumstances, when the terms of the sale were

agreed on and the payment of twenty-five dollars was made to

the defendant on account of the purchase-money by the plain-

tiffs, their liability became fixed for the balance, which was

ascertainable by a simple arithmetical calculation based upon a

count of the sheep and lambs and the price to be paid per head

for them. No delivery of them or other act whatever in rela-

tion to them by the defendant was required or intended. The
plaintiffs were to take them without any agency in deliver-

ing them on the part of the defendant, and they, from the

time the agreement was made, became the owners thereof.

The defendant subsequently kept them at the risk of the plain-

tiffs. Chancellor Kent, in his Commentaries, vol. 2, p. 492, in

stating the rule governing sales at common law, says :
" When

the terms of sale are agreed on and the bargain is struck and

everything that the seller has to do with the goods is complete,

the contract of sale becomes absolute as between the parties,

without actual payment or delivery, and the property and the

risk of accident to the goods vests in the buyer." Tliis rule is

modified by our statute of frauds so far as to requii-e, in certain

cases, that a note or memorandum of the contract shall be made

in writing and subscribed by the parties to be charged, or that

the buyer shall accept and receive a part of the property sold,

or at the time pay some part of the purohase-morey ; and in

such cases, he says, at p. 499 :
" When the bargain is made and

is rendered binding by giving earnest, or by part payment, or

part delivery, or by a compliance witli the requisition of the

statute of frauds, the property, and with it the risk, attach to

the purchaser; but though the seller has parted with the title, he

may retain possession until payment." The fact that the num-

ber of the sheep and lambs sold was not ascertained at the time

the terms of sale were agreed on did not prevent the applica-

tion of the rule referred to in this case. It is true that the same

learned jurist, after stating that " it is a fundamental principle,

pervading everywhere the doctrine of sales of chattels, that if

goods of different values be sold in bulk and not separately and

for a single price, or per aversionem, in the language of the civil-
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ians, the sale is perfect and the risk with the buyer," adds,

" but if they be sold by number, weight or measure, the sale is

incomplete, and the risk continues with the seller until the spe-

cific property be separated and identified." The present case

is not one of the latter class. That rule has reference to a sale,

not of specific property clearly ascertained, but of such as is to

be separated from a larger quantity, and is necessary to be

identified before it is susceptible of delivery. The rule or prin-

ciple does not apply where the number of the particular arti-

cles sold is to be ascertained for the sole purpose of ascertaining

the total value thereof at certain specified rates or a designated

fixed price. This distinction is recognized in Crofoot v. Beti-

nett, 2 Comst. 258 ; Kimberly v. PatcMn, 19 N. Y. 330 ; Brad-

ley V. Wheeler, 44 id. 495. The sale in question was in fact

of a particular lot of sheep and lambs, and not of a certain un-

designated number to be selected and delivered at a future time,

and the postponement of the time for taking them away did

not prevent the title passing to the plaintiffs.

A sale of a specified chattel may pass the property therein to

the vendee and vest the title in him without delivery. (See

Chitty on Contracts, Stli Am"erican ed., p. 332, and Terry v.

Wheeler, 25 N. Y. 520.)

All the parties appear to have understood the transaction, at

the time it took place, as a present absolute sale and change of

title. What was said about cutting the lambs' tails off and doc-

toring the sheep, if they needed it, is evidence of such under-

standing, and there is nothing in what is said to have been the

agreement about taking them away inconsistent with it. That

gave the plaintiffs the privilege of leaving them in the defend-

ant's pasture till the time specified for taking them away, but

did not deprive them of the right to take them before, if they

chose so to do. The remark of the defendant at the time to the

plaintiffs, that he " would give them a good chance," shows that

such was its object and intention. It is proper, moreover, to

consider the statement in reference to such agreement in connec-

tion with what had been previously testified to by the plaintiffs,

and which was not denied by the defendant, and therefore im-

pliedly admitted, to the effect that Groat, one of the plaintiffs,

before going to look at the sheep and lambs, had stated to the

defendant that he had no pasture for them, to which he replied

that he had lots of pasture and would keep them for the plain-
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tiffs if they purchased, and that tliey, after looking at them, had

stated to him that they would take them at the price named, if

the parties could agree upon tlic time for keeping them. Con-

sidered in that connection, it is clear that the agreement was

one for the plaintiffs' accommodation and an inducement to them

to make the purchase at the price asked, which had been fixed

irrespective of their subsequent pasturage on the defendant's

land. It affords no ground or warrant for saying that the de-

fendant, during the time they were so kept, intended to assume

and bear aU the risks incident to a continuance of his ownership

of them, and consequently that the purchase-money receivable

by him should depend on the number that should be living at

the time specified or limited for that purpose. On the contrary,

the fact that the price at which they were sold, was that named

by him when the first application to him to sell them was made,

without reference to the question of the future keeping of them

in his pasture, and the other circumstances attendant on the

transaction, as stated by him, clearly show that such was not

his intention.

It follows, from what has been said, that there was no error

in tlie ruling of the judge that the title to the sheep passed to

the plaintiffs immediately upon the completion of the contract

and the payment of the twenty-five dollars by them. That nec-

essarily cariied with it the right to the wool on them, it being

shown that there was no reservation thereof or anything said

about it during the negotiation or at the time the contract was

made. It is not a mere presumption, as stated in the prevailing

opinion in the Supreme Court, tliat the parties " intended, in

the absence of evidence to the contrary, that tlie title to the

wool should follow the title to the sheep." As was well said

by Justice Ingalls in his dissenting opinion :
" When the sheep

were sold the wool was grown and was a part of the sheep,

adding to their value," and there is no reason or principle for

saying that such particular part did not pass to the purchaser

with the rest of the animals. The sale was of the entire ani-

mal and not of different parts or portions constituting it, or of

what it was formed.

Assuming, then, that the legal effect of the agreement of the

parties, as testified to by the defendant himself, was to vest the

title to the wool in the plaintiffs, it was clearly incompetent to

show a custom in Columbia county where the transaction took
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place, that the wool of sheep sold, under the circumstances dis-

closed, does not go to the purchaser. (See Whuehr v. Newhould,

16 N. Y. 392, 401 ; Iliggms v. Moore, 34 id. 417 ; Bradley v.

Wheeler, 44 id. 496.)

There were several offers of evidence by the defendant which

were rejected by the court. Among them were the following

:

1st. That the plaintiff, Groat, on a previous occasion, purchased

a number of sheep and lambs of the defendant under an ar-

rangement precisely similar to the present, and that lie did not

claim the wool ; 2d. That the plaintiffs admitted to a witness, on

being offered -filOO for their bargain with the defendant and to

take the sheep and lambs off their hands, allowing the defendant

to have the wool, refused the offer and said that the sheep, with-

out the wool, were worth more money than the offer ; and 3d. That

the plaintiff, Groat, admitted that he did not understand he had

bought the wool in question, or think of making any claim to

it until his co-plaintiff suggested that thej' could hold it.

These were properly excluded. It was immaterial to the

present controversy what the plaintiffs, or either of them, had

claimed of the defendant under a previous sale. Their legal

rights could not be controlled under the present contract by a

failure to demand what they were entitled to under a previous

one, and it cannot be held that the wool, under this agreement,

was excepted from the operation of the sale, because one of the

plaintiffs did not assert his rights under another, and it could

not aid in determining what the contract in dispute was, whether

or not the purchase of the sheep was so profitable as to cause

the plaintiff's to reject the offer made them for their bargain.

Nor could the understanding of one of the plaintiffs, as to the

question whether he had bought the wool or not, alter the effect

of the transaction or the contract actually entered into. What
he in fact did buy was the question, and that did not depend on

what he understood, but on the agreement. The defendant was

also asked what was the value of the sheep without the wool

under the arrangement he had testified to. That question was

properlj' excluded ; the inquiiy was wholly irrelevant. The par-

ties could make such agreement as they saw fit, and it was

immaterial whether the defendant sold the property in ques-

tion for more or less than it was worth, in the absence of any

fraud or other evidence affecting its validity.

There was a request to charge the jury that if the statement
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of the defendant was correct, then the sum of $25.00 paid by

the plaintiffs was merely paid to bind the bargain and take the

contract out of the statute of frauds, and that the title to the

sheep did not thereby pass absolutely to the plaintiffs. This

was refused, and what has already been said as to the legal

effect of that statement, shows that such refusal was correct.

The court was then asked by the defendant to submit the

following questions to the jury

:

1st. Whether the contract in suit was executed or executory

;

whether it was the intention of the parties that the title to the

sheep should pass to the plaintiffs immediately upon the mak-

ing of the contract or at some futiire period.

2d. Whether the defendant, upon the making of this contract,

intended to sell or the plaintiffs to buy the wool in question in

this suit ; and on his refusal so to do, and after proper excep-

tions were taken, he was requested to charge the jury that if

the contract was executory and it was not the intention to pass

the title to the sheep until delivery and payment, then the wool

sheared from the sheep, before they were actually delivered and

paid for, belonged to the defendant. This was also refused and

an exception was taken to such refusal.

There was no error to submit those questions or give that in-

struction to the jury. They all involved the submission of

matters of law to their consideration and determination. The
court had previously decided that the terms, nature and effect

of the contract should be determined and controlled by the de-

fendant's statement, or version of it, which was the most favor-

able view in which it could be considered for h^jn. The case

was thus substantially one in which there was no dispute of

facts as to the terms of the agreement, and it therefore became

a question of law to be determined by the court whether the

contract was executed or executory, and what was the intention

of the parties (to be ascertained from the contract) as to the

nature, extent and effect of the sale.

The only remaining question to be considered relates to the

rule of damages laid down by the court, which he stated to be

" the highest market price of wool between the time of the de-

mand and the time of trial, with interest from the time of the

demand."

It may be questionable whether the instruction as to the right

to recover interest is correct ; and I understard, from the points

13
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of the counsel of the defendant, that he only makes objection

on this appeal to that portion of the charge. That question

was not presented by his exception, which was to the entire

instruction and not to the allowance of interest only. The
part allowing a recovery for the highest mai'ket value between

the conversion and the time of trial, was held by us in Lohdell

V. Stowell, (decided at the September term, 1872, to be the proper

rule or measure of damages or compensation, on the authority

of liomaine v. Van Allen, 26 N. Y. 309 ; Burt v. Butcher, 34

id. 493; Markham y. Jaadon, 42 id. 235). There was, there-

fore, no ground of complaint to that portion of the charge.

The exception being to that as well as to the portion relating

to the interest was too broad and consequently not well taken,

and is not available as a ground for setting aside the verdict in

favor of the plaintiffs and granting a new ti-ial.

The result of the views above expressed is, that the order of

the General Term granting such new trial should be reversed,

and judgment must be ordered against defendant on the verdict

witli costs.

All concur.

Order reversed and judgment accordingly.

Olyphant v. Bakee.

(5 Denio, 379.—1848.)

Assumpsit for the balance of the purchase price of a quantity

of barley. Plea, non assumpsit. The following contract in

writing, signed by the defendant only, was given in evidence

:

" I hereby agree to sell seven hundred bushels of barley, (or

what I may have in store at Mr. P. Church, Jr.'s warehouse,)

to Abner Baker, [the defendant,] at the rate of forty-five cents

per bushel ; to be delivered when said Baker may call for it. I

agree to hold the barley free of storage until the first day of

January next. The barley is to be weighed oiit of the ware-

house, unless Mr. Baker shall agree to take the weight on the

books. I hereby acknowledge the receipt of one hundred dol-

lars on the above contract. Mount Morris, Dec. 15, 1845."

The plaintiff owned tlie warehouse, called P. Church, Jr.'s in
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the contract, and before the contract was made had rented it to

one Camp from and after the first day of January then next

;

and of this he informed the defendant when the contract was

made. On that day, or very soon afterwards, the defendant

saw Camp and agreed with him for the storage of the barley,

for him, the defendant, from the first of January until the open-

ing of navigation the ensuing spring. Camp took possession

of the warehouse under his lease on the first day of January,

the barley still remaining in it. After this arrangement with

Camp and on the 22d day of December, the plaintiff's clerk

called on the defendant with a bill of the barley, and asked for

payment. The defendant paid him #300 and promised to pay

the balance—§95.00—^the next day. The witness could not say

that the bill mentioned the number of bushels of the barley, but

it contained the aggregate amount that it came to, and the wit-

ness did state to the defendant that there was a little over

1,100 bushels of it. The exact quantity, he said, was a little

over 1,112 bushels. About the middle of January, the building

with the grain in it was accidentally destroyed by fire.

The referee reported in favor of the defendant, and the plain-

tiff moved to set aside the report.

Whittlesey, J. The sole question here is whether there

was a delivery of the barley to the defendant, who was the pur-

chaser. In many cases of sales of personal property it is a very

nice and difficult question to determine whether there has been

a deliveiy—whether the title has passed. In this case the con-

tract was executory. The quantity of barley was uncertain,

and as it. was sold by the bushel, the whole price could not be

known until the quantity was ascertained. The seller was

entitled to immediate payment, at any rate he was entitled to

payment before he parted with the property. The purchaser

was entitled to the delivery whenever he chose to ask for it,

but he could not claim to have it delivered without paying the

price. He was entitled to have it weighed out to him, if he

chose, for the purpose of ascertaining the exact quantity and

aggregate amount of the purchase money. He could, however,

if he chose, take the weight as it appeared from the books. If

he had taken such weight as the true quantity, and paid the

whole price according to such weight, the barley would h^ve
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been deemed to have been delivered from the time of such pay-

ment. (Lansing v. Turner, 2 John. 13.)

But there was a sale by weight or measure at so much per

bushel, and in such cases, as it is necessary that the thing

should be weighed or measured before the price can be ascer-

tained, the contract is not consummated so as to change the

property until such weighing or measurement is had; but it

remains at the risk of the vendor. (Pothier, Traite du Contrat

de Vente, part 4, 308.) In our reports it is held that when, after

a sale of goods, some act remains to be done by the vendor

before delivery, the property does not vest in the purchaser,

but continues iit the risk of the vendor. Such previous act

may be counting, weighing, measuring, or inspecting, etc. (Mc-

Donald V. Hewett, 16 John. 349 ; Outwater v. Dodge, 7 Cowen,

85 ; Hanson v. Ulei/er, 6 East, 614 ; Rapelye v. Maclcie, 6

Cowen, 250 ; Russell v. Nicoll, 3 Wend. 112 ; Ward v. Shaw,

7 id. 404 ; Downer v. Thompson, 2 Hill, 237.) Even if there

has been a delivery to the vendee, and anything remains to be

done preparatory to ascertaining the price of the goods, the

delivery does not divest the title of the vendor until the price

be ascertained and paid. (^Andrew v. Dielerioh, 14 Wend. 81.)

In this case it does not clearly appear that the precise quan-

tity of the barley was ascertained and communicated to the

defendant. The witness says, indeed, that there were 1,112

bushels and some pounds, and that he made out a bill and pre-

sented it to the defendant; but he does not state that the pre-

cise quantity of the barley was put in such bill ; and on his

cross-examination he states that he is not quite certain that he

stated the precise amount of the barley in the bill, but he did

state to him there was a little over 1,100 bushels. The defend-

Mit took the bill, paid the greater part, and promised to pay

the balance tlie next day. Is this evidence that the defendant

agreed to take the weight as it appeared on the books ? If it

is to be so taken, as no objection was made to the weight in the

bill, is it to be deemed that the plaintiff assented to parting

with the property until the balance of the purchase money was

paid ? The plaintiff had a right to insist that the whole price

should be paid before the property was delivered, and if the

defendant had assumed to dispose of it before the payment of

this balance, or had undertaken to remove it, and it should be
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found that he was insolvent, could not the plaintiff claim the

property ?

The making of the bargain for the storage of the barley after

the first of January was doubtless a strong circumstance, but

was Hot of itself conclusive. There is a class of cases which

determine that though something remains to be done to ascer-

tain price, etc., yet if it clearly appears to be the intention of

the parties that the property shall be deemed to be delivered

and the title pass, it will be so held. (^Maoomher v. Parker, 13

Pick. 178 ; Riddle v. Varnum, 20 id. 280.) There does not

appear to be anything in this case to show any different inten-

tion of the parties than that which the law presumes from their

acts. The case is not analogous to those above referred to. It

is one of some nicety, but on the whole I think the motion to

set aside the report of the referee should be denied.

Beardslby, Ch. J. It is a general rule of the common law

that a mere contract for the sale of goods, where nothing re-

mains to be done by the seller before making delivery, trans-

fers the right of property, although the price has not been paid,

nor the thing sold delivered to the purchaser. (Long on Sales,

42 ; Ross on Pur. & Vend. 1 ; 2 Kent, 492 ; Simons v. Swift,

5 B. & C. 857 ; Tarling v. Baxter, 6 id. 360.) In this case the

price per bushel for the barley was specified in the written con-

tract, although the precise quantity sold was not then known
to the parties ; that, according to the contract, was to be ascer-

tained by weighing the barley, unless the defendant should

agree to take it as the weight might appear on the warehouse

books. When the contract of sale was made, it was impracti-

cable to determine what amount, in the whole, was to be paid

by the purchaser, for that would depend upon the quantity of

barley sold, to be ascertained in one of the modes agreed upon

;

it may therefore well be that this contract of sale did not, ipso

• facto, et eo instanti, transfer the right of property to the pur-

chaser.

The barley was not afterwards weighed by any one; that

mode of ascertaining the amount of the purchase money may
therefore be thrown out of view. Let us, however, see if it

was not, in another way, completely adjusted between the par-

ties.

About a week after the contract of sale had been entered into
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the plaintiff's clerk made out a bill of the barley sold to the

defendant, stating the amount which it came to, although it

does not appear that the precise quantity was mentioned. This

bill was handed to the defendant and payment demanded. He
paid .1300 thereupon, and according to the evidence, agreed to

pay the balance, that is i95.00, within a day or two. It is but

reasonable to understand from the evidence on this point,

although not stated in so many words, that the bill was made
out from the warehouse boolfs, and if so the defendant's engage-

ment to pay the balance according to the bill, was an unequivo-

cal agreement to abide by the weight of the barley as stated in

said books. But even if the bill was not made out as I have

supposed, but was a mere estimate of the quantity, the assent

of the defendant to that estimate, as proved by the payment of

f300 on the bill and his agreement to pay the balance as stated,

would entirely supersede the necessity of ascertaining, in any

other way, the weight of the barley sold and the consequent

amount of the purchase money. From this time, as the agree-

ment for the sale was absolute and the amount of the purchase

money had been fully adjusted between the parties, the right

of property, as I think, clearly vested in the purchaser. Noth-

ing then remained to be done by the seller before delivery was

made ; and although he still had possession and a lien for the

purchase money, the right of property was in the buyer, and

with it the risk of all accidents devolved on him. (See the

authorities already referred to.)

This view, as it seems to me, would dispose of the case, but

there is another which leads to the same result, for the barley

was in fact actually delivered to and received by the defendant.

When the written contract of sale was made, which was on

the 15th of December, the barley was in the plaintiff's ware-

house. The defendant was then informed by the plaintiff that

he had rented the warehouse to one Camp, from the 1st day of

January then next, and tliat the defendant must make an ar-

rangement for the storage of the barley from that time with

Camp. The evidence shows that on the day of making the con-

tract of purchase, or within a day or two thereafter, the defend-

ant agreed with Camp that the barley should remain in store

with him until the next spring, for which the defendant was to

pay a price then specified and assented to by both parties. On
the first of January Camp went into possession of the ware-
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house under his lease from the plaintiff, and at the same time

took charge of the barley for the defendant, as had been agreed

between them. This gave to the defendant as full possession

of the barley as he would have acquired by removing it to his

own store-house, and his right of property was previously com-

plete by the purchase. Property, the right of possession and

the actual possession, were here united, and the plaintiff had

no longer any right whatever to the barley. His lien for the

purchase money was gone, as he had voluntarily transferred

the possession of the barley to the defendant. The defendant's

arrangement with Camp, for the storage of the barley, was made

at the request of the plaintiff, and the transfer of the possession

was with his full assent. It amounted to an unqualified re-

linquishment of all right, on the part of the plaintiff, and a

complete acquisition of both possession and property by the

defendant. (2 Kent, 500, 502 ; Russ. 65, 6, 72, 3 ; ChapUn v.

Rogers, 1 East, 192 ; Harmon v. Avdersoii, 2 Camp. 243 ; Hurry

V. Manyles, 1 id. 452 ; Mollingswoiih v. Napeer^ 3 Caines, 182,

2d ed. and note at p. 184; Bentall v. Burn, 3 B. & C. 423;

Carter v. Williamx, 19 Pick. 1.) The sale being completely

executed, the purchaser and owner, not the seller, should stand

the loss. I think the report of the referee should be set aside.

McKissocK, J., concurred.

Report set aside.

Sangbb bt ai. v. Waterbtjet bt al.

(116 Now York, 371.—1889.)

Action of replevin to recover 238 bags of coffee.

It was alleged and admitted that on or about July 22, 1885,

the plaintiffs sold to the defendants, J. K. Huston & Co., of

Philadelphia, at 60 and 90 days, the following specified bags

of coffee

:

"89 bags, marked No. 6, H. L. B. & Co., D. B. & Co.

32
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On July 6, 1885, plaintiffs bought of Boulton, .Bliss & Dal-

lett 605 bags of coffee, which at that time were on store with

E. B. Bartlett & Co. On the 24th of July, J. K. Huston &
Co. borrowed 12,300 from the defendants Waterbury & Force,

and transferred the coffee to them as security. On the 27th of

July, said firm made a general assignment for the benefit of

creditors. The coffee was in the warehouse of E. B. Bartlett

& Co. ; had been there since its purchase by the plaintiffs, and

up to this time had not been weighed.

Parb^er, J. The appellant contends that the title to the

coffee in controversy did not pass to J. K. Huston & Co., and

that, therefore, the transfer to Waterbury & Force did not vest

in them the title or the possession. The sale is admitted. But
as the coffee had to be weighed in order to ascertain the amount
to be paid to plaintiffs, it is insisted that the title remained in

the plaintiffs. In aid of this contention is invoked the rule

that where something remains to be done by the seller to siscer-

tain the identity, quantity or quality of the article sold, or to

put it in the condition which the contract requires, the title

remains in the vendor until the condition be complied with.

The appellant cites a number of authorities which he urges so

apply this rule as to make it applicable to the case here pre-

sented. It is said in Groat et al. v. Gile, 51 N. Y. 451, that

" this rule has reference to a sale, not of specific property clearly

ascertained, but of such as is to be separated from a larger

quantity, and is necessary to be identified before it is suscepti-

ble of delivery. The rule or principle does not apply where

the number of the particular articles sold is to be ascertained

for the sole purpose of determining the total value thereof at

certain specified rates or a designated fixed price." This dis-

tinction is recognized and enforced in Orofoot v. Bennett, 2

N. Y. 258 ; Kimberly v. Futchin, 19 N. Y. 330 ; Bradley v.

Wheeler, 44 id. 495. In Crofoot v. Bennett, supra, the court

say : " If the goods sold are clearly identified, then, although it

may be necessary to number, weigh or measure them, in order

to ascertain what would be the price of the whole at a rate

agreed upon between the parties, the title will pass." This

expression of the court is cited with approval in Burrotvs v.

Whitakcr, 71 N. Y. 291, in which case, after a full discussion

of the authorities, the court approved the rule as laid down in

Groat v. Gile, supra.
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Now, applying that rule to the facts in this case, nothing re-

mained to be done in order to identify the goods sold, because

while out of a larger lot two hundred and thirty-eight bags of

coffee were disposed of, nevertheless, as appears from the com-

plaint and the testimony adduced, the bags were so marked that

there was no difficulty about identifying the particular bags sold.

There remained, therefore, nothing to be done except to weigh

the coffee for the purpose' of ascertaining the purchase-price.

For whether the two hundred and thirty-eight bags of coffee

should prove to weigh more or less than the parties anticipated

was not of any consequence. Whatever should prove to be for

that number of pounds, J. K. Huston & Co. had agreed to pay.

This case, therefore, does not come within the rule contended

for by the appellant, but instead is governed by the principle

enunciated in Groat v, Gile.

Having reached the conclusion that the title and the posses-

sion passed to J. K. Huston & Co., 'it becomes unnecessary to

consider any of the other questions discussed, for the plaintiff

is without Aitle upon which to found the right to maintain an

action.

The judgment appealed from should be affirmed.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.

Hawes bt al. v. Watson et Aii.

(2 Bamewall & Cresswell, 540.—1S21.)

Trover for a quantity of tallow. Plea, not guilty.

On September 25, 1823, purchased of Moberly & Bell 300

casks of tallow at 40 s. per cwt., and, on September 27, Moberly

& Bell sent plaintiffs the following transfer note, signed by

defendants, who were wharfingers, in part execution of their

contract : *

" Messrs. J. & B. Hawes, We have this day transferred to

your account (by virtue of an order from Messrs. Moberly and

Bell), 100 casks tallow, ex Matilda, with charges from Octo-

ber 10, 1823. H. & M. 100 casks."

Plaintiffs gave M. & B. their acceptance for £ 2,880, the
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price of the tallow, which was duly paid, and afterwards sold

21 cases of this tallow, which defendants delivered, pursuant

to their order. On October 11, M. & B. stopped payment, and

three days later defendants received notice from Raikes & Co.,

original vendors of the tallow, not to deliver the remaining

casks to M. & B., or their order, and defendants obeyed the

request, although plaintiffs demanded delivery. On part of

defendants it was proved that M. & B., on September 26, had

purchased of Raikes & Co. 100 casks of tallow (the same that

were afterwards sold to plaintiffs) landed ex Matilda, at & 2,

1 s. per cwt., to be paid for in money at 2J per cent discount

and 14 days for deliverj^; and on the same day Raikes & Co.

gave a written order on defendants to weigh, deliver, transfer,

or rehouse the tallow. M. & B. had not paid for the same, nor

had it been weighed subsequently to this order. Defendants

contended that they were not bound to deUver to plaintiffs the

i-emaining 79 casks of tallow, inasmuch as Raikes & Co. had as

between them and M. & B. a right to stop them in transit, the

delivery to M. & B. not being perfect, because the tallow had

not been weighed. The trial justice was, however, of the opin-

ion, that whatever the question might be as between buyer and

seller, the defendants having, by their note of September 27,

acknowledged that they held the tallow on account of plain-

tiffs, could not now dispute their title ; and plaintiffs had ver-

dict.

HoLKOYD, J. I think that the note given by the defendant

makes an end of the present question. When that note was

given, the tallow became the property of the plaintiffs, and is

to be considered from that time as kept by the defendants as

the agents of the plaintiffs, and the latter were to be liable

from the 10th of October for all charges. This case is very

different from that of Hanson v. Meyer. There, there was a

sale of all the vendor's starch (the quantity not being ascer-

tained,) at ^ 6 per cwt. The order was to weigh and deliver

all the vendor's starch, and a part having been weighed and

delivered, but not the residue, the main question before the

Court was, whether the weighing and delivery of part did or

did not in point of law operate as a transfer of the property as

to the whole. The Court held, rightly, that it did not, because

there the price of the whole whicli was to-be paid for by bills
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could not be ascertained before it was weighed. The delivery

of part, therefore, was not a delivery of the whole, but the order

was complied with only as to the part which was weighed and

delivered, and the property in the residue remained unchanged

until something further was done. It was not a delivery of

part for the whole, and therefore it did not operate in law as a

delivery of the whole so as to divest the vendor of his right to

stop in transitu; but here, the wharfingers upon the receipt of

the order directing them to weigh and deliver, sent an ac-

knowledgment that they, the wharfingers, had transferred the

goods to the vendees, and that they would be considered as

subject to charges from a certain period. I think, therefore,

that the wharfingers then held the tallow as the goods of the

plaintiffs and as their agents, although there was not any actual

weighing of them ; and that the plaintiffs were then in posses-

sion by the defendants as their agents, they having acknowl-

edged themselves as such by their note. For these reasons I

am of opinion that the plaintiffs are entitled to recover.

Best, J. I am also of opinion, that the acknowledgment

which has been given in evidence puts an end to all question

in this case. The very point has already been decided in the

case of Harman v. Anderson, 2 Campb. 243. There the wharf-

inger had transferred the goods to the name of the vendee, and

actually debited him with warehouse rent, but he having become

insolvent, the sellers gave notice' to the wharfingers to retain the

goods ; and upon an action of trover being brought against the

wharfingers by the assignees of the vendee, it was contended

that the sellers' right to stop in transitu continued ; but Lord

EUenborough said, " that the goods having been transferred

into the name of the purchaser, it would shake the best estab-

lished principles, still to allow a stoppage in transitu. From

that moment the defendants became trustees for the purchaser,

and there was an executed delivery, as much as if the goods

had been delivered into his own hands. The payment of rent

in these cases is a circumstance to show on whose account the

goods are held ; the transfer in the books being of itself de-

cisive." ... It appears to me too, that if we consider the

principle upon which the right of stoppage in transitu is found-

ed, it cannot extend to such a case as the present. The vendee

has the legal right to the goods the moment the contract is exe-
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cuted, but there still exists in the vendor an equitable right to

stop them in transitu, which he may exercise at any time before

the goods get actually into the possession of the vendee, pro-

vided the exercise of that right does not interfere with the

rights of third persons. Now it appears to me impossible, that

it can be exercised in this case without disturbing the rights of

third persons, for the property has not only been transferred to

the purchaser in the books of the wharfingers, but there has

been an acknoMdedgment by them, that they hold it for the pur-

chaser, who has paid the price of it. It has been said that there

has been no change of property. If there has not, I do not see

how there can be any until the tallow is actually melted down
and converted into candles. If the argument on the part of

the defendants be valid, the vendor, if he is not fully paid, has

a right, if the goods are not weighedj to stop in transitu, even

though they have passed through the hands of a hundred dif-

ferent purchasers, and been paid for by all except the first. It

appears to me, that we should disturb an established principle

if we held that this could be done in such a case as the present.

I think the right of stoppage in transitu is an equitable right to

be exercised by the vendor, only when it can be done without

disturbing the rights of third persons. Here, that cannot be

done, and therefore I think that Raikes and Co. had not any

right to stop in transitu, and that the plaintiffs are therefore

entitled to recover.

(Opinions by Abbott, C. J., and Baylby, J., omitted.)

Simmons v. Swept.

(5 Barnewall & Cresswell, 857.—1826.)

Indebitatus assumpsit for bark sold and delivered, the usual

money counts, and a count upon an account stated. Verdict

for plaintiff for £106, 3 s. 8 d., subject to the opinion of this

court upon the following case

:

Plaintiff and defendant were dealers in timber and bark. On
October 23, 1824, the following agreement for the sale of a

quantity of oak bai-k was signed by plaintiff and defendant

:
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"I have this day sold the bark stacked at Eedbrook, at £9, 5s.

per ton of twenty-one hundred-weight, to Hezekiah Swift, which
he agrees to take, and pay for it on the 30th of JVovfimber"

It was afterwards orally agreed between the parties that Wil-

liam Sivimonis, a brother of plaintiff, should see the bark weighed
on the part of the plaintiff, and that James DiggeU should see it

weighed on the part of the defendant. Within five days after

the signing of the agreement, defendant sent several of his

barges and servants to Redbrook, weighed 8 tons and 14 cwt.

according to agreement, and took same away. Defendant did

not at any time take away the remainder of tlie bark, nor was

it weighed. Towards the latter end of November there was an

extra,ordinary flood, which 'overflowed tlie banks of the river

Wi/e, and rose to the height of five feet around the remainder

of the stack of bark, and did it very considerable injury. There

was sufficient time for defendant to have removed the whole of

the bark before the flood happened.

On December 4, 1824, defendant paid for the bark which
had been removed, but refused to pay for the bark which had

been left standing at Redbrook.

Baylby, J. Two questions are involved in this case : first,

whether the property in the bark was vested in the defendant,

so as to throw all risks upon him ; secondly, whether there had

been such a deliver}' of the bark as would support this form of

action. It is not, perhaps, necessary to give any opinion upon

the first point, but I think it right to do so, as it is most satis-

factory to determine the case upon the main ground taken in

argument. I tliink that the property did not vest in the de-

fendant so as to make him liable to bear the loss which has

occurred. Generally speaking, where a bargain is made for the

purchase of goods, and nothing is said about payment or deliv-

ery, the property passes immediately, so as to cast upon the

purchaser all future risk, if nothing further remains to be done

to the goods ; although he cannot take them away without pay-

ing the. price. If anything remains to be done on the part of

the seller, until that is done the property, is not changed. In

Rugg V. Minett, 11 East, 216, and Wallace v. Breeds, 13 East,

522, the thing which remained to be done was to vary the

nature or quantity of the commodity before delivery ; that was

to be done by the seller. In other cases the thing sold was to
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be separated from a larger quantity of the same commodity.

This case was different; the subject-matter of the sale was

clearly' ascertained. The defendant agreed to buy the bark

stacked at Redhrook, meaning, of course, all the bark stacked

there ; but it was to be paid for at a certain price per ton. The
bargain does not specify the mode in which the weight was to

be ascertained, but it was necessary that it should be ascertained

before the price could be calculated, and the concurrence of the

seller in the act of weighing was necessary. He might insist

upon keeping possession until the bark had been weighed. If

he was anxious to get rid of the liability to accidental loss, he

might give notice to the buyer that he should at a certain time

weigh the bark, but until that act was done it remained at his

risk. In ffanson v. Met/er, 6 East, 614, weighing was the only

thing that remained to be done ; there was not any express stip-

ulation in the contract that the starch (the subject-matter of

that contract) should be weighed ; that was introduced in the

delivery order, but the nature of the contract made it necessary.

So here the contract made weighing necessary, for without that,

the price could not be ascertained. Suppose the plaintiff had

declared specially upon this contract, he must have alleged and

proved that he sold the bark at a certain sum per ton, that it

weighed so many tons, and that the price in the whole amounted

to such a certain sum. The case of Hanson v. Meyer differs

from this in one particular ; viz., that the assignees of the

vendee who had become bankrupt were seeking to recover the

goods sold ; but the language of Lord EUenborough as to the

necessity of weighing in order to ascertain the price before

the property could be changed, is applicable to the present case,

and decides it. I therefore think that the bark which remained

unweighed at the time of the loss was at the risk of the seller

;

and even if the property had vested in the defendant, I should

have thought that it had not been delivered, and consequently

that the price could not be recovered on a count for goods sold

and delivered.

LiTTLEDALB, J. I entertain some doubt whether the prop-

erty did not pass by this contract ; and that doubt, as it seems

to me, is not inconsistent with the decision in Hanson v. Meyer.

The question there was, whether the assignees of the purchaser

had a right to call for a delivery of the goods sold. Lord
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Ellenboi'ough said, payment of the price and the weighing of

the goods necessarily preceded the absolute vesting of the prop-

erty ; which expression I talce to have been used with reference

to the then question, viz., whether the property had so vested

in the purchaser as to entitle his assignees to claim the deliv-

ery. So in this case, although the property might vest in the

purchaser, it would not follow that he could enforce a delivery

until the weight of the bark had been ascertained, and the

price paid. Here there was not a delivery in fact, nor was the

delivery of part a constructive delivery of the whole. This

differs from the cases of lien or stoppage in transitu, in which

it may be considered that a delivery of part is in the nature of

a waiver of the lien, or right to stop in transitu. I think

further, that an action for goods bargained and sold would not

lie merely because the property passed. The mere bargain

would not suffice, because no specific price was fixed ; nor could

the plaintiff recover on a quantum valebat, for the contract was

to pay by weight; and, therefore, until the commodity was

weighed there would be nothing to guide the jury in the amount

of damages to be given. The seller was at all events bound to

offer to weigh the bark, but he never did so. For these rea-

sons I think he cannot recover.

Postea to the defendant.

(Opinion by HoLROYD, J., omitted.)

Kbin et al. v. Tuppbr bt al.

(52 New York, 550.—1873.)

Action to recover the purchase price of seventy bales of

cotton.

The General Term of the Superior Court of tlie city of New
York reversed judgment in favor of plaintiffs, who bring this

appeal.

Church, Ch. J. It is conceded that the loss occasioned by

the fire must fall upon the party who, at the time, had the legal

title to the cotton ; and such is the well settled rule. (8 N. Y.

291.)
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The contract of sale and purchase did not pass the title.

When anytliiug remains to be done by the seller to ascertain

the identity, quantity or quality of the property', no title passes.

(6 Den. 379 ; 25 N. Y. 525, and cases there cited.)

Assuming that this was a sale of a quantity of specific cot-

ton, which I think we may do, and which is the most favorable

view for the plaintiffs, yet, as the cotton was to be weighed by

the vendors, to ascertain the quantity, and sampled by both par-

ties to ascertain the quality, no title would pass until these acts

were done.

The contract was for the sale of 119 bales of cotton, specific-

ally marked at 31| cents a pound, payable in cash on delivery.

The cotton was to be weighed, and samples taken and compared

with the original samples before it was ready for delivery. It

is claimed by the plaintiffs that seventy of the 119 bales were

delivered to and accepted by the defendants, forty-two of which

were burned, for which the plaintiffs recovered at the circuit

;

and this presents the important question in the case. The or-

der upon the warehouse for the cotton contained a direction to

re-store the cotton for the defendants. This indorsement was

made by the broker's clerk, and there was some conflict in the

evidence whether the defendants authorized it ; but we must

assume that the jurj^ found that they did, and also that the

broker, who acted for both parties, had authority to accept a

delivery for the defendants.

On the fifteenth of July seventy bales of the cotton were

weighed, and samples taken out, and the bales put back in the

warehouse ; the order, with the indorsement containing the di-

rection to re-store, having been delivered to the warehouseman.

Further progress was suspended until next day for want of time,

and on that night the fire occurred.

The question was presented on the trial, in various forms,

that the delivery was not complete as to any part of the cotton

;

but the court held and ruled that if the jury found that the

direction to restore was given by the defendants, and the broker

was authorized to receive a delivery of the cotton for the de-

fendants, then, that, as a matter of law, what took place iu

weighing and sampling the seventy bales amounted to a de-

livery of that quantity. In this I think the learned judge

erred. If tlie broker had full authority, and that authority was

conferred upon Bolton, the sampler, it was an authority to
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receive one hundred and nineteen bales, and not seventy, or

forty-two, or any otlier number. Neither of them had power to

accept a less number, or waive the delivery of any part of the

cotton purchased. (41 Barb. 446 ; Hill & Denio, supl't, 75.)

But neither of them assumed to accept, unconditionally, seventy

bales of the cotton. The acceptance, as far as it went, must be

construed as conditional upon the delivery of the balance.

The bales weighed were pronounced satisfactory, but were

received subject to the delivery of the remainder. Besides, the

sampling of the seventy bales was not complete until the sam-

ples taken out were compared with the original samples, which

were at the broker's office. This was the business of the

broker, who passed upon the quality upon such comparison.

The sampler exercised his judgment as to the quality ; but the

final decision, it seems, was to be made by the broker.

Until this was done, the seventy bales were not ready for

delivery even, much less delivered and accepted. The direc-

tion to re-store for the defendants, on the back of the order,

must be construed to mean a direction to re-store when the

cotton was all delivered. It did not apply to each bale as it

was weighed, and in fact there was nothing done by the ware-

houseman to change the storage. All that can be predicated

of the transaction of the fifteenth of July is, that the parties

had commenced the performance of acts, as to some of the cot-

ton, necessary to enable a delivery to be made, but had not

completed them, and as to the balance of the cotton nothing

had been done. I think the court should have held that there

was no delivery of any part of the cotton.

But if there was a delivery of seventy bales, the action could

not be sustained. The contract was entire, and the plaintiffs

must prove performance to entitle them to recover. The de-

fendants purchased one hundred and nineteen bales, to be paid

for when delivered. Until the delivery of the whole quantity

no action accrued to the plaintiffs.

While the destruction of the subject-matter of the contract,

without fault of the plaintiffs, would relieve them from an

action for damages for not performing the contract, yet it would

not enable them to enforce a part performance against the de-

fendants. (47 N. Y. 62.) The rule is well settled in this

State that upon a contract for the delivery of a specified quan-

tity of property, payment to be made on delivery, no action will

14
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lie until the whole is delivered. (13 Wend. 259 ; 10 id. 632;

3 id. 112 , 21 N. Y. 397 ; 2 id. 153.)

The English rule, that a recovery may be had for the portion

delivered, if retained until after the time for full performance

(as held in 7 B. & C. 387, and other cases), has never been

adopted, but expressly repudiated by the courts of this State.

(Id.) That rule rests upon no solid fou!ndation, and in effect

enables courts to alter the terms of contracts as made by parties.

The right of a vendor to demand the portion delivered in

a case of the destruction of the remainder, so that full perform-

ance by the vendor is impossible, need not be considered, be-

cause in this case the plaintiffs had all the cotton claimed to

have been delivered, which was not destroyed.

A vendee may accept a delivery of a part of the property,

and waive the delivery of the remainder, and this may be

shown by circumstances, but in this case there is not the slight-

est circumstance tending to establish such acceptance and

waiver. Both parties expected to perform the contract in full.

The unfoi'tunate accident prevented it before the title had

passed from the vendor's, and the misfortune is theirs.

The order granting a new trial must be affirmed, and judg-

ment absolute ordered for the defendants.

AU concur.

Order affirmed and judgment accordingly.

DovTNBE V. Thompson.

(2 Hill, 137.-1841.)

Assumpsit for goods bargained and sold, and also for goods

sold and delivered.

The defendant who resided at Hastings, Westchester county,

on August 21, 1838, addressed an order to the plaintiff, who
resided at Chittenango, Madison county, for 250 barrels of ce-

ment, to be forwarded as soon as practicable. On the 4th of

September following, the plaintiff shipped on board a canal

boat 260 barrels, which arrived at Hastings on the 17th of the

same mouth, and were offered to the defendant. He objected,

among other things, that there were more barrels than he had
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ordered, and finally refused to receive any of the cement. The
boatmen having it in charge proceeded to New York, and there

stored it.

The defendant's counsel insisted at the trial that the evidence

did not sustain either the count for goods bargained and sold,

or that for goods sold and delivered. He therefore moved for

a nonsuit, which was granted, and the plaintiff excepted. The

latter now moved for a new trial on a bill of exceptions.

By the Oourt, Cowbn, J. The difficulty of the plaintiff lies

in his not having numerically complied with the order, which

was for 260, not 260 barrels. Had he shipped the 250 barrels,

no doubt the property would have passed, and the count for

goods sold and delivered been well sustained; because a deliv-

ery to the carrier for the account and risk of the consignee, is

in law a delivery to the latter. (^Ooxe v. Harden, 4 East, 211.)

But neither count was satisfied by the shipment or offer of the 250

barrels from among a larger number, the true amount being nei-

ther counted nor weighed out. The property yet remained to be

specified, before the defendant could know what to caU his own

;

and it is entirely settled, that where any act yet remains to

be done by the vendor, such as weighing, measuring, or count-

ing out of a common parcel, no property passes. Short of this,

there is no sale, much less a delivery. (Long on Sales, 267, et

seq., ed. of 1839.) The exception at page 274, mentioned by the

plaintiff's counsel, of a certain number of dollars sent in a bar-

rel among others not intended for the consignee, is a different

case. It went on the ground that the dollars were all of the

same value, which cannot be predicated of the barrels in ques-

tion. Beside, there is perhaps some difficulty in sustaining the

exception without running foul of a strong current of cases.

We think no action will lie, unless it be a special assumpsit

for not accepting the cement.

New trial denied.
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Btjbeows V. Whitakek.

(71 New York, 291.—1877.)

Action to recover the purchase price of a quantity of lumber.

Plaintiff had judgment below, which was affirmed by the Gen-

eral Term of the Supreme Court.

Miller, J. The most important question to be determined

in this case relates to the single point whether there was a

delivery of the lumber in dispute to the defendant. By the con-

tract, which was entered into in the spring of 1872, the defend-

ant was to pay the price agreed upon for all the good and

culled lumber which the pliiintiff should deliver at Travis'

Eddy, on the bank of the Delaware river, prior to the first raft-

ing freshet in the spring of 1873. The delivery was commenced
in the early part of December, continued until the middle of

January, or a little later, when a freshet occurred, which swept

away the lumber, to recover the value of which this action is

brought, and which constituted a portion of the entire lumber

drawn and placed on the bank. At this time, all the lumber

had not been drawn, and the defendant had not commenced
rafting, or seen or handled the same, nor had it been counted

or estimated, although a man, fiirnished by the defendant, had

assisted in unloading and in cuIUiil;' and .piling the lumber.

The question wht'ther there was a valid delivery and accept-

ance of the lumber washed away by the freshet, and title to the

same conferred upon the defendant, nnist be determined by the

testimony relating to the contract. The plaintiff swears that

111! was to deliver what lumber he could, at prices which were

fixed, on the bank at Travis' Eddy, on the Delaware river, and

that the defendant agreed to buy the same, and to furnish a

man to cull and pile the lumber. He said he did not want the

culls in, as it would hinder him about rafting, and he would

cull and pile it, so as to have it ready to raft ; and it was agreed

that it should be counted on the bank or estimated in the raft.

Tlie defendant's version of the contract is, that he was to take

such lumber as plaintiiS could get on the bank at rafting time,

at which period it was to be counted on the bank ; or, if esti-

mated, to be done when rafted, and he denies that he agreed
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to have a man to cull and pile the lumber. The evidence is

somewhat contradictory, and what were the exact terms of the

contract presented a question of fact for the determination of

the jury. If the plaintiff's testimony was true, then the con-

tract was for a delivery on the bank, to be piled and culled by

defendant's man. It was not stated that this person should

have direct authority to receive the lumber formally, on behalf

of the defendant ; but, as he had something to do with it in

carrying the contract into effect, it is, perhaps, not an unrea-

sonable presumption that he was authorized to receive the lum-

ber. He could not well perform the work which he was

assigned to do, without some act of ownership or control, on

behalf of the defendant, over the lumber after it was left at the

place of deposit which had been provided for under the con-

tract. It further appears, as a circumstance showing the de-

fendant's understanding of the contract, and that he considered

himself the owner of the lumber upon its delivery ; that, at a

subsequent time, without consulting the plaintiff, and without

plaintiff's knowledge, and before the lumber had been counted

or the quantity estimated, he made up three rafts of the lum-

ber, which was not washed away, and took them down tlie river,

thus assuming that he was the owner and that the title was in

him. There were also declarations of the defendant tending to

show that such was his construction of the contract. In view

of all the evidence and the circumstances connected with the

transaction, it was, I think, a fair question for the jury to de-

cide what the actual contract was, and whether the delivery of

the lumber was perfect and complete.

The claim of the defendant that there was no sale, but an

executory contract to manufacture and deliver the lumber, and

that title to a part of the lumber did not pass until the whole

was drawn, is not, I think, well founded. The lumber was to

be drawn at different times, in quantities, and the nature of

the contract is at war with the idea that it was an entirety. It

contained no provision from which such an interpretation can

be inferred, and the circumstances all tend to a different con-

clusion. The authorities relied upon to uphold the position

contended for are not in point. In Kein v. Tupper, 52 N. Y.

550, the contract was for the sale and delivery of a certain

number of bales of cotton, to be paid for on delivery, and it was

held that no action could lie until the whole was delivered.
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The delivery of the entire number of bales was a condition prec-

edent of payment, and hence until their delivery the right of

action was not perfect.

In Andrews v. Durant, 11 N. Y. 35, there was a contract

for the building of a vessel, which was to be paid for during

the progress of the work, and no property vested in the person

for whom it was to be built, until it was fully completed. These

decisions have no application to a case where the property is

to be delivered at different times, and received and accepted, as

a delivery was made from time to time, as was the case here.

Even if it may be doubted whether the contract contemplated

that title to the lumber should not pass, until the whole of the

lumber was delivered, it was at least a cfuestion as to the in-

tention of the parties to be determined from the evidence.

(Terry v. Wheeler, 25 N. Y. 520 ; Bacon v. Gilman, 57 id. 656 ;

Schindler v. Houston, 1 Coms. 261, 265, 269.) And this ques-

tion was one for the jury to decide.

Upon the question argued by the defendant's counsel, whether

a complete and final culling of all the lumber was required, I

think no serious difficulty arises. The general rule is well set-

tled, that upon a sale of chattels, title does not pass so long as

anything remains to be done before delivery, to ascertain the

identity, quality, quantity, or price of the property, if by a fair

interpretation of the contract, any of these acts are to be done

before or at the time of such delivery. (See Terry v. Wheeler,

supra ; Evans v. Harris, 19 Barb. 416.)

In the case at bar, there is strong ground for claiming that

the fair interpretation of the contract is, that title should pass

upon the delivery of the lumber upon the bank, and it being

thus delivered at a place designated by the defendant, it passed

into his possession, and as some of the testimony shows, was

there piled and culled by an agent in the defendant's employ-

ment. The delivery was thus complete, and the culling of the

entire quantity, or even the counting or measurement of the

same, was not an essential element to the validity of the con-

tract. This condition was not a condition precedent, upon

which the execution of the contract depended. This case

comes within the rule which holds, that although something

remains to be done, yet if it clearly appears to be the intention

of the parties, that the property shall be deemed to be delivered

and the title pass, it shall be so held. (Olyphant v. Baker, 5
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Deaio, 379 ; Bexti^r v. Bevins, 42 Barb. 573 ; Keeler v. Van-

(iervere, 5 Laws. 313.)

In Crofoot v. Bennett, 2 Corns. 258, the owner of a brick-

yard sold to the defendant a quantity of brick in a kihi, deliv-

ered to him possession of the yard, and executed to the

plaintiff a bill of sale of all the bricks in the kiln ; and it was

held that the defendant was entitled to take the quantity

named, although they were not counted out, marked or sepa-

rated from the residue. It is said, in the opinion, " if the goods

sold are clearly identified, then, although it may be necessary

to number, weigh or measure them, in order to ascertain what

would be the price of the whole at a rate agreed upon between

the parties, the title will pass."

It was also laid down, that the distinction in all these cases

does not depend so much upon what is done as upon the ob-

ject to be effected. If it be specification, the property is not

changed ; if merely to ascertain the total value at designated

rates, the change of title is effected. It is very plain that the

object of the culling and counting, or measuring, was merely

as a means of ascertaining the total value, at the rates agreed

upon; and hence the title became changed, without the entire

lumber being culled, counted or measured.

This doctrine is familiar, and sustained by numerous author-

ities. (^.Russe.l V. Carrington, 42 N. Y. 118; Macomher v. Park-

er, 13 Pick. 175; Riddle v. Varnum, 20 id. 282; Tyler v.

Strang, 21 Barb. 198 ; Dexter v. Bevins, supra.')

But, independent of the rule referred to, the fair construc-

tion of the contract is, according to the ordinarj'^ rules of inter-

pretation, that the defendant agreed to take such lumber as

was brought by the plaintiff and delivered on the bank ; and

when he did this, and the defendant thus became possessed of

the property, he was the absolute owner, and the culling,

counting or measuring was not essential to establish a delivery.

The proof also shows that the whole was piled, and this was

an act of ratification, which sanctioned and approved the deliv-

ery.

In regard to the question of acceptance by the defendant, no

general act was required, and a delivery according to the terms

of the contract vested the title in the purchaser. (^Hyde v.

Lathrop, 3 Keys, 597 ; Dexter v. Bevins, supra.)

The charge of the judge, leaving it for the jury to decide
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whether it was the understanding between the parties, that a

delivery on the bank was a complete performance for the pur-

pose of the contract, and vesting the title in the defendant, was

not liable to objection within the rules referred to. As we
have seen, what was to be done after the delivery on the bank

was not material, if the parties intended that the delivery there

constituted a performance. The contract was then fulfilled;

the lumber under the control, and in possession of the defend-

ant for the purpose of being rafted, and he became the abso-

lute owner of the same.

The various rulings in regard to the evidence disclose no

error, and the judgment must be affirmed, with costs.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.

Hatch v. Baylby.

(IZCusMng, 27.—1853.)

Shaw, C. J. This is an action of replevin for twenty-three

barrels of flour, and the single question is, whether it was the

property of the plaintiff. It was attached by the defendant as

the property of J. B. Hoogs. It appears by the case, that Hoogs,

previously to his departure for Albany to purchase flour, prom-

ised the plaintiff, in consideration of a loan of his note to raise

money upon, to sell the plaintiff two hundred barrels of his

purchase, at prices fixed. At Albany, Hoogs purchased and put

on board the railroad cars for Boston, one hundred barrels of one

brand and twenty-three of another, to be forwarded to Boston,

taking the usual receipt or way-bill, making the said flour de-

liverable to himself. The flour was forwarded, and Hoogs
inclosed to the plaintiff a written order, making the flour de-

liverable to him. This the plaintiff notified to the agent of

the railroad company, and at the same time paid the freight.

The agent took the plaintiff's directions as to the mode and

place of delivery ; the agent marked the car containing it, and
directed the car to be run on a side-track to a point near the

plaintiff's warehouse, for the purpose of being there delivered ;

but the flour was not taken out of the car, nor had the car been
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actually removed. All this occurred before the attachment.

There was no evidence of any bill of sale, or other convey-

ance of said flour, from Hoogs to the plaintiff.

, The cot^rt, in reference to this evidence, which was not con-

troverted, instructed the jury, that if they should find that the

said car, containing said twenty-three barrels of flour, was, prior

to said attachment, marked as aforesaid by the clerk of the cor-

poration, in the presence of said plaintiff, who then gave the fore-

going direction in regard to its marking and disposal, it was a

sufficient delivery ; and that it was not necessary that the cor-

poration should open the car, separate the twenty-three barrels

of flour from the rest of the merchandise, or run the said car

on the side-track, or do any other act to complete the delivery.

These directions, we think, were correct. No bill of sale or

other contract in writing was necessary to effect an actual sale

and transfer of property ; the verbal contract made by the said

Hoogs, in Boston, to sell the plaintiff two hundred barrels of

flour, though being an executory contract, could not be enforced

by law, by reason of the statute of frauds, without writing, yet

when itwas actually executed, the property passed to the vendee.

Then, was it executed by a sufficient delivery? Putting the

flour into the cars at Albany, was not a delivery, because the

way-bill made the flour deliverable to Hoogs himself. But
the right to receive the property on arrival was assignable, and

when Hoogs ordered it delivered to the plaintiff, and the com-

pany, by their authorized agent, acknowledged the plaintiff's

right, took his directions as to the delivery, then marked the

ear containing it, with directions to the subordinates of the

company so to deliver the merchandise, it was a good construc-

tive delivery, pursuant to the agreement to sell, and vested the

property in the vendee.

In general, that act, which changes the control and dominion

of property, after an agreement for a sale, that which super-

sedes the power and control of the vendor and transfers it to

the vendee, is a good delivery to pass the property ; such as a

delivery of the key of the warehouse, Wilkes v. Ferris, 5 Johns.

335 ; Packard v. Dunsmore, 11 Gush. 282 ; transfer of a ware-

house-keeper's receipt, notified and assented to by the warehouse-

keeper, Tuxworth V. Moore, 9 Pick. 347 ; rdtnoval of a horse

from vendor's sale-stable to his livery-stable, to keep for the

vendee, Elmore v. Stone, 1 Taunt. 468 ; transfer of dock war-
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rants for goods in the London dock warehouses, Zwinger v.

Samuda, 7 Taunt. 265.

In all these cases, the ground is, that the same person who

was the agent of the vendor to keep, hecomes the agent of the

vendee to keep ; and the possession of the agent is the posses-

sion of the principal. Gardner v. ITowland, 2 Pick. 559 ; Gib-

son V. Stevens, 8 How. 384.

And we think the judge Avas right in directing the jury as

he did. What amounts to a delivery of goods sold, when the

facts are found, is a question of law. The court left it to the

jury upon the evidence, to decide whetlier the facts were true,

and directed them hypothetically, tliat if such facts were true,

they constituted a sufficient delivery. This was no encroach-

ment on the province of the jury ; it left thera at liberty to

weigh the evidence, to draw their own inferences, and decide on

the facts ; and the judge did what it was his province to do,

directed them in matter of law, to enable tliem to return a gen-

eral verdict.********
Uxoeptions overruled.

Lincoln v. Gallagher.

(79 Maine, 189.—1887.)

Action for damages for breach of contract for the purchase

and sale of a vessel. Verdict for plaintiff, to which defendant

excepted.

Peters, C. J. It was said in Howard v. Miner, 20 Maine,

330, that on a contract for the delivery of specific articles which

are ponderous or cumbrous, when it is not designated in the

contract, and there is nothing in the condition and situation of

the parties to determine the place of delivery, it is the privi-

lege of the creditor to name a reasonable and suitable one

;

that the debtor should request the creditor to select the place,

and if the creditor fails to do so, the debtor may appoint the

place.

In the case at bar a vessel was purchased on the eastern
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coast somewhere, to be delivered to the buyer in Portland.

Had the defendant provided a suitable place at some dock

or wharf, which could have been reached by the use of reason-

able exertion, the delivery should have been made there. The
purchaser, after notice, failing to provide a place, we think the

seller would be justified in tendering a delivery at safe anchor-

age in the harbor. He should not be required to go to special

expenses to himself to obtain a place at the wharf or upon the

shore.

By the bill of exceptions, examined with the judge's charge,

we find that a controversy arose between the parties over the

requirement of the purchaser that the seller should go to the

expense himself of placing the vessel in a dry dock in order

that the purchaser could there examine her. There was some

reason to suspect that the vessel had been ashore on her voy-

age to Portland, and the purchaser desired an inspection to see

whether she had escaped injury or not.

There can be no doubt that, in offering delivery, the seller

was under obligation to afford an opportunity to the purchaser

to make the examination. But any expenses to be incurred

thereby, beyond what would be necessary in putting the vessel

in a proper place for delivery, would fall upon the buyer and

not upon him. The seller was under no obligation to incur

any unusUal expense. He could not be called upon to place

the vessel in a dry dock. He tenders the property as sound

according to the agreement under which he acted. The buyer

must accept or reject it at his risk. Benj. Sales, § 695 ; Oron-

inger v. Crocker, 62 N. Y. 151.

Exceptions overruled.

Walton, Danfoeth, Emeey, Fostbe, and Haskell, JJ.,

concurred.
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Andrews bt al. v. Durant et al.

(11 New York, 35.—1864.)

The plaintiffs brought an action in the nature of trover for a

barge in an unfinislied state, whicli they alleged the defendants

had converted to their own use. The defendants denied the

allegations in the complaint, and set up title to the barge in

themselves. The following facts appeared on the trial. On
April 24, 1849, the defendants entered into a contract, in writ-

ing, with William H. Bridger & Co., ship-builders, by which

the latter agreed " to build " for the defendants, for the sum of

$5,000, a barge of certain dimensions and with a certain size

and description of timbers, etc., which were particularly speci-

fied, except the mil, which was to be " according to direction

of superintendent." The further provisions of the contract

were as follows :
" All the materials to be furnished by the

builder, and all to be of the first quality, and the work subject

to the superintendent, who shall have the privilege of rejecting

any timber he may think is not suitable, and object to any

work not done in a workmanlike manner. The boat to be fur-

nished complete, and ready for the ship-chandler according to

the above specification on the first day of August next, and

delivered to Durant, Lathrop & Co., [the defendants] at Kings-

ton. In case the barge is not complete by the time specified

above, or within ten daj's of that time, W. H. Bridger & Co.

agree to forfeit $250 for every week's delay. Payment : The
said $5,000 to be paid as follows, viz., $1,000 when keel is laid,

$1,000 when frame is up, $1,000 when planked and calked, and

$2,000 when completed and delivered."

Bridger and Co. proceeded in the construction of the barge

until August 4, 1849, when, having stopped payment, they

assigned the unfinished vessel, with their other property, to the

plaintiffs as trustees for the benefit of their creditors, according

to certain classes of preference. The bai'ge had been so far

advanced in its construction as to be planked, and the defend-

ants had paid the builders $3,000 according to the contract,

when the builders failed. The defendants, having obtained

possession of the barge, proposed to the plaintiffs to finish it,

and offered in that event to pay them the balance of the con-
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tract price, but this was declined ; and the plaintiffs demanded

the barge of the defendants, who would not give it up. The

defendants then procured it to be completed on their own
account, at an expense of 1700. The person who acted as

superintendent in the building of the barge was sworn, and tes-

tified that he was employed exclusively by the defendants and

was paid by them.

Judgment was rendered in favor of the defendants, and the

plaintiffs excepted : it was affirmed at the general term. The

plaintiffs appealed to this court.

Dento, J. In general a contract for the building of a vessel

or other thing not yet in esse, does not vest any property in the

party for whom it is agreed to be constructed during the pro-

gress of the work, nor until it is finislied and delivered, or at

least ready for delivery and approved by such party. All the

authorities agree in this. (^Towers v. Onborne, 1 Stra. 506;

Mueldow v. Mangles, 1 Taunt. 318 ; Julumon v. Hunt, 11 Wend.

139 ; Orookshank v. Burr'dl, 18 John. 58 ; Hnuall v. Filch, 8

Cow. 215 ; Mixer v. Howarth, 21 Pick. 205.) ^ And the law is

the same though it be agreed that payment shall be made to the

builder during the progress of the work, and such payments

are made accordingly. In Miicklow v. Manglea, which arose

out of a contract for building a barge, the whole price was paid

in advance, the vessel was built, and the name of the person

who contracted for it was painted on the stern, yet it was held

that the title remained in the builder. In Merriit v. Johnson,

7 John. 473, where a sloop was agreed to be built and one-third

of the price was to be paid when one-third of the work was

done, two-thirds when two-thirds were done, and the balance

when it was completed, and before it was finished it was sold

on execution against the builder after more than a third had

been done and more than that proportion of the price had been

paid, the court decided that the vessel was the property of the

builder, and not of the person who engaged it to be constructed.

Where during the course of the transaction the vessel or

other thing agreed to be built is identified and appropriated so

that the mechanic would be bound to complete and deliver that

particular thing, and could not without violating his contract

substitute another similar article though otherwise correspond-

ing with the agreement, there would seem to be more reason
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for holding that the property was transferred ; still it has never

been held that this was enough to pass the title. In Laidler v.

Burlinson, 2 Mees. & Welsh. 602, the vessel was about one-

third built when the contract was made. The builder and

owners agreed to finish that particular vessel in a manner spe-

cially agreed upon for a price which was the equivalent for the

finished vessel. Before it was completed the builder became

bankrupt, and the possession passed into the hands of his as-

signee. The court of exchequer held the true construction of

the contract to be that the title was to pass when the ship was

completed and not before. The parties only agreed to buy a

particular ship tvhen complete, and although the builder could

not comply with the contract by delivering another ship, still

it was considered an executory contract merely. In Atkinson

V. Bell, 8 Barn. & Cress. 277, the same principle was held in

respect to a contract for making spinning machinery, and in

Olarlce v. Spence, 4 Adolph. & El. 448, which is the case prin-

cipally relied on by the defendants, it was admitted by the court

that the appropriation of the particular ship to the contract,

then in question, by the approval of the materials and labor by

the superintendent, did not of itself vest the property in the

purchaser until the whole thing contracted for had been com-

pleted.

In the case before us, it cannot be denied but that the barge,

as fast as its several parts were finished with the approval of

the superintendent, became specifically appropriated to the ful-

filment of this contract, so that Bridger & Co. could not have

fulfilled their agreement with the defendants in any other way
than by completing and delivering that identical boat. This

results from the consideration that the superintendent could

not be called upon to inspect and approve of the work and ma-

terials of another barge, after having performed that duty as to

one ; so that the contract would be broken up unless it applied

itself to this vessel. But it is clear that this circumstance alone

does not operate to transfer the title. The precise question in

this case is whether the concurrence of both particulars—the

payment of parts of the price at specified stages of the work,

and the intervention of a superintendent to inspect and approve of

the work and materials—produces a result which neither of

them separately would effect. It is no doubt competent for the

parties to agree when and upon what conditions the property in
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the subject of such a contract shall vest in the prospective

owner. The present question is therefore simply one of con-

struction. The inquiry is whether the parties intended by the

provisions which they have inserted in their contract, that as

soon as the first payment had become payable and had been

paid, the property in the unfinished barge should vest in the

defendants, so that thereafter it should be at their risk as to

casualties, and be liable for their debts, and pass to their rep-

resentatives in case of their death. Such an agreement would

be lawful if made, and the doubt only is whether the parties

have so contracted.

The courts in England, under contracts in all material re-

spects like this, have held that the title passed. In Woods

V. Russell, 5 Barn. & Aid. 942, the question came before the

court of king's bench, and Abbott, C. J., distinctly declared

his opinion that the payment of the installments under such a

contract vested the property in the ship in the party for whom
it was to have been constructed. But there was another feature

in the case upon which it was finally decided. The builder had

signed a certificate for the purpose of enabling the other party

to procure the vessel to be registered in his name and it was so

registered accordingly while it was yet unfinished and before the

question arose. The court held that the legal effect of signing

the certificate for the purpose of procuring the registry was,

from the time the registry was complete, to vest the general prop-

erty in the party contracting to have the ship built. This case

was decided in 1822, and was the first announcement of the

principle upon which the defendants' counsel rely in the Eng-

lish courts. The case of Clarice v. Spence was decided in 1836.

It arose out of a contract for building a vessel, which contained

both the features of superintendence and of payments accord-

ing to specific stages of the work, as in Wooih v. Russell, and

as in the contract now before the court. The court of king's

bench was clearly of opinion, that as fast as the different parts

of the vessel were approved and added to the fabric they became

appropriated to the purchaser by way of contract, and that when

the last of them were so added and the vessel was thereby com-

pleted it vested in the purchaser. The court conceded that by

the general rules of law, until the last of the necessary mate-

rials was added the thing contracted for was not in existence

;

and they said they have not been able to find any authority for
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holding that while the article did not exist as a whole and was

incomplete, the general property in such parts of it [as] had

been from time to time constructed should vest in the purchaser,

except what was said in the case of Woods v. Russell; and that

was admitted to be a dictum merely, and not the point on which

the case was decided. The court however decided upon the

authority of that case, though with some hesitation, as they said,

that the rights of the parties in the case before it, after the mak-

ing of the first payment, were the same as if so much of the

vessel as was then constructed had originallj' belonged to the

party contracting for its xonstvuction and had been delivered

by him to the builder to be added to and finished ; and they

said it would follow that every plank and article subsequently

added would, as added, become the property of the party con-

tracting with the builder. The dictum in Wood-i- v. Russell

was incidentally referred to as the law in Atkinson v. Bell, 8

Barn. & Cress. 277, and the doctrine there stated, and con-

firmed in Clarke v. Spenoe, was assumed to be correct in Laidler

V. Burlinson before referred to. It has also been generallji

adopted by systematic writers in treatises published or revised

since the decision of Clarke v. Spenoe, that case and Woods v.

Russell being always referred to as the authority on which it

rests. (Story on Sales, §§ 315, 316 ; Chit, on Cont. 878, 9

;

Abbott on Ship. 4, 6.)

It is scarcely necessary to say that the English cases since

the revolution are not regarded as authority in our courts. Upon

disputed doctrines of the common law they are entitled to re-

spectful consideration ; but where the question relates to the

construction or effect of a written contract they have no greater

weight than may be due to the reasons given in their support.

Can it then be fairly collected from the provisions of this con-

tract, that the title to the unfinished barge was to be transferred

from the builder to the other party upon the making of the first

payment, contrary to the principle well settled and generally un-

derstood that a contract for the construction of an article not in

existence is executory until the thing is finished and ready for

delivery? In the first place, I should say that so marked a cir-

cumstance would be stated in words of unequivocal import

;

and would not be left to rest upon construction, if a change of

property was really intended. The provision for superintend-

ence by the agent of the intended owner, though it serves to
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identify and appropriate the article as soon as its construction

is commenced, does not, as we have seen, work any change of

property. Such would not ordinarily be the intention to be

deduced from such a circumstance. Many of the materials of

which a vessel is composed are ultimately covered so as to be

concealed from the eye when it is finished ; and as the safety

of life and property is concerned in the soundness and strength

of these materials, it is but a reasonable precaution to be taken

by one who engages a vessel to be constructed, to ascertain as

the work progresses that everything is staunch and durable

;

and such a provision, as it seems to me, does not tend to show
a design that there shall be a change of property as fast as any

materials or work are inspected and approved. It amounts only

to an agreement that when the whole is completed the party will

receive it in fulfilment of the contract. The provision for ad-

vances at particular stages of the work is a very usual one where

an expensive undertaking is contracted for, and it only shows

that the party advancing is willing thus to assist the artisan pro-

vided that he can see that the work is going on in good faith,

so as to afford a reasonable prospect that he will realize the

avails of his expenditure in a reasonable period. The argu-

ment for the defendants would be somewhat stronger if we
could say that the amount to be advanced at the several stages

mentioned was understood by the parties to be the price or equiv-

alent for the labor and materials already expended. This by no

means appears, btit on the contrary there is strong reason to be-

lieve, that in this case a considerable portion of the price was

to be at all times kept back in order to secure the speedy com-

pletion of the contract. When Bridger & Co. failed only three

thousand dollars of the five thousand had been paid, and they

would not be entitled to any more until the barge was finished,

and yet it cost only seven hundred dollars to complete it. This

renders it improbable that the parties could have intended the

sale and purchase of so much as was done at the several stages

of the work at which payments were to be made, if indeed such

a contract were not in itself so much out of the course of the

ordinary conduct of parties as not to be assumed without un-

equivocal language.

The decision in Clarke v. Spence is placed very much upon

the idea, that parties may have contracted in reference to the

doctrine announced in Woods v. Russell. That argument can

15
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have no force here, but on the contrary the inference to be

dri\wn from our own cases and particularly from Merritt v.

Johnson, would be that the title remained in the builder under

such a contract until the completion of the vessel.

The foregoing considerations have led me to the conclusion

that the modern English rule is not founded upon sufficient

reasons, and that it ought not to be followed. The judgment

of the Supreme Court should therefore be reversed, and a new
trial ordered.

Emplre State Type Founding Co. v. Grant.

(IWNew York, 40.—1889.)

Parker, J. In March, 1886, the plaintiff, by its prt-sident,

agreed to sell to one Guy Tremelling two printing presses, with

the necessary shafting, together with a quantity of type and

other printers' supplies, for the sum of $1,100.95, payment to

be made as follows : Five hundred dollars to be paid in cash,

and a chattel mortgage, embracing all the property sold, to be

given by Tremelling for the balance. The plaintiff at once

commenced to put up the shafting, set the presses and deliver

the type and other materials. When the work was about half

done, the clerk of the plaintiff was sent to Tremelling to coUect

the cash agreed to be paid. Tremelling paid #250 and the

plaintiff went on with the work of putting the presses in work-

ing order, transferring the type and other materials, in which

work the plaintiff was engaged between fifteen and sixteen

days^ Immediately after the materials had been put in and

work completed, the president of the plaintiff went to the office

of Tremelling to receive the payment agreed upon, and learned

that Tremelling had absconded. On the same day, or the day

following, the defendant, as sheriff of the city and county of

New York, under and by virtue of a warrant of attachment

regularly issued against the property of Tremelling, levied

upon the effects in question. The plaintiff thereupon com-

menced this action to recover possession of the property. At
the close of the plaintiff's case, the defendant moved the court
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to direct a verdict for the defendant. The plaintiff asked that

the case be submitted to the jury. The court denied the plain-

tiff's request and directed a verdict for the defendant, the plain-

tiff duly excepting.

We think that the facts proven did not warrant the trial

court in holding, as a matter of law, that the title to the prop-

erty had passed from plaintiff to Tremelling, and, therefore, the

disposition made of the case was error. It is too well settled to

require the citation of authority, that where a sale of personal

prof>erty is made upon condition that the stipulated price shall

be paid upon delivery, title does not pass until payment made,

unless the vendor waive the condition. Under such a contract,

delivery and payment are simultaneous or concurrent acts by

the seller and buyer ; and although the articles may have been

actually delivered into the possession of the vendee, the delivery

is held to be conditional, and not absolute, provided the vendor

has not by subsequent acts waived the condition of payment.

If, then, the agreement between the plaintiff and Tremelling

had provided, in express terms, that payment be made on deliv-

ery (no proof having been offered tending to show a subsequent

waiver of such condition), it would have been the duty of the

court to hold, as a matter of law, that the title to the chattels

still remained in the plaintiff.

The agreement, however, did not provide, in express terms,

that payment should be made on delivery. Neither did it pro-

vide that payment and delivery should not be concurrent. The

rule in such case is that the intent of the parties must control.

If it can be inferred from the acts of the parties and the circum-

stances surrounding the transaction that it was the intent that

delivery and payment should be concurrent acts, the title will

be deemed to have remained in the vendor until the condition

of payment is complied with. (Benj. on Sales, [Am. ed.j § 330

and notes ; Leven v. Smith, 1 Denio, 571 ; Hammet v. Linne-

man, 48 N. Y. 399 ; Smith v. Lynes, 5 id. 41 ; Parker v. Bax-

ter, 86 id. 586 ; Bussell v. Minor, 22 Wend. 659.)

The question of intent is one of fact, not of law. It is for

the jury, not for the court to pass upon, (^ffall v. Stevens, 40

Hun, 578 ; Hammet v. Linneman, 48 N. Y. 399.)

It appears that the defendants stipulated to pay for the ma-

terials sold, $500 in cash and give a chattel mortgage on all of

the property for the balance ; that while the materials were
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being delivered, the plaintiff demanded and received f250 on

account of cash payment ; that, immediately after the plaintiff

had performed his part of the contract, its president went to

Tremelling's office to receive payment and found that he had

absconded, and the next day the plaintiff's president asserted

to the attaching creditor that he had not parted with the pos-

session of the goods. These facts, together with all the circum-

stances surrounding the transaction under the authorities cited,

should have been submitted to the jury, under proper instruc-

tions, to enable them to determine whether the title passed to

Tremelling or remained in the plaintiff. It is suggested, in

one of the opinions of the court below, that Tremelling bad

acquired an interest to the extent of #250 in the property, which

was subject to sale under the attachment. We do not concur

in that view. If it be determined that the title to the property

remains in the plaintiff, the case falls within the established

rule that where a vendor of chattels, when the period of per-

formance arrives, is ready and offers to perform on Ids part, and

the purchaser neglects and refuses to perform, for any reason,

he cannot recover back the partial payments he has made.

(Mofiroe v. Reynolds ^ Upton, 47 Barb. 574 ; Humeston v.

Cherrii, 23 Hun, 141.)
'

The judgment of the General Term and of the Circuit should

be reversed and a new trial ordered, costs to abide the event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.

Hague et al. v. Poetbk.

(3 HUl, 141.—1842.)

Error to the New York C. P., to recover the value of one

hundred lamps alleged to have been sold by the plaintiffs to the

defendant.

On the 27th of August, 1840, the defendant, a merchant of

the city of New York, agreed to take of the plaintiffs, who were

engaged in business at Newark, N. J., two dozen side-lamps in

one lot. These were paid for and delivered to the defendant.

At the time of making this agreement and before the delivery
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of the two dozen, which were wanted immediately, the defend-

ant ordered one hundred more lamps of the same kind, which

were to he made and delivered as soon as practicable. The

price of the whole was agreed on at the rate of $13.00 per dozen.

On the 4th of September following the defendant wrote to the

plaintiffs suggesting an alteration that he wished to have made

in the construction of the lamps in question. After being com-

pleted according to directions, tliey were boxed up and sent by

a carman to the defendant's store. The defendant refusing to

I'eceive the lamps, they were left on the side-walk; and the

present action was brought to recover the agreed price. The

court below directed a nonsuit, on the ground that there was

no proof of a delivery of the lamps. The plaintiffs excepted,

and, after judgment, sued out a writ of error.

By the Court, CowEN, J. Here was no actual delivery and

acceptance by the defendant below. The contract was execu-

tory, and he refused to receive. It was scarcely a case of goods

bargained and sold. The count should, I apprehend, have been

special, for refusing to accept. AH the cases on this point were

considered in Atleinmn v. Bell, 2 Man. & Ryl. 292 ; 8 Barn. &
Cress. 277, S. C, and the subject entirely exhausted : indeed

the case itself is directly against the plaintiff in error. The

contract for the two dozen lamps was distinct, and the delivery

of these bore no relation to the one hundred in question.

{Thomfson v. Maeeroni, 3 Barn. & Cress. 1.)

The case of Downer v. Thompson, 2 Hill, 137, or rather the

di.otunt cited from that case, went on the assumption that there

had been a delivery to and acceptance by the carrier with the

assent of the vendee. That is a constructive delivery to the

vendee himself, and satisfies a count for goods sold and de-

livered, the same as a personal delivery to and acceptance by

him. If he order goods to be sent by a carrier, though he do

not name him, and they are sent accordingly, that is a delivery.

(^Batten v. Solomonson, 3 Bos. & Pull. 582.) Such direction

may certainly be implied from the course of trade ; but I do

not see here any direction so to send, either express or implied.

The practice between Newark and New York is Jiot shown.

There was no dispute in the cases cited that the goods were to

be sent by a carrier, nor that they were so sent pursuant to

order.

Judgment affirmed.
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Kkulder V. Ellison et al.

(47 New York, 36.—1871.)

Action to recover the value of a barrel of shellac delivered

to defendants, common carriers, and consigned to Newell &
Turpin. The barrel was empty when it reached its destination,

and was reshipped to the plaintiff. At the trial, the defendants

requested the court to charge that delivery at the boat passed

the title to Newell & Turpin, and that plaintiff was not entitled

to recover. To the court's refusal so to charge, defendants ex-

cepted.

Peckham, J. Had the plaintiff, the vendor of the goods,

the right to maintain an- action for their loss ? Here the evi-

dence shows that Newell & Turpin, of Rochester, had ordered

the goods from plaintiff, of New York city, to be sent to them

"via canal, such as you sent last." Plaintiff sent them a bill

by mail of the purchase, and shipped the goods "via canal," by

defendant's boat. Plaintiffs also remitted to the purchasers a

bill of sale of the goods.

The presumption of law is, that the consignee is the owner

of the goods in the absence of any evidence on the subject, and

is the proper party to sue, for their injury or loss. (^Sweet v.

Barney, 23 N. J. 235; Price v. Powell, 3 Comst. 322; Everett

V. Saltus, 15 Wend. 474 ; Ang. on Carriers, § 497, and cases

cited.)

There have been decisions qualifying this rule as to the

proper party to sue, some holding, that an action might be

maintained by the consignor, where he had made a special con-

tract for the transportation.

In Moore v. Wihon, 1 Tr. R. 659, an action was sustained

by the consignor against a carrier, where it appeared that the

consignee had agreed with the plaintiff to pay for the trans-

portation.

Buller, J., holding that the agreement was between the

" consignor and the carrier, the former of whom was, by law,

liable." One case only is referred to; this was in 1787, in a

note (1 Atk. 248), where the Lord Chancellor declares the
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rule to be the other way, and that such an action would not

lie.

In Joseph V. Knox, 3 Camp. 320, where goods had been

shipped by plaintiff, an agent of the owner, who resided abroad,

to be forwarded to a given place, and the freight paid by the

agent and consignor, a recovery was allowed by Lord Ellen-

borough, at nisi priux, on the ground of the special contract.

This in 1812. So in Davis v. James, 5 Burr. 2680, a like

rule was held where the consignor agreed to pay, and paid the

earner, in 1770. In Dawes v. PeaJ(, 8 Durn. &(, E. 330, it

was unanimously held, after full citation of authorities and

consideration, that an action by the consignor would not He

for the loss of the goods, when they had been delivered to a

particular carrier by order of the consignee, though he paid for

booking the goods. Lord Kenyon, Ch. J., in delivering the

opinion of the court, observed (K. B.): "This question must

be governed by the consideration in whom the legal right was

vested, for he is the person who has sustained the loss." The
court held, that this booking was done as the agent of the con-

signee. This in 1799. In Brower v. Hodgson, 2 Camp. 36,

a like decision at nisi prius, by Lord Ellenborough, where the

goods were shipped by order, and on account of the consignee,

as appeared by the bill of lading. So held, on the ground that

the property was in the consignee, from the time of delivery,

on board the vessel. This is 1809.

In Button v. Solomonson, 3 Bos. & Pul. 582, same doctrine.

Lord Alvanley, Ch. J., expressed his surprise that the point

should be questioned, as he said it appeared to him to be a

proposition as well settled as any in the law, that if a tradesman

order goods to be sent by a carrier, though he names no partic-

ular carrier, the moment the goods are delivered to the carrier

it operates as a delivery to the purchaser. The whole property

immediately vests in him ; and he alone can bring an action

for any injury done to them.

In 1803, in Freeman v. Birch, 1 Nev. & Man. 420, a laun-

dress sent linen she had washed to the owner in London, and

paid the carriage. Lost by the carrier, and action by laundress

sustained on the ground that she had a special property in the

linen; but admitted by both justices, Littledale and Parke,

that if there be a complete sale, the property is out of the ven-

dor altogether. Therp the vendor transmits as agent for the

vendee.
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Excepting cases of special contract where it has formerly-

been held, that the consignor ma}' bring the action, I think the

cases agree substantially that the action must be brought in

the name of the consignee only, as the owner ; and that the

owner alone can bring the action. (Angell on Carriers, § 497.)

In such case, he and not the consignor must bring the action,

for the consignor has his remedy against the purchaser. (Id.)

Where the contract of purchase and sale is not valid or complete

by reason of the statute of frauds, the goods being over the value

of £10, and the title, therefore, still vests in the consignor, though

the goods have been delivered to the carrier, no acceptance,

and all still vesting in parol, the action must be brought by the

consignor. (Ooomis v. The Br. ^ Ex. R. Co., 3 Hurl. & Nor.

510.) But all the judges, in delivering opinions, admitted the

rule to be, that the consignee must have brought the action

had the order been in writing, and the sale valid. The ques-

tion was whether the property passed to the vendee. If it did,

he must sue.

In 1858 (see Potter v. Lansin,/, 1 J. R. 215). That the

property passed to the consignee, in the case at bar on its deliv-

ery to the carrier "via the canal," is entirely clear. (^People v.

Hayne.^, 14 Wend. 546 ; Ang. on Carr. § 497 ; Smith's Merc.

Law, 290, 5th ed.; 2 Kent's Com. 8th ed. p. in mar. 499,

and cases cited.) There is nothing disclosed in the case to qual-

ify or modify that title. In the language of the books, it is a

complete sale. No special contract by the vendor with the

carrier, and no payment of the price of transportation, if either

could affect the title of the vendee. I think it clearly could

not. The order being positive and in writing, and stating

the mode of conveyance, where the goods were delivered to the

carrier pursuant to that order, the title passed absolutely to the

vendee, subject to the right of stoppage in transitu, and it gave

no right of action to the vendor to sue for the loss of the vend-

ee's goods, though the vendor, as agent for vendee, paid the

carriage, or in like character, specially contracted with the car-

rier to transport. Had the consignor agi'eed with the consign-

ees to deliver the goods to them at Rochester, the rule would

be different. Then the consignees would not be the owners

till delivery iit Rochester. But upon what principle a vendor

can sue for the loss of another's goods, it is difficult to see.

In this case the right of action being in the vendee under
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the facts disclosed, the return of the empty barrel to the Tend-

er, and his sending on another in no manner affected that right,

either by extinguishing or by assigning it to the consignor.

Judgment should be reversed, and new trial ordered, costs

to abide event.

All concur.

Jvdgment reversed.

Bailey et al. v. The Hudson River R. R. Co.

(49 New York, 70.—1872.)

On October 13, 1866, plaintiffs received an invoice of three

cases of goods from Alden, Frink & Weston, and at once ad-

vanced to said firm three-fourths of their value, and in addition

made a loan of <|3,974.13, for which amount said firm gave its

check. The check was not paid, and, to meet its indebtedness,

said firm agreed to and did ship to plaintiffs eight more cases

of goods, and sent invoices stating that the goods were con-

signed to plaintiffs. On or about October 16, all the cases

were delivered to the defendant, consigned to the plaintiffs,

and the defendant gave receipts therefor. On October 17, a

member of said firm changed the destination of the goods, and

the defendant delivered them in pursuance of such changed

destination to another person.

In an action for the conversion of the goods, the court di-

rected a verdict for the plaintiffs, and the judgment entered

thereon was affirmed by the General Term of the Supreme Court.

Chttkch, Cb. J. It is undisputed that Alden, Frink &
Weston delivered the goods in question to the defendant, to be

transported by them to the plaintiffs ; that they were consigned

to the plaintiffs, and the packages properly marked with the

name of the plaintiffs' firm, and the defendant gave a receipt

for the same, agreeing to deliver the goods safely to the plain-

tiffs at the city of New York. It is also undisputed that the

plaintiffs had made a specific advance upon a portion of the

goods, and the remainder were shipped i i piu'suance of an agree-

ment between the plaintiffs and Alden, Frink & Weston, to
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pay for money borrowed by the latter of the former a few days

previous, and that invoices of all the goods, stating the consign-

ment and shipment by the defendant's railroad, had been for-

warded to the plaintiffs by mail. This was substantially the

condition of things on the 17th of October, when one of the

members of the firm of Alden, Frink& Weston, for his individual

benefit, but in the name of his firm, changed the destination of

the goods, and the defendant delivered them in pursuance of such

changed destination to another person. The question is whether

the title had vested in the plaintiffs. I think it had. It is clear

that the consignors delivered the goods to the carrier for the

plaintiffs in compliance with their contract to do so. The parol

contract was thereby executed, and the title vested in the plain-

tiffs. The plaintiffs occupied the legal position of vendees

after having paid the purchase-monej' and received the delivery

of the goods. But it is unnecessary, in order to uphold this

judgment, to maintain that the plaintiffs occupied strictly the

relation of vendees. The legal rights of a vendee attach when
goods are shipped to a commission merchant, who has made

advances upon them in pursuance of an agreement between the

parties. Such an agreement may be either inferred from the

circumstances or shown by express contract. (^Holhrooh v.

Wight, 24 Wend. 169 ; Haille v. Smith, 1 Bos. & Pul. 563.)

In the latter case. Eyre, J., said : " From the moment the goods

were set apart for tliis particular purpose, why should we not

hold the property in them to have changed, in being in perfect

conformity to the agreement and such an execution thereof as

the justice of the case requires." The same principle has been

repeatedly adopted. (^Grosvenor v. Phillips, 2 Hill, 147.)

It must appear that the delivery was made with intent to

transfer the property. Until this is done the parol agreement

is executory, the title remains in the consignor, and he lias the

power to transfer the property to whomsoever he pleases, and

render himself liable for the non-performance of the contract.

It is urged by the counsel for the defendant that no bill of

lading was forwarded or delivered to the plaintiffs, and that

until this was done the title remained in the consignors. This

is undoubtedly true in many cases ; but it is mainly important

in characterizing the act of the shipper, and showing with what,

purpose and intent the goods were delivered to the carrier. If

A. has property, upon which he has received an advance from
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B. upon an agreement that he will ship it to B. to pay the

advance or to pay any indebtedness, he may or may not comply

with his contract. He may ship it to C. or he may ship it to

B. upon conditions. As owner he can dispose of it as he

pleases. But if he actually ships it to B. in pursuance of his

contract, the title vests in B. upon the shipment. The highest

evidence that he has done so is the consignment and uncondi-

tional delivery to B. of the bill of lading. If the consignor

procures an advance upon the bill of lading from a third per-

son, or delivers or indorses the bill of lading to a third person

for a consideration, it furnishes equally satisfactorj' evidence

that the property was not delivered to the consignee, for the

simple reason that it was delivered to some one else. But I

apprehend that if a consignor who had made such an agreement

retained in his own possession a duplicate of the bill of lading,

and notified the consignee by letter that he had shipped the

property for him in pursuance of the agreement, or in any other

manner the intention thus to ship it was evinced, the title

would pass as effectually, as between them, as if he had for-

warded the bill of lading. The question whether a subsequent

indorsee of the bill of lading for a valuable consideration could

acquire any rights against the consignee, is not involved. As
against the consignor the delivery of the property to the car-

rier, with intent to comply with his contract, vests the title in

the consignee. It is largely a question of intention. In Mitch-

ell V. Ide, 39 C. S. R. 260, cited by the defendants. Lord

Denman said: "The intention of Mackenzie to transfer the

property to the plaintiff is unquestionable, and we think that

under the circumstances he has carried that intention into ef-

fect." And in The Bank of Rochester v. Jones, 4 N. Y. 501,

this court said : " When the bill of lading has not been delivered

to the consignee, and there is no other evidence of an intention

on the part of the consignor to consign the specific property to

him, no lien will attach." In that case the bill of lading was

not only not sent to the consignee, but was transferred to the

plaintiffs and money borrowed upon it, and there was no evi-

dence of an intention to consign the flour to the defendant

except upon the condition of paying the money so borrowed.

It should be observed also that in that case there was no agree-

ment to consign the property to the defendant as security, or

in payment of the indebtedness due him from the consignor.
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Sucli an agreement, either express or implied, is important,

although not conclusive, in showing the intent with which the

act was done. In this case there was no other bill of lading

than the receipt produced in evidence, and no duplicate was

taken ; but the intention of Alden, Frink & Weston to transfer

this specific propertj'^ to the plaintiffs, to be applied upon their

indebtedness, conclusively appears by the undisputed evidence.

1. By the agreement the day prior to the shipment. 2. By
forwarding invoices of the shipment to the plaintiffs. 3. By
making the shipment unconditionally. 4. By retaining the

receipt given by the defendant, and neither making or attempt-

ing to make any use of it.

These acts were so unequivocal of an intention to transfer

the property to the plaintiffs that there remains no room for

doubt. The moment these acts were done, the title vested in

the plaintiffs, and the consignors were powerless to interfere

with the property.

The recent case of The Cayuga County National Bank v. Dan-

iels (not reported) was decided against the consignees upon the

distinction above referred to. It was held in that case that

the consignors did not deliver the property to the carrier with

the intention to vest the title in the defendants, except upon

condition of paying a draft discounted by the plaintiffs, anil

that the bill of lading was delivered upon that condition, and

that on the defendants' refusal to comply with the condition,

they acquired no right or title to the property, and that the

case therefore came within the principle of the Bank of Roches-

ter V. Jones, supra. Here the intention to vest the title is clear

and plain. It is urged that the words " on our account," in the

invoices, evinced an intention not to vest the title in the plain-

tiffs. They can have no such effect in this case, even if stand-

ing alone and unexplained they might have. A bill of lading

for which, as between the parties, the invoices were a substi-

tute, can always be explained by parol. It may be shown by

parol to have been intended as evidence of an absolute sale, a

trust, a mortgage, a pledge, a lien or a mei"e agency. (2 Hill,

151 ; 4 N. Y. 501, and cases cited.) The actual agreement and

transaction will prevail, and it was proved by two of the mem-

bers of the firm, and uncontradicted, that the goods were in fact

shipped in pursuance of the agreement. Besides, these words

are not necessarily inconsistent with the agreement. The goods
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were not purchased absolutely by the plaiutiffs at a specified

price, but were to be sold and the avails applied. The relation

of the plaintiffs was more nearly that of trustee, having the title,

and bound to dispose of the property and apply the proceeds in

a particular manner, and the consignors were the cestuis que

trust, having the legal right to enforce the terms of the agree-

ment for their benefit. In this sense the property was shipped

on their account, and the agreement is consistent with the mean-

ing of those words. The statute of frauds has no application.

1. There was no sale. 2. If there was the consideration was

paid. 3. The property was specified when the agreement' was

made as being that which had been and was then being shipped,

and the plaintiffs agreed to accept that particular property, and

the subsequent delivery to the carrier agreed upon was in legal

effect a delivery to the plaintiffs. ( Cross v. O'Dunnell, 44 N. Y.

661 ; Stafford v. Webb, Lalors, Sup. 217.)

The defendant is liable for a conversion of the property. It

had receipted the property and agreed to transport safely, and

deliver it to the plaintiffs. Instead of complying with its con-

tract, it delivered the property to another person by the direc-

tion of one who had no more legal authority over the property

than a stranger, without the return even of its receipt. The

plaintiffs had vested rights which the defendant was bound to

respect, and with a knowledge of which it was legally charge-

able. (45 N. Y. 49; 6 Hill, 586; 24 Wend. 169; Story on

Bailment, 414; 31 N. Y. 490.) It was its duty to deliver the

property to the real owner. (45 N. Y. 34.)

Judgment affirmed with costs.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.
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Fkagano V. Long.

(4 Barnewall & Gresswell, 219.—1826.)

Assumpsit, against defendant as owner of the brig or vessel

James and Theresa, for negligence in shipping a cask of hard

ware. At the trial, the following facts appeared in evidence;

Mason & Sons, hardwaremen, at Birmingham, in April, 1822,

received the following order from the plaintiff:

"Naples, March 28th, 1822.

" Order transmitted by G. Fragano, of this city, to Mason &
Sons, of Birmingham, through Mr. F. L. for the following mer-

chandise, to be despatched on insurance being effected. Terms

to be three months' credit from the time of arrival." The
order then specified the goods. In pursuance of this order, the

cask of hardware in question marked with the plaintiff's initials

was sent by the canal from Birmingham, by Mason & Sons, to

Messrs. Stokes, their shipping agents at Liverpool, with direc-

tions to forward tlie same to Naples. An insurance was af-

fected, and the interest declared to be in Fragano. On the

3d of July, the goods were delivered on the quay to the mate

of the James and Theresa, and were receipted for as follows :

"Received in good order and condition on board the James ^
Theresa, for Naples, one cask of hardware.

" G. F. Samuel Smith, Mate.

"From W. ^ J. Stokes."

The goods were left in the custody of the mate, and before

they were actually put on board, by some accident the cask fell

into the water, by which the injury complained of was sus-

tained.

A verdict was directed for the plaintiff. A rule nisi for a

new trial was obtained, on the ground, first, that no bill of lad-

ing having been made out, the property in the goods was never

vested in the plaintiff ; secondly, that by the terms of the order,

the goods were not to be at the plaintiff's risk, until after their

arrival at Naples.

Baylby, J. Considering this case apart from the order

given by the plaintiff, it is quite free from doubt either in law
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or justice. It appears, however, that the plaintiff sent an order

to Mason ^ Sons at Birmingham, for the goods in question " to

be despatched on insurance being effected. Terms to be three

months' credit from the time of arrival." But for that order

the goods never would have left Mason's warehouse, and when

sent, they were marked with the plaintiff's initials. If the

goods had been destroyed by lightniag on the road to Liver-

pool, Fragano must have borne the loss. At Liverpool, Stohes

^ Co., Mason's shipping agents, shipped the goods and took a

receipt. It is argued that the agent was thereby enabled to

maintain an action for the goods, but that Fragano, as his prin-

cipal, could not. I think that position is not coi-rect, although

there might have been some difficulty had Stokes ^ Co. set up

an adverse interest. It, therefore, seems to me, that as the

goods left Mason's warehouse, by the order of the plaintiff, they

.were at his risk, and that he can maintain an action for them,

unless the form of the order which he gave for them deprives

him of that right. It has been urged, that the form of the

order throws the risk upon the vendor until the arrival of the

goods, for they were Hot to be paid for until three months from

that period, and consequently that the arrival was a condition

precedent to Mason's right to sue for the price. If, however,

the goods were not to be paid for unless they arrived, why
should the plaintiff insure them ? That shows that the arrival

was not considered as a condition precedent to the payment.

If the goods arrived, three months from the arrival was to be

the period of credit; if they did not arrive, still the plaintiff

would be bound to pay in a reasonable time after the arrival

became impossible. If this were not so, the insurance would

be altogether nugatory, for Fragano could not sue upon it,

neither could Mason, the interest being declared to be in Fra-

gano. For these reasons, I am of opinion that the form of the

order for the goods does not vary the case, and that the verdict

was properly found for the plaintiff.

Rule discharged.

(HoLROYD and Littledale, J J., concurred. Opinion by

HoLROTD, J., omitted.)
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Whbelhouse v. Paee.

(141 Massachusetts, 593.—1886.)

Action to recover 1440.22, the purchase price of a quantity

of leather sold to defendant.

Judgment for plaintiff ; defendant appeals.

Devens, J. When goods ordered and contracted for are not

directly delivered to the purchaser, but are to be sent to him by

the vendor, and the vendor delivers them to the carrier, to be

transported in the mode agreed on by the parties or directed by

the purchaser, or, when no agreement is made or direction

given, to be transported in the usual mode ; or when the pur-

chaser, being informed of the mode of transportation, assents

to it ; or wlien tliere have been previous sales of other goods,

to the transportation of which in a similar manner the pur-

chaser has not objected,—the goods, when delivered to the car-

rier, are at the risk of the purchaser, and the property is deemed

to be vested in liim, subject to the vendor's right of stoppage

in tranaiUi. This proposition assumes that proper directions

and information are given to the carrier as to forwarding the

goods. Whltitui V. Farraiul, 1 Conn. 60 ;
Qulmby v. Oarr, 1

Allen, 417] Finn v. Clark, 10 Allen, 479, and 12 Allen, 522 ;

Downer v. Thompson, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 137 ; Foster v. Rockwell,

104 Mass. 167 ; Odell v. Boston. ^ Maine Railroad, 109 Mass.

50 ; Wigton v. Bowleg, 130 Mass. 252.

The defendant had made a puruliase of leather in November,

previously to the purchase of that the price of which is in con-

troversy, under a direction to the plaintiiT to " ship to care of

D. & C Mclver, shipping merchants, Liverpool, as soon as pos-

sible, for their next steamer to Boston direct." This shipment

was made as ordered .: and, on December 16, 1884, the-defend-

ant sent a further order, saying :
" As regards the shipping of

the leather just received, you have done everything satisfac-

tory. Ship this order in like manner."

The directions by which the plaintiff was to be controlled

must be interpreted as requiring him to forward the goods to

D. & C. Mclver, to be transported by them by the Cunard line,

of which they were managers and agents. The words " their
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next steamer " could not have meant any steamer which would

accept freight from D. & C. Mclver. Cases may be readily

imagined where these words would be of the highest impor-

tance, as if the defendant had an open policy of insurance pro-

tecting his goods which might be sent by the Cunard line. It

might also be true that the defendant would not deem a policy

of insurance necessary when goods were sent by a well-estab-

lished passenger line, where greater precautions might probably

be taken for safety, which he would deem necessary when they

were sent by a purely freighting steamer. The goods were

actually forwarded to D. & C. Mclver, with instructions in

conformity with the directions of the defendant ; and, had the

matter ended there, so far as any directions to D. & C. Mclver

is concerned, the plaintiff would be entitled to treat them as

delivered to the defendant, and to require him to pay the pur-

chase money. If, on the other hand, while the goods were yet

in the hands of the carrier, and before transportation of them

had commenced, the plaintiff changed the directions given to

him by the defendant, or authorized the carrier to transport

them in a different mode from that directed by the defendant,

and loss has thereby occurred, he cannot contend that they were

delivered to the defendant by him. By continuing to exercise

dominion over them, and by giving a new direction impliedly

withdrawing the directions previously given, he cannot be al-

lowed to assert that he had made a complete delivery by his

original act, if a loss has occurred, by reason of that which he

has subsequently done or directed. The change in the direc-

tions given relates back to and qualifies the original delivery.

The plaintiff, in answer to a letter from D. & C. Mclver, after

the goods had reached them, inquiring whether they were to

keep the goods " for our steamer 14th inst., or ship by the Gla-

morgan," ordered them to be shipped by the steamer arriving

out first, presumably the steamer which D. & C. Mclver be-

lieved would be the first to arrive. The Glamorgan was not a

steamer of any line of which D. & C. Mclver. were owners or

agents, and in no way answers the description of " their steamer "

as applied to D. & G. Mclver. By neglecting to limit the au-

thority of D. & C. Mclver to send by a steamer which could

be thus described, and by directing them to send by the steamer

which would first arrive, the plaintiff had failed to comply with

the orders of the defendant as to the shipment of goods, and, if

16
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correct directions had originally been given, had withdrawn

them and substituted others. When, therefore, exercising the

authority thus given by the plaintiff, D. & C. Mclver send by

the Glamorgan, as being in their judgment the steamer likely to

arrive first, and a loss occurs, it should not be borne by the de-

fendant, whose directions have not been followed.

Judgment for the defendant.

Unexcelled Fieb-Woeks Co. v. Polites.

(130 Pennsylvania St. 536.—1890.)

Clark, J. This is an action of assumpsit, brought July 20,

1888, to recover the price of a certain lot of fire-works and cel-

ebration goods, ordered by the defendant, George Polites, from

the Unexcelled Fire-Works Company, of New York, in Feb-

ruary, 1888. The first order, whicli was for his store in New
Castle, was given through the plaintiffs' agent, Alexander Mor-

rison, and amounted to f208.53 ; the second, sent directly to

the plaintiffs, was for the defendant's store in Washington, Pa.,

and amounted to $123.83. These orders were in writing, and

were signed by the defendant ; they specified, not only the par-

ticular kind and quality of. the articles ordered, but contained

also a schedule of the prices to be paid therefor. The goods

were to be shipped in May, and were to be paid for on the 10th

day of July thereafter. Upon receipt of these orders the plain-

tiffs transmitted by letter a formal acceptance of them ; a con-

tract was thus created, the obligation of which attached to both

parties, and which neither of them, without the agreement or

assent of the other, could rescind. On April 5, 1888, the de-

fendant, by lettei", informed the plaintiffs that he did not want

the goods, and notified the plaintiffs not to ship them, as he

could do better with another company. The plaintiffs replied

that they had accepted the orders, and had placed them in

good faith, and that the goods would be shipped in due time,

according to the agreement.

The goods were shipped within the time agreed upon—the

first lot to New Castle, and the second lot to Washington,
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according to contract; but on their arrival the defendant de-

clined to receive them. The carrier notified the shippers that,

owing to the dangerous and explosive quality of the goods,

they would not retain them in their possession ; the plaintiffs

thereupon received them back from the carriers, and placed

them on storage, subject to the defendant's order.

The plaintiffs allege that they are manufacturers and im-

porters of such fire-works as are used in the Fourth of July

celebrations throughout the country ; that it is not profitable

to carry these goods over from one season to another, and that

therefore the quantity manufactured and imported depends

upon the extent of the orders received ; that the defendant's

orders entered into their estimates of goods to be made up and

imported for the season of 1888, and that the goods ordered by

the defendant were actually made up before the order was

countermanded. The defendant testifies, however, that Mr.

Morrison, the plaintiffs' agent, informed him, at the time he

gave the first order, that the plaintiffs had some, at least, of

the articles in stock, and that he did not order any, either to be

manufactured or imported on his account ; that the transaction

was simply a bargain and sale of goods, and not an order for

goods to be manufactured or imported ; and the evidence does

not seem to conflict with this view of the. case.

It is plain that the notice given to the plaintiffs by the defend-

ant not to ship the goods was a repudiation of the contract ; it

was not a rescission, for it was not in the power of any one of the

parties to rescind ; but it was a refusal to receive the goods, not

only in advance of the delivery, but before they were separated

from the bulk, and set apart to the defendant ; the direction not

to ship was a revocation of the carrier's agency to receive, and

the plaintiffs thereby had notice of the revocation. The deliv-

ery of the goods to the carrier, therefore, was unauthorized, and

the carrier's receipt would not charge the defendant. The

plaintiffs made the carrier their agent for delivery, but the goods

were in fact not delivered. A. delivery was tendered by the

carrier, when the goods arrived at their destination, but they

were not received. The action, therefore, could not be for the

price, but for special damages for a refusal to receive the goods

when the delivery was tendered. We think the statement was

sufficient to justify a recovery of such damages, as the words of

the statement were clearly to this effect ; but there was no evi-
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dence given of the murket value of the goods as compared with

the price. It does not appear that the plaintiffs had suffered

any damage. For anytliing that was shown, the goods were

worth the price agreed upon in the open market.

Whilst the manifest tendency of the cases in the American

courts, now, is to the doctriiie that when the vendor stands in

the position of a complete performance on his part, he is entitled

to recover the contract price as his measure of damages, in the

case of an executory contract for the sale of goods not specific,

the rule undoubtedly is that the measure of damages for a re-

fusal to receive the goods is the difference between the price

agreed upon and the maiket value on the day appointed for

delivery.

Judgment affirmed.

Bakeb bt al. v. BoXJEGICAtrLT,

(1 Daly, 23.—1860.)

Dependant ordered by mail of plaintiffs a certain number

of cards, and directed that same should be sent by express to

him at New Orleans, and tliat he should be advised by letter

of their departure, saying, " I will either send you back the

amount by return of post, or the express may collect the same

for you, at your option."

The cards were delivered to the Adams Express Gompanj',

addressed to " Dion Bourcicault, Gaiety Theatre, New Orleans,

La.— C. O. D.," and were forwarded by steamer Crescent City.

The steamer was lost at sea, and the defendant never received

the cards.

By the Court. Daly, F. J. The defendant informed the

plaintiffs that he would send back the amount of their bill by

return of post, or the Express Company might collect it, at

their option. The plaintiffs sent the box containing the cards

to the Express Company, witli directions to collect the bill on

delivery. It is to be implied from such a direction that no

credit had been given, and that the goods were to be paid for

on delivery. The direction was understood by the Express
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Company as an instruction to them not to deliver the goods

unless the biU was paid. The agent of the Express Company,

who received the box and gave a receipt for it, testified that

when they receive goods in that way, they do not deliver them

unless the bill is paid. The receipt was for a box and a bill,

and had written upon it, in the handwriting of the witness, the

initials C. 0. D., the meaning of which, he testified, was, " col-

lect on delivery."

When goods are sent in this way, to be paid for in cash, pay-

ment and delivery are simultaneous acts, and though the prop-

erty be delivered, no title passes, unless it is apparent from the

circumstances under which the delivery was made, that the ven-

dor meant to trust to the ability and readiness of the vendee to

perform his agreement, and did not intend to insist upon strict

payment as a condition precedent to the passing of the title.

Unless immediate payment is thus waived, the vendor may, by

an action for a wrongful detention, reclaim the property, as his

title in it is not divested until payment.

This rule, the soundness of which has been questioned per

Story, J., in Oonnyer v. JEnnis, 2 Mason, 236, is now settled

to be the law in this State, (^Russell v. Minor, 22 Wend. 659

;

Lupin V. Marie, 6 id. 77 ; Chapman v. Lathrop, 6 Cow. 115

;

Keeler v. Field, 1 Paige, 312 ; Haggerty v. Palmer, 6 John.

C. R. 437 ; Palmer v. Hand, 13 Johns. R. 434) and it is de-

cisive upon the question arising in this case.

There is nothing to show that the plaintiffs intended to waive

payment as a condition precedent to the transfer of the title in

the goods to the defendant, but on the contrary, the circum-

stances of the case, I think, repel such a presumption. The

defendant left it at their option whether he should send back

the amount of their bill by return of post, or whether it should

be collected by the Express Company. They chose the latter,

and directed the Express Company to collect it upon delivery.

This was certainly not indicating any intention to trust to the

ability and readiness of the defendant—but if anything is infer-

able from it, it is the contrary. The Express Company under-

stood it as a direction to them not to deliver unless the cash was

paid ; and had the goods reached New Orleans, they would have

kept them as the property of the plaintiffs. The Express Com-

pany would have had no authoi-ity to deliver the goods relying

upon the ability of the defendant, and waiving payment—or, if
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they had delivered the box to him, to enable him to examine

the contents, to see if liis order had been properly executed,

they, or certainljr the plaintiffs, could have reclaimed it, if the

defendant had failed to pay the bill when it was demanded.

In Cfoodall v. SkiUon, 2 H. Bl. 316, the plaintiff agreed to sell

a quantity of wool to the defendant. Earnest was paid, render-

ing the contract valid under the statute of frauds. The wool

was packed in the defendant's sacks and left upon the plaintiff's

premises, the defendant agreeing to send his wagon for it in a

few days. The defendant did not take the wool, and the plain-

tiff brought an action for goods sold and delivered ; hut as it

appeared that the plaintiff had told the defendant's servant,

while he was engaged in weighing and packing the wool, upon

the latter's proposing to fix the time when the wagon should

come, that the wool should not go off his premises until he had

the money for it, the Court held that the action would not lie,

the plaintiff liaving retained his right over the wool, and there

being no right to it in the defendant. The numerous cases

cited by the respondent, (^People v. Raynes, 14 Wend. 546 ; ,

Button v. Solomonson, 3 Bos. & Pul. 582 ; Oooke v. Ludlow, 5

id. 119 ; Vale v. Bayle, Gowp. 294 ; Studdy v. Saunders, 5 B.

& C. 628 ; Tarling v. Baxter, 6 id. 360 ; Richardson v. Dunn,

1 T. & D. 417 ; Kw<j v. Meredith, 2 Camp. 639) merely estab-

lish the general principle, that when goods are ordered to be

sent by a carrier, a delivery to the carrier operates as a deliv-

ery to the purchaser, in whom the property immediately vests,

subject to the vendor's right of stoppage m transitu, and the

goods, in the course of their transit, are at the risk of the pur-

chaser. But every general rule has its qualifications. In none

of these cases does it appear that the goods were to be paid for

in cash upon delivery, and that makes a very material difference,

as it shows, unless the contrary is indicated, that the property

is not to pass until payment has been made. Up to the time

when payment and delivery are to be simultaneous acts, the

contract is in its nature executorj^, and the title to the property

is in the vendor. Benedict v. Field, 16 N. Y. 596. It ftiakes

no difference that the goods have been sent by a particular car-

rier named by the vendee, if the carrier is instructed by the

vendor that the goods are to be paid for on delivery. In such

a case the carrier becomes the agent of the vendor, and has a

claim upon him for the expense of the carriage and safe keeping
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of the goods, if the vendee refuse to pay on delivery. Such

was the relation of the parties in this suit, when the box was

lost by the loss of the vessel in which it was shipped, on her

way to New Orleans. The title to the goods had not passed to

the defendant and the judgment of the Court below was erro-

neous.

Judgment reversed.

HlGGINS V. MlTRRAT.

(73 New York, 252.—1878.)

In April, 1873, the plaintiff agreed to manufacture a set of

circus tents for the defendant. In the following month the

tents were completed. Subsequently, the defendant, by letter,

requested the plaintiff to ship the tents to Lewiston, Maine.

The plaintiff accordingly shipped them C. O. D. to the defend-

ant at Lewiston, and on the way they were destroyed by fire.

The plaintiff then sued the defendant to recover their value,

and obtained judgment which was entered upon the report of

a referee and affirmed by the General Term of the Supreme
Court.

Chttbch, Ch. J. The action is not strictly for the sale of

the article manufactured, but for work, labor, and materials,

performed and used in its manufacture (^Mixer v. Howarth, 21

Pick. 205) ; and hence is not within the statute of frauds. It

is undisputed that the plaintiff performed his contract, and if

the defendant had refjised to take the tents, an action upon the

agreement would have been sustained. (^OrookshanJc v. Bur-

rell, 18 J. R. 58.) There is some confusion in the authorities

as to when the title passes to the purchaser in such cases. In

Andrews v. JDurant, 11 N. Y. 35, Denio, J., lays down the rule,

that in such a case " the title doqs not pass until the article is

finished and delivered, or at least ready for delivery, and ap-

proved by such party
;

" and there are other authorities to the

same effect. (Grippen v. K Y. 0. B. B., 40 N. Y. 36 : Oomr

fort V. Kiersted, 26 Barb. 473.)

It is urged in this case that the title did not pass, for two
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reasons : First. Because there was no acceptance ; and, second.

Because the plaintiff shipped tlie property C. O. D., thereby

refusing to deliver until the value was paid. This last ground

was sustained in Baker v. Bourcicault, 1 Daly, 24, where certain

cards were ordered to be sent to New Orleans, and were sent

C. O. D., and lost at sea.

The important question to determine is when the liability of

the defendant attached. If the article had burned during the

progress of construction, it is clear that no actic)n would lie, for

the reason that the contract was an entirety, and until per-

formed no liability would exist. And this rule, I appreliend,

would apply when the contract is to make and deliver at a par-

ticular place, and loss ensues before delivery at the place, and

for the same reason. But when the contract is fully performed,

both as it respects the character of the article, and the de-

livery at the place agreed upon or implied, and the defendant

is notified, or if a specific time is fixed, and the contract is per-

formed within that time, upon general principles I am unable

to perceive why the party making such a contract is not liable.

One person agrees to manufacture a wagon for another in thirty

days for |100, and the other agrees to pay for it. The me-

chanic performs his contract. Is lie not entitled to enforce the

obligation against the other party, and if after such performance

the wagon is destroyed without the fault of the mechanic, is

the undischarged liability canceled ? It does not depend upon

where the technical title is, as in the sale of goods. It was

upon this principle substantially that Adiard v. Booth, 7 Car.

& P. 108, was decided. The question was submitted to the

jury whether the work of printing books was completed before

the fire. Suppose, in this case, that the defendant had refused

to accept a deliveiy of the tent, his liability would have been

the same, although the title was not in him. The plaintiff had

a lien upon the article for the value of his labor and materials,

which was good as long as he retained possession. This was

in the nature of a pledge or mortgage. Retaining the lien was

not inconsistent with his right to enforce the liability for which

this action was brought. That liability was complete when the

request to ship was made by the defendant, and was not affected

by complying with the request, nor by retaining the lien the

same as when the request was made. As the article was shipped

at the request of and for the benefit of the defendant (assuming
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that it was done in accordance with the directions), it follows

that it was at his risk, and could not impair the right of the

plaintiff to recover for the amount due him upon the perform-

ance of his contract.

If the plaintiff had agreed to deliver the tent in Lewiston, as

a part of the contract for its manufacture, he could not have

recovered anything; but this was not a part of the contract.

Suppose the tent had reached Lewiston in good order, and the

defendant had refused to accept or receive it, his liability would

be clear and complete. As before stated, the point as to who

had the title is not decisive. It may be admitted that the plain-

tiff retained the title as security for the debt, and yet the

defendant was liable for the debt in a proper personal action.

This is a case of misfortune where one of the parties, without

fault, must incur loss, and it seems to me very clear that the

legal right is with the plaintiff. A point is made that the prop-

erty was not properly shipped. It was directed to the defend-

ant at Lewiston, and was forwarded to Portland on a steamer

running to that place. It does not appear but that was the

usual mode of shipment to Lewiston, and the deviation would

impose the obligation upon the consignee at the latter place to

forwai'd the property by a connecting carrier. We cannot pre-

sume that there was no connecting route, and if we could it is

diihcult to see what else the plaintiff could have done. At all

events it does not appear that the loss was occasioned by the

defendant's negligence or fault in not properly shipping the

goods.

The judgment must be affirmed.

All concur, except Allen and Miller, JJ., absent.

Judgment affirmed.

BiANCHi V. Nash.

(1 Meeson & Welsby, 545.—1836.)

Debt for goods sold and delivered. Plea, nunquam indebi-

tatus. At the trial it appeared that the plaintiff was a dealer

in musical snuff-boxes : that the defendant applied to him to let

(or lend') him a musical snuff-box, and the plaintiff agreed to
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do SO, on the understanding that the defendant was to have it

and pay for it if it were damaged ; and the sum of £3 10s. was

to be taken as its value. The defendant received the snuff-box

on this understanding ; it was damaged while in his possession
;

and the plaintiff, in consequence, refused to receive it back,

and brought this action for the price. The under-sheriff left

it to the jury to say whether the agreement was, that, in the

event of the box being damaged, it was to be a sale : and they

found that that was the agreement, and gave a verdict for the

plaintiff, damages £3 10 s.

A rule nisi for a new trial was obtained on the ground that

this was a mere bailment, which ought to have l^een declared

on specially, and that there was no evidence to support the

count for goods sold and delivered.

Lord Abingbe, C. B. I think there is no question at aU
on the general principle applicable to this case ; when goods

are sold on condition, and the condition is performed, the sale

becomes absolute. And there is as little doubt on the evidence,

that this was a conditional sale, and that the condition was

performed. The defendant agrees to pay the price of the box

for it, in case he damages it.

Parke, B. There was clearly evidence for the jury that

this was a contract for a conditional sale ; and it was a very

reasonable contract. Then there is no doubt that the value

was recoverable under the count for goods sold and delivered.

As soon as tlie condition is performed, it is an absolute sale.

The other Barons concurred.

Rule discharged.^

> See Studdy v. Sanders, 5 B. & C. 628.
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ShXELDS ET AL. V. PBTTIB BT AIj.

(4 New York, 122.—1850.)

Assumpsit to recover the price of a quantity of pig iron. The
declaration was upon a special contract of sale, and also con-

tained general counts for goods sold at a fixed price and at a

quantum valebant.

At the trial it was proved that a contract was negotiated

between the parties by a broker, and was concluded as follows

:

" New York, July 19, '47.—Sold for Messrs. Geo. W. Shields

& Co., to Messrs. Pettie & Mann, 150 tons Gartsherni pig iron,

No. 1, at f29 per ton, one half at 6 mos., one half cash less

4 pr ct., on board Siddons.

" Thos. Ingham, broker."

When the contract was made both parties understood that

the ship was at sea. About 10 days later she arrived with the

quantity, but not the quality, of iron contracted for. The
defendants received between 60 and 70 tons of the iron, but,

upon discovering the quality, declined to accept and pay for it,

or for the residue. The plaintiffs offered to deliver the residue,

and, upon the defendants' refusing to accept, demanded pay-

ment for the portion delivered at the contract price, and this

being refused, they demanded the return of the iron. The
defendants failed to comply. By this time the iron had ad-

vanced about 13.50 per ton above the contract price. The
defendants had parted with a portion of the iron before demand

for its return was made.

Plaintiffs recovered a verdict for $2,197.39, and entered

judgment thereon.

HuKLBTJT, J. In my judgment the contract was not a sale

but an agreement to sell, which was not executed, and which

could only be required to be executed upon the arrival of the

ship with the iron on board. The arrival of the vessel without

the iron would have put an end to the contract, which was condi-

tional, as a sale to arrive. The vessel was at sea at the time
;

this was known to both parties, and neither could be certain

either of her arrival or of her bringing tlie iron. If a part only
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had arrived, the plaintiffs would not have been bound to deliver

nor the defendants to accept it. There was no warranty,

express or implied, either that any iron should arrive, or that

arriving, it should be of a particular quality. One hundred

and fifty tons of Gartsherni pig iron of the quality denominated

No. 1, was expected to arrive by the Siddons, and the contract

was to the effect, that if that quantity and quality did so arrive,

one party should sell and the other should receive it at a cer-

tain price per ton. The iron called for by the contract did not

arrive, but iron of a different quality, and I think the contract

was at an end. (^Boyd v. Siffkiii, 2 Camp. N. P. R. 326 ;

Alewyn v. Prior, 1 Ryan & Moody, 406 ; Lovalt v. ffamilton,

6 Mees. & Wels. 639 ; Johnson v. McDonaU, 9 id. 600 ; Rus-

sell V. moholl, 3 Wend. 112.)

The jury were instructed that under the circumstances of

the case, the law implied a contract on the part of tlie defend-

ants to pay for the iron which thej' received at the then value

of the same in the market, and they found accordingly : which

in effect compelled the defendants to pay for an inferior article

a greater price than that stipulated for in the contract. This

arose from the circumstance of a rise in the market, intermedi-

ate the contract and the time of delivery. But this ought not

to affect the rule of damages which cannot bend to an accident

of this nature, but must remain the same in a case like the pres-

ent, whether the commodity rise or fall, or remain stationary in

the market. Where, upon a sale of goods, there is no agree-

ment as to the price, the law implies a contract on the part of

the buyer to pay for them at the market value. The present

case cannot be excepted from the operation of this rule. There

was no error in the charge of the learned judge, provided the

law implied a promise on the part of the defendants to pay

anything whatever for the iron which they received. This

they had taken in good faith, supposing that it answered the

contract, and intending to pay for it accordingly ; but finding

it to be of an inferior quality, they declined to pay the contract

price, and upon a demand of the iron were not in a condition

to restore it, as they had parted with a portion of it. They

however had received the iron rightfully, in the character of

vendees, and up to the time of the demand by the plaintiffs,

bhe case exhibits nothing in the nature of a tort, but savors

altogether of contract. After the demand and refusal," the
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case was so far modified as to assume, technically at least, the

complexion of a tort, so that trover might hare been maintained

by the plaintiffs. But although they might have done so, were

they bound to bring their action in that form, or were they at

liberty to disregard the tort, and to treat the defendants as still

retaining their original characters of purchasers of the iron, and

to charge them accordingly? I perceive no reason why they

may not be permitted to do so. The goods were neitlier wrong-

fully taken, nor do the defendants claim title to them. The case

rested originally in contract, and the only difference between the

parties, related to the price of the article delivered. If the plain-

tiffs had brought trover, the i-ule of damages would not have

been more favorable to the defendants than the one laid down
at the trial ; and I am unable to perceive in what respect they

can be injured by the present form of action. In general it

would be the most favorable to the defendant. In Young v.

Marshall, 8 Bing. R. 43, Ch. J. Tindal declared that no party

was bound to sue in tort, when by converting the action into

one of contract he does not prejudice the defendant. It is not

necessary to go this length, nor as far as the court went in Hill

V. Davis, 8 New Hamp. R. 384, for the purpose of determining

the question before us ; nor is the point presented in the last

case of much importance, since the distinctions which obtained

at common law in the forms of action, have been abrogated in

this state. .1 therefore abstain from expressing any opinion upon

it. It is enough for our present purpose, that in the case before

us, the cause of action arose out of an imperfect sale and deliv-

ery of goods, and not out of a wrongful taking of them by the

defendants ; that the tortious feature in the case is scarcely one

of substance but is rather of a technical character ; that in effect

the parties must be deemed to have agreed as to everything ex-

cept the price of the goods ; and that this being so, the plain-

tiffs were at liberty to disregard whatever might savor of tort,

and require the defendants to respond in their substantial char-

acters as purchasers of the iron for what it was worth in the

market.

The judgment of the Superior Court ought to be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.
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Salttjs bt al. V. Everett.

(20 Wendell, 867.—1838.)

Error from the supreme court. Everett brought an action

of trover hi the superior court of the city of New York against

Messrs. Saltus, for a quantity of lead. In August, 1825,

Bridge & Vose, merchants at New Orleans, shipped 179 pigs

of lead on board the brig Dove, of which William Collins was

master, consigned to Messrs. Tufts, Eveleth & Burrell, of

New York, on account and risk of Otis Everett, the plaintiff,

to whom they were referred for instructions. The Dove put

into Norfolk in distress, and part of the lead was sold to pay

expenses, and the residue was transferred in December, 1825,

by an agent of Capt. Collins, to the schooner Dusty Miller,

Captain Johnson, who signed a bill of lading, acknowledging

the lead to have been shipped by F. M., agent for William Col-

lins, and promising to deliver the same in New York, to order,

on payment of freight. The Dusty Miller met with a disaster

on her voyage to New York, and on her arrival there, the lead,

by the order of Capt. Collins, was delivered to the firm of Cof-

fin & Cartwright, who paid the freight, and 172.87, the aver-

age contribution charged upon the lead, for the loss occiisioned

by the disaster to the Dimty Miller. On the 9th of March,

1826, Coffin & Cartwright sold the lead to the Messrs. Saltus,

the defentants, for 1542.7-4, and received payment. The freight

of the lead from New Orleans to New York amounted to

$14.72. Everett brought an action against Coffin & Cart-

wright, to recover the value of the lead, but was nonsuited, in

failing to prove that before suit brought, he offered to pay the

freight, aurrage and charges to which the lead was liable, and

which luul been advanced by Messrs. Coffin & Cartwright, and

this court, on appKcation, refused to set aside the nonsuit.

(See 6 Wendell, 603.) In October, 1831, the plaintiff de-

manded the lead of the Messrs. Saltus, and offered to pay any

lawful demands they had on the same ; to which they answered,

that they would have no further communication on the subject.

It was proved that in March, 1826, one of the firm of Tufts,

Eveleth & Burrell demanded of the Messrs. Saltus the lead, or

its value, and received for answer that they had bought the
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lead, and paid for it, and would not do anything about it.

Upon this evidence the plaintiff was again nonsuited. Where-

upon he sued out a writ of error, remoying the record into the

supreme court, where the judgment of the superior court

was reversed. See opinion delivered in the supreme court,

(15 Wendell, 475, et seq.y. The defendants then removed the

record into this court.

By Senator Vebplanck. This cause, though of small mag-

nitude as to the amount of property in question, has been con-

tested in various forms through all the courts to this tribunal

of last resort.

The spirit of contentious litigation ought to find little favor

here; yet in this instance, I think, the parties have deserved

well of the public, because the main question in the case is of

great importance, and must frequently arise in a commercial

community. It ought, therefore, to be distinctly settled on prin-

ciples of general application. That those principles are not

very clearly settled in our state, we need no higher evidence

than the manner in which the cause now comes before us. The

supreme court have reversed the unanimous decision of the su-

perior court of law of the city of New York, and on the broad

piinciples governing the questions which we are now to decide,

there is a direct contrariety between the opinions of our highest

court of common law and those of our most eminent commer-

cial tribunal, as delivered by their chief justice, who was for-

merly chancellor of this state.

The main question depends upon and involves the general

rule that ought to govern, between the conflicting rights of bona

fide purchasers of personal property, bought witliout notice of

any opposing claim, and those of the original owner, divested of

the possession or control of his property by accident, mistake,

fraud, or misplaced confidence. The original owner now claims

his lead against purchasers who bought for a fair price, in the

usual course of trade, from persons holding the usual evidence

of such property, (a bill of lading endorsed to them, ) and in ac-

tual possession of the goods. Of these two innocent parties,

which of the two is to bear the loss arising from the wrong-

doing of the third ?

The universal and fundamental principle of our law of per-

sonal property, is, that no man can be divested of his property
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without his own consent ; and, consequently, that even the hon-

est purchaser under a defective title cannot hold against the

true proprietor. That " no one can transfer to another a better

title than he has himself," is a maxim, says Chancellor Kent,

" alike of the common and the civil law, and a sale, ex vi termini,

imports nothing more than that the bona fide purchaser succeeds

to the rights of the vendor." Tlie only exception to this rule

in the ancient English jurisprudence was, that of sales in mar-

kets overt, a custom which has not been introduced among us.

"It has been frequently held in this country tliat the English

law of markets overt had not been adopted, and consequently

as a general rule, the title of the true owner cannot be lost

without his consent." (2 Kent's Com. 324, and cases there

cited.)

To whatever and however numerous exceptions this rule of our

law may be subject, it is unquestionably the general and regu-

lating principle, modified only by the absolute necessity or the

obvious policy of human affairs. The chief justice of the supe-

rior court has said, in his opinion on this case, that " it must be

conceded that a purchaser for a fair and valuable consideration,

in the usual course of trade, without notice of any conflicting

claim or any suspicious circumstances to awaken inquiry, or to

put him on his guard, will, as a general rule, be protected in his

purchase, and unaffected by any latent claim. But there are

exceptions to this rule." Now I cannot agree with the learned

chief justice that this is the general rule. On the contrary, I

think it obvious that it is but the broad statement of a large

class of exceptions to the operation of a much more general

principle, and that statement of exceptions is subject again to

many limitations.. I have stated the general and governing

law ; let us now see what are precisely the exceptions to it.

The first and most remarkable class of these exceptions relates

to money, cash, bank bills, cliecks, and notes payable to the

bearer or transferable by delivery, and in short, whatever comes

under the general notion of currency. It was decided by Lord

Chief Justice Holt, at an early period of our commercial law,

that money and bills payable to bearer, though stolen, could

not be recovered after they had passed into currency ; and this

" by reason of the course of trade which creates a property in

the holder." "They pass by delivery only, and are considered

as cash, and the possession always carries with it the property."
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(1 Salk. 126.) A long series of decisions, beginning with Mil-

ler V. Race, 1 Burr. 452, has now settled the law, that posses-

sion of such paper is presumptive proof of property, and that

he who received it in the course of trade for a fair consideration,

without any reason for just suspicion, can hold it against the

true owner, and recover on it against the drawer, maker, and

other parties, even if the paper had been stolen from or lost by

the former holder ; such former holder retaining all his original

rights only against the thief or the finder, or whoever received

the paper from them under suspicious circumstances. These

decisions have been argued upon as authorities (at least in the

way of analogy) both at bar and in opinions of the courts, in

cases involving the same question as to goods or other movable

property. Hence, it was inferred that goods bought or received

" in the course of trade, stand on the same footing with bank

notes or checks so received." But an examination of the cases

will show that this part of the law of negotiable paper rests on

grounds quite peculiar to itself, for the following reasons

:

1. The protection of the bona fide holder of paper, transferable

by delivery, extends even to cases where the paper has been

lost or stolen. But it has been often decided that loss by acci-

dent, theft, or robbery, does not divest the title of the owner of

goods, nor give a title in them to a fair after purchaser. 2. The
rule is put by all the authorities on the express and separate

ground of the necessity of sustaining the credit and circulation

of the currency. Thus Lord Chief Justice Hardwicke :
" No

dispute ought to be made with the holder of a cash note, who
came fairly by it, for the sake of currency, to which discredit-

ing such notes would be a great disturbance." See, too, the

reasoning of Lord Mansfield, in all cases on this head decided

before him. Thus, says lie, in the case of a stolen note, Pea-

cock V. Rhodes, 1 Doug. R36, " An assignee must take the thing

assigned, subject to all the equity to which the original party

was subject. If this rule was applied to bills, it would stop

their currency." Similar reasons are assigned for the same

decision by American judges.. 3. The analogy between notes

and movables or goods, is expressly denied in the leading cases

on this head. Thus, in reply to an argument founded on that

similarity. Lord Mansfield answers, (1 Burr. 457 :) " The whole

fallacy of the argument rests upon comparing bank notes to

what they do not resemble, and what they ought not to be com-

17
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pared to, viz., goods, or securities, or documents for debts.

Now, they are not goods, nor securities, nor similar to them

;

they are treated as cash to all purposes," etc.

Setting wholly aside, then, this part of the law as to cash,

bank notes, and bills to bearer, as founded on the peculiar ne-

cessities of currency and trade, and regulated by decisions and
usages peculiar to itself, what rules do we find to obtain in

other instances of conflict between the rights of original owners
and those of fair purchasers ? After a careful examination of

all the English cases and those of this state, that have been

cited or referred to, I come to this general conclusion, that the

title of property in things movable can pass from the owner
only by his own consent and voluntary act, or by operation of

law ; but that the honest purchaser who buys for a valuable

consideration, in the course of trade, without notice of any ad-

verse claim, or any circumstances which might lead a prudent

man to suspect sucli adverse claim, will be protected in his

title against the original owner in tliose cases, and in those only,

where such owner has by his own dii-ect voluntary act conferred

upon the pei'son from whom tlie hniKi Jj,/r vendee derives title,

the apparent right of j)roperty as owner, or of disposal as an

agent. I find two distinct classes of cases under this head, and

no more.

I. The firet is, when the owner, with the intention of sale,

has in any way parted with the actual property of his goods,

with his own consent, though under such circumstances of fraud

or error, as would make that consent revocable, rescind the sale,

and authorize the recovery of the goods as against such vendee.

But if the property passes into the hands of honest purchasers,

the fiiTSt owner must bear the loss. Thus, to take an instance

from our own reports, where goods were obtained by a sale on

credit, under a forged recommendation and guaranty, and then

sold to a bona fide purchaser in the customary course of trade,

the second buyer was protected in his possession against the

defrauded original owner. (^Mowry v. Walsh, 8 Cowen, 243.)

So, again, where the owner gave possession and the apparent

title of property to a purchaser, who gave his worthless note,

in fraudulent contemplation of immediate bankruptcy, a fair

purchase from the fraudulent vendee was held to be good

against the first owner. QRoot v. French, 13 Wendell, 572.

See also, McCarty v. Vide, 12 Johns. R. 348.) In all such
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cases, to protect the new purchaser, there must be a full con-

sent of the owner to the transfer of property, though such con-

sent might be temporary only obtained by fraud or mistake,

and therefore revocable against such unfair purchaser.

II. The other class of cases in which the owner loses the

right of following and reclaiming his property is, where he has,

by his own voluntary act or consent, given to another such evi-

deriae of the right of selling his goods as, according to the cus-

tom of trade, or the common understanding of the world,

usually accompanies the authority of disposal ; or, to use the

language of Lord Ellenborough, when the owner, " has given

the external indicia of the right of disposing of his property."

Here it is well settled that, however the possessor of such ex-

ternal indicia may abuse the confidence of his principal, a sale

to a fair purchaser divests the first title, and the authority to

sell so conferred, whether real or apparent, is good against him

who gave it.

Thus, the consignee, in a bill of lading, is furnished by his

consignor with such evidence of right of disposal, according to

the custom and law of trade, so that the bona fide holder of the

bill endorsed by the consignee is entitled to all the rights of

property of the consignor in those goods, if bought fairly in the

course of business, although the actual consignee, under whose

endorsement he holds, has no right to the goods as against the

former owner. If such goods were not paid for, they might be

stopped in transitu by the owner, unless his consignee has al-

ready assigned his bill of lading; but tliat assignment divests

the owner of his right of stoppage against such assignee.

The famous series of decisions in the various courts in the

case of Lickharrow v. Manon, 2 T. R. 63 ; 2 H. Black. R. 211

;

5 T. R. 367, which led to the establishment of the doctrine of

this qualified negotiability of bills of lading, memorable alike

in legal and commercial history, strongly illustrates the whole

question before us. There, BuUer and his associate judges,

trained up at the feet of the great father of English commercia]

jurisprudence, maintained and established the law as we now

hold it, under the influence of Mansfield's genius, upon his rea-

soning and on his authority, against those of Lord Loughbor-

ough and others, the most learned lawyers of their times. All

the arguments and admissions of both sides show how deeply

the general principle is rooted in the law of England, that (to
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use Lord Loughborough's words) " mere possession, without a

just title, gives no property, and the person to whom such pos-

session is transferred by delivery, must take the hazard of the

title of its author." It is only as an express exception to this

rule that it was maintained, and finally established, that the

custom of merchants, evidenced and sanctioned by legal deci-

sions, and founded on those conveniences of trade, so admirably

stated by Buller, had compelled the courts to consider the

owner as giving his consignee evidence of the power of disposal,

which it was not for him to dispute when the goods Jiad fairly

passed into other hands, on the faith of that evidence. But
there is no case to be found,' or any reason or analogy anywhere

suggested in the books, which would go to show that the real

owner could be concluded by a bill of lading not given by him-

self, but by some third person, erroneously or fraudulently, as

in this present case. The assignment of the bill of lading con-

veys, not an absolute right to goods, but the right and title

merely of the actual consignor, who alone is bound by it.

Again : the owner may lose the right of recovering his goods

ayainst purchasers, by exhibiting to the world a third person

as having power to sell and dispose of them; and this, not only

by giving a direct authority to him, but by conferring an im-

plied authority. Such an authority may be implied by the

assent to and ratification of prior similar dealings, so as to hold

such person out to those with whom he is in the habit of trad-

ing, as authorized to buy or sell. It may be inferred from

the nature oE the business of the agent, with fit accompanying

circumstances. "If a man," says Bayley, J., in Pickering v.

Buck, 15 East, 44, " puts goods into another's custody, whose

common business it is to sell, he confers an implied authority

to sell," and the cause was decided on that ground. But this

implied authority must arise from the natural and obvious in-

terpretation of facts, according to the habits and usages of busi-

ness ; and it never applies where the character and business of

the person in possession, do not warrant the reasonable pre-

sumption of his being empowered to sell property of that kind.

If, therefore, to use an illustration of Lord Chief Justice Ellen-

borough, in the case just cited, a person entrusts his watch to a

watchmaker to be repairgd, the watchmaker is not exhibited to

the world as an owner or agent, and credit is not given as such,

because he has possession of the watch; the owner, therefore.
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would not be bound by his sale. When these exceptions cease,

the general rule resumes its sway: and the law is therefore

clear, that an agent, for a particular purpose, and under a

limited power, cannot bind his principal if he exceed his power.

"Whoever deals with an agent constituted for a special pur-

pose, deals at his peril, when the agent passes the precise limits

of his power." (2 Kent's Com. 621, and the authorities there

cited.)

Beyond the precise exceptions I have above stated, I think

our law has not carried the protection of the fair vendee

against the defrauded or unfortunate owner. It protects him

when the owner's misplaced confic'.ence has voluntarily given

to another the apparent right of property or of sale. But if

the owner loses his property, or is robbed of it, or it is sold or

pledged without his consent by one who has only a temporary

right to its use by luring, or otherwise, or a qualified possession

of it for a specific purpose, as for transportation, or for work to

be performed on it, the owner can follow and reclaim it in the

hands of any person, however innocent. Among the numerous

cases to this effect, I will cite only that of Howe v. Parker, 2

T. R. 376, which I select not only on account of the strong

and unhesitating manner of the decision, but because it \- as

pronounced by the very judges who, in the case of Linkharrow

V. Mason, had carried the protection of a bona fide purchaser

under a bill of lading far beyond the rigor of the ancient law.

There, plate had been pawned by a widow who had only a life

interest in it under her husband's will, of which fact the

pawnee had no notice. It was not doubted that the lien for the

moneys advanced on such pledge was void against the remain-

derman, after the widow's death. ''Per curiam: This point is

clearly settled, and the law must remain as it is, until the legis-

lature think it fit to provide that the possession of such chattels

is proof of ownership." In order to decide in such conflicts be-

tween the claims of equally meritorious sufferers by the wrong

of a third party, public policy must draw an arbitrary line some-

where, and the greatest merit of such a rule must be its cer-

tainty and uniformity.

The rule of our law, as I understand it, is perfectly consist-

ent with the equity between the parties, as far as such equity

can apply ; and it serves the great interests of commerce, in a

state of such extensive foreign and domestic trade as ours, by
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protecting the property of the stranger, as well as of our own
citizens, against the possible frauds of carriers by sea, or by
internal transportation, whilst it throws upon the resident mer-

chant the responsibility of taking care with whom he deals, and
teaches him a lesson of wholesome caution. It is no mean proof
of the wisdom of the rule, that it agrees in substance with the

provisions of the Napoleon Code. The Code, like our law,

holds as a general rule, that the sale of goods by any but the

true holder, is a nullity ; "-La vente de la chose d'aufrui est

nulle." (Code Civil III. art. 1599.) It confines the authority

of the special agent or mandafaire to the strict limits of his

power ; and in sales, the power must always be special and
express. (Code Civil, art. 1989.) It allows the right of reven-

dicatio7i or stoppage in transitu against the insolvent or fraudu-

lent purchaser or consignee ; but that right ceases, as with us,

against the consignee, when' the goods have been fairly sold

according to the bills of lading ;
" vendues sans fraude sur

factures et connaissements." (Code de Commerce, Liv. III. art.

676, 577, 578.) The Scotch law, as I gather from Belle's Com-
mentaries, lays' down a different rule, that "a purchaser, in the

course of trade, should be protected in the purchase of goods

from any one who has them in lawful possession." This agrees

with the doctrine of our superior court, and might be a safe

enough rule if generally adopted and understood. But it is

not the rule of our own law, which is perhaps quite as wise, as

weU as certainly founded on a much larger and wider commer-

cial experience.

Let us apply these conclusions to the present case. Collins,

the person whose sale it is asserted must divest the original

owner of his rights in favor of the bona fide purchaser, stands,

it is said by the superior court, in a double relation of " a m'-is-

ter, who is at the same time the consignee of the goods, and

who himself filled the character of shipper, and has therefore

an undoubted power to sell, and his bona fide transfer will be

effectual to purchasers against any secret trust for others with

which his apparent title might be affected." Had the lead been

consigned to Collins from the intermediate port, by the owner

or his agent, this would be true. But it is shipped by Myers,

of whom neither the owner, nor any one with full power to rep-

resent him in this matter, had any knowledge as an agent, and

under whose care the vessel and cargo were placed by Collins.
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BO that he appeared only as his representative, and thus he

styles himself in the bill of lading. The plaintiff below comes

in no wise within the rule I have stated. He has neither given

to Collins documentary and mercantile evidence of property in

a bill of lading from himself or his own agent with competent

power, nor the evidence customary in business, such as to hold

him out as an agent authorized to change the title of his prop-

erty in his goods. The assumed authority of shipping goods in

his own name and to his own order, at Norfolk, and the docu-

mentary evidence of it in the bill of lading, can have no more

effect as to the title of the property, than if he had forged such

a bill of lading at New Orleans.

Neither does the selection of a ship and its master vest in the

master any implied authority to sell the ship, or any part of her

cargo. His business is to carry the goods, and no more, with some

other clearly defined and very limited powers, to be exercised

only in cases of absolute necessity. He stands in the same

legal relation to his cargo with the watchmaker, in the case sup-

posed by Lord Ellenborough, who has in his hands a watch to

be repaired. He is not exhibited to the world as the owner, or

agent for selling : and if he does sell it, the sale is void against

the true proprietor. The law of shipping is well known to the

commercial world, to declare that the master has no authority

to sell the cargo, or any part of it, unless under circumstances

of pressing necessity abroad ; and of that absolute necessity, the

burden of proof rests on the purchaser, and the presumption is

against it. As Judge Bayley states the law, 8 Barn. & Cress.

196, " The captain has no right to act as age.nt for the owner of

goods, unless in absolute necessity. The purchaser obtains no

property by the act of his professing to sell." And this was

held where the master acted in perfect good faith. How much
stronger is the case of a probable fraud ! Thus again, in Free-

man V. East India Qo., 5 Barn. & Cress. 619, Abbott, Ch. J.,

says, " a sale of a cargo, or any part of it, by the master, can

confer no title, unless there was an absolute necessity
;

" and the

reason of the rule is thus assigned by Judge Best in the same

case : " A carrier by sea and by land stands in the same rela-

tion to the owner of goods to be carried. Their duty is to

carry the goods, and the authority only such as is necessary.

The purchaser, knowing that necessity alone can justify the sale,

and give him a title to what he buys, will assure himself that
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there is a real necessity for the sale before he makes the pur-

chase ; and caution on his part, vrill prevent what has frequently

happened, the fraudulent gale of ships and cargoes in foreign

ports." Such, then, being the well-settled and generally known
law, the selection of a master or any other carrier, by sea or

land, does nothing to exhibit such carrier to the world as hav-

ing the power of disposing of the goods he carries. The owner
does nothing to enable him to commit a fraud on third persons.

?Ie gives merely a qualified pos.session, and if that is turned

into an assumed right of ownership, it is tortious conversion,

and will not divest the owner's title.

It is true that the rule will sometimes, as was urged by Chief

Justice Jones, " involve purchasers in great perils ;
" but that

peril can scarcely be called "unreasonable," since there is area-

son of public policy of at least equal weight to counterbalance

this inconvenience. It is the same which is the ground of the

absolute prohibition to a master or carrier to sell the goods he

transports, except under insurmountable necessity ; it is to pre-

vent, in tlie language of the court in the case just quoted (5

Barn. & Cress. 623), " fraudulent sales of ships and cargoes in

foreign ports." Now the fraudulent consignment or change of

the apparent evidence of property for the purpose of selling else-

where, is l)ut another form of the same evil. I may add that

this same rule, however rigid and occasionally hard in its oper-

ation, is no small safeguard to the protection of the owner's

rights in goods and other property, in active commerce necessa-

rily placed under the temporary control, and in the legal though

qualified possession of agents, sailors, carriers, boatmen, servants,

and clerks, as well as of those who may have them stored for

safe keeping, and their clerks, porters, and servants.

On the other question, as to the right of the defendants be-

low to stand in the place of their vendor, and to be protected

to the extent of the charges on the lead for freight, as claimed

by Collins, I need say but little. The right of lien in such cir-

cumstances (if any right exist liere), depends upon actual pos-

session by the factor or carrier, or his immediate agent. When
the goods are sold and delivered to a third person, the lien, as

such, expires with the possession. This is the distinction be-

tween the present case and the former suit against Coffin &
Cartwright, who were immediate agents or bailees of Collins.

The two courts below have agreed in deciding against the
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validity of the objections to the evidence raised on the trial of

the cause, and I have nothing to add to the reasons they assign

;

to all which I fully assent.

The impoi'tance of the principles and rules not only of de-

cision but of active business involved in this cause, especially

in relation to that vast and busy community which I immedi-

ately represent in this body, has led me to examine this whole

head of law with an interest and at a length wholly dispropor-

tioned to the amount of value in controversy. If the views I

have been able to present shall in anyway, directly or indirectly,

tend to settle the law on this head, or make it more clearly and

correctly understood, the study I have given the subject will

have been well bestowed.

I am of opinion that the judgment of the Supreme Court,

reversing that of the Superior Court of New York, be affirmed.

Judgment unanimously affirmed.

CoMEE V. Cunningham.

(77 Now York, 391.—1879.)

Action of replevin.

Verdict for defendant was sustained by the General Term of

the Supreme Court.

Rapallo, J. The forty-five bales of cotton claimed by the

plaintiff in this action were part of a lot of sixty bales which

were on the 18th of November, 1870, shipped from Savannah,

Georgia, to the jirm of James B. Cunningham & Co. of New
York, by F. S. Williams, a business correspondent of that firm,

who was in the habit of shipping cotton to them and drawing

against it for advances thereon.

A bill of lading of the cotton on board the steamer San Sal-

vador, with a sight draft attached thereto, drawn by Williams

upon Cunningham & Co. for 14,500 payable to the order of

Bryan & Hunter, of Savannah, and indorsed by them, were

presented to Cunningham iSc Co., at New York by the agents

of Bryan & Hunter, on the 21st of November, 1870, and Cun-
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ningham & Co. thereupon paid the draft and received the bill

of lading, in the usual course of business. The payment of the

draft was made as an advance upon the cotton on the faith of

the bill of lading. In the bill of lading Williams was named
as the shipper of the cotton. .It was deliverable to order and
the bill of lading was duty indorsed. Cunningham & Co. had
no knowledge of any claim of any person on the cotton, and
upon the uncontroverted evidence they stand in the position of

bona fiiJe purchasers of the cotton, or lenders thereon in good
faith. The defendant is the representative of Cunningham
&Co.
Cunningham & Co. obtained possession of the cotton under

the bill of lading and put it in store, where it remained until the

25th of November, when the forty-five bales in question were

replevied in this action by Bates & Comer of Savannah.

Tlie grounds upon which they claim to be entitled to take

the cotton are, that the sixty bales shipped by Williams as

above stated were part of a lot of 117 bales sold by the firm of

Bales & Comer (of whom the plaintiff is survivor) to Williams,

at Savannah, in November, 1870, for cash. The price of the

whole lot was $8,676.20. The plaintiff testified that the 117

bales were delivered to Williams on the 18th of November,

1870, and that on the next day, Saturday the nineteenth, Wil-

liams gave to plaintiff two checks on Bryan & Hunter ; one for

16,000, which was paid, and one f2,676.20 which was not paid.

It appears that the sixty bales shipped to Cunningham & Co.,

were on the 18th of November delivered by the sellers by direc-

tion of Williams, at the compress, being the place where cotton

was pressed by the steamers, preparatory to shipment and that

tlicy were on the same day laden on board the steamer and the

bill of lading before mentioned was issued to Williams.

He thereupon drew the |4,500 draft on Cunninghara & Co.,

and presented the same, with the bill of lading, to Bryan &
Hunter who discounted the draft, and against the proceeds of

Lliis discount and other moneys in their hands, Williams drew

the before-mentioned checks on Bryan & Hunter for |6,000

and 12,676.20 in favor of the plaintiff's firm, for the purpose

of paying for the 117 bales, and plaintiff's -firm on the next day

collected the |6,000 check as before stated. Williams testifies

that the check for f2,676.20 was dated some days ahead and

also that he informed plaintiff of tlui shipment at the time, but
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as these facts are controverted tliey are not taken into consid-

eration.

No condition appeal's to have been attached by the parties, to

the delivery of the cotton on the eighteenth of November,

nor is it alleged that Williams obtained possession of it by
means of any fraud. It was voluntarily and absolutely deliv-

ered by the vendors, in the usual course of business, and no

question would arise as to the title of Williams or of Cunning-

ham & Co., but for a statute of the State of Georgia, upon

which the plaintiff relies to maintain this action.

This statute provides that " cotton, rice, and other products

sold by planters and commission merchants on cash sale shall

not be considered as the property of the buyer, or the o\vner-

ship given up, until the same shall be fully paid for, although

it may have been delivered into the possession of the buyer."

It is not claimed on the part of the plaintiff that this statute

has any force, ex proprio vigore, in this State, but the claim

made is, that the statute being the law of the State where the

parties resided, and the property was, and where the contract

was made and to be performed, it entered into the terms of the

contract, and became a part of it, to the same extent as if its

essential provisions had been written into it.

Assuming this position to be correct, the questions arise,

first, what was the nature and effect of the dealing between the

vendors and Williams, as construed by including the provisions

of this statute as part of the contract, and secondly, what are

the rights of a bona fide purchaser from Williams.

The plaintiff contends that the effect of incorporating the

statute into the contract was to make the sale to Williams a

conditional sale, but I apprehend that this is not an accurate

view. The sale was a present, absolute sale ; not executory

nor depending upon any contingency. The obligation of the

buyer to pay was absolute, and the property was at his risk.

If it had been destroyed, or lost on the voyage, his obligation

to pay would not have been discharged, notwithstanding that

as between him and his vendors the title had not passed. The
statute did not purport to affect any of these rights, or to

attach any condition to the contract of sale. It simply made

the delivery conditional, and if written into the contract would

affect nothing but the delivery. The property in that case

stood in precisely the same condition after its delivery to Wil-
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liams at Savannah, as if the transaction had taken place in this

State, and the vendor on a cash sale had expressly attached to

the delivery a condition that the title should not pass untU

payment of the price. Such transactions are of common occur-

rence in this State, and the rights of the vendor and vendee

and of bona fide purchasers from the vendee, are well settled by

the adjudications of our courts. Where goods are sold to be

paid for, in cash or by notes on delivery, if delivery is made

without demand of the notes or cash the presumption is that

the condition is waived, and the complete title vests in the pur-

chaser ; but this presumption may be rebutted by proof of acts

or declarations and circumstances showing an intention that

the delivery shall not be considered complete until performance

of the condition, and the question of intention is one of fact.

But after actual delivery, although as between the parties to

the sale such delivery be conditional, a bona fide, purchaser

from the vendee obtains a perfect title (_Smithv. Lynes, 5 N. Y.

41 ; Fleeman v. MeKean, 25 Bai-b. 474 ; Beavers v. Lane, 6

Duer, 238), though a voluntarj"- assignee of the purchaser does

not. (Haggerty v. Palmer, 6 J. R. Ch. 438.) The statute of

Georgia having no operation here as law, its only effect can be

to place the parties in the same position as if it had been stip-

ulated at the time of the delivery to Williams that such de-

livery should be conditional upon payment, and we must apply

to the case the law of this State which protects a hona fide pur-

chaser from one to whom goods have been conditionally de-

livered, against the claims of the original vendor. Rawh v.

DesUer, 3 Keyes, 572, is very much in point. Deshler sold a

quantity of corn to GriiEn, and gave him an order on the ele-

vator to deliver the corn to him " subject to my order till paid

for." This delivery was clearly conditional. The Georgia

statute was actually incorporated into the contract, and neither

Griffin nor his execution creditor or voluntary assignee, could

have resisted successfully a claim of the vendee to retake it.

Yet this court hold that Griffin having shipped the corn and

drawn against it, the drawees, having paid the draft on the

faith of the bill of lading, were protected as bona fide purchas-

ers, and also under the factor's act.

In Wait V. G-reen, 36 N. Y. 556, the vendor of a horse deliv-

ered it and took from the purchaser a note at foot of which

was a memorandum signed by the vendee: "Given for one bay
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horse. The said Mrs. Comins (the vendor) holds the said

horse us her property until the above note is paid." This court

held that a bona fide purchaser from the vendee obtained a

good title. This case is supposed to be in conflict with Her-

ring V. H<ippo(:k, 15 N. Y. 409; Ball.rd v. Burgett, 40 id. 314,

and Austin v. Bye, 46 id. 500. If the transaction is to be re-

garded as a conditional sale, the case is in conflict with the two

last cited cases in 40 and 46 N. Y., but it can well be treated

as a case only of conditional delivery. In Ballard v. Burgett

it was lield that where tlie sale was conditional, no title passed

to tbe vendee, because there was no sale until the condition

was performed, and the so-called vendee was a mere bailee with

a contract for a future sale. That the property while in his

hands was at the risk of the vendor, and the so-called vendee

was not liable for the price. That he had no title to the prop-

erty and could convey none, even to a hona fide pui'chaser ; that

there was no sale, and he had a mere possession, and that the

finding of the referee that the agreement was that the property

was to remain the property of the plaintiff till the #180 were

paid, was incompatible with the finding of a sale, and the true

construction of the contract was that the oxen were delivered

under an agreement that when the party receiving them should

pay fl80, the party delivering them would sell the oxen.

Walt V. Green was distinguished, and it was held that under

the circumstances of that case if the horse had died before pay-

ment of the note such death would have been no defense to

the note, and that was a conclusive circumstance showing that

the condition expressed in the note was a mere security for the

price. Whereas in the case at bar had the oxen died no action

could have been maintained for the purchase-money. The
cases holding that where there is a sale and a conditional de-

livery a hona fide purchaser from the vendee acquires a good

title discharged of the lien for the purchase-money are cited,

but they are not attempted to be overruled nor are they ques-

tioned. In Austin v. Bye, 46 N. Y. 500, the principle of this

decision is clearly stated, and is, that one having possession of

personal property as bailee, with an executory and conditional

agreement for its purchase, the condition not having been per-

formed, can give no title to a purchaser though the latter acts'

in good faith and parts with value without notice of the want

of title. In that case the alleged vendee was to pay hire for
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the oxen until he should pay a specified sum in a specified man-

ner in lumber, and then he was to become the owner. Until

then tliere was no sale, and they were at the risk of the bailor,

who received hire for their use. The sale was executory as

that in Ballard v. Buryett was construed to be. In Herring v.

Hoppock, 15 N. Y. 409, and Strong v. Taylor, 2 Hill, 326, the

question of the rights of a bona fide purchaser did not arise and

it is therefore immaterial to consider whether those were cases

of conditional sale or conditional delivery. In the present case

it cannot be pretended that the sale was executory or condi-

tional. It was an absolute unconditional sale, and the greater

part of the purchase-money, much more than sufficient to cover

the price of the bales received by the defendant's firm, had ac-

tually been paid. There is no feature, favorable to the plain-

tiff, by which it can be distinguished from Smith v. Lynes, 5

N. Y. 41, and the cases there referred to, and that case and

Rawls V. Benhler, 3 Keyes, 572, establish that a condition that

the title shall not pass until payment, when attached to a de-

livery upon an actual completed contract of sale, is available

only as against the vendee and persons claiming under him,

other than hona fide purchasers without notice.

This view renders it unnecessary to examine that branch of

the defense which rests upon the factor's act. The case falls

literally within the provisions of the act, but it has been said

in numerous cases that the first section of the act applies only

when the shipment has been made with the consent of the

owner, in the name of another person. There is no adjudicated

case which rests upon that proposition, and it may be an open

question whether under the circumstances of the present case

the statute would not be a protection, but as the ground al-

ready discussed is sufficient to decide the case time will not be

consumed in that inquiry.

The judgment should be affirmed.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.
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Cole et al. v. Maun.

(62 New York, 1.—1875.)

Action for conversion of a piano.

Plaintiffs shipped the piano in question to one Jenne, and

with it the following bill of lading

:

"TowANDA, Pa., 187 .

" Consigned by Cole, Passage & Co., to one style

, No. ,$ , to become the property of the consignees,

upon payment of the cash and notes as above."

Mr. Jenne signed and returned the following note

:

" LooKPOBT, N. Y., Nov. 16th, '72,

" Four months after date I promise to pay

to the order of Cole, Passage & Co., three hun-

dred and ninety dollars, at Lockport Banking

Association, Lockport, N. Y. Value received.

C. H. Jenne."
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The parties had previouslj' agreed that the title to the piano

should remain in the plaintiffs, until paid for, and that Jenne,

in case he sold the piano, should remit of the proceeds sufficient

to pay the above note ; if, however, Jenne made a conditional

.

sale of the piano, it was agreed that title was still to remain in

the plaintiffs, and a note or notes were to be taken from such

purchaser in the form above set forth.

The piano in question was sold by the sheriff on an execution

issued against Jenne, and at the sale', as well as before, he was

notified of plaintiffs' rights, who demanded the piano and for-

bade the sale.

Rapallo, J. If there had been any conflict in the evidence

respecting the title of the plaintiffs to the piano which rendered

it proper to submit that question to the jury, we should, in

accordance with the settled practice of this court, dismiss the

present appeal. The case came before the General Term on

appeal from an order denying a motion for a new trial upon the

minutes, and the reversal of that order by the General Term

consequently might have been upon questions of fact. The
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case Avould not, therefore, be properly appealable to this court.

( Wriffht V. Hunter, 46 N. Y. 409; Samh v. Crooke, id. 564.)

But we are of opinion that there was no such question of fact

in the case. The uncontroverted evidence showed a conditional

sale, only to Jenue, the judgment debtor. The piano was con-

signed to him, accompanied with a written instrument stating

ihat it was consigned, and that it was to become his property

on payment of the price. And upon the face of the note, given

by him for the price, it was stated that until such note was paid

the piano should remain the property of the plaintiffs. Under

such an arrangement the title does not pass to the consignee.

(^Ballard v. Buryett, 40 N. Y. 314; Herring v. Hoppock, 15 id.

409.)

There was no evidence contradicting or impeaching these doc-

uments, or showing that the piano was delivered to Jenne upon

any other agreement than that therein expressed. The fact that

.Jenne was a dealer in pianos, and that authoi'ity was given to

hi]n to sell the piano in question, provided he remitted the pro-

ceeds immediately to the plaintiffs, or made the sale conditional,

and took from the purchaser a note similar to the one he had

given, recognizing the ownership of the plaintiffs, did not oper-

ate to pass the title to Jenne. If he sold under this authority,

he sold as agent for the plaintiffs. This authority to sell might

have an important bearing upon the rights of a bona fide pur-

chaser, to whom he might have sold and delivered the piano

without notice of the limitations upon his authority. But it

did not affect the question of the title of Jenne as between him

or his creditors and the plaintiffs. The defendant was not a

hon.a fide purchaser. He levied on the piano as the property of

Jenne, and sold it after being notified of the rights of the plain-

tiffs, and the character of Jenne's possession. He acquired no

rights superior to those of Jenne, who, as has been shown, was

not, by the terms of the contract, to become the owner of the

piano until his note was paid.

The judge at the circuit should have directed the jury to

render a verdict for the plaintiffs, as requested (^Herring v. Hof-

poak, 15 N. Y. 409) ; and the General Term were, therefore,

fully justified in granting a new trial on the question of law.

The order of the GeneralTerm should be affirmed, and judgment

absolute rendered for the plaintiffs, with costs.

All concur,

Order affirmed and Judgment accordingly.
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Barnard et al. v. Campbell et al.

(55 New York, 466.—1874.)

On Axigust 21, 1863, defendants of New York purchased of

Jeffrifes, through his broker, 1,800 bags of linseed, and immedi-

ately mailed their notes in payment thereof to said Jeffries. On
the same day, Jeffries contracted with the plaintiffs for the pur-

chase of 1,800 bags of linseed, and, on the 24th, plaintiffs were

fraudulently induced to deliyer to Jeffries an order upon a ware-

house for 1,370 bags, and the same were shipped to defendants

by Jeffries under his contract with them. On the 29th Jeffries

failed. When the linseed reached New York, plaintiffs demand-

ed it, but defendants refused to deliver. Plaintiffs then brought

action of replevin to recover possession.

Judgment was rendered in favor of plaintiffs, but was re-

versed by the General Term of the Supreme Court.

Allen, J. The only question involved in the action is,

whether the plaintiffs and original owners or the defendants,

the purchasers from Jeffries, the fraudulent vendee of the

plaintiffs, have the better title to the merchandise in contro-

versy. That, as against Jeffries, the right of the plaintiffs to

rescind the sale and reclaim the goods, by reason of the fraud

of the latter [former], is perfect, is conceded, and was so held

upon the trial. Such right continues as against any one acquir-

ing title under Jeffries, unless under well-recognized principles

of law, and, under the circumstances of this case, Jeffries could

transfer a better title than he had, or the plaintiffs, by their acts,

are estopped from asserting title as against a purchaser from him.

But two questions of fact were submitted to the jury:

1. Whether the sale to Jeffries was for cash or upon credit

;

and, 2. If for cash, whether payment was waived and the

goods delivered so as, but for the fraud, to vest the property

in Jeffries.

The jury found, either that the sale was upon credit, or that

the payment of the purchase-price, as a condition precedent to

the delivery of the property to and the vesting of the title in Jef-

fries was waived, and that the delivery to him was absolute and

unconditional ; and the defendants had a verdict, under the in-

18
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structions of the judge, that the equitable rule applied, that

when one of two innocent parties must suffer loss by reason

of the fraud or deceit of another, the loss shall fall upon him

by whose act or omission the wrong-doer has been enabled to

commit the fraud ; and that the plaintiffs were in the position

of a party who lets another have property unconditionally, and

thereby enables him to sell the same and receive the purchase-

price from a third person ; and that in such case the purchaser

takes the title. In other words, the plaintiffs were held to be

estopped from claiming the goods from the defendants in case

the jury found that there had been an unconditional delivery

by the plaintiffs to Jeffries, notwithstanding, as the judge at

the circuit expressly declared, and as the evidence showed, the

defendants purchased the goods from a broker of Jeffries in

New York on the twenty-first of August, and paid for them

the same day by transmitting their notes to Jeffries, at Boston,

who at once negotiated them ; and Jeffries obtained neither the

property nor any order for its delivery, or documentary evidence

of title or of liis purchase, until the twenty-fourth of the same

month, three days after the transaction was consummated as

between Jeffries and the defendants. That is, it was held at

the circuit that the subsequently acquired possession of Jeffries

operated by relation to create an estoppel as of the twenty-first

of August, in favor of the defendants and against the plaintiffs ;

and the jury were in terms instructed that the defendants were

purchasers in good faith, for value, and acquired a title para-

mount to that of the plaintiffs, and were entitled to a verdict

;

and they had a verdict and judgment, upon this view of their

rights.

That the defendants were purchasers in good faith, that is,

without notice or knowledge of the fraud of Jeffries, or of the

defects in his title, for a full consideration actually paid to Jef-

fries, is not disputed. Both plaintiffs and defendants are alike

innocent of any dishonest or fraudulent intent, and one or the

other must suffer loss by the frauds of one with whom they

dealt in good faith, for legitimate purposes, and with honest

intention. Both were alike the victims of the same fraudulent

actor, and if one rather than the other of the parties has done

any act enabling the fraud to be committed, and without which

it could not have been perpetrated upon the other in the exer-

cise of ordinary care and discretion, the loss should, within the
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rule before referred to, fall on that one of the parties aiding

and abetting the fraud, or. enabling it to be committed. But
good faith, and a parting of value by the one, will not alone

determine who should have the loss, or fix the ownership of

the property fraudulently purchased from the one and sold to

the other. The general rule is that a purchaser of property

takes only such title as his seller has, and is authorized to

transfer ; that he acquires precisely the interest which the seller

oWns, and no other or greater. Nemo plus juris ad alium trans-

ferre potest quam ipse habet. (Broom's Leg. Max. 452.) The
general rule of law is undoubted that no one can transfer a

better title than he himself possesses. Nemo dat quod nan

habet. (Per Willes, J., Whistler v. Forster, 14 C. B. [N. S.]

248.) To this rule there are, however, some exceptions, and

unless the defendaats are within the exceptions they must abide

by the title of Jeffries.

One of the recognized exceptions applies to negotiable instru-

ments only, and depends for its existence upon the law-mer-

chant and the reasons of public policy upon which that branch

of the law rests. To make this exception available, the nego-

tiable paper must be actually transferred by indorsement in the

usual form and for value. ( Whistler v. Forster, supra; Muller

v. Pondir, 55 N. Y. 325 ; Story on Prom. Notes, § 120 note 1

;

Oalder v. Billington, 15 Maine, 398 ; Southard v. Porter, 43

N. H. 379.) Another exception is in the case of a transfer by

indorsement and delivery of a bill of lading, which is the sym-

bol of the property itself, to a bona fide purchaser for value, by

a consignee to whom the consignor and original owner of the

goods has indorsed and delivered it. This exception is founded

on the nature of the instrument, and the necessities of com-

merce. The bill of lading, for the convenience of trade, has

been allowed to have effect at variance with the general rule of

law. But this operation of a bill of lading is confined to a case

where the person who transfers the right is himself in possession

of the bill of lading so as to be in a situation to transfer the

instrument itself, the symbol of the property transferred. (Jevr

kyns v. Ushorne, 7 M. & Gr. 678 ; Akerman v. Humphrey, 1 C.

& P. 63.)

BiUs of lading differ essentially from bills of exchange and

other commercial negotiable instruments ; and, even possession

of a bill of lading, without the authority of the owner and ven-
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dor of the goods, or when obtained by fraud, will not authorize

a transfer so as to defeat the title of the original owner, or

affect his right to rescind the sale and stop the goods in transit.

While possession of a bill of lading, or other document of like

nature may be evidence of title, and in some circumstances and

for some purposes equivalent to actual possession of the goods,

it does not constitute title, nor of itself affect the operation

of the general rule that property in chattels cannot be trans-

ferred except by one having the title or an authority from the

true owner. ( Gurnet/ v. Behrend, 3 Ellis & Black, 622
;

Dows V. Perrin, 16 N. Y. 325 ; see also Saltus v. Everett, 20

Wend. 267 ; Brown v. Peabody, 3 Kern. 121.) Jeffries had no

bill of lading from the plaintiffs, the vendors of the goods, or

any document of like character transferable in the usual course

of business, and the transfer and delivery of which to a pur-

chaser for value would have operated as a symbolical delivery

of the goods, and been the equivalent of an actual delivery, so

as to terminate the right of the plaintiffs to rescind the sale and

reclaim the goods.

Another exception to the general rule exists in the case of a

sale in market overt; but as we have no markets overt, and

there are no sales, public or private, loiowu to our law, which

relieve the buyer of merchandise from the rule of caveat emptor,

as applied to the title, this exception need not be further con-

sidered.

The defendants can only resist the claim of the plaintiffs to

the merchandise by establishing an equitable estoppel, founded

upon the acts of the plaintiffs, and in the application of the

rule applied by the judge at the circuit, by which, as between

two persons equally innocent, a loss resulting from the fraudu-

lent acts of another shall rest upon him by whose act or omis-

sion the fraud has been made possible. This rule, general in

its terms, only operates to protect those who, in dealing with

othera, exercise ordinary caution and prudence, and who deal

in the ordinary way and in the usual course of business and

upon the ordinary evidences of right and authority in those

with whom they deal, and as against those who have volunta-

rily conferred upon others the usual evidences or indicia of own-

ership of property, or an apparent authority to deal with and

dispose of it. In such case, for obvious reasons, the law raises

an equitable estoppel, and, as against the real owner, declares
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that the apparent title and authority which exists by his act

or omission shall quoad persons acting and parting with value

upon the faith of it, stand for and be regarded as the real title

and authority. It is not every parting with the possession of

chattels or the documentary evidence of title that will enable

the possessor to make a good title to one who may purchase

from him. So far as such a parting with the possession is nec-

essary in the business of life, or authorized by the custom of

trade, the owner of the goods will not be affected by a sale by

the one having the custody and manual possession. QDyer v.

Pearson, 3 B. & C. 38; Newsom v. Thornton, 6 East, 17 ; Day-

ton V. Kywne, 3 B. & A. 320 ; Ballard v. Burgett, 40 N. Y. 314.)

But the owner must go farther, and do some act of a nature to

mislead third persons as to the true position of the title. (^Pick-

ering V. Busk, 15 East, 38.)

Two things must concur to create an estoppel by which an

owner may be deprived of his property, by the act of a third

person, without his assent, under the rule now considered.

1. The owner must clothe the person assuming to dispose of

the property with the apparent title to, or authority to dispose

of it ; and, 2. The person alleging the estoppel must have acted

and parted with value upon the faith of such apparent owner-

ship or authority,'so that he will be the loser if the appearances

to which he trusted are not real. In this respect it does not

differ from other estoppels in pais. (Weaver v. Burden, 49

N. Y. 286; MoGoldrick v. Willets, 52 id. 612; City Bank v.

B. W. ^ 0. B. Go., 44 id. 136; Saltus v. Everett, 20 Wend.

267 ; Wooster v. Sherwood, 26 N. Y. 278 ; Brower v. Peahody,

3 Kern. 121.)

In the case before us every element of an estoppel is want-

ing, and no case was made for the application of the rule by

which, under some circumstances, one, rather than the other

[of] two innocent persons, is made to bear the loss occasioned

by the fraud of a third person.

The defendants consummated their purchase from Jeffries,

acting through his broker in New York, and paid for the mer-

chandise by remitting, at his request, directly to Jeffries on the

twenty-first of August, at which time Jeffries had neither the

possession nor right of possession of the property, nor any doc-

umentary evidence of title or any indicia of ownership, or of

dominion over the property of any kind. The plaintiffs had
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done nothing to induce the defendants to put faith in or give

credit to the claim of Jeffries of the right, to sell the property.

The defendants then parted with the consideration for the pur-

chase of the seed, not upon the apparent ownership of Jeffries,

but upon liis assertion of right of which the plaintiffs had no

knowledge, and for which they are not responsible. Neither

did the defendants at any time do or forbear to do any act in

reliance upon the apparent ownership of the property by Jef-

fries, or induced by any act or declaration of the plaintiffs.

In Knights V. Wiffen, L. R. 5 Q. B. 660, the plaintiff was

induced to rest satisfied under the belief that he had acquired

title to the property purchased, and so to alter his position, by

abstaining from proceedings to recover back the money which

he had paid to his vendor, by the declaration of the defendant

that it was all right, and his promise that when the forwarding

note should be received he would put the barley on the line.

The defendants here at no time had any declaration or state-

ment of the plaintiffs upon which to rely, and were not led to

act or forbear to act by any documentary evidence of title in Jef-

fries emanating from them. There is a manifest equity in holding

the owner of property estopped from asserting title as against one

who, for value actually paid, has purchased it from one having,

by the voluntary act \v negligence of the owner, the apparent

title vntli right of disposal, but with this limitation there is no

hardship in holding to the rule that the right of property in chat-

tels cannot be transferred unless on the ground of authority or

title. Public policy requires that pui'chasers of property should

be vigilant and cautious, at least to the extent of seeing that their

vendors have some and the usual evidence of title, and if they

are content to rest upon their declarations they may not impose

the loss, which is the result of their own incautiousness or

credulity, on another. The payment for or parting with value

for the goods by the purchaser from the fraudulent vendee lays

at the foundation of the estoppel, for, if he has parted with

nothing, he can lose nothing by the retaking of the goods by

the original owner, and that payment must be occasioned by

the acts or omissions of such owner. It is the payment that

creates the estoppel, and if that is not made in reliance on the

acts of the owner, the latter is not and cannot, in the nature of

things, be estopped.
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The order granting a new trial must be affirmed, and judg-

ment absolute for the plaintiffs.

All concur.

Order affirmed, and judgment accordingly.

Barnard bt al. v. Campbell et al.

(BS New York, 73.—1874.)

Allen. J. The question considered by this court, and dis-

cussed in the opinion delivered on giving judgment upon this

appeal was that distinctly presented by the exceptions to the

ruling and decisions of the judge upon the trial, and as that was

decisive and led to an affirmance of the order granting a new
trial and a final judgment for the plaintiffs, it was not deemed

necessary, in assigning the reasons for the judgment, to canvass

particularly the argument, or review in detail the authorities

cited by counsel upon a somewhat different view of the case.

The entire brief, and all the authorities cited, were, neverthe-

less, carefully examined and considered; and, had the court

adopted the views of the learned counsel for the appellants, it

is possible a way might ha-\re been found to sustain the defend-

ants' claim to the property, notwithstanding the pointed excep-

tions to propositions in the instructions to the jury, which were

deemed erroneous. The case has been again carefully exam-

ined, and upon the theory of the counsel for the appellants, and

with the aid of his very able brief, submitted upon the present

motion, and the court sees no reason to interfere with the judg-

ment already given. It is proper to say that the unusual delay

in passing upon the present application has not been because of

any intrinsic difficulties in the question presented, or any seri-

ous doubt as to the correctness of the former- decision.

Isolated expressions may be found in elementary treatises, as

well as in judicial opinions, which give color to the claim of the

defendants, to hold the property in dispute as against the plain-

tiffs, but these were not intended to, and do not, give the rule

by which this and like cases are controlled. They are all

proper, in the connection in which they are found and for the
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purposes for which they were used, and ought not to receive any

other interpretation than sucli as was designed by the authors.

It must be conceded that upon the delivery of the goods to Jef-

fries by the plaintiffs, under the circumstances, the property

passed to Jeffries, and the fact that the delivery was induced by

fraud did not render the contract void. It was merely voidable

at the instance of the plaintiffs, who might elect to disaffirm the

contract and reclaim the property. That is, the contract of sale

was defeasible at the election of the plaintiffs, the vendors, if

the election was seasonably made, and the goods reclaimed in

proper time, after the discovery of the fraud. The plaintiffs

could lose the right by delay as against the wrong-doer, if, in

consequence of such delay, his position should be changed, and

they would have lost it absolutely if during the interval between

the delivery of the goods, the vesting of this defeasible title in

the purchaser, Jeffries, and the disaffirmance of the sale by the

plaintiffs, the goods liad been sold to an innocent third party

for a valuable consideration. The superior equity of a pur-

chaser of property from one who has acquired a title defeasible

at the election of the former owner and vendor, by reason of

fraud, to that of such owner seeking to reclaim his property, is

based upon the fact that acting upon the evidence of title which

the owner has permitted the wrong-doer to assume and possess,

he has been induced to part with value, and will be the loser

because of the credit given to the apparent ownership if he is

compelled to surrender the property. The mere possession by

the party claiming to hold will not sustain his claim, but the

circumstances under, and consideration upon which he has ac-

quired the possession are also material. Were it otherwise, an

assignee for the benefit of creditors, or one who should take as

collateral security for the payment of a precedent debt, would

hold as against the original owner, which is not claimed and is

contrary to the whole current of authority. Several things

must concur to bar the claim of the defrauded vendor. 1. He

must have parted with possession of his property with intent to

pass the title to the wrong-doer, thus giving him the apparent

right of disposal. If property is taken feloniously or with-

out the consent of the owner the taker can make no title to it,

even to an innocent purchaser with value. 2. A third party

must have acquired title from the wrong-doer without notice of

the defects in his title or knowledge of circumstances to put him
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to an inquiry as to the source of his title. And, 3. Such third

party must have parted with value upon the faith of the appar-

ent title of the wrong-doer, and his right to dispose of the prop-

erty. If any of these elements are wanting the vendor season-

ably pursuing his legal right may have his property. That this

formula very closely resembles that by which an estoppel in pais

is defined and limited is true, and this must necessarily be so,

so long as the rights based upon each have the same equitable

foundation. The defendants parted with no value, incurred no

liability, and in no respect changed their situation in the inter-

val between the delivery of the merchandise by the plaintiffs to

Jeffries, and their disaffirmance of the contract, and reclaiming

the goods. In other words, they did nothing in consequence of

such delivery to Jeffries or based upon his title and possession,

and are in precisely the same situation as if the goods had never

left the possession of the plaintiffs. They parted with their

notes and incurred obligations upon the faith of the promise and

agreement of Jeffries, and upon his credit alone.

It is possible that the claim of the defendants to hold as bona

fide purchasers for value is sustained by Fenhy v. Pritehard, 2

Sandf. 151, but this case is so at war with principles recognized

as well settled by this court in analogous cases, that it cannot

be regarded as well decided. The cases cited from Maine and

Illinois (iee v. Kimball, 45 Me. 172 ; Butters v. Haughwout, 42

111. 18), treat the case as analogous to a transfer of negotiable

paper, and hold that a precedent debt is a valuable consideration

for the transfer, and gives the transferee a good title as against

the former owner. This is in direct conflict with the uniform

decisions in this State, from Bay v. Ooddington, 5 J. Ch. 54 ; af-

firmed, 20 J. R. 637, to Weaver v. Barden, 49 N. Y. 286 ; affirmed.

Turner v. Treadway, 53 id. 650. One other case from Maine

cited by the counsel for the appellants (Titcomb v. Wood, 38

Me. 561), recognizes the necessity of a valuable consideration,

as that term is understood and used by the dourts of this State,

as necessary to give the purchaser of property from a fraudulent

vendor a superior equity and title to that of the former owner,

and find such a consideration in the transfer of property before

thfen stolen from the defendant. The court say :
" Here the

defendant being the owner of stolen property, with his right

and title unimpaired by the felony, transferred it to McClure

for the property in question, in part payment, at least. This
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constituted a valuable consideration for his purchase, given at

the time. Thus, it appears that he was a purchaser of the gold

watch, bona fide, for a valuable consideration, and without
notice of the fraud bj which his vendor acquired it. This
gives him a superior equity and a better right, and enables him
to hold the property against the defrauded vendor," Ilutton

V. Oruttwell, 1 El. & Bl. 15, and Meroer v. Peterson, Law Rep.

(2 Ex.) 304, relied upon in support of this application, pre-

sented questions under the English bankrupt acts, and merely
decide that a transfer of effects, by the bankrupt, in perform-

ance of a prior executory agreement, for which a full consider-

ation had been paid at the time of the agreement, was not within
the condemnation of the act or affected by the proceedings in

bankruptcy. They do not bear upon the question before us.

In Qloucjh V. L. and N. W. R. Co., L. R. (7 Exch.) 26, the

question was whether the claim to disaffirm the sale of the

goods was seasonably made by the defrauded vendor. The vend-

or had first sought to stop the goods in transitu, which was
an act in affirmance of the sale ; but the transit was ended
before notice reached the carrier. There was no act avoiding

the contract on the ground of fraud done by the vendor, until

the plea in the action by Glough, who was found by the jury to

be cognizant of, and a party to, the fraud in the purchase. No
question of consideration or the validity of any sale of the goods

by the fraudulent purchaser was in the case, or considered by

the court. Dislrow v. McDonald, 5 Bos. 130 ; <S'. C. sub nom.

Winne v. McDonald, 39 N. Y. 233, was clearly within the rule

upon the interpretation given to the transaction by the courts,

It was said by the Superior Court that Perry & Co., the pur-

chasers of the wheat, had the full possession of it in the precise

manner that the contract between them and the plaintiffs con-

templated, and that the purchase and possession of Perry were

such as to enable him to confer upon a bona fide purchaser, a

pledgee for value,' a title valid as against the plaintiffs ; and

that the advance was made by the defendants after the delivery

to Perry & Co. of the documentary evidence of title, and the

wheat pledged as security at the time of the advance. The evi-

dence upon the record in this court, it would seem, left the

precise time when some of the occurrences took place in doubt,

but that the specific wheat was pledged, at the time of the

advance, was established, although possibly, the muniments of
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title were not then delivered. The title and possession had

vested in Perry & Co. at the time of the pledge ; and that fact

clearly distinguished that from the present case.

'

Judge Bosworth, in Oaldwell v. Bartlett, 3 Duer, 341, and Key-

ser V. ffarbeok, id. 378, recognizes the doctrine that the advance

must be made or consideration parted with upon the faith of

the title of one in actual possession of the property, or the writ-

ten evidence of title, to give an indefeasible title as against the

true owner. All the authorities are direct and to the effect

that no one but a bona fide purchaser, or pledgee for value

—

that is, one who gives value for or makes advances upon goods

obtained from the owner by fraud or fraudulent representation

—and that he who has paid value, or made advances, or incurred

responsibilities upon the credit of them, can alone claim to hold

them as against such owner. (^Root v. French, 13 Wend. 573

;

Mowrey v. Walsh, 8 Cow. 238 ; Hoffman v. Noble, 6 Met. 68.)

There is no good reason or equity in placing the burden of a

fraudulent sale upon a bona fide vendor rather than upon a bona

fide purchaser from the fraudulent vendee, unless the purchaser

has parted with his money, or some value, upon the credit of

possession or some evidence of title in the vendee, received

from the original owner, and by means of which he has induced

the purchaser to treat with him as owner.

The motion for a reargument must Ije denied.

All concur except Johnson, J., not sitting.

Motion denied.

Devob bt al. v. Bkandt (impleax>ed).

(53 New York, 462.—1873.)

Peckham, J. Replevin in the detinet for certain goods of

the value of over $600, fraudulently purchased, as is alleged by

defendant Samuels, of the plaintiff, with intent to cheat plain-

tiff out of their value. They were subsequently found in the

possession of the defendant Brandt. The defendant Samuels

made default; Brandt answered, denying the complaint, and

setting up, among other things, that he bought the goods at a

public auction thereof as the goods of Samuels.
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The case was tried at the New York circuit. It appeared, in

proof, that in March, 1865, Brandt commenced an action against

this Samuels for goods sold and delivered to him in 1863 and

1864, chiefly in 1863. That Samuels put in no answer, but no

judgment was perfected until the 7th of November, 1866, and

then for $4,078.34 damages and costs ; and execution issued

thereon on the same day to the sheriif of New York, which was

returned on the 10th of December, 1866, satisfied to $2,712.77,

and nulla bona as to the residue. It was shown that Samuels

had been in the habit of purchasing goods of the plaintiff, to a

limited extent, prior to this sale. That this sale was made, and

the larger part of the goods delivered on the 26th of October,

1866, a portion on the 30th of October, and the remainder on

the 8th of November following. That Samuels, at the time of

the purchase by him, said nothing as to his circumstances or as

to the suit then pending against him in favor of Brandt, in

which the right to enter up judgment had been then due over

a year and a half ; evidence was also given of the replevin

papers in this case, and of an undertaking given by the defend-

ants for a return of the property replevined, before it had been

delivered to plaintiff.

The defendants offered no evidence. The jury found for the

plaintiff. The General Term, in the first district, granted a

new trial.

It is clear that there was sufficient evidence to go to the jury

upon the question whether this was a fraudulent purchase by

Samuels. Here was abundant evidence for their consideration

that this purchase was made with a view of cheating the plain-

tiff, and that he never intended to pay for the goods. He con-

cealed from the plaintiff a fact (the right of Brandt to enter up

his judgment for .1i;4,000), which he knew to be most material,

and he well knew that if plaintiff had been aware of that fact

he never would have made the sale.

There is good ground for inferring, from the facts proved,

that he intended to commit a fraud in this purchase, and he

deliberately proceeded to its consummation. Such a fraud may

be ixs easily consummated by a suppression of the truth as by

the suggestion of a falsehood. The law is guilty of no such

ateurdity as to require a false affirmation as the only basis on

which to prove a fraud among merchants. It is not necessary

or usual for merchants to inquii-e of their customei-s as to their
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pecuniary condition at each sale. The fact to be proved is that

the purchase was made with intent to defraud. Any evidence

that will satisfy a jury of that fact, that affords reasonable proof

of such a purpose, makes a case for a jury. That evidence may
be positive or circumstantial, and as various as the proof of any

other fact.

The proof here is abundant ; obviously the defendant, Sam-

uels, was then wholly insolvent. The deficiency on the execu-

tion showed him able to pay only about fifty per cent of these two

debts. He purchased when he knew the goods would or might

be all seized and consumed upon this execution. In fact, a por-

tion of these goods was delivered after the execution was issued.

It would seem as if he bought in order to subject the goods to

that execution; and he offers no explanation. (^Nichols v.

Michael, 23 N. Y. 264, 274 ; Hennequin v. Naylor, 24 id. 139

;

Uarl of Bristol v. Wilsmore, 1 Barn. & Cr. 514.) We may
assume then that these goods were fraudulently purchased.

No title then passed, and the vendor can retake them from any

one but a bona fide purchaser. Is Brandt such a purchaser ?

The goods are found in his possession, and it rests with him to

show that he is a bona fide purchaser thereof. He shows noth-

ing. He alleges in his answer that he bought them at public

auction, as the goods of Samuels. But he gives no proof of

that ; and it would not aid him if he did, unless he showed that

he paid value for them. But assume that Brandt seized these

goods upon his execution and purchased them at a sale thereon,

he did not thereby become a bona fide purchaser.

In this case, upon several grounds: First. The facts dis-

closed show that there was enough to put him upon inquiry as

to the fraud of Samuels, even if he could otherwise become a

bona fide purchaser {Durrell v. Halley, 7 Paige, 492, a case

much like the one at bar) ; Second. Because the plaintiff in

the execution made no advances thereat. It was not necessary,

to avoid such sale, that the execution creditor knew of the

fraudulent purchase (Ash v. Putnam, 7 Hill, 802; Root v.

French, 13 Wend. 570 ; Qary v. Hotailing, 1 Hill, 311 ; Atwood

V. Dearborn, 1 Allen, 488 ; Mowrey v. Walsh, 8 Cow. 238

;

Acher v. Campbell, 23 Wend. SUi'Harl of Bristol v. Wils-

more, supra) ; Third. Because such property, so fraudulently

purchased, is not the subject of levy and sale by a sheriff.
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Replevin in the cepit will lie therefore at the suit of the de-

frauded vendor. (See same authorities.)

It is only necessary to decide in this case that Brandt, the ex-

ecution creditor, does not become a bonafde purchaser by buying

goods at a sale thereon which were fraudulently purchased by

the defendant in that execution. That proceeding gave him no

better title than a mere delivery would from the fraudulent

vendee. He advanced nothing, and he lost nothing by the pro-

ceeding. The sale on the execution did not contain tlie first

element to constitute this defendant a bona fide purchaser.

The execution was returned unsatisfied in part. No lien was

therefore relinquished, and the amount realized from a stranger's

property would be stricken from the execution on application

to the court. The charge of the court was therefore right.

The order of the General Term granting a new trial should

be reversed, and judgment ordered upon the verdict for the

plaintiff.

AH concur.

Order reversed and judgment accordingly.

Babkbk et al. v. Dinsmobe.

(72 Pennsylvania, 427.—1872.)

Action of replevin, by John Dinsmore against William

Barker & Co., to recover 45 sacks of wool of the value of

13,816.25.

A man calling himself Barker, and representing himself as

a cousin of one of the members of the above-mentioned firm,

entered into an agreement with John Dinsmore for the pur-

chase of the wool in question, handing Dinsmore a business

card of Barker & Co., on the back of which he wrote,—

" Bought of John Dinsmore 6000 pounds of wool, more or

less, for 50 cents per pound, delivered in the city of Pittsburg.

"Wm. Bahker & Co.,

"No. 72 Smithfi.eld street."

The same man then went to Barker & Co., and, representing

himself as Dinsmore's sou, contracted to sell the wool to them.
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The goods were forwarded to Pittsburg, and there delivered to

the man representing himseU as Dinsmore's son, and he deliv-

ered the same to Barker & Co., and received payment therefor.

Verdict for plaintiff. Defendants then took out a writ of

error.

Williams, J. The verdict of the jury establishes the fact

that the plaintiff below did not sell the wool to the defendants'

vendor, as an individual, on his own responsibility, but as a mem-
ber or agent of the defendants' firm, and upon their credit. Nor

was the wool delivered to him by the plaintiff. It was deliv-

ered to the railroad company, to be carried to Pittsburg, and

there delivered to defendants, to whom it was consigned by the

plaintiff. Under the contract of shipment the company had no

right to deliver the wool to any person except the consignees

;

and their delivery of it to the defendants' vendor vested in him

no property or right of possession as against the plaintiff. The
principle which underlies this case, and by which the rights of

the parties are to be determined, is this : The sale of goods by

one who has tortiously obtained their possession, without the

owner's consent, vests in the purchaser no title to them as

against the owner. As a general rule no man can be divested

of his property without his own consent and voluntary act. It

is true that there are exceptions to the rule, as clearly defined

and as well settled as the rule itself, but this case does not come

within any of them. Here the defendants' vendor, as we have

seen, acquired no right or title to the wool under his contract

with the plaintiff, and he did not obtain from him its actual

possession. The railroad company had no authority, as the

plaintiff's agent, to deliver the wool to him, and their delivery

gave him no right or title to it whatever. Nor had he any ap-

parent or implied authority from the plaintiff to sell or dispose

of it. It is clear, then, that he could convey no title by its sale

;

and if so, the defendants could acquire no title by its purchase,

though they purchased it for a fair and valuable consideration,

in the usual course of trade, without notice of the plaintiff's

ownership, or of any suspicious circumstances calculated to

awaken inquiry or put them on their guard. The case is a hard

one in any aspect of it. One of two innocent parties must suf-

fer by the fraud and knavery of a swindler, who had no author-

ity to act for either. But the law is well settled that the owner
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cannot be divested of his property without liis own consent, un-

less he has placed it in the possession or custody of another and

given hiui an apparent or implied right to dispose of it. The
case was tried on this principle, and as there is no error apparent

in the record, the judgment must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

RODLIFF ET AL. V. DaLLINGEK.

(141 Massachusetts, 1.—1886.)

Replevin.

Plaintiffs were wool dealers in Boston, and had delivered

the wool in question to one Clenientson, a wool broker, who
falsely represented that he had an offer from a manufacturer

for the wool, whose name he would not disclose, but whose

credit, he said, was good. The plaintiffs delivered the wool to

Clementson upon the understanding that he would pay them

immediately the sum he received from his principal. The

plaintiffs entered the sale on their books as a sale to Clement-

son, who stored the wool with the defendant, a warehouseman,

and pledged the warehouse receipts with the Massachusetts

Loan and Trust Company as security for a loan of $2,000.

Verdict for plaintiffs ; defendant alleged exceptions.

Holmes, J. The plaintiffs' evidence warranted the conclu-

sion that they refused to sell to Clementson, the broker, but

delivered the wool to him on the understanding that it was

sold to an undisclosed manufacturer in good credit with the

plaintiffs. This evidence was not objected to, and was admiss-

ible, notwithstanding the fact that the sale was entered on

the plaintiffs' books as a sale to Clementson, and that a bill

was made to him. Gommonwealth v. Jeffries, 7 Allen, 548, 564.

It was admitted that Clementson, in fact, was not acting for

such an undisclosed principal; and it follows that, if the plain-

tiffs' evidence was believed, there was no sale. There could

not be one to this supposed principal, because there was no

such person, and there was not one to Clementson, because

none purported to be made to him, but, on the contrary, such
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a sale was expressly refused and excluded. Edmunds v. Mer-

ohants' Despatch Transportation Co., 135 Mass. 283.

It was suggested that this case differed from the one cited,

because there the principal was disclosed, whereas here he was

not, and that credit could not be supposed to have been given to

an unknown person. We have nothing to say as to the weight

which this argument ought to have with a jury, beyond observ-

ing, that the plaintiffs had reason in Clementson's representa-

tions for giving credit to the supposed manufacturer. But
there is no rule of law that makes it impossible to contract with

or sell to an unknown but existing party. And if the jury find

that such a sale was the only one that purported to be made,

the fact that it failed does not turn it into a sale to the party

conducting the transaction. Schmaltz v. Avery, 16 Q. B. 655,

only decides that a man's describing himself in a charter-party

as " agent of the freighter " is not sufficient to preclude him

from alleging that he is the freighter. It does not hint that

the agent could not be excluded by express terms, or by the de-

scription of the principal, although insufficient to identify the

individual dealt with, as happened here ; still less, that in favor

of third persons the agent would be presumed without evidence

to be the undisclosed principal, although expressly excluded.

The invalidity of the transaction in' the case at bar does not

depend upon fraud, but upon the fact that one of the supposed

parties is wanting, it does not matter how. Fraud only becomes

important, as such, when a sale or contract is complete in its

formal elements, and therefore valid unless repudiated, but the

right is claimed to rescind it. It goes to the motives for mak-

ing the contract, not to its existence ; as when a vendee ex-

pressly or impliedly represents that he is solvent and intends to

pay for goods, when in fact he is insolvent, and has no reason-

able expectation'of-paying for them ; or, being identified by the

senses and dealt with as the person so identified, says that he

is A., when in fact he is B. But when one of the formal con-

stituents of a legal transaction is wanting, there is no question

of rescission ; the transaction is void ab initio, and fraud does

not impart to it, against the will of the defrauded party, a valid-

ity that it would not have if the want were due to innocent

mistake.

The sale being void, and not merely voidable, or, in simpler

words, there having been no sale, the delivery to Clementsoii

19
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gave him no power to convey a good title to a bona fide pur-

chaser. He had not even a defective title, and his mere pos-

session did not enable him to pledge or mortgage. The

considerations in favor of protecting bona fide dealers with per-

sons in possession, in cases like the present, were much urged

in Thacher v. Moors, 134 Mass. 156, but did not prevail. Much
less can they be allowed to prevail against a legal title, without

the intervention of statute.

Exceptions overruled.



Part IV.

WABBANTY.

DOKR V. FiSHBB.

(1 Gushing, 271.—1848.)

Action to recover the price of two tubs of butter.

In November, 1845, the plaintiff offered several kegs of but-

ter for sale to the defendant. On examining the butter (two

or three kegs only) the defendant told the plaintiff that he had

been smoking and was therefore unable to decide whether the

butter was good or not, but that he wanted it of first-rate qual-.

ity. The plaintiff then said that he calJed it first-rate, and

the defendant replied that if it was good, the plaintiff might

leave him two tubs. The two tubs were delivered, in the course

of the day, at the defendant's store.

The principal question was, whether the butter was of a good

quality, and much evidence upon this point was introduced on

both sides.

The defendant contended that the butter was sold under a

warranty that it was of the best quality, and that the burden

of proof was on the plaintiff to show that it was of such a qual-

ity. But the trial judge instructed the jury, that if the butter

was sold with a warranty as to quality, or with a representation

amounting to a warranty, the burden of proof was upon the de-

fendant to show, that it was not equal to the warranty or repre-

sentation. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and

the defendant filed exceptions.

Shaw, C. J. This cause has been argued, on the part of the

defendant, as if the suit were brought upon an open, unexecuted

contract for the purchase of goods ; whereas the declaration is

in indebitatus assumpsit for goods sold and delivered. To
maintain this action, it is not necessary to set out the contract

(291)
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of Bale, with its conditions and limitations; it is enough to prove

an agreement for a sale of the goods, at a fixed price in money,

or without a price, (in which case, the law implies an agree-

ment to pay so much as they are worth,) and an actual deliv-

ery, whereby a debt arises. A delivery by the vendor implies

an acceptance by the vendee. An offer, by the vendor, not ac-

cepted by the vendee, may be a good tender, and a good per-

formance on his part, but it is not a delivery. If there are

conditions annexed to the agreement of sale, respecting the

quality, or other circumstances, which are not complied with by

the vendor, the vendee should decline to accept the goods ; but,

if he does accept them, the acceptance is a waiver. And, so, in

an indebitatus assumpsit, for goods sold and delivered, the plain-

tiff must prove a delivery, or he will fail in the action. And
this is not confined to the case of an implied assumpsit, on a

quantum valehat ; if the sale be made by an express contract,

not under seal, and the goods are actually delivered, it is suffi-

cient to allege that the defendant is indebted to the plaintiff

for goods ;5old ajid delivered, and the law implies a promise to

pay. No matter, therefore, what may have been the terms and

conditions, under which goods are sold and delivered ; if noth-

ing remain but the obligation to pay for them, this is a debt,

the existence of which supports the allegation of being indebted,

and supersedes the necessity of setting out specially such terms

and conditions.

" Where goods have been sold and actually delivered to the

defendant, though under a special agreement, it is in general

sufficient to declare on the indebitatus count, provided the con-

tract were to pay in money, and the credit be expired." 1 Chit.

Plead. 338.

This is not a mere technical rule of pleading, but a sound

rule of law and justice, growing out of the nature of a sale.

Were it otherwise, and were the plaintiff, after a delivery of

goods on a contract of sale, bound to prove the terms and con-

ditions of such sale, and to prove affirmatively that he had com-

plied with those conditions, on his part, the result would be,

that the vendee, having accepted the goods, as and for the

goods contracted for, and without offering to return them, or

giving notice to the vendor, to come and take them back, might

hold and retain the goods, without paying anything for them.

The vendor could not recover them back in an action, because
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he has delivered them to the vendee, in pursuance of a contract,

as his own.

It is asked, then, has the vendee no remedy against the

vendor, after delivery, if the vendee fails to derive the benefits,

expected and stipulated for on the sale ? Certainly not. If he

has been deceived, as to the title, quality, or character of the

thing purchased, he may rescind the contract, restore or tender

back the goods, and recover back the purchase money ; or he

may be secured by a warranty on the sale. The law, on the

sale of personal property, implies a warranty of good title, so

that if the vendee be deprived of his purchase by a paramount

title, he has a remedy on his warranty. Or he may take an

express warranty, as to the quality, condition, value, age, origin,

or other circumstances respecting the thing sold. But a war-

ranty is a separate, independent, collateral stipulation, on the

part of the vendor, with the vendee, for which the sale is the

consideration, for the existence or truth of some fact, relating

to the thing sold. It is not strictly a condition, for it neither

suspends nor defeats the completion of the sale, the vesting of

the thing sold in the vendee, nor the right to the purchase

money in the vendor. And, notwithstanding such warranty,

or any breach of it, the vendee may hold the goods, and have a

remedy for his damages by action.

But, to avoid circuity of action, a warranty may be treated

as a condition subsequent, at the election of the vendee, who
may, upon a breach thereof, rescind the contract, and recover

back the amount of his purchase money, as in case of fraud.

But, if he does this, he must first return the property sold, or

do everything in his power requisite to a complete restoration

of the property to the vendor, and, without this, he cannot

recover. Conner v. Henderson, 15 Mass. 319 ; Kimball v. Cun-

ningham, 4 Mass. 502 ; Perley v. Baloh, 23 Pick. 283. Such a

restoration of the goods, and of all other benefits derived from

the sale, is a direct condition, without a compliance with which,

the vendee cannot rescind the contract, and recover back the

money or other property, paid or delivered on the contract.

But his other remedy is by an action on the warranty, or con-

tract of the vendor, on which, if there be a breach, he will re-

cover damages to the amount of the loss sustained by the breach,

whatever that may be. If it be a warranty of the quality of

goods, and the breach alleged is, that the goods delivered were
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inferior to the goods stipulated for, the damage will ordinarily

be the difference in value between the one and the other. Such

an action affirms instead of disaffirming the contract of sale,

leaves the property in the vendee, and gives damages for the

breach of such separate, collateral contract of warranty.

This remedy is so familiar, that it scarcely requires to be

supported and explained by authorities. But it naturally re-

quires an action to be brought by the vendee against the vendor,

which, if the vendor is at the same time suing for the price, is a

cross action.

But the general tendency of modern judicial decisions has

been, to avoid circuity and multiplicity of actions, by allowing

matters growing out of the same transaction to be given in evi-

dence by way of defense, instead of requiring a cross action,

when it can be done without a violation of principle, or great

inconvenience in practice.

And it has lately been decided, in this court, after considera-

tion and upon a review of the authorities, that, when a cross

action will lie for a deceit in the sale of a chattel, the deceit

may be given in evidence in reduction of the damages, in a suit

for the purchase money. Harrington v. Stratton, 22 Pick. 510.

And the principles, which govern that case, are precisely appli-

cable to the case, where a cross action will lie to recover dam-

ages on a breach of warranty on a sale, and the same may be

given in evidence, and a like amount deducted from the pur-

chase money, in assessing damages in a suit by the vendor for

the price. Poulton v. Lattimore, 9 B. & Or. 259 ; Perley v.

Balch, 23 Pick. 283.

It appears by the report in the present case, that these are

the principles on which the trial of the action proceeded. The

plaintiff must fii-st have proved a sale and delivery of the two

tubs of butter. Some objection was made to the plaintiff's

account book ; but it was not alluded to in the argument. In-

deed, the other proof tends to show, that the defendant agreed

to take the two tubs of butter, and directed the plaintiff to

leave them at his store, which the plaintiff did the same day.

No offer was made afterwards to return the butter. No notice

was given to the defendant to take it away. This was evidence,

from which a jury might well infer a sale and delivery. The

only way, then, in which the defendant could avail himself

of proof of warranty of quality, and a breach of it, was in
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obtaining a reduction of damages, by way of set-off, in nature

of a cross action, and as a substitute therefor. Had the defend-

ant brought his action, it is quite clear, that the burden of

proof would have been on him to prove such warranty and

breach, and the damage sustained by it. The burden was on

him in the same manner, when he resorted to this line of de-

fense, as a substitute for a cross action. We are of opinion,

therefore, that the direction of the judge was strictly correct,

that if the article was sold to the defendant with a warranty as

to its quality, or with a representation amounting to a war-

ranty, the burden of proof was on the defendant, to show that

it was not equal to the warranty.

Exceptions overruled and judgment on the verdict.

Chapman v. Muech.

(19 Johnson, 290.—1822.)

In error to the court of common pleas of Washington county,

New York. Ohapman brought an action of assumpsit against

Murch in the Court below. The declaration stated, that the

defendant, on the 1st of December, 1818, in consideration that

the plaintiff would deliver to the defendant, a certain horse of

the plaintiff of great value, in exchange for a certain horse of the

defendant, the defendant undertook and promised, that the

horse of the defendant was then and there sound, etc. ; that

the plaintiff, confiding in the said promise of the defendant,

delivered to him the said horse of the plaintiff, in exchange for

the defendant's horse, etc. Yet the defendant, etc., fraudulently,

etc., did not perform or regard his said promise, etc., for tliat

the horse of the defendant was not sound, but, on the contrary,

was unsound, and had a certain disease, called the yellow water,

of which he afterwards, to wit, on the 2d day of December,

1818, died, whereby, etc. The defendant pleaded the general

issue, and on the trial of the cause, the plaintiff offered to prove,

that the parties exchanged horses; that the plaintiff let the

defendant have a horse, worth 1100, in consideration of whibh

the defendant let the plaintiff have another horse, which the

defendant, at the time, represented to be sound ; that the horse
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of the defendant, so delivered to him in exchange, was not

sound, but that he had the disease, called the yellow water,

which rendered him useless and of no value, and that he died

the next day. The evidence so offered was objected to by the

defendant's counsel, and rejected by the Court, on the ground,

that this being an action of assumpsit founded on a warranty of

the soundness of the horse, the plaintiff, in order to entitle him-

self to a recovery, was bound to prove an express warranty, and

that the testimony offered by the plaintiff did not amount to

such a warranty. A bill of exceptions was taken to the opinion

of the Court, on which the writ of error was brought.

Spencer, Ch. J. In the various cases which have been cited,

it appears, abundantly, that when the action is founded on a

warranty of the soundness of a chattel sold, a warranty must

be proved ; but it nowhere appears, that it is necessary that the

vendor should use the express words, that he warranted the

soundness. If a man should say, on the sale of a horse, "I

promise you the horse is sound;" it is difficult to conceive, that

this is not a warranty, and an express one too. Peake on Evid.

228, says, " in an action on a warranty, the plaintiff must prove

the sale and warranty." " In general, (he says,) any represen-

tation made by the defendant of the state of the thing sold, at

the time of the sale, will amount to a warranty." He adds,

" but where the defendant refers to any document, or to his

belief only, in such cases no action is maintainable, without

proof, that he knew he was representing a falsehood." In

every action on a warranty, it must be shown that there was an

express and direct affirmation of the quality and condition of

the thing sold, as contradistinguished from opinion, etc., and

when that is made out, it would be an anomaly to require that

the word warrant should be used. Any words of equivalent

import, showing the intention of the parties, that there should

be a warranty, will suffice. In the present case, the plaintiff

offered to prove what, under the circumstances, might be an

express warranty; and that was for the consideration of the

jury, under the advice of the Court. 2.Caines, 56 ; 3 Term Rep.

57 ; 10 Johns. Rep. 484.

The judgment must be reversed, and a venire de novo awarded

to the Court below.

Judgment reversed.
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Hawkins v. Pembbrton et al.

(51 New york, 198.—1872.)

Certain auctioneers sold for the plaintiff 23 barrels of what

was stated by the auctioneer, at the time and in the presence

of the plaintiff, to be "blue vitriol, sound and in good order."

Defendants became the purchasers at eight cents per pound,

took a sample away with them, and the next day, finding that

its surface had turned nearly white from exposure to the air,

notified the plaintiff that they would not accept said barrels.

The true character of the article could not be determined by

inspection, but it was subsequently analyzed and found to con-

tain only from seventeen to twenty-five per cent of blue vitriol

(sulfhate of coppery, the remainder being green vitriol (sulphate

of iron). On the refusal of defendants to take, plaintiff sold

said barrels on their account, and now sues to recover damages

for breach of contract of purchase. Defense, breach of war-

ranty of quality, also fraud. The court directed a verdict for

plaintiff, and was sustained by the General Term of the Supe-

rior Court of the city of New York.

Earl, C. This action was brought against the defendants

as purchasers of an article called, at the time of the sale, blue

vitriol, to recover damages for refusing to take and pay for the

same, and upon the trial the court refused to submit the evi-

dence to the jury and ordered a verdict for the plaintiff.

The defendants failed to establish their defense of fraud, and

upon that question I think there was no evidence to submit to

the jury. We have only, therefore, to consider whether there

was evidence tending to show that the plaintiff at the sale war-

ranted the article to be blue vitriol, sound and in good order,

and whether there was a breach of this warranty.

It is unquestioned that there was a warranty that the article

was sound and in good order, and I am quite clear that there

was no breach of this warranty. It was good, sound saltz-

burger or mixed vitriol. It was just as it was made ; not dam-

aged, or in any way out of order. It was in its natural, normal

condition, and it could not be said of such an article that it was

unsound.
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Did the plaintiff warrant the article to be blue vitriol ? It is

unquestioned that at the time of the sale, through his auction-

eer, he represented it to be blue vitriol, and that the defendants

bought it as such, relying upon that representation. To consti-

tute a warranty, it is not necessary that the word warranty

should be used. It is a general rule that whatever a seller

represents, at the time of a sale, is a warranty. ( Wood v. Smith,

4 Car. & Payne, 45.)

In Stone v. Benny, 4 Metcalf, 151, it is said that the courts

in their later decisions " manifested a strong disposition to con-

strue liberally, in favor of the vendee, the language used by the

vendor in making any affirmation as to his goods, and have been

disposed to treat such affirmations as warranties whenever the

language would reasonably authorize the inference that the

vendee so understood it."

In Oneida Manufacturing Society v. Lawrence, 4 Cowen, 440,

Chief Justice Savage says :
" There is no particular phraseology

necessary to constitute a warranty. The assertion or affirma-

tion of a vendor concerning the article sold must be positive

and unequivocal. It must be a representation which the vendee

relies on, and which is understood by the parties as an absolute

assertion, and not the expression of an opinion." And gen-

erally, where the representation is not in writing, the ques-

tion of warranty is to be submitted to the jury. {Duffee v.

Mason, 8 Cowen, 25.)

It is not true, as sometimes stated, that the representation, in

order to constitute a warranty, must have been intended by the

vendor, as well as understood by the vendee, as a warranty. If

the contract be in writing and it contains a clear warranty, the

vendor will not be permitted to say that he did not intend what

his language clearly and explicitly declares ; and so if it be by

parol, and the representation as to the character or quality of

the article sold be positive, not mere matter of opinion or judg-

ment, and the vendee understands it as a warranty, and he re-

lies upon it and is induced by it, the vendor is bound by the

warranty, no matter whether he intended it to be a warranty

or not. He is responsible for the language he uses, and can-

not escape liability by claiming that he did not intend to con-

vey the impression which his language was calculated to produce

upon the mind of the vendee.

Here it is not questioned that the language used was suffi-
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cient to constitute a warranty that the article sold was sound

and in good order; and why should it not as well extend to the

character of the article ? When a buyer purchases an article

whose true character he cannot discover by any examination

which it is practicable for him to make at the time, why may
he not rely upon the positive representation of the seller as to

its character as well as to its quality and condition ? I can dis-

cover no distinction in principle in the two kinds of representa-

tion ; and yet it is claimed in behalf of the plaintiff that there

is a distinction, and certain cases are cited to uphold it, which

I will proceed briefly to consider.

The first is the celebrated case of Ghandelor v. Lopus, Cro.

Jac. 4. That was an action upon the case ; and the plaintiff

alleged in his declaration that the defendant sold him a stone

which he affirmed to be a bezoar stone, whereas it was not a

bezoar stone. The defendant pleaded not guilty, and the

plaintiff had a verdict. The case was taken by writ of error

to the Exchequer Chamber, and it was there held that the dec-

laration was not good; "for the bare affirmation that it was a

bezoar stone, without warranting it to be so, is no cause of ac-

tion." The court say :
" Every one, in selling his wares, will

affirm that his wares are good, or the horse which he sells is

sound ; yet if he does not warrant them to be so there is no

cause of action." This was the reason assigned for the deci-

sion. It was not denied that the defendant would have been

liable if he had warranted the stone ; but a mere affirmation

was held not to be a warranty. No distinction was made be-

tween an affirmation as to the character of an article and an

affirmation as to its condition or quality. The doctrine laid

down is that a mere affirmation or representation as to the char-

acter or quality of goods sold will not constitute a warranty

;

and that doctrine has long since been exploded, and the case

itself is no longer regarded as good law in this country or Eng-

land. (Hilliard on Sales, 237, note ; 2 Kent's Com. [Comstock's

ed.J 633, note a; 2 Smith's Leading Cases [5th Am. ed.J, 238;

Bradford v. Manly, 13 Mass. 139 ; Stone v. Benny, 4 Metcalf,

151.)

The case of Seixas v. Woods, 2 Gaines, 48, seems to have

been decided mainly upon the authority of the case of Chande-

lor V. Lopus. That was an action on the case for selling

peaehum wood for hrozelletto ; the former worth hardly any-
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thing, the latter of considerable value. The defendant adver-

tised the wood as hrozelletto, showed plaintiffs the invoice in

which it was so described, and billed it to the plaintiffs as such.

The plaintiffs had a verdict, subject to the opinion of the court

;

and the court held that there was no express warranty, and that

the defendant was not, therefore, liable. There was no intimar

tion in the opinion delivered that there was any difference

between a warranty as to the character of an article sold and

a warranty as to its condition and quality. The court simply

held that the representations on the part of the defendant

did not amount to an express warranty. They were hardly

laying down broadly the common-law doctrine of caveat emptor,

and combating the implied warranties of the civil law. Hence

great stress was laid upon the requirement of an express war-

ranty. The rule, as thus laid down, has been thoroughly over-

turned since the courts hold that any positive affirmation or

representation as to the character or quality of an article sold

may constitute a warranty. The case has been much ques-

tioned, and can no longer be regarded as authority for the pre-

cise point decided. (2 Kent's Com. [Comstock's ed.] 633

;

Stone V. Denny, 4 Metcalf, 151 ; Tlenshaw v. Rohlns, 9 Metcalf,

83, 89 ; Binnard v. Spring, 42 Barb. 470 ; Hart v. Wright, 17

Wend. 267, 271 ; Bonekins v. Bevan, 3 Serg. & R. 37.) The

case holds that a vendor is liable upon an express warranty of

the character of the article sold ; and the more recent cases

hold that a positive affirmation, understood and relied upon as

such by the vendee, is an express warranty.

The case of Swett v. Oolgalc, 20 John. 196, is quite analogous

to the case of Seixas v. Woods, and was decided mainly upon the

authority of that case. The defendants purchased at auction,

goods invoiced, advertised and sold as harillo, when in fact it

was kelp, a much inferior article. It came before the Supreme

Court upon a case containing the facts ; and the court, exercis-

ing the province of a jury, drew the inference from all the facts

of the case that there was no warranty, laying down, however,

the rule that if there had been a warranty, the vendors would

have been liable. No intimation is contained in the case that

there is any difference between an affirmation'by the vendor as

to the character of the article sold and one as to its quality or

condition. Upon the same state of facts, as the law is now
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settled, it would be a question of fact for the jury whether or

not there was a warranty.

The cases of Seixas v. Woods and of Swett v. Colgate have

been frequently cited in our courts, and have doubtless influ-

enced, and it may be controlled, the decisions in other cases.

The propositions of law announced in them are sufficiently cor-

rect ; but in view of the rules of law, as now settled in this and

other States, I am of opinion that the law was not properly

applied to the facts appearing in those cases.

Here there was a positive representation that the article sold

was blue vitriol ; the plaintiff meant the purchasers to under-

stand that it was blue vitriol, and he sold it as such. The
defendants relied upon the representation, believing it to be

blue vitriol, and bought it as such. If upon these facts the

court was not authorized to hold as matter of law that there

was a warranty, it was at least bound to submit the question of

warranty to the jury.

In Allan v. Lake, 18 Adolphus & Ellis, N. R. 561, the defend-

ants sold plaintiff a parcel of turnip seed and gave them a sold

note, in which it was described as " Skirving's Swedes." It

proved not to be such, but of an inferior and spurious kind.

The Court of Queen's Bench held that the statement in the

sold note was not mere representation or matter of description,

but that it amounted to a warranty that the seed was Skirving's

Swedes.

In Bridge v. Main, 1 Starkie, N. P. 505, the defendant sold

to the plaintiff a quantity of scarlet cuttings intended for the

Chinese market, and which were understood among merchants

to mean cuttings of cloth only, without mixture of serge or

other materials ; and it was proved that the article sold con-

tained a quantity of serge, and that a part consisted of much
smaller shreds than that usually sent to China, and that it

would be very unprofitable, if not wholly unsalable. There

was no special warranty, but it appeared that in the bill of par-

cels the goods were described as scarlet cuttings, and Lord

Eilenborough ruled if they were sold by the name of scarlet

cuttings and were so described in the invoices, an undertaking

that they were such must be inferred.

In Power v. Barham, 4 Adol. & Ellis, 473, the action was

for breach of warrantj^ in the sale of pictures. It was proved,

among other things, that the defendant, at the time of the sale,
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gave the following bill of parcels: "Four pictures, views in

Venice. Canalletto. .£160." The judge left it to the jury,

upon this and the rest of the evidence, whether the defendant

had contracted that the pictures were those of the artist

named, or whether his name had been used merely as matter of

description or intimation of opinion. The jury found for the

plaintiff, saying that the bill of parcels amounted to a war-

ranty. The King's Bench held that the question of warranty

was rightly left to the jury, and that the verdict should not be

disturbed. Lord Denman says: "It was for the jury to say,

under all the circumstances, what was the effect of the words,

and whether they implied a warranty of genuineness, or con-

veyed only a description or an expression of opinion."

In Bonekins v. Sevan, 3 Serg. & Rawle, 37, Rogers, J., says

:

" From a critical examination of all the cases, it may be safely

luled that a sample or description in a sale note, advertisement,

bill of parcels or invoice is equivalent to an express warranty

that the goods are what they are described or represented to

be by the vendor."

In Bradford v. Manly, 13 Mass. 144, Chief Justice Parker

refers to a case which came before him at nisi prius, of which

he saj's :
" An advertisement appeared in the papers, which

was published by a very respectable mercantile house, offering

for sale good Caraccas cocoa. The plaintiff made a purchase

of a considerable quantity and shipped it to Spain, having ex-

amined it at the store before he purchased; but he did not

know the difference between Caraccas and other cocoa. In the

market to which he shipped it there was a considerable differ-

ence in value in favor of Caraccas. It was proved that the

cocoa was of the growth of some other place, and that it was

not worth so much in that market. I held that the advertise-

ment was equal to an express warranty, and the jury gave

damages accordingly. The defendants had eminent counsel,

and they thought of saving the question, but afterwards aban-

doned it and suffered judgment to go."

In Henshaw v. Robins, 9 Metcalf, 83, it was held, in a case

quite analogous to the one now under consideration, that

where a bill of parcels is given upon a sale of goods, describing

the goods or designating them by a name weU understood,

such bill is to be considered as a warranty that the goods sold

are what they are thus described or designated to be ; and that
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this rule applies, though the goods are examined by the pur-

chaser at or before the sale, if they are so prepared, and pre-

sent such an appearance as to deceive a skillful dealer. It can

make no difference that, in most of the cases cited, the descrip-

tion of the article sold was contained in a sale note or bill of

sale. The same affirmation made orally must, upon principle,

have the same force and effect.

I, therefore, reach the conclusion, both upon principle and

authority, that upon the facts of this case a jury might properly

have inferred that there was, upon the sale, a warranty that

the article sold was blue vitriol. It was, at least, the duty of

the court to have submitted the question of warranty to the

jury. I think the facts were so clear and undisputed that the

court could, without error, have decided, as a question of law,

that there was a warranty, but this it is unnecessary to decide

upon this appeal.

The only remaining question to be considered is, whether

there was a breach of this warranty, and this can need but lit-

tle discussion. The article sold, if it was known at all in mar-

ket, was known by another name. It had only from seventeen

to twenty-five per cent of blue vitriol in it. It was not an in-

ferior article of blue vitriol, but a different substance with a

small admixture of blue vitriol.

The judgment should, therefore, be reversed and a new trial

granted, costs to abide event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.

MORLET V. AtTBNBOEOTJGH.

(3 Exchequer, BOO.—1819.)

Assumpsit. The first count of the declaration stated, that

in consideration that the plaintiff would buy of the defendant

a harp for £16, 15 s., the defendant promised that he had law-

ful right and title to sell it to the plaintiff ; that the plaintiff

bdught the harp and paid for the same. Breach, that the de-

fendant had not lawful right or title to seU the harp. There
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was also a count for money Lad and received to the plaintiff's

use. Plea, non assumpsit.

In 1839, one Foley hired a harp of Messrs. Chappell, music-

sellers, pledged it with defendant, a pawnbroker, for £15, 15 s.,

on the terms that, if the sum advanced were not repaid within

six months, the defendant should be at liberty to sell it. The

defendant had no knowledge that the harp did not belong to

said Foley. The harp was not redeemed at the stipulated time,

and in 1846 it was sent with other articles to be sold at auction.

The harp at the auction sale was knocked down to the plaintiff

for £15, 15 s., but no warranty of title was given with it. Sub-

sequently the Messrs. Chappell discovered the harp in plain-

tiff's possession, sued him to recover, whereupon he gave up

the harp, and paid the costs, for which, together with the price

of the harp, the present action was brought.

Parke, B. This case was argued some time ago before my
Lord Chief Baron, my Brothers Rolfe, Piatt, and myself, and

stood over for our consideration. The plaintiff brought an

action of assumpsit, stating that in consideration that the plain-

tiff would buy a harp for a certain sum, the defendant promised

that he, the defendant, had lawful right to sell it, and the breach

assigned was that he had not.

It appeared on the trial, before my Brother Piatt, that the

defendant, who was a pawnbroker, had the harp pledged with

him in the way of his business, and, the time having elapsed

for its redemption, and the pledge being unredeemed, offered

it for sale through certain auctioneers, who sold it to the plain-

tiff. It turned out that the harp had been pledged to the

defendant by a person who had no title to it, and the real

owner obliged the plaintiff to give it up, after it had been

delivered to him by the defendant. But, of the want of title of

the pawner to it, the defendant was ignorant, and there was no

express warranty. My Brother Piatt directed a verdict for the

plaintiff, reserving leave to move to enter a nonsuit.

On showing cause, the case was fully argued, and every

authority cited and commented upon on both sides, bearing on

the question, whether there is an implied warranty of title in

the contract of sale of an article, or under what circumstances

there is a liability on the part of the vendor to make good a loss

by defect of title.
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It is yeiy remarkable that there should be any doubt, as that,

certainly, is a question so likely to be of common occurrence,

especially in this comniercial country. Such a point, one would

have thought, would not have admitted of any doubt. The
bargain and sale of a specific chattel, by our law (which differs

in that respect from the civil law), undoubtedly transfers all

the property the vendor has, where nothing further remains to

be done according to the intent of the parties to pass it. But

it is made a question, whether there is annexed by law to such

a contract, which operates as a conveyance of the property, an

implied agreement on the part of the vendor, that he has the

ability to convey. With respect to executory contracts of pur-

chase and sale, where the subject is unascertained, and is after-

wards to be conveyed, it would probably be implied that both

parties meant that a good title to that subject should be trans-

ferred, in the same manner as it would be implied, under sim-

ilar circumstances, that a merchantable article was to be sup-

plied. Unless goods, which the party could enjoy as his, own,

and make full use of, were delivered, the contract would not

be performed. The purchaser could not be bound to accept if

he discovered the defect of title before delivery, and if he did,

and the goods were recovered from him, he would not be bound

to pay, or, having paid, he would be entitled to recover back

the price, as on a consideration which had failed. But when

there is a bargain and sale of a specific ascertained chattel,

which operates to transmit the property, and nothing is said

about title, what is the legal effect of that contract? Does the

contract necessarily import, unless the contrary be expressed,

that the vendor has a good title ? or has it merely the effect of

transferring such title as the vendor has ? According to the

Roman law (^vide Domat. Book 1, tit. 2, s. 2, art. 3), and in

France (Code Civil, chap. 4, sec. 1, art. 1603), and Scotland,

and partially in America (1 Johns. Rep. 274, Broom's Mai-
ims, 628, where this subject is well discussed), there is al-

ways an implied contract that the vendor has the right to dis-

pose of the subject whitfh he sells (Bell on Sale, 94) ; but the

result of the older authorities is, that there is by the law of

England no warranty of title in the actual contract of sale, any

more than there is of quality. The rule of caveat emptor ap-

plies to both ; but if the vendor knew that he had no title, and

concealed that fact, he was always lield responsible to the pur-

20
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chaser as for a fraud, in the same way that he is if he knew of

the defective quality. This rule will be found in Co. Litt.

102 a; 3 Rep. 22 a; Noy, Max. 42; Fitz. Nat. Brev. 94, a, in

Sjmnffwell v. Allen, Aleyii, 91, cited by Littledale, J., in Early

V. G-arrett, 9 B. & C. 932, and in Williamson v. Allison, 2 East,

449, referred to in the argument. The same principle applies

to transfer by deed. Lord Hale says, " Though the words ' as-

si^n, set over, and transfer,' do not amount to a covenant

agiiiast an eigne title, yet as against the covenantor himself, it

will amount to a covenant against all claiming under him :

"

(^Deering v. Farrington, 3 Keb. 304, which was an assignment

of a chose in action).

It may be, that as in the earlier times the chief transactions

of purchase and sale were in markets and fairs, where the bona

fide purchaser without notice obtained a good title as against

all except the Crown (and afterwai'ds a prosecutor, to whom
restitution is ordered by the 21 Hen. 8, c. 11), the common
law did not annex a warranty to any contract of sale. Be that

as it may, the older authorities are strong to show that there is

no such warranty implied by law from the mere sale. In recent

times a different notion appears to have been gaining ground

(see note of the learned editor to 3 Rep. 22, a) ; and Mr. Jus-

tice Blackstone says, " In contracts for sale it is constantly

understood that the seller undertakes that the commodity he

sells is his own ;
" and Mr. Woddeson, in his Lectures, vol. 2,

p. 415, goes so far as to assert that the rule of caveat emptor is

exploded altogether, which no authority warrants.

At all times, however, the vendor was liable if there was a

warranty m/«cf; and at an early period, the affirming those

goods to be his own by a vendor in possession, appears to have

been deemed equivalent to a warranty. Lord Holt, in Medina

v. StougUon, 1 Salk. 210 ; Ld. Raym. 593, says, that "where

one in possession of a personal chattel sells it, the bare affirm-

ing it to be his own amounts to a warranty ;
" and Mr. Justice

Buller, in Pasley v. Freeman, 3 T. R. 67, disclaims any distinc-

tion between the effect of an affirmation, when the vendor is in

possession or not, treating it as equivalent to a warranty in

both cases.

Some of the text writers drop the expression of " warranty
"

or "affirmation," and lay down in general terms, that if a man
sells goods an his own, and the title is deficient, he is liable to
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make good the loss, 2 Black. Com. 451 ; the commentator cites,

for that position, Cro. Jac. 474, and I Eoll. Abr. 70, in both

which cases there was an allegation that the vendor affirmed

that he had a title, and therefore it would seem, that the learned

author treated the expression " selling as his own," as equiva-

lent to an affirmation or warranty. So Chancellor Kent, in 2

Com. 478, says, " that in every sale of a chattel, if the posses-

sion be in another, and there be no covenant or warranty of

title, the rule of caveat emptor applies, and the party buys at

his peril ; but if the seller has possession of the article, and he

sells it as his own, and for a fair price, he is understood to war-

rant the title." From the authorities in our law, to which may
be added the opinion of the late Lord Chief Justice Tindal, in

Ormrod v. Huth, 14 M. & W. 664, it would seem that there is

no implied warranty of title on the sale of goods, and that if

there be no fraud, a vendor is not liable for a bad title, unless

there is an express warranty, or an equivalent to it, by declara-

tions or conduct ; and the question in each case, where there is

no warranty in express terms, will be, whether there are such

circumstances as to be equivalent to such a warranty. Usage

of trade, if proved as a matter of fact, would, of course, be suf-

ficient to raise an inference of such an engagement ; and with-

out proof of such usage, the very nature of the trade may be

enough to lead to the conclusion, that the person carrying it on

must be understood to engage that the purchaser shall enjoy

that which he buys, as against all persons. It is, perhaps, with

reference to such sales, or to executory contracts, that Black-

stone makes the statement above referred to.

Similar questions occur in cases as to the quality of goods,

in which it is clear there is, by law, no implied warranty ; yet,

if goods are ordered of a tradesman, in the way of his trade,

for a particular purpose, he may be considered as engaging that

the goods supplied are reasonably fit for that purpose. We do

not suppose that there would be any doubt, if the articles are

bought in a shop professedly carried on for the sale of goods,

that the shopkeeper must be considered as warranting that those

who purchase will have a good title to keep the goods purchased.

In such a case the vendor sells " as his own," and that is what

is equivalent to a warranty of title. But in the case now under

consideration, the defendant can be made responsible only as

on a sale of a forfeitedpledge eo nomine. Though the harp may
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not have been distinctly stated in the auctioneer's catalogue to

be a forleited pledge, yet the auctioneer had no authority from

the defendant to sell it except as such. The defendant, there-

fore, cannot be taken to have sold it with a more extensive lia-

bility than such a sale would have imposed upon him ; and the

question is, whether, on such a sale, accompanied with posses-

sion, there is any assertion of an absolute title to sell, or only

an assertion that the article has been pledged with him, and the

time allowed for redemption has passed. On this question we
are without any light from decided cases.

In our judgment, it appears unreasonable to consider the

pawnbroker, from the nature of his occupation, as undertaking

anything more than that the subject of sale is a pledge and irre-

deemable, and that he is not cognizant of any defect -of title to

it. By the statute law (see 1 Jac. 1, c. 21), he gains no better

title by a pledge than the pawner had ; and as the rule of the

common law is, that there is no implied warranty from the mere

contract of sale itself, we think, that where it is to be implied

from the natui'e of the trade carried on, the mode of carrying on

the trade should be such as clearly to raise that inference. In

this case we think it does not. The vendor must be considered

as selling merely the right to the pledge which he himself had

;

and therefore we think the rule must be absolute.

Since tlie argument, we find that there was a count for money

had and received, as well as the count on the warranty, in the

declaration. But tlie attention of the Judge at the trial was

not drawn to this count, nor was it noticed on the argument in

court.

It may be, that though there is no implied warranty of title,

so that the vendor would not be liable for a breach of it to

unliquidated damages, yet the purchaser may recover back tlie

purchase-money, as on a consideration that failed, if it could he

shown that it was the understanding of both parties that the

bargain should be put an end to if the purchaser should not

have a good title. But if there is no implied warranty of title,

some circumstances must be shown to enable the plaintiff to

recover for money had and received. This case was not made

at the trial, and the only question is, whether there is an im-

plied warranty.

Rule absolute.
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Bttbt V. Dbwby.

(40 New York, 283.—1869.)

Action to recover damages for the breach of an implied

warranty of title.

In December, 1852, plaintiff bought a horse of defendant and

paid him 180.00 therefor, and subsequently sold the horse to

other parties. At the time of said purchase, one Dysart was

the owner of the horse, and, in 1856, he sued plaintiff for its

conversion, and recovered judgment for its value, but the judg-

ment was not enforced.

Jambs, J. The evidence was sufficient to show that the

horse had been stolen from Dysart before he came to the pos-

session of defendant, and therefore, as against Dysart, defend-

ant and his vendees were without title.

In the sale from defendant to plaintiff there was no proof of

any express warranty of title ; nor was any such proof neces-

sary. The fair and reasonable construction of the evidence is

that defendant had possession of the property at the time of sale

and transferred it to the plaintiff on his paymg the purchase-

money. Possession of personal property implies title, and in

every case of the sale of personal property in possession, there

is an implied warranty of title in the vendor. (2 Kent, Com.

478 ; 2 Black. Com. 451 ; IJ. R. 274 ; 3 Cow. 272 ; 3 Bac. 323.)

The important question in this case is/ whether the plaintiff

could recover without proving actual loss, or damage, by rea-

son of defendant's want of title to the chattel. There was no

evidence that plaintiff or his vendees had ever been disturbed

in their possession or enjoyment of the property; nor had

plaintiff ever parted with any money or property in conse-

quence thereof.

It is true a judgment had been recovered against the plain-

tiff for the value of the horse ; but, until satisfied, it only estab-

lished a liability, not a loss. It might never be enforced. As
the true owner was deprived of his property by a felony, he

might pursue others, through whose hands it had passed, even

the defendant, and satisfy his claim against them. Until a sat-
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isfaction, the owner's rights of action against others than plain-

tiff, remained intact.

In its operation and legal bearings, this case is very like a

covenant of warranty for quiet enjoyment in the sale of land.

If A convey land to B, and B to C, and to D, all with cove-
nants of warranty for quiet enjoyment, and D is evicted, he
may sue any or all of the preceding covenantors till he obtain
satisfaction

; but no intermediate covenantee can sue his cove-
nantor till he himself has been compelled to pay damages upon
his own warranty. ( Withy v. Mumford, 5 Cow. 137 ; Baxter
V. %«-ss, 13 Barb. 281.)

In the case of breach of an implied warranty of title to a
chattel, the vendee is not bound to await legal action against
him. If satisfied of the insufficiency of his vendor's title, and
that the true owner would recover the property in an action, he
may surrender it, and recover its value in an action against his

vendor, by affirmatively establishing that the vendor was with-

out title ; or the vendee may await the prosecution of an action.

If the vendor be notified of the action and required to defend,

a judgment, if obtained, would be conclusive as to his want of

title ; but if not notified, and judgment is obtained, the onus of

showing want of title would rest upon the vendee, the same as

if surrendered without action. (Sweetman v. Prince, 26 N. Y.

224, 232.)

If the property be suiTcndered to the true owner, then the

vendee's loss and damage is established ; but if a judgment be

had against him, either with or without notice, the vendee's loss

or damage is not established witiiout proofs of satisfaction or

payment of the judgment. In this case, the true owner (as in

cases of covenants of warranty running with the land) would

have a right of action against any possessor subsequent to the

larceny ; and that possessor against any prior covenantors, which

might be pursued until this damage or loss is satisfied; hence

any intermediate vendee, or covenantee, could not be permitted

to maintain an action against his immediate warrantor, or cov-

enantor, in the absence of fraud, without proof of damage by

loss of property or compulsory payment of money.

I think the plaintiff on the trial, by omitting to prove pay-

ment of the judgment obtained against him, failed to establish

a right of action as against the defendant, and hence was prop-

erly nonsuited.
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The judgment of the General Term should be reversed, and
that of the Circuit affirmed.

All the judges voting, concurred. Mason and Mtjrbat, JJ.,

did not vote.

Order of General Term reversed^ and judgment absolute for
defendant,^

Hargous v. Stoitb.

(5 New York, 73.—1851.)

Action for breach of an implied warranty on a sale by de-

fendant to plaintiff of 40,000 yards of brown cotton sheeting.

In July, 1839, plaintiff received from Mexico an order for

40,000 yards of brown cotton sheeting. He directed Stewart,

as broker, to find goods of that description which would count

31 threads in the fourth part of a Spanish square inch. The
broker was informed that the goods were to be sent to Mexico,
and that they must count more than 30 threads in the quarter

of a Spanish square inch. By the tariff then in force in Mexico,

the importation of cotton goods in which the number of threads

did not exceed thirty in a square which was the fourth part of

a Spanish inch for each side, was prohibited, and the goods

were liable to confiscation.

Stone furnished the broker with samples which were delivered

to plaintiff, who selected one that was found to contain 31

threads. The examination was made with a Mexican I'lass.

Plaintiff directed the broker to procure 40,000 yards like the

sample selected. The broker told Stone that the plaintiff had

selected one sample which was fine enough, and that he wanted

40,000 yards of it as quickly as possible. The broker did not

tell Stone that the goods were destined for the Mexican market,

nor what the Mexican tariff was in regard to such goods, nor

did he tell him in express terms how fine the goods must be.

The goods were ordered to be sent to Thome's packing ware-

house, for the purpose of being repacked in large packages.

The goods were there delivered, and remained at Thome's for

1 See article on Implied Warranties in Sales by Emil McClain in Harvard

Law Eeview, VII., 213.
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several days ; when repacked, the original bales were opened

and the goods separated. There was nothing to prevent the

plaintiff from examining the goods at Thome's. He, however,

did not examine them. When the goods arrived at Vera Cruz

they were seized and confiscated, because, upon examination

there, they were found to want the number of threads required

by the Mexican law, and Stone was notified of the seizure.

About the time the goods were delivered at Thome's, defend-

ant sent plaintiff three bills of parcels of the goods, which made

no reference to the degree of fineness of the goods, or any state-

ment that the sale was by sample, and plaintiff made and deliv-

ered to defendant notes at eight months for aforesaid goods.

At the trial, the plaintiff was nonsuited.

Paige, J. The counsel for the appellant insists that the

sale of the goods in question was by sample ; and that such sale

implied on the part of the vendor a warranty that the bulk of

the goods corresponded in fineness with the sample ; and that

the appellant is entitled to recover the entire value of the goods,

together with all moneys paid for freight, insurance, commis-

sions, cartage, etc., as damages for the breach of the contract

of warranty, diveat emptor, is an ancient rule of the common
law, and stands in contradistinction to the rule of caveat ven-

ditor of the civil law. An implied warranty of title on -a sale

of chattels is common to both the common and civil law. But

in regard to the responsibility of the seller to answer for the

quality or goodness of the articles sold, there exists between

these two systems of jurisprudence an irreconcilable disagree-

ment. According to the civil law, a sound price implies a war-

ranty of the soundness of the article sold. By the common
law, the vendor is not bound to answer to the vendee for the

quality or goodness of the articles sold, unless he expressly

warrants them to be sound and good, or unless he knew them

to be otherwise, and hath used some art to disguise them, or

unless they turn out to be different from what he represented

them to the buyer ; in other words, there must be either an

express warranty, or fraud, to make the vendor answerable for

the quality or goodness of the articles sold. (2 Black. Com.

451 ; 2 Kent Com. 478 ; Seixas v. Wood, 2 Caines, 48 ; Swe!t

V. Colgate, 20 John. 196.) This principle was emphatically

asserted in the cases of Qhandelor v. Lopus, Croke James, 4,
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and of Parkinson v. Lee, 2 East, 315. And Justice Kent, in

Seixas v. Wood, says, that these decisions are two centuries apart,

and the intermediate cases are to the same effect. In Chandelor

V. Lopus, it was determined in the court of exchequer, that for

selling a jewel which was affirmed to be a bezoar stone when it

was not, no action lay unless the defendant knew it was not a

bezoar stone, or had warranted it to be one. In Parkinson v.

Lee, decided in 1802, all the judges agreed that the rule of

caveat emptor applied to the sale of all kinds of commodities

;

that without an express warranty by the seller, or fraud on his

part, the buyer must stand to all losses arising from latent

defects, and that there was no instance in the English law of a

contrary rule being laid down. In that case, Grose, J., says,

that before the case of Stuart v. Wilkins, 1 Doug. 20 ; K. B.

year 1778, " It was a current opinion that a sound price given

for a horse was tantamount to a warranty of soundness ; but

when that came to be sifted, it was found to be so loose and

unsatisfactory a ground of decision, that Lord Mansfield resisted

it, and said there must be an express warranty or fraud in the

seller in order to maintain the action." In Parkinson v. Lee,

there was an express warranty that the bulk of the hops pur-

chased by the plaintiff corresponded with the sample by which

they were sold. It turned out that although the bulk of the

commodity agreed with the sample, yet that there was a latent

defect existing in the hops, unknown to the seller, and without

fraud on his part, but arising from the fraud of the grower from

whom he purchased. And it was held unanimously by all the

judges, that the law did not raise an implied warranty that the

hops were merchantable. On the argument of that case, the

counsel for the plaintiff pressed upon the court the doctrine that

in every contract of sale of chattels, where a fair price was paid,

there was an implied warranty that the commodity sold should

be in a merchantable condition at the time of the sale. This

doctrine the judges unanimously rejected, and they distinctly

and emphatically reasserted the common law rule of caveat

emptor in all its integrity. The decision in this case, as I under-

stand it, rejected the whole doctrine of implied warranty in

regard to the quality or goodness of the articles sold, as inap-

plicable to any case of an executed contract of sale. The deci-

sion of Parkinson v. Lee, was in 1802. Since the decision of

that case, the common law judges at Westminster-hall have
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manifested a strong disposition to borrow from the civil law its

doctrine in relation to sales of chattels. Departing from the

stern policy of their predecessors in resisting the encroachments

of the civil law, and impelled by a new zeal for that system of

jurisprudence, they have, step by step, introduced into the Eng-

lish system of the common law various modifications of the

civil law doctrine of implied warranties on sales of chattels.

Thus we find that in Hibhert v. Shee, 1 Camp. N. P. R. 113,

year 1807, and in Gardner v. Grray, 4 Camp. R. 144, year 1815,

Lord Ellenborough recognized the principle that a sale by sam-

ple implied a warranty that the bulk of the goods corresponded

in quality with the sample. (See liorymer v. Smith, 1 Barn. &
Cres. 1, year 1822 ; Parker v. Palmer, 4 Barn. & Aid. 337,

year 1821.) And in Jones v. Bowden, 4 Taun. 847, 852,

year 1813, the English common pleas decided that a warranty

of soundness was implied from the usage of trade. And in

Laing v. Fidgeon, 6 Taun. 108, year 1815, the same court held,

that in all contracts for the sale of manufactured goods by the

manufacturer, a warranty was implied that the goods were mer-

chantable. QS. Q. 4 Camp. 169.) And in a great number of

subsequent cases, the English common law courts advanced

still farther in their departure from the common law, and held

that in every sale, without any express warranty, there was an

implied warranty that the goods were merchantable, and if sold

for a particular purpose, that they were reasonably fit and proper

for such purpose. ( Gardner v. Gray, 4 Camp. 144, year 1815

;

Bluett V. Oslorn, 1 Starkie, N. P. C. 384, year 1816 ; Jones v.

Blight, 6 Bing. 533, year 1829 ; O'Eell v. Smith, 1 Starkie, 107,

year 1815 ; Shepherd v. Pyhus, 3 Man. and Gran. 867, year 1842

;

Brown v. Edgerton, 2 Man. and Gran. 279, year 1841 ; Olivant

V. Bayley, 5 Ad. and El. 288, year 1843.) In this State we
have in several cases applied the civil law rule of caveat venditor

to sales by sample. This is the only inroad we have made
upon the common law rule of caveat emptor. And this excep-

tion to the general rule. Justice Bronson says " stands upon no

principle." (1 Denio, 386.) But our courts have as yet only

applied the doctrine of implying a warranty on a sale by sam-

ple, that the bulk of the goods equals in quality and goodness

the sample exhibited, to sales of cotton packed in bales. The

supreme court refused to extend the doctrine to a sale of Italian

hemp packed in bales. (^Salisbury v. Stainer, 19 Wend. 159.)
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And the application of the doctrine is limited to sales where

the purchaser has no opportunity of inspecting the article pur-

chased. (12 Wend. 576, Boorman v. Jenkins ; 19 Wend. 159,

Salisbury v. Stainer.

Several of the cases of sales of packed cotton by sample,

where the doctrine of implying a warranty has been applied by

our courts, were clear cases of an express warranty. This was

the character of the case of The Oneida Manuf, Oo. v. Law-

rence, 4 Oow- 440, which was the case in the supreme court in

which the doctrine of implying a warranty on a sale by sample

was expressly adopted. In that case the seller prpsented the

agent of the purchaser with samples, declaring that they were

drawn from the bales in his warehouse, and that it was good

upland cotton, and that those were true samples. The only

case, I believe, in the court of last resort, in which this doc-

trine has been recognized, was the case of Waring v. Mason, 18

Wen. 432. And that also was a plain case of an express war-

ranty. The plaintiff there agreed to purchase, if the cotton

was equal to the samples exhibited ; and the agent of the defend-

ants sold to the plaintiffs on this condition. This was an

agreement, or in other words an express warranty, that the

bulk corresponded in quality with the sample. Any represen-

tation or express affirmation that the bulk of the commodity

sold is equal in quality to the sample exhibited, or that the

sample is a true specimen of the bulk, presents the question of

an express warranty. (19 John. 290 ; 4 Cow. 442.) Every ex-

hibition of a sample to the purchaser at the time of the sale,

does not, per se, make a sale by sample. There must be, Chan-

cellor Walworth says, an agreement to sell by sample, or at

least an understanding of the parties, that the sale is to be a

sale by sample. (18 Wen. 434, 436.) The mere exhibition of

a sample at the sale, amounts only to a representation that the

sample exhibited has been taken from the bulk of the commod-

ity offered for sale in the usual way. (18 Wen. 434.)

The sale of provisions for domestic use is not an exception to

the general rule of caveat emptor. The remedy of the purchaser,

where the provisions turn out to be unwholesome, is given on

the ground of the knowledge of the unsoundness by the seller,

which the law presumes, and not on an implied warranty that

the provisions are wholesome. (^Moses v. Mead, 1 Denio, 378

Van Brachlin v. Fonda, 12 John. 468 ; Emerson v. Brigham,
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10 Mass. 197, 202 ; 3 Black. Com. 165.) Where provisions are

sold as merchandise, and not for immediate consumption by

the purchaser, there is no implied warranty of soundness.

(1 Denio, 378; 10 Mass. 197.)

Executory contracts of sale do not depend on the same prin-

ciples as executed contracts of sale. The doctrine of implied

warranty has properly no application to the former. Where a

contract is executory, that is, to deliver an article not defined

at the time, on a future day, whether the vendor has at the time

an article of the kind on hand, or it is afterwards to be procured

or manufactured, the contract carries with it an obligation that

the article shall be merchantable, at least of medium quality or

goodness. If it comes short of this, the vendee may rescind the

contract and return the article after he has had a reasonable

time to inspect it. He is not bound to receive or pay for it, be-

cause it is not the thing he agreed to purchase. (^Howard v.

Hoey, 23 Wen. 351-2; Hart v. Wright, 17 Wen. 277; 2 Kent

Com. 480 ; Chanter v. Hopkins, 4 Mees. & Welb. Exchr. 399,

year 1838, per Lord Abinger, C. B. 404.) But if the article is

at the time of the sale in existence and defined, and is speci-

fically sold, and the title passes in presenti to the vendee, the

transaction amounts to an executed sale ; and although there is

no opportunity for inspection, there will be no implied war-

ranty that the article is merchantable. (^Howard v. Iloey, 23

Wen. 351; Hart v. Wright, 17 Wen. 269; .S'. 0. 18 Wen. 449 ;

Waring v. Mason, 18 Wen. 433, per Chan.)

Where the sale is executory if the goods purchased are found

on examination to be unsound, or not to answer the order given

for them, the purchaser must immediately return them to the

vendor or give him notice to take them back, and thereby re-

scind the contract ; or he will be presumed to have acquiesced

in the quality of the goods, (2 Kent Com. 480 ; Fisher v. Sa-

rnuda, 1 Camp. N. P. R. 190 ; Hopkins v. Appleby, 1 Stark,

N. P. R. 477; Milner v. Tucker, 1 Car. & P. N. P. R. 15 ; 23

Wen. 352.)

The cases in our courts in which the doctrine of implied war-

ranty on a sale by sample has been advanced are, The Oneida

Man. Co. v. Lawrence, 4 Cow. 440 ; Andrews v. Kneeland, 6

Cow. 354; Gallagher v. Waring, 9 Wen. 20 ; S. C. 18 Wen.

425 ; Beehe v. Robert, 12 Wen. 413 ; and Boorman v. Jenkins,

12 Wen. 566. These were all cases of sales of cotton packed
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in bales. Tlie decision in each ot' them was put upon the

assumed ground that the purchaser had no opportunity to ex-

amine the bulk of the commodity sold. The first case, that of

The Oneida Manu. Co. v. Lawrence, was, as we have seen, a

case of an express warranty. It was therefore unnecessary to

place the decision of that case on the ground of an implied

warranty. Ch. J. Savage, in that case, advanced the doctrine of

implying a warranty on a sale of packed cotton, on the authority

of the case of Rose v. Beattie, decided by the constitutional

court of South Carolina. (2 Nott and McCord, R. 540-1.)

That case was no authority in this State for the decision of

Ch. J. Savage, for the reason that in South Carolina the civil

law rule that a sound price implies a warranty of soundness,

prevailed. Ch. J. Savage assumed that there was no opportu-

nity of inspecting cotton packed in bales, and held, adopting

the precise language of Justice Nott in Rose v. Beattie, " that

every sale of packed cotton must be considered in the nature

of a sale by sample, which (he says) amounts to a warranty

that the whole bulk shall compare with the specimen exhibited.

The subsequent cases in the supreme court of this State were

decided upon the authority of the case of The Oneida Man.

Co. V. Lawrence. The supreme court in all these cases as-

sumed that there was no opportunity to inspect the cotton, not

because the inspection was impracticable, but because it was

inconvenient and expensive. (12 Wen. 419, 576.) The evi-

dence in the case of Boorman v. Jenkins, 12 Wen. 569, shows

how unfounded was this assumption. In that case an expe-

rienced cotton broker testified, that by cutting a rope cotton

could be drawn from the centre of the bale, and that this was

done when it was suspected that the cotton had been fraudu-

lently packed. In Hyatt v. Boyle, 5 Gill and Johnson, 110,

year 1833, the court of appeals of the State of Maryland held

that the exception to the rule of caveat emptor applies only to

cases where an examination is at the time of the sale morally

speaking impracticable. Dorsey, J., in that case says, " The

mere fact of the inspection being attended with inconvenience

is not equivalent to its impracticability. If the purchaser

desire to avoid it, and yet obtain the protection it would afford,

he must do so by exacting from the vendor an express war-

ranty of quality." Justice Cowen, in Hart v. Wright, 17 Wen.

274, expressed an unqualified approbation of the remarks of
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Judge Dorsey. There is certainly no impracticability in in-

specting cotton packed in bales, although there may be both

inconvenience and expense. It is to be regretted that anj^ dis-

position should at any time have been manifested hj our courts

to relax the rule of caveat emptor, and to imply a warranty

where none was either actually made or intended by the par-

ties. It would have been by far the wisest and best policy to

have adhered strictly to the rule, that the seller, in the absence

of fraud and an express warranty, was not answerable for latent

defects. The ablest jurists of England and this country have

earnestly and eloquently defended the wisdom of the common
law maxim of caveat emptor. (17 Wen. 275, Cowen, J. ; 18

Wen. 454-6, Ch. Walworth; 1 Denio, 386, Bronson, J.; 2

Kent Com. 480, note; 3 Rawle, 44, Ch. J. Gibson.) Ch. J.

Gibson says, in Borrekins v. Bevan, 3 Rawle, 44, that " I pre-

fer the rule of the common law because it seems to be more
convenient and just than the rule of the civil law ; more con-

venient because it furnishes a plain test of the vendor's liability

in two words, * warranty or fraud,' and more just because it

pretends not to release the vendee from his bargain, where it

happens to be a bad one." And in McFarland v. Newman,
9 Watts, 86, he says, " No more should be required of parties

to a sale than to use no falsehood, and to require more of them

would put a stop to commerce itself, by driving every one out

of it by the terrors of endless litigation." Justice Richardson,

in The Comrs. of Highways v. Newherry Dis. 2 McCord, 407,

Constitu. Ct. of S. C, says, speaking of the rule of caveat

venditor, as extended in South Carolina to every species of

property, thus, "We find practically established in judicial

proceedings, a species of eminent domain to make or break con-

tracts."

The rule of caveat emptor is eminently adapted to a commer-

cial community. It encourages trade by preventing actions

against all in turn through whose hands the article of commerce

has passed in a course of dealing. Large quantities of products,

and articles of manufacture, are daily passing through the

hands of bona fide purchasers and of agents, commission mer-

chants, consignees and factors ; and to apply to these persons

the principle of caveat venditor would lead to endless litigation,

and seriously embarrass the operations of trade. This rule cre-

ates obligations where none were intended. It implies war-
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ranties where none were actually made. The most just and

convenient rule is, to confine the responsibility of the seller in

relation to the quality and goodness of the articles sold, to the

case of an express warranty or fraud. This rule will effectuate

the intention of the parties, and will not surprise the seller

with responsibilities he never intended to assume. Where the

article sold is equally accessible to both parties, and its quality

equally unknown to both, there can be neither justice nor pro-

priety in implying a warranty on the part of the seller against

latent defects. It is more just to require the purchaser to ap-

ply his attention to those particulars which are within the reach

of his observation and judgment, and the vendor to communi-

cate all defects within his knowledge and not apparent on

inspection. (1 Eonb. Eq., 380, w.) And if the purchaser does

not wish to run the risk of latent defects, to require him to pro-

vide himself an indemnity against such defects, by exacting an

express warranty from the vendor. When such warranty is

required, the vendor will be at liberty to decide for himself

whether he will enter into a contract of warranty or not.

As for myself, I feel indisposed to multiply the exceptions,

if any now exist, to the rule of caveat emptor, and disinclined

to relax the rule any further than I am compelleel to do by the

strict letter of the decisions of our courts. In my opinion, the

sale of the brown cotton sheetings in the present case was not,

under the principles above advanced, a sale by sample. And
I do not think that the doctrine of implying a warranty on a

sale by sample should be applied to a sale of sheetings, although

packed in bales. But if the doctrine is applicable, there is no

evidence in this case from which an agreement or understand-

ing of the parties that this was to be a sale by sample can be

inferred. The purchase was made from Stone by a broker act-

ing as agent for the plaintiff. The proof fails to show that Stone

had any knowledge of the Mexican tariff, or of the difference

between the Spanish and American inch, or that the goods were

destined for the Mexican market. And there is no evidence that

Stone was told by either the plaintiff or the broker that the goods

to be purchased must count thirty-one threads in the fourth part

of a Spanish square inch. And it is in proof that it is not un-

usual for domestic goods to vary one or two threads, in the

quarter of an inch. The goods in question averaged from

twenty-eight to twenty-nine threads to the fourth of a Spanish
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square inch. It is proTed that the threads could not be count-

ed without a glass, and that Stone had no glass at the time of

the sale. The sample which the broker swears the plaintiff se-

lected was left with the plaintiff, and it does not appear that it

was returned to Stone to enable him to compare it with the goods

delivered, in order to ascertain whether their fineness correspond-

ed with each other. There was no affirmation by Stone that the

sample selected was a true sample of the goods delivered, or that

the goods would count thirty-one threads to every one-fourth part

of a Spanish inch, and no promise on his part to deliver goods

of that degree of fineness. The plaintiff did not make it a con-

dition of his accepting the goods that they should correspond

in fineness with the sample exhibited. One of the samples

which the broker exhibited to the plaintiff, the broker cut him-

self from an open sample bale in Stone's store. This bale was

one of the twenty which Stone had on hand at the time of the

negotiation, and which he delivered for the plaintiff at Thome's

packing warehouse. If the sample selected was the one cut from

the open sample bale, it is altogether probable that the goods de-

livered did coiTCspond with the sample. The variation of the

number of threads, as counted by the plaintiff, and in Mexico,

may be accounted for by the different character of the glasses

used in New York and in Mexico. The variation was no

greater than usually occurs in every bale of this kind of

goods. The case fails to show that the sample exhibited and

selected was the one furnished by Stone ; and it also signally

fails to show that it was exhibited by Stone as a specimen of

the bulk of the goods he had on hand, and of the goods he was

able to procure, and would deliver, to fill the plaintiff's order.

The broker acted only as the agent of the plaintiff. He was

not the common agent of both parties. To make a sale by sam-

ple there must be an agreement to sell by sample, or at least an

understanding of the parties that the sale is to be by sample,

from which an agreement can be inferred. ( Waring v. Mason,

18 Wen. 433-4-6.) There is not sufficient evidence in this case

to authorize an inference that the parties here agreed that the

sale should be by sample. But if the sale was a sale by sam-

ple, no warranty can be implied that the bulk of the goods should

equal in fineness the sample, because the plaintiff had an oppor-

tunity to inspect the goods. The plaintiff could have examined

the twenty bales first delivered, when in Stone's possession, or
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while they were at Thome's warehouse. At Thome's ware-

house there was neither any difficulty, inconvenience, or ex-

pense, in inspecting the goods. Every bale was there opened,

' and the goods separated and repacked. While this process was

going on, the goods could and ought to have been examined. If

it is a good ground of objection that this was after the delivery,

and therefore after the title passed, I answer that the inspection

was practicable, and the plaintiff should therefore have examined

the goods to ascertain for himself whether they were of sufficient

fineness before, or at the time of, the delivery at Thome's, and

before he accepted them. In sales of packed cotton it is held

there is no opportunity of inspecting the commodity, because

this cannot be done without breaking up and repacking the

bales. (12 Wen. 419, 5T4, 5 ; 4 Cow. 444.) In this case the

plaintiff, ut the time of the sale, intended to break up the bales

and repack the goods, and he had them delivered at Thome's
warehouse for that purpose.

As to the twenty-three bales received from Boston, if the order

required goods of any particular fineness to be furnished, the

contract of sale was executory. It was a contract to deliver

articles not specifically defined at the time, indeterminate,

things, any twenty-three bales of brown cotton slseetings. The
contract of sale was, therefore, necessarily as to the number of

bales which Stone had not on hand, executory ; and being so,

the plaintiff, after having had a reasonable time after the deliv-

ery of the twenty-three bales to inspect the goods, if they did

not answer his order, he should have returned them to Stone,

or given him notice to take them back. Having failed to do

so, he will be presumed to have acquiesced in the quality of

the goods. Every one of the twenty-three bales was opened,

and the goods separated and repacked at Thome's. They were

at Thome's several days ; and, while there, the plaintiff had

sufficient time and ample opportunity to examine them and to

ascertain before they were shipped whether they corresponded

with the order or not.

In Vanderhorst v. MoFaggert, 2 Bay R. 498, Consti. Court,

S. Carolina, in 1803, it was held, that on sales of rice or of any

other staple article of South Carolina, it was the duty of the

purchaser to examine the article before it was shipped, and

that by a neglect so to do he tacitly admits the quality to be

good, and takes the risk on himself. As to the twenty-three

21
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bales, the sale cannot under any view which may be taken of

the evidence be regarded as a sale by sample. A sale by sam-

ple is where certain determinate commodities in existence, and

in the seller's possession, or under his control at the time of'

the sale, are specifically sold by samples taken from the bulk

of such commodities. The twenty-three bales were not in

Stone's possession or under his control at the time of the sale

;

nor were they specifically sold, nor did any property in these

identical bales pass at the time of the sale to the plaintiff. I

am also inclined to believe that the samples selected by the

plaintiff ought to be regarded as a fair specimen of the bulk of

the goods delivered. It will be remembered that Stone, the

seller, had no knowledge that tlie goods were to be sent to the

Mexican market, nor any knowledge of the Mexican revenue

laws. It is in evidence that goods like those purchased usually

vary one or two threads in the space of a quarter of an inch.

With this fact, the plaintiff, being a dealer in these goods, must

be presumed to have been acquainted. The goods delivered

actually averaged twenty-eight to twenty-nine threads to the

fourth part of a Spanish square inch. There is no evidence to

show that in the New York market there is any difference in

the price or value of cotton sheetings which count twenty-eight,

or twenty-nine, or thirty-one threads within the space of a

fourth part of a Spanish square inch. In Sands v. Taylor, 5

John. 395, the plaintiff sold to the defendant, a malster and

brewer, a cargo of Virginia wheat which was known to be

Southern wheat, and which is always more or less heated, but

not so as to injure it when manufactured into flour, although

it renders it unfit for malting. A sample, taken in the usual

manner from the cargo, was exhibited to the defendant before

the purchase, which, on experiment, was found to malt. It

was held that the sample was a fair specimen of the quality of

the cargo. Spencer, J., says, that the exhibition of the sample

^d not warrant against the fact that the cargo was heated,

which prevented its malting. He said that this was a fact

with which the defendant must be presumed to be acquainted,

" for the law will presume every dealer in articles brought to

market, acquainted with all the circumstances usually attend-

ant on cargoes composed of those articles." If the sample in

this case is to be regarded as a fair specimen of the goods pur-

chased, then there is no breach of any assumed warranty that
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the bulk of the twenty bales should equal the sample in fine-

ness, nor any violation of the obligation implied in the execu-

tory contract to sell twenty-three bales ; that goods of a particular

fineness should be delivered, and the delivery of the twenty-

three bales was a substantial compliance with the order given

for them. Stone was guilty of no fraud or false representation,

and he made no express warranty of any kind. My opinion is,

alid such is the opinion of the court, that the plaintiff made
out no cause of action, and that he was properly nonsuited.

The judgment of the supreme court must therefore be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Hanson et al. v. Busse.

(45 niinois, 496.—1867.)

Lawrence, J. This was action, brought by Hanson and

Barrett, against Busse, to recover the price of one hundred and

ten barrels of apples, sold by them to Busse. The demand was

resisted, on the ground that the apples, wheii opened, proved to

be decayed and entirely worthless. The jury found for the

defendant and the plaintiffs appealed.

The court gave for the defendant a series of instructions,

nearly all of which embody the idea, that if the plaintiffs repre-

sented the apples to be good, and the defendant bought them,

relying upon such representations, and they were bad and

unmerchantable, and the defendant offered, at once, to return

them, he would not be liable for the price.

In reference to the sale of personal property, which is open

to the inspection and examination of the purchaser, this would

not be the law. In such cases it is immaterial how far the pur-

' chaser may rely upon the representations of the vendor as to

the quality of the goods, if there was no intention on the part

of the vendor to warrant, and if he used no language fairly

implying such an intent. The different rule of the civil law

may be founded on higher morals, and the modem decisions,

both in England and this country, seem to be tending in that

direction. This tendency is shown in the recognition of excep-

tions to the rule. But the rule itself must be considered firmly
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settled in the common law, that the vendor of goods -which the

purchaser has, at the time of purchase, the opportunity of exam-

ining, is not responsible for defects of quality, in the absence of

fraud and warranty ; and although no particular form of words

is requisite to constitute a warranty, yet a simple commendation

of the goods, or a representation that they are of a certain

quality does not make a warranty, unless the language of the

vendor, taken in connection with the circumstances of the sale,

fairly implies an intention, on his part, to be understood as war-

ranting. The rule has been thus laid down by this court in

several cases. Towell v. Gatewood, 2 Scam. 22; Adams v.

Johnson, 15 111. 345, and Kohl v. Lirider, 39 id. 195. In the

last case the rule is fully considered.

But, although these instructions would be erroneous if applied

to ordinary sales of personal property open to inspection, yet

they must be considered in reference to their application to this

particular case, and, tried by that standard, we cannot say they

misled the jury. As stated by this court in Kohl v. Linder,

above quoted, one of the exceptions to the general rule is, where

the sale is made by sample, and another, where the purchaser

has no opportunity for inspection. The bulk must be as good

as tlie sample, and, if there is no opportunity for examination,

the article sold must be what the vendor represents it to be.

In such cases the maxim caveat emptor can have no application.

In the case before us the proof shows that the 110 barrels

were piled up in tiers at a railway depot in Chicago. The pur-

chaser went with the clerk of the plaintiffs to look at them.

They opened a couple of barrels that stood on the floor. The

purchaser was lame from rheumatism, and requested the clerk

to climb up and open a barrel on the top of the tiers. He did

so, and showed the purchaser sonie apples which were in good

condition, and said they were all like that. The plaintiffs had

told the defendant the apples were just such as he had pre-

viously bought, shipped by the same man, and good handpicked

fruit. The apples in the three barrels exhibited as samples

were unquestionably merchantable, or the defendant would not

have bought. It would be unreasonable to require that he

should have opened every one of the 110 barrels. He had the

right to rely on the samples shown to him, and on the represen-

tations of the plaintiffs that the apples were good. He had no

opportunity for the exercise of his own judgment, and the plain-
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tiffs must have known that he bought relying upon their repre-

sentations. The case falls clearly within iihe exceptions to the

general rule above mentioned, and there is no ground for saying

uaveat emptor. The verdict was just, and the instructions as

applied to the facts of this case could not have misled the jury.

The plaintiifs' instructions were properly refused, because in-

applicable to the facts of this case. They would have tended

to mislead the jury.

The judgment must be aifirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Gould et Ai. v. Stein bt al.

(149 Massaohusetta, 670.—18S9.)

Plaintifi'S were dealers in rubber in Boston, and defend-

ants were importers of rubber in New York. One Greene, a

broker, employed by defendants, exhibited to plaintiffs a s;im-

ple of second quality Ceara scrap rubber, like stock then in

defendants' store. Gould went to defendants' store, made some

examination of the rubber, and had opportunity to examine as

many bales as he desired. The broker then wrote the follow-

ing bought and sold notes, and gave them to both parties

:

" Sold to Messrs. Henry A. Gould & Co. on account of Messrs.

Abe Stein & Co. one hundred and forty-eight (148) bales Ceara

scrap rubber, as per samples, viz. forty-six (46) bales of first

quality, marked A, at forty-seven (47) cents per pound, and

one hundred and two (102) bales of second quality at forty-two

and one-half (42^) cents per pound. . . . All payable by four

(4) months' note to buyers' order, with interest at rate of six

(6) per cent per annum from deliver}'. The rubber was deliv-

ered, and some time thereafter it was discovered that only 8

bales were of good second quality, the remaining being of very

inferior quality.

Judgment for plaintiffs ; defendants except.

C. Allen, J. The determination of this case depends upon

the construction to be given to the bought and sold notes, which

were similar in their terms. It does not admit of doubt that
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these notes were intended to express the terms of the sale.

They were carefully prepared, and were read to the parties line

by line as they were written. Of course all the existing cir-

cumstances may be looked at, but the contract of the parties

is to be found in what was thus written, when read in the light

of those circumstances. The goods respecting which the con-

troversy has arisen were a certain lot of rubber which the de-

fendants had on hand, and which could be identified. The
transaction was a present sale, and not an agreement to deliver

rubber in the future. The defendants now contend that the

contract was executory, and that if there was any warranty

there was none which survived the acceptance of the goods by
the plaintiffs ; Imt the argument that it was not an executed

present sale finds no support in the bill of exceptions, and no
such point was taken at the trial, and there is no occasion to

consider the further question whether, in case of an executory

agreement to sell, a warranty will survive the acceptance of the

goods.

The bought note which the plaintiffs put in evidence was of

"148 bales Ceara scrap rubber, as per samples, viz. 46 bales of

first quality, marked A, . . . and 102 bales of second quality."

The controversy relates only to the one hundred and two bales.

It appeared that there was no exact standard by which the grade

of rubber could be fixed, but that it was a matter of judgment.

The court also found that Ceara rubber of second quality is

well known in the market, as distinct from a third or inferior

grade ; and there was evidence which well warranted this find-

ing. The parties in their contract recognized the existence of

different grades or qualities, though all of the rubber properly

classified as of first quality or of second quality might not be of

an exactly uniform standard or grade.

The plaintiffs at the trial claimed damages merely on the

ground that the one hundred and two bales were not of second

quality, and made no claim of inferiority to the samples shown,

as a distinct ground, but waived all claim founded on the ex-

hibition of samples ; and the court found damages for the plain-

tiffs solely on the ground that the defendants failed to deliver

rubber of the second quality, ruling that the broker's note con-

tained an absolute warranty of second quality rubber. If this

ruling was right, it disposes of the defendants' second and third

requests for instructions.
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The general rule is familiar and admitted, that a sale of goods

by a particular description imports a warranty that the goods

are of that description, (^ffenshaw v. Bohins, 9 Met. 83 ; Har-

rington V. Smith, 138 Mass. 92 ; White v. Miller, 71 N. Y. 118

;

Osgood V. Lewis, 2 Har. & Gill, 495 ; Randall v. Newson, L. R.

2 Q. B. Div. 102 ; Jones v. Just, L. R. 3 Q. B. 197 ; Josling v.

Kingsford, 13 C. B. [N. S.J 447 ; B6wes v. Shand, 2 App. Cas.

455.) And where goods are described on a sale as of a certain

quality, which is well known in the market as indicating goods

of a distinct though not absolutely uniform grade or standard,

the description imports a warranty that the goods are of that

grade or standard. In such cases, the words denoting the grade

or quality of the goods are not to be treated as merely words of

general commendation, but they are held to be words having a

specific commercial signification. Thus, in Hastings v. hover-

ing, 2 Pick. 214, the words in a sale-note, " Sold Mr. E. T.,Hast-

ings two thousand gallons prime quality winter oil," were held to

amount to a warranty that the' article sold agreed with the de-

scription ; and in Henshaw v. Rohins, 9 Met. 83, 87, it was said

that the doctrine laid down in that case has ever since been con-

sidered as the settled law in this Commonwealth. So in Chis-

holm V. Proudfoot, 15 U. C. Q. B. 203, it was held that, where

a manufacturer of flour marked it as of a particular quahty,

viz. " Trafalgar Mills Extra Superfine," it amounted to a war-

ranty of its being of such a quality. A similar doctrine may be

found in Hogins v. Plympton, 11 Pick. 97 ; Winsor v. Lombard,

18 Pick. 57, 60 ; Forcheimer v. Stewart, 65 Iowa, 593 ; and

Mader v. Jones, 1 Nova Scotia, 82. In Gardner v. Lane, 9

Allen, 492, and 12 Allen, 89, it appeared that the statutes pro-

vided for the preparation, division into different quaUties, pack-

ing, inspecting, and branding of mackerel, and it was held that,

if a certain number of barrels of No. 1 mackerel were sold, and

by mistake barrels of No. 3 mackerel were delivered, no title

passed to the purchaser, and that the barrels of No. 3 mackerel

thus delivered by mistake might be attached as property of the

vendor, and that each different quality, after thus being prepared

for market, was to be regarded as a different kind of merchan-

dise, so that no title passed to the vendee ; there being no assent

on the part of the vendee to take the No. 3 mackerel in place of

those which he agreed to buy.

Now, if the words " as per samples " had not been in the
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bought note, it would be quite plain that the present case

would fall within the ordinary rules above given. But the

insertion of those words raises the inqixiry whether they limit

the implied warranty of the vendor, so that, if the rubber sold

was equal in quality to the sample, he would be exonerated

from liability, though it w;as not entitled to be classed as of the

second quality. If no other meaning could be given to the

words "as per samples," except that they alone were to be

considered as showing the quality of rubber to be delivered,

the argument in favor of the defendants' view would be irre-

sistible. So, if there was a plain and necessary inconsistency

between the two descriptions of the rubber, it might perhaps

be successfully contended that the vendor's obligation was only

to deliver rubber which would conform to the inferior quality

described ; that is to say, that, in case of such inconsistency,

the words " as per samples " should prevail, and the words " of

second quality " be rejected. If it were to be held that the

vendor's obligation was fulfilled by delivering rubber of a qual-

ity equal to the samples, though it was not of the second qual-

ity, then the words " of second quality " would mean nothing,

or they would be overborne by the words " as per samples."

But it is found that the bought note admits of a reasonable

construction, by which a proper significance can be given both

to the words " as per samples " and also to the words " of sec-

ond quality," there will be no occasion to disregard either.

Cases are to be found in the books, where such a construc-

tion has been given to contracts of sale. Thus, in Whitney v.

Boardman, 118 Mass. 242, a sale of Cawnpore buffalo hides,

with all faults, was held to mean with such faults or defects as

the article sold might have, retaining still its character and

identity as the article described; and the court cited with ap-

proval the case of Shepherd v. Kain, 5 B. & Aid. 240, where

there was a sale of a copper-fastened vessel, to be taken " with

all faults, without allowance for any defects whatsoever," and

this was held to mean only all faults which a copper-fastened

vessel might have ; the court saying, by way of illustration,

" Suppose a silver service sold ' with all faults,' and it turns out

to be plated." So in Niehol v. Grodts, 10 Exch. 191, an agree-

ment for the sale and delivery of certain oil, described as " foi--

eign refined rape oil, warranted only equal to samples," was held

to be not complied with by the tender of oil which was not for-
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eign refined rape oil, although it might be equal to the quality

of the samples. The decision of this case has stood in England,

though not without some questioning at the bar. See Wieler

V. ScUlizzi, 17 0. B. 619 ; Josling v. Kingsford, 13 C. B. (N. S.)

447 ; Mody v. Gregson, L. R. 4 Ex. 49 ; Jones v. Just, L. R. 8

Q. B. 197; Randall v. Newson, L. R. 2 Q. B. D. 102.

In the present case, by a fair and reasonable construction of

the bought note, effect can be given to both of the phrases used

to describe the rubber. Construed thus, the article sold was

one hundred and two bales of Ceara rubber, of the second qual-

ity, and as good as the samples. The rubber delivered was, in

fact, Ceara rubber ; there was no question that it was of the right

kind. But it was not of the second quality. There is no

necessity to disregard the words describing the rubber as of the

second quality. They signified a distinct and well known,

though not absolutely iiniform, grade of rubber. There was no

exact standard or dividing line between rubber of the second

quality and of the third quality, any more than there is between

daylight and darkness. But nevertheless a decision may be

reached, and it may be easy to reach it in a particular case, that

certain rubber is or is not of the second quality. This general

designation being given, the specification "as per samples" being

also included in the note, the rubber must also be equal to the

samples. It must be rubber of the second quality, and it must

be equal to the samples. If it fails in either particular, it is of

no consequence that it conforms to the other particular. There

is no inconsistency in such a twofold warranty, and this rubber

having been found to be not of the second quality, the warranty

was broken, without regard to the question whether or not it

was equal to the samples.

The fact that the plaintiffs had an opportunity to examine

the rubber, and actually made such examination as they wished,

will not necessarily' do away with the effect of the warranty.

The plaintiffs were not bound to exercise their skill, having a

warranty. They might well rely on the description of the rub-

ber, if they were content to accept rubber which should merely

conform to that description. Henshaw v. Eobiris, 9 Met. 83

;

Jones V. Just, L. R. 3 Q. B. 197. And the exliibition of a sam-

ple is of no greater effect than the giving of an opportunity

to inspect the goods in bulk. Notwithstanding the sample oi'

the inspection, it is an implied term of the contract that the
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goods shall reasonal)ly answer the description given, in its com-

mercial sense. Drummond v. Van Ingeri, 12 App. Cas.^284;

Mody V. Q-regson, L. R. 4 Ex. 49 ; NicJiol v. G-odtx, 10 Exch.

191. In the two former of these cases it was held that there

might be, and that under the circumstances then existing there

was, an implied warranty of merchantable quality, notwithstand-

ing the sale was by a sample, which sample was itself not of

merchantable quality, the defect not being discoverable upon a

reasonable examination of the sample.

The point urged in the defendants' argument, that the plain-

tiffs' remedy was destroyed by their acceptance of the goods,

was not taken at the trial, and no ruling was asked adapted to

raise the question as to the effect of such acceptance.

For these reasons, in the opinion of a majority of the court,

the entry must be

Exceptions overruled.

DowDLE v.. Bayer et al.

(9 Appellate Division, 308.—1896.)

Adams, J. This action was brought upon a contract entered

into between the parties, by which the plaintiff agreed to sell

and deliver to the defendants a carload of cedar posts.

The plaintiff resides at the city of Oswego, and the defend-

ants at the city of Troy, at the latter of which places the con-

tract in question was entered into on the 6th day of June, 1893,

and a written memorandum thereof was made, of which tlie fol-

lowing is a copy

:

"Trot, 6, 6,1893.

"Bought this day of W. J. Dowdle 1 car-load 600 pieces, 8

ft. cedar posts, 4 inches and over at top and being largely 4J and

over, with but a small percentage 4". Price 16 c. f. o. b. cars

here.

" Bayer & McConihe."

Upon the fifteenth day of June following the plaintiff shipped to

the defendants a carload of posts by the Delaware, Lackawanna

and Western Railroad Company. The car contained 795 posts
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instead of the number specified in the memorandum, and reached

the city of Troy on or about the twenty-third day of June, and

upon its arrival the defendants' employees started to unload the

same, and in doing so discovered that the posts were of an

inferior quality. This fact was communicated to the defend-

ants, one of whom immediately went to the car and examined

such of the posts as had been removed from, as well as those

which remained upon, the car, and becoming satisfied from such

inspection that the posts were not of a merchantable quality,

directed that such of them as had been taken from the car

should be returned, and immediately notified the plaintiff that

the defendants declined to accept the posts, for the reason that

they were not of the quality ordered.

The issues joined in this action were referred to a referee,

to hear-and determine the same, and he has found, as a fact in

the case, that the posts in question were purchased upon an

implied warranty that they were to be merchantable in quality,

and that the same were not merchantable, but that the taking

of a wagon load of posts from the car was the exercise of such

an act of ownership on the part of the defendants as amounted

to a waiver upon their part of the plaintiff's breach of the con-

tract. And, as a conclusion of law, he has found that the

defendants are liable to the plaintiff upon the contract in the

sum of sixty-four dollars and sixty-five cents.

We find oui'selves unable to concur in this conclusion of the

learned referee. The contract of sale in this case was executory

in its character, and the referee was unquestionably justified in

finding that it carried with it an implication that the posts in

question should be of a merchantable quality, and that, as a

matter of fact, they did not answer that description. This being

the case, the defendants were not bound to accept the posts

until they had been afforded a fair and reasonable opportunity

to inspect the same and satisfy themselves that they corre-

sponded in quality with those purchased. In other words, this

was a case where the defendants were called upon to make an

inspection within a reasonable length of time after the opportu-

nity to do so was afforded, and then either to accept or reject

the posts, and, in case of rejection, to at once notify the vendor

thereof. {Sprague v. Blake, 20 Wend. 61 ; Pierson v. Crooks,

115 N. Y. 539.)

We thmk the defendants did nothing which can justly be
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regarded as an acceptance of these posts. As soon as they

learned from their employees that the posts were inferior in

quality they made a personal inspection of the same and di-

rected that the single wagon load which had heen taken from

the car, but had not been removed from the freight yard, should

be replaced upon the car, and, upon the very same day notified

the plaintiff of their refusal to accept the same. This, it seems

to us, was all they were called upon to do, and, in view of the

established fact that there was a breach of the contract upon

the part of the plaintiff, we are unable to see upon what princi-

ple he' is entitled to recover in the action. We think, therefore,

thiit the judgment should be reversed and a new trial directed,

with costs to abide the event.

All concurred.

Judgment reversed and a new trial ordered, with costs to abide

the event.

Hob bt al. v. Sanborn.

(21 New York, 552.—1860.)

Action upon a promissory note for $467.88 given in pay-

ment of the purchase price of a quantity of circular saws.

Defense, breach of warranty of quality. Evidence was admitted

tending to show that one of said saws was so soft as to be en-

tirely useless, owing to defective material or want of being

properly tempered. Evidence that the plaintiffs manufnctured

said saws for the express use of the defendant's mills was ex-

cluded.

The court directed a verdict for the plaintiffs, and judgment

entered thereon was affirmed by the General Term of the Su-

preme Court.

Seldbn, J. If, to sustain the defence in this case, it was

necessary to show that the plaintiffs had agreed to manufacture

these saws for a specific purpose, and that when tried one or

more of them proved not to be adapted to or useful for that

purpose, then the rulings of the judge upon the trial may have

been right. Such a contract would be entirely different from
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an ordinary sale, with a general warranty of quality, and would

require to be specially stated. But, on the other hand, if upon

every sale of a manufactured article by the manufacturer him-

self, there is an implied warranty that the article sold is free

from any latent defect growing out of the process of manufac-

ture, then the cause should have been submitted to the jury

upon the evidence given. It is not necessary, in pleading,

where a party relies upon a mere general warranty of the qual-

ity of goods sold, to state whether the warranty is express or

implied. A general averment that the vendor warranted the

articles to be of a good quality, is sufficient. Proof of a war-

ranty of either kind will support the averment. In the view I

take of this case, therefore, it is only necessary to consider

whether, upon a sale by a manufacturer, of articles manufac-

tured by himself, he impliedly undertakes that such articles

are of fair quality, and have no secret defect arising out of the

manner in which they were manufactured.

It may not be possible to reconcile all the decisions upon the

subject of implied warranties upon the sale of goods ; but if we
keep steadily in view the principle which lies at the basis of

all such cases, we shall find that much of the apparent conflict

will disappear. It is a universal doctrine, founded upon tlie

plainest principles of natural justice, that, whenever the article

sold has some latent defect which is known to the seller, but

not to the purchaser, the former is liable for this defect, if he

fails to disclose his knowledge on the subject at the time of the

sale. In all such cases, where the knowledge of the vendor is

proved by direct evidence, his responsibility rests upon the

ground of fraud. But there are cases in which the probability

of knowledge on the part of the vendor is so strong, that the

courts will presume its existence without proof ; and in these

cases, the vendor is held responsible upon an implied warranty.

The only difference between these two classes of cases is, that

in one the scienter is actually proved, in the other it is presumed.

It is obvious that the vendor of goods would be very likely

to know whether he has a title to the goods he sells. He knows

the source from which such title was obtained, and has, there-

fore, means of judging of its validity which the purchaser can-

not be supposed to have. Hence it is the doctrine, both of the

civil and the common law, that every vendor impliedly warrants

that he has title to what he assumes to sell.
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Some slight doubt has been supposed to be thrown upon this

doctrine, in England, by the remarks of Parke, B., in the case

of Morley v. Attenborough, 3 Exch. 500. It is, however, too

well settled, both in England and in this country, to be over-

thrown or shaken by the obiter dicta of a single judge. My
object is, not to establish this doctrine, which admits of no

doubt, but simply to show that it rests upon the foundation

here suggested, viz., the presumed superior knowledge of the

vendor in regard to his title. The case of Morley v. Attenbor-

ough itself tends, in my view, to confirm this position. It arose

upon a sale, by a pawnbroker, of a harp pledged with him tis

security for a debt. The sale was made through auctioneers,

and a general catalogue was furnished to the bidders, which
" stated on the title page that the goods for sale consisted of a

collection of forfeited pi'operty." The court held, that there

was no implied warranty of title in that case. There was, per-

haps, good reason why this case should be considered an excep-

tion to the general rule. The pawnbroker could not justly be

presumed to have any special knowledge in regard to the own-

ership of the articles pledged. The probability was, that he

had received them upon the faith of the pledgor's possession

alone, and the purchaser was, in this respect, upon an equal

footing with himself.

There are other exceptions to the general rule, which have

the same tendency. The case of judicial sales is one. There

is no ground for presuming that the officer of the law has any

peculiar knowledge on the subject of the title to the property

he exposes to sale. No doubt both the pawnbroker and the

officer, if shown to have knowledge which they conceal, would

be liable for fraud ; or, if they could justly be presumed to

have such knowledge, would'be liable upon an implied war-

ranty. It was expressly held, in the case of Peto v. Blades, 5

Taun. 657, that the law raises an implied promise on the part

of a sheriff, who sells goods taken in execution, that he does

not know that he is destitute of title to the goods.

A very ancient and leading case on the subject of implied

warranty of title, viz., Gross v. Grardner, Carth. 90, shows the

ground of liability to be that here suggested. There, the plain-

tiff sought to recover against the defendant for selling a pair

of oxen as his, when they in truth belonged to another. It was

objected that the declaration neither stated that the defendant
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deceitfully sold the oxen, nor that he knew them to be the

property of another person. But the court held the defendant

liable, because the plaintiff had no means of knowing to whom
the property belonged but only by the possession. This plainly

implies that the defendant had better means of knowledge
;

and upon this presumption, the court evidently proceeded.

That this was the foundation of the decision, appears also fjom

another report of the same case (1 Shower, 68), where the

ground taken was, that, " if a man, having possession of goods,

sell them as his own, an action lies for the deceit."'' Now, de-

ceit implies knowledge, and as no knowledge was proved, it

must have been presumed.

In an older case still, viz.. Dale's Case, Cro. Eliz. 4J:, the

court decided, by two judges against one, that the action would
not lie, because there was no allegation, or proof, tliat the

defendant knew of the defect in his title. But, to use the lan-

guage of Croke, " Anderson contra, for it shall he intended that

he that sold had knowledge whether they were his goods or

not." The ground here taken by the dissenting judge, that

every vendor is presumed to know whether he has title to the

things he seUs, is precisely that upon which the subsequent

cases have proceeded, and one which affords a solid basis for

the doctrine of implied warranty of title.

It is equally clear, that implied warranties in respect to qual-

ity, wherever they are held to arise, rest upon a presumption,

in the particular case, that the vendor knew of the defect. It

is easy to see, that, in respect to all that class of personal chat-

tels which do not enter extensively into the business and trade

of a people, and which do not pass rapidly from hand to hand,

such as horses, cattle, furniture, and the like, the vendor who,

in most cases, would have had the article for some time in pos-

session and use, would be very likely to know whether it was

defective, and a presumption of knowledge would, in such cases,

as a general rule, be both reasonable and safe. On the other

hand, with regard to those goods which are the subject of gen-

eral traffic, and are habitually purchased, not for use, but to be

sold again, no such presumption could fairly arise. This dis-

tinction may serve to account, in some degree, for the difference

between the civil and the common law rule upon the subject of

latent defects in articles sold. The rule of the civil law, viz.,

caveat venditor, was adopted at an early period, and in reference,
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as it would seem, rather to those articles which are of general

and ordinary use, than to such as enter extensively into the

commerce of the country ; while that of the common law, viz.,

caveat emptor, originating in a commercial age, and among a

highly commercial people, naturally took the form best calcu-

lated to promote the freedom of trade. No doubt the common
law rule is, upon the whole, wisest and best adapted to an

advanced state of society ; and yet there is a large class of cases

in which that of the civil law would serve to prevent a multi-

tude of frauds. Take, for instance, the article of horses. Few
would deny that, as to them, it would be more conducive to

justice if the vendor were, in all cases, held to warrant against

secret defects. But, as it would be impracticable to discrimi-

nate among the infinite variety of articles which are the sub-

jects of sale, the common law applies the maxim caveat emptor,

as a general rule, to all cases.

It has been frequently, but, as I apprehend, inaccurately

said, that under the civil law a warranty is implied from the

payment of a " sound price " for the article sold. Although

paying a "sound price " may prove that the purchaser was not,

it does not prove that the vendor was, cognizant of any defect.

It can, therefore, have no tendency to show which of the two

parties ought to bear the loss. Where, however, the price paid

is less than the value of the article, supposing it to be sound,

this shows that the purchaser was apprised of the defect^ and

that the parties contracted witli reference to it. In such cases,

therefore, no warranty arises. It is in this aspect alone that

the price paid becomes of importance. But because the want

of a " sound price " would thus prevent a warranty, it has been

illogically inferred that the payment of a " sound price " was

the foundation of a warranty. The truth is, that the civil law

raises the warranty, because it presumes knowledge on the

part of the vendor ; and the want of a " sound price " prevents

a warranty, because it proves equal knowledge on the part of

the vendee.

The theory of the civil and of the common law, in respect to

these implied warranties, is entirely different. The civil law

holds, that the warranty enters into and forms an integral part

of the contract of sale itself, as will be seen by referring to

Pothier's definition of a sale, and his statement of the obliga-

tion of the vendor to warrant against latent defects, which he
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deduces directly from that definition. The definition he gives

seems to be somewliat strained for the purpose of embracing

that obligation. (See Pothier on Cont. of Sale, Prelim. Art.

and Part II, chap. 1, § 4.)

But the common law, with, as I conceive, better logic, de-

rives the obligation from the general doctrine which holds vend-

ors responsible for every species of deception. That this is

the true source of this warranty at the common law, will be

rendered apparent by reference to three early cases, two of

which have been already referred to ; viz. : Dales Case, Cro.

Eliz. 44 ; Furnis v. Leicester, Cro. Jack. 474 ; and Gross v.

Gardner, Cartli. 90 ; S. C. 1 Show. 68. These cases show by

what gradations a strong principle of justice overcame at

length the technical rules of the common law, and forced the

courts to sustain an action for a deceit without any averment

or actual proof of willful deception.

It is possible to read, even in the meagre record we have of

these three cases, the mental operations of the pleaders, at that

remote period, in framing the respective declarations. They
were all experimental cases, and probably enlisted the highest

legal talent. The declaration in Cross v. Q-ardner, as we know,

was drawn by Mr. Justice Gould of the King's Bench. This

we learn from himself, in Medina v. Stoughton, Lord Ray. 593.

The object of the pleader in each case, evidently was to avoid

the necessity of alleging a scienter, of which he has no, extrinsic

proof. In DaWs Caise, there was no averment, direct or indirect,

on the subject of knowledge, and the experiment failed ; the

pleader having taken too great a stride to begin with, but car-

rying along with him, nevertheless, one-third of the court. In

Furnis V. Leicester, the word- "deceitfully," which implied

knowledge, was ventured upon, relying upon the presumption

of Icnowledge to support it; and this experiment succeeded.

In Cross v. Grardner, another step was taken, and a colloquium

and averment of possession in the plaintiff were resorted to,

instead of any allegation of knowledge. In this, also, the,

pleader was successful.

These are the cases, especially the last, which established, in

the English courts, the doctrine of implied warranty of title

;

and my object in referring to them is to sustain the position I

take, that the rule was originally based upon the presumption

that a vendor knows whether or not he has title to the things

22
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which he sells. That this was so, is manifest from the kind of

declaration used in all these cases, viz. : case for a deceit.

Precisely when the form of action was changed, from case to

assumpsit, does not appear ; but it certainly was not until after

the time of Blackstone, because he says :
" In contracts like-

wise for sales, it is constantly understood that the seller under-

takes that the commodity he sells is his own, and if it proves

otherwise, an action on the case lies against him to exact dam-

ages/or tAi's c?em^." (3 Bl. Com. 165.) It is plain, therefore,

that the courts proceeded in these cases upon the ground of

presumptive knowledge on the part of the vendor of his want

of title.

It has already been shown, to some extent, that implied war-

ranties as to quality, are based, when tliey exist at all, upon the

same assumption. But this will further appear from some of

the exceptions to the common law rule of caveat emptor. One
of these exceptions, which has been generally recognized, is,

that upon the sale of provisions, which are purchased, not for

the purpose of resale, but to be consumed by the purchaser,

there is an implied warranty that such provisions are sound and

wholesome. There are two cases in our own courts which show

the foundation of this exception. The first is that of Van

Braeklin v. Fonda, 12 John. 468, which was an action to recover

damages for selhng a quantity of beef as "good and sound,"

which proved " bad and unwholesome." There was in that case

some evidence that the defendant knew the animal to be dis-

eased before it was slaughtered ; but the court, in giving judg-

ment, say that " in the sale of provisions for domestic use, the

vendor is bound to know that they are sound and wholesome,

at his peril." Although what the court here says is that the

vendor is bound to know the condition of what he sells, yet the

subsequent case of Moses v. Mead, 1 Denio, 378, which was

more elaborately considered, shows clearly that the doctrine

rests upon a presumption of knowledge on his part. The sale

in that case was of 194 barrels of mess beef, which proved to be

tainted ; and the action was assumpsit founded upon an implied

warranty of soundness. The beef was bought, not for immedi-

ate consumption, but by merchants for the purpose of being re-

sold. Mr. Mann, who argued for the defendant, did not dispute

the general rule, but relied upon the fact that the purchase was

not for consumption. The pith of his argument was in this
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sentence :
" Where the sale is by wholesale, the vendor has no

more opportunity of knowing their quality (the quality of the

provisions sold) than the purchaser." In giving judgment for

the defendant, the court proceeded upon this ground, as is evi-

dent from the following language of Bronson, Oh. J. After

referring with approbation to the case of Van Bracldin v. Fonda,

he says : "But there is a very plain distinction between selling

provisions for domestic use and selling them as articles of mer-

chandise, which the buyer does not intend to consume but to

sell again. Such sales are usually made in large quantities,

and with less of opportunity to know the actual condition of the

goods, than when they are sold by retail." The implied war-

ranty depends, therefore, in these cases, as in all others, upon
the question whether there is reason to impute to the vendor a

knowledge of the defects, if any exist.

Another exception to the general rule, which has been recog-

nized in several cases, but with some hesitation and uncertainty,

is, that a manufacturer, who sells goods of his own manufac-

ture, impliedly warrants that they are free from any latent de-

fect growing out of the process of manufacture. In regard to

the justness of this exception, it would seem, aside from authoi-

ity, scarcely possible to doubt. If the vendor can be proved to

have had knowledge of the defect, and failed to disclose it, all

agree he is liable. Is it not reasonable to presume that he who
made a thing which has a defect arising solely from the manner

in which it is made, is cognizant of that defect? Where the

vendor has manufactured the article with his own hands, the

inference of knowledge would, plainly, in many cases, be strong

enough to charge him even in an action for fraud. But if the

manufacturing is done by agents, the general principles of law

would hold the principal responsible for those whom he em-

ploys. Wherever the vendor, therefore, has himself manufac-

tured the article sold, or procured it to be done by others, if

honesty and fair dealing are ever to be enforced by law, a war-

ranty should be implied. The doubts which have been ex-

pressed in one or two cases in this State, upon this subject, could,

I think, never have arisen, if the courts had kept steadily in

view the principles upon which implied warranties rest. This

would also have prevented the confusion which pervades the

early English cases on the subject of exceptions to the maxim

caveat emptor. The rule that upon executory contracts for the
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deliveiy of some indeterminate thing at a future day, there is

an implied warranty that tlie article shall be of a fair quality

and merchantable ; the supposed rule that upon the sale of a

thing for a particular purpose, there is an implied warranty

that the thing shall be fit and suitable for that purpose, and

the like rule that upon the sale of goods by sample, the

vendor warrants that the goods shall be equal to the sample,

have all been treated as exceptions to that maxim.

The first of these rules may, perhaps, be regarded as in some

sense an exception, although the case is not one to wlaich the

maxim caveat emptor could, by possibility, be supposed to apply.

But the other two can hardly be considered as exceptions at all.

When a person, desirous to obtain an article for a particular

2>urpose, but not being himself skilled in respect to such articles,

applies to one professing to be acquainted with the subject, or

who, by his occupation, holds himself out to the world as under-

standing it, and the latter furnishes what he alleges to be suit-

able, it is plainly to be inferred that both parties understand

the purchase to be made upon the judgment and responsibility

of the seller. In view of some such case, one or moi'e of the

English judges, at an early day, laid down the broad proposi-

tion, that, upon the sale of goods for a specified purpose, the

law raised an implied warranty, that the goods sold were suit>

able for that purpose. In Bluett v. Oishoriie, 1 Stark. 384, Lord

Ellenborougli said :
" A person who sells, impliedly warrants

tliat the tiling sold shall answer the purpose for which it is

sold." Lord Tenterden used similar language in Gray v. Oox,

4 Barn. & Cress. 108. Best, Ch. J., reiterated the doctrine in

Jo7ies V. Bright, 5 Bing. 633.

But it is obvious that notwithstanding the goods are sold for

a particular purpose, if the purchaser himself understands what

he wants, and selec1;s such goods as he deems adapted to the

intended use, there is no warranty. There can, therefore, be

no such general rule as that referred to ; but whether there is a

warranty or not, must depend upon the circumstances of each

particular case. This subject has been placed upon its true

basis by two later English cases, viz.: Chanter v. Hopkins, 4

Mees. & Wels. 399, and Brown v. Edyington, 2 Man. & Gr. 279.

In the last of these cases, Tindal, Ch. J., says :
" It appears to

me to be a distinction well founded, both in reason and on author-

ity, that if a party purchases an article upon his own judgment.
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he cannot afterwards hold the vendor responsible on the ground
that the article turns out to be unfit for the purpose for which
it was required ; but if he relies upon the judgment of the seller,

and informs him of the use to which the article is to be applied,

it seems to me that transaction carries with it an implied war-
ranty, that the thing furnished shall be fit and proper for the

use for which it was designed."

This extract shows that these are not cases of implied war-

ranty in the ordinary sense of these terms. The question is

one of fact as to the actual contract between the parties. It

is, on whose judgment and responsibility was the purchase

really made? Implied warranties do not rest upon any sup-

posed agreement in fact. They are obligations which the law

raises upon principles foreign to the actual contract ;
principles

which are strictly analogous to those upon which vendors are

held liable for fraud. It is for the sake of convenience, merely,

that this obligation is permitted to be enforced under the form

of a contract. However refined this distinction may appear, its

non-observance has led to much of the confusion to be found in

the cases on this subject.

The same may be said in regard to the doctrine that an im-

plied warranty arises upon every sale by sample ; a doctrine,

which, with the most obvious propriety, has been limited by

the recent cases in this State (unless the goods are so situated

that they cannot be examined by the buyer) to those cases

where the circumstances warrant the inference that the seller

actually undertook that the bulk of the commodity sold, cor-

responded with the sample. ( Waring v. Mason, 18 Wend. 425

;

Hargous v. Stone, 1 Seld. 73.) In view of the principle settled

by these cases, it is equally clear that warranties of this sort,

are not strictly implied warranties. They are to be made out

as a matter of fact, or they do not exist at all. To infer an

actual warranty from the circumstances proved, is one thing

;

to impute a warranty without proof, is another and different

thing, and unless we distinguish between the two, we unavoid-

ably get into confusion.

I will refer to a single case by way of illustration, viz.

:

Jones V. Bright, 6 Bing. 533, a leading case and one frequently

cited. The facts were that the plaintiff purchased from the

warehouse of the defendant, who was himself the manufac-

turer, copper for the sheathing of a ship. The defendant, who
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was informed of the purpose for which the copper was wanted,

said : " I will serve you well." The copper, in consequence

of some defect, lasted only four months, instead of four years,

the usual time. Best, Ch. J., before whom the cause was tried,

left it to the jury to determine whether the decay in the copper

was occasioned by intrinsic defect, or external accident; and, if

it arose from intrinsic defect, whether such defect was caused

by the process of manufacture. The jury found that the decay

was occasioned by some intrinsic defect, but that there was no

satisfactory evidence as to the cause of that defect. The court

held the defendant liable. But there is no little difficulty in

ascertaining the precise ground upon which the decision was

placed. It is evident that the Chief Justice, when he tried the

cause, expected to dispose of it on the ground that the defect

in the copper grew out of the process of manufacture ; for he

sa3'S in his opinion upon the motion for a new trial : " I de-

clined expressing an opinion at nisi prius, but I expected the

jury would have found that the article was not properly manu-

factured, for the testimony of the seientifie witnesses was very

clear." Still he does not seem willing, entirely to abandon this

ground, notwithstanding the verdict was against it, for he goes

on to remark :
" At all events, the warranty given by them (the

defendants) is not satisfied, because the jury found that there is

an intrinsic defect in an article manufactured hy them."

But the Chief Justice seems to have been driven by the ver-

dict, to seek for some other ground upon which to rest the case.

He argues, therefore, to show that the words " I will serve you

well," constitute an express warranty. He then adds : " But

I wish to put the case on a broad principle. If a man sells an

article, he thereby warrants that it is merchantable, that it is fit

for some purpose. ... If he sells it for a particular purpose,

he thereby warrants it fit for that purpose." Mr. Justice Bur-

rough seems to me to have taken the most sensible view of the

case. He says :
" I consider this as more a question offact than

of law. The question is whether the contract was proved as

laid. It was so proved ; and after Fisher had introduced the

parties and stated the purpose for which the plaintiff wanted

the copper, the defendants warranted the article by undertaking

to serve the plaintiff well."

This case has been cited, indiscriminately, to prove that upon

the sale of manufactured articles, by the manufacturer himself,
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there is an implied warranty against defects arising from tlu)

process of manufacture ; that goods sold for a particular pur-

pose are warranted fit for that purpose, and even that there is an

implied warranty in all cases of sale, that the goods sold are fit

for some purpose.

The case, I think, was properly decided, on the ground upon
which it was placed by Burrough, J. It was this case, more

than any other, which has served to create, in the minds of some
of our judges, so strong a feeling against exceptions to the

maxim caveat emptor, that they have been disposed to reject all

such exceptions without discrimination. {Wright v. Hart, 18

Wend. 449 ; Hargous v. Stone, 1 Seld. 73.) But if we look at

what the English courts have really decided, instead of what
some of the judges have loosely said, we should, I think, find

less occasion for deprecating their tendency in this respect,

towards the doctrines of the civil law, than has been supposed.

But for this hostility to all implied warranties, as to quality,

it never could have been doubted that where one sells an article

of his own manufacture, Avhich has a defect produced by the

manufacturing process itself, the seller must be presumed to

have had knowledge of such defect, and must be holden, there-

fore, upon the most obvious principles of equity and justice,

unless he informs the purchaser of the defect, to indemnify him

against it. In such cases, if the price paid is entirely below

that of a sound article, a presumption would, no doubt, arise,

as under the civil law, that the purchaser was apprised of the

defect.

In the present case, a portion of the alleged defect in the saw

would seem to have arisen from the unsuitableness of the ma-

terial of which it was made. The rule on the subject, I hold to

be this : The vendor is liable, in such cases, for any latent de-

fect, not disclosed to the purchaser, arising from the manner in

which the article was manufactured; and if he, knowingly,

uses improper materials, he is liable. for that also; but not for

any latent defect in the material which he is not shown and can-

not be presumed to have known.

The judgment should be reversed, and there should be a new

trial, with costs to abide the event.

All the judges concurred ; Comstock, Ch. J., and Datibs, J.,

however, only in the conclusion, reserving their judgment as to

some of the propositions in the opinion.

Judgment reversed and new trial ordered.
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Caeleton bt al. V. Lombard, Ayees & Company.

(149 New Tork. 137.—1896.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme

Court, afBrming a judgment in favor of the defendant dismiss-

ing the complaint.

O'Brien, J. The plaintiffs sought to recover damages -in

this action for the breach of an executory contract for the sale

of goods. The defendant is a domestic corporation, engaged

in refining crude petroleum for sale and export, and both parties

to the action vs^ere members of the New York Produce Ex-

change. On the 10th of January, 1887, the parties entered

into a contract in writing, which, by its terms, was made sub-

ject to the rules of the exchange, whereby the defendant agreed

to sell and deliver to the plaintiffs a large quantity of refined

petroleum. The following is the material part of the contract

in which the kind, quantity and price of the goods are speci-

fied, as also the time and place of delivery, in these words

:

" Fifty-five thousand cases, ten per cent more or less, each

case packed with two of tlieir patent cans, with low screw tops

or nozzles and brass labels, containing five gallons each of re-

fined petroleum of their Stella brand, color standard white or

better, fire test 76 degrees Abel or upwards, at eight and one-

half cents per gallon, cash on delivery. To be delivered in yard

free of expense to vessel, to be ready not earlier than the

twenty-fifth of January, 1887, not later than the tenth of Febru-

ary, 1887, with twenty-five days to load. Brass labels one-half

of one cent each."

It appears that before closing this contract the plaintiffs had

received from the firm of Graham & Co., merchants at Cal-

cutta, British India, an offer to purchase a like amount of

refined petroleum of the same brand, color, test and packing, to

be shipped at the port of New York, not later than March 15,

1887, for their account and risk, on board the British ship

Corby, bound for Calcutta. This offer the plaintiffs accepted

on the same day that they entered into the contract with the

defendant, and immediately after closing it. On or before

March 1, 1887, the defendant delivered the oil, packed in the
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manner specified in the contract, to the plaintiffs, alongside the

Corby at its factory at Bayonne. The delivery by the defend-

ant to the plaintiffs, and by the plaintiffs to their vendees in

Calcutta, was thus accomplished by substantially the same act.

The rules of the Produce Exchange, which were made part of

the contract between the plaintiffs and the defendant, so far as

material to the questions involved, were these : (1) The com-

mittee on petroleiim were authorized and required to license

duly qualified inspectors, members of the exchange, for the'

various branches of that business. (2) Buyers should have

the right of naming the inspector, but must do so at least five

days before the maturity of the contract. Failing in this, the

seller might employ any regular inspector at the buyer's ex-

pense, and his certificate that the oil is in conformity with the

contract shall be accepted. (3) When goods are delivered to

vessel by buyer's orders, the acceptance of them by buyer's

inspector shall be an acknowledgment that the goods are in

accordance with the contract.

The plaintiffs under the rule named the inspector, who on

March 1, 1887, after the cargo was loaded on board the Corby,

made and delivered to them a certificate in writing which cer-

tified that he had inspected the oil shipped on board the Corby,

and stated therein the brand, color, test and gravity of the

same which corresponded with the contract. The vessel

started upon her voyage, the plaintiffs paid the defendant the

purchase price of the oil and then drew upon the parties in

Calcutta to whom they had sold, for the price as between them,

and their draft was paid. The vessel did not arrive at Cal-

cutta till some time in June, and when she began to discharge

the cargo it was found that the cans had become corroded from

the inside by some foreign substance in the oil, and so per-

forated that they did not retain their contents. A large part of

the oil was lost by leakage, and the whole cargo was pro-

nounced unmerchantable and finally sold at Calcutta for a

small sum, for account of whom it might concern. When the

condition of the goods was discovered by the consignees during

the discharge of the cargo from the ship, the plaintiffs were

notified by cable of the situation and the condition of the oil.

They laid these dispatches before the defendant and a long

correspondence by cable followed in which the defendant par-

ticipated and of all of wliich it had knowledge. The purpose
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of it was to ascertain the defect, if any, in the oil and to reach

some amicable arrangement. In the end all parties seem to

have become satisfied that a large loss had been sustained, and

the parties in Calcutta who had paid the plaintiffs for the prop-

erty called upon them to make good their contract. The plain-

tiffs in turn called upon the defendant to indemnify them from

loss, and it then took the ground that it had in all respects per-

formed its contract and was not liable for the result.

In July, 1888, Graham & Co., in Calcutta, brought suit in

the Supreme Court in New York against the plaintiffs to re-

cover their damages. The complaint in the action, after alleg-

ing the legal obligation of these plaintiffs to deliver to them a

merchantable article of refined petroleum at the port of New
York fit for export and transportation by sea in a sailing vessel

to India, averred that, in fact, it was not a merchantable com-

modity, but on the contrary a very large portion of the cans so

shipped contained petroleum imperfectly refined, containing

water, acids and other foreign substances which would, in the

course of transportation, corrode the cans and should have been

eliminated therefrom by proper refinement, and the presence of

which rendered the article shipped unmerchantable and unfit

for transportation. There were various other breaches of the

contract alleged not material to state. Notice was given to

the defendant to come in and defend the action and it complied

with the notice. It participated in the preparation of the de-

fense, the production of proofs, and at the trial was represented

by counsel and had every opportunity to resist the claim. The
jury, however, rendered a verdict for the plaintiffs in the

action and against the defendants, who are the plaintiffs here,

upon which a judgment was entered for nearly f50,000. The
plaintiffs in this action, upon the refusal of the defendant to

indemnify them, paid this judgment and called upon the de-

fendant to reimburse them, and upon its refusal, this action

was commenced in March, 1891.

The complaint alleges, as did that in the prior suit, substan-

tially that the oil delivered by the defendant alongside the

Corby at Bayonne was not in fact refined merchantable petro-

leum, but, on the contrary, the cans contained a large proportion

of oil imperfectly refined and containing foreign substances,

which would in the course of transportation corrode the cans,

and which should have been eliminated by proper refinement.
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the presence of which rendered the goods unmerchantable and
unfit for transportation. That in consequence of this defect

the cans, with few exceptions, had become corroded and per-

forated by the action of the contents, so that they would not,

and did not, retain it, and hence could not be delivered as an

article of merchandise or commerce at the port of destination.

That these defects were latent and of a hidden nature, and such

as could not have been discovered by inspection or any exam-
ination that was practicable for the buyers to make at the time

and place of delivery. The pleading then states with consid-

erable detail the correspondence by cable after the arrival of the

Corby at Calcutta ; the defendant's connection with it ; the

action brought against them by the Grahams ; the issues therein

;

the verdict and judgment, and the payment of the same by the

plaintiffs who were defendants in that action. The action hav-

ing been brought to trial, a verdict was directed in favor of the

plaintiffs, but the judgment was reversed at the General Term
upon a construction of the contract unfavorable to the plaintiffs,

and upon exceptions taken at the trial, and a new trial was

ordered. On the new trial the plaintiffs' complaint was dis-

missed on the rulings of the General Term made when the first

judgment was before it for review. On the second appeal that

court adhered to its former ruling and affirmed the judgment.

The property which was the subject-matter of the contract

between the parties was not in existence at the time it was

made, but was thereafter to be produced by refinement of the

crude material through a manufacturing process by the defend-

ant. It was, therefore, a contract by a dealer with a manufac-

turer, and is subject to the rules and principles that apply to

executory contracts for the sale and delivery of goods when the

parties occupy these relations to each other. It is a conceded

fact in the case that the oil delivered by the defendant to the

plaintiffs alongside the Corby was of the kind and quality de-

scribed in the written contract. In quantity, brand, color and

fire test it corresponded with the terms of the contract ; but it

is claimed that while all this is true, y^t there was a latent or

hidden defect in the article so delivered, the result of improper

refinement or manufacture, not discernible upon inspection,

which rendered the oil unmerchantable and unfit for transporta-

tion by sea in a sailing vessel, and that this defect was the cause

of the loss which the plaintiffs have sustained. The most im-
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portant question in the case is whether the defendant, notwith-

standing its written contract, is bound to make good the loss,

assuming that it was caused by such defect in the goods. The
general rule of the common law, expressed by the maxim caveat

emptor, is not of universal application, though the exceptions

are quite limited ; and one of them is the case of a manufac-

turer who sells goods of his own manufacture, who, it is said,

impliedly warrants that they are free from any latent defect

growing out of the process of manufacture. The seller in such

a case is liable for any latent defect arising from the manner in

which the article is manufactured, or from the use of defective

materials, of the character of which he is shown or is presumed

to have knowledge. This rule and the reasons upon which it

rests, or its qualifications and limitations, have seldom been

stated in the same form by courts and writers upon the sub-

ject, but that it exists as a principle in the law of contracts can-

not be doubted.

The leading case in this state is Jloe v. Sanborn, 21 N. Y.

552. The learned judge who framed the opinion in that case,

after stating the rule, proceeds to show the grounds upon which

it rests. In his view, while tliis peculiar obligation is called a

warranty for convenience, it does not rest upon any supposed

intention of the parties or agreement in fact, but is one

which the law raises upon principles foreign to the contract in

the interest of commercial honesty and fair dealing, and analo-

gous to those upon which vendors are held liable for fraud.

It is quite difficult to reconcile the authorities upon the ques-

tion, but it may be observed that they recognize the principle

that in such cases the seller and buyer do not deal with each

other quite at arm's length ; that the seller possesses superior

knowledge on the subject upon which the buyer is presumed

to repose some degree of confidence, and that commercial hon-

esty and fair dealing requires that in such cases the seller be

held bound to deliver the article free from secret or latent

defects which are actually or presumptively within his knowl-

edge.

The principle was applied, in a later case in this court, to a

contract for the sale of seeds of a particular description by the

grower. It was there said that as the grower of seeds must be

presumed to be cognizant of any omission or negligence in cul-

tivation, whereby they were rendered unfit for use, there was
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the same reason for implying a warranty that they were not

defective from improper cultivation, as in the case of a sale of

an article by a manufacturer that it is free from latent defects.

( White V. MiUer, 71 N. Y. 118.)

The latest case that I have been able to find upon the ques-

tion is Kelloyij Bridt/e Company v. Hamilton, 110 U. S. 108..

The leading cases bearing upon the point, both in this country

and England, are there reviewed, and the court stated tlie priji-

ciple in these words :
" When the seller is the maker or manu-

facturer of the thing sold, the fair presumption is that he

understood the process of its manufacture, and was cognizant

of any latent defect caused by such process, and against which
reasonable diligence might have guarded. This presumption

is justified, in part, by the fact that the manufacturer or maker
by his occupation holds liimself out as competent to make arti-

cles reasonably adapted to the purpose for which such or simi-

lar articles are designed.

" When, therefore, the buyer has no opportunity to inspect

the article, or vsrhen, from the situation, inspection is impracti-

cable or useless, it is unreasonable to suppose that he bought

on his own judgment, or that he did not rely on the judgment

of the seller as to latent defects of which the latter, if he used

due care, must have been informed during the process of man-

ufacture. If the buyer relied, and under the circumstances

had reason to rely on the judgment of the seller, who was the

manufacturer and maker of the article, the law implies a war-

ranty that it is reasonably fit for the use for which it was de-

signed, the seller at the time being informed of the purpose to

devote it to that use."-

The principle is distinctly admitted in the opinion of the

learned court below, and I do not understand that it is denied

by the learned counsel for the defendant. It is strenuously

urged, however, that it can have no application to a case like

this where the contract is in writing with such ample descrip-

tion of the goods sold. But the obligation attached to an exec-

utory contract for the sale of goods by the manufacturer or

maker, cannot be changed by the mere fact that the contract

has been reduced to writing. The' writing, it is true, is deemed

to express the whole agreement of the parties, but since this

peculiar liability arises from the nature of the transaction and

the relations of the parties, without express words or even
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actual intention, it will remain as part of the seller's obligation

unless in some way expressly excluded. All implied warranties,

therefore, from their nature, may attach to a written as well as

an unwritten contract of sale. The parties may, of course, so

contract with each other as to eliminate this obligation from the

transaction entirely. The seller may by express and unequiv-

ocal words exclude it and, in like manner, the buyer may waive

it. So, also, the parties may provide for a delivery or inspec-

tion of the article when made, which will operate to extinguish

the liability upon acceptance. (^MoParlin v. Boynton, 8 Hun,
449 ; »S'. G. 71 N. Y. 604.) In this case the parties did provide

for an inspection of the oil. The scope and effect of that pro-

vision of the contract will be considered hereafter, but, aside

from that, there was no language used indicating any intention

on the part of the buyer to waive or the seller to exclude the

liability of a manufacturer.

The proposition upon which the case turned in the court

below, and upon which the judgment is defended here, was

thus stated by the learned judge in the opinion at General Term :

" It is well settled that when an article is sold under a contract

which specifies the qualities which it shall possess—no matter

whether the language be a condition or a warranty—that the

law will not, except in special cases, imply a warranty or con-

dition that the article has other qualities. A warranty or con-

dition in a contract of sale that the article sold has certain

qualities, excludes the implication of a warranty or condition

that it possesses other qualities." From the operation of this

general proposition it will be seen that the learned judge excepts

special cases, which, however, are not designated. In its appli-

cation to tliis case the rule thus stated must mean that since

the parties have in their contract specified the particular brand,

color and fire test of the reHned petroleum which was the sub-

ject of the sale, the manufacturer's obligation to deliver an

article free from latent defects, arising from the process of man-

ufacture which would render it unmerchantable, has been

excluded by implication. This is not, we think, the meaning

of the rule to which the learned judge referred in the language

quoted. The rule means that where parties to a contract of

sale have expressed in words the warranty by which they intend

to be bound, no further warranty will be implied by law, but

that expressed will include the whole obligation of the seller.
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(Benjamin on Sales, § 666 ; Deming v. Foster, 42 N. H. 165.)

Moreover, this principle applies to sales of specific existing

chattels and not ordinarily to sales of goods to be made or sup-

plied upon the order of the buyer. There is much confusion

in the cases on this subject, arising doubtless from an inaccurate

use of the term warranty.

When an article is sold by the owner or maker by the par-

ticular description by which it is known in the trade it is a con-

dition precedent to his right of action that the thing which he

has delivered, or offers to deliver, sliould answer this description.

But in many cases in modern times the sale of a particular thing

by terms of description has been treated as a warranty, and the

breach of such a contract a breach of warranty, whereas it would

be more correct to say that it was a failure to comply with the

contract of sale which the party had engaged to perform.

(^Qhanter v. Hopkins, 4 M. & W. 404; Benjamin on Sales,

§ 600.) There are many cases in wMch such words of descrip-

tion are not considered as warranties at all, but conditions prec-

edent to any obligation on tlie part of the vendee, since tlie

existence of the qualities indicated by the descriptive words,

being part of the description of the thing sold, becomes essen-

tial to its identity, and the vendee cannot be obliged to receive

and pay for a thing different from that for which he contracted.

(Smitli's Leading Cases, vol. 2 [6th Eng. ed.J, 27 ; Schouler's

Personal Property, vol. 2, pp. 352, 853.) The tendency of the

recent decisions in this court is to treat such words as part of

the contract of sale descriptive of the articles sold and to be

delivered in the future, and not as constituting that collateral

obligation which sometimes accompanies a contract of sale and

known as a warranty. {Reed v. Randall, 29 N. Y. 858 ; Capiat/

Iron Co. V. Pope, 108 N. Y. 232, 236.)

It is not now important to inquire how far, or under what

circumstances, the principle stated by the learned judge applies

ftto contracts of sale of goods in esse between dealers in which

there is an express warranty. It is not, we think, applicable to

the obligation of a manufacturer who contracts, as in this case,

for a sale of his own product, the condition of which he is pre-

sumed to know. It is plain that in the case at bar the plaintiffs

intended to buy and the defendant to sell an article of refined

petroleum, which should not only correspond to the description

in the contract, but should be free from latent defects arising
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from the process of manufacture, so as to constitute a thing

which, in the commercial sense, would be of some use or value.

It is quite conceivable that the oil might correspond with all

the descriptions of the contract, and yet be a useless and unmer-

chantable thing, in consequence of defects arising from the

process of manufacture, in which case the buyer would have

the shadow of the thing bought without the substance. The
defendant's obligation rests not only upon the terms of the con-

tract, but upon its superior knowledge and the confidence which

the buyer placed in its ability to produce a proper article, and

hence the relations of the parties are quite different from that

of dealers in the article in the market, each possessing equal

means of information and opportunity for the detection of latent

defects. A strict adherence to the bare descriptive words of the

contract would not express the full obligation of the defendant.

That the commodity shall be so free from latent defects arising

from the process of refining, and which could be guarded against

by ordinary care, so as to render it merchantable, is a term to be

implied in all such contracts. (Story on Cont. [4th ed.j §§ 836,

837 ; Jones v. Just, L. R. [3 Q. B.J 197.)

The plaintiffs were entitled to something more than the mere

semblance or shadow of the thing designated in the contratit.

They were entitled to the thing itself with all the essential qual-

ities that rendered it valuable as an article of commerce and free

from such latent defects as would render it unmerchantable.

{Mody V. Gregson, L. R. [4 Ex.] 49.) If the goods in ques-

tion were in fact unmerchantable in consequence of latent de-

fects arising from the process of manufacture and which the

defendant could have guarded against by the exercise of reason-

able care, it would be quite unreasonable to hold that the de-

fendant has, nevertheless, performed the contract because it has

delivered oil of the same brand, color and test specified. It is

quite clear that the words of the written contract do not exclude

a liability on the part of the defendant for fraud in the pei'form-

ance, and it is difficult to see how it can affect an obligation of

the seller who is also a manufacturer, which is based upon his

actual or presumed knowledge of latent defects in the oil, aris-

ing from the process of refinement.

In the construction of commercial contracts for the sale and

delivery of goods, the courts are not always bound by the literal

meaning of words, descriptive of the article, contained in the
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contract. It frequently happens in large transactions that the

article which is the subject of the contract is described by some

vague generic word which, taken strictly and literally, may be

satisfied by a worthless or defective article. In such cases the

words may mean more than their bare definition or literal mean-

ing would imply and impose upon the seller an obligation to

furnish not only the thing mentioned in the contract, but a

merchantable article of that name. QMurohie v. Cornell, 155

Mass. 60.)

If it be true that the defendant in this case delivered along-

side the vessel an article which was unmerchantable and unfit

for transportation, in consequence of hidden or latent defects

arising from the process of manufacture and of which it had or

should have had knowledge, in the exercise of reasonable care,

it has not, in any just or substantial sense, performed its con-

tract, although the article so delivered was of the brand, color,

test and specific gravity called for by the writing. The plain-

tiffs were not only entitled to the thing described, but to that

thing in such condition and so free from hidden defects as to

make it available to them as an article of commerce and fit for

transportation.

Whether this liability survived the delivery and inspection

of the goods remains to be considered. When the rules of the

exchange are read into the contract it is provided that the

acceptance of the petroleum by the buyer's inspector shall be

an acknowledgment that the goods are in accordance with the

contract and, as we have seen, the inspector so certified. The

inspector was not the agent of either party, but an umpire

selected to determine whether the article delivered alongside

the Corby corresponded with the contract. The parties, in

effect, submitted a certain question to the decision of the in-

spector, and that was whether the oil corresponded in brand,

color and fire test with the contract. He was not authorized to

determine whether there was or was not any hidden or latent

defects in the article at the time and place of the delivery

which would render it unmerchantable. That question was not

within the fair scope or purpose of the inspection, and the cer-

tificate on this point does not conclude the parties. If, how-

ever, .the defects which the plaintiffs now claim existed at the

time of delivery and which they claim to have produced the

damages, were discernible upon the inspection contemplated by

23
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the contract, they were not hidden or latent defects within the

meanijig of the rule, and in that case the certificate would con-

clude the parties. If in executing the power to determine the

brand, color, fire test and gravity of the article delivered, any

other defect which would render it unmerchantable would nec-

essarily appear, the plaintiffs are concluded as to that defect by
the certificate of the inspector. (^Studer v. Bleistein, 115 N. Y.

316 ; Monitor Milk Pan Co. v. Remington, 41 Hun, 218.)

If I am right in these several propositions, it must follow that

the plaintiffs were entitled to prove upon the trial, if they could,

that the refined petroleum delivered by the defendant alongside

the Corby, though corresponding with the description of the

article in the contract, had in it some hidden or latent defect,

not discernible by the inspection provided for, which then and

there rendered it unmerchantable.

At the trial the plaintiffs' counsel offered in evidence the

judgment roll in the action against them by Graham & Co.,

already referred to, as proof upon some of the issues in the case.

He also offered to prove what actually took place at that trial

and what questions were actually litigated and submitted to the

jury. The evidence was objected to by the counsel for the

defendant, excluded by the court, and the plaintiffs' counsel ex-

cepted.

We have seen that the defendant had knowledge of all the

correspondence by cable between the plaintiffs and the parties

in Calcutta ; that it was notified of the commencement of the

action, and that it participated in the trial. In so far as the

issues actually litigated in that case are identical with the issues

involved in this, the judgment is binding upon the defendant

in the same way as if it had been a party upon the record. ( 0.

T. N. Go. V. 0. T. K, 144 N. Y. 665 ; Village Port Jervis v. First

National Bank, 96 N. Y. 550 ; Oiti/ of Moahester v. Montgomery,

72 N. Y. 65 ; Albany Gity Savings Inst. v. Burdiak, 87 IST. Y.

40, 45 ; Andrews v. Qillespie, 47 N. Y. 487 ; Reiser v. Ratch,

86 N. Y. 614 ; Ghicago v. Bobbins, 2 Black. 418.) What the

plaintiffs sought to prove by this record was that at the time of

delivery of the petroleum by the defendant alongside the Corby

it was not properly refined, but contained water, acid and other

foreign substances that rendered it unmerchantable, and that, in

consequence, they were cast in damages at the suit of the par-

ties in Calcutta, the delivery in both cases being substantially
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identical in point of time, and the amount of the damages.

Graham & Co. could not have recovered against the plaintiffs

for any change or deterioration in the oil after it was delivered,

or that was due to the voyage, or the perils of the sea, since the

goods were at their risk. The plaintiffs offered to prove that

the recovery did not proceed upon the ground of any express

warranty or any other ground embraced within the pleadings

other than the unmerchantable condition of the oil when deliv-

ered at the vessel. They were not confined to the record in

order to show the point passed upon, but could show by parol

proof what questions were actually litigated and decided. (^Boty

V. Brown, 4 N. Y. 71 ; Kerr v. Hays, 35 N. Y. 331 ; Bell v. Mer-

rifield, 109 N. Y. 211 ; Adams v. Gonover, 87 N. Y. 429 ; Smith

V. Smith, 79 N. Y. 634; Lewis v. 0., K # P. Go., 125 N. Y.

348 ; Shaw v. Broadhent, 129 N. Y. 114 ; Davis v. Brown, 94

U. S. 423 ; Russell v. Place, id. 606.) It is quite true that the

record would not prove that the defects were latent or such as

would not be disclosed by the inspection contemplated by the

contract, since that question was not involved on the former

trial, and the plaintiffs did not offer it for that purpose. It

could not be excluded, however, because it did not prove the

plaintiffs' entire case. If it proved any material fact in support

of it, it was admissible. It did, we think, establish, as against

the defendant, the fact that the oil, when delivered alongside

the Corby, was unmerchantable, since that was the ground upon

which the parties in Calcutta recovered the damages, as we
must assume from the present condition of the record. The

plaintiffs were of course bound to show by other proof that the

defects which rendered the goods unmerchantable were latent,

and such as would not be disclosed by the inspection.

The plaintiffs offered some proof at the trial tending to show

that the defendant, from the manner in which the goods were

packed as well as from other sources, knew the destination of

the cargo in question, but it was objected to and excluded

under exception. We think that the proof was admissible.

It was a circumstance surrounding the transaction, not con-

flicting with the terms of the contract, and might have some

bearing on the defendant's obligation to deliver an article of

refined petroleum free from latent defects that would render it

unmerchantable and upon the degree of care that it was bound

to use to that end.
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One of the qualities wliich the oil in question should possess

was forty-four degrees Beaum^, specific gravity. This was in-

troduced into the contract by the adoption of the rules of the

exchange. It is quite possible that an article of commerce,

such as petroleum, possessing all the qualities and sustaining

all the tests specified in this contract, may be a merchantable

commodity according to the custom of the trade, irrespective

of any other consideration or of any latent defect. But that

proposition is one of fact rather than law, and, if true, it is

difficult to see how a recovery could have been had, upon the

grounds stated, by the parties in Calcutta. The defendant

having had an opportunity to litigate that question once may
be bound by the result, but, in any event, it cannot be affirmed

as matter of law, upon the evidence in the record, that the arti-

cle delivered was merchantable.

Our conclusions with respect to the questions in the case may

be briefly summarized.

1. The defendant was bound to deliver an article of refined

petroleum that was free from latent or hidden defects that ren-

dered it unmerchantable at the time and place of delivery, and

that could have been avoided or guarded against in the process

of refinement or in the selection of the raw material by reason-

able care and skill.

2. This obligation s'urvived the acceptance if the latent de-

lects were such as would not appear upon an inspection to

ascertain whether the oil delivered corresponded with that de-

scribed in the contract.

3. The judgment roll in the former action was admissible in

tn'idence for the purpose and upon the ground already stated.

4. The plaintiffs were entitled to show that the defendant

knew the destination of the cargo of oil designated in the con-

tract.

The judgment must, therefore, be reversed and a new trial

granted, costs to abide the event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.
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BlERMAN ET AL. V. CiTT MlLLS Co.

051 New York, 482.—1897.)

Gray, J. The plaintiffs brought this action to recover dam-

ages of the defendant for a breach of warranty in the sale of

felt cloths ; and, as there was no written contract at the time,

it is essential to know the facts and circumstances, under which

the sales were made. The plaintiffs were engaged in business

in the oity of New York, as manufacturers of clothing. The
defendant, a Massachusetts corporation, was engaged in the

business of the manufacture and sale of felt goods. The plain-

tiffs alleged that the defendant, through its lawfully autliorized

agent, had represented to them that it manufactured a certain

kind of cloths, fit for their use in the manufacture of coats and

had requested them to purchase some. They further alleged

that, reljdng on the representation, they had purchased such

cloths and had manufactured them into clothing ; that they

subsequently discovered that the cloths were " damaged, of an

inferior quality, rotten, and unfit for any purpose whatever,"

and that the defendant had concealed the defects from the

plaintiffs. They alleged, that the defect was a latent one and

not discoverable by inspection, and was indicated by wear;

that many of the goods sold by the plaintiffs had been returned

to them and that they had on hand a number of said coats,

which they had been unable to dispose of. The answer denied

that the defendant had made any representations to the plain-

tiffs, as alleged, and denied the other allegations of the com-

plaint respecting the cloths sold, and set up as a defense that

the goods purchased by the plaintiffs were first-class articles of

their kind and suitable for the manufacture of low-priced coats.

Upon the trial of the issues, the plaintiffs gave evidence that

they had not purchased felt goods to be manufactured into

clothing, until they made the purchases from the defendant

;

which occurred in the spring of 1890 at the plaintiffs' place of

business in New York. The purchase was made through a

Mr. Nichols; who showed them a sample of the cloth and

stated that it would make a splendid ulster ; that it wore like

buckskin and that he had an ulster made from the goods which

he had worn for two years. Upon these statements, and at the
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price of a dollar a yard, the plaintiffs told him that, " if he

could warrant the goods," they could use a very large quantity.

Mr. Nichols said, " he would warrant it to wear " and, there-

upon, plaintiffs told him to send in a few pieces of the goods

to be made up into a lot of ulster samples ; and orders were

then and subsequently given for cloths to be made up into

ulsters for the fall trade, which were filled by the defendant.

Plaintiffs gave evidence that they entirely relied upon Mr.

Nichols' statements as to the quality of the goods and had no

knowledge regarding the wear of the cloth, when manufactured

into ulsters. Plaintiffs proceeded with the manufacture of

these goods through the summer months, to the extent of

1,326 ulsters ; of which they sold 1,027 throughout the country.

Subsequently, ulsters were returned to the plaintiffs in a dam-

aged condition, with holes in them, or "broken," or with
" tender places " in them. The number of coats returned in a

damaged condition was 200. The custom of the plaintiffs, when
goods were received, was to examine them before sending them

out to be manufactured into garments and then, when returned,

the garments are again thoroughly examined. Witnesses, famil-

iar with felts, testified as to how they were made and that, unless

made with stocks or fibers sufficiently long to hold the short stocks

or fibers together, upon exposure, the stocks will " creep," or draw

awayfrom each other. They testified, upon examining the ulsters

in question, that the greater proportion of the stocks, frcftn which

they were made, had been short stocks ; that after exposure, where

the felt is not properly worked, the short stocks draw away from

the long stocks and that the breaks in these ulsters were attrib-

utable to that cause. There was also testimony by a dealer in

felt goods, who was familiar with the process of manufacturing

and who had sold felt goods for overcoatings, that if made of

proper materials, they would wear well and that the way of

testing felt for durability and quality was only by actual wear

;

unless "you try every square inch of the goods." At the con-

clusion of the plaintiffs' evidence, they had shown that the felt

cloths, which they had purchased of the defendant, when made

up into these overcoats and sold to customers, had proved, at

least to a certain extent, to be so defective in their manufacture

and were such " tender " goods, that holes, or breaks, appeared

in the garments ; that 200 of them had been returned and 299

were left unsold and were of no value. If their evidence is to
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be believed, these defects resulted from improper processes of

manufacture and were only discoverable after exposure upon

being worn. On behalf of the defendant, there was evidence

to the effect that Nichols had never been in its employ and,

upon his examination, he denied the representations attributed

to him by the plaintiffs. He admitted that he had said that

this felt cloth was a good thing for an overcoat and that he

knew it was to be used for that purpose by the plaintiffs. He
testified that he was not a manufacturer of felts, and that the

goods he sold to the plaintiffs were to be delivered by the

defendant. There was also evidence for the defendant, given

by its superintendent, that the felt delivered was a reasonably

merchantable article for the price and that there was an ordi-

nary and easy test for detecting the tenderness of the mate-

rials by pulling it in a certain way. A manufacturer of felts,

examined for the defendant, testified that he attributed the

" creeping " in the goods to a great extent to the rubber linings,

which the plaintiffs had added to the coats in manufacturing

them.

When all the evidence was in, on motion of the defendant, a

verdict was directed in its favor and the request of the plain-

tiffs for leave to go to the jury upon the questions of fact;

upon the question of whether there was an express or implied

warranty and upon the question of the damages, was denied

and an exception was taken to that denial. The General Term
affirmed the judgment entered at the Trial Term and we are

required upon this appeal, as the main question, to consider

the correctness of the disposition made of the case by the trial

court. Although the plaintiffs failed to sustain their allega-

tion that the defendant had made certain representations to

them respecting the goods, through an agent authorized to

make the same, and, therefore, failed to establish an express

warranty on the part of the defendant, their complaint con-

tained, by a liberal construction, a sufficient cause of action for

the recovery of damages for the breach of an implied warranty

that the felt goods sold were fit for the plaintiffs' business in

the manufacture of overcoats and that they were merchantable

and free from any remarkable defect. The plaintiffs proved

no custom to the effect that such sales were usually attended

with a warranty and, therefore, in the absence of such proof

and becfause of the failure to show any express authorization
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by the defendant to Nichols to sell, it cannot be said that any

express warranty accompanied the sale. Nor did the ratifica-

tion of Nichols' act, through the adoption of the sale by the

delivery of the felts, bind the defendant to make good his war-

ranty, or all of his representations. The rule is well settled

that ratification must be with full knowledge of the agent's

acts. Even if Nichols had been employed to sell the goods,

unless he was given express power to warrant, he could not

give a warranty which would bind his principal; unless the

sale was one which was usually accompanied with warraiity.

{Smith V. Tracy, 36 N. Y. 78.) In Wait v. Borne, 123 N. Y.

592, we held that, " the idea upon which is founded the right

to warrant, on the part of an agent to sell a particular article,

is that he has been clothed with power to make all the common
and usual contracts necessary or appropriate to accomplish the

sale of the article intrusted to him. And if in the sale of that

kind or class of goods thus confided to him, it is usual in the

market to give a warranty, the agent may give that warranty

in order to effect a sale, and the law presumes that he has such

authority. If the agent, with express authority to sell, has no

actual authority to warrant, no authority can be implied where

the property is of a description not usually sold with war-

ranty."

The question here, however, is one of a sale, where the seller

was the manufacturer of the article sold, and the contract be-

ing executory in its nature and for the delivery of something of

a particular kind, there was the implied warranty, or promise,

that the article to be delivered should be merchantable and

free from any remarkable defect. Mellor, J.,;n JonenY.Just,

L. R. 3 Q. B. 197, after reviewing decisions illustrative of

when the rule of caveat emptor does or does not apply in sales,

stated as one of the results, as follows : "Where a manufacturer

undertakes to supply goods, manufactured by himself, or in

which he deals, but which the vendee has not had the opportu-

nity of inspecting, it is an implied term in the contract that he

shall supply a merchantable article." The same principle was

laid down in Howard v. Hoey, 23 Wend. 350, and. in Hoe v. San-

lorn, 21 N. Y. 552, with respect to the obligation of a seller,

under an executory contract to deliver an indeterminate thing

of a particular kind, that it shall be free from any I'emarkable

defect. In Kellogg Bridge Go. v. Hamilton, 110 U. S. 108, after
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a review of the leading cases bearing upon the point, it was held,

that " when the seller is the maker or manufacturer of the thing

sold, the fair presumption is that he understood the process of its

manufacture, and was cognizant of any latent defects caused

by such process and against which reasonable diligence might

have guarded. . . . When, therefore, the buyer has no oppor-

tunity to inspect the article, or when, from the situation, in-

spection is impracticable or useless, it is unreasonable to

suppose that he bought on his own judgment, or that he did

not rely on the judgment of the seller as to latent defects of

which the latter, if he used due care, must have been informed

during the process of manufacture. If the buyer relied, and

under the circumstances had reason to rely, on the judgment

of the seller, who was the manufacturer or maker of the article,

the law implies a warranty that it is reasonably fit for the use

for which it was designed, the seller at the time being informed

of the purpose to devote it to that use." Quite recently,

in the case of Qarleton v. Lombard, 149 N. Y. 137, which

was an action to recover damages for the breach of an exec-

utory contract for the sale of petroleum, produced by the de-

fendant through certain manufacturing processes, we had

occasion to consider the question of the liability of the seller

for any latent defect arising in the process of the manufacture

and the principle of the decisions in Hoe v. Sanhorn, supra,

and in Kellogg Bridge Co. v. Hamilton, supra, was affirmed.

We held there that the maxim caveat emptor does not apply to

the case of a manufacturer, who sells goods of his own manu-

facture, and that in such a case, he is liable for any latent de-

fects arising from the process of manufacture, or in the use of

defective materials, upon the ground of an implied warranty.

In Hoe V. Sanhorn, supra, Selden, J., commented upon this

exception to the general rule and held it to be a just one, using

this language : " Wherever the vendor, therefore, has himself

manufactured the article sold, or procured it to be done by

others, if honesty and fair dealing are ever to be enforced by

law, a warranty should be implied."

The principles of adjudged cases apply to the one before us.

The defendant was the manufacturer of the article, which it

sold to the plaintiffs, and the circumstances of the case were

such as to imply a promise on its part that the article, which it

manufactured and delivered to the plaintiffs, should be free
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from any latent defect. It was under the obligation to furnish

an article, not of the higher quality necessarily, but one that

was merchantable and free from any remarkable defect arising

from the process of manufacture. Although there is no evi-

dence that Nichols was expressly empowered to represent the

defendant in the transaction, the adoption of his assumed agency

to sell its product charged it with knowledge of the use to whicli

that product was to be put and imposed the duty of delivering

goods, which should be merchantable and reasonably fit for that

use, and a consequent liability for a failure, attributable to

defects in the processes of manufacture"or in the materials em-

ployed. We must differ with the General Term in the suppo-

sition, as expressed in the opinion, that there was no evidence

that the goods could not be made into coats which would stand

the wear of ordinary felt cloths and, therefore, that it was not

shown that the goods were unmerchantable ; and in the further

supposition that the strength of the goods ,£Ould have been

tested in the ordinary manner and that there was no latent de-

fect discoverable upon use. The learned justices have over-

looked the evidence in behalf of the plaintiffs in these respects.

To be sure, that may have been the effect of the evidence intro-

duced on behalf of the defendant ; but it was in conflict with

the plaintiffs' evidence. If the evidence of the plaintiffs is to

be believed, the defendant improperly manufactured the felt

cloth, or certainly some of it, which was delivered to the plain-

tiffs, by using what was called too short stock, or shoddy ; as a

consequence of which the cloth was "tender" and "uneven"

and liable to separate, and "breaks," or holes, would appear

upon exposure by wear. The evidence tended to show, on be-

half of tlie plaintiffs, that the defect in the cloth was not dis-

coverable upon inspection, and could not be tested as to its

durability and quality, except by actual wear. The use of im-

proper stock in the manufacture of the cloth might only make

it tender and unserviceable in particular places and, therefore,

this was not a case where the plaintiffs could be said to have

been concluded by their acceptance and retention of the cloth

for manufacturing into ulsters. The obligation of the defend-

ant would survive the plaintiffs' acceptance of the goods, if

the latent defects were not discoverable upon inspection. Upon
all the evidence, the case should have been submitted to the

jury, to determine whether there had been a breach of an
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implied warranty that the felt cloth should be merchantable.

It was for them to say whether it was unmerchantable and unfit

for plaintiffs' purposes, because of the use of defective material

and, if they believed the evidence to that effect and that the

defect was not discoverable by the plaintiffs upon the usual and

ordinary inspection and tests in such cases, they would be justi-

fied in awarding damages to the plaintiffs ; measured by the

loss shown by them to have been actually sustained, in the re-

turn upon their hands of defective ulsters, as well as in the manu-

factured coats left on hand, if unsalable because valueless through

defects in the material from which made.

For the error, therefore, committed by the trial court in di-

recting a verdict for the defendant, there must be a new trial

of the issues, wherein the cause may be submitted to the jury

upon the evidence. Some of the rulings upon the admission

and rejection of evidence are open to theucriticism of excessive

strictness against the plaintiffs, if not actually erroneous ; but

as there must be a new trial, they will not be discussed.

The judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered,

with costs to abide the event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.

DOTJNCE V. Dow BT AL.

(57 New York, 16.—1874.)

LOTT, Ch. C. The defendants in their answer allege, as a

ground of counter-claim, that the note on which this action was

brought was given for a quantity of iron bought by them of the

plaintiff which, on delivery, was worthless ; and as the decision

to be reached by us is to be settled and determined by the con-

struction to be given to the contract between the parties, it is

deemed proper to set it forth as alleged in the answer ; that,

after stating that the defendants for a long time prior to the

12th day of February, 1869, (the date of the note), and up to

that time had been and then were extensively engaged in the

making and manufacturing and selling of iron castings for

mowing machines, threshing machines and other farming and
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mechanical implements, which was well known to said plaintiff,

averred " that said note was so made, executed and delivered

by said defendants to said plaintiff for the purchase-price of ten

tons of XX pipe iron which had been theretofore ordered by

said defendants from said plaintiff ; that the kind of iron so

ordered as aforesaid was the very best quality of iron, bringing

the highest price in the market, and particularly valuable in said

defendants' manufacturing business for its tenacity and tough-

ness, of well defined and established reputation, qualities and

characteristics ; and which said ten tons of XX pipe iron, of

said tenacity, toughness, quality and characteristics, said plain-

tiff had agreed to deliver to said defendants within a reasonable

time, and which shonld he of a quality suitable^ and proper for

use in said defendants' maniifacturinfi business ; and that such

note was given for no other consideration whatever, and was

so made, executed and delivered as aforesaid after such iron

had been ordered as aforesaid by said defendants, and before

the same had been delivered by said plaintiff, or received by

said defendants, and that, thereafter, said plaintiff delivered to

said defendants ten tons of iron which was apparently of the

kind and quality ordered as aforesaid, but which was in fact

brittle, rotten and entirely worthless, and of no value whatever

to said defendants."

It is then further averred " that said defendants had melted,

mixed and mingled about five tons of the iron so delivered to

them by said plaintiff with other and valuable iron in the mak-

ing and manufacturing of such iron castings for mowing ma-

chines, threshing machines and other farming and mechanical

implements, and in the making and manufacturing of such

machines and farming and mechanical implements, in the mak-

ing and manufacturing of which said defendants were engaged

as aforesaid before they, said defendants, had any knowledge

that such iron so delivered to them as aforesaid by said plain-

tiff was brittle, rotten, entirely worthless, and of no value what-

ever to them, said defendants."

" That, immediately after ascertaining the quality of the iron

so delivered to them as aforesaid by said plaintiff, said defend-

ants notified said plaintiff of the deiiciency in the quality and

character of such iron, and requested said plaintiff to take away

the balance of said ten tons of iron to wit : about five tons which

had not been melted, mixed and mingled with other iron as afore-
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said, but that said plaintiff has never complied with such request

of said defendants in this regard ; and said defendjints have at

all times been, and stiU are, ready and willing to deliver said

balance of such iron to said plaintiff, and that they have since

held, and still hold, the same for him and subject to his order,

of which said plaintiff has, at all times since, had notice."

The contract, as above stated, is not merely for the delivery

of iron classified and known as "XX pipe iron," and the iron

of that designation and name, but that it " should be of a qual-

ity suitable and proper for use in said defendants' manufactur-

ing business." It was an express agreement or warranty that

it should be of that specified or designated quality.

It was admitted by the plaintiff, on the trial, " that the iron

furnished to the defendants by the plaintiff was so furnished and

delivered upon a previous contract made between the parties,

and that the note in suit was given in pursuance of the con-

ti'act set up in the answer ;
" and, also, " that the plaintiff knew

what was the business of the defendants and that the iron to be

furnished was to be used in that business." It also appears, by

the proof, that the iron delivered was not of the quality agreed

to be furnished, and that the allegations in the answer in refer-

ence thereto, and as to its use and the action of the parties after

the discovery of its quality are substantially correct. It ap-

pears that the iron, after it was received by the defendants, was

used continuously for about a month without any previous test

by them of its quality ; such test was easy and practical, with-

out melting- and without expense, by the use of a sledge in

breaking it ; but its quality could not be told " by its looks,"

as " all pig irons look pretty much alike."

After the testimony was closed, the court " held and decided

that the contract under which the iron in question was bought

was an executory contract ; that the defendants, under this con-

tract, were bound to examine and test the iron upon its receipt

by them and before using it ; that having used the iron, or a

large portion of it, without testing or examining it, they must

be held to have accepted it, as complying with the terms of the

contract, and thus to have precluded themselves from any claim

for damages for a breach of the contract by reason of any de-

fect which they might have discovered by such examination and

test." An exception to this ruling and decision was taken, which

raises the only question I deem it necessary to consider. Upon
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the application of it to tlie facts of the case, as above set forth,

a verdict was directed in favor of the plaintiff on which judg-

ment was entered. The General Term affirmed it. The judge

who gave the opinion of the court on its afErnianoe, after re-

ferring to the ruling and decision above specially set forth,

said :
" We think the ruling at the circuit was clearly right, as

the adjudications stand. It clearly appears from the evidence

that the defendants might have ascertained the quality of the

iron. They had abundant opportunity to do so, that they omit-

ted to do so was their own neglect, and whether this neglect was

in accordance with tlie usual custom or not makes no difference.

The case seems to be entirely disposed of by the principles laid

down in Reed v. Randall, 29 N. Y. 352; " and under a view of

the law as there expressed, and the assumption that the doctrine

of that case was applicable to this, a new trial was denied. That

assumption was unauthorized. It appears hj a reference to the

facts, as stated in the report of that case and the prevailing opin-

ion of Judge Wright, that the executory agreement of sale was

held not to constitute an e-iipress w arranty that the tobacco (whicli

was the article sold), should, when delivered, be well cured and

in a good condition; but that the sale was of " a particular thing

by its proper description merely," which the law implied should

be, when furnished, of a merchantable quality. He further said

:

" A warranty, then, cannot be predicated upon the contract al-

leged in the complaint, and the rules of law by which the rights

of parties in respect to warranties are regulated are inapplica-

ble. A breach of the contract was not a breach of warranty,

but a mere non-compliance with the contract that the defend-

ant had agreed to fulfill." He then proceeds to consider the

case on the theory or principle that it was an executory con-

tract but not of an express warranty, and reached the conclu-

sion that the remedy of the vendee in such a case, to recover

damages on the ground that the article furnished does not cor-

respond witt the contract, does not survive the acceptance of

the property by the vendee, after, opportunity to ascertain the

defect, unless notice has been given to the vendor or the vendee

offers to return the property ; and held that its retention by the

purchaser was an assent on his part that the contract had been

performed.

Assuming that I am correct in construing the agreement

alleged in the answer of the defendants, above set forth, to be a
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contract of expresti wai-raiity, it is clear that the case of Reed v.

RandalJ, aapra, which controlled the decision of the Supreme
Court in this, is not applicable to it. The rule defining the

rights and duties in a case of express warranty, in an executory

contract of sale, has been lately consi lered and decided by the

present. Court of Appeals, in Day v. Poul, 52 N. Y. 416, etc.,

the late Judge Peckhani giving the prevailing opinion, and it

is there held (as correctly and tersely expressed in the headnote

of the case) " that the vendee, in an executory contract of sale,

with warranty as to the quality of the article contracted for,

upon the receipt of the article and the subsequent discovery of

a breach, is not bound to return, or offer to return, the property,

but may retain and use the same and have his remedy." The
question is examined with care and ability. The principal

authorities bearing on the question, including those of Reed v.

Randall, supra, and McCormick v. Sarson, 45 N. Y. 265, and

cases there referred to, are considered, and, in reference to those,

the learned judge says :
" Neither was a case of express war-

ranty, and each one that speaks upon the subject expressly

excepts the rule there laid down, from a case of warranty, as

inapplicable." It may also be proper, in view of the nature and

character of the defect of the iron, as disclosed by the evidence

in the present case (it being such as not to be discovered by

inspection merely), to add that the learned judge also said, that

" the purchaser, in an executory sale, could not rely upon a

warranty as to open, plainly apparent defects, any more than

he could in a sale in presenti," so that the extent of the decision

might not be misapprehended.

The views expressed by the learned judge accord with my
own conviction of the true rule and principle of law applicable

to the question, and being concurred in by a majority of the

court (although dissented from by three of his associates),

must control us in bur decision.

It follows that the judgment appealed from must be reversed

and a new trial ordered, costs to abide the event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.
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DOTJNCB V. Dow ET AL.

(64 New York, 411.—1876.)

Plaintiff was a dealer in pig metals, and defendants were

manufacturers of castings for agricultural implements. In

response to an order from defendants for ten tons of "XX pipe

iron," the plaintiff shipped to defendants said quantity branded

and billed as " XX pipe ii-ou,'" and defendants sent plaintiff

their note in payment therefor. When the castings made from

the iron came to be used, they were found to be brittle and

worthless, and the pipe iron itself on examination was found to

be brittle, rotten and worthless.

In an action upon the note, the defendant set up as a counter-

claim the damages sustained by the use of the iron. The court

directed a verdict for plaintiff for the amount of the note, and

was sustained by the General Term of the Supreme Court.

Chtteoh, Ch. J. The article ordered was "XX pipe iron,"

and the same was forwarded and billed as such. This was a

warranty of the character of the article within the decision in

Hawkins v. Pemberton, 51 N. Y. 198, which modified to some

extent, the earlier decisions of Seixas v. Woods, 2 Gaines, 48,

and SwM v. Colgate, 20 J. R. 196. Tlie words " pipe iron
"

referred to the furnace where manufactured, and "XX " to the

brand indicating the quality. The plaintiff was not a manu-

facturer, but a dealer in " pig metals," and was not presumed

to know the precise quality of every lot of pigs bought and

sold by him, bearing that brand, and hence cannot be held to

have warranted that the pigs in question were of any certain

quality. (^Roe v. Sanborn, 21 N. Y. 552.) There was no fraud.

Both parties supposed, doubtless, that the iron was first quality

for the purpose for which it was intended. But it is not

enough that the plaintiff knew such purpose. (34 N. Y. 118.)

The defendants should have exacted a specific warranty, and

then both parties would have acted understandingly. If the

defendants had ordered XX pipe iron, which was tough and

soft, and fit for manufacturing agricultural implements, and the

plaintiff had agreed to deliver iron of that quality, a warranty

would have been established which, probably, within the case
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of Bay V. Pool, 52 N. Y. ilG, would have survived the accept

ance of the article. Here both parties acted in good faith. The
defendants ordered simply XX pipe iron, supposing that such

iron was always tough and soft. The plaintiff forwarded the

iron under the same impression. The iron proved to be brittle

and hard, and the question is, which party is to bear the loss ?

The plaintiff (in the absence of fraud) was only bound by his

contract, which was to deliver XX pipe iron, and we are now
assuming that such iron was dejivered. If so, he was relieved

from liability. The only other liability which can be claimed

that he incurred was of an implied warranty that the iron was

merchantable, and this could not be affirmed unless the contract

was executory. (2 Kent's Com. [11th ed.] note c, p. 634.)

Without inquiring whether such a warranty would be implied

under the circumstances of this case, or if it would, what in

this case the term " merchantable " would import, it is sufficient

to say that the defendants, by using a large portion of the iron

after an opportunity to examine and ascertain whether it was

merchantable, must be deemed to have accepted it, and to have

waived the alleged implied warranty within the general rule

which, to this extent, is not impaired by Day v. Pool, supra.

The only serious question in the case is, whether the court

erred in directing a verdict. There was, as we have seen, an

express warranty that the iron was XX pipe iron, and there was

some evidence, although slight, that it was not. It is claimed

that this point was waived. The counsel for the defendants

asked to go to the jury upon several questions, but did not in-

clude among them the question whether this warranty was

broken. It must, I think, be assumed that when a party re-

quests that certain specified questions be submitted to the jury,

for which there is no valid ground, that he intends to waive the

submission of other questions. (43 N. Y. 85, and cases cited.)

Regarding this point as waived, the requests made to submit

to the jury were properly denied.

The ruling in rejecting the letter of the 28th of March, 1868,

to the defendants' predecessors, with this point out of the case,

was not erroneous. That letter was not a warranty that the iron

in question was tough and soft, but might have been admissible

as a declaration of the party, if the iron had not been XX pipe

iron. The same brand of iron is not always of the same qual-

ity, and the statement, the year before, by the plaintiff that he

24
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was receiying iron of that brand, which was tough and soft,

would not inure as a warranty that all the iron whicli he might

thereafter sell of that brand was of that qualify.

We think that the judgment must be affirmed.

All concur ; Andrews, J., concurring in result.

Judgment affirmed.

Amebioan Foroitb Powdbe Manupaotubing Co. v.

Beady.

(4 Appellate Division, 95.—1896.)

Van Bktjnt, P. J. This action was brought to recover an

alleged balance due upon an account for goods, wares and mer-

chandise, claimed to have been sold by the plaintiff to the

defendant. The answer admitted the purchase of certain goods

specified in the complaint during the times therein stated, and

alleged, as a counterclaim and set-off, that the goods so pur-

chased by him were for blasting purposes, of which fact the

plaintiff was well aware at the time of the sale, and sold to

defendant said goods to be used for such purpose, warranting

the same to be fit and suitable therefor, and that, relying upon

such warranty, the defendant accepted the goods ; that a por-

tion of the goods were entirely worthless and unfit for such

purpose, and the defendant in the use thereof sustained great

damage, for tbe amount of which judgment was prayed.

At the commencement of the trial, when objection was taken

to certain testimony as to the use of this merchandise, the court

laid down the rule of law which was to govern during the prog-

ress of the trial, and stated that he did not understand that

there was any express warranty, except that the defendant

bought the powder for blasting, and the plaintiff knew it was

for blasting, and if the plaintiff sold it for blasting, there was

an implied warranty that it was suitable for blasting. Excep-

tion was taken to this ruling, and the trial proceeded upon the

basis that if the plaintiff knew that these goods were to be used

for blasting, there was an implied warranty that they were suit-

able for such purpose.
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There is no proof that the defendant understood the plaintiff

to be the manufacturer of these goods. Indeed, the evidence

shows that he knew that the plaintiff was simply a dealer in

the goods, purchasing them from the manufacturers and deliv-

ering them to purchasers in the same condition and in the same
packages in which they purchased them from the manufac-

turers.

As we understand the law to have been established by a long

line of decisions, the latest of which seems to be the case of

GentilU v. Starace, 133 N. Y. 140, it is that where the vendor

is not the manufacturer, and the purchaser knows this fact, in

the absence of proof of an express warranty or of fraud or

deceit upon the part of the seller, he is not responsible for latent

defects. In the case of a purchase of this description, the pur-

chaser knows that the dealer relies upon the character and rep-

utation of the manufacturer, and the purchaser has the same

opportunity of determining as to any latent defects in the

merchandise as the seller, and consequently under such circum-

stances the rule of caveat emptor applies. But where goods are

manufactured for a specific purpose, there the person manufac-

turing them has the opportunity of knowing how the goods are

made, whether there are any latent defects or not, and the law

raises an implied warranty upon the part of the person manu-

facturing goods for a specific purpose that they are suited for

that purpose.

Our attention is called by the learned counsel for the respond-

ent to the cases of Swain v. Schieffelin,lS4: N. Y. 471 and Van

Wyck V. Allen, 69 id. 61, as establishing the proposition that

where goods are sold for an express purpose known to the

vendor, there is an implied warranty against latent defects ren-

dering them unfit for such purpose. The cases cited, however,

establish no such proposition. Swain v. Sahieffelin was the case

of a manufacturer; and in Van Wyok v. Allen there was an

express warranty.

The rule seems to be well established that a dealer does not

impliedly warrant against latent defects, except where the sale

of the article by him is in and of itself legally equivalent to a

positive affirmation that the article has certain inherent qualities

inconsistent with the claimed defects, as in the case of the sale

of provisions for domestic use.

We think, therefore, that the learned court erred in holding
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that there was an implied warranty, the goods in question not

having been manufactured by the plaintiff.

The judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered,

with costs to the appellant to abide the event.

RuMSEY, Williams, O'Bkien and Ingeaham, JJ., con-

curred.

Judgment reversed and new trial ordered, costs to appellant to

abide event.

Van Beacklest v. Fonda.

(12 Johnson, 468.—1815.)

In error, on certiorari to a justice's Court.

Fonda, the plaintiff in the Court below, declared against Van
Bracklin, for that he had sold him a quarter of beef, as good

and sound ; that it was not good and sound, but bad and un-

wholesome.

It appeared in evidence, that Fonda purchased of Van Brack-

lin a quarter of beef, for his own use ; that the cow had eaten,

shortly before she was killed, a very large quantity of peas and

oats, and that she was slaughtered for fear she would die in

consequence of her having eaten them ; and it was proved, also,

that those who ate of the beef were generally made very sick,

and that one of Fonda's servants was sick for two weeks from

eating it. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff below, for

five dollars damages.

Per Curiam. The verdict settles the facts, that the beef

sold was unsound and unwholesome, and that the defendant

below knew the animal to be diseased, and did not communicate

that fact when he sold the beef to the plaintiff below.

In 3 Black. Com. 165, it is stated as a sound and elementary

proposition, that in contracts for provisions, it is always implied

that they are wholesome ; and if they are not, case lies to

recover damages for the deceit.

In the sale of provisions for domestic use, the vendor is bound

to know that they are sound and wholesome, at his peril. This
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is a principle, not only salutary, but necessary to the preserva-

tion of health and life.

In the present case, the concealment of the fact that the ani-

mal was diseased, is equivalent to the suggestion of a falsehood

that she was sound.

Judgment affirmed.

Moses bt al. v. Mead et al.^

(1 Denio, 378.—1845.)

Eeeor to the Superior Court of the city of New York. The
plaintiffs in error sued the defendants ineirror in the court below,

and declared in assumpsit upon a warrantyon the sale of 194 bar-

1 In Hargous v. Stone, 5 N. T. 73, 85-86, Paige, J., says: " The sale of pro-

visions for domestic use is not an exception to tlie general rule of caveat

emptor. The remedy of the purchase!', where the provisions turn out to

be unwholesome, is given on the ground of the knowledge of the unsound-

ness by the seller, which the law presumes, and not on an implied warranty

that the provisions are wholesome. (Moses v. Mead, 1 Denio, 378; Van
Bracklin v. Fonda, 12 John. 468; Emerson v. Brigham, 10 Mass. 197, 202; 3

Black. Com. 165.) Where provisions are sold as merchandise, and not for

immediate consumption by the purchaser, there is no implied warranty of

soundness. (1 Denio, 378; 10 Mass. 197.)

"

In Moe V. Sanborn, 21 N. Y. 552, 560-561, Selden, J., in speaking of ex-

ceptions to the common law rule of caveat emptor, says: "One of these

exceptions, which has been generally recognized, is, that upon the sale of

provisions, which are purchased, not for the purpose of resale, but to be

consumed by the purchaser, there is an implied warranty that such provi-

sions are sound and wholesome. There are two cases in our own courts

which show the foundation of this exception. The first is that of Van
Bracklin v. Fonda, 12 John. 468, which was an action to recover damages

for selling a quantity of beef as ' good and sound,' which proved ' bad and

unwholesome.' There was in that case some evidence that the defendant

knew the animal to be diseased before it was slaughtered; but the court,

in giving judgment, say that 'in the sale of provisions for domestic use,

the vendor is bound to know that they are sound and wholesome, at his

peril.' Although what the court here says is that the vendor is bound to

know the condition of what he sells, yet the subsequent case of Moses v.

Mead, 1 Denio, 378, which was more elaborately considered, shows clearly

that the doctrine rests upon a presumption of knowledge on his part. . . .

The implied warranty depends, therefore, in these cases, as in all others,

upon the question whether there is reason to impute to the vendor a

knowledge of the defects, if any exist."
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rels of mess beof, that the same was good, sound, merchantable

and wholesome mess beef ; whereas the same was unsound, sour,

tainted, etc. On the trial the jury found a special verdict as

follows : On the 9th of August, 1843, the plaintiffs, being mer-

chants and dealers in provisions in the city of New York, bought

of the defendants, who were wholesale grocers and provision

merchants in the same city, 194 barrels of mess beef, and paid

eight dollars per barrel, that being the market price for good,

sound, wholesome mess beef. The beef had been inspected by a

New York inspector in June previous, and branded " mess beef,"

and the inspector's bill was shown to the plaintiffs at the time

of the sale. The plaintiffs examined one barrel of the beef, and

might have examined more if they had chosen to do so. The
beef was delivered on the day of the sale, and the purchase

price was paid the next day. Neither of the parties knew that

the beef was unsound. There was no express warranty by the

defendants ; nor was there any express agreement by the plain-

tiffs to take the risk of soundness ; but the beef was bought and

sold at the price of, and believing it to be, good, sound, sweet

and wholesome mess beef. Beef is an article of provision used

only for food for mankind. This beef was bought by the plain-

tiffs as provision merchants—not for the consumption of their

own families—but to be sold to their customers in the usual

course of their business. The beef was in fact unsound, sour,

tainted, and unwholesome as food for mankind ; by reason

whereof the plaintiffs sustained damages to $400. The jury

then referred it to the court to say whether they were author-

ized to imply or find a warranty, etc. Upon this special verdict

the court below gave judgment for the defendants ; and the

plaintiffs now bring error.

Bi/ the Court, Beonson, Ch. J. When there is neither fraud

nor express warranty on the sale of a chattel, the buyer takes

the risk of its quality and condition. No warranty of any kind

can be implied from the fact that a sound price was paid.

Caveat emptor, and not caveat venditor, is the rule of the com-

mon law ; and that is our law. I speak of an executed, and

not of an executory contract for the sale of goods. (See How-

ard V. Moey, 23 Wend. 350.) Some of the English judges

have lately shown a strong tendency towards the doctrines of

the civil law in relation to sales, and have been disposed to im-
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ply warranties where none were actually made. This is the

more remarkable for the reason that the common law judges at

Westminster 'Hall have not heretofore been disposed to think

very highly of the civil law, except where it coincided with

their own ; and it has been thought a strong trait of British

character, that nothing in the institutions of other countries is

esteemed of much value, unless it be also common to the laws

and customs of England. I do not regret to find that there

are men in Great Britain who can look beyond the shores of

that island : but I feel no disposition to follow them in their

new zeal for the civil law ; for the reason that it is not our law,

and the further reason, that our law in relation to sales is the

best. The civil law implies a warranty where none was in fact

made. The common law leaves men to make their own bar-

gains. If the purchaser wants an undertaking that the goods

are sound or merchantable, he asks for it ; and then the vendor

decides for himself whether he will make such a contract, or

let it alone. Under the civil law it is not enough for the sell-

er's protection that he deals honestly, and does not warrant the

goods ; but he must make an agreement that no agreement

shall be implied against him. "When charged with a warranty,

he cannot safely answer, prove it ; nor will it be enough for

him to show that no warranty was in fact made : he must go

further, and prove an agreement to be exempt from the conse-

quences of a contract which he did not make.

The last attempt with us to substitute the civil, for the com-

mon law rule, was made in relation to a sale of flour, which

proved to be bad. The attempt failed, both in this court and

the court of errors. (^Hart v. Wright, 17 Wend. 267, and 18

id. 449.) We have made one inroad upon the common law

rule, and allowed a warranty to be implied on a sale by sample,

that the bulk of the article corresponds in quality with the sam-

ple exhibited. ( Wiring v. Mason, 18 Wend. 425.) This excep-

tion to the general rule, although now firmly established, stands

upon no principle. If the purchaser wants such a warranty, lie

should ask for it ; and then the vendor will have the opportu-

nity of saying whether he will consent to make such a contract

or not. The law now makes it for him without his consent

:

and he can only get rid of that result by taking the precaution

to agree at the time of the sale, that no contract which he does

not make shall afterwards be implied against him. It would,
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I think, have been better had the maxim of caveat emptor been

left unbroken.

We are referred to the authority of Blackstone for another

exception to the general rule, and it is insisted that on a sale of

provisions, there is an implied warranty that they are whole-

some. (3 Black. Com. 164-5.) The language of the commen-
tator leaves it somewhat doubtful whether his mind was not

upon a deceit in the sale, which stands on a different footing

from a warranty. If he intended to affirm that the law always

implies a warranty of soundness on the sale of provisions, the

remark is without any support in the English adjudications.

There is a dictum of Tanfield, C. B., and Altham, Baron, in

Roswel V. Vaughan, Cro. Jac. 196, that " if a man sell victuals

which is corrupt, without warranty, an action lies, because it is

against the commonwealth." But they were evidently speak-

ing of a sale of food for man's use, knowing it to be unwhole-

some, which is an indictable offense. The dictum of Blackstone

has been directly overruled in Massachusetts. QEmerson v.

Briyham, 10 Mass. R. 197.) The case of Bailey v. Nichols, 2

Root, 407, was not put upon the ground that it was a sale of

provisions : and besides, the case has been overruled. QDean

V. Mason, 4 Conn. R. 428.) The doctrine of Blackstone, with

a very important qualification, was approved by the judge who
prepared the opinion in Van BracJdin v. Fonda, 12 John. 468,

but that was plainly a case of fraud. The jury found that the •

beef was unsound and unwholesome, and that the defendant

—

the seller—/cne«' the animal to be diseased. The case of Hart

V. Wright, 17 Wend. 267, and 18 id. 449, arose on a sale of

provisions ; and one member of the court of errors was for im-

plying a warranty of soundness ; but that opinion did not pre-

vail. The only distinction which was mentioned at the bar

between that case and the one now before us, is, that flour is

sometimes applied to other uses, while the jury have found that

this beef was an article of provisions used only as food for man-

kind. The distinction is not broad enough for the foundation

of a judicial decision. Although flour is sometimes applied to

other purposes, it is most generally used as an article of fbod.

Although the doctrine of Blaclistone cannot be supported in

its whole extent, I am not disposed to deny, that on a sale of

provisions for immediate consumption, the vendor may be held

responsible, in some form, for the sound and wholesome condi-
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tion of the articles which he sells. It is not, perhaps, too much
to presume that butchers, grocers, and others who furnish by
retail the usual supplies for the families of customers, are, from
the nature of their employment, acquainted with the quality of

the articles in which they deal. In Van Braoklin v. Fonda, 12
John. 468, it was said that "in the sale of provisions for domes-
tic use, the vendor is bound to know that they are sound and
wholesome, at his peril. This is a principle, not only salutary,

but necessary to the preservation of health and life." I find no
difficulty in subscribing to that doctrine. But there is a very
plain distinction between selling provisions " for domestic use,"

and selling them as articles of merchandize, which the buyer

does not intend to consume, but to sell again. Such sales are

usually made in large quantities, and with less opportunity to

know the actual condition of the goods than when they are sold

by retail. When provisions are not sold for immediate con-

sumption, there is no more reason for implying a warranty of

soundness, than there is in relation to sales of other articles of

merchandize. We are of opinion that the maxim of caveat

emptor was properly applied to this case by the court below

;

and as there was neither fraud nor express warranty, the action

cannot be maintained.

Judgment affirmed.

DiviinE V. MoCORMlOK.1

(50 Barbour, 116.—1867.)

Plaintiff alleged that defendant wrongfully and wilfully

sold him a heifer, to be killed and used for beef, and that plain-

iln Fairbanks Canning Co. v. Metzger, 118 K. Y. 260, Parker, J., says:

" It is not necessary for the disposition of this case to decide and, there-

fore, it is not decided, whether a warranty is implied in all cases of a sale

of fresh dressed meat, by the party slaughtering the animals, that they

were not heated before being killed, and, as some of my associates are

averse to any expression whatever upon that question at this time, what.

is said must be regarded as an individual view rather than that of the

court. My attention has not been called to a decision in this state cover-

ing that precise question.

"It was determined in Divine v. McCormick, 50 Barb. 116, that in the snXe
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tiff paid therefor the sum of 11.4.33 ; that at the time of the sale

said heifer was diseased and unfit to kill for beef ; that the

disease was not visible externally. There was no evidence of

any express warranty, but there was evidence tending to show
that defendant knew the diseased condition of said heifer.

The jury in the justice's court found for defendant, which

was reversed on appeal to the county court. Defendant now
appeals.

By the Court, HoGEBOOM, J. I do not share in the appre-

hension expressed bjr Justice Bronson in Moseg v. Mead, 1

Denio, 386, lest a new inioad should be made upon the doctrine

of ''caveat emptor,'''' l)y implying a warranty of soundness on

the sale of provisions ; nor concur in the statement made bjr

him in the same case,_ (p. 388,) that "where provisions are not

sold for immediate consumption, tliere is no more reason for

implying a warranty of soundness than tliere is in relation to sales

of other articles of merchandize." On the contrary, I am of

opinion that sound policy and a proper regard to the public

health would dictate an enlargement of the exception to the

general rule, rather than otherwise. But we must take the

law as it is, which in this state is fairly expressed in the leading

case of Van Bracld'm v. Fonda, 12 John. 468, as follows :
" In

of a heifer for immediate consumption, a warranty that she is not diseased

and unfit for food is implied. That decision is well founded in principle,

and is in accordance with a sound public policy, which demands that the

doctrine of 'caveat emptor' shall be still further encroached upon, rather

than that the public health shall be endangered. I see no reason for

applying the rule to one who slaughters and sells to his customers for

immediate consumption, and denying its application to one who slaughters

and sells to another to be retailed by him. In each case it is fresh meat

intended for immediate consumption.

"The rule is well settled by the courts of last resort in many of the

states that a vendor of an ai'tiele manufactured by him for a particular

use, impliedly warrants it against all such defects as arise from his unskill-

ful ness either in selecting the materials or in putting them together and

adapting them to the required purpose. (See cases cited in Albany Law
Journal, vol. 18, page 324.)

" One who prepares meat for the wholesale market may be said to come
within that rule. Because he purchases the cattle; determines whether

they are healthy and in proper condition for food; and upon his skill in

dressing and preparing the meat for transportation a long distance, its

quality and condition as an article of diet for the consumer largely

depends."
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the sale of provisions for domestic use, the vendor is bound to

know that they are sound and wholesome, at his peril. This

is a principle not only salutary but necessary to the preserva-

tion of health and life." Judge Bronson, in the case before

cited, (1 Denio, 387,) expresses the substance of the doctrine

in this form :
" Although the doctrine of Blackstone, (that on

a sale of provisions there is an implied warranty that they are

wholesome, 3 Black. Com. 164, 165,) cannot be supported in

its whole extent, I am not disposed to deny that on a sale of

provisions for immediate consumption the vendor may be held

responsible in some form for the sound and wholesome condi-

tion of the articles which he sells." Assuming such to be the

law of this state, to wit, that to render the.vendor liable on an

implied warranty in the sale of provisions they must be sold

for domestic use, or immediate consumption, I am nevertheless

of opinion that the judgment should be affirmed.

1. The fair inference is, from the undisputed evidence, (not

contradicted by the defendant, who was sworn as a witness,)

that the heifer in question, (whose diseased and unfit condition

for food is not denied,) was sold for immediate consumption.

The plaintiff's testimony is that he bought the heifer, two or

three years old, for beef, and told the defendant lie was going

to kill it the next day, which he did. It nowhere appears that

the plaintiff was a butcher, or was buying to sell again ; and I

think we ought not—especially in a case of this kind—-to infer

that such was the fact. If I am right in this position, it fol-

lows that the judgment should be affirmed.

2. It is a fair, (and almost irresistible,) inference from the

testimony of Stewart, Cochran, Leach, and the defendant, that

the defendant was aware of, or had great reason to suspect, the

unsound and unwholesome condition of the heifer, when he sold

her to the plaintiff. If so he was bound to disclose it. Al-

though there may be some question whether this last testimony

was admissible under the pleadings, yet being received without

objection and considered, it may be referred to to uphold the

judgment of the county court, which I think rightfully re-

versed the judgment of the justice, founded upon the remark-

able verdict of the jury in favor of defendant. Under the facts

developed in the case it is satisfactory to be able to pronounce

in favor of the affirmance of the judgment of the county court.
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BiTKOH BT Ali. V. SpENCBE BT AL.

(16 Him, 504.—1878.)

Tappan, J. This action originated in a Justice's Court, in

Broome county, where the defendants had a verdict and judg-

ment in their favor. The plaintiffs appealed from such judg-

ment to the Broome County Court for a new trial, where a trial

was had before a jury, and judgment of nonsuit entered, with

costs. Plaintiffs then moved such court for a new trial, which

motion was denied ; from such order plaintiffs appeal to this

court. The order is appealable as affecting a substantial right,

and the appeal brings up the question whether, upon the case

made on the trial, the nonsuit ought to have been granted. (4

Wait's Pr. 342.)

The complaint alleges that the plaintiffs were copartners at

Marathon, N. Y., under the firm-name of Burch, Burgess &
Co., doing business there in buying and packing meat and-

pork for sliipment and sale at New York and other markets

for food, the defendants well knowing such fact ; that the de-

fendants offered to deliver to the plaintiffs, for the purpose

aforesaid, the meat of one hog, and to induce the plaintiffs to

purchase the same, warranted and falsely and fraudulently rep-

resented to the plaintiffs that the said meat or pork of said hog

was of good, merchantable quality, fit and proper for food and

for packing for such markets and such use ; that in consequence

of such representations plaintiffs purchased the meat of such

hog, and paid therefor the sum of 126.60 ; that such meat, at

the time of said sale, was not good and of merchantable qual-

ity, and was not fit and proper for food, nor for packing for

such markets, but was of bad, unsalable and unmerchantable

quality, and was not fit or proper for food, or for packing and

sliipping in the markets before mentioned, nor in any market

for food ; that the same was stale, strong, unsavory, disgusting,

unpalatable meat or pork ; that the same was hoar meat, and

tainted with the unsavory quality, taste and smell of the same,

rendering it unfit for food, or for packing for food, as defend-

ants at the time of the sale well knew ; that said meat or pork,

if Of the kind and quality warranted and represented, would have

been of the value of 145.00, but in fact was of no value to plain-
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tiffs ; that by reason of the sale, plaintiffs bestowed care, atten-

tion, labor and material upon such meat or pork of the value of

115.00, which was lost. Defendants answered, denying the com-

plaint.

It appeared upon the trial in the County Court, that plain-

tiffs, in November, 1871, were partners at Marathon, Cortlaml

county ; that their business was buying and packing pork,

mostly for home consumption ; that they sold not only at whole-

sale, but at retail ; that portions of the meat packed by them
was sold to their immediate neighbors for food ; that the loins

and spare-ribs were sold to their neighbors for fresh meat, and

so used by them ; plaintiffs smoked the hams, and retailed what
they could in the neighborhood, and wholesaled the rest ; plain-

tiffs also used from the fresh pork themselves ; that the pork

bought by plaintiffs was for food for mankind, and for no other

purpose, and there was evidence tending to prove that the

defendants knew it.

It also a,ppeared that one Jabez Johnson, an agent of plain-

tiffs, at Whitney's Point, purchased the hog in question for

them, in November, 1871. The price paid was five cents per

pound—the liighest price paid that season for pork to use as

food. On the day of the sale, and before the purchase, defend-

ants claimed to Johnson that they were going to send the hog

to New York with a box of poultry ; and the same day after

the hog had been bargained for, but before weighed, delivered,

or paid for, one of the defendants, in the presence of the other

and of Johnson, when one Rogers suggested that the pork was

that of an old boar hog, denied the fact. Immediately after,

the hog was delivered and paid for. . . .

The meat of a boar hog is unfit for food for man ; it had

never been worth more than one cent per pound, and that for

grease or lard oil only. Defendants knew the quality of this

class of meat, and the use to which it could be put, and before

plaintiffs' agent applied to purchase the pork in question had

intended to dispose of it for such pui-pose. It also appeared

that a person, although acquainted with boars, might ^fe de-

ceived ; they were sometimes bought by experienced men

without knowing it. Plaintiffs' agent bought the hog for mer-

chantable pork for food. Upon trial the meat of the hog pur-

chased could not be used, and immediate notice was given to

defendants.
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The County Court held that the plaintiffs could not main-

tain this action on the ground of fraud in the seller, because

the action is based upon a contract, and not upon fraud ; that

there was no evidence in the case of an express warranty made
by the defendants to the plaintiffs respecting the quality of the

hog in question. Plaintiffs asked to amend their complaint

and set up a charge of fraudulent concealment, in connection

with the complaint as it stood. The motion was denied. Plain-

tiffs then asked to go to the jury upon the question of fraud in

the complaint as it stood. The court denied the request. The
plaintiffs then asked to submit to the jury the question whether

there was sufficient evidence for them to find an implied war-

ranty, and claimed that there was sufficient evidence that

defendants knew, at the time of the sale, that the hog was pur-

chased for food for man. The court denied the request, and

granted defendants' motion for a nonsuit, to each of which rul-

ings plaintiffs duly excepted.

We think the County Court was right in holding that the

complaint is for a warranty, and not upon fraud, and in denying

the plaintiffs' motion to amend it in such manner as to change

the character of the action from contract to tort. At the last

May term of this court it was held that the County Court, in a

case where a new trial was had on appeal from Justice's Court,

could not allow an answer interposed in Justice's Court, consist-

ing of a general denial, to be amended by inserting therein new

and affirmative defenses, such as payment, set-off, or counter-

claim; that no amendments should be allowed which would

entirely change the issues in the court below, but only such as

would enable the parties to try such issues. {Reno v. Mills-

paugh, 21 N. Y. S. C. R. 229.) The complaint is sufficient to

sustain an action upon an implied warranty, The general aver-

ment therein that the defendants warranted the article sold is

sufficient ; under such averment, an implied or express warranty

could be proven. {Roe v. Sanborn, 21 N. Y. opinion, 555.)

The contract was executed, and there was no express warranty.

In such a case, no warranty of any kind can be implied from the

fact that a sound price was paid, as was said in Moses v. Mead,

1 Denio, 378 ; S. C. affirmed in Court of Errors, 5 Denio, 617.

Caveat emptor, and not caveat venditor, is the rule of the common

law, and that is our law.

In that case, in August, the plaintiifs, being merchants and
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dealers in provisions in the city of New York, bought of the de-

fendants, who were wholesale grocers and provision merchants

in the same city, 194 barrels of mess beef, and paid therefor the

regular market price for good, sound, wholesome mess beef.

The beef had been inspected by a New York inspector in June

before, and branded " mess beef," and the inspector's bill was

shown to the plaintiffs at the time of the sale. The plaintiffs

examined one barrel of the beef, and might have examined more,

had they chosen to do so. The beef was delivered on the day

of the sale, and the purchase-price paid the next day. There

was no express warranty bjj the defendants, nor was there any

express agreement by the plaintiffs to take the risk of soundness,

but the beef was bought and sold at the price of, and believing

it to be, good, sound, sweet and wholesome mess beef. It was

bought by the plaintiffs as provision merchants, not for con-

sumption in their own families, but to be sold to their custom-

ers, in the usual course of their business. The beef was, in fact,

unsound, sour, tainted and unwholesome as food for mankind,

by reason whereof plaintiffs sustained damages. In that case,

it was held that the beef was sold as merchandize, and that there

was no implied warranty of soundness.

In giving the reasons for the decision, the court state that,

on a sale of provisions for immediate consumption, the vendor

may be held responsible, in some form, for the sound and

wholesome condition of the articles which he sells; that it is

not, perhaps, too much to presume that butchers, grocers and

others, who furnish by retail the usual supphes for the families

of customers, are, from the nature of their employment, ac-

quainted with the quality of the articles in which they deal;

but there is a very plain distinction between selling provisions

for domestic use and selling them as articles of merchandise,

which the buyer does not intend to consume, but to sell again.

Such sales are made in large quantities, and with less opportu-

' riity to know the actual condition of the goods than when they are

sold hy retail. This judgment was affirmed in the Court of

Errors by an equally divided court.

It was said by Selden, J., in Eoe v. Sanhorn, 21 N. Y. opin-

ion, 555 : " It is a universal doctrine, founded on the plainest

principles of natural justice, that whenever the article sold has

some latent defect, which is known to the seller, but not to the

purchaser, the former is liable for this defect, if he fails to dis-
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close his knowledge on the subject at the time of the sale. In

all such cases, where the knowledge of the vendor is proved by

direct evidence, his responsibility rests upon the ground of

fraud. But there are cases in which the probability of knowl-

edge on the part of the vendor is so strong, that the courts will

presume its existence without proof; and, in these cases, the

vendor is held responsible upon an implied warranty."

In Van Bracklin v. Fonda, 12 J. R. 468, it was held that

the sale of a quarter of beef from an animal slaughtered for

fear she would die, concealing the fact that the animal was

diseased, was equivalent to the suggestion of a falsehood that

she was sound.

In Divine v. McOormick, 50 Barb. S. C. R. 116, plaintiff

bought a heifer of defendant, which he told defendant he was

going to kiU the next day. The heifer when butchered was

found to be diseased ; the disease was not visible externally.

There was evidence given tending to show that the defendant

knew, or had reason to suspect the diseased condition of the

heifer at the time of the sale. The jury in Justice's Court ren-

dered a verdict for the defendant ; the County Court reversed

the judgment, and the judgment of the latter court was affirmed

by the General Term of this court. In the People v. Parker,

38 N. Y. 85, upon an indictment for selling unwholesome beef

knowing it to be such, the defendants' counsel requested the

court to charge the jury, that if they should find that the beef

was purchased as an article of merchandize, and not for con-

sumption, then the indictment could not be sustained. The
judge refused to so charge, and the jury found the defendant

guilty ; the Court of Appeals held the conviction proper and

affirmed it.

Clerk, J., who delivered the opinion of the court in the case,

says, at page 87 : "I do not see why a man who knowingly sells

unwholesome and diseased beef for human food, should be ab-

solved from guilt because he was not informed of the particular

individuals who were to suffer from the use of it." In the case

at bar, as has already appeared in the statement of facts proven,

the defendants knew that the pork offered for sale to the plain-

tiffs' agent was the pork of a boar ; that such meat was un-

wholesome and unfit for food for man. They also knew from

the price the plaintiffs paid for the pork, and the fact that

Rodgers proposed to buy some of the meat for food, that the
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same was intended for food for man, and not to be manufac-

tured into grease or lard oil, the only use it could have been

properly put to. They concealed and denied the fact that the

animal which they were so selling was a boar. The circum-

stances of the case are such that the law implies a warranty on

the part of the vendor, that the meat offered for sale was not

that of a boar, and was of a character fit and suitable for food

for man. (3 Blackstone [Cooley's ed.J, 165.) I believe that

this view of the case is in strict accordance with public policy,

which requires that only articles that are sound, wholesome

and fit for use, shall be knowingly sold for food, and that in

accordance with such policy the law implies a warranty in all

cases of an executed contract of sale of articles of food, that the

same are sound, wholesome, and fit for use as such ; where the

vendor has personal knowledge of the quality and condition of the

articles sold, not known to the purchaser, and that the party pur-

chasing intends to use the articles for food, or to sell them to others

to he used for the same purpose.

Judgment should be reversed and new trial ordered in the

County Court, costs to abide the event.

Present

—

Learned, P. J., Boaedman and TAPPAJir, JJ.

Ordered accordingly.

Graoux v. Stedman et al. (three oases).

(145 Massachusetts, 439.—1888.)

Tort. Action to recover damages for selling to plaintiffs

pork unfit for food. No representations were made as to the

quality of pork at the time of the several sales.

Verdict for defendants ; plaintiffs allege exceptions.

Dbvens, J. It was known to the defendants that the plain-

tiffs purchased the meat to be used as provisions, but it was

held by the presiding judge that, in order that they should

recover, they must prove the allegations in their declarations,

that the defendants knew that the meat sold by them was

unwholesome, and improper to be used as provisions. He in-

structed the jury that, at common law, the general rule is, that

26
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where personal property is sold in the presence of buyer and

seller, each having an opportunity to see the property, and

there is nothing said as to the quality, the only implied war-

ranty on the part of the seller is that he has a valid title in, or

has a right to sell, the chattel. He added, that there is an

exception to this general rule where a provision dealer or

market-man sells provisions, as meat and vegetables, to his cus-

tomers for use, and that in such case there would be an implied

warranty that they were fit for use and wholesome.

Whether this exception exists or not, it is not important in

the case at bar to inquire, as it cannot be, and was not, con-

tended that even if the rule is well established that, where

there is no express warranty and no fraud, no warranty of the

quality of the thing sold is implied by law, and tliat the maxim
of caveat emptor applies, there is a more general exception which

excludes from its operation all sales of provisions for imme-

diate domestic use, no matter by whom made.

That in a sale of an animal by one dealer to another, even

with the knowledge that the latter dealer intends to convert it

into meat for domestic use, or that in the sale of provisions in

the course of commercial transactions there is no implied war-

ranty of the quality, appears to be well settled. (^Howard v.

Emerson, 110 Mass. 320, and cases cited ; Burnby v. Bollett,

16 M. & W. 644.) While occasional expressions may be found,

as in Van BrackUn v. Foiula, 12 Johns. 468, which sustain the

plaintiffs' contention, we have found but one decided case which

supports it. In Van Braeklin v. Fonda, ubl nupra, it is said

that in a sale of provisions the vendor is bound to know that

they are sound, at his peril, but the case shows that the defend-

ant, who had sold beef for domestic use, knew the animal from

which it came to be diseased. This had been found by the

jury, and the remark is made in connection with the facts

proved. The case of Hoover v. Peters, 18 IMich. 51, does sus-

tain the plaintiffs' contention, as it is there held that, where

articles of food are bought for domestic consumption, and the

vendor sells them for that express purpose, the law implies a

warranty that they are fit for such purpose, whether the sale be

made by a retail dealer or by any other person. This case

imposes a heavier liability on a person not engaged in the sale

of provisions as a business than he should be called on to bear.

The opinion is not supported by any citation of authorities. In
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a dissenting opinion by Mr. Justice Christiancy it is said:

" Had it appeared that he [the defendant] was the keeper of a

meat market or butcher's shop and was engaged in the business

of selhng meat for food, and therefore bound or presumed to

know whether it was fit for that purpose, I should have con-

curred in the opinion my brethren have expressed." If there

is an exception to the rule of caveat emptor which grows out of

the circumstances of the case and the relations of buyer and

seller, where the latter is a general dealer and the former a

purchaser for immediate use, there appears no reason why it

should be further extended.

In the case at bar, the defendants were not common dealers

in provisions, or marketmen. They were farmers selling a por-

tion of the produce of their farms. No representations of the

quality of the meat sold [were] made by them. In making

casual sales from a farm of its products, to hold the owner to

the duty of ascertaining at his peril the condition of the articles

sold, and of impliedly warranting, if sold with the knowledge

that they are to be used as food, that they are fit for the pur-

pose, imposes a larger liability than should be placed upon one

who may often have no better means of knowledge than the

purchaser.

The plaintiffs contend that the case of French v. Vining, 102

Mass. 132, is decisive in their favor, but it appears to us other-

wise. In that case the defendant sold hay, which he knew had

been poisoned, for the purpose of being fed to a cow, although

he had carefully endeavored to separate the damaged portion

from the rest, and supposed he had succeeded. From the effects

of eating the hay the cow died, and the defendant was held

liable. His knowledge of the injury to the hay was certain

and positive; his belief that he had remedied the difficulty

was conjectural and uncertain, find proved to be wholly erro-

neous.

In the case at bar, while the defendants' herd had been ex-

posed to hog cholera, there was evidence that a portion of it

only had been affected, and further, that, even if affected, the

meat of the animals was not necessarily unwholesome. There

was no evidence that the animals whose meat was sold had

ever, so far as the defendants knew, actually had the disease

;

and the verdict of the jury has established that they were igno-

rant that the meat sold by them was unwholesome.
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In French v. Vinini/, the defendant knew what the condition

of the hay had been, and this is a vital part of the case. He
sold an article which he knew had been poisoned, and from

which he had taken no effectual means to remove the poison.

His belief or supposition that his effort had been successful

could not relieve him from liability for the consequences that

ensued because it had been unsuccessful, if he sold the hay

without informing the purchaser of the dangerous injury which

it had received.

Exceptions overruled.

FlELDBE V. StAEKIN.

(1 Henry Blaokstone, 17.—1788.)

This was an action on the warranty of a mare, " that she

was sound, quiet, and free from vice and blemish." Plea, non-

assumpsit, on which issue was joined.

It appeared on the trial that the plaintiff had bought the mare

in question of the defendant in March, 1787, for 30 guineas, and

that the defendant warranted her sound, and free from vice and

blemish. Soon after the sale, the plaintiff discovered that she

was unsound and vicious, but kept her three months after this

discovery, during which time he gave her physic and used other

means to cure her. At the end of the three months he sold her,

but she was soon returned to him as unsound. After she was

so returned, plaintiff kept her till October, 1787, and then sent

her back to the defendants as unsound, who refused to receive

her. On her way back to the plaintiff's stable, the mare died,

and on her being opened, it was the opinion of the farriers who
examined her, that she had been unsound a full twelve-month

before her death. It also appeared that the plaintiff and de-

fendant had been often in company together during the inter-

val between the month of March, when the mare was sold to

the plaintiff, and October, when he sent her back to the de-

fendant ; but it did not appear that the plaintiff had ever in

that time acquainted tlie defendant with the circumstance of

her being unsound. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff

with 30 guineas damages.
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Lord Loughborough. Where there is an express war-

ranty the warrantor undertakes that it is true at the time of

making it. If a horse which is warranted sound at the time

of sale, be proved to have been at that time unsound, it is not

necessary that he should be returned to the seller. No length

of time elapsed after the sale, will alter the nature of a con-

tract originally false. Neither is notice necessary to be given.

Though the not giving notice will be a strong presumption

against the buyer, that the horse at the time of the sale had

not the defect complained of, and will make the proof on his

part much more difficult. The bargain is complete, and if it

be fraudulent on the part of the seller, he will be liable to the

buyer in damages, without either a return or notice. If on ac-

count of a horse warranted sound, the buyer should sell him

again at a loss, an action might perhaps be maintained against

the originar seller, to recover the difference of the price.^ In

the present case it appears from the evidence of the farriers

who saw the mare opened that she must have been unsound at

the time of the sale to the plaintiff.

Heath, J. If this had been an action for money had and

received to the plaintiff's use, an immediate return of the mare

would have been necessary ; but as it is brought on the express

warranty, there was no necessity for a return to make the de-

fendant liable.

Rule discharged.^

(Concurring opinions by GoTTLD and Wilson, JJ., omitted.)

Street v. Blay.

(2 BamewaU & Adolplms, 466.—1831.)

Lord Tenterden, C. J., delivered the judgment of the Court.

The facts of the case were these :—The plaintiff, on the 2d

of February, sold the horse to the defendant for 43 1., with a

warranty of soundness. The defendant took the horse, and on

1 S. P. per Mansfield, C. J., in Caswell v. Coare, 1 Taunt. 568.

2 See Term Rep. B. E. vol. 1. p. 136. Dr. Compton's case, there cited.
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the same da}' sold it to Bailey for 45 1. Bailey, on the follow-

ing day, parted with it in exchange to Osborne ; and Osborne,

in two or three days afterwards, sold it to the defendant for 30 1.

No warranty appeared to have been given on any of the three

last sales. The horse was, in fact, unsound at the time of the

first sale ; and on the 9th of February the defendant offered to

return it to the plaintiff, who refused to accept it. [The horse,

when returned, was lame. The trial judge instructed the jury,

if they were of opinion that the horse was sound at the time of

the first sale, to find for the plaintiff, otherwise for the defend-

ant, reserving for the opinion of this court the question whether

or not the defendant, after having sold the horse could, upon

becoming possessed of him again, return him to the plaintiff,

and refuse payment of the price by reason of the original un-

soundness. The jurj' found for the defendant. A rule was

then obtained to show cause why the verdict should not be set

aside and a verdict entered for the plaintiff for 43 1.] The
question for consideration is, whether the defendant, under

these circumstances, had a right to return the horse, and thereby

exonerate himself from the payment of the whole price.

It is not necessary to decide, whether in any case the pur-

chaser of a specific chattel, who, having had an opportunity of

exercising his judgment upon it, has bought it, with a warranty

that it is of any particular quality or description, and adually

accepted and received it into his possession, can afterwards, upon

discovering that the warranty has not been complied with, of

his own will only, without the concurrence of the other con-

tracting party, return the chattel to the vendor, and exonerate

himself from the payment of the price, on the ground that he

has never received that article which he stipulated to purchase.

There is, indeed, authority for that position. Lord Eldon, in

the case of Curtis v. Sannai/, 3 Esp. N. P. C. 83, is reported

to have said, that " he took it to be clear law, that if a person

purchases a horse which is warranted sound, and it afterwards

turns out that the horse was unsound at the time of the war-

ranty, the buyer might, if he pleased, keep the horse and bring

an action on the warranty, in which he would have a right to

recover the difference between the value of a sound horse and

one with such defects as existed at the time of the warranty

;

or he might return the horse and bring an action to recover the

full money paid; but in the latter case, the seller had a right to
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expect that the horse should be returned in the same state he

was when sold, and not by any means diminished in value
;

"

and he proceeds to say, that if it were in a worse state than it

would have been if returned immediately after the discovery,

the purchaser would have no defense to an action for the price

of the article. It is to be implied that he woidd have a defense

in case it were returned in the same state, and in a reasonable

time after the discovery. This dictum has been adopted in

Mr. Starkie's excellent work on the Law of Evidence, part IV.,

p. 645 ; and it is there said that a vendee may, in such a case,

rescind the contract altogether by returning the article, and

refuse to pay the price, or recover it back if paid. It is, how-

ever, extremely difficult, indeed impossible, to reconcile this

doctrine with those cases in which it has been held, that where

the property in the specific chattel has passed to the vendee,

and the price has been paid, he has no right, upon the breach of

the warranty, to return the article and revest the property in

the vendor, and recover the price as money paid on a considera-

tion which has failed, but must sue upon the warranty, unless

there has been a condition in the contract authorizing the return,

or the vendor has received back the chattel, and has thereby

consented to rescind the contract, or has been guilty of a fi-aud,

which destroys the contract altogether. Weston v. Dowries, 1

Doug. 23, Towers v. Barrett, 1 T. R. 183, Payne v. Whale, 7

East, 274, Power v. Wells, Doug. 24 n., and Emanuel v. Dane,

3 Campb. 299, where the same doctrine was applied to an ex-

change with a warranty, as to a sale, and the vendee held not

to be entitled to sue in trover for the chattel delivered, by way
of barter, for another received. If these cases are rightly

decided, and we think they are, and they certainly have been

always acted upon, it is clear that the purchaser cannot by his

own act alone, unless in the excepted cases above mentioned,

revest the property in the seller, and recover the price when
paid, on the ground of the total failure of consideration ; and it

seems to follow that he cannot, by the same means, protect him-

self from the payment of the price on the same ground. On
the other hand, the cases have established, that the breach of

the warranty may be given in evidence in mitigation of dam-

ages, on the principle, as it should seem, of avoiding circuity

of action, Cormaek v. Gillis, cited 7 East, 480, King v. Boston,

7 East, 481 n. ; and there is no hardship in such a defence being
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allowed, as the plaintiff ought to be prepared to prove a com-

pliance with his warranty, which is part of the consideration

for the specific price agreed by the defendant to be paid.

It is to be observed, that although the vendee of a specific

chattel, delivered with a warranty, may not have a right to

return it, the same reason does not apply to cases of executory

contracts, where an article, for instance, is ordered from a man-

ufacturer, who contracts that it shall be of a certain quality, or

fit for a certain pui-pose, and the article sent as such is never

completely accepted by the party ordering it. In this and sim-

ilar cases the latter may return it as soon as he discover the

defect,'provided he has done nothing more in the mean time than

was necessary to give it a fair trial, Okell v. Smith, 1 Stark. N.

P. C. 107 ; nor would the purchaser of a commodity, to be after-

wards delivered according to sample, be bound to receive the

bulk, which may not agree with it ; nor after having received

what was tendered and delivered as being in accordance with

the sample, will he be precluded by the simple receipt from

returning the article within a reasonable time for the purpose

of examination and comparison. The observations above stated

are intended to apply to the purchase of a certain speoifie chattel,

accepted and received by the vendee, and the property in which

is completely and entirely vested in him.

But whatever may l)e the right of the purchaser to return

such a warranted article in an ordinary case, there is no author-

ity to show that he may return it where the purchaser has done

more than was consistent with the purpose of trial ; where he

has exercised the dominion of an owner over it, by selling and

parting with the property to another, and where he has derived

a pecuniary benefit from it. These circumstances concur in the

present case ; and even supposing it might have been compe-

tent for the defendant to return this horse, after having ac-

cepted it, and taken it into his possession, if he had never

parted with it to another, it appears to us that he cannot do so

after the re-sale at a profit.

These are acts of ownership wholly inconsistent with the pur-

pose of trial, and which are conclusive against the defendant,

that the particular chattel was his own ; and it may be added,

that the parties cannot be placed in the same situation by the

return of it, as if the contract had not been made, for the defend-

ant haa derived an intermediate benefit in consequence of the
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bargain, which he would still retain. But he is entitled to re-

duce the damages, as he has a right of action against the plain-

tiff for the breach of warranty. The damages to be recovered in

the present action have not been properly ascertained by the

jury, and there must be a new trial, unless the parties can agree

to reduce the sum for which the verdict is to be entered ; and
if they do agree, the verdict is to be entered for that sum.

Rule absolute on the above terms.

Fairbank Canning Cqiupant v. Metzgbe. bt al.

( 118 New York, 260.—1890.)

Dependants contracted to buy and plaintiff to sell a car load

of dressed beef, to be delivered on board of a car at Chicago.

The plaintiff agreed to furnish beef that had not been heated

before being killed, that it should be chilled before it was

loaded on the car, and be in first class and in merchantable

condition. The meat was to be wholesaled from the car by de-

fendants' agent from Dunkirk to Elmira, at which latter place

whatever remained unsold was to be retailed.

In an action to recover the contract price, the defendants al-

leged a warranty and its breach by way of counterclaim. The
referee, before whom the case was tried, found that the " de-

fendants did all they could to dispose of it [the car load of

beef], and save what they could from it, after the car had been

opened several times on different days between Dunkirk and

Elmira and finding they could not use it they shipped back to

the plaintiff 12,991 pounds, and notified plaintiff by wire of the

same, and plaintiff immediately wired back that they would

not receive it, whereupon the defendants ordered the same back

to Elmira," and found as matter of law that there was no war-

ranty. Judgment, directed for the plaintiff, was affimied by

the General Terra of the Supreme Court.

Parker, J. In the absence of a warranty as to quality and

a breach, the defendants' claim for damages could not have

survived the use of the property. For in such case vendees

are bound to rescind the contract and return, or offer to return.
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the goods. If they omit to do so, they will be conclusively

presumed to have acquiesced in their quality. (^Ooplay Iron

Company v. Pope, 108 N. Y. 232.) Therefore, if the referee

was right in holding that there was no warranty as to quality,

collateral to the contract of sale, we need not inquire further,

as the judgment must be affirmed. The referee has found the

facts and this court may properly review his legal conclusion

as to whether they amounted to a warranty.

" A warranty is an express or implied statement of some-

thing which a party undertakes shall be a part of a contract,

and, though part of the contract, collateral to the express

object of it." (2 Schouler on Personal Property, 327.) All

contracts of sale with warranty, therefore, must contain two
independent stipulations

:

b^irxl. An agreement for the transfer of title and possession

from the vendor to the vendee.

Sea) 11(1. A further agreement that the subject of the sale has

certain qualities and conditions.

It is not necessary that in the collateral agreement the word

warranty should be used. No particular phraseology is requisite

to constitute a warranty. " It must be a representation which

the vendee relies on and which is understood by the parties as

an absolute assertion, and not the expression of an opinion."

(^Oneida Manufacturing Society v. Laivrence, 4 Cow. 440.) It

is not necessary that the vendor should have intended the repre-

sentation to constitute a warranty. If the writing contains that

which amounts to a warranty the vendor will not be permitted

to say that he did not intend what his language clearly and ex-

plicitly declares. (^Hawkins v. Pemberton, 51 N. Y. 198.) In

that case the defendants purchased at auction an article, relying

upon the representation of the auctioneer that it was "blue

vitriol." It was in fact " Salzburger vitriol," an article much

less valuable. In an action brought against the purchaser the

trial court directed a verdict for the plaintiff. This was held

to be error because the representation at the sale amounted to

a warranty.

Judge Earl in delivering the opinion of the court after collat-

ing and discussing the authorities upon the subject of warranty,

said :
" The more recent cases hold that a positive affirmation,

understood and relied upon as such by the vendee, is an express

warranty."
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In Kent v. Friedman, 17 W'kly Dig. 484, Judge Learned in

his opinion says :
" There can be no difference between an ex-

ecutory contract to sell and deliver goods of such and* such a

quality and an executory contract to sell and deliver goods

which the vendor warrants to be of such and such a quality.

The former is as much a warranty as the latter." The Court

of Appeals subsequently affirmed the judgment of the General

Term without an opinion. (101 N. Y. 616.)

In White V. Miller, 71 N. Y. 118, frequently referred to as the

"Bristol cabbage seed case," the Court says: "The case of

ffatvkins v. Pemherton, supra, adopts as tlie law in this state,

the doctrine upon this subject now prevailing elsewhere, that a

sale of a chattel by a particular description, is a warranty that

the article sold is of the kind specified."

So, too, a sale by sample imports a warranty that the quality

of the goods shall be equal in every respect to the sample.

(JBriggs v. Hilton, 99 N. Y. 517, and cases cited.)

Now, in the case before us, the defendants undertook to pur-

chase of the plaintiff fresh dressed beef to be wholesaled in part

and the residue retailed to their customers. They endeavored

to procure good beef. Not only did they contract for beef that

was clean, well-dressed, in first class condition in every respect,

and merchantable, and that was thoroughly chilled before being

loaded on the cars ; but further, that they should not be given

beef that had been heated before being killed.

When, therefore, the plaintiff placed in a suitable car beef

well-dressed and clean, and of the general description given in

defendants' order, it had made a delivery of the merchandise

sold, and by the terms of the contract was entitled to be paid

as soon as tlie bill should reach defendants and before the

arrival of the beef made an examination by defendants possible.

But there was another collateral agreement, and yet forming

a part of the contract which the plaintiff had not performed.

An engagement of much consequence to the defendants and

their customers, because it affected the quality of the meat.

Upon its performance or non-performance depended whether

it should be wholesome as an article of food. It was of such a

character that defendants were obliged to rely solely upon the

representation of the plaintiff in respect thereto. The plain-

tiff or its agents selected from their stock the cattle to be

slaughtered. No one else knew or could know whether they
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were heated and feverish. Inspection immediately after plac-

ing the beef in the car would not determine it. That collateral

engagement consisted of a representation and agreement that

plaintiff would deliver to the defendants beef from cattle that

had not been heated before being slaughtered. Such represen-

tation and agreement amounted to an express warranty.

The referee found as a fact :
" That the meat had been heated

before being billed," therefore there was a breach of the war-

ranty, and the defendants are entitled to recover their damages,

by way of counter-claim, unless such right must be deemed to

have been subsequently waived.

It is not necessary for the disposition of this case to decide and,

therefore, it is not decided, whether a warranty is implied in

all eases of a sale of fresh dressed meat, by tlie partj^ slaugh-

tering the animals, that they were not heated before being killed,

and, as some of my associates are averse to any expression

whatever upon that question at this time, what is said must be

regarded as an individual view rather than that of the court.

My attention has not been called to a decision in this state

covering that precise question.

It was determined in Divine v. MoCormiGlf, 50 Barb. 116,

that in the sale of a heifer for immediate consumption, a war-

ranty that she is not diseased and unfit for food is implied.

That decision is well founded in principle, and is in accordance

with a sound public policy, which demands that the doctrine

of " caveat emptor " shall be still further encroached upon, rather

than that the public health shall be endangered. I see no

reason for applying the rule to one who slaughters and sells to

his customers for immediate consumption, and denying its ap-

plication to one who slaughtera and sells to another to be

retailed by him. In each case it is fresh meat intended for

immiediate consumption.

The rule is well settled by the courts of last resort in many of

the states that a vendor of an article manufactured by him for

a particular use, impliedly warrants it against all such defects

as arise from his unskillfulness either in selecting the materials

or in putting them together and adapting them to the required

purpose. (See cases cited in Albany Law Journal, vol. 18,

page 324.)

One who prepares meat for the wholesale market may be said

to come within that rule. Because he purchases the cattle

;
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deteriuiueB whether they arc h'jalfchy aiiil iu proper condition foi

food; and upon liis skill in ilvissing aa(l preparing the meat fqr

transportation* a long distance, its qnality and condition as an

article of diet for thu consumer largelj' depends.

In two of the states at least, it is held that where perisliable

goods are sold to be sliipped to a distant market, a warranty is

implied that they are properly packed and fit for shipment, hut

not that they will continue suund for any particular or definite

period. (Miwwv. fiV'tT-s^jw, 32 Ind. 355 ; Leopold \. Van Kirk,

.21 Wis. 152.)

The respondent insists that the act of defendants' agent in

selling some sixty quarters of the beef, before the car reached

Elmira, when the defendants, after making a personal examina-

tion, immediately shipped that which remained unsold to the

plaintiff, constituted a waiver of their claim for damages. It is

undoubtedly the rule that in cases of executory contracts for

the sale and delivery of personal property, if the article fur-

nished fails to conform to the agreement, the vendee's right to

recover damages does not survive an acceptance of the property,

after opportunity to ascertain the defect, unless notice has been

given to the vendor, or the vendee offers to return the property.

(iReed v. Randall, 29 N. Y. 358 ; Beck v. Sheldon, 48 N. Y. 365

;

Ooplai/ Iron Co. v. Pope, 108 N. Y. 232.)

But when there is an express warranty it is unimportant

whether the sale be regarded as executory or in presenti, for it

is now well settled that the same rights and remedies attach to

an express warranty in an executory, as in a present sale. (,Dai/

v. Pool, 52 N. Y. 416 ; Parks v. Morris Ax ^ Tool Co., 54

N. Y. 686 ; Bounce v. Dow, 57 N. Y. 16 ; Brings v. Hilton, 99

N. Y. 517.)

In such cases the right to recover damages for the breach of

the warranty survives an acceptance, the vendee being under

no obligation to return the goods.

Indeed his right to return them upon discovery of the breach

is questioned in Dai/ v. Pool, supra. And Judge Danforth in

Briggs v. Hilton, supra, after a careful review of the leading

authorities upon the question states the rule as follows :
" Where

there is an express warranty, it is, if untrue, at once broken and

the vendor becomes liable in damages but the purchaser cannot

for that reason either refuse to accept the goods or return

them."
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It follows from the views expressed that the judgment should

be reversed.

All concur, except Follett, Ch. J., not sitting.

Judgment reversed.

Beeman v. Banta.

(118 New York, 538.—1890.)

Parker, J. The recovery in this action was for damages

claimed to have been sustained because of a breach of an express

warranty on the part of the defendant to so construct a freezer

for the plaintiffs as that chickens could be kept therein in per-

fect condition.

The jury have found the making of the warranty, its breach

and the amount of damages resulting therefrom. The General

Term have affirmed these findings and as there is some evidence

to support each proposition, we have but to consider the excep-

tions taken.

The appellant excepted to the charge of the court respecting

the measure of damages. Upon the trial he insisted, and still

urges, that the proper measure of damages is the cost of so

changing the freezer as to obviate the defect and make it con-

form, to the warranty, and N. Y. S. Moniter Milk Pan Co. v.

Remington, 109 N. Y. 143, is cited in support of such contention.

That decision was not intended to, nor does it modify, the rule

as recognized and enforced in Passinger v. Thorhurn, 34 N. Y.

634 ; White v. Miller, 71 N. Y. 133 ; Wakeman v. Wfieeler §
Wilson Mfg. Co., 101 N. Y. 205 ; Beed v. McOonnell, 101 N. Y.

276, and kindred cases.

In that case the argument of the court demonstrates : Fiiyt,

that improper evidence was received ; and second, that the find-

ing of the referee was without evidence to support it. No other

proposition was decided. And the discussion is not applicable

to the facts before us.

The plaintiff was largely engaged in preparing poultry for

market which he had either raised or purchased. Before meet-

ing the defendant he had attempted to keep chickens for the

early spring market in a freezer or cooler which he had con-
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structed for the purpose. The attempt was unsuccessful and

resulted in a loss. The jury have found in effect that the de-

fendant, with knowledge of this intention of the plaintiff to at

once make use of it in the freezing and preservation of chickens

for the May market following, expressly represented and war-

ranted that for arbout |500 he would construct a freezer which

should keep them in.perfect condition for such market.

That he failed to keep his contract in such respect, resulting

in a loss to the plaintiff of many hundred pounds of chickens.

The court charged the jury that if they should find for the

plaintiff, he was entitled to recover, as one of the elements of

damage, the difference between the value of the refrigerator as

constructed, and its value as it would have been if made accord-

ing to contract. The correctness of this instruction does not

admit of questioning. Had the defendant made no use of the

freezer, such rule would have embraced all the damages recov-

erable. But he did make use of it, and such use as was con-

templated by the contract of the parties. The result was the

total loss of hundreds of pounds of chickens.

The fact that the defendant well knew the use to which the

freezer was to be immediately put, his representation and war-

ranty that it would keep chickens in perfect condition, burdens

him with the damage sustained because of his failure to make
good the warranty.

Upon that question, the court instructed the jury that the

plaintiff was entitled to recover the value of the chickens less

cost of getting them to market, including freight, and fees of

commission merchant.

The question of value was left to the jury, but they were

permitted to consider the evidence tending to show that frozen

chickens were worth forty cents a pound in the market during

the month of May.

Such instruction we consider authorized. The object of tlie

freezer was to preserve chickens for the May market. The
expense of construction, and trouble, as well as expense of

operation, was incurred and undertaken in order to secure the

enhanced prices of the month of May. It was the extra profit

which the plaintiff was contracting to secure, and in so far as

the profits contemplated by the parties can be proven, they may

be considered. Gains prevented as well as losses sustained are

proper elements of damage. ( Wakeman v. Wheeler ^ Wihoii

Mfg. Go., 101 N. Y. 205.)
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We have carefully examined the other exceptions to the

charge as made and to the refusals to cliarge as requested, and

also the exceptions taken to the admissibility of testimony, but

find no error justifying a reversal.

The insistence of the appellant that the judgment be reversed

because against the weight of evidence, may have been entitled

to some consideration by the General Term, but it cannot be

regarded here.

The judgment should be affirmed.

All concur, except Follett, Ch. J., and Vann, J., not sit-

ting.

Judgment affirmed.

Payne v. Whale.

(7 Bast, 274.—1806.)

This was an action for money had and received, to recover

back the price of a horse which had been warranted sound by

defendant to plaintiff. Shortly after the original bargain was

made and the money paid, the plaintiff observed that the horse

was a roarer and unsound, and thereupon tendered back the

horse, and demanded his money ; the defendant admitted that

he had made the warranty, but denied the unsoundne.ss, and re-

fused to take back the horse or return the money ; but told the

plaintiff that if the horse were unsound, he would take it again

and return the money. At the trial it was proved that the horse

was a roarer and unsound.

LoKD Ellbnboeough, C. J. This was a cause tried before

me at Guildhall to recover back the price of a horse sold as a

sound horse, and which proved to be unsound. It was to be

collected from the evidence, that there had been a warranty of

soundness at the time of the original contract of sale : but in

a subsequent conversation, when the plaintiff objected that thu

horse was unsound, the defendant said, that if the horse were

unsound, he would take it again, and return the money. And
it was contended that the action for money had and received

would not lie, upon the authority of Power v. Wells aud Weal.uu
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V. Dowries, because this was no other than a mode of trying the

warranty, which could only be by a special action, on the case.

It had occurred to me at the trial, that the defendant, by means

of his promise to return the money and take back the horse if

it were unsound, had placed himself in the situation of a stake-

holder, and therefore that on proof that the horse was unsound

he was to be considered as holding the money for the use of the

plaintiff. But upon further consideration I am clearly satisfied

that that promise did not discharge the original \iirarranty, and

that the party complaining of the breach of that warranty must

still sue upon it. The second conversation is not to be consid-

ered as an abandonment of the original warranty, the perform-

ance of which the defendant still insisted upon; but rather as

a declaration that if the warranty were shown to be broken, he

would do that, which is usually done in such cases, take back

the horse and repay the money. Then when any question on

the warranty remains to be discussed, it ought to be so in a

shape to give the othei' partj'^ notice of it, namely, in an ac-

tion upon the warranty.

Nonsuit to be entered.

Day bt al. v. Pool bt al.

(62 New York, 416.—1873.)

Pbckham, J. Action for damages for alleged breach of war-

ranty upon a contract to sell and deliver to plaintiffs, at a future

day, eighty barrels of rock-candy syrup. The contract of sale

with warranty was proved, or sufficiently so for the jury, and

the breach ; but it also appeared in proof that the plaintiffs,

after receiving the syrup, and discovering its failure to comply

with the warranty, proceeded to use it in their business of wine

manufacture, and neither returned nor offered to return it.

Upon this ground the plaintiffs, on defendants' motion, were

nonsuited at the circuit. It appeared that the plaintiffs required

and desired to purchase for their business, in a western county,

an article of rock-candy syrup " that would not crystallize, or

the sugar fall down," in its use.

This the defendants, merchants in the city of New York, un-

26
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dertook to sell to them, and to warrant in these respects. The
syrup was manufactured in Boston ; but samples of the syrup

were shown at the time of the contract to the plaintiffs. It was

to be ordered by defendants from Boston. It was aU to be sent

to plaintiffs by the fifteenth of October then next, in two car

loads.

It was in fact delivered in small parcels, at different times,

up to the last of November.

The plaintiffs complained of the deficiency of the syrup at

various times to the defendants while they were delivering it;

at one time sent a sample of that alreadj'^ received, conjjjlaining

of its deficiencjs and the defendants promised to correct it

(though they insisted it was then sound). If not, they could

"do it at the end." The plaintiffs paid for the syrup in full

before suit.

The question presented is, did the plaintiffs' claim for dam-

ages survive their acceptance and use of the syrup, or were they

bound to return or offer to return the defective syrup as soon

as its deficiency was discovered ? In other woj'ds, were they

bound to rescind the contract, or could they use the syrup and

rely upon their warranty?

There seems very little authority upon this precise point in

this State, viz., as to an executory sale, with warranty as to the

quality of the article contracted for.

It is weU settled that, upon a sale and delivery in presenti of

goods with express wanunty, if the goods upon trial or full

examination turn out to be defective, and there is a breach of

the warranty, the vendee may. retain and use the property, and

may have his remedy upon the warranty without returning or

offering to return. In fact, it seems to be regarded as settled in

this State, though, perhaps, not necessarily determined in any

case, that he has no right to return the goods in such case, un-

less there was fraud in the sale. It is not necessary to decide

that point in this case. ( Vborhees v. Harl, 2 Hill, 288 ; Muller

V. Eno, 14 N. Y. 597 ; Best v. Eckle, 41 id. 488 ; Foote, v. Bentley,

44 id. 166 ; see, also, Stor}^ on Sales, § 421, and cases cited

;

Thornton v. Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183.)

In Massachusetts and in Maryland the vendee has his option

to retain and use the propei'ty and recoup, or sue on his war-

ranty; or he may return it, rescind and sue for the considera-

tion. (_Dorr V. Finlirr, 1 Cusli. 271 ; Bi-yant v. Idiiiy, 13 Gray,
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60T ; Hyatt v. Bayle, 5 Gill & J. 121 ; Franklin v. Lang, 7 id.

407 ; Butler v. Blake, 2 Har. & J. 350.)

In addition to the mere contract of sale, in an executory as

well as on a sale in presenti, a vendor may warrant that the

article shall have certain qualities. This agreement to warrant

in an executory contract of sale is just as obligatory as a war-

ranty on a present sale and delivery of goods. Is there any

reason why the vendee, in such executory contract of sale, may
not rely upon that warranty to the same extent as upon a war-

ranty in a present sale and delivery of property ?

Had this syrup been all present when purchased, and the

plaintiffs (the purchasers) given it all reasonable examination,

without any actual trial, there could have been no legal objec-

tion to the defendants' warranty, that it would " not crystallize,

or the sugar fall down," in its use.

Upon such a warranty the plaintiffs might have used the

syrup without returning it, though found to be defective, and

relied upon their warranty. This is well settled law.

Why might they not likewise rely upon a like warranty in

this executory contract?

I confess myself unable to see any controlling reason for a

legal difference.

In a present sale with warranty it is expected, of course, that

the vendor incurs the peril of defects being developed, in the

property warranted, after its delivery to the purchaser. He
warrants against that. He does precisely the same upon a war-

ranty in an executory contract.

If it be dangerous to allow this defect to be discovered by

the purchaser in the one case, without any return of the prop-

erty, it is no more so in the other.

I see no reason why the same, rights and remedies should not

attach to a warranty in an executory as in a present sale, and

no greater. The purchaser in an executory sale could not rely

upon a warranty as to open, plainly apparent defects any more

than he could in a sale in presenti.

The appellant greatly relies upon the nisi prius case of Hop-

kins V. Appleby, 1 Stark. 388, tried before Lord EUenborough,

which was an" action for goods sold and delivered, warranted to

be of the best quality Spanish barilla and salt barilla. The
defendant had consumed the article purchased in eight suc-

cessive bailings, without giving notice of its defect or offering
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to return it ; and he attempted to show that the quality could

not be ascertained by mere inspection without actual experi-

uient. Proof to the reverse of this was also given. The court

held that he ought to have given notice of the defect in an

early stage, so that the vendor might have sent there and ascer-

tained the cause of the failure ; and be disallowed the claim.

That case has not been followed in the English courts. It

is distinctly overruled in Poulton v. Lattimore, 9 Bar. & Cr.

259. There the buyer neither returned the seed bought nor

gave any notice of its defect; but as there was an express war-

ranty, the defects, by the breach thereof, were allowed to de-

feat the action for the price. This in 1829.

Nor does it seem to have been the law of England prior to

that decision. (^Fielder v. Starkiii, 1 II. Bl. 17; and see Story

on Sales, § 405, and cases there cited ; also § 422, and note 2,

and cases cited.)

The counsel also insists that the cases of Reed v. Randall,

29 N. Y. 358, MoCormick v. Dawkins, 45 id. 265, and cases

there referred to, sustain this nonsuit. Neither was a case of

\v:irranty ; and each one that speaks upon the subject expressly

excepts the rule there laid down from a case of warranty as in-

applicable.

In Neaffie v. Hiui, 4 Lans. 4, there was claimed to have been

an implied warranty. The court held that it was not taken out

of the rule of tlie above cases.

In my opinion, where there is an express warranty the pur-

chaser, whether in an executed or an executory sale, is not

bound to return tlae property upon discovering the breach, even

if lie have the riglit to do so.

See the cases as to tlie right to return property purchased

upon warranty, before cited; also those from Massachusetts

Mill from Marjdand; also Mexufiiiicr v. Pratt, 3 Lans. 234. All

agree that he is not bound to return property warranted upon

discovering the breach. Reed v. Randall, 29 N. Y., would

have been decided the other way had there been an express

warranty as to the quality of the tobacco. The court held

there was no warranty, and that was the ground of the judg-

ment.

Foot V. Bentley, 44 N. Y. 166, substantially decides this case.

The action in respect to the warranty was held to lie, though

ihe tea was not returned when its defects were discovered ; but
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the judgment was reyersed upon another ground. (Muller t.

Eno, 14 N. Y. 597.)

The maintenance of this action does not at all conflict with

Hopkins V. Appleby, supra.

Here notice was given of the defects in the syrup at an early

stage, and the defendants promised to attend to it. They also

apparently acquiesced in the plaintiffs' use of it, virtually

promising to make it right if it did not prove to be sound rock-

candy syrup. It would scarcely be just now to allow the de-

fendants to take advantage of the non-return of the syrup

under such circumstances.

Of course, there is danger of fraud and false claims, even

where there is an express warranty, when notice is not early

given of the defect. It leads the buyer into temptation.

Hence, juries should listen .to such claims (never presented

when their falsity could have been ascertained) with great cau-

tion. The proof thereof should be more clear than if the buyer

had acted with the frankness of an honest man, willing to allow

his claims to be tested. This is so declared by courts, while

the rule is maintained as to an express warranty as above

stated.

The order of the General Term granting a new trial is,

therefore, affirmed, and judgment absolute g^ven for the plain-

tiffs.

Grovbr, Folgbr and Rapallo, JJ., concur.

Church, Oh. J., Allen and Andrews, JJ., dissent.

"^ Order affirmed and judgment accordingly.

Zabriskib v. Central Vermont R. R. Co.

(131 New Torlc, 72.—1892.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme

Court which affirmed a judgment in favor of the defeiidunt,

entered upon the report of a referee.

Per Curiam. After the argument of this case and consulta-

tion thereon, the judges concluded that the judgment should

be affirmed, and Chief Judge Ruger was selected to write the
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opinion of the conrt. He entered upon that duty, and before

he had fully completed his opinion he was stricken down with

the disease which soon terminated in his death. He had writ-

ten enough to justify the afi&rmance of the judgment, and we

now adopt his opinion as the opinion of the court. That opin-

ion and the able and elaborate opinion delivered by the referee

and at the General Term fully answer the argument now made

on behalf of the appellant, and it would be a useless task to

write more. The opinion is as follows

:

RuGEE, Ch. J. This action was brought by the plaintiff to

recover the contract price of a certain quantity of coal sold and

delivered by Robert Hare Powell & Co. and their assignee, the

Guarantee Trust ;i,nd Safe Deposit Company, to the defendant

after June, 1887, and which claim was assigned by the vendors

to the plaintiff.

This coal was furnished by the vendors to the defendant under

a written contract made June 8, 1887, between Powell & Co.

and the defendant, whereby the said vendors agreed to sell and

deliver to the defendant, during the year ending June 1, 1888,

at Norwood, N. Y., 30,000 tons of " Powelton coal, of same

quality and kind as furnished you during the past year," at

13.00 per net ton.

The same vendors had furnished the defendant a quantity

of Powelton coal the previous year which had been approved

as satisfactory by the defendant. Under the contract of 1887

Powell & Co. had, previous to August 29, 1887, delivered to

the defendant on its contract, upwards of four thousand tons

of coal, and on that day they assigned their contract to the Guar-

antee Trust and Safe Deposit Company, who continued deliv-

ering coal until they were stopped by the absolute refusal of

the defendant to receive any more coal from them of the kind

already delivered. The assignee of the contract had, up to

this time, delivered about five hundred tons, leaving some

twenty-five thousand tons yet undelivered to complete the per-

formance of the contract.

Immediately after the defendant had had an opportunity to

test the first delivery of coal, and until it ceased altogether, it

uniformly and constantly complained of the quality of the coal

delivered to it, and objected that it did not correspond, either

in quality or kind, with the coal delivered to the company in

the year 1886. The defendant, however, was induced to con-
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tinue to receive and to test the coal actually delivered by the

Tepresentations and promises made by the plaintiff's assignors

that the quality of the coal thereafter delivered should be

improved, and that upon trial it would be found to work more

satisfactorily. Various interviews took place between the

agents of the defendant and the plaintiff's assignors, and sev-

eral examinations were made by them after the coal was

delivered and in possession of defendant, and the vendors

uniformly promised to improve the quality of the coal de-

livered, and predicted that the future deliveries would, upon

actua;l experiment, prove to conform to the quality of the coal

described in the contract, and that compensation for the dam-

ages caused by the inferior quality of the coal already de-

livered, should be adjusted.

It was found by the referee that practically all of the coal

delivered under the contract was greatly inferior to that fur-

nished in the year 1886. It is clearly inferable from the find-

ings of the referee, as well as the evidence, that the great bulk

of the coal was received by the defendant at the earnest solici-

tation of the vendors and for the purpose of testing its quality

and determining whether the vendors would be able to make

its quality conform to the obligations of their contract. It is

also evident from the findings that this effort was an unquali-

fied failure.

It is contended by the plaintiff that there was no warranty

of the quality of the coal sold, and that, by its acceptance, the

defendant had precluded itself from claiming damages for a

breach of contract.

A satisfactory answer to this claim appears in the fact that

it is not found or shown that the defects in the coal were visi-

ble on inspection ; but, on the contrary, it negatively appears

from the conduct of both the vendors and vendee that they

were not discernible on inspection. A further answer to this

point is found in the proposition that the evidence authorized

the finding that there was a warranty as to the quality of the

coal sold.

The contract in this case calls for Powelton coal of the

"same quality and kind as furnished " by the vendors to the

defendant the preceding year. It calls for coal of a particular

quality and kind, determinable by a standard which was equally

well-known and understood, both by the vendors and the pur-
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chaser. While the term " Powelton coal " may be said to be a

descriptive term, merely ; when it is said that the coal was to

be Powelton coal of the same quality and kind as that delivered

in the previous year, it goes beyond mere words of description,

and refers to the intrinsic value of the goods sold in language

which cannot be misunderstood, and can be satisfied only by a

consideration of its fitness to perform the work required of it in

the defendant's business. That this was the theory of the vend-

ors while the coal was being delivered, is quite evident from

their request that it should not be prematurely judged by its

appearance alone, but should be determined by positive trial and

the results shown by actual use and experiment. It comes,

tlieiefore, with ill-grace from the vendors now to insist that the

defects in the coal were so perceptible on inspection that the

defendant should be barred by its acceptance, wlien they them-

selves had induced that acceptance only by the assurance that

the working quality of the coal would show that the defects

visible on inspection were apparent and not real.

We are, however, of the opinion that, upon the evidence, the

contract contained a warranty of quality which survived the

acceptance of the goods. The principle is Avell established that,

upon an executory sale of goods by sample, with warranty that

the goods shall correspond with the sample, the vendee is not

precluded from claiming and recovering damages for breach of

warranty, although he has accepted the goods after an opportu-

nity for inspection. QKent v. Friedman, 101 N. Y. 616 ; Brigg

V. Uil/ov, 99 id. 517 ; G-urniui v. Atlantic Sj- Q-reat Western R.

Co., 58 id. 368.)

We are, also, of the opinion that the sale in question was,

practically, a sale by sample. Although the standard selected

for comparison was not present, or in existence, even, at the

time of the sale, its qualities had been observed and demon-

strated, and were capable of exact ascertainment by the evidence

of those who had witnessed the results produced by the con-

sumption of the coal. It was unnecessary for the purpose of

effecting a comparison of the respective qualities of the two

specimens of coal that they should be present and compared

side by side, or tested at the same time. The capacity of coal

for generating heat and steam determines its value, and it is

only by the destruction of the subject that a standard can be

created for comparison. The comparison does not depend upon
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considerations of external correspondence and appearance, and

this was obviously the view which tliese parties took of the

question while negotiating as to the continuance of the deliv-

eries of coal under this contract.

The standard selected for testing the quality of the goods

sold was considered sufficiently definite and precise by the par-

ties to the contract, and it does not appear that there was any

difficulty in practice in applying it to the subject.

A contract of sale which points out a known and ascertain-

able standard by which to judge the quality of goods sold, is,

for all practical purposes, a sale by sample, and renders the

vendor liable for damages upon a breach of warranty, although

there has been an acceptance after opportunity to inspect the

goods. The cases of Coplay Iron Go. v. Pope, 108 N. Y. 232

;

Studer v. Bleistein, 115 id. 316 ; Pierson v. Crooks, id. 539, and

other cases of like character are clearly distinguishable, inas-

much as one is a contract concerning a sale by sample and the

others were executory contracts for the manufacture and sale or

delivery of goods of a particular description. In cases of the

latter character, where the quality of goods is capable of dis-

covery upon inspection, and where, after full opportunity for

such inspection, the goods are accepted and no warranty attends

the sale, the vendee is precluded from recovering damages for

any variation between the goods delivered and those described

in the contract.

It is also contended by the appellant that the defendant could

not counter-claim the damages arising out of the inferior qual-

ity of the coal against the price of the coal delivered by Pow-

ell & Co.'s assignee.

There was no new contract made between the defendant and

Powell & Co.'s assignee, and the coal delivered by such assignee

was evidently delivered in performance of Powell & Co.'s con-

tract. It was probably supposed by the assignee that through

the performance of Powell & Co.'s contract it might realize a

larger sum from the assigned property than it otherwise could.

It thus, without supposing any special arrangement necessary,

continued supplying coal to the defendant. The coal, however,

was of the same inferior qualitjr as that previously delivered by

Powell& Co., and the defendant finally, after the delivery of an

inconsiderable quantity by the assignee, refused absolutely to

receive any more. The assignee, however, had an absolute
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right to perform Powell & Co.'s contract, although under no

legal obligation to do so. He chose to attempt its performance

and the defendant had no power or right to prevent it. It, there-

fore, received all the coal delivered in performance of that con-

tract, relying upon its contract for indemnity against loss on

account of its inferior quality. While the defendant was under

no legal obligation to receive inferior coal from the assignee, it

yet had a right to receive it conditionally and apply it upon the

obligations of the contract.

It cannot be tliat either tlie assignee or the defendant had any

other idea with reference to tlie delivery of coal by the assignee

than to fulfill the contract wliich the assignee had secured by

assignment from Powell & Co.

The judgment should be affirmed, with costs.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.

Beigg bt al. v. Hilton et al.

(99 New York, 517—1885.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Court of

Common Pleas of the city of New York affirming judgment in

favor of defendants.

Dastfoeth, -T. There is no pretense that the plaintiffs were'

guilty of any fraud. The learned counsel for the defendants

disclaimed it upon the trial and stated that the. claim was " for

a breach of warranty." The law of the case as stated without

objection by the trial judge will not allow the sale to be treated

as one by sample, and the first point made by the appellants is

" that there was no evidence of a warranty." Of course if that

is so a verdict should have been entered for the plaintiffs. The

appeal papers do not show that the case was settled by the trial

judge, nor that they are copies of the record, nor is there any

index. These things are required by the statute, the rules or

practice of the court, and should be performed to insure cer-

tainty and facilitate reference to the proceedings. (Dow v.

Barragh, 92 N. Y. 537.) Assuming the record to be correct.
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however, it seems quite apparent that there was evidence upon

which the jury could fairly come to the conclusion that an

express warranty was the inducement to the purchase. In the

transaction B. represented the defendants, and E., one of the

plaintiffs, acted in person. He first called at defendants' store

with samples of English cloakings, and learning from B. that

he was engaged, left them for examination; he came again,

exhibited samples which were " sound, perfect, even goods,"

and with those B. was satisfied ; he says the weight, width and

style of the goods were talked over, and the price and terms

of sale. Asked, " was any thing said with reference to the qual-

ity of the goods corresponding with the samples," he replied,

" They were to be of similar fabric and similar quality
;

" and

his attention being again called to the conversation between E.

and himself at the time the order was given, he says, " The

width was stated, the weight was stated, the general character-

istics of the goods all through were stated to be equal in every

respect to the sample," indeed " better in the piece than the

sample." There is evidence from the plaintiffs in contradic-

tion and of variance between the present testimony of B. and

that given bj' him on a former trial and other circumstances

which might indicate uncertain memory or vacillation on his

part. But these circumstances were for the jury to consider

in determining his credibility. Their answer to the specific

question put to them as well as the general verdict shows that

they relied upon it. The testimony referred to was, however,

brought out under the plaintiffs' exception to its admissibility.

It appeared that at the time of the bargain the plaintiffs gave

to the defendants a writing which, so far as is material, is in

these words

:

"New York, March 5th, 1880.

" Order from Messrs. A. T. Stewart & Co.
" To Brigg, Entz & Co.

" 10 pieces fancy cloakings, 1,311, @ |3.20."

(Followed by other similar items but of different numbers.)

" 10 pieces fancy cloakings, 1,246, @ 13.25."

Also followed by similar items, making in aU " 120 pes."

" Delivery 1-2 in June,

1-2 in July.

" Brigg, Entz & Co."
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It was conceded that.the goods referred to therein as " 13.25,"

were the goods in question, and the plaintiffs having put the

paper in evidence, " objected to any oral testimony tending to

set up a warranty with regard to the sale of these goods, on the

ground that it contains the contract between the parties in rela-

tion to them." We think the instrument cannot be so construed.

It acknowledges an order for certain articles, a period of delivery

and a price. It is an admission of these things by the party

signing it, and not at all the contract of both—a mere memo-
randum to show what had been ordered, that one party might

know what they were to supply, and the other what they were

to receive, and so avoid a double order. It contains no promise

nor undertalcing. It does not sell the goods nor does it assume

to do so. It was not intended to be a contract. " It went to

Europe," E. says, " to the manufacturer," a copy was entered in

the plaintiffs' book and a copy given to the defendants. It af-

forded information by which each of these parties might be guided

,

and can at the utmost be considered as the recital of things

which had been agreed upon, not as an agreement in itself.

(^Union Trust Oo. v. Whiton, 97 N. Y. 172.) But even an agree-

ment may be valid although only a part is in writing, and while

as to that part the writing is conclusive, parol evidence may be

used to show the rest. (^Chnpi.n v. Dobson, 78 N. Y. 74.) We
think, therefore, no error was committed by the trial court in

receiving tlie parol testimony, and under it and the verdict oE

the jury, an express warranty as to the quality of the goods

agreed to be furnished, must be deemed established.

It was proved that the goods were delivered in August and

September, and paid for in October and November. The de-

fendants, therefore, had ample opportunity to examine them,

and had they done so it is conceded that the defects now com-

plained of would have been discovered. These circumstances

are also relied upon by the plaintiffs as an answer to the defend-

ants' counter-claim. But where a sale is made in good faith,

with a warranty of quality as part of the contract, it is some-

times said to be not even voidable (Pollock's Princ. of Cont.

422 ; Voorhees v. JEarl, 2 Hill, 288, where the English cases and

others are examined), and at other times that the vendee is not

bound to rescind the contract, but may, if he elects, use the

article and rely upon the warranty. The first part of this prop-

osition was thought by Peckham, J. (-D«^ v. Pool, 52 N. Y,
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416), to be regarded as settled in this State, but it is not mate-

rial here. The defendants stand, if at all, on the last alternative,

and are supported by MuUer v. Uno, 14 N. Y. 597, a case very

much like the present. The goods there in question had indeed

been manufactured, but at the time of sale were in the bonded

warehouse unopened and were thence delivered to the purchaser

in the original packages. I do not see that this circumstance

at all affects the principle on which the rights of the parties

depend. In the case cited the sale was by sample, with war-

ranty that the goods corresponded with it. In the case before us

specimens of cloth were exhibited to the purchaser with a war-

ranty that those to be furnished should be of like quality. In

both the articles shown were sound goods. It is difficult to see

why in one case as in the other the party promising should not

perform his engagement, oi' failing to do so, render just com-

pensation to him who relied upon the promise. Nor can it be

material whether the liability for breach of is enforced by a di-

rect action for damages, or by way of counterclaim, or when

sued for the price as in Muller v. Eno, supra, by way of recoup-

ment. In that case it is said the claim is not barred by the con-

tinued possession of the goods, by circumstances of delay in

giving notice to the vendor, nor even by omitting altogether to

give such notice and using or selling the property. Although

the articles when ordered had no existence, the contract between

the parties was an executory agreement for sale of goods and

not for work or labor in producing them, so was that in Muller v.

'Eno, Hupra. In each case there was an express warranty. The

rule there applied seems decisive of the question before us.

In Day v. Pool, 63 Barb. 506, affirmed in this court, 52 N. Y.

416, the circumstances were in a more literal sense like those

before us. The action was for an alleged breach of warranty in

an executory contract for the sale and delivery of rock-candy

syrup. The defendants were dealers in syrups in the city of

New York, and the plaintiffs were wine makers in Chautauqua

county. It appears that at the time of sale the syrup was not

manufactured, but was subsequently to be procured by the de-

fendants of the manufactui-ers in Boston. A sample was exhib-

ited and an order given for syrup of tliat description.

There was also on the part of the vendors an express warranty

as to quality. The syrup was delivered in different lots. The

evidence warranted a finding, and it was not controverted by
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the plaintiffs, that the quality of the syrup could be detected

on exaniiuation before using, and that it was in fact discovered

and known to thein at the time they used it, but although found

not to correspond either in kind or quality with that agreed to

be sent, it was not returned but used and paid for. At the trial

the plaintiffs were nonsuited upon the ground that the agree-

ment being executory, and the syrup delivered and received

under it with knowledge of its quality, and converted by the

plaintiffs to their own use, without notice to the defendants that

they would not receive the same upon the contract, or any offer

to return it, they could not recover. The nonsuit was set aside

and a new trial granted by the Supreme Court, Fourth Depart-

ment, after a careful examination of earlier decisions. Upon
appeal by the defendant to this court tlie order was affirmed,

and the plaintiffs had judgment absolute upon the ground as

stated by Peckham, J., that the same rights and remedies should

attach to a warranty in an executory as in a present sale, and

that where there is an express warranty, the purchaser in neither

case is bound to return the property upon discovering the breach,

even if he have the right to do so. It is true that in both courts

very able judges dissented, but the precedent has been since fol-

lowed in Dounce v. Duw, 57 N. -Y. 16, and Giurney v. At. ^ Gr.

West. R. R. Co., 58 id. 358, where the judges who dissented in

Bay V. Pool concurred, giving judgment upon the doctrine of

that case, and again in Bounce v. Bow, supra, where after a new
trial it came to this court (64 N. Y. 411), and was recognized by

the then chief judge, who had dissented in Bay v. Pool, as estab-

lishing that by an executory agreement for sale and delivery of

an article of a particular quality, a warranty is established which

will survive the acceptance of the article.

In Parks v. Morris Axe and Tool Co., 54 N. Y. 586, after

referring to Muller v. Mno and Bay v. Pool, the court held in

a case properly calling for such decision, that a warranty might

accompany an executory contract and be enforced as such.

Indeed, the pi'inciples of law applicable to either case should

now be deemed well settled. If the sale is of existing and spe-

cific goods, with or without warranty of quality, the title at

once passes to the purchaser, and where there is an express

warranty, it is, if untrue, at once broken, and the vendor be-

comes liable in damages, but the purchaser cannot for that rea-

son either refuse to accept the goods, or return them. If the
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contract is executory, and the goods yet to be manufactured, no

title can pass until delivery or some equivalent act to wliich

both parties assent, and when offered, the vendee may reject

the goods as not answering the bargain, but if the sale was with

warranty, he may receive the goods and then the same conse-

quences attach as in the former case, and among others, the

right to compensation if the warranty is broken.

It would seem, therefore, that tlie learned trial judge ooua-

mitted no error in denying the plaintiffs' motion for a verdict

in their favor, or in submitting the case to the jury as one in

which, if an express warranty was proven, the defendants might

have damages. No fault was found by the appellants with the

manner of that submission, or the instruction to the jury in

respect to the question, nor any claim made either upon the

motion for a nonsuit, or at the close of the case, or at any other

time, that the defects constituting a breach were so " open and

plainly apparent as to deprive the defendants of the benefit of

the warranty." Only one exception to the charge was taken by

the learned counsel for the plaintiffs, and that related to a dif-

ferent matter. The warranty was made in March. The evi-

dence disclosed that after the arrival of the goods in New York,

one of the plaintiffs carried to the defendants samples wliich he

represented came with them. The defendants found them sat-

isfactory and like the original samples. After this the goods

were delivered. The trial judge directed the jury to inquire

whether the defendants were thereby induced to refrain from

examining the goods before acceptance. In a certain view of

the case, the circumstance was one to be considered. . The orig-

inal samples were of sound goods and of suitable quality. The

second samples were of the same kind and were delivered for

the information of the defendants. The goods were then in the

plaintiffs' possession and the assurance was to be implied from

the plaintiffs' act that the articles were in fact as it had been

represented they should be. It iuight at least be considered in

determining whether the defendants had been guilty of unrea-

sonable delay or neglect in examination. (^Dutehess Co. v.

Harding, 49 N. Y. 324.)

It was not suggested that there was no evidence upon which

the jury might answer the question, nor that it was not within

the issue. It is, however, unnecessary to discuss the exception,

because the jury found specifically that there was an express
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warranty of quality, and no fault was found with, nor exception

taken to the instructions that in such a case the defendants

were neither bound to return the goods, nor give notice of their

defective character, but might use or sell the same and yet

recover. Therefore, whether or not the acceptance of the goods

was induced by this act of the plaintiffs, was immaterial.

The appellants make a further objection that the verdict was

irregular and improper. In form it is unusual. It is quite

likely it expresses some of the reasoning by which the jury

reached their conclusion. The defendants asked to be allowed

17,269.53, or besides canceling the plaintiffs' demand, 15,299.53,

with interest. The jury by their verdict say they allow the de-

fendants 16,404.53, or deducting the plaintiffs' claim, |4,286.50.

It is less than the evidence would have warranted. They show,

also, how they arrived at this sum, and indicate an expectation

or opinion, or, as the appellants construe the verdict, " recom-

mended " that the damaged goods " be returned." The objec-

tion is to this clause. It should have been urged at the time

the verdict came in and before it was recorded. The jury might

then have been sent back to reconsider and correct it as they

saw fit, either in form or substance. ( Warner v. JV. T. 0. R.

R. Co., 52 N. Y. 437.) The plaintiffs, however, were silent.

But they had another opportunity. Judgment was entered.

It recited in due form the trial of the issues and a general ver-

dict for the defendants for the sum above stated, viz.: 14,286.53, .

and judgment accordingly. If the " recommendation " of the

jury was of any signifioance or meaning, it was for the advan-

tage of the plaintiffs, and could have been insisted upon by

them. They were entitled to have the judgment conform to

the verdict. So, also, it could be waived. With notice of the

judgment in the form stated, they made no complaint of vari-

ance between it and the verdict, nor did they move to make it

conform to the verdict. They should have done so. ( Williams

V. Thorn, 81 N. Y. 382 ; Be Lavallette v. Wendt, 75 id. 579.)

The clause, however, was properly treated by the court as sur-

plusage, and in the judgment they corrected the verdict by

dropping the superfluous parts, yet literally followed the find-

ing which gave the sum stated " for the defendants." Thus

both the verdict and the judgment pronounced distinctly upon

the issue joined, and upon the whole issue ; nothing else was

material. The preamble amounted to nothing and could not
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vitiate the rest. It was the proper subject of amendment, and

the court could not hesitate, as an ancient judge expressed it,

" to work the verdict into form and make it serve " (Hob. 54),

not indeed, by adding or subtracting matter of fact, but per-

fecting it in point of form.

In Taylor v. Willes, 3 Crolce, 219, an action of assumpsit, the

jury found for the plaintiff and " assessed for damages thirty-

three pounds, six shillings, eight pence, to be paid in dyeing,

if by law it may be." The judgment given was that he should

recover the sum stated for damages assessed by the jury. Upon

error brought, the court held the assessment of damages good,

"but that which is found after, void," and therefore the judg-

ment was affirmed.

This is but an instance of the general rule that if juries find

matter not submitted to them and. not pertinent to the issue

joined, it may be regarded as surplusage. (^Richmond v. TalU

madge, 16 Johns. 312.) Within this rule we think the court

below properly dealt with the question.

The exceptions to evidence have been examined. They seem
unimportant and have been sufficiently considered by the Gen-

eral Term. We agree, therefore, in the conclusion reached by

that court, and think the judgment and order appealed from

should be affirmed.

All concur except Rtjubr, Ch. J., not voting.

Judgment affirmed.

GAYIiORD MANUI'AOTURrNG CO. V. AliliEN.

(63 New York, 516.—1873.)

Action to recover balance due on a sale of a quantity of

iron castings to defendant's intestate. Defendant counterclaims

for breach of contract as to time of delivery and for breach of

warranty of quality. Judgment for plaintiff was affirmed by

the General Term of the Superior Court of the city of New
York.

AiLBN, J. Whether the contract was made before, or on or

after the 7th of January, 1865, is not material ; or whether it

27
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rested partly in parol and partly in writing, or otherwise. It

would seem from the evidence that the principal negotiation

was verbal, at a personal interview between the agents of the

contracting parties at the works of the plaintiff at Chicopee

and at Northampton, the parties visiting the latter place to ii'-

spect one of the machines for which castings were wanted, at

which interview the referee was authorized to infer from the

evidence that the character, description and quality of the cast-

ings, and the purposes for which they would be wanted, were

understood by the parties ; and that they parted, leaving notli-

ing but the terms or prices at which the plaintiff would contract

to furnish them undetermined. The evidence is tliat, at part-

ing, the representative of the Chicopee Malleable Iron Works,

the contracting party, and to w-hose obligations and rights tlie

plaintiff has succeeded, was requested by the representative of

defendant's intestate to inform him by letter the terms on which

the company would take the contract or do the work. The

letter was written on the seventh of January, stating the price

per pound at wliich the castings would be made, and promising,

if an order should be given, to put the patterns in the woi'ks as

soon as they were received, and stating that the writer had no

doubt that the first delivery would be made as required, and

that monthly deliveries would be continued, and promising to

make every exertion to complete tlie order as desired, conclud-

ing with a statement that, in all probability, the company would

be able to meet every requirement, and expressing a hope to

receive the order, and promising prompt attention. The reply

to this was an order, under date of tenth of January, for a large

number of castings of different descriptions and weights, with

a specification of the date and times at which they would be

wanted, and promising to send most of the patterns the next

morning and the balance in a few days, except those for a pony

machine, which would not be ready until spring, the order con-

cluding with the expression of a hope that the company would

be able to furnish the castings ordered in quantities according

•to the date specified, and of suitable quality. But following

the signature to the order, the following note is added :
" The

above to be at sixteen cents (16 c. ) per lb., as agreeable to

your letter of January 7, 1864, and to be of the best quality and

suitable to the purpose designed." No answer was made to this

order, in writing or verbally, so far as appears ; but the contract-
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ing company—hereafter called the plaintiff, as the plaintiff has

taken its place, under the contract—proceeded on receipt of the

patterns to manufacture and furnish the castings. Whether

the agreement was consummated by the letter of the seventh of

January, fixing the price as found by the referee, or by that of

the tenth of January, acceding to the terms and ordering the

castings, is not material. There is no dispute that the contract

was made substantially as found by the referee. Whether the

addendum to the letter of the defendant's intestate is or is not a

part of the contract, the legal effect is the same. The referee

has not found that there was any warranty, express or implied,

of the quality of the castings, or that they should be suitable to

the purpose for which they were designed, and, so far as ap-

pears, was not requested to find such fact. There is no ground

for complaint that the castings were not of the best of iron, and

of the best quality as castings, after they were finished. The
only objection to them was, that they were not well or suffi-

ciently annealed, and were not for that reason suitable for the

purpose for which they were required, or could not as readily

or profitably be wrought and applied to such purposes as if thoy

had been more perfectly or thoroughly annealed. The law

would imply precisely that which the defendant's claim made a

part of the express contract. This was an executory contract

for the manufacture and sale of goods, and is distinguished

from a sale of goods in existence, defined and specifically sold.

A contract to manufacture and deliver an article at a future

day, carries with it an obligation that the article shall be mer-

chantable, or, if sold for a particular purpose, that it shall be

suitable and proper for such purpose. (^Haryous v. Stone, 1

Seld. 73, and cases cited by Judge Paige, at page 86 ; Reed v.

Randall, 29 N. Y. 358 ; Dutchess Co. v. Harding, 49 id. 321.)

Incorporating into the agreement the obligation which the law

implies would superadd nothing to the contract, or vary its na-

ture or effect the remedy upon it. (^Sprague v. Blake, W. R.

64.) Whatever agreement there was, whether expressed or

implied, was a part of the contract, and was not a special war-

ranty or agreement collateral to it, and, in the absence of fraud

or artifice in inducing an acceptance of the article, did not sur-

vive the execution and performance of the contract.

It is not intended to express an opinion as to the rule in case

there were latent defects, or those which could not be discerned
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at the time of the delivery or acceptance of the articles. But

in the absence of fraud or latent defects, an acceptance of the

article sold upon an executory contract, after an opportunity to

examine it, is a consent and agreement that the quality is sat-

isfactory and as conforming to the contract, and bars all claim

for compensation for any defects that may exist in the article.

The party cannot, -under such circumstances, retain the prop-

erty, and afterward sue or counter-claim for damages, under

pretense that it was not of the character and quality or descrip-

tion called for by the agreement. (^Dutchess Co. v. Harding,

and Reed v. Randall, supra, and cases cited ; McOormiek v.

Sarmn, 45 N. Y. 265.) The dissents in the latter case were

not to the principle decided, but to its application under the

facts and circumstances of that case.

Although the referee has not found, in terms, that the qual-

ity of the castings was patent and easily to be discerned upon
inspection and attempt to use them, and that the defendant had
full opportunity to and did examine them and know their qual-

ity, the evidence clearly shows this to have been so, and the fact

is clearly to be implied from the findings of the referee. It was

the duty of the intestate, therefore, to return the defective cast-

ings at once, and, having omitted to do so, he must be deemed

in law to have waived all objections to them. And the result

is the same, whether the agreement as to the quality of the arti-

cles is implied or express. But the report of the referee is, that

the intestate did object to some of the castings, and they were

icannealed by the plaintiff, and returned to and accepted by the

intestate ; and that the residue of the castings were accepted

and used without objection or complaint. This was a waiver

of all objection to the quality of the articles, and an assent to

accept them in performance of the contract. The report might

have gone much further. The evidence would have warranted

the referee in finding that the intestate voluntarily, after a de-

livery of some of the castings, and without claiming that they

were not of the quality called for by the contract, employed the

plaintiff to reanneal them, and agreed upon the price to be paid,

and had others reannealed elsewhere, without making claim

upon the plaintiff. The whole case shows that the castings were

regarded at the time of the delivery and acceptance, and when
their quality and condition was well known, as well by the in-

testate as by the plaintiff, as answering the description and call
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of the contract ; and that the claim that they did not do so was

an after-thought, when the plaintiff had declined to accept the

note of the intestate instead of the money for the balance due.

There was no agreement to furnish the castings at any particu-

lar time, and the referee has so found.

As there were no breaches of the contract by the plaintiff es-

tablished upon the trial, entitling the plaintiff to counter-Qlaira

for damages, it is unnecessary to examine the questions made

as to the other and hypothetical findings of the referee, to the

effect that if there was any failure of the plaintiff to perform

the contract, either as to time or the quality of the articles,

such failure was caused by the acts of the intestate, and was

therefore excused. There were several objections and excep-

tions to evidence upon the trial, but no point is made upon

them here, and no error seems to have been committed to the

prejudice of the defendant in that respect. Upon the merits

the facts found, as well as upon the law of the case, the plain-

tiff was entitled to a judgment. The offer of the plaintiff to

deduct a specified sum from the claim as made for the " sake of

peaceful settlement," at the same time insisting upon a legal

right to demand the whole, not having been accepted by the

intestate, is not binding upon the plaintiff, and cannot operate

as an admission that any deduction should be made, and the

defendant has failed to show that any particular sum should

be deducted for castings returned or furnished in excess of

orders.

The judgment must be affirmed.

All concur; Grover and Folger, JJ., concurring in result.

Judgment affirmed.

Gbntilli v. Staracb.

(133 New York, 140.—1892.)

Action upon a promissory note given for part of the pur-

chase price of a quantity of wine.

Gbat, J. The plaintiff, who was a commission merchant in

New York city, sold to the defendant, who was engaged in the

same business, certain wines through a broker ; whose note of
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the sale stated it to be of " 169 cases Prosperi's Chianti Wine,

just arrived per S. S. 'Trinacria' at tlie prices and terms here-

inafter mentioned, to wit (giving quantities and prices). . . .

All to be in good merchantable order. Delivery on steamer's

dock. The said goods to be approved by buyer within three

days after delivery. Terms, payment by notes for one-half the

amount each, at 60 and 90 days respectively. .
."

The first note was paid and the present action is to recover

upon the second note. This recovery is sought to be defeated

1)}' tliG defense of a failure of consideration, in that the wine,

some time after the sale was completed, was discovered to be

imperfect and unsound and hence, as it is contended, an express

warranty that the wine was intrinsically sound and free from

latent defects was broken. This warranty, the appellant argues,

was conveyed by these words in the broker's note of sale : " All

to be in good merchantable order."

We think his appeal must fail, for the reason that the con-

tract of sale nowhere expresses or imports any agreement on

the seller's part that the wine should be of any particular quality,

or that any rights should survive to the buyer, after his accept-

ance, as against the seller, which would authorize him to attack

the sale for defects in the condition of the wine, subsequently

discovered. The wine was on the dock when sold and the com-

plaint as to its unsoundness was made some three months after-

ward. It was justified by a chemical analysis of the wine made

by a chemist, who gave it as his opinion, that the wine had been

bottled while in a state of secondary fermentation. This con-

dition, though possibly latent to the casual or ordinary taste at

times, is, nevertheless, it was said, discoverable always by chem-

ical tests.

For the court to hold that upon this sale, so effected, there

was conveyed a warranty to [?>?/] the seller, in the language

used, that at any and all times subsequent to the acceptance of

the wine it should, upon examination or test, be found a desir-

able article, free from latent defects or unsoundness, would, in

my opinion, be an extreme and unwarranted application of the

doctrine upon which the rights of purchasers are made to de-

pend. It is the general rule in such cases that the existence

of a warranty is to be determined by the circumstances of the

particular case. That is the rule where a warranty is sought to

be implied.
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Where application is sought to be made of words of war-

ranty in a contract, like these, they should be read in connec-

tion with the other language, and the warranty is to be

interpreted according to the particular circumstances of the

transaction.

In the present case, the plaintiff was not the manufacturer

of the wine. It is not pretended that any fraud was practiced

by hira. The wine was on the dock subject to inspection, and

three days after delivery were specified in the memorandum of

sale as the time the buyer might take for approval. No knowl-

edge was imputable to the seller, and the buyer's opportunities

were quite as good as the seller's to judge of the wine for qual-

ity and condition. The buyer might have cequired any other

form of express warranty, as to the wine he was about to pur-

chase, than what he did ; but he was content with a stipulation

from the seller that it should all be "in good merchantable

order," and that he might have three days to approve of it.

It might be said that a construction was placed upon their

contract by the acts of the parties, for, within three days after

the receipt of the wine in defendants store, lie made some ob-

jections as to cases, which examination showed to -be wine-

stained, and a claim was thereupon allowed by the plaintiff.

According to the evidence, and as in fact it was found by

the referee, a chemical analysis could have discovered the al-

leged defects in the condition of the wine.

I think, under the circumstances of this case, where the seller

was not the manufacturer; where the article sold was in

esse and open to inspection and examination, and where no

fraud is cliarged, nor existed, and the buyer claimed and was

allowed his time to exercise his judgment and to approve of the

subject of the transaction of sale, the acceptance and retention

of the goods concluded him, and there was neither warranty

nor agreement by the seller which survived the transaction.

The principle of this conclusion, I think, is deducible from

the authorities; several of whicli I cite without further refer-

ence. QParJchison v. Lee, 2 East, 314; Sprague v. Blake, 20

Wend. 61 ; Reed v. Randall, 29 N. Y. 358 ; Bounce v. Bow, 64

id. 411.)

The contract in this case called for a delivery of that descrip-

tion of wine known as " Prosperi's Chianti Wine," which should

be " in good merchantable order," and was to be " approved by the
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buyer within three days." That kind of wine was in fact deliv-

ered, and the merchantable order of the goods was a fact which,

though warranted, was to be ascertained by the buyer for him-

self within the delay allowed. It was open to the buyer, if he

distrusted his judgment, or if for any reason he wished it, to

require an express warranty to cover the quality, or other points

about the wine. He did not do so and, under the terms of the

contract of the parties, we should hold that as to the seller it

was fully executed, and no warranty survived in favor of and

available thereafter to the buyer.

For the reasons assigned the order appealed from should be

afErmed, and, under the stipulation in the notice of appeal,

judgment absolute should be ordered in favor of the plaintiff

and against the defendant, with costs.

All concur.

Order affirmed and judgment aeeordingly.



Part V.

BREACH OF THE CONTRACT.

Mason v. Decker.

(72 New York, 695.—1878.)

Action to recover purchase-price of certain shares of stock.

Verdict for plaintiff was sustained by the General Term of

the Superior Court of the city of New York.

Earl, J. There was evidence tending to prove, and the jury

must have found, the following facts : In April, 1873, the

plaintiff and defendant were stockholders in a corporation known
as the New York Construction Company. The plaintiff owned
143 shares, the par value of which was 114,300. That corpora-

tion was in need' of more funds, and a scheme was devised

whereby each of the stockholders were to subscribe an instru-

ment agreeing to furnish 17,000 and receive in payment certain

bonds at fifty cents on the dollar. The plaintiff being reluctant

or unwilling to subscribe the instrument, and the defendant be-

ing desirous that he should, for the puipose of inducing him to

subscribe, the defendant agreed with him that if he would sub-

scribe and pay the $7,000, and take the bonds, he, the defend-

ant, would on .or before the first day of July next ensuing take

all the plaintiff's stock and the bonds, and pay him therefor what
the stock and bonds had cost him, with interest. On the faith

of this agreement the plaintiff subscribed the instrument, and

he agreed to sell his stock and the bonds on the terms proposed

by defendant. The defendant subsequently took and paid for

ten shares of the stock. Subsequently, the defendant being

unwilling or reluctant to carry out his agreement, the parties

met on the 30th day of June, 1873, and compromised or changed

the April agreement, so that the defendant should be required to

take only the stock, and then made an agreement, the terms of

(425)
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which were embodied in the following writing executed by the

defendant and delivered to the plaintiff

:

" I, N. H. Decker, of New York city, agree to buy of Thomas F.

Mason, also of New York city, thirteen thousand three hundred

($13,800) dollars of the capital stock of the New York Con-

struction Company of the city of New York, at cost and inter-

est from the several dates on which the installments were paid

in ; to assume all the rights, benefits, obligations and liabilities

arising therefrom, and to pay for the said stock on October 10,

1873, or at my option for the whole or any part, at any time

previous thereto, with the understanding that as payments are

made the stock shall be transferred subject to my order.

" Witness my hand the 30th day of June, 1873.

"N. H. Decker."

At the same time the plaintiff agreed to sell his stock to the

defendant upon the terms mentioned in tliis agreement. At a

proper time the plaintiff requested performance on the part of

the defendant, and tendered to him the stock. The defendant

declined to take the stock, and then this action was commenced.

It is claimed on the part of the defendant that the plaintiff

cannot recover on the last agreement because it was not mutual,

and that there was no consideration expressed in the paper to

make the agreement on the part of the defendant binding upon

him, for the reason that there was no agreement to sell. But

there was ample consideration for the last agreement. The

defendant was released from the prior agreement, which had

become binding upon him by the part performance thereof, and

the plaintiff agreed to sell and deliver the shares at the time

the defendant executed and delivered to him the paper. The

agreement of the seller to sell need not be in the paper signed

by the purchaser. If the purchaser signs an agreement to buy,

and delivers it to the seller, and he agrees by parol to sell upon

the terms mentioned in the paper signed by the purchaser, there

is a binding agreement which can be inforced against the pur

chaser. (Justice v. Lang, 42 N. Y. 493 ; S. C. 52 id. 823, and

the opinion by Judge Allen in the same case when a third time

in this court, not reported.) The defendant was therefore

bound to take this stock, and the only other important question

is as to the amount of the recovery to which plaintiff was

entitled in this action.
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The plaintiff sued for and recovered the purchase-price. He
tendered performance on his part, and demanded payment of

tlie defendant. In such a case, it is too well-settled to be longer

disputed that the plaintiff could treat the stock as belonging to

the defendant, and sue for and recover the price agreed to be

paid for it. (Sedgwick on Dam. [5th ed.] 333 ; 3 Parsons on

Con. [5th ed.] 208; Bes Arts v. Leggett, 16 N. Y. 582; Dustan

V. McAmlrew, 44 id. 72.) In this State, in such a case, the

seller has the election to consider the property his own, tlie

buyer having forfeited his rights under the contract, or as

belonging to the buyer. In the former case his remedy is to

sue the buyer for damages for not taking the property, and the

nioiisure of his damages is the difference between the eontract-

pi'ice and the market-price. In the latter case, he may have

either of two remedies, to wit: He may sell the property, act>

ing as the agent of the buyer, and apply the proceeds upon the

purchase-price, and sue for and recover the balance, if any ; or

he may sue for and recover the purchase-price. These two

remedies are both based upon the theory that the title to the

property by the contract and tender and assent of the seller had

become vested in the buyer.

This discussion disposes of the most important exceptions

taken by the defendant upon the trial. We have carefully con-

sidered the other exceptions, and they present no error for

which the judgment should be reversed.

The judgment should be affirmed, with costs.

All concur, except Millbr, J., not voting ; Allen, J., con-

curring in result.

Judgment affirmeiL

Butler v. Btttlbr.

(77 New York, 472.-1879.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme

Court, affirming judgment in favor of plaintiff.

Danforth, J. The plaintiff submitted a proposition in

writing to the defendant and it was in like manner accepted.
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By it the plaintiff said :
" I propose to furnish you, for your

hotel in Luzerne, N. Y., one of Butler's Gas Generators and

Holders. . . . The holder to be of sufficient capacity to contain

fifteen hundred cubic feet of gas. To furnish all pipes to con-

nect the generator with the holder, and the holder with the

main pipe leading to the hotel ; all weights and chains, sheaves

and pulleys to support and balance the holder. All labor for

putting up and setting the retorts, and hanging the holder, and

connecting the pipes as before mentioned, and a sufficient air

mixing meter, for the sum of fifteen hundred dollars. You
(the defendant) are to furnish the tank and house for holder

and generator and gallows frame for support of holder, to pay

the freight on the machine from New York, and board one

mechanic while putting up and connecting as above, exclusive

of the cost of the machine and furnish one man to help rivet

the gas-meter. I guarantee . . . that the machine shall be

put up in the best and most workmanlike manner and all ready

to make gas by June seventh, if j-our part of the work does not

delay us. Payments to be f500 cash when the works are on

that ground, $500 in one bond, due September 25, 1872, and

$500 in one bond, due September 25, 1873, with interest."

The plaintiff in his complaint alleges that he " delivered the

gas-works to the defendant at Luzerne in accordance with

the contract ;
" avers a constant readiness on his part " to set

tlie same up and make the connections in accordance with the

agreement," but says, " the defendant has never permitted him

to do so," and for breach, that the defendant, "except to pay

freight charges on said gas-works, has wholly failed to perform

the agreement on his part and has not paid the sum of $1,500,

and for that sum, with interest, he demands judgment."

Upon the trial the referee found in accordance with the com-

plaint, and among other things, " that the plaintiff delivered

the gas-works to the defendant at Luzerne, that the extra ex-

pense which the plaintiff would have incurred to set the same

up and make the connections is one hundred dollars " and,

deducting that from the contract price finds, that the plaintiff

is entitled to recover the balance and directs judgment therefor

with interest from the 1st of July, 1871. The defendant ex-

cepted to these findings, and the exceptions, I think, are well

taken. The contract is single and entire. If performed by the

plaintiff he would be entitled to recover the full sum of $1,500,
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part in cash, part in bonds. He was not to furnish materials

and perform labor upon them for the defendant, but from his

own materials and by his own labor furnish to the defendant

properly affixed to his premises, a completed machine of a par-

ticular kind " all ready to make gas."

It is not pretended that this has been done ; on the contrary,

the defendant has not permitted him to do it,—and as the con-

tract price is not divisible, there is no ground on which a

recovery can be had for any part of it. (^Inohlald v. The West-

ern, etc., 17 C. B. [N. S.j 733 ; Blanch v. Oocheran, 8 Bing.

14.) Nor is it in any sense true that the gas-works have been

delivered to the defendant. Certain materials, among others,

sheet and other kinds of iron : in bundles and rolls ; castings,

grates, rings, retort covers, and " one machine bottom," which,

when properly arranged and joined together may compose a

machine ; were delivered by the plaintiff to a common carrier,

who received them at " owner's risk." They were marked

B. C. B., or B. C. B. for 15. C. Butler, Luzerne, N. Y., and the

defendant paid the freight upon them. Even these things did

not thereby become his property ; the freight was paid in exe-

cution of the contract, but the goods remained tlie goods of the

plaintiff. If lost during transportation, or if destroyed after

reaching the place of destination, the plaintiff would have to

bear the loss. He could change their destination and make

such use of them as he saw fit. His creditors could take them

in execution (^Atkl-mon v. Bell, 8 B. & C. 277), for the defend-

ant was to have, not these articles, as separate parts or mem-

bers from which by the application of skill and labor a machine

could be constructed, but a complete thing, placed upon his

own premises, of the required capacity and ready for use ; and

until that was furnished the property in these chattels did not

pass from the plaintiff. (^Atkinson v. Bell, 8 B. & C. 277

;

Johnson v. Hunt, 11 Wend. 137 ; Tripp v. Armitnge, 4 Mees.

& Wels. 698; Andrews v. Dieterioh, 14 Wend. 35 ; Andrews v.

Durant, 11 N. Y. 35 ; Ward v. Shaw, 1 Wend. 404 ; Becker v.

Furniss, 14 N. Y. 611 ; Olark v. Balmer, 11 Mees. & Wels. 243.)

Doubtless the plaintiff may in this, as in other cases where the

performance of a contract has been prevented by the act or

omission of the other party, recover what he has lost thereby, if

anything, or the damages sustained, if any. (^Hosmer v, Wil-

son 7 Mich. 294.) Such a case, however, was not presented
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to the referee, nor was it suggested by the pleadings. The

plaintiff neither claimed nor proved damages arising from the

breach of the contract, nor from being prevented from perform-

ing it. On the contrary the cause of action was treated by the

plaintiff and referee and by the court below as one where prop-

erty bargained for had been delivered and title vested in the

purchaser, and for which therefore, the plaintiff within well-

settled rules of law, might maintain the action and recover the

purchase-price. And such is the contention of the learned

counsel for the respondent upon this appeal. There is, how-
ever, nothing in the evidence to warrant that view of the case,

or permit the application of such rule of law.

The judgment should be reversed and a new trial granted,

with costs to abide the event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.

Nightingale et al. v. Eiseman bt al.

(121 New yoi-k, 288.-1890.)

Action for goods sold and delivered. Judgment for defend-

ants was sustained by tlie General Term of the Supreme Court.

Eakl, J. On the 4th day of January, 1886, the plaintiffs

were manufacturers of silk, at Paterson, New Jersey, and the

defendants were dealers in silk, doing business in the city of

New York. On that day, an agent of the plaintiffs, who was

engaged in selling silk for them on a salary, called upon the de-

fendants at their place of business and took from them the fol-

lowing order

:

" Order No. 11. January 4th, 1886.

Ship by Ex. Eisbman & Co.,

Bill Mach. Grand St., City.

Duplicate No.

Term, 6-10 1 per cent special.

r 25 pes., Feb. 20.

J
50 " Mch. Ist.

"^
^ Balance before Mch. 16,

or earlier if possible.

No. 756. 100 pes., 19 in. Surah, @ 60 c."
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Then follows a statement of the colors of the different pieces

to be furnished. It was proved that the figures 6, 10, 1, follow-

ing the word " Term," meant six per cent off from the bill for

the silk, one per cent extra discount, and the silk to be paid for

ten days after delivery. The order having been sent to the

plaintiffs by their agent, on the next day they wrote to the de-

fendants that they had received their order and would endeavor

to forward the goods " as near as possible to the time specified."

About the thirteenth of March, they shipped from Paterson, to

the defendants at New York, seventeen pieces of the silk, and

never, thereafter, shipped any more ; and they commenced this

action on the thirteenth of April thereafter to recover the

contract-price of the silk delivered. The defendants refused

payment before the action was commenced and defended the

action on the ground that the plaintiffs had not performed their

contract.

If we assume that the contract, as made by the plaintiffs'

agent, is to be considered modified by their letter to the defend-

ants, so that they were bound to deliver the sUk only as near as

possible to the time specified in the contract, yet in any event

the contract bound them to deliver at some time. If the cir-

cumstances were such as to excuse the plaintiffs from delivery

at the time specified in the contract, yet they were bound to

deliver, and they could perform their contract onty by delivering

the silk at some time. We are inclined to the opinion that the

conti'act should be treated ns an entire contract to deliver the

one hundred pieces, and that none of the silk was to be paid for

until ten days after the delivery of the whole. But, if such be

not its proper construction, and the defendants were bound to

pay for each of the installments of silk specified in the contract

within ten days after the delivery thereof, the plaintiffs were

bound to make at least one complete delivery before they could

call upon the defendants for any payment. The defendants, in

no way, so far as the evidence discloses, waived complete per-

formance. The seventeen pieces of silk were shipped to them

from Paterson. They had no reason to suppose that the plain-

tiffs intended that shipment as a compliance with their contract

to ship twenty-five pieces ; and so, when they received the sev-

enteen pieces, they had the right to suppose that they would be

followed by a further shipment, and that the plaintiff's would

contiuue to perform their contract. They could, tliei'efore, re-
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ceive the seventeen pieces without waiving their right to demand
further performance before they could be compelled to pay. At
the very first time when they were called upon to speak, that

is, when they were asked to pay for the seventeen pieces, they
refused payment on the express ground that the plaintiffs had
not performed their contract, and promised that they would pay
when the balance of the silk was received, and not before.

Therefore, whether we regard this as a single contract by
which the plaintiffs were bound to deliver one hundred pieces
of silk before they could demand any payment, or whether we
consider the defendants bound to pay for each delivery specified

in the contract, we think the plaintiffs are not cntitUd to re-

cover
; and for this conclusion the authorities in this state are

so abundant that they need not be cited.

At the trial the counsel for the plaintiffs asked one of their

witnesses, the agent who took the order from the defendants,

the following questions :
" After you took this order did you

have any conversation with the defendants, or either of them,
with respect to the delivery of any of the goods under this con-

tract ? " " After the taking of that order what conversation

did you have with the defendants in regard to the delivery of

the first installment of pieces referred to in the contract ?
"

These questions were objected to on the part of the defendants

as immaterial, and were excluded by the court. The counsel

did not disclose what he expected to prove by these questions,

and it is impossible to discover what competent evidence could

have been elicited by them. No claim was made at the trial

that the contract had in any way been changed ; and the court,

therefore, committed no error in excluding the questions.

One of the plaintiffs, as a witness, was asked the following

questions by his counsel :
" State whether or not, but for the

strike of the laborers employed in your mill, you would have

been able to deliver the goods ordered by the defendants at the

time stated in the order, or within a reasonable time thereafter?
"

" State whether or not the strike of the laborers interfered with

the delivery of a portion of the goods ordered by the defend-

ants at the time named in the order given by them ? " These

questions were objected to by defendants' counsel as incompe-

tent and immaterial, and were excluded. No complaint was

made at tlie trial that the plaintiffs did not deliver the seven-

teen pieces of silk in time. The sole complaint was that they
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did not deliver even the twenty-five pieces required for the first

installment : and any evidence which could have been elicited

by these questions could show no justification for a failure to

make such delivery at some time before the action was com-

menced, and, therefore, the questions were properly excluded.

The judgment is clearly right, and should be affirmed.

All concur.

Jvdgment ajffirmed.

Bembnt v. Smith.

(15 Wendell, 493.—1836.)

Action of assumpsit.

In March, 1834, the defendant employed the plaintiff, a

carriage-maker, to build a sulky for him, and promised to pay
180.00 for it. In June, 1834, the plaintiff took tlie sulky to

the residence of the defendant, and told him that he delivered

it to him, and demanded payment. The defendant denied hav-

ing agreed to receive the sulky. Whereupon the plaintiff told

him he would leave it with a Mr. De Wolf, residing in the

neighborhood ; which he accordingly did, and in July, 1834,

commenced this suit. The declaration contained three special

counts, substantially alike, setting forth the contract, alleging

performance on the part of the plaintiff, by a delivery of the

sulky, and stating a refusal to perform, on the part of the de-

fendant. The declaration also contained a general count for

work and labor and goods sold. The judge, after denying a

motion for a nonsuit, made on the assumed grounds of vari-

ance between the declaration and proof, charged the jury, that

the tender of the sulky was substantially a fulfilment of the

contract on the part of the plaintiff, and that he was entitled

to sustain his action for the price agreed upon between the par-

ties. The defendant's counsel requested the judge to charge

the jury, that the measure of damages was not the value of the

sulky, but only the expense of taking it to the residence of the

defendant, delay, loss of sale, etc. The judge declined so to

charge, and repeated the instruction, that the value of the arti-

cle was the measure of damages. The jury found for the plain-

28
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tiff, with 183.26 damages. The defendant moved for a new-

trial.

By the Oourt, Savaoe, Ch. J. The defendant presents no

defense upon the merits. His defense is entirely technical, and

raises two questions : 1. Whether the tender of the sulky was

equivalent to a delivery, and sustained the averment in the

declaration that the sulky was delivered ; and 2. Whether the

rule of damages should be the value of the sulky, or the par-

ticular damages to be proved, resulting from the breach of the

contract. There is no question raised here upon the statute of

frauds. The contract is therefore admitted to be a valid one

;

and relating to something not in solido at the time of the con-

tract, there is no question of its validity.

The plaintiff agreed to make and deliver the article in ques-

tion at a particular time and place, and the defendant agreed to

pay for it, on delivery, in a particular manner. The plaintiff

made, and as far as was in his power, delivered the sulky. He
offered it to the defendant at the place and within the time

agreed upon. It was not the plaintiff's fault that the delivery

was not complete ; that was the fault of the defendant. There

are many cases in which an offer to perform an executory con-

tract is tantamount to a performance. This I apprehend is one

of them. The case of Towers v. Osborne, Strange, 506, was

like this. The question here presented was not raised, but the

defendant there sought to screen himself under the statute of

frauds. The defendant bespoke a chariot, and when it was

made, refused to take it ; so far the cases are parallel. In an

action for the value, it was objected that the contract was not

binding, there being no note in writing nor earnest, nor delivery.

The objection was overruled. In that case the action was

brought /or the value; not for damages for the breach of con-

tract. This case is like it in that particular; this action is

brought /or the value, that is, for the price agreed on—and it is

shown that the sulky was of that value. The case of Orook-

shank v. Burrell, 18 Johns. R. 58, was an action in which the

plaintiff declared against the defendant on a contract whereby

the plaintiff was to make the wood-work of a wagon, for which

the defendant was to pay in lambs. The defendant was to come

for the wagon. The question was upon the statute of frauds.

Spencer, Ch. J., states what had been held in some of the Eng-
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lish cases, 4 Burr. 2101, and 7 T. R. 14, that a distinction

existed between a contract to sell goods then in existence, and

an agreement for a thing not yet made. The latter is not a

contract for the sale and piirchase of goods, but a contract for

work and labor merely. The case of Orookshank v. Burrell is

much like this, with this exception : there the purchaser was to

send for the wagon ; here the manufacturer was to take it to

him. There it was held that the manufacturer was entitled

to recover, on proving that he had made the wagon according

to contract : here it is proved that the sulky was made and

taken to the place of delivery according to contract. The merits

of the two cases are the same. It seems to be conceded that an

averment of a tender of the sulky by the plaintiff, and a refusal

of the defendant to receive it, would have been sufficient ; and

if so, it seems rather technical to turn the plaintiff out of court,

when he has proved all that would have been required of him

to sustain his action. The plaintiff, in his special counts, does

not declare for the sale and delivery, but upon the special con-

tract ; and herein this case is distinguishable from several cases

cited on the part of the defendant, and shows that it was not

necessary to have declared for goods bargained and sold. It

seems to me, therefore, that the judge was right in refusing the

nonsuit, and in holding that the evidence showed substantially

a fulfilment of the contract. The variance as to the amount of

Joseph Bement's note, I think, is immaterial ; but if otherwise,

it may be amended. The alleged variance as to the price of

the sulky is not .sustained by the facts of the case.

The only remaining question, therefore, is as to the damages

which the plaintiff was entitled to recover. It is true that the

plaintiff does not recover directly as for goods sold : but in the

case of Towers v. Osborne, the plaintiff recovered the value bf

the chariot, and in Orookshank v. Burrell, the recovery was

for the value of the wagon. The amount of damages which

ought to be recovered was not the question before the court in

either of those cases ; but if the value of the article was not the

true measure, we may infer that the point would have been

raised. Upon principle, I may ask what should he the rule?

A mechanic makes an article to order, and the customer refuses

to receive it, is it not right and just that the mechanic should

be paid the price agreed upon, and the customer left to dispose

of the article as he may? A contrary rule might be found a
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great embarrassment to trade. The mechanic or merchant,

upon a valid contract of sale, may, after refusal to receive, sell

the article to another, and sue for the difference between the

contract price and the actual sale. Sands ^ Orump v. Taylor

J-
Lovett, 5 Johns. R. 395, 410, 411 ; 1 Salkeld, 113 ; 6 Modern,

162. In the first of these cases, the plaintiffs sold the defend-

ants a cargo of wheat. The defendants received part, but re-

fused to receive the remainder. The plaintiffs tendered the

remainder, and gave notice that unless it was received and

paid for, it would be sold at auction, and the defendants held

responsible for any deficiency in the amount of sales. It was

held, upon this part of the case, that the subsequent sale of

the residue was not a waiver of the contract, the vendor being

at liberty to dispose of it bona fide, in consequence of the

refusal of thu purchaser tt> accept the wheat. This case shows

that where there has been a valid contract of sale, the vendor

is entitled to the full piice, wliether the vendee receive the

goods or not. i cannot see why the same principle is not

applicable in this case. Here was a valid contract to make

and deliver tlie sulky. The plaintiff performed the contract

on his part. Tlie defendant refused to receive the sulky.

Tlie plaintiff might, upon notice, have sold the sulky at auc-

tion, and if it sold for less tliau ISO.00, the defendant must

have paid the balance. The reason given by Kent, Cli. J., 5

Johns. R. 411, is, that it wouhl be unreasonable to oblige him

to let the article perish on his hanils, and run the risk of the

insolvency of the buyer. l>at if after tender or notice, which-

ever may be necessary, the vendor chooses to run that risk and

permit the article to perisli, or, as in this case, if he deposit it

witli a third person for the use of tlie vendee, he certainly

must have a right to do so, and prosecute for the whole price.

Suppose a tailor makes a garment, or a shoemaker a pair of

shoes, to order, and performs his part of the contract—is he

not entitled to the price of the article furnished? I think

he is, and that the plaintiff in this case was entitled to his ver-

dict.

The question upon the action being prematurely brought

before the expiration of the credit which was to have been

given, cannot properly arise in this case, as the plaintiff recov-

ers upon the special contract, and not upon a count for goods

sold and delivered.

New trial denied.
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Cahen V. Platt bt al.

(69 New York, 348.—1877.)

At the trial, verdict was rendered in favor of the plaintiff.

The General Term of the Superior Court of the city of New-

York affirmed the judgment, from which the defendants now
appeal.

Earl, J. In September, 1872, at the city of New York, the

plaintiffs sold to the defendants 10,000 boxes of glass, at seven

and one-half per cent, discount from the tariff price of July, 1872,

to be paid for in gold, at New York upon delivery of invoice

and bill of lading, by bills of exchange on Antwerp. The glass

was to be of approved standard qualities, and was to be shipped

on board of sailing vessels at Antwerp, and to be at the risk of

the defendants as soon as shipped, and they were to insure and

pay the freight and custom duties. The glass was to be deliv-

ered during the months of October, November and December,

1872, and January, 1873. In pursuance of this contract, the

plaintiff delivered to the defendants 4,924 boxes of glass, for

which they paid. They refused to receive any more, and this

action was brought to recover damages consequent upon such

refusal.

The defendants claimed, and gave evidence tending to prove,

that the glass delivered was not of approved standard quality,

and hence that they had the right to refuse to take the balance.

While some months after the glass was delivered the defend-

ants complained of its quality, they at no time offered to return

it, or gave plaintiff notice to retake it. They received it under

the contract, and it is not important in this action to determine,

as no counterclaim is set up, whether or liot a right of action for

damages on account of the inferior quality of the glass survived

the acceptance. The fact that the glass delivered and received

upon the contract was inferior, did not give them the right to

repudiate the contract altogether. They could demand better

glass, and when the plaintiff offered to deliver the balance, if it

was inferior, they could refuse to accept it. But if plaintiff

was ready and willing to deliver for the balance such glass as

the contract called for, they were bound to receive it. Here
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the plaintiff jequested them to take the balance of the glass,

and they refused to take any more, and thus repudiated and

put an end to the contract. There was no proof that the plain-

tiff insisted upon delivering inferior glass, or that he was not

ready and willing to deliver glass of the proper quality. They
did not take the position that they were willing to receive glass

of approved standard quality, but refused to take any more
glass under the contract. There was, therefore, such a breach

of contract as enabled the plaintiff to recover such legal dam-
ages as he sustained by the breach.

The only other question to be considered is whether a proper

rule of damages was laid down by the court at the trial.

The contract was made in New York, and it was doubtless

contemplated by the parties that the glass would be carried to

New York. But the plaintiff was not bound to deliver it there.

His delivery was upon shipboard at Antwerp, and after the

glass was shipped the defendants could transport it to any part

of the world. It was then at their risk, and they were liable to

pay for it, although it should be lost. After plaintiff had

shipped the glass, all he was bound further to do, to entitle him

to payment, was to present to the defendants at New York the

invoices and bills of lading of the glass.

Here the balance of the glass was not actually delivered.

The defendants notified plaintiff not to ship, and absolutely

refused to take any more, and hence the glass remained in Bel-

gium. The general measure of damages in such a case is the

difference between the contract price and the market price at

the time and place of delivery. This measure is adopted as one

that will generally give complete indemnity to the seller. He

can dispose of the commodity contracted to be sold at the mar-

ket price, and his damage will be the difference between the

price thus obtained and the price he would have received if the

contract had been performed. Evidence as to the price need

not be confined to the precise time when the contract was to

have been performed. It maysometimes be impracticable to show

the price at the precise time, and hence evidence of the price

for a brief period before and after the time may be given, not

for the purpose of establishing a market price at any other

time, but for the purpose of showing as well as practicable the

market price on the day the contract was to have been per-

formed. So it may not always be practicable to show the price
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at the precise place of delivery. There may have been no sales

of the commodity there, and hence evidence of the price at

places not distant, or in other controlling markets may be given,

not for the purpose of establishing a market price at any other

place, but for the purpose of showing the market price at the

place of delivery. (Dana v. Fiedler, 12 N. Y. 40; Dustan v.

McAndrew, 44 N. Y. 72; Durst v. Burton, 47 N. Y. 167.) Here

there was no difficulty. There was a markejt price at the place

of delivery. The defendants proved that the market price

there was thirty-seven and one-half per cent, off from the tariff

rate, and the plaintiff proved that the market price in New York

was fifty per cent. off. The court charged the jury that the

plaintiff was entitled to recover the difference between the con-

tract price and the market price in the city of New York, and

this charge gave tlie plaintiff several thousand dollars more than

he could upon the evidence have recovered if the court had

charged that the market price at Antwerp should be taken in-

stead of that at New York. In this charge, which was properly

excepted to, the court erred, and for this error the judgment

must be reversed and new trial granted, costs to abide event.

All concur.

Judgment reversed.

Dtjs-tan v. McAndrew bt al.

(44 New York, 72.-1870.)

Action for breach of contract, for refusal to take a quantity

of hops according to contract. At the trial it was shown that

the hops in all respects answered the contract.

On August 24, 1860, J. S. & W. Brown of New York exe-

cuted the following agreement with the plaintiff

:

" In consideration of the sum of one dollar, the receipt of

which is hereby acknowledged, we have sold this day to Mr.

John F. Dustan, of this city, 100,000 pounds of first sort west^

ern or eastern hops, as we may select ; growth of 1860 ; deliv-

erable in the city of New York, at our option, during the

months of October or November, 1860, at seventeen cents per

pound, subject to Mr. J. S. Brown's inspection, or other mu-
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tuallj'^ satisfactory. Terms, cash on delivery. Mr. Dustan's

name to be made satisfactory either by indorsement or by a

deposit of $2,500 by both parties.

"J. S. & W. Beown."

On the 7th of September, plaintiff sold this contract to de-

fendants under the following agreement in writing:

" In consideration of the sum of one dollar, the receipt of which
is hereby acknowledged, I have this day sold to McAndrew &
Wann the contract of J. S. & W. Brown, dated 24th August,

1860, for 100,000 pounds first sort hops, western or eastern,

growth of 1860 ; upon condition that the said McAndrew &
Wann fulfill the conditions of said contract to the said J. S.

& W. Brown, and pay to me, in addition, on delivery of the

hops, ten and one-half cents per pound.

"John F. Dtjstan."

Prior to November 30, .John S. Brown inspected and branded

the hops and certified that they conformed to the contract. On
November 30, J. S. & W. Brown were ready and willing to de-

liver said hops, and defendants were so notified, but refused to

take them, because they had not had an opportunity to inspect

them, and because J. S. & W. Brown had refused to let defend-

ants' inspector inspect the hops. On December 24, plaintiff took

and paid for the hops, and immediately notified the defendants

the same were in store for them at No. 4 Bridge street ; that un-

less they complied with the terms of the contract of the 7th of

September on or before December 26, they would sell the same

on their account and hold them for any deficiency. Defend-

ants still declining to take the hops, thej'- were sold at fair sale

for twenty cents per pound.

Verdict was directed for plaintiff for |8,130 and was sus-

tained by the General Term of the Superior Court of the city

of New York, and defendants appealed to this court.

Earl, C. The contract required that the hops should be in-

spected by J. S. Brown, or some other inspector satisfactory to

both parties. In case J. S. Brown could not, or should not

inspect them for any reason, then they were to be inspected by

some otlier person mutually satisfactory. Neither party had

the right to demand any other inspector, unless Brown neglected
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or refused to inspect. It is doubtless unusual to insert a stipu-

lation in contracts, that the vendor shall inspect the goods sold.

But where parties agree to this, they must be bound by their

contract, and it must be construed the same as if some other

person had been chosen inspector.

It is claimed on the part of the respondent, and was held by
the court below, that the inspection provided for was intended

simply for the convenience of the vendors, to enable them to

perform their contract, and that it merely furnished prima facie

evidence that the hops answered the contract, and that the in-

spection was not conclusive upon the parties. I cannot assent

to this. The contract was for the sale and purchase of hops of

a certain description, and the object of the inspection was to

determine for the benefit of both parties, whether, they answered

that description. Until the vendors delivered the hops with the

inspection, the vendee was not obliged to pay, and when so de-

livered, the vendors were entitled to the purchase price. The
inspection was thus as much for the convenience and benefit of

one party as the other. Its purpose, like similar provisions in

a variety of contracts, was to prevent dispute and litigation at,

and after performance. But if the inspection was merely for

the convenience of the vendors, then they could dispense with

it, and compel the vendees to take the hops without any inspec-

tion whatever. And if it was merely prima faeie evidence of

the quality of the hops, then it was an idle ceremony, because,

not being binding, the vendee could still dispute the quality of

the hops, refuse to take them, and show, if he could, when sued

for not taking them, that they did not answer the requirements

of the contract ; and thus the plain purpose for which the pro-

vision was inserted in the contract would be entirely defeated.

The inspection could be assailed for fraud, or bad faith in

making it, and perhaps within the case of McMahon v. The New

York ^ Erie Railroad Co., 20 N. Y. 463, because made with-

out notice to the vendee. The inspection here was made with-

out notice ; but it is not necessary to determine whether this

renders it invalid, as no such defense was intimated in the an-

swer or upon the trial.

By the purchase of the contract the defendants were substi-

tuted, as to its performance, in the place of the vendee therein

njtmed, and were bound to do all that he had agreed to do or

was bound in law to do. When notified that the hops were
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ready for delivery they declined to take them, upon the sole

ground that they had not had an opportunity to examine or

inspect them; and they claimed that they had sent one Smith

to inspect t^T^in, and that he had been declined permission to

inspect them. There was no proof, however, that they ever

tried to examine or inspect the hops, or that the vendors ever

refused to permit them to examine or inspect them. They sent

Smith to inspect them, and he went to one of the several store-

houses where some of the hops were stored, and he says he was

there refused an opportunity to inspect them by Mr. A. A.

Brown. But there is no jjroof that he was in any way con-

nected with the vendor, or that he had any agency or authority

whatevei- from them. There was no proof th.at defendants ever

tried with the. vendors to agree upon any other inspector, or

that they ever asked the vendors to have the hops inspected by

any other inspector, and they made no complaint at any time

that they were inspected witliout notice to thera. The point

that they should have had notice of the inspection was not

taken in the motion for a nonsuit, nor in any of the requests to

the court to charge the jury. If the point had been taken in

the answer or on the trial, the plaintiff might, perhaps, have

shown that notice was given by the vendors, or that it was

waived.

Hence we must hold, upon the case as presented to us, that

there was no default on the part of the plaintiff or the vendors,

and that the defendants were in default in not taking and pay-

ing for the hops. The only other question to be considered is,

whether the court erred in the rule of damages adopted in

ordering the verdict.

The court decided that the plaintiff was entitled to recover

the difference between the contract price and the price obtained

by the plaintiff upon the resale of the hops, and refused, upon

the request of the defendants, to submit to the jury the ques-

tion as to the market value of the hops on or about the 30th

day of November.

The vendor of personal property in a suit against the vendee

for not taking and paying for the property, has the choice

ordinarily of either one of three methods to indemnify himself.

(1). He may store or retain the property for the vendee, and

sue him for the entire purchase price. (2). He may sell the

propei'ty, acting as the agent for this purpose of the vendee,
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and recover the difiference between the contract price and the

price obtained on such resale ; or (3). He may keep the prop-

erty as his own, and recover the difference between the market

price at the time and place of delivery, and the contract price.

(2 Parsons on Con. 484; Sedgwick on Dams. 282; Lewis y.

Greider, 49 Barb. 606 ; Pollen v. LeRoy, 30 N. Y. 549.) In

this case the plaintiff chose and the court applied the second

rule above mentioned. In such case, the vendor is treated as

the agent of the vendee to make the sale, and all that is re-

quired of him is, that he should act with reasonable care and

diligence, and in good faith. He should make the sale without

unnecessary delay, but he must be the judge as to the time and

place of sale, provided he act in good faith and with reasonable

care and diligence. Here it is conceded that the sale was fairly

made ; it was made in the city of New York, in less than one

month from the time the defendants refused to take the hops.

It was not claimed on the trial that the delay was unreasonable

and we can find nothing in the case to authorize us to hold

that it was unjustifiable. We are, therefore, of the opinion,

that the court did not err as to the rule of damages.

The judgment should therefore be affirmed with costs.

For affirmance, Lott, Ch. C, Eael and Hunt, CC. Gray, C,

was for reversal, on the ground that the delay in selling was

too great.

Leonard, C, did not vote.

Judgment affirmed with costs.

Van Brocklbn v. Smballib.

(140 New York, 70.—1893.)

Action for breach of contract.

Finch, J. The only question in this case is one of damages.

The plaintiff and defendant entered into a written agreement

whereby the former agreed to sell and convey, and the latter to

purchase and receive, the plaintiff's undivided one-third inter-

est in the partnership of Snyder, Van Brocklen, and Hull,

whose assets consisted of real estate held as partnership prop-
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erty for the use of the business, stock on hand, and debts due

or to become due ; and who were manufacturers of knit goods,

occupying their mill for that purpose. The contract was dated

February 21st, 1891 ; the price to be paid was ten thousand

dollars ; and the formal instruments of sale were to be delivered

and the price to be paid on or before the ensuing first of March.

The partnership interest of the plaintiff was personal property

CMenagh v. Whitwell, 52 N. Y. 146 ; Morss v. Gleason, 64 id.

204); and the title passed at once upon the execution of the

agreement, for it is the general rule that a mere contract for

the sale of goods, where the subject is identified and nothing

remains to be done by the seller before making delivery, trans-

fers the right of property, although the price has not been paid,

nor the goods sold delivered to the purchaser. QBradley v.

Wheeler, 44 N. Y. 502.) On the morning of February 28th,

which was three days after the sale, tlie defendant announced

to his vendor his purpose to " throw up " the contract and to

" drop it right there." He made no complaint as to its fairness

or justice, no assertion of any deception or mistake, not even

of any disappointment in his bargain, but merely said that he

had partly promised to put some money into another enterprise

and could not put it in both ; that his brother was " kicking,"

and so he should not fulfill his agreement. Ordinarily, the

vendee in default proffers some show of justification for his

refusal to perform. This defendant had no excuse, but broke

his contract because he chose to do so. The vendor, on the

same day, served a written notice upon the vendee to the effect

that he, the seller, was prepared to carry out the stipulations

of the contract ; that the papers on his part were executed and

ready for delivery, and could be seen at the place where the

exchange was to be made, and where they had been formally

tendered to the vendee. As the first of March fell on Sunday,

the notice offered performance on the day before or the day

after, and insisted upon performance on the latter day at least.

The defendant wholly disregarded the notice, and neglected and

refused to fulfill his contract. On the second of April fol-

lowing the plaintiff gave a further written notice to the vendee

that he had made diligent effort to sell the property since

the latter's refusal to take it; that the best offer made was

about 12,500 less than the contract price ; that he was to give

an answer by the next night; and that if he heard notliing to
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the contrary he should accept the offer and hold the vendee

for the resulting loss. The defendant paid no attention to this

notice, made no objection, asked no delay, requested no differ-

ent mode of disposition, suggested no purchaser willing to pay

more, but simply remained silent. The plaintiff thereupon

sold the one-third interest to his partners, Snycjer and Hull,

for 17,500, not requiring the ^ash, but taking #6,000 in notes

and the balance in specific articles of property. There is no

proof, no pretense, not even a suggestion in the record, that

this sale was not perfectly fair and productive of the best price

possible to be obtained.

On these facts the plaintiff sued, seeking to recover the defi-

ciency on the re-sale. In answer to inquiries of the defendant,

he testified that the interest contracted to be sold was worth

fl0,000 when the agreement was executed, and when it was to

be performed, and such may have been its intrinsic worth, and

yet its sale value may have been much less.

At the close of his case the defendant asked the court to rule

as matter of law lipon the facts, that the measure of damages

was the difference between the value of the property at the

date of the contract and the date of performance, and that since

there was no such difference, the plaintiff was entitled only to

nominal damages. The plaintiff objected to any such ruling,

insisting that on the facts he was entitled to recover the defi-

ciency on the re-sale. The court ruled that only nominal dam-

ages could be recovered, and directed a verdict for six cents, to

which >the plaintiff excepted. On appeal the General Term
affirmed the judgment.

The ground of that affirmance is certainly erroneous. The

rule of damages applied was that which pertains to sales of real

property, and which differs in scope and in principle from that

applicable to sales of personal property. The opinion describes

the contract as one for " the purchase of land," and all the

authorities cited relate to sales of real estate. They have no

ap|)lication to the case in, hand. The plaintiff had no land to

sell and did not contract to sell any. What he did bargain about

was his ultimate interest in the partnership assets when con-

verted into money and after payment of all debts. His share

of the net surplus then remaining was the only subject of sale,

and all that he contracted to sell. His vendee would not and

could not become a partner by force of the purchase, would
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gain no title to the assets as such, and could only force a sale

of such assets, including tlie mill, and the distribution of the

proceeds. It was said in Tarhell v. Went, 86 N. Y. 287, that

" it is now well settled that a purchaser from one partner of his

interest in the partnership, acquires no title to any share of the

partnership effects, but only his share of the surplus, after an

accounting, and the adjustment of the partnership affairs."

The courts below, therefore, proceeded on a wrong basis, which

led them into error.

In this court the rule of damages for a breach by the buyer

of a contract for the sale of personal property, is perfectly well

settled. (^Dustan v. MoAndrew, 44 N. Y. 78; Mayden v. Dem-

ets, 53 id. 426.) In each of these cases it was ruled that the

vendor of personal property has three remedies against the

vendee in default. The seller may store the property for the

buyer and sue for the purchase price ; or may sell the property

as agent for the vendee and recover any deficiency resulting

;

or may keep the propei'ty as his own and recover the difference

between the contract price and the market price at the time and

place of delivery. In the second of the decisions last cited, it

was further held that the rule applied, not only to cases where

the title passed at once, but also to cases where the contract

was executory but there had been a valid tender and refusal.

Where the second method is adopted and the vendor chooses to

make a re-sale, that need not be at auction, unless such is the

customary method of selling the sort of property in question,

nor is it absolutely essential that notice of the time and place

of sale should be given to the vendee. (Pollen v. LeRoy, 30

N. Y. 556.) Still, as the sale must be fair, and such as is likely

to produce most nearly the full and fair value of the article, it

is always wisest for the vendor to give notice of his intention

to re-sell, and quite unsafe to omit it.

In this case the vendor acted strictly within the authority of

our repeated decisions, and must be protected unless we are

prepared, after misleading him, to reverse in some degree our

own doctrine deliberately declared. What is now said is that

we ought not to extend the vendor's right of re-sale to a species

of personal property such as is involved in the contract before

us. That is an erroneous and misleading statement of the

problem. The adjudged rule covers every species of personal

property. We have said of it that it is founded in good sense
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and justice, and that it " is the same in all sales, and in respect

to property of every description." (^Pollen v. LeBoy, supra.)

The rule, therefore, needs no extension since it already covers

the present case ; and the real suggestion is that we should

hegin for the first time to make exceptions to it, and here and

now take out of its scope and operation the one specific sort of

personal property which consists of an undivided interest in a

partnership. I feel myself bound to resist strenuously, and to

advise earnestly against, any such disintegrating exception,

whose logical outcome will inevitably be to confuse the rule

with narrow and arbitrary distinctions ; to open it to attack in

numerous directions ; to make its operation fickle and uncer-

tain ; to breed needless litigation ; and in the end to shatter the

rule itself. In deference to the doubts of some of my brethren,

I ought to state as briefly as possible a few of the reasons why
I think no such exception should be made.

One such reason concerns the safety of the fundamental doc-

trine upon which the rule is founded, which does not admit of

such an exception as is-now proposed, and will itself be endan-

gered by the resultant logic of the process. That doctrine is

that the vendor of personal property has a lien, or something

more than a lien, upon it for the purchase price, while it remains

in his possession awaiting delivery, although the right of prop-

erty has passed to the vendee. (Benjamin on Sales, book V.,

chap. 3, §§782, 783; Schouler on Personal Property, vol. 2,

§ 547.) The right of the unpaid vendor is deemed sometimes

analogous to the pawnee's right of sale, and sometimes to the

right of stoppage in transitu. Whatever it be, it is at least

a hen upon the property sold for the purchase price so long as

it remains undelivered, which lien the vendor may enforce by a

sale, and then recover any balance of the contract price unreal-

ized. Now, are we prepared to say that there is such a lien

where the property is grain or hops, or a horse, but is not where

it is an interest in a partnership ? And upon what principle

can we admit the lien and the consequent right to enforce it in

one case and deny it in the other ? If we undertake to make

the distinction the inevitable result will be to shake or destroy

the fundamental doctrine itself with consequences which we

may easily see would be likely to prove disastrous ?

But, again : Those who would draw the line between kinds

or classes of property subject to re-sale, and those not so sub-
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ject to it, must tell us where it is located, and upon what prin-

ciple it is to be drawn. That, I suspect, would prove at least a

diificult, if not an impossible task. The effort has been many
times made, but always hitherto has ended in absolute fail-

ure. At first the endeavor was to limit the remedy to the case

of perishable property, but in MaoLean v. Dunn, 4 Bing. 722,

that effort was resisted. Best, C. J., said of it: "It is ad-

mitted that perishable a)-ticles may be re-sold. It is difficult to

say what may be considered as perishable articles and what

not; but if articles are not perishable, prwe is, and may alter in

a few days or a few hours. In that respect there is no differ-

ence between one commodity and another." "And," he added,

'''we are anxious to confirm a rule consistent with convenience

and law. . . . The goods may become worse the longer they

are kept; and, at all events, there is the risk of the price

becoming lower." And so the rule was not confined merely to

pei'ishable property.

Another line of distinction is that between goods and mer-

chandise and things in action ; but we are not at liberty to

draw that line in this state, even if it were possible to do it

upon any logical ground. In Porter v. Wuniuer, 94 N. Y.

442, the contract was for the sale of government bonds, and in

denying the right of the vendor to re-sell. Judge Andrews put

it upon the ground that the vendee was not in default, adding:

" The contract to carry had not expired, and the sale cannot be

regarded as the exercise by a vendor of personal property, of a

right to re-sell on account of the vendee, and to charge the lat-

ter for the loss, for the plain reason that such right in any

given case does not come into existence, and can be exercised

only after default by the vendee." There was no suggestion

that the rule did not apply to things in action, and he cited

Dustan v. McAndrew, supra, and Mason v. Decker, 72 N. Y.

595.

The latter case shuts off another possible ground of distinc-

tion which might be that the rule only applies to such personal

property as is the subject of general traffic, and has a market

value. In that case, the thing sold was shares of the stock of

a construction company which was badly in want of funds, and

struggling, by an issue of bonds to its friends, to procure means

to live. This court held that the vendor had a double remedy,

and might, as one of them, re-sell the stock after tender to tin:

vendee in default, and recover the resultant loss. So that the
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rule not only covers things in action, but also those which are

not the subject of general dealing, and cannot be said to have

a market value.

This last case, in principle, conies very near to the one at

bar. The interest of a stockholder in the corporate property

represented bj' his stock is nothing more than a fro rata share

in the property of the company remaining after the payment of

debts and expenses, with the intermediate right to share in the

profits. iBurrally. Bushwiak R. B. Co., 75 N. Y. 216.) That

is exactly the description of the interest of a partner in a part-

nership. That one is incorporated and the other not is the sole

difference between them without at all affecting the common and

identical character of the property owned in each. It seems to

me the case must be decisive.

But I draw another inference from it, and that is the wide

and dangerous sweep of the doctrine contended for in its ap-

plication to stock transactions. I suppose nothing to be more

common than sales of stocks by vendors for account of a default-

ing vendee and a recovery of the balance unrealized. Logically

that must stop if the exception here contended for be allowed,

for I take it that none of us, however astute, can stand upon

so thin a distinction in the doctrine under consideration as

that between a corporate and non-corporate interest in capital

and assets.

I may be permitted to add that I can see no injustice in the

application of this rule to the present case. Beyond any ques-

tion the defendant could have been sued for the whole purchase

price, and if solvent could have been made to pay the entire

$10,000. If he deemed the re-sale for 17,500 less than could

be or ought to be realized, he had the privilege of protecting

himself by procuring a more liberal purchaser or taking the

property and controlling its sale for himself. He did neither.

He kept silent. He defiantly broke his contract and with some

natural triumph staiids ready to pay the six cents. That is not

enough. He should pay the deficiency resulting from the sale.

The judgment should be reversed and a new trial granted,

costs to abide the event.

All concur, except Andrews, Ch. J., not voting.

Judgment reversed?

• See University Law Review, I, 135.
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WiNDMULLER ET AL. V. POPE BT At/.

(107 New York, 674.—1887.)

lis January, 1880, plaintiffs agreed to sell and defendants to

buy "about twelve hundred tons old iron, . . . , for shipment

from Europe at sellers' option, by sail or steam vessels to New
York, Philadelphia or Baltimore, at any time from May 1 to

July 15, 1880, at thirty-five dollars per ton, . . . deliverable in

vessels at either of the above ports on arrival." On June 12,

1880, defendants notified plaintiffs that they would not receive

or pay for the iron, and that thej^ must not ship any to them.

Plaintiffs thereupon sold said iron abroad.

(^Extrai:t from opinion.^ We think no error is presented

upon the record which requires a reversal of the judgment.

The defendants having on the 12tli of June, 1880, notified the

plaintiffs that thejr would not receive the iron rails or pay for

them, and having informed them on the next day that if they

brought the iron to New York they would do so at their own
peril, and advised them that they had better stop at once at-

tempting to carry out the contract, so as to make the loss as

small as possible, the plaintiffs were justified in treating the

contract as broken by -the defendant at that time, and were

entitled to bring the action immediately for the breach, without

tendering the delivery of the iron, or awaiting the expiration of

the period of performance fixed by the contract ; nor could the

defendants retract their renunciation of the contract after the

plaintiffs had acted upon it and, by a sale of the iron to other

parties, changed their position. (Dillon v. Ander^un, 43 N. Y.

231 ; Howard v. Daly, 61 id. 362 ; Ferrin v. Spooner, 102 id.

12 ; Eoahster v. De La Tour, 2 El. & Bl. 678 ; Cort v. Amhev-

(jate, etc., Raihvay Co., 17 Ad. & El. 127 ; Crabtree v. Messer-

moth, 19 la. 179; Benjamin on Sales, §§567, 568.)

The ordinary rule of damages in an action by a vendor of

goods and chattels, for a refusal by the vendee to accept and

pay for them, is the difference between the contract-price and

the market value of the property at the time and place of deliv-

ery. (^Dana v. Fiedler, 12 N. Y. 40; Dustan v. MgAndrew, 44

id. 72 ; Cahen v. Piatt, 69 id. 348.)

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.
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Canda bt al. V. Wick.

(100 New york, 127.—1886.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Teim of the Superior

Court of the city of New York, af&rming a judgment in favor of

plaintiffs, entered upon the report of a referee.

On Sept. 13, 1881, the plaintiffs agreed to sell and deliver

400,000 brick to the defendant, to be delivered on the street in

front of premises upon which the defendant was erecting a build-

ing. The defendant agreed to accept and pay for the brick at

the rate of 17.25 per thousand. On Sept. 21st, the plaintiffs de-

livered 2,000 brick, when defendant prevented further delivery,

although plaintiffs offered to perform the contract on their part.

The market value of the brick was then 16.75 per thousand.

There was no tender of any brick after that date. On Oct. 14th,

defendant demanded the remainder of the brick, but plaintiffs

refused to deliver. The market value of the brick was then

i|i8.25 per thousand. The referee allowed as danlages the differ-

ence between the contract price and the market price on

Sept. 21st.

Andrews, J. The referee found, upon sufficient evidence

to justify the finding, that the reasons assigned by the defend-

ant on the 21st of September, 1881, for refusing to receive

the balance of the brick of the cargo of the schooner Ellen,

were groundless. He further found that the brick were of the

quality specified in the contract, and that there was a sufficient

available space for piling them. Upon the defendant's refusal

to permit the plaintiffs' cartmen to continue the deliveiy, the

plaintiffs offered to deliver the balance of the cargo, and stated

to the defendant that if brick advanced in price, they could not

be held responsible for the delivery on the contract. The de-

fendant persisted in his refusal to receive any more brick from

the cargo of the Ellen, assigning the reasons before stated, viz.

:

defective quality and want of space. The plaintiffs had a right

to make delivery on the contract, on the 21st of September.

The written memorandum is silent as to the time of delivery,

but the evidence shows that prompt delivery and acceptance

was contemplated, and that this was one of the considerations
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upon which the plaintiffs entered into tlie contract. The ten-

der and refusal constituted, we think, a breach of the contract

by the defendant. It was not necessary that the plaintiffs

should tender' the whole four hundred thousand brick in order

to put the defendant in default. It was not contemplated that

the entire number should be delivered in one mass, but as is

evident from the situation of the parties and the surroundings,

they were to be delivered from time to time, at the convenience

of the plaintiffs, but without delaying the defendant in prose-

cuting the work in which they were to be used. When the

defendant refused without adequate reason to accept the cargo

of the Ellen, the plaintiffs were at liberty to treat the contract

as broken, and were not bound to make an actual tender of the

remainder of the brick before bringing the action. This would

have been a useless ceremony. The warning given by the plain-

tiffs to the defendant, that his refusal would absolve them from

any obligation on the contract, was not, as is claimed, equiva-

lent to an assertion of a right on their part to regard the con-

tract as still subsisting and executory, or as a reservation of a

right to deliver the brick if they should so elect. The letter of

October 4, 1881, shows that on several occasions after the 21st

of September, the plaintiffs were willing to go on with the con-

tract, but the defendant was not ready and only became ready

when brick had greatly advanced in price. The right of action

having accrued from the transaction of September 21st, it was

not waived as matter of law by a subsequent offer on the part

of the plaintiffs to furnish the brick, which was not accepted

by the defendant until the advance in the market had materially

changed the situation. The price which the plaintiffs received

for the brick on sale to other parties was immaterial in view of

the facts that they were delivered on contracts made prior to

September 21st, and that the plaintiffs had the ability to furnish

all the brick required for all their contracts, including that with

the defendant.

The judgment should be affirmed.

All concur.

Judgment affirmed.
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Keller bt al. v. Strasbtjrgbb.

(90 New York, 379.—1882.)

A VERDICT was rendered in favor of the defendant, and judg-

ment entered thereon was affirmed bj' the General Term of the

Supreme Court.

Earl, J. This action was brought for goods sold and deliv-

ered, the complaint containing no allegation of fraud. The
defendant in his answer alleged that the goods were bought

upon a credit of four months, and that the credit had not expired

at the commencement of the action. Upon the trial the defend-

ant proved his allegation as to the credit, and then the plain-

tiffs gave evidence, which was controverted by the defendant,

tending to show that at the time of the purchase, and to induce

the credit, the defendant made false representations as to his sol-

vency. The plaintiffs also proved that before the expiration of

the credit, and before the commencement of the action, the de-

fendant gave them notice that he would not be able to pay for

the goods at the expiration of the credit. The plaintiffs claim

that this notice was a waiver of the credit, that it destroyed the

mutuality of the contract, and that tliey could, in consequence

thereof, at once commence this action without waiting for the

expiration of the credit. This is a novel claim, unsupported by

any authority. The contract was not repudiated by the defend-

ant, and remained in force notwithstanding his declared inabil-

ity to perform it on his part.

All concur.
Judgment affirmed.
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Arnold v. Delano.

(4; CusMng, 33.—1849.)

This was an action of trover, brought by the plaintiff as the

assignee of Arthur Sowerby, an insolvent debtor, and was sub-

mitted to the court of common pleas upon the following agreed

statement of facts :

On the 30th of March, 1848, Sowerby and one Grant, who

were partners as. silk manufacturers, in Northampton, purchased

of Delano, the defendant, sixty-five cords of wood, then piled

with a much larger quantity on Delano's land. The wood sold

was measured off at the time of the sale, but no otherwise sep-

arated from the residue, than by means of a stake put down to

designate the extent of sixty-five cords. The contract was

made with Sowerby, and a bill of the wood was given him by

Delano, as follows :

"Messrs. Sowerby & Grant. Bo't of C. Delano. 1848,

March 30th. 65 cords wood, 197.00. Received payment by

note at 6 mos. at Northampton Bank. C. Delano."

At the time of making the contract,' there was no formal tak-

ing possession or delivery of the wood, except as above stated,

but the purchasers were to remove the same before the 1st of

April, 1849.

On the 29th of June, 1848, Sowerby applied personally for

the benefit of the insolvent law, and a warrant was accordingly

issued to Ansel Wright, as messenger, on the same day. Pos-

session was taken of the property at the silk works, by the mes-

senger, on the 30th of June, and a schedule of assets was

furnished him by Sowerby on the same day. On the schedule

was the following entry, in the handwriting of tlie messenger :

" 65 cords of wood on C Delano's land." No formal possession

was taken of the wood by the messenger; nor was any entry

made by him on the land where it was piled, which was distant,

in fact, two miles or more from the silk works. On the 15th

of July, Sowerby furnished a schedule of creditors, on which

was this entry :
" Cornelius Delano, Northampton. Note.

Wood. No security. $97."

On the evening of Saturday, the 1st of July, Delano, having

heard of the insolvent proceedings, gave the messenger notice
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that the wood had not been paid for, and that he claimed to

hold it, until the price should be paid. Delano also saw Sow-
erby the same evening, and requested him to give up the bill

and take the note. Sowerby took until the next Monday morn-

ing for consideration, and being then applied to, gave up the

bill to Delano, who thereupon canceled the note. The first

publication of notice of the insolvency did not take place until

Monday afternoon.

On the 17th of June, 1848, Sowerby and Grant advertised a

dissolution of partnership, and gave public notice that Sowerby
was duly authorized to settle all accounts of the late firm. As
a part of the terms of dissolution, Sowerbj'^ undertook to pay all

the partnership debts, and Grant conveyed to him all his right

and title in and to the partnership property ; but this convey-

ance was not known to Delano. At the time of the dissolution,

the partners, severally, as well as the partnership, were, in fact,

deeply insolvent.

The plaintiff was appointed assignee of Sowerby in Octo-

ber, 1848 ; the first meeting of creditors having been continued

on account of certain legal objections ; and the assignment was

then first made by the commissioner.

To the demand made by the assignee on Delano for the

wood, Delano answered that he could have it whenever he paid

for it; and Delano has always been willing to give up the wood
upon payment of the price. Subsequent to the 1st of April,

1849, Delano sold a portion of the wood measured off; but

there has always remained in the same lot more than sixty-five

cords of similar quality, of which he has offered to give up that

amount, upon payment of the price agreed upon.

Upon the foregoing statement of facts, the court of common

pleas gave judgment for the plaintiff, whereupon the defendant

appealed to this court.

Shaw, C. J. This is an action of trover, to recover the

value of sixty-five cords of wood, brought by the plaintiff, as

the assignee of Arthur Sowerby, an insolvent debtor. It is

submitted to the court upon an agreed statement of facts,

which being clearly stated, it is not necessary to recapitulate.

On these facts, the plaintiff contends, that there was a com-

plete sale and purchase of the wood, by which the property

became vested in Sowerby and Grant ; that by the dissolution
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of partnership between them in June, 1848, and the transfer

by Grant to Sowerby of all his right, title and interest in the

partnership property, Sowerby stipulating to pay all the part-

nership debts, this property became vested in Sowerby; and

that by his subsequent insolvency, the proceedings under it,

and the assignment to the plaintiff, the same title to the prop-

erty became vested in him.

On the other hand the defendant insists, that though the

wood was sold and measured off, with a license to the purchas-

ei-s to come on to his land, and take it away as they wanted it,

at any time within one year; and though a credit of six months

was given for the purchase money, and a note was given to

the plaintiff payable at the Northampton Bank in six months

;

yet as the wood remained as it originally lay on his premises,

it was in his actual possession ; and, as the purchasers became

insolvent, and legal pi'oceedings in insolvency were instituted

against them, before the price of the wood had been paid, he

had a right to detain the wood until payment or its equivalent.

The cause lias been extremely well argued on both sides,

and many authorities have been cited. But without going

over the whole ground, it is proposed to state only what we
understand to be the rules of law bearino- upon the subject,

and to apply them to the facts of the case as they appear in

the agreed statement.

There is manifestly a marked distinction between those acts,

which, as between the vendor and vendee upon a contract of

sale, go to make a constructive delivery and to vest the prop-

erty in the vendee, and that actual delivery by the vendor to

the vendee, which puts an end to the right of the vendor to

hold the goods as security for the price.

When goods are sold, and there is no stipulation for credit

or time allowed for payment, the vendor has by the common
law a lien for the price ; in other words, he is not bound ac-

tually to part with the possession of the goods, without being

paid for them. The term lUn imports, that by the contract of

sale, and a formal, symbolical or constructive delivery, the

property has vested in the vendee ; because no man can have a

lien on his own goods. The very definition of a lien is, a right

to hold goods, the property of another, in security for some
debt, duty or other obligation. If the holder is the owner, the
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right to retain is a right incident to. the right of property; if

he have had a lien, it is merged in the general property.

A lien for the price is incident to the contract of sale, when
there is no stipulation therein to the contrary ; because a man
is not required to part with his goods, until he is paid for

them. But conventio legem vincit ; and when a credit is given

by agreement, the vendee has a right to the custody and actual

possession, on a promise to pay at a future time. He may then

take the goods away, and into his own actual possession ; and

if he does so, the lien of the vendor is gone, it being a right

incident to the possession.

But the law, in holding that a vendor, who has thus given

credit for goods, waives his lien for the price, does so on one

implied condition, which is, that the vendee shall keep his

credit good. If, therefore, before payment, the vendee become

bankrupt or insolvent, and the vendor still retains the custody

of the goods, or any part of them ; or if the goods are in the

hands of a carrier, or middle-man, on their way to the vendee,

and have not yet got into his actual possession, and the vendor,

before they do so, can regain his actual possession, by a stop-

page in transitu ; then his lien is restored, and he may hold the

goods as security for the price.

The principle we take to be well settled, but the difficulty

which arises in practice,—one which has given rise to so many

cases,—lies in determining what is such an actual change of

possession from the vendor to the vendee, as shall be deemed

to put an end to the vendor's lien. Some cases seem to be

clear, and to illustrate the rule. If the goods are delivered to

the vendee's own servant, agent, wagoner, or shipmaster, that

is in law a delivery to the vendee himself. So if goods are

stored in a common warehouse, as the dock warehouses at the

London docks, and entered in the books as the property of

A. B., and deliverable to him, and a dock warrant issued, and

afterwards, upon the proper order of A. B. on the warrant, the

whole or a part are transferred to C. D., and entered in like

manner in his name, this is an actual change of custody, con-

trol and possession, though the goods are not moved from their

position. So, if the seller sustain different characters, as if a

person, who is a livery stable keeper, having a horse to sell,

makes a sale to C. D., and then transfers the horse to his livery

stable, to be kept for C. D. at a stipulated weekly hire, this
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may be regarded as an actual change of custody and posses-

sion.

But by far the most common case which occurs, is where

goods are ordered.by letter, on credit, to be sent from one coun-

try to another, or from one part of the same country to another,

and are accordingly forwarded by a common carrier. There,

as the carrier is not the servant of the vendee, the goods, though

they have left the actual possession of the vendor, if they have

not reached the actual custody of the vendee, or the ultimate

place of destination ordered by him, may be stopped in transitu

by the vendor : and if he can thus stop them, he regains his

lien.

Now to apply these rules to the present case : it appears to

us very clear, that there was a good sale and delivery of the

wood to Grant and Sowerby. Tlie wood was measured and

marked off, so that the very sticks composing the sixty-five

cords could be identified. And the reason, why marking, meas-

uring, weighing, etc., is necessary, is, that the particular goods

may be identified. If ten barrels of oil are sold, lying in a tank

of thirty barrels, the buyer can identify no part of it as his,

until it is measured. So, if fifty bales of cotton are sold out

of one hundred, no particular bales are identified until separa-

tion. But, if they are capable of being identified, and by the

contract of sale are identified, that is sufficient, aiad the prop-

erty passes ; as, if in the last case, there are one hundred bales

of cotton, numbered from one to one hundred, and the contract

is for the fifty odd numbers, or the fifty even numbers, or any

other specified fifty numbers, the bales sold are identified though

not separated. In the present case, the wood was marked off

and identified, and the vendees had a license for one year to

come on to the vendor's land and to take it away. This was.

a

complete sale and a constructive delivery, so as to vest the

property in Grant and Sowerby ; and, on their dissolution and

transfer, it vested in Sowerby, and by the assignment in his

assignee. Then, the question is, whether the defendant had,

under the circumstances, a lien for the price, and we think he

had. .

The purchasers had a license to go on to the defendant's land,

and take the wood ; whether this license was revocable or not,

it is not necessary to consider, as it was not in fact revoked.

But the vendees did not enter and take the wood ; it remained
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on the vendor's land, and in his possession, in the same manner

as before and at the time of the sale. The vendor acted in no

new capacity; he was to receive nothing for keeping; he was

precisely in the condition of a vendor, who had not parted with

the possession and custody of the goods sold. And this was

the state of things, when Sowerby went into insolvency ; upon

which event, we think, the vendor was remitted to his right to

keep possession of the wood as security for the price. Such a

vendor in possession is regarded as having a higher equity to

retain for the price, than the assignee of a debtor, who has not

paid for the property, has to claim it for the general creditors.

Sometimes a question may arise as to what constitutes an in-

solvency, and whether a mere stoppage of payment, and failure,

in the popular sense, is sufficient. In this case, there is no doubt,

because there was an insolvency declared by law, and a seques-

tration of all the vendee's property, under which this wood is

claimed by the plaintiff.

If it might be supposed, that the giving of a note in this case

was a payment, which would vary the case from that of a sim-

ple promise to pay for the wood, we think the answer is, that a

promissory note, even if in form negotiable, whilst it remains in

the hands of the vendor and not negotiated, but ready to be de-

livered up on the discharge of the lien, is regarded as the evi-

dence in writing of a promise to pay for the goods purchased,

and does not vary the rights of the parties. (Thurston v.

Blanehard, 22 Pick. 18.)

The fact, that after the proceedings in insolvency commenced,

and becaaie known to the defendant, lie applied to Sowerby and

got up the bill of sale, cannot of itself, we think, avail the de-

fendant. The insolvent could not, in that state, vacate the sale,

or re-convey the property ; and if the wood was worth more than

the lien of the defendant upon it, we think that the assignee, on

paying the defendant the price, was entitled to the wood for the

benefit of the general creditors ; and this was a right which the

insolvent could not defeat.

A fact was stated, on the part of the plaintiff, as of some

weight, namely, that after the expiration of one year from the

sale, the defendant sold a part of the wood. Whether, at that

time, he had an absolute right to sell the wood or not, it seems

to us, that such sale can have no effect on this claim. The plain-

tiff, if he can recover at all, must recover on the strength of his
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own title. He must prove a conversion. The action of trover

admits that the defendant obtained the possession rightfully

;

then, if he had a lien and a right to hold until the price was

paid, his refusal to deliver the wood on demand to the plaintiff,

(such demand not being accompanied with a tender of the price,)

was no evidence of conversion ; and, until such tender made,

the plaintiff has no ground of complaint.

Judgment for the defendant.

BABCOCK v. BONNBLL.l

(80 New York, 244.—1880.)

Action by plaintiff as administratrix of Charles A. Babcock

for an accounting of the proceeds of a policy of insurance on

iHiSTORT OF Stoppaob IN TRANSIT.—"In oouits of equity it has been

a received opinion that it was founded on some principle of common law.

In courts of law it is just as much the practice to call it a principle of

equity, which the common law has adopted. This was strongly insisted

upon by Mr. Justice Buller, in his celebrated judgment in the House of

Lords, in. the case of Lickbarrow v. Mason, 4 Bro. P. C. 57. It has also

been said by Lord Kenyon, that it was a principle of equity adopted by the

common law to' answer the purposes of justice. The most eminent equity

lawyers that I have had the opportunity of conversing with in times that

are gone by, were unanimous in repudiating it as the ofEspring of a court

of equity. The first case that occurred upon this subject affords some
authority for the opinion of Mr. Justice Buller and Lord Kenyon. It is

the case of Wiseman v. Vandeput, 2 Vern. 203, in 1690. That was a bill

filed by the assignees of the bankrupt against the vendor. The Lord Chan-

cellor directed an action of trover to be brought by the plaintiffs, upon
which they recovered a verdict. It is clear, therefore, that the rule had
not at that time been adopted at law. The Lord Chancellor however
adopted it in equity, and, notwithstanding the verdict at law for the plain-

tiffs, made a decree against them. The next case is that of Snee v." Pres-

cott, 1 Atk. 24. Lord Hardwioke again applied the rule to a certain extent

in equity. But it is remarkable that he received evidence of what was the

custom of merchants on this point; and he expressly founds his decree

upon the evidence of the custom of merchants, as well as upon the justice

of the case. This decision occurred about the year 1742 or 1743. The
next case is that of Ex parte Wilkinson, in 1755, referred to in D'Aquila v.

Lambert, Ambler, 399, which took place in 1761. There the Lord Chan-

cellor again grounded his decree on the usage of merchants, and stated that
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the life of said intestate, less payments of premium, made by

defendant, and interest thereon. Plaintiff had judgment below.

ChxtbOh, Ch. J. The finding of the trial judge that the

policy was taken out and delivered to the defendant as collat-

eral security for the payment of the indebtedness of Babcoct

& Co. to him was warranted by the evidence. No other con-

clusion could be arrived at, and the evidence is substantially

undisputed.

Some years afterwards Mr. Babcock expressed a desire not to

be regarded as having an interest, and stated that the entire

interest was in the defendant ; but I do not think that this

expression, under the circumstances, would have the effect of

the several previous decisions which had taken place to the same effect,

had given great satisfaction to the merchants. Numerous cases have fol-

lowed at law, showing that the right of stoppage in transitu, under certain

circumstances, is now part of common law.

"Nevertheless, owing perhaps to the doubtful state of its parentage,

many unsatisfactory and inconsistent attempts have been made to reduce

it to some analogy with the principles which govern the law of contract, as

it prevails in this country between vendor and vendee. It is to be observed,

however, that the right of stoppage in transitu is not peculiar to the law

of England. It existed, I believe, in the commercial states of Europe.

The cases I have already referred to, show tliat it was practised in the

Italian States. That it existed in Holland was proved in a case tried by

Lord Loughborough, and mentioned by him in his judgment in the case

of Lickbarrow v. Mason, 1 H. Bl. 364. That it is the law of Russia was

also proved in the oases of Inglis v. Usherwood, 1 East, 315, and of Both-

lingk v. IngliB, 3 East, 381. It appears also, on reference to the Chapitre

de la Faillitd, in the Code of Napoleon, that the law of France on this sub-

ject is in all points similar to our own. It is known that this, celebrated

code is chiefly a digest of the law of France as it existed before the Revo-

lution. Indeed the right of stopping in transitu had, before the composi-

tion or digest of that code, acquired the name in the French law of

' Bevendication.' It may, therefore, be presumed to be a part of the law

of merchants which prevails generally on the continent. The proof of

which, from time to time, combined with its manifest justice and utility,

has at length introduced it into the common law of England, of which the

law merchant properly understood has always been reckoned to form a

part." Lord Abinger, C. B., in CHbson v. Carruthers, 8 Mees. & Wels. 321,

338-339.

The right of stoppage in transit is practically an extension of the right'

of lien which, by the common law, every vendor has upon goods, sold, but

still in his possession, for the price. The exercise of the right does not

rescind the sale or revest the title in the vendor. He simply regains pos-

session, without ownership, and may pursue the same remedies to recover

the price as though he had never exercised the right of stoppage.
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a release, or create an estoppel. There is no dispute that at the

time the policy was taken out, there was an indebtedness in

favor of the defendant against Babcock & Co., evidenced by

two notes, amounting to 14,678.48. The policy was issued in

February, 1870, and it is claimed and found that in April, 1870,

these notes were compromised and settled, and that the defend-

ant received from one Wheelright, on behalf of Babcock & Co.,

$925 in money, in full satisfaction and discharge of said indebt-

edness, and delivered and surrendered said notes to him, and

that they were afterwards delivered up to Babcock & Co., who
destroyed and canceled them. Wheelright testified that he pur-

chased the notes of the defendant, and paid his own money, and

delivered them to Babcock & Co. upon being repaid that amount
and his expenses. In either view we think the debt was dis-

charged. It was an executed accord. Nothing remained exec-

utory, and it operated as a full satisfaction. A mere p]-omise

to accept less than the full amount of a debt although the sum
promised has been paid has been held not sufficient ; but when
the security has been surrendered, or some act done of a like

nature, there is no reason in law or morals, why the party should

not be bound. {Kromer v. llelm^ 75 N. Y. 574.)

It may be that the defendant intended to hold the policy of

insurance to indemnify him for tlie deficiency, but there was no

agreement to that effect, and the defendant's letters indicate

that he had regarded the debt fully released and canceled. The
defendant claims also to hold the policy as security for the bal-

ance of an additional indebtedness of $1,226.44 and interest,

after applying the proceeds of a cargo of coal, the fielding in

respect to which is here inserted :
" Fourth. On the 15th day

of November, 1869, the defendant sold a cargo of coal to said

Charles A. Babcock & Co., and took a note in payment therefor

of #1,226.44, due March 15, 1870 ; the said last-mentioned cargo

of coal was shipped to said Charles A. Babcock & Co., by the

schooner Hepzibah, on or about the 21st day of February, 1870,

the defendant through his agent, Edward Gullager, stopped the

said last-mentioned cargo of coal in transitu, took possession

thereof and disafiirmed the contract of sale therefor, and on the

4th day of May, 1870, sold the said last-mentioned cargo of coal

to one E. S. Farrar." If this finding can be sustained as a find-

ing of fact, it disposes of any claim for the debt. If the dis-

affirmance of the contract of sale of the coal depends as matter
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of law upon the stoppage of the coal in transitu, then a more diffi-

cult and doubtful question is presented. Every intendment is

in favor of the findings of fact, and findings may be implied if

wrarranted by the evidence to sustain a judgment. The evidence

as to the stoppage of the coal, as to the possession of the

defendant, and the sale thereof by him does not present the facts

as clearly as would be desirable upon this question. If the

defendant took possession of the coal in the exercise of the

right of stoppage in transitu, and sold the same without notice

to Babcock & Co., and without their consent, and especially

before the debt was due, an inference of an intention to dis-

affirm the contract of sale might be drawn, because upon the

theory that this right is to enforce a lien, as claimed by the de-

fendant, he must hold the property until the expiration of the

credit, and be able to deliver it upon payment of the price, and

the vendee has the right to pay the price, and take the property.

According to that theory the credit is not abrogated, nor the

sale, but the vendor is permitted to re-take the possession of the

propertj', and hold it as security until the price is paid. If not

paid at the time stipulated the vendor in analogy to other cases

of lien, may sell the property upon giving notice.

The general rule upon the theory of a lien, must be that the

vendor having exercised the right of stoppage in transitu, is

restored to his position before he parted with the possession of

the property. The property is vested in the vendee, and the

vendor holds possession as security for the payment of the pur-

chase-price. If therefore the defendant sold the coal without

notice or consent, or if with consent of the vendees with the

understanding that the sale was to be deemed rescinded the

finding would be justified, and the defendant would have no

claim upon this note.

The coal was sold to one Farrar, and a bill of sale thereof

made by the defendant, and he received the purchase-money.

The coal was sold, and the bill of sale and payment were not

made until April, after the note became due, and there is some

conflict in the evidence whether it was made with the knowl-

edge or consent of Babcock & Co., or not.

As to the legal question, although the right of stoppage in

transitu has been recognized in England for nearly two hun-

dred years, there is great confusion in the books as to the origin

of the right, and the principles upon which it is founded. As
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late as 1841 Lord Abinger said, that " although the question of

the right of stoppage in transitu had been as frequently raised

as any other mercantile question within the last hundred

years, it must be owned that the principle on which it depends

has never been either settled or stated in a satisfactory manner.

"In courts of equity it has been a received opinion that it

was founded on some principle of common law. In courts of

law it is just as much the practice to call it a principle of equity

which the common law has adopted."

Mr. Parsons, in his work on Admiralty, says, there are three

ways, in either of which it might be supposed that the law of

stoppage entered into the law of England. One, that it is based

upon the civil law by which, in case of a sale, the property

does not pass to the buyer until he has possession of the goods.

It would follow that the seller woald continue the owner until

they reach the buyer, and that, by the insolvency of the latter,

the goods would remain the property of tlie former. By the

common law a sale does of itself pass the property to the buyer,

without delivery. Another way is by implying a right of

rescinding the contract of sale in case of insolvency, and that

the act of stoppage was an exercise of that right, and a third

way is by implying constructive possession in the seller for the

purpose of the lien, to be enforced by tlie act of stoppage, or,

in other words, that this right is an enlargement of the common
law right of lien. (Parsons on Admiralty, 479.)

The rule seems not to have been settled in 1842. Parke, B.,

said :
" What the effect of stoppage in transitu is, whether

entirely to rescind the contract, or only to replace the vendor

in the same position as if he had not parted with the possession,

and entitle him to hold the goods until the price be paid down,

is a point not }'et fully decided, and there are difficulties attend-

ing each construction."

Mr. Bell, in his Commentaries on the Law of Scotland, favors

the doctrine of rescission. He says :
" Although there are

many difficulties either way, it appears, on the whole, most

consistent with the great lines of this doctrine of stoppage in

transitu, tiiat the seller's security over the goods sold, though

perhaps in a large sense of the nature of a lien, is given by
equity originally on the condition that the seller shall take

back the goods, as if the contract were ab initio recalled."

There are some other authorities favoring the same view,
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and there are others that favor the theory of a lien. (^Feise v.

Wray, 3 East, 93; Ex parte Qwynne, 12 Vesey, Jr. 379; 6 East,

21, note.)

Mr. Parsons says that the earlier English cases sustain the

doctrine of a lien, and intimates that later authorities changed
the ground to that of rescission, but that the latest returned to

the original doctrine. (Parsons on Admiralty, 481.) What
ever uncertainty there may be as to the rule in England, tlie

decisions in this country are quite preponderating in favor of

the theory of a lien. (^Rowlet/ v. Biyelow, 12 Pick. 307; Stan-

ton Y. Eager, 16 id. 467-475; Arnold v. Delano, 4 Gush. 33,

39; Newhall v. Varyas, 13 Maine, 93; -S'. G. 16 id. 314, and

cases cited ; Rogers v. Thomas, 20 Conn. 53 ; Ellis v. James, 5

Ohio R. 88-98; Harrl>i v. Pratt, 17 N. Y. 263.) The ele-

mentary writers favor the same view. (2 Kent's Com. 541

;

Parsons' Ad., 483 ; Parsons on Contracts, 598.) The question

has never been, that I am aware, definitely decided in this

State. As an original question the doctrine of rescission com-

mends itself to my judgment as being more simple, and, in

most cases, more just to both parties than the notion that the

act of stoppage is the exercise of a right of lien, but in defer-

ence to the prevailing current of authority, I should hesitate in

attempting to oppose it by any opinion of my own, and for that

reason I do not deem it necessary to state the grounds which

influence ray judgment.

It is found as a fact that the policy was delivered to the de-

fendant as collateral security for the payment of the first two

notes referred to only, " and that the defendants never acquired

or had any interest in said policy or in the moneys to accrue or

become payable thereon, except as a creditor of the said firm,

and to the extent of his claim upon the aforesaid two notes

against the said firm." The evidence justified this finding.

Tlie letter of the defendant of March 1, 1876, shows that he

did not then suppose that he had any legal indebtedness

against Babcock & Co. At the time the policy was issued the

cargo of coal for which the last note was given was in posses-

sion of the defendant as he claimed, and had not been disposed

of, so that the balance, even if Babcock & Co. were liable for

it, could not then be known, and in March after, in a letter to

the defendant, introducing Mr. Wheelright, Babcock & Co.

say: "We will avail ourselves of the opportunity to have him

30
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arrange for the settlement of your claim against us, leaving in

abeyance the cargo of Hepzibah, and the note given in settle-

ment of the same."

The testimony of the insurance agent is to the effect that

the policy was delivered to secure a fixed indebtedness, which

could only refer to the first two notes. "We are of opinion

therefore that the defendant has no lien upon this money to

secure the balance of the note given for that cargo of coal, even

if Babcock & Co. are liable for it.

It follows that the judgment must be affirmed.

All concur, except Eael, J., dissenting.

Judgment affirmed.

Stubbs v. Lund

(7 Massachusetts, 453.—1811.)

RffiPLEvrisr of a quantity of salt and coals. The defendant

pleads in bar that the said salt' and coals were the proper goods

and chattels of Lemuel Weeks and William C. Weeks, traverses

the property of the plaintiff, and prays a return to be adjudged

him, with his damages and costs. The plaintiff tenders an

issue on the traverse, which is joined by the defendant. A ver-

dict was found for the plaintiff, agreeably to the directions of

the judge, to which directions the defendant filed his excep-

tions, which were allowed by the judge.

From the exceptions it appears that the house of Logan,

Lenox & Co. at Liverpool in England, of which the plaintiff

was one, had shipped the cargo of salt and coals on board the

ship Henry, Joseph Weeks master, on the credit, and on the

account and risk of the said L. & W. C. Weeks, and consigned

the same to them or their assigns, for which the master had
signed bills of lading : but before the ship had left the port of

Liverpool, the shippera, being informed of the insolvency of

the consignees, refused to let the ship sail under the said ship-

ment of the cargo. Afterwards on the master's signing other

bills of lading, acknowledging the cargo to be shipped by the

same persons, consigned to the plaintiff, the master was per-

mitted to sail.
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There was shown in evidence to the jury an agreement be-

tween Logan^ Lenox & Co. and L. & W. C. Weeks, by which
the former contracted to accept the draughts of the latter, or

to advance them cargoes on credit, to a limited amount; also a

copy of an account current, in which the cargo in question was
charged by the former to the latter. The defendant is a deputy

sheriff of tliis county, and had attached the goods in question

as the property of the said L. & "W. C. Weeks, at the suit of

Daniel Tucker, in an action brought upon several promissory

notes.

Parsons, C. J. The title of the plaintiff is admitted to be

good, if the consignors had, under the circumstances of this

case, a right to stop the goods in question in transitu.

To this right the defendant has made two objections.

1. That the general credit given to the original consignees by

tlie consignors, which is stated at large in the exceptions, had

excluded the consignors from the right of stopping in transitu

goods shipped and consigned pursuant to that agreement. But

in our opinion, this objection cannot prevail. That agreement

cannot bind the consignors after the insolvency of the consign-

ees; the credit contemplated being predicated upon the supposed

ability of the consignees to pay at the expiration of the credit.

And a credit, given under such an agreement, can have no other

effect on this question, than the credit given under the first bills

of lading.

2. The other objection is, thtit the consignees being either

the owners or the hirers of tlie ship Henry, as soon as the goods

were received on board that ship, and bills of lading signed by

the master, there was no further transit, the goods being in the

possession and custody of the consignees. And to support this

objection, it was urged by the defendant's counsel, that the

right to stop in transitu extends only to goods shipped on

board a general ship.

We think this objection cannot prevail. The right of stop-

ping all goods shipped on the credit and risk of the consignee

remains until they come into his actual possession at the termi-

nation of the voyage, unless he shall have previously sold them

bona fide, and endorsed over the bills of lading to the purchaser.

And in our opinion, the true distinction is, whether any actual

possession of the consignee or his assigns, after the termina,tion
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of the voyage, be or be not provided for in the bills of lading.

When such actual possession, after the termination of the voy-

age, is so provided for, then the right of stopping in transitu

remains after the shipment. Thus, if goods are consigned on

credit, and delivered on board a ship chartered by the consignee,

to be imported by him, the right of stopping in transitu contin-

ues after the shipment (3 East, 381 ;) but if the goods are not

to be imported by the consignee, but to be transported from the

place of shipment to a foreign market, the right of stopping in

transitu ceases on the shipment, the transit being then com-

pleted : because no other actual possession of the goods by the

consignee is provided for in the bills of lading, which express

the terms of the shipment. (7 D. & E. -Ul.^)

The same rule must govern, if the consignee be the ship

owner. If the goods are delivered on board his ship, to be car-

ried to him, an actual possession by him, after the delivery, is

provided for by the terms of tlie shipment ; but if the goods are

put on board his ship to be transported to a foreign market, he

lias on the shipment all the possession contemplated in the bills

of lading. In the former case the transit continues until the

termination of the voyage ; but in the latter case the transit

ends on the shipment. •

We think, also, that the same distinction must exist in the

case of a general ship. If a ship sail from this country to Grreat

Britain, with the intention of taking on board goods for divers

pei'sons on freight, to be transported to a foreign market, as the

mercantile adventures of different shippers; if goods are so

shipped by the several consignors,there is no transit to the con-

signees after the shipment ; and no right of stopping remains

with the consignors. But it is otherwise when several persons

import goods in a general ship on their own credit and risk, for

a future actual possession by them is provided for in the bills

of lading.

Upon the best view we have been able to give the case before

us, we are satisfied that the verdict is right, and that judgment

must be entered upon it.

^Bowley v. Bigelow, 12 Pick. 307.
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LoBB BT AL. V. Peters et aIi.

(63 Alabama, 243.—1879.)

MANNiUfG, J. Munter & Brother, being largelj' in debt, and
insolvent, by an order requesting shipment to them, bought of

plaintiffs, J. M. Peters & Brother, of Virginia, twenty-five boxes
of tobacco ; which they accordingly sent as directed, to Munter
& Brother, at Montgomery, Alabama, by railroad, forwarding to

them by mail a bill of lading therefor. Ou receipt of this, sev-

eral days before the boxes arrived, Munter & Brother indorsed it,

and transferred their right to the goods to J. Loeb & Brother,

who gave them credit for the same, on a debt past due, which
Munter & Brother owed them. There was no other considera-

tion for this transfer. Soon afterwards, Peters & Brother, being

informed of the insolvency of Munter & Brother, and claiming

the right to stop the tobacco in transitu, demanded it of the car-

rier, the South & North Alabama Railroad Company, and sued

the same in detinue for it, having first offered to pay the freight

money. Loeb & Brother intervened as claimants, and thereby

obtained possession of the goods. Whereupon, the suit was

prosecuted against them, to a verdict and judgment in favor of

Peters & Brother, from which Loeb & Brother have appealed

to this court.

We do not concur in the opinion expressed in Rogers v.

Thomas, 20 Conn. 54, that a vendor of goods, in transit to an

insolvent vendee, cannot stop them on the way, before delivery,

unless the insolvency of the vendee occurred after the sale to

him of the goods. We think, with the Supreme Court of Ohio,

that the vendor may stop the goods upon a subsequent discov-

ery of insolvency existing at the time of the sale, as well as

upon a subsequent insolvency. If there be a want of ability to

pay, it can make no difference, in justice or good sense, whether

it was produced by causes, or shown by acts, at a period before

or after the sale.

—

Benedict v. Shuettic, 12 Ohio St. 515 ; Rey-

nolds V. Boston ^ M. R. R. Oo., 43 N. H. 589 ; ffBrien v. Mr-
ris, 16 Md. 122 ; Blum v. Marks, 21 La. Ann. 268. The best

definition of the right which we have seen, is that in Parsons's

Mercantile Law, as follows; "A seller, who has sent goods to

a buyer at a distance, and, after sending them, finds that the
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buyer is insolvent, may stop the goods at any time before they

reach the buyer. His right to do this is called the right of

stoppage ill ir'i»sifu." Chap. X., p. 60.

If, before this right is exercised, the buyer sells the goods,

and indorses the bill of lading for them to a purchaser in good

fivith, and for value, the right of tlie first vendor to retake them

is extinguished.

—

Lic'.hirrote t. J/!.^'«. 1 Smith's Lead. C;ises.

:.^S. Evidence, therefore, that Loeb & Brother knew, when
they took a transfer of the bill of lading, that ilunter & Brother

\s ere insolvent, was relevant and proper to show, in connection

with other testimi:my. that Loeb \- Brother were not homi fide

purtluisei-s. And there was no error in permitting a witness to

testify what one of that firm had previously said, tending to show

such knowled<,'e, when he was giving evidence in another cause.

.Statements and declaratii'iis. relevant to the matter in hand,

which have been made by a party to a cause, may be piT>ved

against liini. withriut his adversary being eompeUed to use such

party as a wituess in a suit in which he is interested.

The two judgments against Munter & Brother, in feivor of

creditors, confessed by the former before the tolx»eeo had reached

its destination, and the seizure upon execution the next day uf

property of Munter ^: Brrither, by the sheriff, tended to prove

tlieir insolvency ; and the evidence of those facts was. theiv-

fore, properly admitted.

The transfer of a bCl of lading, as a collateral to previous

obligations, without anything advanced, given up, or lost on

the part of the tK\nsferee, di>?s not constitiite such an assign-

ment as will preclude the vendor from exercising the right of

stoppi»ge in tramitti. Said Bradley. Circuit Justice, in Zt-> i->-

iierY. The .SV«#/)'/-, .--.-rH, 2 Woods, 35: "Nothing short of a

h'nafih sale of the goixis for value, or the possession of them

hy the venule- . can defeat the vendor's right of stoppage in

ti-'iiinifu : and hence it li^is been held, that an assignee in trust

for crediti'i-s of the insolvent vendee is not a purchaser for

\ alue. and, consequently, takes subject to the exercise of any

right of stiipp;»ge in tran»»tn which may exist against the as

signor.

—

Harris v. Pritf. 17 X. T. -i9." Wherefore, it was

held in the latter case, that an attachment in the suit of the

vendee's creditor, of goi^ds landed by the carrier upon a wharf-

boat at the place of deliven. did not prevent the vendor from

stopping them in ti:fnsii„. See als.i. O'Brien v. Mmrk, 16 Md.
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122; Naylor v. Dennie, 8 Pick. 199; Nicholas v. Lefeuvre, 2

Bingh. (N. C.) 83. The doctrine is based upon the plain reason

of justice and equity, enunciated in B'Affiiila v. Lambert, 2

Eden's Ch. 77, that " one man's property should not be applied

to the payment of another man's debt." The right itself is

regarded as an extension merely of the lien for the price, which
the seller of goods has on them while remaining in his posses-

sion ; which lien the courts will not permit to be superseded,

before the vendee, who has become insolvent, obtains posses-

sion, unless, in the meantime, the goods have been sold to a

person who, in good faith, has paid value for them, and so

would be a loser hi/ his purchase, if that were held invalid.

Appellants having only credited Munter & Brother on the debt

previously due from them, with the price of the tobacco, have

nothing more to do, in order to get even, than to debit them

with the same sum, for the non-delivery of the goods, in con-

sequence of the defect in Munter & Brother's title.

The case of Crawford v. Kirhsey, 55 Ala. 282, so much relied

on by appellants, is wholly imlike this. The question of stop-

page in transitu was in no way involved in it. The contro-

verey there was, whether a conveyance by a debtor in a failing

condition, of property which was indisputably and entirely his,

in payment of a debt to one of his creditors, was not void as to

the others ; and this court decided, that the law permitted such

a preference, and that the transaction was not fraudulent in

fact.

It results from what we have said, that there was no error in

the charges to the jury.

Let the judgment of the Circuit Court he affirmed.
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Jones v. Eael.

(37 California, 630.—1869.)

Action for conversion.

Plaintiff wrote defendant as follows :

" San Francisco, November 18th, 1867.

" Messrs. D. W. Eaul & Co.

" Grents :—On the eleventh instant we shipped to your care

the following goods, viz :

Two barrels whiskey.

Two casks ale.

Two casks porter.

Four baskets champagne.

Four cases Hostetter's hitters.

" Marked : F. M. A.,

" Virginia, City,

" Care Eael, Cisco.

" If the goods have not been forwarded yet from Cisco, please

hold on to them till you hear from us again, as the party to

whom they were consigned at Virginia has been attached, and

we want to save the goods. If they have been forwarded from

Cisco, please instruct your agent at Virginia to deliver the

goods to no one but our agent, Mr. J. A. Byers, who will be at

Virginia on the lookout for the goods.

" Please write us immediately whether the goods have been

sent ; if not, Mr. Byers will call for them at Cisco.

" Very respectfully,

" Biggs & Jones."

Sanderson, J. Stoppage in transitu is a right which the

vendor of goods upon credit has to recall them, or retake them,

upon the discovery of the insolvency of the vendee, before the

goods have come into his possession, or any third party has

acquired bona fide rights in them. It continues so long as the

carrier remains in the possession and control of the goods, or

until there has been an actual or constructive delivery to the

vendee, or some third person has acquired a bona fide right to

them. Upon demand by the vendor, while the right of stop-
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page in transitu continues, the carrier will become liable for a

conversion of the goods, if he decline to redeliver them to the

vendor, or delivers them to the vendee. (^Markwald v. His

Creditors, 7 Cal. 213 ; Blaokman v. Pierce, 23 Gal. 508 ; ffNeil

V. Garrett, 6 Iowa, 480 ; Reynolds v. Railroad, 43 N. H. 580.)

And a notice by the vendor, without an express demand to

redeliver the goods, is sufficient to charge the carrier. If the

carrier is clearly informed that it is the intention and desire of

the vendor to exercise his right of stoppage in transitu, the

notice is sufficient. (^Reynolds v. Railroad, supra ; Litl v. Cow-

ley, 7 Taunton, 169 ; Whitehead v. Anderson, 9 M. & W. 518

Bell V. Moss, 5 Wharton, 189.) And notice to the agent of the

carrier, who in the regular course of his agency is in the actual

custody of the goods at the time the notice is given, is notice

to the carrier. (^Bleroe v. Red Bluff Hotel Co., 31 Cal. 160.)

The case made by the record shows that the goods in ques-

tion were consigned to the care of the defendant at Cisco, to be

forwarded by him in the usual course of business to the vendee

at Virginia City. That the defendant was engaged in the for-

warding business at Sacramento, and had an agent at Cisco

whose business it was to receive all goods shipped to the care

of defendant, and deliver them to the order of the vendee upon

payment of charges and commissions. That, while the goods

were at Cisco and in the custody of the defendant's agent, who

had full charge of the forwarding business at that place, a let-

ter from the plaintiff, addressed to the defendant at Cisco, con-

taining a bill of the goods, and informing the defendant that

the vendee had been attached, and that he wanted to save the

goods, and directing the defendant not to deliver the goods to

any one except his (the plaintiff's) agent at Virginia City, who

would be looking out for them, was received by the defendant's

agent at Cisco. That the defendant, by his agent, acknowledged

the receipt of the letter, and stated that the goods were " in store

and he would hold them subject to the order of Byers " (plain-

tiff's agent). That afterwards the vendee of the goods came to

tlie agent of defendant and, tendering charges and commissions,

demanded the goods, and that the demand was complied with.

That the vendee was insolvent at the date of the notice to de-

fendant's agent that the plaintiff desired to stop the goods in

his hands.
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In view of these facts, and ttie law as above declared, the

defendant is clearly liable for a conversion of the goods.

Judgment and order affirmed.

Bbckbe v. Hallgaeten et al.

(SGNew rork, ICT.—ISil.)

Action for conversinn.

Prior to August 2, 1876, Wilhelm & Boerner of Berlin, Ger-

many, sold three fases of goods to Boas & Stern of the same

city, imd delivered to them invoices of said goods. Boas &
Stern tlien directed that the goods be shipped to the plaintiff at

Bremen. They were so shipped. On August 2, 1876, Boas &
Stern ajiplied to one Goldstein, a banker in Berlin, for a loan

of 3,000 marks, upon the security of said goods and bills of lad-

ing. The loan was so made. Boas & Stern then gave an order

on plaintiff to hold the goods subject to Goldstein's order, which

Goldstein immediately forwarded to plaintiff with directions to

ship goods to defendants at New York, and notified defendants

that the goods were consigned to them, to be delivered by them

to one Stern (not a member of the firm of Boas & Stern) on

payment of 3,000 marks and expenses. On August 4, the goods

were so shipped under bills of lading running to defendants.

On August 19, "plaintiff, in behalf of Wilhelm & Boerner

by cable to defendants stopped the goods in transitu, and they

having the bills of lading, thereafter agreed to hold them for

plaintiff's account."

On October 6, 1896, Wilhelm & Boerner executed the fol-

lowing paper :
" The undersigned hereby assign to Heinrich

Becker, of Bremen, our claim on accepted draft for 2,500 marks,

and 1,562.55 marks balance of account, with all rights unto us

belonging."

On November 6, plaintiff demanded the goods and offered to

pay charges thereon.

By the Commercial Code of Germany, in force at the time,

transfer of the legal title to goods shipped under bills of lading

could only be made by the written indorsement of the consignee.
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Judgment for plaintiff was affirmed by the General Term of

the Court of Common Pleas of the city of New York.

Danforth, J. Becker was at no time in the course of these

transactions the agent or representative of the vendors. Until
and including the shipment of the goods he was the agent of

Boas & Stern, the vendees, or of Goldstein. He obeyed, as was
proper, at the different stages of the affair, first one and then
the other of these parties. If his special character ceased with
the shipment, he neither entered the employ of the vendors, nor
did he act under any instruction received from them. The
finding, therefore, that in behalf of the vendors he stopped the

goods, is without evidence to support it. Assuming, in the

next place (for the purpose only of this discussion), that by
the assignment above spt out, lie became vested with a vendor's

right to stop goods while on their way to an insolvent purchaser,

it is one which, we think, cannot be exercised in this case, for

the reasons : First, that the transit was over before the gooda
left Germany. They were sent by the vendors to Becker, as

the vendees' agent at Bremen. The shipment was preceded by,

and was in consequence of, a request by B. & S. to the vendors,

" to send the boxes " to Becker " at our disposition." Therefore,

on the 28th of July, informing Becker of the shipment to him,
" at the request of and for account of Messrs. B. & S. of Ber-

lin," they write, we have sent you part of the goods in question

and " request you to carry out the further instruction of said

parties concerning the same ;

" and in the next letter, communi-

cating the shipment of the balance, they say, " and request you

hereby to let Messrs. B. & S. have the further disposal thereof."

It is obvious, then, that the impulse impressed upon the goods

by the vendors carried them only to Bremen. Some other

action was necessary on the part of the vendees before they

moved again. They^ at that point, transferred the goods to

Goldstein, and made them, in the hands of Becker, subject to

his order. The trial court finds not only a " taking of the goods

by him as security," but tha-t Boas & Stern "directed Becker

to hold and ship the goods according to Goldstein's directions."

This was done. The bills of lading were issued in favor of

strangers to the vendees, and who represent a party having

actual custody and the right of disposition. The shipment and

the consignment by the vendors ended at Bremen. At that
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place new interests attached, in promotion of which the goods

were sent forward. The only consignment by W. & B. was to

Becker at Bremen.

It has been held that the delivery to the vendee, which puts

an end to the state of passage, may be at a place where he means

the goods to remain until a fresh destination is communicated

to them by orders from himself. ( Valpy v. Gibson, 4 C. B. 837

;

Biggs Y. Barry, 2 Curt. 259 ; Bolton v. L. ^ Y. R. W. Co., L. R.

1 Com. PI. 439 ; also Dixon v. Baldwin, 5 East, 175 ; and this

case is approved in Qovell v. Hitchcock, 23 Wend. 611.) In the

case before us, it is plain that they had reached the place for

which they were intended, under the direction given by the

vendors, and had come under the actual control of the vendees.

Dixon V. Baldwin, supra, is commented upon in Harris v. Pratt,

17 N. Y. 249, and distinguished from the rule thought applica-

ble to the facts of that case. There the suspense in transpor-

tation was temporary, and to be resumed at a future time in the

direction already given by the vendors. But, in the case before

us, not only is the actual fact like that in Dixon v. Baldwin, but

if the detention at Bremen was originally intended only to give

the vendees an opportunity to determine by which of several

routes, or at what time, as in Harris v. Pratt, the goods should

go on, we have the additional vital circumstance before adverted

to of a complete possession and control by the vendees, and its

transfer to a third party, who also took the actual possession and

control of the goods, and has since retained them. Neither Har-

ris V. Pratt,, nor any of the other cases cited by the appellant,

go to the extent of upholding the vendor's lien in such a case.

Second. The transaction between Goldstein and the vendees

was effectual to pass the propertjr to him and so deprive the

vendors of the right of stoppage if it otherwise existed. That

right may always be defeated by indorsing and delivering a bill

of lading of tlie goods to a bona fide indorsee for a valuable con-

sideration, without notice of the facts on which the right of stop-

page would otherwise exist. This was held in Liokbarrow v.

Mason, 2 T. R. 63, and has since been deemed established. It

does not impair the force of this position that the money was

in fact advanced before the delivery of the bill of lading. The

goods were in the possession of Goldstein when he paid over

the money. The bill of lading was promised and was part of

the consideration on which the money was paid, but more than
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all he had the right, under the authority given to him by B. &
S., to take the bill of lading in any form, and it was made out
for his benefit. {Qity Bk. v. R., W. ^ 0. R. R., 44 N. Y. 136.)
Nor is it material, unless made so by the German law (infra),

that the bill of lading was not indorsed. It was not necessary

that it should be. Hallgarten & Co. were Goldstein's agents,

subject to his control, and in making the bill of lading in their

names as consignees all was effected which the indorsement of

a bill taken in the name of B. & S. would have accomplished.

The cases cited by the respondent {Meyerntein v. Barber, L. R.

2 Cora. PI. 45 ; Short v. Simpson, 1 id. 255), show that a bill so

indorsed has the same effect, even if the ship containing the

goods was at sea, as delivery of the goods themselves. Here
there was a delivery of the goods to Goldstein, and the bill of

lading followed the possession.

Third. The German law, as set out in evidence, has no ap-

plication to the case in hand. It applies when the bill of lad-

ing is taken in the name of the vendee or of some person through

whom the party claiming its benefit must tnake title. The
observations already made show that in our opinion tliis is not

the plaintiff's position. Nor are the defendants estopped from

disputing the plaintiff's title. There is no finding of any fact

upon which such doctrine can rest ; no change of position by
the plaintiff ; a promise attaost by the defendants without con-

sideration, in violation of duty to their principals and in fraud

of their rights. If it forms the foundation of any action, it

cannot be one the effect of which is to deprive a third party of

his property, or subject the defendant to a second action by the

real owner of the goods. The right of stoppage, when it exists,

depends upon equity, and that of the defendants, by virtue of

their representative character, is superior in any view to the

plaintiff's. If liable at all, it would be upon their assumpsit to

keep the goods on his account. But what damages could the

plaintiff show from the breach of an agreement to keep for him,

or subject to his order, goods to which anotlier person was en-

titled, and whose claim was as to him exclusive ?

Some other grounds are urged by the respondent on which

he claims the judgment may be sustained. They have been

examined, and are deemed untenable. The reasons for this

conclusion need not be stated, since however decided, they
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would be insufficient to oTercome the appellants' objections

which have been already declared well taken.

The judgment appealed from should be reversed and a new
trial granted, with costs to abide the event.

All concur, except Folgbe, Ch. J., absent from argument.

Judgment reversed.

Ttjpts v. Stlvestek.

(79 Maine, 213.—1887.)

Petees, C. J. The plaintiff sold a bill of goods to be shipped

at Boston to the buyer at Farmington in this state. The buyer,

becoming insolvent after the purchase, countermanjled the order,

but not in season to stop the goods. Before the goods came,

he had gone into insolvency, and a messenger had taken pos-

session of his property. An express company, bringing the

goods, tendered them to the buyer, who refused to receive them,

but the messenger accepted the goods from the carrier, paying

his charges thereon. After this, but before an assignee was

appointed, the seller made a demand upon both the carrier and

the messenger, attempting to reclaim -his goods. The question,

upon these facts, is whether the goods were seasonably stopped

in transitu to preserve the plaintiff's lien thereon. We think

they were. The right of stoppage in transitu is favored by the

law.

It is clear that the goods did not go into the buyer's posses-

sion. He refused to receive them. He had a moral and legal

right to do so. Such an act is commended by jurists and

judges. He in this waymakes reparation to a confiding vendor.

" He may refuse to take possession," says Mr. Benjamin, " and

thus leave unimpaired the right of stoppage in transitu, unless

the vendor be anticipated in getting possession by the assignees

of the buyer," Benj. Sales, § 858. In Grout v. Hill, 4 Gray,

361, Shaw, C. J., says :
" where a purchaser of goods on credit,

finds that he shall not be able to pay for them, and gives notice

thereof to the vendor, and leaves the goods in possession of any

person, when they arrive, for the use of the vendor, and the

vendor, on such notice, expressly or tacitly assents to it, it is a
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good stoppage in transitu, although the bankruptcy of the

vendee intervene." See same case at page 369. 1 Pars. Con.

*596, and cases.

The decision of the case, then, turns upon the question

whether the messenger could accept the goods, and terminate

the lien of the vendor. We do not find any authority for it.

A bankruptcy messenger acts in a passive capacity—is intrusted

with no discretionary powers—acts under mandate of court, or

does certain things particularly prescribed by the law which

creates the office—is mostlj' a keeper or defender of property,

a custodian until an assignee comes—and he can neither add to

nortake from the bankrupt's estate. He is to take possession of

the " estate " of the insolvent. These goods had not become a

part of the estate. He was not at liberty to affirm or disaffirm

any act of the insolvent. The law imposes on him no such

responsibility. Chancellor Kent says, that the transit is not

ended while the goods are in the hands of a carrier or middle-

man. A messenger has no greater authority, ex officio, than a

middle-man, excepting as the insolvent law expressly prescribes.

In Hilliard's Bankruptcy, page 101, the office of a messenger is

likened to that of a sheriif under a writ ; he becomes merely the

recipient of property. The title of the assignee, when appointed,

dates back of the appointment of a messenger. Until appoint-

ment of assignee, the bankrupt himself is a proper person to

tender money for the redemption of lands sold for taxes.

Hampton v. Bouse, 22 Wall. 213. See Stevens v. Palmer, 12

Mete. 264. The case cited by the plaintiff, Gates v. Hoile, 2

Neb. 186, supports his contention.

Defendant defaulted.

Walton, Virgin, Libbey, Emery, and Haskell, JJ., con-

curred.
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Mbssmoee V. The New York Shot and Lead Co.

(40 New York, 422.—1869.)

Action to recover damages for breach of the following con-

tract:

" New York, J^me 8, 1861.

" Mr. Daniel Mbssmoke, No. 23 William Street.:

''Dear >V/r,—We will fill your order for 100,000 lbs. of Mi^ie

bullets—58 calibre, U. S. Rifle Musket—and deliver them on

board such lines as you may direct, as rapidly as possible, on

tbe following terms

:

" The price to be 7 c. per lb. If packed in kegs the charge to

be 12c. per 100 lbs., and cartage 50 c. per ton. The terms of pay-

ment to be 2}rompt i-axh for each lot as delivered, to be paid

on presentation of invoice and biU of lading.

" Respectfully yours,

" N. Y. Shot and Lead Co.

" By J. E. Grauniss."

When the plaintiff gave his order, he was under contract to

furnish the state of Ohio with the same number and quality of

bullets at seven and three-fourths cents per pound, and the de-

fendants were so informed. Twenty thousand lbs. were sent to

the quartermaster-general of Ohio, but were rejected as not con-

forming to the contract. The plaintiff then offered to return the

bullets to the defendants, but they refused to receive them.

Plaintiff then sold them at Columbus, Ohio, without notice to

defendants, for the best price he could obtain, viz., four and

a half cents per pound. At the trial it was proved, that bul-

lets of the kind contracted for, were worth at that time, at

Columbus, nine cents per pound.

Judgment for plaintiff was affirmed by the General Term of

the New York Common Pleas.

Mason, J. It is not necessary to decide, in this case,

whether the plaintiff was entitled, upon the evidence, to

recover the value of these bullets upon the market price in

Ohio, as shown by the evidence, or wlietlier the court erred in
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admitting the evidence to show the value of such bullets there,

as the verdict of the jury shows that no such rule of damages

was adopted by the jury in giving this verdict. They simply

allowed to the plaintiff the profits which he would have made
had the contract been fulfilled, to wit: Thi-ee-fourths of a cent

per pound, and the express charges and storage on what was

sent. The plaintiff submitted two statements : One made upon

the basis that he was entitled to recover just the difference

between the purchase price and the price at which he had con-

tracted for their resale to the State of Ohio, with the express

charges which he had paid on those sent, which were refused

because of their inferior quality ; the other was the difference

between the seven cents per pound and the nine cents, which

the evidence showed them worth in Ohio. These statemehts

were all carried out in items and figures, the first statement

making the plaintiff's claim for damages $1,128.50, and the

second -$1,949.22, and the verdict of the jury was $1,128.50

;

showing conclusively that they adopted the first statement

without computation, and gave the plaintiff, as damages, no

more than the profits he would have made had the contract

been fulfilled, and what he paid out for express charges on

those sent which were refused. The defendants claim and in-

sist, however, that this collateral contract of the plaintiff with

the State of Ohio was improperly allowed in evidence and

could not be allowed as the basis of damages between these

parties ; that in short the plaintiff can only recover the differ-

ence between the contract price and the market value in the

city of New York where the contract of sale was made, and

where the property was to be delivered under the contract.

The general rule of damages, ordinarily, is the difference

between the contract price and the market value of the article

at the time and place of delivery fixed by the contract. This

is not the invariable rule in all cases. The general rule is, that

the partj' injured by a breach of a contract, is entitled to re-

cover all his damages, including gains prevented as well as

losses sustained, provided they are certain, and such as might

naturally be expected to follow the breach. In commodities

commonly purchasable in the market, it is safe to say that the

purchaser is made whole, when he is allowed to recover the

difference between the contract price and the value of the arti-

cle in the market at the time and place of delivery ; because he

31
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can supply himself with this article by going into the market

and making his purchase at such price, and these are all the

damages he is ordinarily entitled to recover, for nothing beyond

this is within the contemplation of the parties when they en-

tered into the contract.

This rule, however, is changed when the vendor knows that

the purchaser has an existing contract for a re-sale at an

advanced price, and that the purchase is made to fulfill such

contract, and the vendor agrees to supply the article to enable

him to fulfill the same, becavise those profits which would accrue

to the purchaser upon fulfilling the contract of re-sale, may
justly be said to have entered into the contemplation of the

parties in making the contract. (^Griffin v. Oolver, 16 N. Y. R.

493.) This rule is based upon reason and good sense, and is in

strict accordance with the plainest principles of justice. It

affirms nothing more than that wJiere a party sustains a loss by

reason of a breach of a contract, he shall, so far as money can

do it, be placed in the same situation with respect to damages,

as if the contract had been performed.

It was clearly competent for the plaintiff to show that the

defendants were informed of the object of the plaintiff in mak-

ing this contract of purchase of them, and that it was to fulfill

an existing contract of his own with the State of Ohio at a

price of three-fourths of one cent per pound, above the price he

was to pay them, and that they were to manufacture these bul-

lets to enable him to fulfill such contract, because it showed

that these profits to this plaintiff were in the contemplation of

the parties in entering into this contract, and as the evidence

showed such to be the fact, these profits that would have ac-

crued to the plaintiff had the contract been performed by the

defendants are in no sense speculative or uncertain profits.

The result of a non-performance is a practical and certain loss

to the plaintiff to that extent, unless the plaintiff could have

supplied himself by going into the market, and making a pur-

chase to fulfill his contract, which, at that particular time, it is

pretty evident, he could not do, as lead went up, after the mak-

ing of this contract, rapidly, and bullets were sold in Ohio for

nine cents in a month after the making of this contract ; and

the plaintiff testified that he was offered nine cents for a good
Minie bullet by two or three different persons, and that Woods
offered him that for 100,000 lbs., if delivered within ten days.
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This was in July and August, only a month or two after this

contract was entered into, and the demand became so great that

lead went up fire to six cents a pound. The evidence fails to

show that these bullets were sacrificed in the sale of them by
the plaintiff ; on the contrary, the evidence is they were sold

for all they were worth. (See case, fols. 82 and 46.) This case

does not fall within the principle of Reed v. Randall, 29 N. Y.

R. 358, as the plaintiff never had an opportunity to examine

the bullets and no inspection was ever made of them by the

plaintiff, or any one in his behalf. They were put up in bags

and kegs by the defendants and actually shipped by them in

their owil name, and the contract itself required them to deliver

them to such lines of transportation as the plaintiff should

direct, and evidently the plaintiff had no opportunity to exam-

ine them and therefore cannot be held to have made such an

acceptance as to deprive him of his action.

The plaintiff had the right to sell these bullets at the best

price he could obtain for them, after his offer to return them,

and the defendants' refusal to receive them ; and the law did

not require him to give notice to the defendants of the time

and place of sale. QPollen ^ Colgate v. Le Roy ^ Smith, 30

N. Y. R. 549.) This is not very material, however, as the evi-

dence is they were sold for all they were worth.

There was no error committed in allowing the plaintiff to

recover what he paid out for transportation, on these bullets.

By his contract with the State of Ohio, the State were to pay

these expenses of transportation, and as they refused to receive

them because of their defects, the plaintiff has sustained this

loss, and the defendants cannot complain of this, when they

accepted his order and actually shipped them by express them-

selves.

The judgment should be affirmed.

Htjnt, Oh. J., Woodruff, Grover, Jambs and Lott were

for affirmance on the ground stated in the foregoing opinion.

Judgment affirmed.^

I Opinion by Daniels, J., omitted.
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KOTJNTZ V. KlEKPATBICK ET AL.

(72 Pennsylvania, 376.—1872.)

Action of assumpsit brought by Joseph Kirkpatrick and

James Lyons, trading as Kirkpatrick & Lyons, to the use of

Frederick Fisher & others, trading as Fisher Brothers, against

William J. Kountz, for failure to deliver 2,000 barrels of crude

petroleum under a contract of sale made on the 7th day of June,

1869.

Verdict for plaintiffs ; defendant took out a writ of- error.

Agnew", J. The second, third, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth,

eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth

errors, are not well assigned, for all the answers of the court to

the points were omitted. When a court simply refuses a point,

the error is well assigned by reciting the point, and stating that

it was refused. But when the judge answers specially, in order

to introduce a qualification he deems necessary to make his in-

struction correct, the answer must be recited as well as the

point. We shall not decline considering, however, all the im-

portant questions ; and in order to discuss them, we may state

succinctly the nature of the case. On the 7th of June, 1869,

Kountz sold to Kirkpatrick & Lyons, two thousand barrels of

crude petroleum, to be delivered at his option, at any time front

the date, until the 31st of December, 1869, for cash on delivery,

at thirteen and a half cents a gallon. On the 24th of June,

1869, Kirkpatrick & Lyons assigned this contract to Fisher &
Brothers. Kountz failed to deliver the oil. He defends on the

ground that Kii'kpatrick & Lyons, and others holding like con-

tracts for delivery of oil, entered into a combination to raise the

price, by buying up large quantities of oil, and holding it till

the expiration of the year 1869, and thus to compel the sell-

ers of oil on option contracts, to pay a heavy difference for non-

delivery. Fisher & Brothers, the assignees of Kountz's contract,

were not in the combination, and the principal questions are

whether they are affected by the acts of Kirkpatrick & Lyons,

subsequent to the assignment ; whether notice of the assign-

ment to Kountz was necessary to protect them, and what is the

true measure of damages. The court below held that Fisher &
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Brothers, as assignees of the contract, were not affected by the

acts of Kirkpatriek & Lyons, as members of the combmation in

the following October and subsequently, and that notice in this

case was not essential to the protection of Kountz.

The common-law rule as to the assignability of choses in ac-

tion no longer prevails, but in equity the assignee is looked

upon as the true owner of the chose. He may set off the de-

mand as his own : Morgan v. Bank of North America, 8 S. & R.

73 ; Rammy^s Appeal, 2 Watts, 228. The assignee takes the

chose subject to the existing equities between the original par-

ties before assignment, and also to payment and other defenses

to the instrument itself, after the assignment and before notice

of it ; but he cannot be affected by collateral transactions, secret

trusts, or acts unconnected with the subject of the contract

:

Davis V. Barr, 9 S. & R. 137 ; BecMey v. Mckert, 3 Barr, 292

;

Mott V. Clark,,9 id. 399; Taylor v. Gift, 10 id. ^28;- Northamp-

ton Bank v. Balliet, 8 W. & S. 318 : Corsen v. Oraig, 1 Wash.

G. C. R. 424 ; 1 Parsons on Cont. 193, 196 ; 2 Story on Cont.

§ 396 n.

The act of Kirkpatriek & Lyons, complained of as members

of an unlawful combination to raise the price of oil, was long

subsequent to their assignment of Kountz's contract, and was

a mere tort. The contract was affected only by its results as

an independent act. It does not seem just, therefore, to visit

this effect upon Fisher & Brothers, the antecedent assignees.

The act is wholly collateral to the ownership of the chose itself,

and there is nothing to link it to the chose, so as to bind the

assignors and assignees together. After. the assignment, there

being no guaranty, the assignors had no interest in the perform-

ance of this particular contract, and no nK)tive, therefore, aris-

ing out of it to raise the price on Kountz. The acts of Kirk-

patriek & Lyons seem, therefore, to have no greater or other

bearing on this contract than the acts of any other members of

the combination, who were strangers to the contract.

In regard to notice of the assignment to Kountz, it is argued,

that having had no notice of it, if he knew of the conspiracy to

raise the price of oil, and thus to affect his contract, and that

Kirkpatriek & Lyons were parties to it, he might have relied

on that fact as a defense, and refused to deliver the oil, and

claimed on the trial a verdict for merely nominal damages for

his breach of his contract. Possibly in such a special case,
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want of notice might liave constituted an equity, but the answer

to this case is, tliat no such point was made in the court below,

and there does not seem to be any evidence that Kountz knew

of tlie conspiracy, and Kirkpatrick & Lyons's privity, and rely-

ing on these facts, desisted from purchasing oil to fulfil his

contract with them. As the case stood before the court below,

we discover no error in the answers of the learned judge on

this part of it.

The next question is upon the proper measure of damages.

In the sale of chattels, the general rule is, that the measure is

the difference between the contract price and the market value

of the article at the time and place of delivery under the con-

tract. It is unnecessary to cite authority for this well estab-

lished rule, but as this case raises a novel and extraordinary

question between the true market value of the article, and a

stimulated market price, created by artificial and fraudulent

practices, it is necessary to fix the true meaning of the rule it-

self, before we can approach the real question. Ordinarily,

when an article of sale is in the market, and has a market

value, there is no difference between its value and the- market

price, and the law adopts the latter as the proper evidence of

tlie value. This is not, however, because value and price are

really convertible terms, but only because they are ordinarily

HO in a fair market. The primary meaning of value is worth,

and this worth is made up of the useful or estimable qualities

of the thing: See Webster's and Worcester's Dictionaries.

Price, on the other ha)id, is the sum in money or other equiva-

lent set upon an article by a seller, which he demands for it

:

Id. Ibid. Value and price are, therefore, not synonyms, or

the necessary equivalents of each other, though commonly, mar-

ket value and market price are legal equivalents. When we
examine the authorities, we find also that the most accurate

writers use the phrase market value, not market price. Mr.

Sedgwick, in his standard work on the measure of damages,

4th ed. p. 260, says :
" Where contracts for the value of chat-

tels are broken by the vendor's failing to deliver property ac-

cording to the terms of the bargain, it seems to be well settled,

as a general rule, both in England and the United States, that

the measure of damages is the difference between the contract

price and the market value of the article at the time it should

be delivered upon the ground ; that this is the plaintiff's real
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loss, and that with this sum, he can go into the market and
supply himself with the same article from another vendor."

Judge Rogers uses the same term in Swethurst v. Woolston, 5

W. & S. 109 :
" The value of the article at or about the time

it is to be delivered, is the measure of damages in a suit by the

vendee against the vendor for a breach of the contract." So said

C. J. Tilghman, in Girardy. Taggart,b S. & R. 32. Judge Ser-

geant, also, in 0' Conner v. Forster, 10 Watts, 422, and in Mntt

V. Danforth, 6 id. 308. But as even accurate writers do not

always use words in a precise sense, it would be unsatisfactory

to rely on the common use of a word only, in making a nice dis-

tinction between terms. It is therefore proper to inquire into

the true legal idea of damages in order to determine the proper

definition of the term value. Except in those cases where op-

pression, fi'aud, malice or negligence enter into the question,

" the declared object (says Mr. Sedgwick, in his work on Dam-
ages^ is to give compensation to the party injured for the actual

loss sustained," 4th ed., pp. 28, 29 ; also, pp. 36, 37. Among
the many authorities he gives, he quotes the language of C. J.

Shippen, in Bussy v. Donaldson, 4 Dallas, 206. "As to the as-

sessment of damages (said he), it is a rational and legal prin-

ciple, that the compensation should be equivalent to the injury."

"The rule," said C. J. Gibson, "is to give actual compensa-

tion, by,graduating the amount of the damages exactly to the

extent of the loss." " The measure is the actual, not the specu-

lative loss :
" Forsyth v. Palmer, 2 Harris, 97. Thus, compen-

sation being the true purpose of the law, it is obvious that the

means employed, in other words, the evidence to ascertain com-

pensation, must be such as truly reaches this end.

It is equally obvious, when we consider its true nature, that

as evidence, the market price of an article is only a means of

arriving at compensation ; it is not itself the value of the article,

but is the evidence of value. The law adopts it as a natural

inference of fact, but not as a conclusive legal presumption. It

stands as a criterion of value, because it is a common test of the

ability to purchase the thing. But to assert that the price

asked in the market for an article is the true and only test of

value, is to abandon the proper object of damages, viz., compen-

sa,tion, in all those cases where the market evidently does not

afford the true measure of value. This thought is well expressed

by Lewis, C. J., in Bank of Montgomery v. Reese, 2 Casey, 146,
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"The paramount rule in assessing damages (he says), is that

every person unjustly deprived of his rights, should at least be

fully compensated for the injury he sustained. Where articles

have a determinate value and an unlimited production, the gen-

eral rule is to give their value at the time the owner was de-

prived of them, with interest to the time of verdict. This rule

has been adopted because of its convenience, and because it in

general answera the object of the law, which is to compensate

for the injury. In relation to such articles, tlie supply usually

keeps pace with the demand, and the fluctuations in the value

are so inconsiderable as to justify the courts in dis)-egarding

them for the sake of convenience and uniformity. In these

cases, the reason why the value at the time of conversion, with

interest, generally reaches the justice of the case, is that wlien

the owner is deprived of the articles, he may purchase others at

that price. But it is manifest that this would not remunerate

him where the article could not be obtained elsewhere, or where

from restrictions on its production, or other causes, its price is

necessarily subject to considerable fluctuation." This shows

that the market price is not an invariable standard, and that the

converse of the case then before Judge Lewis is equally true

—

that is to say—when the market price is unnaturally inflated by

unlawful and fraudulent practices, it cannot be the true means
of ascertaining what is just compensation. It is as unjust to

the seller to give the purchaser more than just compensation,

as it is to the purchaser to give him less. Right upon this

point, we have the language of this court in the case of a refusal

by a purchaser to accept : Andrews v. Hoover, 8 Watts, 240.

It is said :
" The jury is bound by a measure of damages where

there is one, but not always by a particular means for its ascer-

tainment. Now the measure in a case like the present, is the

difference between the price contracted to be paid and the value

of the thing when it ought to have been accepted ; and though

a resale is a convenient and often satisfactory means, it does not

follow that it is, nor was it said in Girard v. Taggart, to be the

only one. On the contrary, the propriety of the direction there,

that the juiy were not bound by it, if they could find another

more in accordance with the justice of the case, seems to have

been admitted ; the very thing complained of here." Judge
Strong took the same view in Trout v. Kennedy, 11 Wright, 393.

That was the case of a trespasser, and the jury had been told
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that the plaintiff was entitled to the just and full value of the

property, and if at the time of the trespass the market was

depressed, too much importance was not to he given to that

fact. " If (says Judge Strong) at any particular time, there be

no market demand for an article, it is not of course on that ac-

count of no value. What a thing will bring in the market at

a given time, is perhaps the measure of its value then ; but it is

not the only one." These cases plainly teach that value and

market price are not always convertible terms ; and certainly

there can be no difference in justice or law, in an unnatural

depression and an unnatural exaltation in the market price

—

neither is the true and only measure of value.

These general principles in the doctrine of damages and

authorities, prove that an inflated speculative market price,

not the result of natural causes, but of artificial means to stim-

ulate prices by unlawful combinations for the purposes of gain,

cannot be a legitimate means of estimating just compensation.

It gives to the purchaser more than he ought to have, and com-

pels the seller to pay more than he ought to give, and it is

therefore not a just criterion. There is a case in our own state,

bearing strongly on this point : Blydenhurgh et al. v. Wehh ct

al., Baldwin's Rep. 331. Judge Baldwin had charged the jury

in these words : " If you are satisfied from the evidence, that

there was on that day a fixed price in the market, you must be

governed by it ; if the evidence is doubtful as to the price, and

witnesses vary in their statements, you must adopt that which

you think best accords with the proof in the case." In grant-

ing a new trial. Judge Hopkinson said : " It is the price—the

market price—of the article that is to furnish the measure of

damages. Now what is the price of a thing, particularly the

market price? We consider it to be the value, the rate at

which the thing is sold. To make a market, there must be

buying and selling, purchase and sale. If the owner of an

article holds it at a price which nobody will give for it, can

that be said to be- its market value? Men sometimes put fan-

tastical prices upon their property. For reasons personal and

peculiar, they may rate it much above what any one would give

for it. Is that the value ? Further, the holders of an article,

flour, for instance, under a false rumor, which, if true, would

augment its value, may suspend their sales, or put a price upon

it, not according to its value in the actual state of the market,
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but according to what in tlieir opinion will be its market price

or value, provided the rumor shall prove to be true. In such

a case, it is clear, that the asking price is not the worth of the

thing on the given day, but what it is supposed it will be worth

at a future day, if the contingency shall happen which is to give

it this additional value. To take such a price as the rule of dam-

ages, is to make the defendant pay what in truth never was the

value of the article, and to give to the plaintiff a profit by a

breach of the contract, which he never would have made by its

performance."

The case of suspended sales upon a rumor tending to enhance

the price, put by Judge Hopkinson, bears no comparison to the

case alleged here, where a coml)ination is intentionally formed

to buy up oil, hold it till the year is out, and thus force the

market price up purposely to affect existing contracts, and com-

pel the sellers to pay lieavy damages for non fulfilment of their

bargains. In the same case. Judge Hopkinson further said

:

" We did not intend that they (the jury) should go out of the

limits of the market price, nor to bike as that price whatever

the holders of the coffee mi^ht clioose to ask for it ; substitut-

ing a fictitious, unreal value, wliich nobody would give, for

that at which the article might be bought or sold." " In de-

termining," says an eminent writer on contracts, " what is the

market value of property at any particular time, the jury may
spmetimes take a wide range ; for this is not always ascertain-

able by precise facts, but must sometimes rest on opinion ; and
it would seem that neither party ought to gain or lose by a

mere fancy price, or an inflated and accidental value, suddenly

put in force by some speculative movement, and as suddenly

passing away. The question of damages by a market value is

peculiarly one for a jury:" Parsons on Contracts, vol. 2, p. 482,

ed. 1857. In Smith v. Griffith, 3 Hill, 337-8, C. J. Nelson said

:

" I admit that a mere speculating price of the article, got up by
the contrivance of a few interested dealers, is not the true test.

The law, in regulating the measure of damages, contemplates a

range of the entire market, and the average of prices, as thus

found, running through a reasonable period of time. Neither

a sudden and transient inflation, nor a depression of prices,

should control the question. These are often accidental, pro-

moted by interested and illegitimate combinations, for tempo-

rary, special and selfish objects, independent of the objects of
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lawful commerce ; a forced and violent perversion of the laws of

tradSj not within the contemplation of the regular dealer, and

not deserving to be regarded as a proper basis upon which to

determine the value, when the fact becomes material in the

administration of justice." I may close these sayings of emi-

nent jurists with the language of Chief Justice Gibson, upon

stock-jobbing contracts ; Wilson v. Davis, 5 W. & S. 523 :
" To

have stipulated," says he, " for a right to recruit on separate

account, would have given to the agreement an appearance of

trick, like those of stock-jobbing contracts, to deliver a given

number of shares at a certain day, in which the seller's per-

formance has been forestalled by what is called cornering ; in

other words, buying up all the floating shares in the market.

These contracts, like other stock-jobbing transactions, in which

parties deal upon honor, are seldom subjected to the test of

judicial experiment, but they would necessarily be declared

fraudulent."

Without adding more, I think it is conclusively shown that

what is called the market price, or the quotations of the arti-

cles for a given day, is not always the only evidence of actual

value, but that the true value may be drawn from other sources,

when it is shown that the price for the particular day had been

unnaturally inflated. It remains only to ascertain whether tho

defendant gave such evidence as to require the court to submit

to the jury to ascertain and determine the fair market value of

crude oil per gallon, on the 31st of December, 1869, as de-

manded by the defendant in his fifteenth point. There was

evidence from which the jury might have adduced the follow-

ing facts, viz. : That in the month of October, 1869, a number

of persons of large capital, and among them Kirkpatriek &
Lyons, combined together to purchase crude oil, and hold it

until the close of the year 1869 ; that these persons were the

holders, as purchasers, of a large number of sellers' option con-

tracts, similar to the one in suit ; that they bought oil largely,

and determined to hold it from the market until the year 1870

before selling ; that oil, in consequence of this combination, ran

up in price, in the face of an increased supply, until the 31st

day of December, 1869, reaching the price of seventeen to eight-

een cents per, gallon, and then suddenly dropped as soon as the

year closed. Major Frew, one of the number says : It was our

purpose to take the oil, pay for it, and keep it until January 1st,

1870, otherwise we would have been heading the market on
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ourselves. Mr. Long says that on the 3d of January, 1870, he

sold oil to Fislier & Brother (the plaintiffs) at thirteen cents a

gallon, and could find no other purchaser at that price. Sev-

eral witnesses, dealers in oil, testified that they knew of no nat-

ural cause to create such a rise in price, or to make the

difference in price from December to January. It was testified,

on the contrary', that the winter production of oil was greater

in December, 1869, than in former years by several thousand

barrels pei' day, a fact tending to reduce the price, when not

sustained by other means. Mr. Benn says he knew no cause

for the sudden fall in price on the 1st of January, 1870, except

that the so-called combination ceased to buy at the last of De-

cember, 1869.

It was, therefore, a fair question for the jury to determine

whether the price which was demanded for oil on the last day

of December, 1869, was not a fictitious, unnatural, inflated and

temporary price, the result of a combination to " bull the mar-

ket," as it is termed, and to compel sellers to pay a false and

swollen price in order to fulfil their contracts. If so, then such

price was not a fair test of the value of the oil, and the jury

would be at liberty to determine, from the prices before and

after the day, and from other sources of information, tlie actual

market value of the oil on the 31st of December, 1869. Any
other cause would be unjust and injurious to fair dealers, and

would enable gamblers in the article to avail themselves of their

own wrong, and to wrest from honest dealers the fruits of their

business. It cannot be possible that a " corner," such as took

place a few weeks since in the market for the stock of a western

railroad company, where shares, worth in the ordinary market
about sixty dollars each, were by the secret operations of two
or three large capitalists, forced up in a few days to a price

over two hundred dollars a share, can be a lawful measure of

damages. Men are not to be stripped of their estates by such

cruel and wrongful practices ; and courts of justice cannot so

wholly ignore justice as to assume such a false standard of com-
pensation. Our views upon the effect of the affidavit of defence,

on which the learned judge in a great measure ruled the ques-

tion of damages, will be expressed in the case of Kountz v. The
Citizens' Oil Refinini/ Co., in an opinion to be read immediately.

Judgment reversed, and a venire facias de novo awarded.

Sharswood and Williams, JJ., dissented on the question

of the measure of damages.
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WOOLNER ET AL. V. HlLL BT AL.

(93 New York, 576.—1883.)

AppeaIj from judgment of General Term of the Superior

Court of the city of New York, affirming a judgment in favor

of defendants, dismissing the complaint.

Defendants delivered 500 barrels of alcohol to plaintiffs'

agents in New York, and received payment therefor. Plain-

tiffs brought this action to recover damages for failure to de-

liver 2,500 barrels, pursuant to the following contract

:

"New York, Sept. 19, 1879.

"Sold for account of Messrs. Hill, Cunningham & Co., to

Messrs. Woolnei' Bros.

:

" Three thousand (3,000) barrels alcohol in bond at twenty-

nine and a half C29|-) cents per gallon, cash, in bankable funds,

on delivery. Proof 188 per cent, with corresponding reduction

in price if it falls below, but not to be lower than 186 per cent.

Said alcohol to be a prime and colorless article, and to be deliv-

ered in prime shipping order alongside buyers' vessel, at the

rate of five hundred barrels per month, from November to

April inclusive, sellers' option, free of expense to buyers, pro-

vided name of vessel and number of pier are made known be-

fore arrival of the goods here.

"Alcohol to be re-gauged here, actual gauges given and

charged for as per Custom House ganger's returns.

" Buyers to give export bond as per regulation. Accepted

September 19, '79.

" HHiL, Cunningham & Co."

MlLUBR, J. The most material questions in this case are

whether it was the duty of the vendee to inform the vendor of

the name of the vessel and at what place the vendee would be

ready to receive the alcohol, which the vendor had contracted

to deliver, and whether it was necessary for the vendee to ten-

der the price of the alcohol to the vendor before delivery.

By the contract between the parties the alcohol was to be de-

livered alongside of the buyer's vessel at the rate of five hundred

baiTels per month from November to April inclusive, sellers' op-
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tion, cash on delivery free of expense to buyers, provided name

of vessel and nuniber of pier arn made known before arrival of

the goods. No notice was given by the plaintiffs in accordance

with the provisions of the contract, nor was any tender made

by them to the defendants of the price of the alcohol. The ap-

pellants offered upon the trial to show a waiver by the defendants

which would have obviated this objection. The offer made was

to the effect that a witness on behalf of the plaintiffs called upon

the defendants at their office on the 31st day of December, 1879,

and had an interview with one of the defendants ; that lie said

to him he appeared there at the request of Mr. Woolner on

behalf of the plaintiffs ; that he wanted to know if it was nec-

essary for these people to do anything by way of tender or per-

formance of their contract to keep their contract alive, or to

tender the money, or to do anything of that kind, and that Mr.

Hill, one of the defendants, said to him that it was not.

It also appears, from the evidence, that on the ISth day of

December, 1879, the defendants made a general assignment for

the benefit of creditors. It was also pio\ ed that on the Slst

day of December, 1879, the plaintiffs sent a letter by messen-

ger to the defendants, demanding the delivery of the five hun-

dred barrels of alcohol due that month, and offering to pay the

purchase-price of the same on delivery.

We think it was sufficient that the plaintiffs were ready and

willing to pay the contraot-pi'ice of the alcohol when delivered,

and no tender was necessary. This rule is well settled in this

State. (^Ooonley Y. Anderson, 1 Hill, 519; Vail v. Rice, 6

N. Y. 155 ; Bronso7i v. Wiman, 8 id. 188 ; Isaacs v. New York

Plaster Works, 67 id. 124.)

In this case no tender was required for the additional reason

that the defendants had, by their voluntary assignment of the

15th of December, placed it out of their power to perform.

The assignee had no power, as such, under the circumstances

to accept the tender or fulfill the contract, as the defendants

had by the assignment disposed of their interest in the same,

and, as there was no one to whom the tender could properly

have been made, the plaintiffs were relieved from making any

offer of performance by a tender of the money.

The rule is well established that the party who disables him-

self from performing his contract before default by the other

party waives the performance of acts by the latter, which, except
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for such disability, he would be bound to perform, as condi-

tions precedent to recovery on the contract. (E.awhy v. Ke.dcr,

53 N. Y. 114.)

Having this principle in view the defendants, by the assign-

ment, had become disabled from performing the contract aiiil

waived the conditions which might have been insisted upon

had they been in a condition to perform themselves.

The formal demand of the goods by the plaintiffs on the 31st

of December, and their offer to pay for the same on delivery,

was strong evidence of the plaintiffs' readiness to perform.

The evidence offered by the appellants to show that the de-

fendants had waived tender and any offer of performance from

the plaintiffs, we think should have been received. (^Holmes

V. Holmes, 9 N. Y. 525; Smith v. Poillori, 87 id. 594; 41 Am.
Rep. 402.) The evidence was admissible for the purpose of

showing that the plaintiffs were not bound to tpuder the

money upon the contract for the alcohol, or to designate the

place of delivery. Although the complaint averred a readi-

ness to perform on the part of the plaintiffs, yet if the evi-

dence shows that the plaintiffs were ready and willing to per-

form at the appointed time and place, and the defendants did

notliing, this is enough to sustain the averment without pro-

viding either a demand or a tender' of the money. ( Ooonley

V. Anderson, 1 Hill, 519, supra.) It cannot, therefore, be said

that the evidence would have raised a new issue.

The point was not taken on the trial that the plaintiffs were

not copartners, and, on the ground stated, tlie judgment should

be reversed and a new trial granted, costs to abide the event.

All concur.
Judgment reversed.

CopiiAY Iron Co. v. Pope bt al.

(108 New York, 232.—1888.)

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Court

of Common Pleas of the city of New York, affirming judg-

ment in favor of plaintiff.

Earl, J. We must assume that tha.sale of iron alleged in

the defendants' counter-claim was an executory sale, as that is
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the fair and just inference from the facts alleged. The plain-

tiff was a manufacturer of iron, and the contract of sale was

made on the 8th day of December, 1879. It covered nine hun-

dred tons of iron, and it was to be delivered in the future as and

when the defendants ordered it to make delivery. There is no

allegation that the plaintiff at the time of this sale had the iden-

tical nine hundred tons of iron on hand, or tliat that quantity

was separated from other iron. It would be against all expe-

rience, and certainly against the usual course of business, to

suppose tliat the manufacturer had tlie iron on liand, and tliat

upon its purchase by the defendants, it was separated and set

apart and stored for them. It is reasonable to suppose, and as

all the facts were submitted to tlie court, neither party asking

to have them submitted to the jury, the court had the right to

draw the inference that the iron was to be tiiereafter manufac-

tured, weighed, designated, and delivered ; and thus this was

an executory contract of sale. In such a case the fact of pay-

ment has very little significance. It is sometimes a controlling

fact to show that the sale was not executory and was completely

executed. It is always evidence upon that question, but in a

case like tliis is not important. The price of property purchased

may be paid, and yet the contract of sale in every sense be ex-

ecutory.

Treating this then as an executory contract of sale, the de-

fendants are not in a position to complain of the quality of the

iron, because they never offered to return it, and never gave the

plaintiff notice or opportunity to take it back. They must there-

fore be conclusively presumed to have acquiesced in the quality

of the iron. (^Hargous v. Stone, 5 N. Y. 73 ; Reed v. Randall,

29 id. 358; McCormick v. Sarson, 45 id. 265; Dutchess Cu. v.

Hardmg, 49 id. 323 ; Gtaylord Mfg Co. v. Allen, 53 id. 515.)

Here tliere was no collateral warranty or agreement as to the

quality of the iron. The representation as to the kind and

quality of iron was part of the contract of sale itself, descrip-

tive simply of the article to be delivered in the future ; and
clearljr within the cases cited an acceptance of the property by

the defendants, without any offer to return the same at any time,

deprives tliem of any right to make complaint of its inferior

quality.

The judgment should be affirmed with costs. All concur,

except Andrews, J., not voting.

Judgment affirmed.
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